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In The Quantum Theory of Fields Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg com-
bines his exceptional physical insight with his gift for clear exposition to
provide a self-contained, comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to
quantum field theory .

Volume II gives an up-to-date and self-contained account of the
methods of quantum field theory, and how they have led to an under-
standing of the weak, strong, and electromagnetic interactions of the
elementary particles. The presentation of modern mathematical methods
is throughout interwoven with accounts of the problems of elementary
particle physics and condensed matter physics to which they have been
applied. Topics are included that are not usually found in books on
quantum field theory, such as the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism and its
application to renormalization and anomalies in gauge theories ; the back-
ground field method ; the effective field theory approach to symmetry
breaking ; critical phenomena ; and superconductivity. The book contains
original material, and is peppered with examples and insights from the
author's experience as a leader of elementary particle physics. Problems
are included at the end of each chapter .

This will be an invaluable reference work for all physicists and mathe-
maticians who use quantum field theory, as well as a textbook appropriate
to graduate courses on quantum field theory .
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Preface To Volume II

This volume describes the advances in the quantum theory of fields that
have led to an understanding of the electroweak and strong interactions
of the elementary particles . These interactions have all turned out to be
governed by principles of gauge invariance, so we start here in chapters
15-17 with gauge theories, generalizing the familiar gauge invariance of
electrodynamics to non-Abelian Lie groups .

Some of the most dramatic aspects of gauge theories appear at high
energy, and are best studied by the methods of the renormalization group .
These methods are introduced in Chapter 1$, and applied to quantum
chromodynamics, the modern non-Abelian gauge theory of strong in-
teractions, and also to critical phenomena in condensed matter physics .
Chapter 19 deals with general spontaneously broken global symmetries,
and their application to the broken approximate SU(2) x S U(2) and
S U(3) x S U(3) symmetries of quantum chromodynamics . Both the renor-
malization group method and broken symmetries find some of their most
interesting applications in the context of operator product expansions,
discussed in Chapter 20 .

The key to the understanding of the electroweak interactions is the
spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetries, which are explored in Chap-
ter 21 and applied to superconductivity as well as to the electroweak
interactions. Quite apart from spontaneous symmetry breaking is the
possibility of symmetry breaking by quantum-mechanical effects known
as anomalies. Anomalies and various of their physical implications are
presented in Chapter 22 . This volume concludes with a discussion in
Chapter 23 of extended field configurations, which can arise either as new
ingredients in physical states, such as skyrmions, monopoles, or vortex
lines, or as non-perturbative quantum corrections to path integrals, where
anomalies play a crucial role .

It would not be possible to provide a coherent account of these de-
velopments if they were presented in a historical order . I have chosen
instead to describe the material of this book in an order that seems to
me to work best pedagogically - I introduce each topic at a point wher e

xvii



xviii Preface

the motivation as well as the mathematics can be understood with the
least possible reference to material in subsequent chapters, even where
logic might suggest a somewhat different order . For instance, instead of
having one long chapter to introduce non-Abelian gauge theories, this
material is split between Chapters 15 and 17, because Chapter 15 provides
a motivation for the external field formalism introduced in chapter 15,
and this formalism is necessary for the work of chapter 17 .

In the course of this presentation, the reader will be introduced to
various formal devices, including BRST invariance, the quantum effec-
tive action, and homotopy theory. The Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism is
presented as an optional side track. It is introduced in Chapter 15 as
a compact way of formulating gauge theories, whether based on open
or closed symmetry algebras, and then used in Chapter 17 to study the
cancellation of infinities in `non-renormalizable' gauge theories, including
general relativity, and in Chapter 22 to show that certain gauge theo-
ries are anomaly-free to all orders of perturbation theory . The effective
field theory approach is extensively used in this volume, especially in
applications to theories with broken symmetry, including the theory of
superconductivity. I have struggled throughout for the greatest possible
clarity of presentation, taking time to show detailed calculations where I
thought it might help the reader, and dropping topics that could not be
clearly explained in the space available .

The guiding aim of both Volumes I and Ii of this book is to explain to
the reader why quantum field theory takes the form it does, and why in
this form it does such a good job of describing the real world . Volume I
outlined the foundations of the quantum theory of fields, emphasizing the
reasons why nature is described at accessible energies by effective quantum
field theories, and in particular by gauge theories . (A list of chapters of
Volume I is given at the end of the table of contents of this volume .) The
present volume takes quantum field theory and gauge invariance as its
starting points, and concentrates on their implications .

This volume should be accessible to readers who have some familiarity
with the fundamentals of quantum field theory . It is not assumed that
the reader is familiar with Volume I (though it wouldn't hurt) . Aspects of
group theory and topology are explained where they are introduced .

Some of the formal methods described in this volume (such as BRST
invariance and the renormalization group) have important applications
in speculative theories that involve supersymmetry or superstrings . I am
enthusiastic about the future prospects of these theories, but I have not
included them in this book, because it seems to me that they require a
whole book to themselves . (Perhaps supersymmetry and supergravity will
be the subjects of a Volume III.) I have excluded some other interesting
topics here, such as finite temperature field theory, lattice gauge calcula-



Preface xix

Lions and the large Nc approximation, because they were not needed to
provide either motivation or mathematical techniques for the rest of the
book, and the book was long enough.

The great volume of the literature on quantum field theory and its
applications makes it impossible for me to read or quote all relevant
articles. I have tried to supply citations to the classic papers on each
topic, as well as to papers that describe further developments of material
covered here, and to references that present detailed calculations, data, or
proofs referred to in the text. As before, the mere absence of a citation
should not be interpreted as a claim that the material presented is original,
but some of it is .

In my experience this volume provides enough material for none-year
course for graduate students on advanced topics in quantum field theory,
or on elementary particle physics . Selected parts of Volumes I and II
would be suitable as the basis of a compressed one-year course on both
the foundations and the modern applications of quantum field theory. I
have supplied problems for each chapter. Some of these problems aim
simply at providing exercise in the use of techniques described in the
chapter ; others are intended to suggest extensions of the results of the
chapter to a wider class of theories .

I must acknowledge my special intellectual debt to colleagues at the
University of Texas, notably Luis Boya, Phil Candelas, Bryce and Cecile
De Witt, Willy Fischler, Joaquim Gomis, and Vadim Kaplunovsky, and
especially Jacques Distler . Also, Luis Alvarez-Gaume, Sidney Coleman,
John Dixon, Tony Duncan, aiirg Frohlich, Arthur Jaffe, Marc Henneaux,
Roman Jackiw, Joe Polchinski, Michael Tinkham, Cumrun Vafa ., Don
Weingarten, Edward Witten and Bruno Zumino gave valuable help with
special topics. Jonathan Evans read through the manuscript of this
volume, and made many valuable suggestions . Thanks are due to Alyce
Wilson, who prepared the illustrations and typed the LATEX input files
until I learned how to do it, to Terry Riley for finding countless books
and articles, and to Jan Duffy for many helps . I am grateful to Maureen
Storey and Alison Woollatt of Cambridge University Press for working to
ready this book for publication, and especially to my editor, Rufus Neal,
for his continued friendly good advice .

STEVEN WEINBERG
Austin, Texas
December, 1995



Natation

Latin indices i, j, k, and so on generally run over the three spatial coordi-
nate labels, usually taken as 1, 2, 3 . Where specifically indicated, they run
over values 1, 2, 3, 4, with x4 -== i t .

Greek indices y, v, etc. from the middle of the Greek alphabet generally
run over the four spacetime coordinate labels 1, 2, 3, 0, with x° the time
coordinate .

Greek indices a, fl, etc. from the beginning of the Greek alphabet generally
run over the generators of a symmetry algebra .

Repeated indices are generally summed, unless otherwise indicated .

The spacetime metric q,,,v is diagonal, with elements q11 = q22 -X33 =
1> q0a = -1 .

The d'Alembertian is defined as ❑ - q),'' a2 1 axp axv = ❑2 - 02/at2 , where
❑2 is the Laplacian 02 /Ox IOx t .

The `Levi-Civita tensor' euvRa is defined as the totally antisymmetric
quantity with E0123 = +1 .

Spatial three-vectors are indicated by letters in boldface .

Three-vectors in isospin space are indicated by arrows .

A hat over any vector indicates the corresponding unit vector : Thus,
V = V' V I .

A dot over any quantity denotes the time-derivative of that quantity .

Dirac matrices yu are defined so that yuyV + yvyu = 2qu, . Also, y5 =
iYoY i Y2Y3, and # = iY

o
-= Y¢ •

The step function 9(s) has the value +1 for s > 0 and 0 for s c D.



Notation xxi

The complex conj ugate , transpose , and Hermitian adj oint of a matrix or

vector A are denoted A* , AT, and A t = A`7', respectively . The Hermitian

adjo int of an operator 0 is denoted fi t, except where an asterisk is used to
emphas i ze that a vector or matrix of operators is not transposed. +H .c . or

+c.c , at the end of an expression indicates the add ition of the Hermitian

adjoint or complex conjugate of the foregoing terms. A bar on a Dirac

spinor u is defined by u = utfl . The antifield of a field x in the Batalin-

Vilkovisky formalism is denoted xt rather than x* to distinguish it from

the ordinary complex conjugate or the antiparticle field .

Units are usually used with h and the speed of light taken to be unity .
Throughout -e is the rationalized charge of the electron, so that the fine
structure constant is a = e2/47z ^_~ 1/137.

Numbers in parenthesis at the end of quoted numerical data give the
uncertainty in the last digits of the quoted figure . Where not otherwise
indicated, experimental data are taken from `Review of Particle Properties,'
Phys. Rev. D50, 1173 (1994) .
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1 5
Non-Abelian Gauge Theories

The quantum field theories that have proved successful in describing the
real world are all non-Abelian gauge theories, theories based on principles
of gauge invariance more general than the simple U (1 ) gauge invariance
of quantum electrodynamics . These theories share with electrodynamics
the attractive feature, outlined at the end of Section 8 .1, that the existence
and some of the properties of the gauge fields follow from a principle
of invariance under local gauge transformations . In electrodynamics,
fields ip,(x) of charge en undergo the gauge transformation y)n(x) -- +
exp(ienA(x)}Y)n(x) with arbitrary A(x). Since a A)n(x ) does not transform
like y),(x), we must introduce a field AFz(x) with the gauge transformation
property A,,(x) --- ), A,,(x) +a,n(x ), and use it to construct a gauge-covariant
derivative auVn(x)-ienA,(x )yyn(x ), which transforms just like tpn(x) and can
therefore be used with y}n(x) to construct a gauge-invariant Lagrangian . In
a similar way, the existence and some of the properties of the gravitational
field g uy(x) in general relativity follow from a symmetry principle, under
general coordinate transformations . Given these distinguished precedents,
it was natural that local gauge invariance should be extended to invariance
under local non-Abelian gauge transformations.

In the original 1954 work of Yang and Mills, the non-Abelian gauge
group was taken to be the S ZT (2) group of isotopic spin rotations, and
the vector fields analogous to the photon field were interpreted as the
fields of strongly-interacting vector mesons of isotopic spin unity. This
proposal immediately encountered the obstacle that these vector mesons
would have to have zero mass, like photons, and it seemed that any such
particles would already have been detected . Another problem was that,
like all strong-interaction theories at that time, there was nothing that

Of course, both local gauge invariance and general covariance can be realized in
a trivial way, by taking .A , ( .x) and g,,,(x) to be non-dynamical c-number functions
that simply characterize a choice of phase or coordinate system, respectively. These
symmetries become physically significant when we treat A,(x) and g,,,(x) as dynamical
fields, over which we integrate in calculating 5'-matrix elements.
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could be done with it ; it seemed that the large coupling constant of the
theory would preclude any use of perturbation theory .

Gauge theories were soon generalized to arbitrary non-Abelian gauge
groups,2 and their quantization continued to be studied mathematically,
notably by Feynman,3 Faddeev and Popov,' and De Witt,5 in part as
a warming up exercise for the harder problem of quantizing general
relativity. They showed that the naive Feynman rules obtained by simply
inspecting the Lagrangian need to be supplemented by additional `ghost'
loops. However, the physical relevance of these theories did not begin to
be understood until the late 1960s. It eventually turned out that all of
the observed interactions of elementary particles are generated by vector
fields associated with local gauge symmetries ; the corresponding spin 1
particles are either very heavy, as a result of a spontaneous breakdown of
the gauge symmetry, or are `trapped', as a result of the rise of the coupling
constant at long distances . These matters will be the subjects respectively
of Chapters 21 and 18. In this chapter we shall explore the formulation
of the non-Abelian gauge theories, and the derivation of their Feynman
rules.

1 5. 1 Gauge Invariance

We assume that the Lagrangian of our theory is invariant under a set of
infinitesimal transformations on the matter fields ip/(x )

bwe (x ) = i e"(x )(ta)em 1P rn (x ), ( 1 5 . 1 . 1 )

with some set of independent constant matrices** tIX, and with real in-
finitesimal parameters e'(x) which (as for gauge transformations in elec-
trodynamics) are allowed to depend on position in spacetime . We assume
that these symmetry transformations are the infinitesimal part of a Lie
group ; as shown in Section 2 .2, this requires that the t,,, obey commutation
relations

[t ,X , t fi] = i C7l~ ty , (15 . 1 .2 )

where Gya fl are a set of real constants, known as the structure constants
of the group. The antisymmetry of the commutator immediately tells u s

In this book we shall generally label symmetry generators with letters a, P , etc . from
the beginning of the Greek alphabet, in order to keep these labels distinct from the
indices fie, v, etc . from the middle of the Greek alphabet that arc used to label spacetime
coordinates. Later, in dealing with broken symmetries, we will often use letters a, b,
etc. from the beginning of the Latin alphabet to label generators of spontaneously
broken symmetries, and letters i, j, etc . from the middle of the Latin alphabet to label
generators of unbroken symmetries .
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that the structure co nstant s are simi larly antisymmetric :

Cyan = -C'# x .

Also, from the Jacobi identit y

0 = l [txa t# ], t d + 1 [ ty , ga ] , t

#]
+ [[tp . tyl , ta ]

we see that the Cs sat isfy the further constraint

O= C100c EbY + C5Y~~ ,60 + C
5

fl2 Ce 5 a

3

(15.1 .3 )

(15.1 .4)

(15 .1 .5)

Any set of constant s Cy,,# that satisfy Eqs. (15 .1 .3) and (15 .1 .5) define at
least one set of matrices tA,, :

(
t 'd'a

),y - -i C fl ya a ( 15 .1 . 6)

that satisfy the commutation relations (15.1 .2) with structure constants
CYa# :

[tA,", tAP] = i CyIX#tAy ( 1 5 . 1 .7)

This is known as the `adjoint' (or `regular') representation of the Lie
algebra with structure constants Cx#y .

For example, in the original Yang-Mills theory, the matter fields were
the doublet consisting of proton and neutron fields ipp and yi n

VnPP

and the tx with a = 1 , 2, 3 were the isosp in matrices

1 4 1 1 4 -i ~ 1 0
t1 ~ 1 4 ~2 ~ 2 t 0 0 2 0 1

These satisfy the commutation relations (15 .1 .2) with

C,i
a~ = E'yag s

where as usual is +1 or -1 if y, cc, P is an even or an odd permutation
of 1, 2, 3, respectively, and vanishes otherwise . We recognize this as
the same as the Lie algebra (2 .4.18) of the three-dimensional rotation
group ; the matrices to here furnish what we recognize as the spin 1 /2
representation of this Lie algebra . The matrices (15.1 .6) of the adjoint
representation are here (in a basis with rows and columns labelled 1,2,3) :

0 0
to = 0 0

0 i

0

-r
0

t2 =
0

0
-1

0 i
0 0
0 0

0 - i 0
t3 = i 0 0

0 0 0

This is the spin 1 representation of the Lie algebra of the rotation group .
Now consider what is needed to make the Lagrangian invariant unde r

the transformations (15 .1 .1) . If there were no derivatives acting on the
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fields, the task would be easy -any function of the matter fields that was
invariant under the transformation (15 .1 .1) with FIX constant would also
be invariant with el arbitrary real functions of the spacetime coordinates .
This is not the case if the Lagrangian involves derivatives of the fields (as it
must), because with position-dependent functions Fx(x), the derivatives of
the matter fields do not transform like the fields themselves . Differentiating
Eq. (15 .1 .1) gives

6 (a,w,(x) ) = iF~(x)( t.)~ y" (auwm(x)) + i (apEa(x)) mWm(x) . (15 .1-8)

To make the Lagrangian invariant, we need a field A",,, whose transfor-
mation rule involves a term a.Ea, which can be used to cancel the second
term in Eq. (15 . 1 .8). Since this field carries an a-index, we would expect
it also to undergo a matrix transformation like Eq . (15 .1 .1), but with t'X
replaced with the adjoint representation matrices (15 .1 .6) . Let us therefore
tentatively take the transformation relation of these new `gauge' fields a s

or, using Eq. (15 .1 . ),

This allows us to construct a `covariant derivative' :f

(Dp y) (x )}r = (x) - i A~ u (x )(t#)e m v)m (x

) (15.1 .9)

(15 .1 .10)

As planned, the term a,d in the transformation of Afi, in the second term

of Eq. (15 . 1 .10) cancels the term proportional to aud in the transformation
of the first term, leaving us with

cS~D~'1f1}r = i ea (tIX)e ' au~)yn - t C#yj EaAyF~ ( ~~ ),, m W m

+ AY, (0( m l toclm ' Wn

or, using Eq . (15.1 .2),

(15 .1 .11 )

so that Nv transforms just like w itself.
We also need to worry about derivatives of the gauge field. In order

to eliminate the term O„ aud in the transformation of 0 ,,A#,U , we antisym-
metrize with respect to µ and v, just as in electrodynamics . However, we
still have terms in the transformation of avA#IU - a.A fl y proportional to
first derivatives of E(x), arising from the second term in Eq . (15 .1 .9) . The
easiest way to construct a `covariant curl', F7 VP in whose transformation

t As discussed in the next section, in writing Eq . (15 .1 .1 d ) we are tacitly supposing that
any coupling-constant factors like the electric charge are included in the tfl, and hence
also in the structure constants .
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rule all such derivatives of F(x) cancel, is to consider the commutator of
two covariant derivatives acting on a matter field yp -

([Dr . D,]1P ) r = _"i( t ]' )l mF y v uwm

where

(15 .1 .12)

(15 .1 .13 )

Eq. (15 .1 .12) makes it obvious that Fyvu must transform just like a matter
field that happens to belong to the adjoins representation :

S FP yt, - ie °` (tAa )fl-/ Fy „ ), = cx C flj IXFY ,, M . (15.1 .14)

The reader may check by direct calculation (using the relation (15 .1 .5))
that the quantity PVp defined in (15 .1 .13) actually has the simple trans-
formation rule (15 .1 . 14) .

For some purposes, it is useful to know that these infinitesimal gauge
transformations can be upgraded to finite transformations. A group
element can be parameterized by a set of real functions AI(x) so that it
acts on a general matter field V((x) through the matrix transformatio n

Vie(X) ` YYA (x} = [exp (itA'(x))]??l(x) .

We want the covariant derivative to transform in the same way :

(~~ -- i txA"pA }VA = exp( i taA °` ) ( a 1, - i txA 'x)y3 ,

( 1 5 . 1 . 1 5 )

(15.1 .16)

so we must impose on A" P the transformation rule A~ -4 Al~, with

0P exp(i t# A#) - i t# exp(i txA°`) A~A = -~-i exp(i txna)t,~A #

or in other word s

ta A"pA = exp(i t#A#) tA°`,, exp(-itfiAfl) - i P,, exp(it#Afl)] exp(-it#Afl) .
(15 .1 .17 )

Eqs. (15.1 .15) and (15 .1 .17) reduce to the previous transformation rules

(15 .1 .1) and (15 .1 .9) in the limit where AII(x) is an infinitesimal Ea(x) .

From Eq. (15 .1 .17), we can see that by a suitable choice of Afl(x), i t

is always possible to make A",uA(x) vanish at any one point, say x = z .
(Simply take Ax(z) to vanish, and OAa(x)/axA = -A" u( x ) at x = z .) Also,
it is always possible to choose Afl(x) so that any one spacetime component
of A°` mA( x ) vanishes for all a everywhere in at least a finite domain around
any given point . For instance, to make A°`3A (x ) vanish, we must solve the
set of ordinary first-order differential equations for the parameters Afl(x

)a3 exp(it#V) = -i exp(i tflfl#) to A'3 , (15.1.1$ )

which always have a solution in at least a finite domain around any
ordinary point .
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However, in general it is not possible to choose 11°`(x) to make all four
components Aapn(x) vanish in a finite region . For this purpose, we would
have to be able to satisfy the partial differential equations

a. exp(rt~n fl) = - i exp(i tfl AP) to A ° G p , (15.1 .19 )

which cannot be solved unless certain integrability conditions are satisfied .
In particular, if A°`,uA(x) vanishes everywhere then so does F"~~vVx}, but
since the field strength transforms homogeneously, F"uvA(x) can vanish
only if PJt,,(x) does. A gauge field A",,{x} is called a `pure gauge' field if
there exists a gauge transformation which makes it vanish everywhere. It is
not difficult to show that the condition that PUv should vanish everywhere
is not only necessary but also sufficient for Aa,,(x) to be expressible in any
simply connected region as a pure gauge field . 6

There is a deep analogy between the construction here of objects that
transform simply under gauge transformations and the construction in
general relativity of objects that transform covariantly under general co-
ordinate transformations. Just as we use the gauge field to construct
covariant derivatives Duyp( of matter fields with the same gauge trans-
formation properties as the matter fields themselves, so we use the affine
connection I-'i,,,Ax) to construct covariant derivatives of tensors TPd-,a . . . :

9 . . .
which are themselves tensors . Also, from the derivatives of the gauge
field we constructed a field strength FI)I„ with the gauge transformation
property of a matter field belonging to the adjoins representation of the
gauge group ; correspondingly, from the derivatives of the affine connection
we may construct a quantity :

ar~ ar'~~ ~v _ UK + rn rI - rn r~~v~ _ ~ axe axV ~v ~~ ~~ v ~
which transforms as a tensor, the R iemann -Christoffel curvature tensor .
The commutator of two gauge-covariant derivatives Dy and D,, may
be expressed in terms of the field-strength tensor P~,v ; similarly , the
commutator of two cov ariant derivat ives with respect to x' and XK may
be expressed in terms of the curvature :

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a gauge in which
the gauge field vanishes in a finite simply connected region is the vanishing
of the field-strength tensor, and the necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of a coordinate system in which the affine connection vanishes
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in a finite simply connected region is the vanish ing of the Riemann-
Christoffel curvature tensor. The analogy breaks down in one important
respect : in general relativity the affine connection is itself constructed from
first derivatives of the metric tensor , while in gauge theor ies the gauge
fields are not expressed in terms of any more fundamental fields .

15.2 Gauge Theory Lagrangians and Simple Lie Groups

The transformation rules of the gauge-field tensor F°Cjj,, and the matter
fields ip and their gauge-covariant derivatives do not involve the deriva-
tives of the transformation parameters E°L(x), so if the Lagrangian is con-
structed solely from these ingredients, and if it is invariant under global
transformations with e' constant, then it is invariant under gauge trans-
formations with general position-dependent Fa(x) . We therefore assume
that the Lagrangian satisfies these conditions : that is ,

Y(V', D,,, ip, j}vr}~,W, . . . , P11, I}pf'apv . . . }

with the invariance condi t ion :

w/ O ( 'Uwe)
a~ a LP

a(DvD,.'P",) ~y

a LP+ 0Dp~fl'Uy CP YaI}pF'I V
P + 0 .

(15 .2.1 )

(15 .2.2)

On the other hand, the Lagrangian may not depend on the gauge field it-
self, except insofar as it appears in v and in gauge-covariant derivatives
D . In particular, a mass term - ? rn

~'0f
# Aa,,A#P is ruled out .

We shall concentrate now on the terms in the Lagrangian that depend
only on F . Just as in electrodynamics, for any massless particle of
unit spin the Lagrangian must contain a free-particle term quadratic in
0PA"v - Ov Aar, and gauge invariance then dictates that this free-particle
term should appear as part of a term quadratic in the field-strength tensor
F . Lorentz invariance and parity conservation dictate its form a s

LPA = - ? gx#FapvF#Pv (15 .2.3 )

with a constant matrix gad . If we do not assume parity (or CP or T)
conservat ion , then we may also include in the Lagrangian a ter m

Y t
A = - 2 Bad fPvPff P,, ti, F# p6

wi th another constant matrix O . This term is actually a der i vative, and
therefore does not affect the field equations or the Feynman rules . Such a
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term would, however, have non-perturbative quantum mechanical effects,
to be discussed in Section 23 .6 .

Before going on to consider the properties of the matrix gad, it is worth
drawing attention to the fact that it is not possible to introduce a kinematic
term for the gauge field Axjx} without also including interactions, the
terms in Eq. (15.2 .3) arising from the quadratic part of the field strength
Fay„ defined by Eq. (15 .1 .13). This is one more respect in which non-
Abelian gauge theories resemble general relativity, where the kinematic
part of the Lagrangian for the gravitational field is contained in the
Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian density -~R/8nG, which also contains
self-interactions of the field. The reasons in both cases are similar : the
gravitational field interacts with itself because it interacts with anything
that carries energy and momentum, and the gauge field interacts with
itself because it interacts with anything that transforms according to a
non-trivial representation (in this case the adjoins representation) of the
gauge group. This is in contrast to the case of electrodynamics, where the
photon does not carry electric charge, the quantum number with which
it interacts, and it is consequently possible to introduce a kinematic term
- 'F,,, F""' for the electromagnetic field that does not entail interactions .

The numerical matrix gad may be taken symmetric, and must be taken
real to give a real Lagrangian. In order for this term to satisfy the
gauge-invariance requirement (15.2.2), we must have for all S

gjO Fttmv C fl Y 6FYP V = 0 .

In order for this to be true without having to impose any functional
relations among the Fs, the matrix gad must satisfy the condition :

gaflCO76 = - gyflC1 IX 6 . (15 .2.4 )

There is one more important condition on the matrix g ,, # . Just as in
quantum electrodynamics, the rules of canonical quantization and the
positivity properties of the quantum mechanical scalar product require
that the matrix ga~ in the Lagrangian (15.2 .3) must be positive-definite .
(That is, gxflu°LuP is positive for all real u, and vanishes for some real u
only if u" = 0 for all a .) This is analogous to the requirement that in the
kinematic Lagrangian - 2 Za M0 a 1 ` o - Im2 02 for a real scalar field 0 , the
constant Z must be positive-definite .

These requirements on the matrix ga# have far reaching implications.
They form one of a set of three equivalent conditions :

a : There exists a real symmetric positive-definite matrix gad that satisfies
the invariance condition (15 .2.4) .

b : There is a basis for the Lie algebra (that is, a set of generators ia =
with 91 a real non-singular matrix) for which the structure
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constants C "y are antisymmetric not only in the lower indices (3 and
y but in all three indices a, ft and y . (In this basis it is convenient to
drop the distinction between upper and lower indices a, fl , etc., and
write Cady in place of C 'Py

c : The Lie algebra is the direct sum of commuting compact simple and
U(l) subalgebras . *

Appendix A of this chapter presents a proof of the equivalence of the
conditions a, b, and C

Before going on to discuss the physical implications of this result, it will
be useful to say a bit more about the condition of compactness . We will
not use this here, but a compact Lie algebra consists of the generators of
a compact Lie group : one for which the invariant volume of the group
is finite. For instance, the rotation group is compact ; the Lorentz group
is not. As a simple example of a simple Lie algebra that is not compact,
consider the commutation relation s

It i , X23 = -a t3, [t2 , t3 l = i t~ ~ [0, t i I = i t2 .

The structure constant here is real, but not completely antisymmetric ; its
non-vanishing components are

X312 = _"
C3

21 = _"1, C'23 = -C132 = 1,
C2

3 1 -= -C
2

13 = 1 .

The metric given by Eq . ( 15.A.10 ) is here diagonal, with elements :

9 1 1 -X22 = "'g33 = -2 .

This is not a positive matrix, so the Lie algebra is not compact . It is in
fact the Lie algebra of the non-compact group D(2,1 ), the Lorentz group
in two space and one time dimensions .

Some definitions : A subalgebra ff of a Lie algebra W is a linear space, spanned by
certain real linear combinations t, _ Y ,atx of the generators to of W , such that ,r is
itself a Lie algebra, in the sense that the commutators of the t, with each other are
of the form [t„ t3] = ick1 tR, A suba lgebra _~C is ca lled invariant if the commutator of
any element of the whole algebra 5 with any e lement of the subalgebra A" is in the
subalgebra -ye, A simple Lie algebra is one wit hout invariant subalgebras. A U(l)
subalgebra of 5 is one with just a sing le generator that commutes with all generators
of the whole algebra W . A semi-simple Lie a lgebra is one that has no invariant
Abelian subaEgebras, i.e ., invariant subalgebras whose generators al l commute with
each other. Semi-simple Lie algebras are direct sums of simple (but not U(1)) Lie
algebras. A simple or semi-simple Lie algebra is said to be compact if the matrix
Tr {tAa tAfl I _ _Cy "6 C6 #"' is positive-definite. The meaning and importance of the
properties of simplicity and compactness w ill be discussed furt her be low. In saying
that a Lie algebra W is a d i rect sum of subgroups 'it is meant that it is possib le to
find a basis for W with generators t„Q for which the structure constants take the for m

/r ( n )r
C na mb - ~~m ~mn ~ ab ,

where C('} ',6 is the structure constant of the subalgebra .fin .
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Two sets of generators that differ by a real non-singular linear transfor-
mation are considered to span the same Lie algebra, and generate the same
group. This is not true for complex linear transformations of generators .
In particular, any simple Lie algebra can be put into a compact form by
a change of phase of the generators in a suitable basis . For instance, for
the Lie algebra of the above example, it is only necessary to define new
generators ti = iti, t2 -- its, t3 = t3, for which the commutation relations
are

K' 61 = i t"

The structure constant is now real and totally antisymmetric : Ca bc = Eabc .
Here gig = 2SRb, and the algebra is compact. We recognize this, of course,
as the familiar algebra of the compact group 0 (3 ) of rotations in three
dimensions. To see that this is always possible for any simple Lie algebra,
note that the matrix gib defined by Eq . (15.A.10) is real, symmetric, and
non-singular, so that by a real orthogonal transformation it may be put
in a diagonal form with non-zero elements along the main diagonal . It is
then only necessary to multiply all the generators that correspond in this
basis to the negative diagonal elements of gab by factors i .

We note without proof that the finite-dimensional representations of
compact Lie groups are all unitary, and the finite-dimensional repre-
sentations of compact Lie algebras are correspondingly all Hermitian .
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the only Lie algebras that can have
any non-trivial representation by independent finite-dimensional Hermi-
tian matrices t,, are direct sums of U { 1 } and compact simple Lie algebras .
To show this, we may simply define

g(X# = T ry t'Xtfl }

This matrix is obviousl y positive-definite, because gx#uxufl = Tr€(Uxta)21
is positive for any real u' and vanishes only if u't~ = 0, which is no t
possible unless a ll u" van ish because the t" are assumed independent .
Furthermore this gad sat isfies the invariance condition (15 .2.4), as can be
seen b y mult ipl ying the commu tation re lation (15.1 .2) wi th t6 and takin g
the trace ; this gives

i Cya# Tr €tytS j = Tr €[ta, to ] t6 } = Tr €tStat fl - t# t, t6 } ,

which is obviously antisymmetric in fl and S . Having verified a, we can
rely on the above theorem to infer condition c, so that the Lie algebra
must be a direct sum of compact simple and U(1) subalgebras .

Let's now return to the physics of gauge theories . In this section we have
inferred the existence of a positive symmetric real matrix gx P , that satisfies
the invariance condition (1 5.2.4), from the necessity of constructing a
suitable kinematic term in the Lagrangian for the gauge field, and in
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Appendix A of th is ch apter we have sh own that this resu lt is equiva lent to
a cond ition on the Li e algebra, that i t is a direct sum of compact simple
and U( 1 ) subalgebras. For ou r purposes, the important thing about this
result is that the simple L ie a lgebras are a ll of certain lim ited types and
dimens ionaliti es . For instance, it is easy to see that these is no simp le Lie
a lgebra with less than th ree generato rs, because in one or two dimensions
there can be no non-zero tota lly antisymme tric structu re co nstants w ith
three indices. With three genera tors, an invariant subalgebra can be
avoided by tak i ng C3 12, Cz 31 , and C12 3 all non-zero . In the basis in which
the s tructure cons tant is rea l and tota ll y antisymmetric, there is obv i ous ly
onl y one possibility :

Here c is an arbitrary non-zero real constant, which can be eliminated by
a change of scale of the generators, t, --+ t, /c, so the Lie algebra i s

[ta , tfi ] = i E '~fly t y .

This may be recognized as the Lie algebra of the three-dimensional
rotation group 0(3), and also of the group SU(2) of unitary unimodular
matrices in two dimensions, and was used as a basis for the original
non-Abelian gauge theory of bang and Mills . Continuing in the same
way, it can be shown that there are no simple Lie algebras with 4, S, 6, or
7 generators, one with 8 generators, and so on. Mathematicians (notably
Killing and E. Cartan) have been able to catalog all simple Lie algebras .
The compact forms of the simple Lie algebras form several infinite classes
of algebras of the `classical' Lie groups - the unitary unimodular, unitary
orthogonal, and unitary symplectic groups -plus just five exceptional
Lie algebras . This catalog is presented in Appendix B of this chapter.

It is also shown in Appendix A that under the equivalent conditions a,
b, or c, the metric takes the form

gmu,rab ` gm26mra 6ub [~-S.~ .S}

with real gam, where m and n label the simple or U(l) subalgebras, and
a and b label the individual generators of these subalgebras . We can
eliminate the constants g.2 by a resealing of the gauge field s

Ama __* Ama = gm 1 Ama (15.2 .6)

but then in order to keep the same formulas (15 .1.10) and (15.1 .13) for
D,,W and Fay'', we must also redefine the matrices tx and the structure
constants

tma --* ima = gmtmn -) (15 .2 .7 )

C
CUh ~ Cab

=
gm

c
C h . (15 .2 .8)
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That is, we can always define the sca le of the gauge fie lds (now dropping
the tildes) so that gm in Eq. (15.2.5) is unity :

gad = d ap , (Z 5. 2 .9)

bu t then the transforma tion ma trices ta and the structure con stants Cxfly
contain an unknown multipli cative factor g„, for each simple or U{ 1 }
subalgebra. These factors are the coupling constants of the gauge theory.
Alternat ively, it is sometimes more convenient to adopt some fixed though
arbi trary norma lization for the t, and structure constants with in each
s imp le or U{ 1} suba lgebra, in which case the coupling constants appear
in the gauge-field Lagrangian (15.2.3) as the factors gm z in Eq. (15.2 .5) .

1 5.3 Field Equations and Conservation Laws

Using Eq. (15.2 .9) for t he matr i x gad in Eq. (15 .2.3), the full Lagrang ian
density is

(15 .3.1 )

where in the absence of ga uge fie lds YM { y) , ay) } would be the `matter'
Lagrangian dens ity. We cou ld, in principle, include a dependence of YM
on Fx,,,, as well as higher covariant derivatives D ,, Dm zp, D ). Fapv, etc., but
we exclude these non-renormalizable terms here for the same reason as in
electrodynamics : as discussed in Section 1 2.3, such terms would be highly
suppressed at ordinary energies by negative powers of some very l arge
mass. For this reason the standard mode l of the weak, e lectromagnetic
and strong interactions has a Lagrangian of the genera l form {15.3.1) .

The equatio ns of mo tion of the gauge field are here

~ O
°P = -r~~`Fay" -

aY

~ ~(OAv) Mav

_ -F,°' C a# A#,, - i
OYM~D ta V 3

v w
and so

yU V

where f," is the current :

OY M

v u

The current fa' is conserved in the ordinary sense

O v fa v = 0 ,

(15 .3 .2 )

(15.3.3 )

(15 .3-4)
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as can be seen ei ther from the Eul er-Lagrange equations for W and
the invariance equiva lent (15 .2.2) or, more easi ly, directly from the fie ld
equations (15 .3 .2) .

The derivat ives in Eqs. (15.3 .2) and (15 .3 .4) are ord inary derivatives,
not the gauge-covarian t derivat ives Dv, so the gauge invariance of these
equat ions is somewhat obscure. It can be made manifest by rewriting
Eq. (15.3 .2) in terms of the gauge-covariant deriva tive of the field strength

t-A 'U V

Then Eq. (15.3 .2) reads

where .Iav is the current of the matter fie lds a l one

ice
OD vY3 t

aw

{15.3 .5}

(15.3 .6)

(15.3 .7)

This is gauge-covariant, if YM is gauge-invariant . Also, by operating on
Eq. (15.3 .6) with Dv, using the commutation relation

[D v , pjFIP" = -i (tAl )aflFy,,uF#P6 = -C ja# FYvNF#Pa ,

we see that .Ia'' satisfies agauge- covariant conservation law

DvJaV =0, (15.3.8)

rath er th an the ordinary conservation l aw (15 .3.4) obeyed by the ful l
current Kati . A lso, it is straigh tforward (using Eq. (15.1 .5}) to derive the
identities :

(15-3.9)

which hold whether or not the gauge fields satisfy the field equations .
These results serve to underscore the profound analogy mentioned i n

Section 15.1 between non-Abelian gauge theories and general relativity .
In general relativity there is a matter energy-momentum tensor Tv .,
analogous to .ILL, which satisfies a generally covariant conservation law
Tv ,u ;,, = 0, and stands on the right-hand side of the Einstein field equations

in their generally covariant form, Rv~ - 2 6 VR = -SrrGTv,s . However,
T'' ,U is not conserved in the ordinary sense : O,, PP does not vanish . On
the other hand, moving the non-linear terms on the left-hand side of the
Einstein equation to the right-hand side gives a field equation 8

R v
Y

- ~ 6 v~,R = -B r~ G ~`', a
LINEAR
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where zv,, is the non-tenso r

v Tv
'
` + Brr G Rye

-
2
1 6

v
u
R) NONLINEA R

analogous to Like z" ,, is conserved in the ordinary sense

0 ,, zvP = 0

and may be regarded as the current of energy and momentum :

P'U =f -co, d3x .

It contains a purely gravitational term, because gravitational fields carry
energy and momentum ; without this term, zy,, could not be conserved .
Similarly, f' contains a gauge-field term (the first term on the right
in Eq. {15.3 .3}) because for non-Abelian groups (those with Cx , =)6 0) the
gauge fields carry the quantum numbers with which they interact . Because
fav is conserved in the ordinary sense, it can be regarded as the current
of these quantum numbers, with the symmetry generators given by the
time-independent quantities

Ta =
f,Oi3x . (15 .3-10)

(Also, the homogeneous equations (15 .3 .9) involve covariant derivatives,
just as do the Bianchi identities of general relativity.) In contrast, none of
these complications arises in quantum electrodynamics, because photons
do not carry the quantum number, electric charge, with which the y
interact .

15.4 Quantization

We now proceed to quantize the gauge theories described in the prev ious
two sections. The Lagrangian density is taken in the form (15 .3 .1) :

Y = -
4 Fx uv Fa~`v + Y1~r(V,DmW )

with

F'a,uv = OpAocv - OyAcc,u + Ccc #YA#p `4Yti
D 'UV ~ aluw - itaAa ,,W

(1 5 .4 . 1 )

We cannot immediate ly quantize this theory by setti ng commut ators equal
to i times the correspond ing Poisson brackets. The problem is one of
constra ints. In the term ino logy of Dirac, described in Section 7 .6, there is



a primary constraint that

15 . 4 Quantization

n~o T c~~
~ = 0

O(O&Att

) and a secondary cons traint provided by the field equation for A°

OP + = OuFa"" + FY*)CYa~~ #,u + Jao
O(OyAx0) OAa0

1 5

(15.4.2)

(15 .4.3 )

where II
a

OY1 0(OoAk) =Fad is the `momen tum' conjuga te to ~l a,~,
w ith k running over the values 1 , 2, 3 . The Poisson bracke ts of IIxo and

Ok II ,,k+II YkCyx #A # k+.I,,,° vanish (because the l at ter quantity i s i ndependent
of AIXO) , so these are first class constraints, which cannot be dea lt with by
rep lacing Po isson brackets with Dirac bracke ts .

As in the case of electrodynamics, we deal w i th t hese constraints by
choosing a gauge. The Coulomb gauge adopted for e lectrodynam ics would
lead to painful complications here,* so i nstead we wi ll work in what is
known as axial gauge, based on th e condition

A0 = 0 . (15.4.4)

The canonical variables of the gauge field are then Aaa, with i now running
over the values I and 2, together with their canonical conjugate s

~ : =
OY

_ -Fad _ OUA~i - OiAxO + C(x#yAfloAyi . { 15.4.5}
O { OoAai }

The fie ld Axe is not an independent canonica l variable, but rather is
defined in terms of the other variables by the constraint (15 .4.3). To see
this, note that the `e lectric' field strengths FPO are

0 = H, ~'cc~3 0 3Aa

so the constraint (15.4.3) read s

- {03}2Ao = ai llx, + IZ ,li Cya# A #i + .IIX () ,

(15 .4.6)

{15 .4.7}

which can easi ly b e solved (with reasonable boundary conditions) to give
Axe as a functional of IIyi , Api, and .I,() . (We are using a summation

In addition to purely algebraic complications, Coulomb gauge (like many other
gauges) has a problem known as the Gribov ambiguiry :9 even with the condition
that Ax vanishes at spatial infinity, for each solution of the Coulomb gauge condition
❑ • AIX - 0 there are other solutions that differ by finite gauge transformations . The
Gribov ambiguity will not bother us here, because we quantize in axial gauge where
it is absent, and we shall use other gauges like Lorentz gauge only to generate a
perturbation series .
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convent ion, with indices i, j, e tc. summed over the va lues Z and 2.) I t
should be no ted that the canonical conjugate to the matter field V3c is

OY OYM
O(O o zp,,) 0 {Do u~e } (15.4-8 )

so the time component of the matter current can be expressed in terms of
the canonical variables of the matter fields alone

Joc° = -z
e y,

}( toc ) lm Wm = -z 7tC( ta ) lm Wm . (15.4.9)

Hence Eq. (15 .4.7) defines A,,° at a given time as a functional of th e
canonica l variables II yi, Aft, roc, and Wiz at the same time .

Now that we h ave identified the canon ica l variables in
can proceed to the construction of a Ham iltonian. Tf
density is

Af = rIaiOOAai + 7reOO tpl - Y

this gauge, we
Hami ltonian

= II, i (F'x0i + OaA uo - Ca#vA #oAyi) + 7rc O0Wc

Fa0iFa0i + 2 FaijFocij + Z F~i3F'cci 3

- 2 F(x03F'ao3 - YM. (15.4.10)

Using Eqs. (15 .4.4) and (15.4.6), this is

~,Y = 'YeM + Tlat (OiAao - Ca#YA#oAyt) + 2 II ,,t rl,i

+ 2 FaijFaij + 2 03AaiO3Axi - Z 0 :iAa0 O3Aa0

where ff M is the matter Ham iltonian dens ity :

AfM= 7tC 0O Y3 ,, -Y M .

(15 .4-11)

{ 1 5 .4 . 1 2}

Fo llowing the general ru les derived in Section 9.2, we can now use this
Ham iltonian density to calcu l ate matrix elemen ts as pa th in tegrals over
Apt, IIIXa, W/, and rr,,, w ith weight i ng fac tor exp(iI), w here

I = J d4x [uo0A ai + rtc Op W( - -*' + F terms ] , {15.4 . 13 }

in which the `F terms' serve o n ly to supply the correct imaginary infinites-
ima l terms in propagator denom inators. (See Sect ion 9.2 .) We note that
Eqs. (15.4.7) and (15.4.9) give AO as a functiona l of the canonica l variab les,
linear in II ,,i and ter . Inspection of E q. (15 .4-11) sh ows then (assuming
YM to be no more than quadratic in DuW) that the integrand of the
complete act ion (15.4.13) is no more th an quadratic in I"I,i and rya . We
could therefore carry out the path integral over these canonica l `moment a'
by the usua l rules of Gaussian integration. The t rouble wi th this proce-
dure is that the coefficients of the terms in Eq. (15 .4.13) of second order
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in II,,i are functions of the fl ea, so the Gaussian integra l would y ield an
awkward field-dependen t determinant factor. Also, th e wh o le formal ism
at this point looks hope lessly non-Lorentz-invariant .

Instead of proceeding in this way, we w ill apply a trick like that used
in the path integra l formu lation of e lectrodynam ics in Sect ion 9.6. Note
that if for a moment we think of A A as an independent variable, then
the action (15.4.13) is evidently quadratic in flaa, with the coefficient of
the second-order term Aar{x}A #a{y} equal to the fie ld-independent kerne l

(03 )2 6 4 (X - y) . As we saw in the appendix to Ch ap ter 9, the integra l
of such a Gauss ian over AA(x) is, up to a constant factor, equal to the
value of the integrand at the stationary `point ' of the argument of the
exponential . But the variational derivative of th e action here is

M a I)r 0 02Aao
6Aap OAu O

so the sta tionary `poin t ' of the act i on is the solution of the constraint equa-
tion (15 .4.7) . Hence, instead of using for A~o t he so lution of Eq. (15.4.7),
we can just as we ll treat it as an independent variable of integration .

With Aar now regarded as an i ndependent variab le, the Hamiltonian
f d3x is evident ly quadratic in II ai, w ith the coefficient of the second -
order term Ilat(x)II#j(y) given by the fie ld-independent kernel

Z
64 (x -

y)6y. Assuming that the same is true for the matter var iab le n,,,, we can
eva l uate path integrals over n( and II,,i up to a cons tant fac tor by simply
setting n~ and IIxi at the stationary `points' of the act ion corresponding
to Eq . ( 1 5.4. 1 } :

51 O'~f'M0 = ~oWr
'

- ,i - O iAuO + ~uflyAflOAyi = FxO i - rlx i
O= bri

_ O OAui rl
x i

Inserting these back into Eq. (15.4-13) give s

I = J d4x [yM
+ Z Fxoi Fooi

- 2 Fcca j Fcci j - Z 0 3Aai O 3Axi +
Z

(03Aa0
)
2

= J dx Y , (15 .4-14)

where Y is the Lagrangian ( 1 5 .3 . 1 ) with which we s tar ted ! In other word s,
we are to do path integrals over Wc{x} and all ./our components of A,,,,(x),
with a manifestly covariant weighting factor exp{ii } given by Eqs. (15 .4-14)
and ( 1 5 .3 . 1) , but with the axial-gauge condition enforced by insert ing a
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factor

(Aa3{x})
x,a

As long as OA, CAB • • • are gauge-invariant, we have

TtOA(9B . . .j)VACUUM ~ ~ ~ dy)I(X) 11 dA ,,u ( x )
C',x IX 1lUIx

x (9A OB . . . expf il + F terms 116 {A ,,3{x}} , (15.4. 16)
x,oc

with Lorentz- and gauge-invariant action I given by Eq . (15.4.14) .

For future reference, we note that the volume element fj a , x dAm{x}
for the integration over gauge fields in (15 .4.16) is gauge-invariant, in the
sense that

dAA aN{x} = 11 dAau(x ) , (15 .4.17)
a,11,x a,,U,x

where AA ,, (x) is the result of acting on A .. (x ) with a gauge transformation
having transformation parameters A,,,{x} . It will be enough to show that
this is true for transformations near the identity, say with infinitesimal
transformation parameters .SIX{x} . In this case,

A~ ~ = A~ + [~~`tix + Cagy A~~.,;

so the volume elements are related by

dA ,~ a,,(x) = I]et{X} rl dAa,,(x)
cc, ,u,x a,Y,x

where S' is the `matrix'

X IX yx,fivY -
6
~

~ a~e (x) 4`x - y) 6~

I
6 a

►~ + ca l~ y ~.y ( 'x )J .
# V (y) •

The de term inant of X is unity to first order in ;,,, because the trace C,,,,
vanishes.

In this chapter we shall assume that the volume element lj n,x dWn{x}
for the integration over matter fields is also gauge-invariant . There are
important subtleties here, to which we shall return in Chapter 22, but
as shown there this assumption turns out to be valid in our present
non-Abelian gauge theories of strong and electroweak interactions .
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15.5 The De Witt-Faddeev-Popov Method

Our formula (15 .4.16) for the path integral was derived in a gauge that is
convenient for canonical quantization, but the Feynman rules that would
be derived from this formula would hide the underlying rotational and
Lorentz invariance of the theory. In order to derive manifestly Lorentz-
invariant Feynman rules, we need to change the gauge .

We first note that Eq. (15.4.16) is (up to an unimportant constant factor)
a special case of a general class of functional integrals, of the form :

fj dOn(X) W [01 B [f [01] Det,~F [01
n,x

where 0n(x) are a set of gauge and matter fields ; ]j,,, do,{x} is a volume
element ; and 1 [0] is a functional of the 0,z{x}, satisfying the gauge-
invariance condition :

i:,_x n,.C

where OAjx} is the result of o perat ing on 0 with a gauge transformation
having parameters %,,{x} . (Usually when this is sa tisfied both the functiona l
I and the vo lume element are separate ly invariant , but Eq. (15.5 .2) is
all we need here .) A lso, f IX [O ; x] is a non-gauge-invariant `gauge-fixing
funct ional' of these fields that a lso depends on x and a ; B [f] is some
numer ica l funct ional defined for genera l functions f ,,(x) of x and a ; and
.F is the `matrix'

.FIXI#Y
6fX 10A ; X]

(15.5-3)
4(Y) a.=a

(In accordance with our usual notation for functionals of functions or

of functionals, B [f [0]] is understood to depend on the values taken by

f',[O ; x] for all values of the undisplayed variables a and x, with the
displayed variable, the function 0,{x}, held fixed .) Eq. (15 .5 .1) does not
represent the widest possible generalization of Eq . (15 .4.16) ; we will see
in Section 15 .7 that there is a further generalization that is needed for
some purposes. We start here with Eq . (15 .5.1) because it will help to
motivate the formalism of Section 15 .7, and it is adequate for dealing with
non-Abelian gauge theories in the most convenient gauges .

We now must check that the path integral (15 .4.16) is in fact a special
case of Eq. {1 5 . 5 .1} . In Eq. (15.4.16) the fields 0&} consist of both A,,,{x}
and matter fields y3/{x}, an d

fx [fl , V) ; x] = Ax3 fix} ,

BLfa = II 6(f,~( x ) )
x,a

(15.5 .4)

(15 . 5 . 5)
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I:q [fl , y)] = exp f i I + F terms 1 OA OB . . .

lld0n (x ) = fldwe(x ) rl dAP(x )
n,x l,x la'AIX

(15 .5.6)

(1 s.s .7)

(We are now dropping the distinction between upper and lower indices
oc, P , - • - . ) Comparison of Eq. (15 .4.16) with Eqs . (t 5.5 .E )-(t 5 .5.3) shows
that these path integrals are indeed the same, aside from the factor
Det .F[0] . For the particular gauge-fixing functional (15 .5 .4), this factor
is field-independent : if AIX{x} = 0, then the change in Ax (x) under a gauge
transformation with parameters ~.a(x) is

.q~, a (x ) = 03 ~a(x) =
I

d4Y ~IX(Y ) 0 3 64(x - Y ) ,

so that here Eq . (15 .5.3) is the field-independent 'matrix '

The determinant in Eq . (15.5.1) is therefore also field-independent in
this gauge . As discussed in chapter 9, field-independent factors in the
functional integral affect only the vacuum-fluctuation part of expectation
values and S-matrix elements, and so are irrelevant to the calculation of
the connected parts of the S-matrix .

The point of recognizing the functional integral (15 .4.16) for non-
Abelian gauge theories as a special case of the general path integral (1 5 .5. 1 }
is that in this form we may freely change the gauge . Specifically, we have
a theorem, that the integral (15.5.1) is actually independent (within broad
limits) of the gauge-fixingfunctional fa [ 0 ; x], and depends on the choice of
the functional B [f] only through an irrelevant constant factor .
Proof: Replace the integration variable 0 everywhere in Eq. (15.5.1) with
a new integration variable OA , with A°`{x} any arbitrary (but fixed) set of
gauge transformation parameters :

J = f ~ dOnn(x) ~~ [OA] B [f[4)A]] Det ~ [OA]
ra,x

(15 .5 .8 )

(This step is a mathematical triviality, like chang ing an integral f x , f(x )dx
to read f f {y}dy, and does not yet make use of our assumpt ions regard-
ing gauge invariance .) Now use the assumed gauge invariance (15 .5.2) of
the measure II do times the functional 5 [0] to rewrite th is as

n,x
5[01B [f [OA a ] I]et JWr [can] . (15.5 .9)j = J [lld4)11x ])

Since Aa(x) was ar bitrary, the left-hand side here cannot depend on it .
Integrating over A°`{x} with some su itab le weight-functio na l p [A] (to be
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chosen below) thus give s

.~ J [ndAx)] P [A] fj dOn (x ) INIOI C 101 a
a,x n,x

where

C fj dAa(x)p [n] B [ .f [OA l ] Det .F L OA1
a,x

Now, Eq . (15.5.3) gives

,Fax, fly L OA ] =
6f a [ ( OA ; xl

6 10 (Y) ~),=O

21

(15.5.10)

(15 .5 .11)

We are assuming that these transformations form a group ; that is, we may
write the result of performing the gauge transformation with parameters
Aa (x) followed by the gauge transformation with parameters P(x) as
the action of a single `product' gauge transformation with parameter s

(OA = Ox(na,) (15.5 .13)

Using the chain rule of partial (functional) differentiation, we have then

ax, fly [OA ] =
f

fax,,z [0 , A ]MYz,y [A ] d4Z ,
where

Ay (Z) A=A 5A" (z )

and

,Ryzpy[Al
5 Ay (z ; A, A )

6 )fl (Y) ~ A= O
It follows that

(15 .5 .15)

(15.5.16)

Det ,flOn l = Det f [ 0, Al Det R [A] . (15.5.17)

We note that Det f [0 , A] is nothing but the Jacobian of the transforma-
tion of integration variables from the A'(x) to (for a fixed 0) the f,' [OA ; X1
Hence, if we choose the weight-function p(A) as

p(A) = I 'Det R [A]

then

C f [ii dAa(x) Det f [0, n ] B [f[A]]

f [fl df7 (x)j B [f C
x ,x

(15.5.18 )

(15.5 .19)
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which is clearly independent of 0. (Eq. (15 .5.18) may be recognized by
the reader as giving the invariant (Haar) measure on the space of group
parameters.) We have then at las t

Cf [FI,,XdO,(x)1Cq1O1

J [ H . dAa(x) ] fi [n ]

(15.5.20)

This is clearly independent of our choice of fJO ; x], which has been
reduced to a mere variable of integration, and it depends on B [ f ] only
through the constant C, as was to be proved .

Before proceeding with the applications of this theorem, we should
pause to note a tricky point in the derivation . The integrals in the
numerator and denominator of Eq. (15.5.20) are both ill-defined for the
same reason. Since ~# [ O] is assumed to be gauge-invariant, its integral over
0 cannot possibly converge ; the integrand is constant along all `orbits,'
obtained by sending 0 into OA with all possible 4°L(x) . Likewise, the
integrand in the denominator is divergent, because p(A )IIdA is nothing
but the usual invariant volume element for integrating over the group,
and this is also constant along `orbits' A --+ n(n, A) . This divergence can
be eliminated in both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (15 .5,4)
by formulating the theory on a finite spacetime lattice, in which case the
volume of the gauge group is just the volume of the global Lie group itself
times the number of lattice sites . Because the gauge-fixing factor B[f ]

eliminates this divergence in the original definition (15 .5.1) of the left-hand
side of Eq . (15 .5.20), we may presume that, as the number of lattice sites
goes to infinity, it cancels between the numerator and denominator of the
right-hand side of Eq . (15 .5.20) .

Now to the point. We have seen that the vacuum expectation value
(15 .4.16) in axial gauge is given by a functional integral of the general
form (15 .5 .1) . Armed with the above theorem, we conclude then that

X L'A (nB . . . exp{i 1

f
rl dw/ (x) rl dA ua(x)
C,x a,P , x

+ £ termsf . B [f [A , ya ] ] Det .~ [A,i E ) ] (15 .5 .21 )

for (almost) any choice of fx [A, V) ; x] and B [f ] . We are now therefore free
to use Eq . (15 .5.21) to derive the Feynman rules in a more convenient
gauge .

The path integrals that we understand how to calculate are of Gaussians
times palynoinials, so we will generally tak e

BLf] = exp Jd4 X j-~, (Xy-OW (15.5.22)
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with arbitrary real parameter ~ . With this choice, the effect of the factor
B in Eq. (15 .5 .21) is just to add a term to the effective Lagrangian

The simplest Lorentz-invariant choice of the gauge-fixing function f, is
the same as in electrodynamics

fl = r7JUA~ . (15.5 .24)

The bare gauge-field propagator can then be calculated just as in quantum
electrodynamics . The free-vector-boson part of the effective action can be
written

IOA = - ~ d4x {(iAv - 0,,A,,,,)(O1`AaV - OvAxt )

+
%

(r~~~Ax~}(r7vAxU} + F terms

1
f d4X 9ocpx,pvy A of 11 (x)Ap v (y )

where
2

x~~x,~ivy - ~uv .t
6

4

(X
-

Y)

cox 0Y)_

2
l - ~ 6 4(x - y) + e terms

rxµryy
,

_ ~2 7r )-4'd4P [11t"(P2 - ie) - 1 - - p'U p~, eip•(x-y )

Taking the reciprocal of the matrix in square brackets, we find the prop-
agator :

t
AxJJ V (x , Y ) = (9) )xqixx V Y

-(27r)-4 1 d4p [;ipv + (~ - 1 }
E,

`py e
ip
~

• (x
_

-
,
y)

(15 .5 .25)
P p t 6

This is a generalization of both Landau and Feynman gauges, which
are recovered by taking ~ = 0 and ~ = 1, respectively. For ~ -~ 0, the
functional (15 .5.22) oscillates very rapidly except near fx = 0, so this
functional acts like a delta-function imposing the Landau gauge condition
O ,Al` = 0, leading naturally to a propagator satisfying the corresponding
condition O F' Da 1, , p„ = Q. For non-zero values of ~ the functional B[f] does
not pick out gauge fields satisfying any specific gauge condition on the
field A,,, , but it is common to refer to the propagator (15.5.25) as being in
a `generalized Feynman gauge' or `generalized ~-gauge' . It is often a good
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strategy to calculate physical amplitudes with ~ left arbitrary, and then at
the end of the calculation check that the results are ~-independent .

With one qualification, the Feynman rules are now obvious : the contri-
butions of vertices are to be read off from the interaction terms in the orig-
inal Lagrangian ', with gauge-field propagators given by Eq . (15 .5.25),
and matter-field propagators calculated as before . To be specific, the

trilinear interaction term in

- ~ Caflv(OuAav - OuAam)A fl uAv v

corresponds to a vertex to which are attached three vector boson lines . If
these lines carry (incoming) momenta p, q, k and Lorentz and gauge-field
indices pa, vfl, py, then according to the momentum-space Feynman rules,
the contribution of such a vertex to the integrand is

i(27L
)464(p + q +k ) ~-i Caflj] [P!A pAPv + qAt1v u -'- qut1y A +ku y1 A v - kv nAuI

(15.5.26)
Also , the A4 interaction term in ',

v
- 4 Ceap Cc y6 AmpApvAyPAa

corresponds to a vertex to which are attached four vector boson lines .
If these lines carry (incoming) momenta p, q, k, (, and Lorentz and gauge
indices pa, vii, py, and aS, then the contribution of such a vertex to the
integrand is

z(27L
)
4
6

4
(
p + q + k + O X f _...' Gap Ce~,S~ lypqvr~ - ~FUff ~vP )

L

-
CfaY CC6fl01A(F11pv - qP v 717p ) - Cca6 Ce fl'j (t7'U v qpa qppflav ) ]

(15.5 .27)

(Recall that the structure constants C ,pY contain coupling constant factors,
so the factors (15 .5 .26 ) and (15 .5.27) are respectively of first and second
order in coupling constants .)

The one complication in the Feynman rules with which we have not
yet dealt is the presence in Eq. (15.5,21) of the factor Det ~F, which for
general gauges is not a constant. We now turn to a consideration of this
factor.

15 .6 Ghosts

We now consider the effect of the factor Det ~F in Eq. (15.5 .22 ) on the
Feynman rules for a non-Abelian gauge theory. In order to be able to treat
this effect as a modification of the Feynman rules, recall that as shown in
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Section 9.5, the determinant of any matrix may be expressed as a
path integral

Det _~F oc J [lldo(x)] [[I dr,~a (x ) exp(iIGH } ,
oc,x x,x

where

(15.6.1 )

U GH f d4x d4Y ~~ (x
) Cofl (

Y
) -~~ax, flY . ( 15 . 6 .2 )

Here co,,*, and (o,, are a set of independent anticommuting classical variables,
and the constant of proportionality is field-independent . (We have to
choose the cc)a and c.)L,* field variables to be fermionic in order to reproduce
the factor Det _~F ; had we chosen these field variables to be bosonic,
the path integral (15.6.1) would have been proportional to (Det -fl-1 .)
The fields cc~a and cc~a are not necessarily related by complex conjugation ;
indeed, in Section 15.7 we shall see that for some purposes we need to
assume that co* and co, are independent real variables . The whole effect
of the factor Det F is the same as that of including IGH (cv, a)*) in the
full effective action, and integrating over `fields' oi and w* . That is, for
arbitrary gauge-fixing functionals ,f,(x) ,

(TtCA . . . J) v OC f ri dy)n(x) 11 dA xu (x)
n,x a,U,x

x [ndw(x)do ;(x)] exp (IIMOD[4,,A,W,w*]) CAA . . . (15. 6 .3 )
1, X

where IMOp is a modified action

jMC]D = f d4 x Y - 1 ,fa.fa + UGH ( 15 . 6 .4 )

The fields wa and wx are Lorentz scalars (at least in covariant gauges)
but satisfy Fermi statistics . The connection between spin and statistics is
not really violated here, because there are no particles described by these
fields that can appear in initial or final states. For that reason, cva and
r,)a are called the fields of `ghost' and `antighost' particles. Inspection of
Eq. (15 .6.2) shows that the action respects the conservation of a quantity
known as `ghost number,' equal to +1 for to,,, -1 for wa, and zero for all
other fields.

The Feynman rules for the ghosts are simplest in the case in which the
`matrix' F may be expressed a s

~F = 'FO + ~F, , (15.6.5)

where FO is field-independent and of zeroth order in coupling constants,
while ~F, is field-dependent and proportional to one or more coupling
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constant factors. In this case, the ghost propagator is jus t

A,xp (x, y) _ 1) ,xx,p .v (15 .6.6)

and the ghost vertices are to be read off from the interaction term

UGH
f

d4x d4Y ~~ ( ~) too( .Y)(,F i }ux,flY . ( 15. 6 .7 )

For instance, in the generalized ~-gauge discussed in the previous sec-
tion, we have

f2 = all AM:x

and for infinitesimal gauge parameters :c, Eq. (15 .1 .9) gives :

so that

~. rS aAAa~(x )
ax,QY 6 a fl (y ) ~.=0

64(X y) + C"fl OX, 64(X

This is of the form (15.6 .5), with

Al .

(~F05CX'fly = -Cifty [Au (X)j4(X _ Y)]

r~. xu

(15.6.8)

( 1 5.6.9)

(15 .6.10)

(15 .6.11 )

From Eqs. (l 5.6.6 ) and ( 1 5 . 6 .14 ) , we see that the ghost propagator i s

A ,p (x, y) = 6,# (271 )-4 f d4p (p' - ie)-' e'P"x-Y) , (15.6.12 )

so in this gauge the ghosts behave like spinless fermions of zero mass,
transforming according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group .
Using Eqs . ( 15. G.7 ) and (15 .6. 11) and integrating by parts, we find that the
ghost interaction term in the action is no w

IGH = fdx C,,,, x~~ Aµ r~)fl . (15.6.13)
r~

This interaction corresponds to vertices to which are attached one outgoing
ghost line, one incoming ghost line, and one vector boson line. If these
lines carry (incoming) momenta p, q, k respectively and gauge group indices
oc, fl, y respectively, and the gauge field carries a vector index p, then the
contribution of such a vertex to the integrand is given by the momentum-
space Feynman rules as

i(2zc)4CS4(p + q + k) x ip ,, C pr . (15.6.14)
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The ghosts propagate around loops, with single vector boson lines attached
at each vertex along the loops, and with an extra minus sign supplied for
each loop as is usual for fermionic field variables .

The extra minus sign for ghost loops suggests that each ghost field
r~),,, together with the associated antighost field cu,*, represents something
like a negative degree of freedom . These negative degrees of freedom
are necessary because in using covariant gauge field propagators we are
really over-counting ; the physical degrees of freedom are the compo-
nents of Ax(x), less the parameters Ax(x) needed to describe a gauge
transformation.

In summary, the modified action (15 .6 .4) may be written in generalized
~-gauge as

IMC]D -
.~

d4x YMC7D (15 .6.15)

with a modified Lagrangian density :

YMOD = Y1vf - 4FaUFa Fiv - ~ (aJUA~) (OyAx )

-Opc )~ P... + Cxfl r (c~y cvx } AY (j)p (15 .6.16)

It is important that this Lagrangian is renormalizable (if the matter La-
grangian YM is), in the elementary sense that its terms involve products
of fields and their derivatives of total dimensionality (in powers of mass)
four or less. (The kinematic term -0JU(0x 01'w, in Eq, (15 .6.16) fixes the
dimensionality of the fields cc) and cv* to be mass to the power unity,
just like ordinary scalar and gauge fields .) However, there is more to
renormalizability than power counting ; it is necessary also that there be
a counterterm to absorb every divergence . In the next section we shall
consider a remarkable symmetry that will be used in Section 17 .2 to show
that non-Abelian gauge theories are indeed renormalizable in this sense,
and that can even take the place of the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt approach
that we have been following .

15 .7 BRST Symmetry

Although the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt method described in the previous
two sections makes the Lorentz invariance of the theory manifest , it still
re sts on a choice of gauge, and hence naturally it hides the underlying
gauge invariance of the theory. Th is is a serious problem in trying to
prove the renormalizability of the theory -- gauge invariance restricts the
form of the terms in the Lagrangian that are available as counterterms to
absorb ultraviolet divergences, but once we choose a gauge , how do we
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know that gauge invariance still restricts the ways that the infinities can
appear?

Remarkably, however, even after we choose a gauge, the path integral
still does have a symmetry related to gauge invariance . This symmetry
was discovered by Becchi, Rouet, and Stora,' ❑ (and independently by
Tyutin,11) in 1975, several years after the work of Faddeev and Popov and
De Witt, and is known in honor of its discoverers as BRST symmetry . This
symmetry will be presented more-or-less as it was originally discovered,
as a by-product of the method of Faddeev, Popov, and De Witt, but as
we shall see it can also be regarded as a replacement for the Faddeev-
Popov-De Witt approach .

We have seen in Eqs . (15 .6.3) and (15 .6.4) that the Feynman rules for
a non-Abelian gauge theory may be obtained from a path integral over
matter, gauge, and ghost fields, with a modified action, which we may
write

I M[JD =JEFF + IGH = J C14x YM[JD

Y lvroD = Y -
2~

fafx + wa* Ox

where we have now introduced the quantit y

A,X(x) = f d4Y Fax,#Y [A , W] t-oQ (Y) .

This is for the choice

4x ,fj

(15 .7.1)

B[f] ac exp -
2~ f d

(15 .7.2 )

(15 .7.3 )

(15.7.4)

of the gauge-fixing functional in Eq . (15.5 .21) . For our present purposes,
it will be helpful to rewrite B U]] as a Fourier integral :

B [f f 11 dha(x ) exp i
2 f

ha ha exp [i f d4 x, faha
a,x

(15.7 .5)

We must now do our path integrals over the field ha (often known as
a `Nakanishi-Lautrup' field"') as well as over matter, gauge, ghost and
antighost fields, with a new modified action

INEw =
f d

4x ~ Y + o)xAx + hjIX + Z~hahIX ) . (15.7 .6)

This modified action is not gauge-invariant indeed, it had better
not be, if we are to be able to use it in path integrals . However, it is
invariant under a `BRST' symmetry transformation, parameterized by an
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infinitesimal constant 0 that anticomrrtutes with c. ), , c. ),*, , and all fermionic
matter fields. For a given 0, the BRST transformation i s

bow = it"80]aY> >

csecox = -aha

bea)y _ - ~ a CaflY ~fl ~v
rS o hIX = 0 .

(15.7.7)

(15.7.8)

(15.7.9 )

(15.7.11 )

(Recall that in fermionic path integrals, there is no connection between co,
and w a, so that Eq . (15 .7.9) does not need to be the adjoint of Eq . (15.7.1 ) .}
Because hx is BRST-invariant, we could if we like replace the Gaussian
factor exp(2 i~ f h~h ,) in Eq. (15 .7 .5) with an arbitrary smooth functional
of h,, yielding an arbitrary functional B [ f ], without affecting the BRST
invariance of the action. However, for the purposes of diagrammatic
calculation and renormalization it will help to leave B[f] as a Gaussian.

In checking the invariance of the action (15.7 .1), it will be very useful
first to note that the transformation (15.7 .7)-(15.7.11) is nilpotent ; that is,
if F is any functional of W, A, w, rte', and h, and we define sF b y

rSOF =_ OsF

then*

rSe(sF ) = 0

or equivalently

s(sF) = d .

(15 .7.12)

(15.7 .14)

It is straightforward to verify this nilpotence when 60 acts on a single
field. First, acting on a matter field ,

(SgSZf] = eta bB(COM - - 2 t Cal~Yta BCc} fl( c)yZp - ta t# Cc}aBC~~g W

- I l Ca fl YtIXB fiJp[. ) Y w + tat fl BLoa wfl W

The product cc3acvp in the second term on the right is antisymmetric in a
and fl, so we can replace t«tp in this term with 2 [tx, t #], and this term thus
cancels the first term :

SSW = 0 . (15.7.15)

In the original work on BRST symmetry the functional B[f] was left in the form
(15 .7.4), so that h, was replaced in Eq . (15 .7 .9) with --f,, /~, and the BRST transfor-
mation was only nilpotent when acting on functions of co, and the gauge and matter
fields, but not of col* .
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Next, acting on a gauge field, we have

bgSAaP = 60 D I ►a)( Y
= 006 Ct )a + Ca#, cS eApjrwy + Cxpv Aa~~owv

= 0( - 'C'XflYaj'(0jflw'j) + C'XflY(aj'Cqfl)WY

+Ca fl .j Cp6eA6u wfwY - i Cja ^ C-,6FAfluw6(0E)

1
Cxpr CjSE14 6,uo) F o)Q -

1
zCa Q i CY6,AQ utob CDC

~

The first two terms of the final expression cancel because Cxp r is antisym-
metric in # and y, and the third and fourth terms cancel because of the
Jacobi identity (15.1 .5), so

Eqs . (15.7 .9) and (15.7.11) show immediately that

ssc.)* = 0

and

SSha = 0 .

Finally,

gscc'x = - z
t

afl76e(WflWT )

- ae (C:xpCp6e W60) E Wv + Cx Q 'j Cvae Wfl(r)(W) E l

I J
But w# commutes with w6wE, so this too vanishe s

ssW~x = 0 .

(15.7.16)

(15.7 .17)

(15.7 .18 )

(15.7 .19)

Now consider a product of two fields 01 and 02, either or both of which
may be y3, A , r.o , r.o * , or h , not necessarily at the same point in spacet i me.
Then

6001 02) = O(SO002 + 010002) - 0 [(,301)02 ± 01S02I

where the sign ± is plus if 01 is bosonic, minus if 01 is fermionic . That is,

0102) = (s O002 ± OI 502
Since as we have seen rSg(soj) = 60 ( 42) = 0, the effect of a BRST
transformation on s(OI 02) is
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But so always has statistics opposite to 0, so moving H to the left in the
first term on the right-hand side introduces a sign factor +

600 1 02) = 0 T (SO 0002) ± (SO 1)(S02)] = 0 -

Continuing in this way, we see that BRST transformations are nilpotent
acting on any product of fields at arbitrary spacetime points :

Any functional F[O] can be written as a sum of multiple integrals of such
products with c-number coefficients, so likewis e

50 sF[o] = HssF [o] = 0 . (15.7 .20)

This completes the proof of the nilpotency of the BRST transformation .
Now let us return to the verification of the BRST invariance of th e

action ( 15 .7 . 6 ). First note that for any functional of matter and gauge
fields alone, the BRST transformation is just a gauge transformation with
infinitesimal gauge parameter

Aa (x) = 00,),(X). ( 15.7.2 1 )

Therefore the first term in Eq. (15 .7.6) is automatically BRST-invariant :

50 /d4x .=o . ( 15 .7 .22)

To calculate the effect of a BRST transformation on the rest of the action
(15.7.6), note that its effect on the gauge-fixing function is just the gauge
transformation (15 .7.21), so

J d~. (Y) ).=o

or in terms of the quantity (15.7.3)

(15 .7 .23)

(Note that 3w- is a bosonic quantity, so there is no sign change in moving
0 to the left here.) Also recall that rSyr. ) IX == -QIt IX and 69hx = 0. Therefore
the terms in the integrand of the `new' action (15.7.6) other than Y may
be written

VJx0a + hxfa + 2 ~ hahx = S ~C~]a f x + Z ~Cc]~hx
)

or in other words

jNEW - .~ d4x Y + sT

( t 5.7.Z4)
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where

T = jd4x(cof+ i~wah,} (15.7.26)

The nilpotence of the BRST transformation tells us immediately that the
term sT as well as f d4x y is BRST-invariant .

In a sense the converse of this result also applies : we shall see in Section
17.2 that a renormalizable Lagrangian that obeys BRST invariance and
the other symmetries of the Lagrangian (15 .7.25) must take the form
of Eq. (15.7.25), aside from changes in the values of various constant
coefficients . But this is not enough to establish the renormalizability
of these theories. BRST symmetry transformations act non-linearly on
the fields, and in this case there is no simple connection between the
symmetries of the Lagrangian and the symmetries of matrix elements
and Greens functions . Using the external field methods developed in
the next chapter, it will be shown in Section 17 .2 that the ultraviolet
divergent terms in Feynman amplitudes (though not the finite parts) do
obey a sort of renormalized BRST invariance, which allows the proof of
renormalizability to be completed .

Eq. ( 15 .7.25) shows that the physical content of any gauge theory is
contained in the kernel of the BRST operator (that is, in a general BRST-
invariant term f d4x LP + sT ), modulo terms in the image of the BRST
transformation (that is, terms of the form sT) . The kernel modulo the
image of any nilpotent transformation is said to form the cohomology of
the transformation . There is another sense in which the physical content
of a gauge theory may be identified with the cohomology of the BRST
operator.12 It is a fundamental physical requirement that matrix elements
between physical states should be independent of our choice of the gauge-
fixing function f,, , or in other words, of the functional IF in Eq . (15 .7.25) .
The change in any matrix element ~oc jfl } due to a change cSrN in T i s

r ~OC 16INEW I fl 1 = r ~1186T I fl) - (15 .7 . 27 )

(We use a tilde here to distinguish this arbitrary change in the gauge-fixing
function from a BRST transformation or a gauge transformation .) We
can introduce a fermionic BRST `charge' Q, defined so that for any field
operator (D ,

or in other words,

IQ, (DlT = zs(D , ( 1 5 .7.28 )

the sign being - or + according as (D is bosonic or fermionic . The
nilpotence of the BRST transformation then gives
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For this to be satisfied for all operators (D, it is necessary for Q 2 either
to vanish or be proportional to the unit operator . But Q2 cannot be
proportional to the unit operator, since it has anon-vanishing ghost
quantum number", so it must vanish :

Q2 = 0 .

From Eqs. (15 .7.27) and (15 .7.28), we have

( t 5.7.29 )

( 15 .7.30 )

In order for this to vanish for all changes 3T in T, it is necessary that

~1 IQ = Q W 7 = 0 . ( 15 .7.31 )

Thus physical states are in the kernel of the nilpotent operator Q . Two
physical states that differ only by a state vector in the image of Q, that
is, of form Q j • • •}, evidently have the same matrix element with all other
physical states, and are therefore physically equivalent . Hence independent
physical states correspond to states in the kernel of Q, modulo the image
of Q -that is, they correspond to the cohomology of Q .

To see how this works in practice, let us consider the simple example of
pure electradynamicO Taking the gauge-fixing function as f = O.A~` and
integrating over the auxiliary field h, the BRST transformation (15 .7.8)-
(15.7.10) is here

s AP = agc ) , s ccr* = a
AAYI ~ , S (O = 0 . ( 15 .7.32)

We expand the fields in normal rnodest t

Ag(x) = (27r)-3/ '

co(x) = (27c )-3/2

dip [al'(p) d` + ag* (p) e-P"
f V-2p ()

d3
2 0

[c(p)ex + c* (P ) e-ip'xl ~ 15.7.33}

d
3p [b(p)e 'p x + b - (p) C gy p
2

Recall that the ghost quantum number is defined as +1 for w , , -1 for cox, and 0 for
all gauge and matter fields .

f Eqs . (15 .6 .11) and (15 .6 .7) show that because the structure constants vanish in electro-
dynamics, the ghosts here are not coupled to other fields . Nevertheless, electrodynamics
provides a good example of the use of BRST symmetry in identifying physical states .
Indeed, in analyzing the physicality conditions on `in' and `nut' states we ignore inter-
actions, so for this purpose a non-Abelian gauge theory is treated like several copies
of quantum electrodynamics.

tf Just as (D"(x) is not to be thought of as the Hermitian adjoint of 0)(x ), b' and c' are
not the adjnints of c and b . But since Aµ(x) is Hermitian, co(x) is Hermitian if Q is .
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Matching coefficients of e±ip-" on b oth sides of Eq. (15.7.28) yie ld s

= pp a~(P)/~ , (15.7.34)

Consider any s tate ~ yp} satisfying the physica l ity condition (15.7.31) :

( 1 5 .7.35)

The states ~ e, W} = e ,,a*(p)jya } with one additional photon then satisfy the
physicality condition Q e, y a } = 0 if e~ pP = 0. Also, the state ~ T }' b* (p)lyl)
satisfies

QI W ~~ = P~`d~ (pYT) ~~ , ( 15 .7.3 6)

so le + ap, ya} = fie, ya} + ~ocQ jyi) ', and is therefore physically equivalent to
fie, W } . From this we conclude that e ," is physically equivalent to e l` + ocpl' ,
which is the usual `gauge-invariance' condition on photon polarization
vectors. On the other hand,

so b* ltp } does not satisfy the physicality condition (15.7.31) Also, for any
e,, with e•p =~ 0,

so c` ~ V~} is BRST-exact, and hence equivalent to zero . Thus the physica l
filbert space is free of ghosts and antighosts .

To maintain Lorentz invariance, we must interpret all four components
of all(p) as annihilation operators, in the sense tha t

0 = a,, (P ) I 0} . (15.7.37)

where A is the BRST-invariant vacuum state . But the canonical commu-
tation relations derived from the BRST-invariant action (say, with 1)
give

[a, (P) , a v (p')] - _ qpv5'( P - P') ( 15 .7.3$)

corresponding to the propagator in Feynman gauge. This violates the
usual positivity rules of quantum mechanics, because Eqs . (15 .7.37) and
( 15.7.38) yield"

~Q do ( P)aa (p ') 1 0 } = -~0 1 0 } . (15 .7.39)

Nevertheless we can rest assured that all amplitudes among physical
states satisfy the usual positivity conditions, because these states satisfy
Eq. (15.7.31), and for such states the transition amplitudes are the same
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as they would be in a more physical gauge l ike Coulomb or axial gauge,
where there is no problem of positivity or unita rity.

The Faddeev-Popov-De Witt formalism described so far necessarily
yields an action that is bilinear in the ghost fields co, and r.,)a. This is
adequate for renormalizable Yang-Mills theories with the gauge-fixing
function ~'a = 0P A

a
, but not in more general cases. For instance, as

we shall see in Section 17 .2 , in other gauges renormalizable Yang-Mills
theories need c,) *co*cvcv terms in the action Lagrangian density to serve
as counterterms for the ultraviolet divergences in loop graphs with four
external ghost lines.

Fortunately the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt formalism represents only one
way of generating a class of equ ivalent Lagrangians that yield the same
un itary S-matrix. The BRST formalism provides a more general approach,
that dispenses altogether with the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt formal i sm. In
this approach, one takes the action to be the most general local functional
of matter, gauge, cerA , car* A and hA fields with ghost number zero that is
invariant under the BRST transformation (15 .7.7)-(15.7.11) and under any
other global symmetries of the theo ry . ( For renormalizable theories one
would also limit the Lagrangian density to operators of dimensionality
four or less, but this restriction plays no role in the following discussion .)
In the next section we shall prove, in a context more general than Yang-
Mills theories , that the most general action of this sort is the sum of
a functional of the matter and gauge fields (collectively called 0) alone ,
plus a term given by the action of the BRST operator s on an arbitrary
functional'' of ghost number -1 :

jNEw [0 ~ o} , w `, fit] = 10 [01 + s T [0 , co, r.o " , h] , ( 15 .7 .40 )

as for instance in the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt action ( 15 .7.25 ), but with
s T now not necessarily bilinear in ghost and ant ighost fields .

By the same argument as before, the S-matrix elements for states that
are annihilated by the BRST generator Q are independent of the choice
of T in Eq. (15.7.40 ) , so if there is any choice of T for which the ghosts
decouple, then the ghosts decouple in general . In Yang-Mills theories,
such a T is provided by quantization of the theory in axial gauge, so
in such theories ghosts decouple for arbitrary choices of the functional
T [O , cv, cv * , h], not just those choices like (15 .7 .25) that are generated by
the Faddeev-Popov De Witt formalism.

We can go further, and free ourselves of all dependence on canonical
quantization in Lorentz-non-invariant gauges like axial gauge . Again, take
the action to be the most general functional of gauge, matter, coA , r.,)*A
and hA fields with ghost number zero, that is invariant under the BRST
transformation (15 .7.7)-(15.7.11) and under any other global symmetr ies
of the theory, including Lorentz invariance. From the BRST invariance
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of the action we can infer the existence of a conserved nilpotent BRST
generator Q . With the ghost and antighost fields treated as Herm itian,
Q is also Herm itian. The space of phys ical states is defined as above as
consisting of states annihilated by Q, with two states treated as equivalent
if their difference is Q acting on another state . It has been shown that for
Yang-Mills theories this space is free of ghosts and antighosts and has a
positive-definite norm, and that the S-matr ix in this space is unitary. 13a

This procedure is known as BRS T quantization. It has been extended
to theories with other local symmetries, such as general rela tivity and
string theories . Unfortunately, it seems so far to be necessary to give
separate proofs in each case that the BRST-cohomology is ghost-free and
that the S-mat rix acting in this space is unitary. The key point in these
proofs is that, for each negative-norm degree of freedom, such as the time
components of the gauge fields in Yang-M ills theories, there is one local
symmetry that allows this degree of freedom to be transformed away .

Although we shall not use it here, there is a beautiful geometric
interpretation14 of the ghosts and the BRST symmetry that should be
mentioned . The gauge fields Al' may be written as one-forms Aa - Aa,,dx1`,
where dx" are a set of anticommuting c-numbers . (See Section 5 .$ . ) This
can be combined with the ghost to compose cone-form P/x = Aa + wa in

an extended space. Also, the ordinary exterior derivative d = dxu alax"
may be combined with the BRST operator s to form an exterior derivative
.9 - d + s in this space, which is nilpotent because s2 = d2 = sd + ds = 0 .

The next chapter will introduce external field methods, which will be
used along with the BRST symmetry in Chapter 17 to complete the proof
of the renormalizability of non-Abelian gauge theories.

1 5.8 Generalizations of BRST Symmetry*

The BRST symmetry described in the previous section has a useful gener-
alization to the quantization of a wide class of theories, including general
relativity and string theories . In all these cases, we deal with an action I [ 0]

and measure [d o] = jjr dor that are invariant under a set of infinitesimal
transformations

0 r --> or + CAOA or. ( 1 5 .8 . 1 )

This section ties somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
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This is an abbreviated "De Witt' notation, with r and A including spacetime
coordinates as well as discrete labels, and sums including integrals over
these coordinates . For instance, for the gauge transformation ( 15.1 .9 ), the
index A consists of a group index oc and a spacetirne coordinate x, with
60 x - e'(x), while the index r consists of a vector index y as well as a
group index cc and a spacetirne coordinate x, with 0E" - A',,(x) ; in the
notation of Eq . (1581), the variation 6A O" in the transformation (15 .1 .9)
reads

IX = M 0 64(x -6# Y oll Y ) + Cry 010, Y x 6 4 (
x "" y

)
r~x ►~

As in the special case of Yang-Mills theor ies discussed in the previous
section, BRST invariance can be used as a substitute for the Faddeev-
Popov-De Witt formulation of these theories, one that is applicable even
where the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt approach fails . Nevertheless, in order
to motivate the introduction of BRST invariance, we shall begin here with
the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt formulation of theories with general local
symmetries, and then go on to consider further generalizations.

By following the same arguments used to derive Eq . (15 .5.21), we obtain
the general Faddeev-Popov-De Witt theorem :

~ j[dq] ei1 "] y L01 - j[dcb] e" «} B Cf L0 l l Det(5AfB [01) V [01 , (15 .8.2)
n

where V [0] is an arbitrary functional of 0' that is invariant under the
gauge transformations ( 15.$.1 ) ; fA[0 ] are a set of gauge-fixing functionals * `
of the car, chosen so that the `matrix' rSA f B [0 ] has a non-vanishing deter-
minant, and B[f] is a more-or-less arbitrary functional of the fA (as for
instance jIA rS (fA) } . The constant fl is the volume of the gauge group, and
the constant C is defined (as in Eq . (15.5-19)) by

C =_ f [df] B[f] . (15.8.3)

As we have seen, in gauge theories the importance of Eq . (1 S. $.2 ) is
that it tells us that the integral on the right-hand side is independent
of the choice of the gauge-fixing functionals fA, and depends on BU]
only through the constant G . Where some meaning can be given to the
usually infinite group volume fl, as in gauge theories on a finite spacetime

We use the same letters A, B, etc. to label the fA as the gauge variations 6A, in
order to emphasize that there must be as many gauge-fixing functionals as there are
independent gauge transformations. However, in some cases like string theory it is
natural to use gauge-fixing functinnals f'° for which, although the index a runs over
`as many' values as the index A on the gauge variations 6A , the values taken by these
indices are quite different . No change is needed in the present formalism as long as
we can define fA = cAaf°, with cAa field-independent and non-singular .
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lattice, Eq. (15.8.2) can also have value as a formula for the integral on
the left-hand side .

To define a nilpotent BRST transformation, we must first express the
functional B {f ] as a Fourier transfor m

B Lf] = f [dhl exp(ihAfA) 94 [h] , (1 S .$ .4)

where [dh] = rjA dhA . Also, the determinant can be expressed as an
integral over fermionic c-number fieldst (,)*A and OjA :

Det(5AfB[0]) Oc /[dw'] [dw] exp
O

B
, ( 1 5 .8 .5)

where [day *] = rjA dr. ,) " A and [d(o] = rjA dr.,)A , and as usual "cc' means
proportional with field-independent factors . Inserting these in Eq. (15.8-2)
gives a general formula for the gauge-fixed path integral

[do] exp (ii [0] ) B Cf [0] J Det(6A.fa L01) V [01

oc I [d 01 [dh l [dr.o " ] [dr.,) ] exp (INEW[0, h, w, w " I } 2 [h] V [0] , ( 1 5.$.6 )

where INEW is the new total action :

As mentioned in Section 15. 6, we can think of the ghost fields as
compensation for the fact that we are integrating over all 01 , including
those V that differ only by gauge transformations (15.8.1) . Because
ghosts are fermions, loops of ghost lines carry extra minus signs that
allow these loops to compensate for the integration over gauge-equivalent
Os. But for this to work, there must be just as many ghost fields w A as
there are independent gauge transformations. That is, since the c ,)A are
independent, the gauge transformations (1 5 .$ .1 ) must all be independent .
This is the case for gauge transformations in Yang-Mills theory and
coordinate transformations in general relativity, but not always . The
classic example of a theory with non-independent gauge transformations
is the theory of p-form gauge fields, described in Section 8.8 . A p-form
A (an antisymmetric tensor of rank p ) undergoes a gauge transformation
A --> A + do, where 0 is a (p - 1)-form, and do is its exterior derivative
(the antisymmetrized derivative) . Because d is nilpotent, for p ~ 2 we
can shift 0 by an amount dye without changing the gauge transformation,
so there is a sort of invariance under gauge transformations of gaug e

It is common in s tring theories and elsewhe re to find the ghost fields w*' and CO'
writ ten bA (or bA) and c', respectively .
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transformations, in which the transformation parameters are the (p - 2)-
forms yp. In such cases we must compensate for introducing too many
ghosts by also introducing `ghosts of ghosts:15 For p L> 3 we need to
compensate further by introducing `ghosts of ghosts of ghosts,' and so on .
In what follows we shall assume that the gauge transformations (15.8.1)
are all independent, so that the ghost fields wA (and the antighosts (O*A)
are all we need.

Although the original symmetry (1 S. $ .1 ) has been eliminated by the
insertion of the non-gauge-invariant functional B [f], the new total action
has an exact symmetry under the infinitesimal BRST transformation s

where x is any of the or, (0A, (0A", or hA ; 0 is an infinitesimal anticom-
muting c-number ; and s is the Slavnov operator

s = V)A 6A
or

b or - ~CtJBL~C fABC
5

- hA 6*A ( Z S .8.9)or
6 ~

A
rS w

In Eq . (15.8 .9) the subscript L denotes left differentiation, defined so that
if 6 F = 6 x G, then 6LF16 x = G, and f ABC is the structure constanttt
appearing in the commutation relation

L 5B, 5c l = .fABC 6A . ( 1 5 .8 . 10 )

The f ABc are field-independent in non-Abelian gauge theories and in
string theories, though not always, but the BRST formalism is not limited
to this case . A straightforward calculation give s

s 2
_ 2

W
A

09 B ~5AO'
6L OE r ) -

6B O S
6

L~~A~r ) _ f'C AE
6

C
Or

6L
60's bos I 60

r

- 1 WB CU e (t)D [IEBCIADE + 6D (]" 6L .fAEC 6~ (1 5 . 8. 11 )
60r 6 C~

Hence the condition that the BRST transformation be nilpotent is equiv-
alent to the commutation relation (15.8.10), together with a consistency
condition

f E
[SC fAD}E + 6 [D O r (oLfABCI/o) -_ 0 9 ( 1 5 .8 . 1 2 )

where the brackets in subscripts indicate antisymmetrization with respect
to the enclosed indices B, C, and D . Eq. (15 .8.12) may be derived from
the commutation relation (15.8.10) in the same way as the usual Jacob i

For instance, for a gauge transformation acting on a matter field y .~(x) we have
S~yw(x) = it p W (x )$4(x - Y), and sn 6# yrS_~ zy~ (x) - -tyt fl ya (x )64(x - y)6 4 (x - z). Hence
in this case we have fI"` fl , 7Z = Cx fl 7 64 (x - Y)64(x - Z) .
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identity, and takes the place of the
field-dependent structure constants .

To show that the transformation
note (recalling that 0 anticommute{
rewritten

Jacobi identity for symmetries with

( 15.$.$} is a symmetry of I N EW, we
with ca*A} that Eq . (1 5 .$ .7) may be

The term I[01 is BRST-invariant , because on the fields or a BRST
transformation is just a gauge transformat ion (15.8.1) with FA replaced
with Br.')A , wh ich commutes with all car . The term S (C,) *A f q ) is BRST-
invariant because BRST transformations are n ilpotent .

For several reasons we may need to consider a wider class of actions
than those that can be constructed by the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt ap-
proach, by simply requi ring that the action is invariant under the BRST
transformation (15.8 .8) . As a step toward showing that such an action
yields physically sensible results, we shall now prove the general result ( al-
ready used in the prev ious section) that the most general BRST-invariant
functional of ghost number zero is the sum of a functional of the 0 alone,
plus a term given by the action of the BRST operator s on an arbitrary
functional T of ghost number -1 :

INEw L~~ to, to % hl = jo [01 + s'I'[0 , c ), w*, h] (15.8.14)

as for instance in the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt action (t5.8.13). In brief,
the BRST cohomology consists of gauge-invariant functionals I [ 0] of the
fields 0' alone.

To prove Eq. (15.8.14), we note that the BRST transformation (15 .8.8)-
(15 .8.9) does not change the total number of hA and ,)*A fields, so if we
expand I in a series of terms IN that contain definite total numbers N of
hA and ,)*A fields, then there can be no cancellations in sI between terms
with different N, so each term must be separately BRST-invariant :

sIN=O .

We nex t introduce what is called a Hedge operator :

t - (0
*A 6

AA

It is straightforward to check the anticommutation relation

ls~ t
t

=
_ ~*A CS L

_h
A f~

~ ~~*A W

( 15 .8.15 )

(15,8 .16)

X15 . $ . 1 7)

Applying the operator ~s, tj to IN and using Eq. ( 15 .$.1 5) then gives
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so each IN except for Io is $RST-exact, in the sense that it may be written
as the operator s acting on some other functional . The complete functional
I may therefore be written in the form Io + sT, wit h

tINT (15.8.19)
N=1 N

The term Io is by definition independent of co*A and hA, and since we
assume it has zero ghost number it must also be independent of coA, as
was to be proved .

To show the invariance of physical matrix elements under changes in
the definition of the gauge-fixing functional T, we define a fermionic
`charge' Q, such that the change under a BRST transformation of any
operator (D is

be (D -= i [D Q, (D ] = iB [Q, (b] T (15.8.20)

with the top or bottom sign in [x, AT = xy + yx according as [b is
bosonic or fermionic. Just as in the previous section, the nilpotence of
the BRST transformation then tells us that Q2 = Q. Matrix elements of
gauge-invariant operators between physical states will be independent of
the choice of Y' if and only if the physical states l ac~ and (#I satisfy

so that physically distinguishable physical states are again in one-to-one
correspondence with elements of the cohornology of Q . The general BRST-
invariant action (15.8 .3) will therefore yield physically sensible results for
any gauge-fixing functional Y' if we can find some T , like axial gauge in
Yang-Mills theories, in which the ghosts do not interact with other fields .
If this ghost-free choice of T is inconvenient for actual calculation, as for
instance axial gauge is inconvenient because it violates Lorentz invariance,
we can adopt any gauge-fixing Y' we like, and still be confident that there
is a unitary S-matrix with no ghosts in initial or final states .

This approach works well in string theories, where so-called light-cone
quantization takes the place of axial gauge . But in other theories like
general relativity there is no way of choosing a coordinate system in
which the ghosts decouple. Such theories may be dealt with by the
BRST-quantization method described at the end of the previous section,
using BRST invariance to prove that the S-matrix in a physical ghost-free
Hilbert space is unitary.

The discovery17 of invariance under an "anti-BRST' symmetry" showed
that, despite appearances, there is a similarity between the roles of cr)A
and co*A , which remains somewhat mysterious .
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1 5.9 The Batalin-Vilkovisky Formalism *

Th i s section will describe a powerful formalism , widely known as the
Batalin-Vilkoviskyi 9 method. It is developed in the Lagrangian frame-
work, but has its roots in the earl ier Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkov isky
formalism,20 which had been derived in the Hamiltonian framework. (The
two schemes have been proved perturbatively equivalent .21) As we shall
see in Section 17.1 , the same formal machinery had been developed even
earl ier by Zinn-Justin22 in order to deal with the renormal ization of gauge
theories. There are at least three areas where this formalism has proved
invaluable :

(i) Up to this point, we have considered only irreducible symmetries with
an algebra that closes in the sense of Eq. ( 15,8.10). In some theories,
such as supergravity (without auxiliary fields)23 the algebra is open : it
closes only when the field equations are satisfied, so that terms appear in
Eq. ( 15.8 .10) proportional to R16 xn . Similar terms will also then appear
in the consistency conditions (15.8 .12) . Eq. (15 .8 .11) then shows that in
such theories s2 will not vanish, but rather will equal a linear combination
of the derivatives R16xn. As we will see in this section, the Batalin-
Vilkovisky method allows us to deal with very general gauge theories,
including those with open or reducible gauge symmetry algebras .

(ii) As mentioned above, essential aspects of the Batalin-Vilkovisky for-
malism were originally developed by Zinn-Justin in order to prove the
renormalizability of gauge theories . The crucial point, to be explained
in Section 17.1, is that although the sum of all one-particle-irreducible
diagrams in a background field does not obey the BRST symmetries of
the original action, it does share one of the key properties of the action,
known as the master equation.

(iii) The Batalin-Vilkovisky method provides a convenient way of analyz-
ing the possible violations of symmetries of the action by quantum effects .
It is used for this purpose in Section 22 .6.

The starting point of the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism is the introduc-
tion of what are called "antifields,' one for each field in the theory. We
let xn run over all the fields 0', r)A, cv`A , and hA, and for each xn we
introduce an external antifield** ,fin, with the same Bose or Fermi statistic s

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
The symbol t is used here in place of the more usual + in ❑rder to emphasize that
it has nothing whatever to do with complex conjugation or charge conjugation . In
particular, the antighost field (t)'A is not the same as the antifield OJA of 0) A .
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and opposite ghost number as that of the BRST-transformed field sx " .
That is, xn has the opposite statistics to fin, and a ghost number equal
to --gh(xn ) - 1, where gh(xn ) is the ghost number of xn . In the simplest
cases, including Yang-Mills theories and quantum gravity, the original
gauge-invariant action 1[0] is supplemented with a term coupling the
antifields Xn to the Fyn, giving an action

This satisfies what is called the master equatio n

0 = 6RS B LS

I x~ 5xn

(15.9.1 )

(15.9.2)

with `R' and `L' here denoting right- and left-differentiation . To check this,
note that the terms in Eq. (15.9, 2) of zeroth order in antifields just yield
the condition of gauge invariance

(Sor) ILI = O)A 6,1 [0] ,
6 o

while the terms linear in the antifields O ~ provide the condition of nilpo-
tence

5 L(Sxn) = ,2xn0 = (sf1)
6 xm

(is. 9 .4)

The xn are external fields, and must be given suitable values before we
use S [x, xt] to calculate the S-matrix . For this purpose, we introduce an
arbitrary fermionic functional T[X] with ghost number -1, and set t

n = ~ Y' [x ]
~

6 xn

Then Eq . (15.9.1) becomes

(15 .9.5 )

(15.9.6)

Comparison w ith Eq . (15.8.14) shows that th is is the same as the gauge-
fixed action INEW [Z] . Thus, using the same arguments as in the prev ious
sect ion, physical matrix elements are not affected by small changes in T.
The act ion (15.8 .7) constructed by the Faddeev --Popov-De Witt method
corresponds to the cho ice T = -(o " AfA , for wh ich O~ = cc~' '~ 6fA16 r~",
cot = Q, and cvA t = -- f,q .

So far , nothing new ha s been accomplished . The first new point is
that the master equat ion (15.9.2) can be used for more general theor ies

t it is not necessary to distinguish between left- and right-differentiation here, because
el t tlerZn Or ST'dZ n must be bosonic .
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by letting S[x, xt] be a non-linear functional of the antifields Xt . (For
reducible theories we must also include ghosts for ghosts among the ,fin,
as discussed in the previous section, along with their antifields .) As above,
we take the statistics of x~ to be opposite to that of ,fin, and its ghost
number equal to -- gh(xn ) - 1, and we require S [X , xT] to be a bosonic
operator of ghost number zero . Because co*A and hA have linear BRST
transformations they are unaffected by the complications affecting the
other xn (in this connection, see Section 16.4), so they and their antifields
enter in the action S [x, xf] in the same way as in Eq . (15 .9. 1). That is,

S = Sm in hA CAA ~ (15 .9.7)

where ~~, cvA, and co? are the antifields of 0', cc~A, and co ,"Awith ghost
numbers - 1, -2, and 0, respectively, and Smin [0, CO, Ot, cvt] is some bosonic
functional of ghost number zero . The last term in (15 .9.7) has no effect
on the master equation, so Srn in satisfies the master equation by itself.tt

Because Sm;n has ghost number zero, its expansion in powers of antifields
must take the form

+ ? t.~A Ct)B f rsAB L01 O~ 01 + ~A ~
B
~

C f rD
ABC OrWD

+ 20) A CO
B

WC CO
D
fEF AacDL0 ] 0)~~F + . . . ( 15 .9 .$ )

The term in the master equation (15.9.2) of zeroth order in antifields (and
hence first order in c) A} yield s

Q = f A [O] ~~
101 (15.9.9)
0r

which is just the statement that 1 [0] is invariant under the transformatio n

with FA arbitrary infinitesimals. The term in the master equation propor-
tional to on the right and cv AcoB on the left yield s

o = fA L0 ] 6A 10 ] .fB 101 6fA 10 ]
a o

+ ~
b

[~]
fl [01

+ fC AB [01 f SC [01

(15.9.11 )

which, when the field equations 61160 = 0 are satisfied, becomes the
commutation relation (with structure constant f CAB [ 0]} for the transfor-
mation (15 .9.10). The other term in the master equation linear in antifield s

tt The fields 0 ', co", 0~, wA are sometimes called minimal variables, while fields like rn'A
and hA which together with their antifields enter bilinearly as in Eq . (15.9 .7), are called
trivial pairs .
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is proportional to coA wB CO C on the left and cot on the right ; it yields

45

0 = ,t'~A [~]
bf'ac~ L01

6o f
E

[AB [01 f' c ]E L01 + fAac L
01 5 O

« , ( 15.9 .1 2

where square brackets in the subscripts indicate antisymmetrization with
respect to the enclosed indices A, B, and C . When the field equa-
tions are satisfied this becomes the generalized Jacobi identity (15.8.12).
Eq. (15.9 . 1 Z) is necessary for the consistency of the symmetry condition
(15.9.9) (assuming that the fA furnish a complete set of gauge symmetries),
while Eq. (15.9.12) is necessary for the consistency of the commutation
relations (15 .9.11) . Note that the terms in Eqs . (15.9 .11) and (15.9.1 2) that
arise from the terms in Snin quadratic in antifields are proportional to
6I [0]15x, so they vanish when the field equations are satisfied, and in this
sense are characteristic of open symmetry algebras . Terms in the master
equation of second or higher order in antifields involve terms in Sm;n that
are of third and/or higher order in antifields . These provide consistency
conditions for Eqs. (15.9 .11) and (15.9.12), consistency conditions for these
consistency conditions, and so on. It is a virtue of the Batalin-Vilkovisky
formalism that all these consistency conditions are incorporated in the
one master equation .

The master equation may be reinterpreted as a statement of invariance
of S under a generalized BRST transformation . In order to see this, and
for future purposes, it is useful to introduce a formal device known as the
antibracket . Returning now to our previous notation, the antibracket of
two general functionals F [x, x t ] and G [x, Z4] is defined b y

(F , G ) - 5R F 5 L G 5RF 5 L G
6 xn 6 x~ -

~xn ~ xn (15.9.13)

Note that right- and left-functional derivatives of a bosonic functional
like S with respect to a bosonic or fermionic field variable are equal to
each other or negatives of each other, respectively . Since just one of either
xn or ,fin is always fermionic and the other bosonic, it follows that for the
antibracket (S, S ) the second term on the right-hand side in Eq . (15.9 .13)
changes sign if we reverse left- and right-differentiation

5R S 5L S 5LS 6RS 6R S 5L S
~ x~ ~ xn 5x~ Jxn

6
xn

6
xn

(The last step is allowed because, since one of the factors here is bosonic,
their order is immaterial .) We see that the second term on the right in
Eq. (15.9. 1 3 ) for (S,S) is the negative of the first . The master equation
(15,9 . 2) may therefore be written as the requirement that the antibracket
of S with itself vanishes :

( S,S) =fl . (15.9.14)
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This is a non-trivial requirement, because the antibracket has the general
symmetry property

(15.9.15)

the sign being +1 where F and G are both bosonic, and -1 otherwise . In
particular, (F, F) automatically vanishes if F is fermionic, but not if F is
bosonic .

The generalized BRST transformation is defined by

~ xn

~~s =5exn _ -B
5 x

B(S, fin) ,

8(S' x~) ,

( 15 .9 . 16 )

(15.9.17 )

where B is a fermionic infinitesimal constant . (When S is of the form
(15.9.1) ., the transformation of X is the same as the original BRST trans-
formation 60 x' = Bsxn. ) To evaluate the effect of this transformation on
general functionals, we note that the antibracket acts as a derivative, in
the sense that

(15.9 .18 )

where the sign is -1 if G is fermionic and F is bosonic, and +1 otherwise .
Hence if G and H are arbitrary functionals of x and xf with Sa G,.
-B(S, G) and 50H = -B(S, H), then

50 (GH ) _ -B (S, G)H - GO (S, H) = B[(S, G)H ± G(S, H)] ,

where the sign is + or - if G is bosonic or fermionic . Taking F in
Eq. (15 .9.18) equal to the bosonic functional S, we see then tha t

Together with Eqs . (15.9.16) and ( 15 .9 . 1 7 ), this shows that for any func-
t ional F formed as a sum of products of fields and antifield s

..
5oF = -B(S, F) . (15 .9.19)

The master equation (15.9.14) may be interpreted as the statement that
these generalized BRST transformations leave S invarian t

A

(15 .9.20)

Like the original BRST transformation, this symmetry transformation is
nilpotent . To see this, we use the Jacobi identity for the antibracket :

± (F, ( G, H)) + cyclic permutations = 0 , ( 15.9.2 1)

where the sign in the first term is - if F and H are bosonic and +
otherwise, with corresponding signs for the other two cyclic permutations
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of F, G, and H . Taking F - G = S, Eq . (15 .9.21) becomes

0 = +(S, (S, H)) T (H, (S, S ) } + (S, (H, S ) = T2(S, (S, H)) T (H, (S, S ) } ,

where the sign is - or + if H is bosonic or fermionic . The master equation
(15.9.14) then yields the nilpotency condition

Because of this symmetry, the solution of the master equation is not
unique. For instance, Eq . ( 15 .9 .22) shows that for any given solution S we
can find another solution given by the infinitesimal transformatio n

S' = S + (IF, S ), (15.9.23 )

with IF an infinitesimal functional of X and xt that is arbitrary, except
that it must be fermionic and have ghost number -1 in order that S'
should be bosonic and have ghost number zero . In particular, taking 6 F
to be a fermionic functional ET of xn alone gives

S, S + F
5T[X] IRS = S X1Xf+C IT] (15.9.24)

x 5xn 5 x
These infinitesimal transformations may be trivially integrated, and show
that the master equation is still satisfied if we shift the antifields to new
variables Z~' xn - 5'T'/5,~'~

The transformation (15 .9 .23) is a special case of what are usually
called canonical transformations, and will here be called `anticanonical
transformations' to distinguish them from the canonical transformations
of Chapter 7. An anticanonical transformation is any transformation
of fields and antifields, finite or infinitesimal, that leaves unchanged the
fundamental antibracket relations :

In (xn,rn ) = (xn, x~ o . (15.9.25)

For instance, consider the infinitesimal anticanonical transformation gen-
erated by an infinitesimal fermion generator I F, under which any bosonic
or fermionic functional G is transformed int o

G --+ G' = G + (IF , G) . (15 .9.26)

It is easy to show that this does not change the fundamental antibrackets
(15.9.25). For this purpose, note that the antibracket ( G, H) of two
functionals G and H is transformed into (G', H'), which to first order in
infinitesimals i s

Using the Jacobi identity {15 .9.21}, this i s

(G', Hr' ) = (G, H) ± (IF, (G, H}} , (15.9.7 )
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with the sign + if G and H are both bosonic, and - otherwise . In
particular, if (G, H) is a c-number then it is unchanged by an anticanonical
transformation. (This is another way of seeing that the transformation
(15.9 .23) leaves the master equation unchanged.) The fields and antifields
have c-number antibrackets (15.9 .25), so the same must be true for the
transformed fields and antifields .

To calculate the S-matrix we must give some definite value to the
antifields. As in the simple case of closed gauge algebras where S is of the
linear form (15.9.5), we can do this by taking the antifields in the form
(15.9.5) ; that is, we calculate the S-matrix using the `gauge-fixed' actio n

6x
where 'I'[x] is a fermionic functional of ghost number -1 . According
to the remarks following Eq. {15.9.4}, this is the same as taking the
canonically transformed antifields x

V
equal to zero .

The gauge-fixed action is invariant under a BRST transformation that
acts on fields X" alone :

5OXn = USX" , where

To check this, note that

Sxn =
6Xn x~-6T16x( oiS[x,xt]

SIB ~x~ - SR S fix , ~~ 6 LS[x, x~ ~

5 Xn 5 x
n

)X~=6T16X

+ (5RS[Z,A 52 T[X1 6LS t ]

~x~
b

xm
6

x~ 6 xn x * =6T16 x
The first term
equation, and
and n.

(15 .9.29)

on the right-hand side vanishes as a result of the master
the second because the summand is antisymrnetrict in m

For closed algebras with S of the form (15 .9 .1 ), the transformation
(15.9.29) is the original BRST transformation 6OXn == 6sxn. But for general
open algebras, the transformation (15.9.29) is not the same as the original
BRST transformation, and in general is not even nilpotent unless the field
equations are satisfied. Instead, from the terms in the master equation o f

For z" and x' both bosonic this is because SS 16Z" and SS /S Zm anticommute . For
❑ne of x" and x' fermionic and the other bosonic, this is because the right- and
left-derivatives of S with respect to whichever Z is fermionic have opposite signs .
The terms with x" and ;gym both fermionic are antisyrnmetric because for these terms
SL'~'/Sx"'Sx" is anlisyrnrnetric .
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first order in the shifted antifields xn~ = xh - 5 Y~[,~]~~~n, we find

S2xm = + 6 L 6R j x* ] ) 6 I TIxI

(5Z~
5

xn
xt =6T16

x ~x~
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(15.9.30)

with the sign - or + if x' is boson ic or fermion ic , respectively. Again,
we see that the dependence on the field equations character istic of open
gauge algebras is associated with terms in S quadratic in the antifields .

Until now we have been conside ring only the formulat ion of a class ical
field theory based on an open or closed gauge algebra . Now we must
consider how quantum mechanical calculations are done in such theo -
r ies. Physical matrix elements may be calculated by funct ional integrals
weighted with exp(il y [x] } , where as expla ined above, I p [x ] is obta ined
from S[X, xt] by sett ing XT = 5T [ X ] l6Xn , or in other words fin ' = D. We
wish to evaluate the effect of a change in T [x] on these matrix elements .
First consider the vacuum-vacuum amplitude

ZT = 111 fix] exP (rjT[xl } .

Linder a shift 5Y' [x] in Y' [ X], this changes by an amount

( 15 .9 . 31 )

5Z = J [fl dX] eXP(iIT [XD
5RS [Z, A 5 (5T[Z])

t 6 nX

(15.9.32 )
Integrating by parts in field space, this become s

~Z = fEll dX] exP (ijT L xI }

X ERs Lx, A 6L IT L x]
5 x~ 6 xn

where

i0S [x , XT]
xt=6T1 b x

6R 6LA
6x~bxn ( 15 .9 . 34 )

We see that the condit ion for the T independence of the vacuum-vacuum
amplitude is in general not the master equation (15.9 .2), but rather what
is called the quantum master equation

( S , S ) - 2i0S = 0 at xt = 5T/5x ( 15 . 9 .35)

In cgs units a factor 1 1h would accompany each factor of S [X , XT], so the
second term in Eq . (15.9 .35) would have a coefficient -2ih in place of
--2i. Thus whenever the quantum master equation (15.9.35) is satisfied,
the term in S of zeroth order in h satisfies the original master equation
(t5.9 .E). Usually it is easy to construct an action that satisfies the classica l

5T [x ] , (15 .9.33)
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master equation, so that the first term in Eq . ( I5.9.35) vanishes, and the
question is then whether the second term also vanishes . The case where the
quantum master equation is not satisfied by a local action is considered
in Chapter 22, on anomalies .

Assuming the quantum master equation (15 .9.35) to be satisfied, the
change in the vacuum expectation value of an operator O [x] due to a
change 5Y' in T is

6x ~ ~~~ ( 5Rsxxt) )
6 Z dX] exp (JT [Z]

hn
6T[X]

xn ) .Zt=6T/6X
(15.9 .36)

The coefficient of the exponential in the integrand in Eq . ( 15.9.36) is just
sU[X ] . We see that expectation values of operators that are invariant*t
under the generalized BRST transformation (15.9.16)-(15.9 .17) are unaf-
fected by a change in the gauge-fixing fermion T . Corresponding results
hold for vacuum expectation values of two or more operators .

Appendix A A Theorem Regarding Lie Algebra s

In this appendix we consider a general Lie algebra 1, with generators t,,
and structure constants C"p~j, and prove the equivalence of three condi-
tions :

a : There exists a real symmetric positive-definite matrix g,,fl that satisfies
the invariance condition

ga fl C fl Y 6 - _` grfi&A • (15.A.1 )

(This is the condition (15 .2.4) shown in Section 15.2 to be necessary
on physical grounds .)

b : There is a basis for the Lie algebra (that is, a set of generators T. =
Yap tp , with 9 a real non-singular matrix) for which the structure
constants C 'T are antisymmetric not only in the lower indices # and
y but in all three indices oc, fl and y .

c : The Lie algebra V is the direct sum of commuting compact simple and
U(1) subalgebras gym.

For open gauge theories there are generally no operators other than constants that are
invariant under the transformations ( 15 .9 .16 )- ( 15 .9 .17), Instead one should consider
operators DQ , x~} that are invariant under the nilpotent `quantum BRST operator' 6,

defined by a0 = (0, S) - FA D_ Where 0 depends only on x, this condition reduces to
Eq . (15.9 .36) . If 6D = 0 then the expectation value of 0 (T , ST/b x) is unaffected by a
small change in the gauge-fixing fermion T24
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We shall prove the equivalence of statements a, b, and c by showing that
a implies b , b implies c, and c implies a . As a by-product, we shall also
show that if these conditions are satisfied, then it is possible to choose
the generators 5§ as t„,,,, with m. labelling the simple or U(1) subalgebra

to which tma belongs and a labelling the individual generators in this
subalgebra, and with the matrix 9,,,,,,,b that satisfies Eq . (15.A.1) taking
the form

gma,nb -"' gm '5mn 5ub (15.A.2)

where the g.2 are arbitrary real positive constants .
First, let us assume a, the existence of a real symmetric positive-definite

g ,fl satisfying the invariance condition (15.A.1 ). We may then define new
generators

ia = (g- i,Z)a,a~,a , ( 15.A.3)

in which the existence of a real inverse square-root matrix g- 1/2 is guar-
anteed by the positive-definiteness of gIXa . These satisfy a Lie algebra

rt~' td = i COv77 , ( 15 .A.4)

where

Cy0 = (g- 1 1 Z )a
a'

(g
-1

1
2 )Qa'

(g +1 1 2 )
yv' C~ 'oc, R , ( 15 .A.5)

(In this basis it is convenient to drop the distinction between upper and
lower indices a, fl, etc., and write C,a in place of CYIX~ .} Then Eq . (15.A.1)
tells us that Cay6 is antisymmetric in a and y as well as in y and 6 , and
hence is totally antisymmetric, verifying b .

Next let us assume b, the existence of a basis for the Lie algebra for
which the structure constants are totally antisymmetric . In this basis, the
matrices (tA ,)fly - -iCpyx of the adjoint representation are imaginary and
antisymmetric, and hence Hermitian . According to a general theorem
about Hermitian matrices,` the tA ,, are then either irreducible or totally
reducible.

If a se t of ma trices H, is not irreducible, then by defin it ion there must be a set of
vectors u, th at span a subspace (o ther t han the whole space) t hat i s left inva r iant by
the Ha : tha t is, for all a and n, Hain = E(C,) ,,, u,, . In t his case we ca n adopt a basis
consis t i ng of the vec tors un together with a set ak that span the space o rthogonal to a l l

the gyn . If the Ha are Hermitia n then (u,,, H. vk) = E,(C.)mn(u,,,,vk) = 0, so t he space

spanned by the ilk is also invariant under the Ha : Hank = ~~(Dx }{k Z~f . In this basis the
matrices Hx are simulta neous ly reduced to a block-diagonal form :

Cx 0
Ha = 0 D,

Continuing in th i s way, we ca n comple tely reduce the ma trices H . to a block-diagonal
form with irreducible matrices in the b locks.
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By an irreducible set of N x N matrices tA, is meant a set for which
there exists no subspace of dimensionality < N that is left invariant by
all the iA,, - that is, no set of less than Nnon-zeta vectors (ur )Q for
which (tAa)#y(ur)y is for each a and r a linear combination of vectors (us)a .

Since the matrices (tA ,,)#y are proportional to the structure constants in
this basis, this is equivalent to the statement that there is no set of linear
combinations ~°l r ~u~ }yi`~ y that is closed under commutation with all the
tAa, that is, for which rtAa, 37-r] is for each a and r a linear combination
of the g-S. Such a set of matrices 9-r would furnish the generators of
an invariant subalgebra of the full Lie algebra ; the absence of such a set
means that the Lie algebra is simple .

By a totally reducible set of matrices tAa, is meant one that by a suitable
choice of basis may be written as block-diagonal supermatrice s

(i
A

N)
ma,nb

=
LtA

(
m

)a
lab bmn , ( 15.A.6)

where the submatrices tA(m), are either irreducible or vanish .*' Adopting
this basis also for the Lie algebra itself, the structure constants are then

Ctc•,ma,nb = Z(iA1c)ma,nb = Z (tAQn) ec )ab 5mn . ( 1 5.A.7 )

But since this is totally antisymmetric, and proportional to 5mn, it must
also be proportional to ben and be. :

C11c,ma, nb = b"n 6&1 ►n scab (15.A.8 )

In other wards, for any representation t(m)a = t„, of the Lie algebra in
this basis, we have

cab
(15 .A.9 )

with Ccab real and totally antisymmetric in the indices a, b , c. The fact that
it is possible to construct a ba s is in wh ich the generators fall into sets t(') ,
with the commutators of the generators in one set with each other given
by a linear combination of generators in that set , and with all members
of one set commuting with all members of any other set, is what we mean
when we say that the Lie algebra is a direct sum of the subalgebras t(m

)Foreach m., the set of matrices of the adj oint representation t(m)' is either
irreducible or zero, corresponding to a subalgebra that is e ither simple or

cons ists of so-called U(1) generators , which commute with all generators
of the whole algebra.

We have thus shown that the most general Lie algebra with totally
antisymmetric real structure constants is a direct sum of one or more

Here m and n label the blocks along the ma in diagona l , and a and b label rows and
columns within these b locks. A lso, m is no t summed , and the range of the indices a, b,

etc . in genera l depends on in.
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simple and/or U(1) Lie algebras . Furthermore, the simple subalgebras
are compact, in the sense that each matrix -C(m)C(m) is positive-definite,
because for any real vector ti,, -C ~dCbd~ua ub = EGd [ Ea uaCa( Med']' is a sum
of positive quantities, which cannot vanish unless Ua = 0, since for ua * 0
the condition that Ea u aC~ ~ = 0 would imply that Ea ua ~'(m )Q is itself an
invariant Abelian subalgebra, in contradiction with the fact that the ttm7 a
form a simple Lie algebra. This completes the proof of c.

Finally, let us assume c, that we have a Lie algebra that is the direct sum
of a set of simple or U(1) Lie algebras ; that is, in some basis tam) = Yma,ata
with real non-singular 9, we have

where each subalgebra t(m) is either simple or commutes with everything .
We furthermore assume that the simple subalgebras are compact, in the
sense that the matrices

9~b) -C ( 'n )C
ad

C(
m

)
dbc ( 15.A. 10 )

are positive-definite. To construct a real positive-definite matrix gas satis-
fying Eq . ( 15 .A.1), in the basis of generators tma = tu"~}, we take

gma,nb fag} 6 rnra, ( 1 5 .A . 11 )

where gab ) is taken as the matrix (15.A.10) when t("') is a simple subalgebra,
and is taken as an arbitrary real symmetric positive-definite matrix when
t(m} is a direct sum of one or more U(1) subalgebras. The matrix ~15 .A.11)
is obviously real, symmetric, and positive-definite because each gabs is . To
check the requirement (15.A.1), recall the Jacobi identity for the structure
constants :

C(M)cad C (m)
dbe + C (m)cbd C (m)d ea + C(

m
)
ced C(m )dab = 0 ( 1 5.A. 1 2)

and contract with Orn)efc . After renaming the summation indices in the
third term so that c --+ d --). e --~, c and using Eq . (15.A.10), the result for
the simple subalgebras may be written :

gdf
) C (m)d

ab = C(m)CudC(m)dbeC(m)ecf
-

C(m)CfdC(m)dbeC(m)eca

The important point is that this shows that the left-hand side is antisym-
metric in a and , f

9df
) C(

m
)
dab = -9da

) C
(m)dfb • (15.A.13 )

The same result holds trivially for the U(1) subalgebras, where the struc-
ture constants vanish. The symmetry condition (15 .A.1) follows immedi-
ately from Eq. (15 .A.13), thus completing the proof of a . This concludes
our proof of the equivalence of statements a, b, and c.
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Now we come back to the matrix g,,fl . With totally antisymmetric
structure constants, the invariance condition (15 .2.4) may be expressed
as the statement that this matrix commutes with all the matrices in the
adjoint representation of the Lie algebr a

We have seen that all (tAcan be put in block-diagonal form, with
irreducible (or zero) submatrices along the main diagonal . A well-known
theorem25 tells us that then ga fl must also be block-diagonal, with blocks
of the same size and position as in the tA , , and with the submatrix in each
block proportional to the unit matrix . (Where two of the submatrices in
the t`4 1, are equivalent, in the sense that they can be related by a similarity
transformation, it may be necessary to make a suitable change of basis
in order to bring the submatrices of gad into a form proportional to unit
matrices.) In the notation of Eq. (15 .A.11), the metric is then given by
Eq. (15 .A.2) .

Appendix B The Carton Catalog

We present here without proof the complete catalog of simple Lie algebras,
worked out in its final form by E . Cartan.26 These will be presented here
in their `compact' form - that is , with generators that can be faithfully
represented by finite-dimen sional Hermitian matrice s . The Lie algebras
will be labelled with a subscript n ~ 1 indicating their `rank' - the
number of independent commuting linear combinations of generators .

An : This is the algebra of the special unitary group S U(n + 1), the group
of all unitary ( Ut = U-1) unimodular (Det U = 1) matrices in n + 1
dimensions. Any such matrix that is infinitesimally close to the identity
may be expressed a s

U = 1 + i H

with infinitesimal H satisfying the condition s

H t =H, TrH=O ,

so An is the Lie algebra of all Hermitian traceless matrices in n + 1 dimen-

sions. Any set of commuting Hermitian matrices may be simultaneously
diaganalized, and the maximum number of independent diagonal traceless
matrices in n + 1 dimensions is n, so this is the rank of A . Any Hermitian
matrix in n + 1 dimensions has (n + 1)2 independent real parameters (n + 1
real numbers on the main diagonal, and non + 1)/2 complex numbers
above the main diagonal, equal to the complex conjugates of those below
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it), and one of these is eliminated by the tracelessness condition, so the
dimensionality of A n is

d(An) _ (n + 1 )2 - 1 =n (n + 2) .

All of the An are simple.

B, : This is the algebra of the unitary orthogonal group 0(2n + 1),
consisting of all unitary (61fi = U- ' } and orthogonal BUT = U-') and
hence real matrices in 2n + 1 dimensions. (The restriction to unitary
matrices is sometimes indicated by calling the group Ua(2n + 1) .) Any
such matrix 0( that is infinitesimally close to the identity may be expressed
as

where A is an infinitesimal matrix satisfying the condition s

A` =-A=AT .

(It would make no difference here if we restricted ourselves to the subgroup
S O (2n+ 1), for which U is subject to the further condition Det r, = 1, since
any orthogonal matrix G that is close to the identity would have Det 60 =
1 anyway.) Any set of commuting imaginary antisymmetric (2n + l)-
dimensional matrices may (by a common orthogonal transformation) be
put in the form of a supermatri x

~ l 0-Z
aZ 0-2

0
an 0-2

where 0-2 is the usual 2 x 2 matrix

0 -i
0-Z i 0

0

0

and at, • • • ,can are real . The rank of Bn is thus evidently n . An imaginary
antisymmetric matrix is completely specified by the imaginary numbers
above the real diagonal, so its dimensionality i s

d (Bn) _ (2n +~ )(2n)
= n(2n + l ) .

All of the Bn are simple .
There is an alternative definition of O(N) that will help in understanding

the motivation for the next large set of simple Lie algebras . Instead of
defining O(N) as the group of N-dimensional real matrices that satisfy
the orthogonality condition (()T Co = 1, it can just as well be defined as the
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group of N-dimensional real matrices . & that satisfy the condition

. &Ty ..# = y ,

where 9 is an arbitrary positive-definite real symmetric matrix . This
is because any such Y may always be expressed as Y = WTM with M
some real non-singular matrix, so there is a similarity transformation that
takes any matrix ..& satisfying the above condition into a real orthogonal
matrix, XMR-1 . Thus we may let Y be various different real symmetric
positive-definite matrices without changing the group .

C,, : This is the algebra of the unitary symplectic group USp(2n), the
group of unitary matrices . that leave an antisymmetric non-singular
matrix c/ invariant :

Tom .. = d ,

SjT = - 'd Det d * U .

(Note that in d dimensions, Det W = Det sVT = (-)dDetsl, so if d is
odd then Det c/ must vanish . Thus there is no USp(d) unless d is even.}
Any such antisymmetric non-singular (perhaps complex) matrix 'Q/ may
be written in the standard form

d = '4Tdo'

where R is unitary and do is the supermatrix :

0 1
`~0 - 1 0

(Alternatively, we could take si/o as ablack-diagonal supermatrix, with
cis along the main diagonal .) Hence USp(2n) may be described as the
group of unitary matrices 9 satisfying

y
T
'd

p
y

=
C/

p

since by a unitary transformation any such .SP can be transformed into
a unitary matrix .W = that satisfies the previous condition

Tom . = d. Any such matrix Y that is infinitesimally far from
the identity may be written

'5' = l +i ~* ,

where *' is an infinitesimal matrix satisfying the condition s

The most general 2n-dimensional matrix ~*' satisfying the se conditions
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may be written as a supermatri x

~~ ['Q1 ~
-q' -'Cv * '

where the n-dimensional complex submatrices c/, -4 satisfy

'Wt -- 'W , _VT = _V .
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A maximal set of commuting generators have %4 diagonal and -4 zero,
and so are of the form

cat 0

an
-~1

0 -dn

with al, • • , an real . The rank of Cn is thus evidently n . The dimensionality
of C, is the number n 2 of independent real parameters in the Hermitian
matrix %4, plus the number 2n(n + 1)/2 of independent real parameters in
the complex symmetric matrix -4

d ( Cn ) = n2 + 2 x non + 1)/2 == n(2n + 1 ) .

All of the Cn algebras are simple .

D, : This is the algebra of the unitary orthogonal group 0(2n), consisting
of all unitary orthogonal matrices in 2n dimensions . The discussion of
Bn can be carried over to Dn, except that here any set of commuting
generators can be put in the form

a1 CF2 0
a2 CF 2

0 an CF 2

so the rank is still n. Also, the dimensionality here i s

2

All of the Dn are simple except for D1, which is the Abelian algebra with
just one generator, and D2, which is the direct sum B1 + B1 .

Exceptional Lie Algebras : In addition to the above classical Lie algebras,
there are just five special cases, the algebras G2(d = 14) ; F4(d = 52) ;
E6(d = 78) ; E7(d = 133) ; E8(d = 248).
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Not all of the classical Lie algebras are really different. There are just
four isomorphism s

A 1= B1=Ci, Cz= BZ, A3 = D3 .

These correspond to isomorphisms among Lie groups of which these
are the algebras. However, isomorphisms like B1 = Al, B2 = C2, and

D3 = A3 do not mean that SO(3) is isomorphic to SU(2), or that SO(5)
is isomorphic to USp(4), or that SO(6) is isomorphic to 4U(4) . Instead,

SU(2), USp(4), and SU(4) are the simply connected covering groups of

S0(3), S0(5), and 50(6) . (Covering groups are discussed in Chapter
2 .) Nevertheless, the isomorphisms of the Lie algebras make it especially
easy to construct the double-valued fundamental spinor representations
of Sa ( 3 ), SO(S), and 5 O(6) ; they are just the defining representations
of SU(2), USp(4), and SU(4), respectively. Also SO(4) is isomorphic
to SO(3) x 5 O( 3 ), so its double-valued spinor representation is just the
defining representation of SU(2) x SU(2). For d ~ 7 the double-valued
spinor representations of SO(d) must be constructed by other means . The
simplest technique uses Clifford algebras, discussed in Section 5 .4.

Problems

1 . Derive the Bianchi identit y

D,u Fav ;, + Dv Fcc;,v + Dr Fajj v = 0 .

2 . Suppose we use generalized Coulomb gauge in a non-Abelian gauge
theory , taking the gauge-fixing function as f, = ❑ A . Derive the

_ghost Lagrangian . What is the ghost propagator? (Take B[f]

exp(-i f d4x fo:fa /2 ~ ) •)

3. Suppose that in electrodynamics we use a gauge-fixing function
f' = aMAu + cAAA# , with t' an arbitrary constant . Derive the ghost
Lagrangian. (Take B [f ] = exp(-i f d4x fJa 12~ ) .} What is the ghost

propagator ?

4. Show that there is no simple Lie algebra with just four generators .

5. Show that if a field W~{x} belonging to a representation of a gauge
group with generator matrices tx varies along a path x" = x/1(z)
according to the differential equation

u
d~

(-c)
= i ta~(-c)AIX ~t (x(z)} ~
dz z
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(with both We(x) and Aa,,(x) classical c-number fields) then the change
in W around any small closed path Y around a point Xu is propor-
tional to

t,xya(X) FaE lv (X ) xP( z )
d d~

dz .
L

Find the constant of proportionality . Use this result to show tha t
if Fa,v (x) vanishes everywhere then it is possible by a gauge trans-
formation to make Aa,(x) vanish throughout at least a finite region .
(Hint : Follow the analogous argument in electrodynamics, or in
general relativity, as in Ref. 6.)

6. Applying path-integral methods to a general non-Abelian gaug e
theory, calculate the propagator of the gauge field A ,,(x ) if we choose
a gauge-fixing functional f IX = npAa, with n y arbitrary constants .
(Take B [f ] =exp(-i f d4x f IX f a / 2~} .} What is the ghost Lagrangian ?
What is the ghost propagator? What is the ghost interaction vertex ?

7. Suppose we adopt BRST invariance instead of gauge invariance
as a fundamental physical principle. Derive the most general La-
grangian density constructed from sums of products of fields an d
field derivatives of dimensionality (mass)d with d c 4, constructed
from Aaji, cUa, cU~,* , h,,, and/or their derivatives, that is invariant (up
to total derivatives) under Lorentz transformation s, ghost number
phase transformations ((aa --)- e ioco,, coa ~ e-in (oa ) , global gauge
transformations (e, constant), and BRST invariance.

8. Show that the antibracket satisfies the symmetry condition (15.9.15)
and the Jacobi identity (15.9.21).

9. Show that if a functional 0 satisfies the condition ( 0, S) = i0S and
the action S satisfies the quantum master equation then the quantum
average (0) is independent of the gauge-fixing functional T .
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1 6
External Field Methods

It is often useful to consider quantum field theories in the presence of a
classical external field. One reason is that in many physical situations,
there really is an external field present, such as a classical electromagnetic
or gravitational field, or a scalar field with a non-vanishing vacuum
expectation value. (As we shall see in Chapter 19, such scalar fields can
play an important role in the spontaneous breakdown of symmetries of
the Lagrangian .) But even where there is no actual external field present
in a problem, some calculations are greatly facilitated by considering
physical amplitudes in the presence of a fictitious external field . This
chapter will show that it is possible to take all multiloop effects into
account by summing `tree' graphs whose vertices and propagators are
taken from a quantum effective action, which is nothing but the one-
particle-irreducible connected vacuum-vacuum amplitude in the presence
of an external field . It will turn out in the next chapter that this provides an
especially handy way both of completing the proof of the renormalizabilty
of non-Abelian gauge theories begun in Chapter 15, and of calculating
the charge renormalization factors that we need in order to establish the
crucial property of asymptotic freedom in quantum chromodynamics.

16.1 The Quantum Effective Actio n

Consider a quantum field theory with action 1 [0], and suppose we `turn
on' a set of classical currents .],(x) coupled to the fields or(X) of the
theory. The complete vacuum vacuum amplitude in the presence of these
currents is then

Z [J] _ (VAC, aut o VAC, in ) j

= J H dos(Y ) exp (ii [ca l + i f d4x 0r(x) Jr (X ) + E terTT15

s , y

( 1G . 1 . 1)

Al
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(The fields 0"(x) need not be scalars . They might even be fermionic,
though until Section 16 .4 we shall not bother to keep track of the signs
that would appear in that case.) The Feynman rules for calculating Z [J]
are just the same as for calculating the vacuum-vacuum amplitude Z [0] in
the absence of the external current, except that the Feynman diagrams now
contain vertices of a new kind, to which a single OT-line is attached . Such
a vertex labelled with a coordinate x contributes a `coupling' factor iJ,(x)
to the integrand of the position-space Feynman amplitude . Equivalently,
we could say that in the expansion of Z [J] in powers of J, the coefficient
of the term proportional to i.lr(x ) iJs(y) • • • is just the sum of diagrams
with external lines (including propagators) corresponding to the fields
0r(x ) , 0'(y ), etc. In particular, the first derivative gives the vacuum
matrix element of the quantum mechanical operator V(x) corresponding
to o ''(x) :

S r

[ oi
r z [J] = i J ~ d or(x ) c~r(Y) exp trI [c~] + e terms}

Jr (Y) J

_
0 r , x

= i VAC, outpr(x}VAC, ln)j_o . (1 .1 .2)

We sometimes work with functianals Z [J] defined by (16.1 .1) where the
Or(x) are not elementary fields (that is, fields appearing in the action) but
products of such fields . Where Or(X) is a product of N elementary fields,
the new vertices in the Feynrnan rules for Z [J] have N lines attached .
Some of the results of this chapter (including Eq . (16.1 .2)) apply in this
case, but where Feynman diagrams are involved, it will be tacitly assumed
that the 0r(x) are elementary.

Now, Z [J ] is given by the sum of all vacuum-vacuum amplitudes in
the presence of the current J, including disconnected as well as connected
diagrams, but not counting as different those diagrams that differ only
by a permutation of vertices in the same or different connected subdia-
grams . A general diagram that consists of N connected components will
contribute to Z [J] a term equal to the product of the contributions of
these components, divided by the number N ! of permutations of vertices
that merely permute all the vertices in one connected component with all
the vertices in another! Hence, the sum of all graphs is

,X-
I

N=O
N .

The contribution of a Feynman diagram with N connected components containing
n3 , n2, ' ' ' nN vertices will be proportional to a factor 1 1(nl + • ' • nN } I from the Dyson
expansion, and a factor (n1 + • • - nN WN !equal to the number of permutations of these
vertices, counting as identical those permutations that merely permute all the vertices
in one component with all the vertices in another.
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where i W [J] is the sum of all connected vacuum-vacuum amplitudes, again
not counting as different those d iagrams that differ only by a permutation
of vertices .

For many purposes , it will be useful to go one step further , and in place
of W(J) work with the sum of all connected one-particle-irreducible graphs .
(A one-particle-irreducible graph is one that cannot be disconnected by
cutting through any one internal line.) We can give a formal expression
for this sum as follows. First, define or (x) as the vacuum expectation
value of the operator V(x) in the presence of the current J :

or (VAC, aut j ~r(x)IVAC, in)j
c~i (x}

(VAC, autIVAC, in)j

or in terms of the sum of connected graphs

i 6
Z [J ] ( 1 6.1 . 4)

Z [J] b .I,.(X)

.Ir(x )
( 16 . 1 . 5 )

This formula can be inverted. Define JOr(x) as the current for which
(16.1 .4) has a prescribed value o'' (x

)o
f

( x) = or(X) if Jr(X) _ .1o ,.(X) .

The quantum effective action1 r[O] is defined (as a functional of 0 , not J)
by the Legendre transformation

r [o ] _ -f d4x or(x) JO,(x)+W [JO] . (16.1.6)

We will soon show that r[o] is the sum of all connected one-particle-
irreducible graphs in the presence of the current JO . However, let us first
take a look at another aspect of its physical significance .

Note that the variational derivative of Flo] i s

6 r [01
6 05 (Y )

or, using Eq . (16.1 .5),

dux
0

r(X
)

W(y)
- JO sW

6 01 ( Y )
(16 . 1 .7)

Thus r[o] is the `effective action', in the sense that the possible values for
the external fields 0`(y ) in the absence of a current J are given by the
stationary `paints' of F :

6r 101 -0 for J=O . (16.1 .8 )
6 0s(y )
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This may be compared with the classical field equations, which just
require that the actual action 1 [ 0] be stationary . Hence Eq. (1 6 .1 .$ ) may
be regarded as the equation of motion for the external field 0, taking
quantum corrections into account.

Not only does F[O] provide the quantum-corrected field equations ; it
is an effective action in the sense that iW [J] may be calculated as a sum
of connected tree graphs for the vacuum-vacuum amplitude, with vertices
calculated as if the action were T'[0] instead of 1 [0 ] . By a tree graph is
meant one that becomes disconnected if we cut any internal line . All the
effects of loop diagrams are taken into account by using r[O] in place of
IL0 ] •

To see this, 2 let us consider the quantity Wr [J, g] that we would get
instead of W [.1], if we used an action g-1 F[O] in place of 1 [0]

exp {iWr [J, g]} rj dor (x)

n,x

+ e terms ,

exP i g _l [T'[0 ] + f d4x 0r(x ) Jr(x)]

( 16 . 1 .9)

with arbitrary constant g . The propagator here is the inverse of the
coefficient of the term in g 1I'(O) quadratic in 0, and is hence proportional
to g , while all vertices make a contribution proportional to leg, so a graph
with V vertices (including those produced by the current J) and I internal
lines (including those attached to the J vertices) is proportional to gj-V .
For any connected graph, the number of loops is L = I - V + 1, so the
L-loop term in Wr- [J, g] has the g dependence

(WIT[J,g]) cLg
op5

L- 1

z lo

Equivalently, we may write (at least formally)

Wr Lj, g] =
E

gL
-

1 W~~) [j]
L=0

(16.1.10)

( 1G . 1 . 1 t )

where (as can be seen by setting g = 1), the quantity W~L} [J] is the L-loop
contribution to the connected vacuum amplitude W [J, 1] that we would
obtain if we used F[O] (without a factor g) in place of the action 1 [0 ] .

Now, we are specially interested here in the sum of tree graphs, those
without loops, calculated with vertices and propagators calculated as if
the action were F[O] instead of 1 [0] . In our present notation, this is
W(y ) [J] . In order to isolate the L = 0 term in Eq . (16. 1 .11), consider the
limit g --+ 0. In this limit, the path integral (16.1 .9) is dominated by the
point of stationary phase ,

exp f i Wr[J, g] I oc exp {jgl [r[Of] +j d4x Or(x ) J,(x)] (1 6 .1 .1 2)
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where, because of its definition as the field produce d by the current J, the
field Oj is the stationary point of the exponent, in the sense tha t

6or (x)
O_Oi

( 1G . 1. . 1 3 )

The proportionality factor in Eq. (1 6 .1 .12) is in general a functional of J ,
but it is a power series in g starting with terms of order g°. Hence taking
the logarithm of both sides and isolating the terms of order g -1 g ives

Wr° ) LJ l = r 10 . 11 + f d4X 0; (X) Jr (x) . ( 1 6 . 1 . 14)

By setting 0 = Oj in Eq. (16.1.6), we see that the right-hand side of
Eq. (16.1 .14) is just YV [J]

Wr
7 [J] = W [.I ] (1G.1 .15 )

To recapitulate, this says that W [J1 may be calculated by using r [o] in
place of 1 [0] (the subscript r) and keeping only tree (0-loop) graphs :

iW [J] z-- f
CONNECTED

TREE

n,x r

f or (X) Jr (x) d 4X:

(16.1 .16)
Now, any connected graph for iW [J] can be regarded as a tree, whos e

vertices consist of one-particle-irreducible subgraphs . Thus in order for
Eq. (16.1 .16) to be correct, ir[k] must be the sum of all one-particle-
irreducible connected graphs with arbitrary numbers of external lines,
each external line corresponding to a factor 0 rather than a propagator
or wave function. For this reason, the coefficients in an expansion of Flo]
in powers of fields and their derivatives around some fixed field coo may
be regarded as renormalrzed coupling constants, with the renarmalizatian
`point' specified by coo rather than by some set of momenta .

Equivalently, ir[oo] for some fixed field oo(x) may be expressed as the
sum of one-particle-irreducible graphs for the vacuum-vacuum amplitude,
calculated with a shifted action I [ o + 0o]

i r 1001 -
1PI

CON N fc L I t, l]

[lldx ]) exP f i I Lo `}- 00] ~
n,x

( 1G . 1 . 17 )

This is because any place where 00 appears in any of the vertices or
propagators within the one-particle-irreducible graphs in Eq. ( 1 6.1.E 7) is
also a place where an external 0-line could be attached . (The restriction
to one-particle-irreducible graphs plays an essential role in Eq . (16.1,17) ;
without this restriction we could shift the variable of integration, yielding
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an integral that would be manifestly independent of coo.} In place of
Eq. (16.1.17 ), it is often convenient to write

exp lirloolI = f rj dor(x ) exp I i l [0 + co l } ~ ( 1 6 . 1 . 1$ )
1P1

nX

in which we evaluate the path integral including all graphs, connected or
not, in which each connected component is one-particle-irreducible .

This formalism provides a simple method of summing tree graphs . As
one example, consider the relation between the complete two-point func-
tion 0r",Sy and its one-particle-irreducible part IIrx,sy• From Eqs . (16.1 .5)
and (16.1 .7), we find

❑ rx,sy =

rl rx,sy

S 2 W [J]

6jr(x) 64y)

blr [o l
6 o r W 6 0' (Y)

60J(x)
_ 6-TS(Y) ,

5JO r(x)

6 05(Y)

( 1G . 1 . 19)

It follows immedi ate ly that the `matrices' ❑ and II are re lated by

_ -II-1 . (16.1 .21 )

This is the counterpart of the familiar relation ( 10 .3 .15) between propaga-
tors and self-energy parts, with the extra term q2 + m2 in the denominator
in Eq. (1 0 .3 .15 ) representing the zeroth-order term in the one-particle-
irreducible two-point function .

I6.2 Ca lculation of the Effect ive Potent ial

To see how the formalism of the previous section works in practice,
consider a simple example, the renormalizable theory of a single real
scalar field O(x), with actio n

I 101 = - f d4x [~ + z
0,00 ~' o + z'n202

+ za g
0

4] (16.2.1 )

(We are here including a `cosmological constant' - A in the Lagrangian
density, for reasons that will become apparent) . Suppose for simplicity
that we wish to calculate T" [coo] for a position-independent field 0o(x) =
coo . Then every term in T'[0o] will contain a factor of the volume of
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Figure 16.1 . Feynman diagrams with zero, one, or two loops for the quantum
effective action of the theory of a neutral scalar field 0 with interaction 04 .

spacetime

Y/1-4 = fd4X = 64(p - p)(27c )4 (16.2.2)

arising from the momentum conservation delta-function . We will therefore
write, for 00 constant

(1f .2.3 )

where V(00 } is an ordinary function, known as the effective potential . In
this section we will calculate the effective potential to one-loop order .
This was originally done by Coleman and E . Weinberg3 in a study of
spontaneous symmetry breaking, the subject of Chapters 19 and 21 . The
results were also used by them in one of the early applications of the
renormalization group, to be described in Section 18.2.

Shifting 0 by co . othe action in Eq. (16 .1 .18) is '

1 L0 + col = - *~4 ~A + z m20o + zag~bo 1 - [M200 + sg duo] f d4x 0

d4X [!a 2(00)02] d4X [ Ig 0003 + _Lg 04

(16.2.4)

where y2 is the field-dependent mas s

It
2(0

o
)
_

MI
+ Z goo (16.x.5 )

Note that there now appear new interactions proportional to 0 (which
have no effect on one-particle-irreducible graphs) and also 03, as well as
terms with the same structure as those in the original action .

The Feynman diagrams for T [coo] with up to two loops are shown in
Figure 16.1 . The zero-loop term in the vacuum-vacuum amplitude is just
given by the constant term in 1 [0 + rho]

r I' (o loop) [ 001

2
M

2o2
0 + 24

o

Q (
16 .2 . 6)- ) -

There are limitations on the applicability of perturbation theory for m2 c 0 , discussed
in the following section.
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The one-loop term is given b y

exp
(
ir' ( 1 loop)

1001) rl do(x) exp ~ - ii f d
4
x[

a
p

Oa
~'

O
+~

2(0
o
)02]

X

+E terms Y (16.2.7)

We learned how to calculate such integrals in Chapter 9 ; the result is
given by Eq. (9.A.1$)

iI`(1 loop) = In Det iK
-

"' _ - 1 Tr In
(W )

2 R

where here

-
a2

K
x'

Y
~ C~1 x'~ C~1 yi

(16.2.8)

(1 G .2.9)

As usual, to calculate such traces it is helpful to diagonalize the `matrix'
K by passing to momentum space :

4 4J
" '

2n Z (27r)2

= (
p

2 +
µ

2
(
0

o
) - -- ie) 6 4 (

P - q) . (16.2.10)

The logarithm of th is diagonal matrix is j ust the d iagonal matrix with
logarithms along the main diagonal :

In
r

K9 P,4

and its trace is then

= In
i

(P2
+

P
(
O

o
)
- i

e) 64(P - q) (16.2.11)
171

iI'(1 loop) [00] = - 2 d4p In i

71 RP

d4p in
' (

P
2 + P 2 ( 0 0 ) (1 .2.12)

(2 27c }4 f n

Putting together Eqs . (16.2.6) and (16.2.12), we have the effective potential
to one-loop order

V(0o ) = a. + ~ "~
2o

0 + 24
o

Q
+ ~

f (~2( 00)) (16.2.13 )

where

JG1
2} - -

i
2(27r)4 f d4p In ~i [P2 + F~2 - ie] (16 .2.14)

It is painfully obvious that this formula for the effective potential
contains ultraviolet divergences . Fortunately, these are naturally absorbed
into a renormalization of the parameters of the theory. Although the
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integral (16.2 .14) is divergent, simple power-counting shows that it is
made convergent by differentiating three times with respect to ,u2

(27r)

4 Once again, the -iE term tells us that we must rotate the p o contour
counterclockwise , so that p° = ip4, with p4 running from -co to -+- oo :

X»>(y) =
1 21L)4

J00

(

2712 k3dk 1
(k2 +µi )3 327c 2~U2

Integrating thrice, we have then

41n ~
.~( ,u2 ) = ~G470

+ f1 +Bpz+Cµ4

The constants A, B, C are not determined by this method of calculation,
which is hardly a serious problem since they are obviously infinite anyway .
We eliminate these constants by defining `renormalized' values for .Z, m2,
and g :

AR A +A+ B m2 +Cm4

MR = m2 + gB + 2gm2 C ,

get=g+6g2C .

Our final result for the potential to one-loop order is then

V (00) = AR + 1 mR o
a

+ gx o~ + 94
(o

0
) In ~2(o

o
)

~ ( 16 . 2 . 1 5)
2 24 G47r

where ,u(oo ) is the field-dependent mass defined by Eq . (16.2 .5), which to
this order can be calculated using MR and gR in place of m and g :

~~(o) = M
R + 7gx~~ .

Similar results hold if the theory contains a complex spin ~ fermion
field ip(x) that interacts with the scalar 0. For instance, if this interaction
Hamiltonian density has the simple form Gofpip , then the mass M(oo) of
the fermion in the presence of a constant scalar background field 00 is of
the form

11't(oo ) = M(O) + GHQ .

It is easy to see that in this case the potential (16.2.1) then receives an
additional term :

2 24 64ir2

M4(oo ) In M2(oo)
( 1 6 .2 .1 6)

32 ,g2
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The numerical coefficient in the new term is twice that of the µ41n µ 2 term
in Eq. ( 1 6 .2.15 ), because of the two spin states of the fermion described by
V, while the sign is opposite because (as shown in Chapter 9) fermionic
path integrals of Gaussians give a result proportional to the determinant
of the matrix coefficient in the exponent, while bosonic path integrals of
Gaussians give a result proportional to the inverse of this determinant .

16.3 Energy Interpretation

The effective action F[O] and potential V[4)] have an important interpre-
tation in terms of the energy and energy density respectively.4 To see this,
suppose that we turn on a current .In(x, t) that rises smoothly from zero
at t = -oo to a finite value fn(x), and remains at that value for a long
time T, after which it drops smoothly again to zero at t = +oo. The effect
of this perturbation is to convert the vacuum to a state with a definite
energy E [f] (a functional of f"(x)), in which it remains for a time T,
after which it returns to the vacuum . However, although the `out' vacuum
is the same physical state as the `in' vacuum, the state vectors differ by
the phase exp(---iE [f] T) accumulated during the time T :

~VAC , out s VAC, in} i = exp
(
- iE [,f] T

)
.

Comparing with Eqs. (16.1 .1) and (16.1 .3), this gives

W [J] _ -E [J] T

(16.3.1 )

(16 . 3 .2 )

To see the connection between this energy and the effective action,
suppose we seek the state no that minimizes the energy expectation valu e

(n, Hn) (16.3.3)

subject to the condition that the quantum fields (Dn(x, t) have the time-
independent expectation value 0n(x )

(n, n)

It is convenient also to impose the condition that n is normalized

( 1G .3 .4)

(16.3 .5 )

To minimize the expectation value (1 6 .3.3) subject to the constraints
(1 G.3.4) and (16.3 .5), we use the method of Lagrange multipliers, and
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instead minimize the quantit y

(Q, HQ) - a(fl, Q) - I d3 X #'(X) (n, (D,(x)n)

with no constraints on 0. This gives

HO = OLQ +
I

d3X fl n (x)(D, (x)Q .

Both a and #n(x) are to be chosen in such a way as to satisfy the
constraints (1 G.3.4) and ( 1 b .3.5) and therefore depend functionally on the
prescribed expectation value 0n(x).

Now, we have said that in the presence of a current fn(x), the Hamil-
tonian H - f d3x fn(x) (Dn(x) has an eigenvalue E[,f ]

with a normalized eigenvectar Tt . Furthermore since slowl y
on

73

( 1G. 3 . G )

X 16 .3 .7 )

(16.3 .8 )

turning
this current converts the vacuum into this energy eigenstate, we can

presume that E [ f] is the lowest energy eigenstate in the presence of
this current. Therefore Eqs. (16.3-4), (16.3.5), and (16.3-7) are satisfied
by

E VO ] ,

(16.3.9)
(16.3.10)

(16.3.11 )

where fo(x) is the current for which (D(x) has an expectation value O(x)
in the state Tlf .

Setting f = f0 in Eq. (16.3 .8) and taking the scalar product with Tf" ,
the minimum energy of states in which the fields (Dn are constrained to
have the expectation values 0, is seen to be

(H)n = E [JO] + J d3x f (x) 0n(x) . (16.3.12 )

Recalling Eq. (16.3-2) and the assumed form of J(x), this is

~~~5~ = 1 ~ - W L~~ + dux Jn (x )On (x )
] -= -1 r'~~~ • (6.3.13 )

T f T

As noted in the previous section, if the field 4i(x) has a constant value
~i over a large spacetime volume `V4 = 'V 3 T, then we may write the
effective action in terms of an effective potential Y(4) }

r [0a = - V3 T V(O )

In this case Eq. (1 6 .3.13 ) tells us that the energy density is

(16 .3. 14)

( 1G.3.15 )
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This is the main result : V(O) is the minimum of the expectation value
of the energy density for all states constrained by the condition that the
scalar fields (D,, have expectation values On. One consequence is that in
the absence of external currents the vacuum state will relax to a state in
which the potential V(O) is not only stationary, which is required by the
field equations (1 6 .1 .8), but also a minimum .

This result helps to resolve a problem in the interpretation of the
quantum effective potential . The Euclidean version of the path-integral
formalism (described in Appendix A of Chapter 23) makes it manifest that
the two-point function ❑ is positive (in the matrix sense), so according to
Eq. (1 G.1 .2 ) the same is true of -II = ❑-1 . Together with Eq . (16.2.3), this
implies that for a single scalar field the effective potential V(O) must have
a positive (or zero) second derivative with respect to 0. More generally,
the effective potential must be convex : 5

V (201 + G -2)02) :~~ AM01 } + (1 -2) Y(02) for ~ :::-n: 2 ~ I .

But inspection of Eq . ( 16.2 .13 ) shows that for m2 < 0 and g > 0 the
zero-loop approximation to the effective potential for the scalar field
theory with action (16.2.1 ) has a negative-definite second derivative when

0 is between the two minima of the effective potential at ± ~
m

lv
g•

This contradiction arises because the derivation of perturbation theory
implicitly relies on the existence of a stable vacuum, but when V"(0) < 0,
the field 4) is at a value of ~ where V(~ ) - J0~ is a maximum rather than
a minimum, which means that the vacuum state in the presence of the
current Jo is unstable.

So what is the true effective potential for this scalar field theory when
m2 < 0 and 4) lies between the two minima of the potential? The result
of this section is that we must find the state of minimum energy in which
the expectation value of the operator (D equals 0 . As long as 0 is between
the two minima of the potential, we can give (D an expectation value 4)
by taking the state as a suitable linear combination of the two states

where 0 is at the minima 0 - + 61mlj/g. The energy in this state is

equal to the energy at the minima, so this state clearly minimizes the
energy. (Interference terms here vanish in the limit of infinite volume, for
reasons explained in Section 19.1 .) Thus the effective potential between
the two minima of the potential is a constant, satisfying the requirement
that it have a nonpositive second derivative . The same argument shows
that in more general theories where the potential has two local minima of
unequal energy, the potential between these minima is linear .
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16.4 Symmetries of the Effective Actio n

In some but not all cases, the symmetries of the action I [4i] are auto-
matically also symmetries of the effective action r[o] . For instance, in
the example of Section 16.2, the action (16.2.1) has a symmetry under the
discrete transformation 0 --+ -0. Thus it follows from their definition that

Z [J] and W [J] are even under the corresponding reflection J --+ -J. Eq.

(16.1 .5) then shows that 0_i = and hence J_0 = -JO , so Eq. (16.1 .6)
shows that I'[o] is even under -0. This is borne out by the one-loop
result (16.2.15). The fermion-loop contribution in (16.2.16) also exhibits
the symmetry under 0 --+ -4) in the special case where M(O) = 0, because
in this case the action is invariant under the combined transformation

~ --+ -~~ W --+ Ystp•
We encounter problems in establishing the renormalizability of a theory,

unless we can show that the symmetries that we impose on the action
also apply to the effective action . For instance, in the example above, if
f [0] were assumed to be even in 0 but r[o] turned out not to be, then
the coefficients of the terms in IF proportional to f d4x 0 and f d4x 4)3
would be divergent, but the symmetry of the action would not allow us
to introduce counterterms to absorb these infinities .

With this motivation, let's now turn to the important class of symmetries
generated by infinitesimal transformations

x" (x) --), x' (x ) + ,EFn [x;x] , ( 1 6.4 . 1 )

where P is a function of x" that depends functionally on x " . (For instance,
Fn [x ; x] may be an ordinary function of the x" and their derivatives at the
point x.) We are now using the symbol xn rather than 4)" to denote the
different types of fields, to emphasize that these include not only ordinary
gauge and matter fields (which in the next chapter will be denoted 01( x ) },
but all other fields appearing in the gauge-fixed action, including ghost
fields. We repeat that these xII(x) may be of any type, not necessarily
scalars .

We assume that both the action and the measure are invariant under
the symmetry transformation (16 .4.1) :

d V(x) + e P [x ; x] fj dxn(x ) . (16.4.3)
n,x n,x

(It is actually sufficient for only the product (fln,x dx " (x)} exp(il) to be
invariant, but where this is true usually Eqs . (16.4.2) and (16.4.3) both
apply.) Replacing the integration variables in Eq . (1 6 .1 .1) with x'(x) +
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,F F" [x ; X], we have then

[Pd(Zn(X) + e F'[x ; X] ) ]

x exp i I [x + E F] + i
j

d4x
(

xn(x ) + E F" [x ; x] ) Jn (x )

_ [fldx'x ]) exp i I [x] + i j d¢x (f(x)+eF{x ;1)Jn(x) }
n,x

f

n,x

x exp i I [x] + i J d4x xn(x)Jn(x)

and hence

f d4y ~F ' (y)}j Jn (y) _ 0 , (16.4.4)

where ~ )j denotes the quantum average in the presence of the current
Jn(x) ,

Z [.r] ~Fn(y ) }, (lldxx )) F" [y ; x]
n , x

x exp i I [x] + i ` d4x xn (x)Jn(x) (16.4.5)
J

normalized so that ~1} j = 1 . But recall that Jn(y) is given in terms of the
effective action r[x] by Eq . ( 1 6 .1 .7 )

Jn,x(Y) - - ~ r
[x]

6 7Cn (Y)

Therefore Eq. (1 G.4.4) may be written as

o = day ~Fn(y )}, , 6 ~
~
[x]

bx v)
(16.4.6)

In other words , F[X] is invariant under the infinitesimal transformation

(16 .4.7)

Such symmetry conditions are known as Slavnov--Taylor identities . 7

Is this the symmetry transformation with which we started? It is for
one very important class of infinitesimal symmetry transformations : those
that are linear. For such symmetries F is
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(In the most common case sn(x) vanishes and tnm(x, y) is a constant matrix
times 64(x - y).) For any linear F, we hav e

~F"(x)}, = 5n (x) +
f

tnm(
x, Y

)
~xm

(
Y)) i d4y

But for any fixed x, Jx is defined as the value of the current J that makes
~ Xm(y)} j equal to x"i (y), 50

~P(X)) ,Ix = S"(X) + J tnm(x, Y )X'n (Y) d4Y = F
n [X ; X] . (16.4-9 )

Hence Eq. (16.4.6) requires that r[X] be invariant under all the functional
linear transformations xn --, x" + EFn that leave I [x] and the measure
invariant.

We occasionally have to deal with symmetry transformations that are
not linear. One important example is provided by the BRST transfor-
mation discussed in Section 15 .7. For non-linear transformations, the
symmetry transformation (16.4.7) under which the effective action is in-
variant is not generally the same as the assumed symmetry transformation
(16.4.1) that leaves the original action invariant, because the average of a
non-linear functional of fields is not generally the same as the functional
of the average fields. Indeed, the form of ~F} Jx as a functional of x de-
pends in general on the dynamics of the system, and is usually non-local .
This complication will be dealt with in the next chapter by the method of
antibrackets .

Up to now, we have tacitly been assuming that the fields xn and
the corresponding transformation functions ❑" and currents Jn are all
bosonic. We will need to take note of the sign factors that appear
when some of these are fermionic, as in particular for supersymmetry or
BRST transformations, where E is fermionic and xn and ❑n have opposite
statistics. With currents inserted to the right of fields, as in Eqs. (16 .1 .1)
and (16.4.5), Eqs. (16.1 .5) and (1 6 .1 .7) hold in the form

6R W [J] _ m

~Jm(Y) xa [Y
~

6Lr [x]

with the subscripts R and L indicating that the derivative is to
the right or left . In consequence, the Slavnov-Taylor identity
should be written

x (Y )

(16.4-10)

X 16 .4 . 11 )

act from
y (16.4.6)

(16.4.12)
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Problems

1 . Consider a theory of real pseudoscalars O(x) and complex Dirac fields
W (x ) , with masses M and m respectively, and interaction g'y~ysipo .
Evaluate the effective potential for ~ constant, V = 0 , to one-loop
order.

2. Derive general formulas for 63Wp]16j'(X)6j','(y)6J((z) and
J ¢W [J] l~Jn(x)bJ„,(y ) dJ,,(z) 6 .Ik (w ) in terms of the variational deriv-
atives of r[o] with respect to ~. Show which Feynman diagrams
correspond to each term in these formulas .

3. Calculate the effective potential to one-loop order for the theory of
a neutral scalar field 0 with interaction Lagrangian density g0 3 / 6 in
six spacetime dimensions .

4. Suppose that the action I [01 is invariant under a .f Hite matrix trans-
formation 0n(x) --* E„a Mn„a On(x ) . Under which transformation of
the currents is W [J] then invariant? Use this result to derive a
symmetry property of F[4)] .
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17
Renormalization of

Gauge Theories

We now return to gauge theories, and use the external field formalism
described in the previous chapter to study the renormalizability of these
theories and to carry out an important calculation.

17.1 The Zinn-Justin Equat ion

In this section the BRST symmetry described in Section 15 .7 will be used
to demonstrate a fundamental property of the quantum effective action,
first derived by Zinn-Justin .1 According to the general rules outlined in
Section 16.4, the BRST invariance of the action I [X] imposes on the
effective action r[x] the condition

f ct4x ~ 0" (x ) } jx 6 L~ [x1 _ 0 , (17 . 1 . 1)6x(x )
where the change in xn(x) under a BRST transformation with infinitesimal
fermionic parameter B is

boxn{x} = BOn(x) 17 .1 .2)

and ~• - - } here denotes a vacuum expectation value taken in the presence
of a current J. that makes the vacuum expectation value of the operator
fields X"(x) equal to the c-number functions xn(x) . The implied sum over
n runs over all of the fields in the BRST formalism ; that is, over co., co* ,
and h, as well as the gauge and matter fields that in Section 15 .8 we have
collectively called 01. Because ❑n(x) is quadratic in the fields when x " is
a gauge or matter field or co,, Eq . (17.1 .1) does not in general tell us that
the effective action is invariant under the same BRST transformations as
the action itself.

To handle this complication, we employ a trick that proves useful
in dealing with any sort of nilpotent symmetry transformation . First,
we introduce a set of c-number external fields Kn(x), and define a new

80
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effective action by

r [x, K ] - W [Jx,x, K ] -
f

d4x x'(x) Jx K n(X) ,

8 1

(17.1 .3)

where the connected vacuum persistence amplitude W is here calculated
with the gauge-fixed action* I + f dux Ong „

eiWVK] [Hdf(x)] exp ( iI + i J dux anon + i J dux xnJn ) ( 17.1 .4 )
n,x

and Jx K is the current required to give the fields the expectation values x
in the presence of the external fields K ;

hw[JA

bJn ( X) J=Jx, k
(17.1 .5)

(The Kn must have the same fermionic or bosonic statistics as 4 ' , which
is opposite to that of x" . ) Since the BRST transformation is nilpotent,
the quantities ❑n{x} are BRST-invariant, so in the same way as in Section
16.4 we can show that the new effective action r[x,K] satisfies a BRST-
invariance condition :

I
d4x ❑n x 6Lr [x' K] = 0~ ~ ~ ~ Jx k ~

n
x ~x~ )

(17.1 .6)

where ~ -)jK denotes a vacuum expectation value calculated in the
presence of the current J and the external fields K :

f [u1 .x dx'~ (X )] d [x ] exp (ii + a f d4x A"K, + i f d4x xnJn
~d fix] ~~~

f [Fin,x dxn(x)] exp
(

iI + i f dux AnKn + i f d4x xnJ,
)

It is convenient to express the expectation value of ❑n as a variational
derivative of the effective action . Taking the right variational derivative
of Eq . (17.1 .3) with respect to K give s

6K, rx bKn x

jd4Y Zyn(Y)IRJXK m(Y)

bKn(x )

6 R j'V [J, K] 6RJx K m(Y )

bJm(y) ~j_j,.K bKn(X)

Using Eq. (17.1 .5) we see that the last two terms cancel, and using th e

Here I is the action I NEr,,, mpdified as described in Section 15 .7 to depend on the ghost
and antighost fields co, and co,,* and on the auxiliary field h„ with the subscript `NEW'
dropped from now on .
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definitions (17 .1 .4) and (17.1 .7) gives us then our desired relation

6Rr[x, K ]
6Kn(x )

6R W [J, K]

W n (X) J-JxX
~On(x)~.,x,,,x . ( 17. U

The BRST symmetry condition (17 .1 .6) may now be written as a simpl
condition, the Zinn-Justin equation, involving the effective action alone :

J ~~ ~ ~ xn~) x~ )
As remarked after Ey . ( 15.9 .3 ), the interchange of fields and antifields (oi
in this case xn and Kn) results simply in a change of sign of the left-hanc
side of Eq . (17.1 .9), so this can be written as

o ,
where the antibracket is calculated here with Ian in place of the antifield
of x ►' ;

' 6 n (x) 6K x 6K(x) 6 n x

This is formally the same as the Batalin-Vilkovisky `master equation'
discussed in Section 15 .9, but appears here as a constraint on the quantum
effective action I' [x, K ] rather than on the fundamental action S [X, xt] • The
Zinn-Justin equation ( 17.1 .10) will be used in the next two sections to show
how to renormalize gauge theories, and in Section 22.6 to study anomalies
in these theories .

17.2 Renorma l izatian : Direct Analysis

The simplest non-Abelian gauge theories are renormalizable in the `Dyson'
sense that the operators in the Lagrangian density all have dimension-
ality (in powers of mass) four or less. As we saw in Chapter 1 .2, this
guarantees that the infinities in the quantum effective action only appear
in terms that could be cancelled by the counterterms in interactions of
dimensionality four or less . But there is more to renormalizability than
this. The Lagrangian density is constrained by gauge invariance and other
symmetries . For a theory to be renormalizable, it is necessary that the
infinities in the quantum effective action satisfy the same constraints, up
to possible renormalizations of the fields .

The effective action I'[Z, K] is a complicated functional of both x and K,
about which the symmetry condition (17 .1 .9) says complicated things, but
fortunately matters are much simpler for the infinite terms in F . We will
write the action S [X, K] = I [X] + f d4x dnKn as the sum of a term SR [X, K ]
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in which masses and coupling constants are set equal to their renormalized
values, plus a correction S,,[x, K], which contains the counterterms that
we intend to cancel the infinities from loop graphs . Both SR and S . must
be taken to have the symmetries of the original action S [x, K], so the
question is whether the infinite parts of the higher-order contributions
to F share the same symmetries, so that they can be cancelled by the
counterterms in Ste .

We may expand F in a series of terms FN arising from diagrams with
just N loops, plus contributions from graphs with N - M loops (where
1 c M c N) involving various counterterms in S,, [x, K] that will be used
to cancel infinities in graphs with a total of M loops :

r [x,K] = E rN[x,K] • (17.2.1)
N=O

The symmetry condition (17.1 .10) then reads,* for each N,
N

(rN', rN-N') = 0 . (17 _ 2 .2)
N'=b

In the sum (17.2.1) the leading term is just I'4 [x, K] = SR [ X, K], which
of course is finite. Suppose that, for all M c N - 1, all infinities arising
from M-loop graphs have been cancelled by counterterms in 5, . Then
infinities can appear in Eq. ( 17.2.2) only in the N' = 0 and N ' = N terms,
which are equal, and the infinite part of this condition tells us that the
infinite part FN,,, of I,N is subject to the condition tha t

(SR, rN,oc) = 0 . (17.2 .3 )

This is a symmetry principle generated by SR, just like that described by
Eqs . (15.9.16) and (15 .9.17). Note in particular that the transformation
X H ( SR, X) acts on the external fields K, as well as the fields x" .

Up to this point, we have used none of the special properties of a
renormalizable Yang-Mills theory. Now note that, according to the gen-
eral power-counting rules of renormali2ation theory, with all infinities
cancelled in subgraphs of FN, the infinite part I'N,,,-- [x, K] Of I'N [x, K] can
only be a sum of products of fields (including K) and their derivatives of

Such order-by-order relations may be derived formally by repeating the reasoning
of Section 16 .1 .- When the action SR is replaced with g' SR , the contribution of a
connected L-loop graph with I internal lines and V vert ices is multiplied by a factor

9
v-r = 9L-i If the counterterms in Ste, associated with N-loop diagrams are also

provided with factors g N, then I'L is the value for g = 1 of the term in IF of order
g j- ' . Eq. (17 . 2 .2) then follows by requiring Eq. ( 17 .1 . 10) to hold in each order in g . In
cgs units the action has the same dimensions as h, and so appears in the path integral
multiplied with a factor 1 lh, so we can also use h as a loop-counting parameter in
place ❑f g .
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dimensionality (in powers of mass) four or less . Finally, the arguments
of Section 16.4 show that I-' [x, K] and hence also rN, ,,, [x, K] are invariant
under all of the linearly realized symmetry transformations under which
the action is invariant . (As described below, these are : Lorentz trans-
formations, global gauge transf'ormations, antighost translations, and the
ghost phase transformations associated with ghost number conservation .
Of course, the auxiliary fields K,, must be assigned suitable transforma-
tion properties under these symmetry transformations .) These conditions
together with Eq . (17.2 .3) will suffice to tell us all we need to know about
the structure of FN,,,-- [x, K ]

To implement these conditions, we need to know the dimensionalities
of the external fields Kn . If a field xn has dimensionality do (that is, d ,,
powers of mass), then ❑" correspondingly has dimensionality do + 1 (as
can be seen by inspection of the BRST transformation rules ( 15.7.7}-
{15 .7.11}}, so in order for f d4 xKnOn to be dimensionless, Kn must have
dimensionality 3-dn . The fields A°`," , co', and cv"* all have dimensionalities
do = +1, so the corresponding K, all have dimensionalities +2 . (We do
not introduce any external field corresponding to h', because this field is
BRST-invariant .) Any spin t /2 matter fields W~ have dimensionalities 3 /2 ,
and the corresponding & thus also have dimensionalities 3 /2. Thus a
dimension four quantity like FN,,,-- [x, K] is at most quadratic in any of the
K,, . Furthermore terms that are of second order in the K,, cannot involve
any other fields, except that a term of second order in the Kn for spin 1/2
matter fields may involve at most one additional field of dimensionality
unity.

We can now use ghost number conservation to show that in fact

FN,,,, [Z, K] does not contain any terms of second order in the K,, . For this
purpose, we also need the ghost quantum numbers of the Kn . If xn has
ghost quantum number y,,, then 0" has ghost quantum number yn + 1, so
Kn must be assigned ghost quantum number -yn - 1 . The ghost quantum
numbers of the fields A`,,", W

t, cva , and c)2* are respectively 0, 0, + 1, and
-1, so the corresponding external fields Kn have ghost quantum number s

and 0, respectively. This rules out any terms in rN,,,,fix, K]
that are of second order in the fin, with the one possible exception of a
term of second order in the external fields Ka associated with cva * (and
involving no other fields) . However, these last terms are also forbidden,
for a different reason. The BRST transformation of o)a* is linear in the
fields, with

Ax* ~ _h a

so here

(17.x.4 )

bK IX
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is independent of K,* . It follows that FN,,,--[Z, K] is linear in K',*, and
depends on K°`'" only through a term - f d4x Ida h' . (Both K* and h' are
bosonic, so their order is immaterial .) In particular, for N > 0, FN,,,-- [Z , K]
is independent of Ka* .

We have seen that FN,,,-- [x, K] is at most linear in all of the K, We will
write it as

FN,- [ 7C , K] = rlv,~c [Za d] + /d4x .[x ;x]Kn(x) . ( 1 7.2. 5 )

We also recall that SR has the K dependence :

SR [Z , K ] = SR [X] +
j

ct4x On [x ; x] & (x ) .

The terms in (17.2.2) of zeroth and first order in K therefore give* `

bx (x) x ( x )

and

/d4x
6xn(x) b xn(x )

= 0 (17 .2.6)

= 0 , ( 17.2.7 )

respectively. These relations may be made more perspicuous by introduc-
ing the quantities

r{N} [x] = SR [x ] + Cr~v,x [x, 01 ,
and

(17.2.8)

(17.2.9 )

with e infinitesimal. Then (17.2.6) (together with the BRST invariance of
SR }just says that I'N ) [x] is invariant under the transformatio n

xn( x) __* xn ( x) + B0~)ni} , (17.2.10)

while Eq. ( 17.2.7 ) (together with the nilpotence of the original BRST
transformation) tells us that this transformation is nilpotent .

We must now consider what form this nilpotent transformation may
take. As already mentioned, FN,,, consists only of terms of dimensionality

four or less, so 9N and hence ❑N )n(x) have at most the dimensionality

" The second terms in Eqs . (17.2-6) and (17.2 .7) have been put into the form shown
here by recalling that, because x" and K,, have opposite statistics, for any bosonic
functionals A and B,

dxA dLB dLA SRB FRB dtA
6 xn dKn 6xn dKn dK n bxn
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of the original BRST transformation function On(x) . Also, !YN and hence
also ❑N)'~(x) must have the same Lorentz transformation properties and
ghost quantum numbers as ❑n(x). Hence the most general form of the
transformation (17.2.10) is

W -r W + iO CV a Ta W ,

A~y ---> Aa l, + B LB,fi aAo_)fl + Dx# r Abuw Y
f..t)x -r Cva - ~ aEa# ''CU# CU ,1

where Ta is some matrix acting on the spinor fields, and Bx fl , D ,flj ,
and Ex# y are constants, with Ea# ;, antisymmetric in fl and y. Also, the
transformations of cox and h, are linear, and are therefore unchanged :

- Oh, , ha - -+ haCtfa - * co*

Next we impose the condition of nilpotence . The most important
requirement is that E,,#jc,)#cvy should be invariant . This yields the require-
ment that Exfly.E#s,wacv,coy should vanish, so that the part of Ea fl1Ep6 F
that is totally antisymmetric in 3 , F, y vanishes :

£a#,I E#ae + Ex fl FE#va + Ex#6 E flFy = 0 .

But this just tells us that Easy is the structure constant of some Lie algebra
&. Because Easy goes to the structure constant C ,#Y of the original gauge
Lie algebra .4 for F - + 0, (f must be the same as 4, and the structure
constants Exp., can differ from the original C~ #,, only by a multiplicative
factor :

Ex#Y = .Y C~x# Y

(This is for simple gauge groups ; in the general case we would have a
separate factor I' for each simple subgroup. )

Next we turn to the condition that the transformation (17 .2.10) be
nilpotent when acting on the gauge fields . The requirement that Bx~ a,,cU fl +
Da#yA#,oy be invariant tells us that

DxflvD#SE - Da#F D fiay = E flEr Daafl = YCflE; Da6#

and

B~%#EaYa = Da#SBpy ,

The requ irement of g loba l gauge invariance rules out any non- trivia l similarity trans -
formation in the re lation between 1:',fl y and Czar .
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The first condition has the unique solutiont t

D~P'i = YC'Rv
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The second condition tells us that the matrix Bx# commutes with the
adjoint representation of the gauge group, and hence (since we have chosen
the structure constants totally antisymmetric) must be proportional to a
Kronecker delta, with a coefficient we shall call YA' ;

Bad = Y-41-~a fl .

Finally, the condition that the transformation (17 .2 . 10 ) be nilpotent
when acting on the fermion fields (if any) requires that co'Ty) is invariant .
This tells us tha t

so Ta differs from the generator t,,, in the original Lagrangian only by a
factor

Tx = Y tx .

We have thus seen that, apart from the appearance of the new constants
9 and V-, the transformation (17 . 2.10) is just the BRST transformation
with which we started :

Aa II -} A all + YO [s ' 012(ga + Ca#rA #,Lr~)-J

( i)a ~ Lv 'X - z Y 0 Q~fl "r coo co y e

rUa ~ r,Oa -Ohs ,

hx ha .

( 17.2. 1 1)

(17.2.12)

( 17.2 .13)

(17.2 .14)

(1 7 . 2 .15 )

Now we must use this symmetry to constrain the structure of the corrected
action (17.2 .8) . Since this contains only the original renormalized action
plus the infinite part of the 11T-loop contribution, it must be the integral
of a Lagrangian density

r" d4xN N ( 1 7.2 . 1d)

with ,.t~N~ a local function of fields and field derivat ives of d imension-
ality (in powers of mass) no greater than 4 . Furthermore, as we found
in Section 16 .4, Al'(') must be invariant under all the symmetries of the

The matrix (D.Jx# - Df ,#IY satisfies the commutation relations of the gauge Lie
algebra, [Dr, DE] - C # f,,DR . But the only representation of a simple Lie algebra with
the same dimensionality and .sad transformation properties as the adjoint representation
of ~d is the adjoinl representation itself.
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original Lagrangian that act linearly on the fields. To identify these sym-
metries, recall that in generalized ~-gauge, the `new' Lagrangian density
in Eq. (15.7.6) takes a form given by replacing the term -(0P Aa )(aVAIX )/2~
in Eq . (15 .6 .16) with the terms hj,,~ + Z~hah, in Eq . (15 .7.6) :

ANEW = YM - A F, y Fapv - ~~(~a au Cr3 ~

+Cxl~v ~ ~uc~a } Ay a -~
?~

ha ha . (17.2.17)

Inspection of this formula reveals the following linear symmetries :
(1) Lorentz invariance.
(2) Global gauge invariance - that is, invariance under the transformation s

6wl (X ) = Z ea( ta )em Wm(X),
6AP,(x) Cfl,,e'A7,(x),

6C~~ (X)

6hfl(X) = Cflya ea hy (x ) ,

(17.2.18)

(17.2.19)

(17.2.20)

(17.2.21)

(17.2.22)

with cons tant parame ters e" .
(3) Antighost translation invariance - that is, invariance under the trans-
formation

(1)IX(x) --* c-), (x) + c,~ , (17.2.23 )

with arbitrary constant parameters cx.
(4) Ghost number conservation -that is, the conservation of a ghost
number equal to +1 for c ), -1 for co*, and 0 for all other fields.

We shall now proceed to work out the structure of the most general
Lagrangian density that is renormalizable, in the sense that it consists only
of terms of dimensionality +4 or less, that has these linearly acting sym-
metries, and that is invariant under the modified BRST transformations
(17.2.11)-(17.2.15).

From Eq. (17.x. 17) we may conclude that the fields AP, co, co*, and
h,, have the dimensionalities +1, +1, +1, and +2, respectively (in powers
of mass) . Note also that ghost number conservation requires that CO and
c ) ` come in pairs, while antighost translation invariance dictates that w*
always appears as a derivative . Each pair of w and eU co* fields adds +3
to the dimensionality, so renormalizability rules out any term with more
than one such pair . With one such pair we can have at most one more
derivative or one additional gauge field, and Lorentz invariance dictates
that we must have one or the other. The only renormalizable allowed
interactions involving ghost fields are then linear combinations of terms
of the form 014 ava Mo# or awx Ay cv# .

Next, let us consider the terms that involve the field h, and possibly
other fields but not r.) or w* . This field has dimensionality +2, so
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renormalizability and Lorentz invariance allows this field to appear only
multiplied with another h p or 0,, A~ or A~A M y .

Finally, the Lagrangian will contain renormalizable terms involving
only the matter and gauge fields . We will call the sum of these terms
9'v,A. Putting this all together and using global gauge invariance, the most
general renormalizable interaction allowed by the assumed symmetries
(aside from BRST invariance) takes the form :

Y
N
O = Yy , A + z ~ ~ha~a + ChxOuA~ - e fl',hA~Avu

-Zaja ~~~~~auC'a) - d flv (O c~a )cv fl fty ~ (17.2.24)

where ~', Z,,,, c, d ,,,# y, and ex#y are unknown constants, with no constraints
except obvious symmetry properties such as global gauge invariance and
e.pY = e,,yp . (As mentioned earlier, we are assuming for simplicity that
the gauge group is simple, but the extension to a direct sum of simple
and U(1) gauge groups would be trivial ; for instance, instead of one term
proportional to hahIX we would have a sum of such terms, one for each
simple subgroup of the gauge group. )

Now we impose BRST invariance . The cancellation of terms in 8 ,T( ,~
proportional to 009haaucv, tells us that

c = Z" /Y_N' . (17.2.25 )

The cancellation of terms in ~ Y('} proportional to B JAwp Ay (or
Oa~~~r.~#aPcoy ) requires that

d IX flY = -(Zco 'JV-) CaflY ( 17 .2 . 26 )

The terms in 6Y{N) proportional to Oa~~a (O # ~y AS automatically then
cancel by virtue of the Jacobi identity for the structure constants . The
cancellation of terms in 6Y(Iv'} proportional to Bha O'u(v#A

y
(or BhaA~Ay~~g)

yields

Finally, the effect of the infinitesimal transformation ( 17 . 2 .10 ) on matter
and gauge fields is the same as a local gauge transformation with gauge
parameters ea = Y_41-0 c _)a and gauge couplings renormalized by a factor
11X (that is, with to and Ca#,i replaced with to = ta I , . ' and Cady
C,# y lX) , so the cancellation of terms in 6YN) with only one factor of
wa and no factors h,, or co,* simply tells us that the Lagrangian YW ,A for
these fields is gauge-in var iant, with a renormalized gauge coupling. We

In a theory with scalar fields, we could also have renormalizable terms with hx
multiplied with one or two scalar fields . Such terms cause no trouble, but for brevity
they will not be considered here .
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conclude then that the most general renormalizable Lagrangian density
allowed by our assumed symmetry principles is

LPN) = --ZAFU'tV Fai,v -Z4,~}~y`[ap - itxAxu ] W + 2~'haha

A~ - Zw (aPcoo
)(
a~U) + Z(1) Oa#,, ( auco *)w#A Vju

(17.2.2$)

where the tilde on F,1," indicates that the field strength is to be calculated
using the renormalized structure constant Cady CX# y /S ' . But apart
from the appearance of a number of new constant coefficients, this is
the same Lagrangian with which we started. The new constants in this
Lagrangian (including the gauge coupling constant) may be freely shifted
by adjusting the Nth-order terms in the corresponding constants in the
original unrenormalized Lagrangian . In particular, we can adjust these
terms to make F N(6) = SR, in which case FN,,,, = 0, completing the proof .

In the above proof we made important use of the accidental invariance
of the gauge-fixed LagrangJan (17.2 .17) under the antighost translation
transformation (17.2.23) . This symmetry would not be present for gauge-
fixing functionals other than f , = 0YAa, which are not spacetime deriva-
tives. One frequently cited example which preserves Lorentz invariance
and global gauge invariance is 0PAa + a«#;A~Aju, where aIX#v is a
constant matrix, symmetric in # and y, which transforms as a tensor under
global gauge transformations. (Such constant tensors exist for all S U(N)
groups with N ~ 3 .) Another more important example is the background
gauge-fixing functional to be introduced in Section 17 .4.

The absence of antighost translation invariance does not affect our
argument that N is a Lorentz- and global gauge-invariant local function
of fields and field derivatives of dimensionality no greater than 4, that is
invariant under the renormalized BRST transformation (17.2.1l)-(17.2.15) .
But without antighost translation invariance there are new terms in Y {N )
that satisfy these conditions. Since the transformation (0.2.11)-(17 .2.15)
is nilpotent, we can construct such terms as 5'F, where the transformation
(17.2.1l)-(17.2.15) is written as x" --* Xn + Bs'xn, and F is an arbitrary
Lorentz- and global gauge-invariant function of ghost number -1 . One
such term i s

aaflY s/ (w,,*Afl,A~) = -ax fly [hxA#uAy + 2Yc_),,*(X0,wfl + C#SFAsMcva)Au1 .

This causes no trouble : it is just a renormalized version of the usual ghost
and gauge-fixing terms arising from terms a,,fl7A~A~~ in the gauge-fixing
Functional f,:,. But there is also another possible term of the for m

b1#7 '~r~~~[.tly~ _ -~?a# ~ [2h.wwy + 2JCyde~a~~~S~e
1 9l
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where bIXay is a constant, antisymrnetric in a and P, which transforms
as a tensor under global gauge transformations . (Such tensors exist for
any Lie group ; for instance, we could take bx flY to be proportional to
C,,,fl y . ) But the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt method cannot yield four-ghost
interactions in the Lagrangian, so there are no counterterms available to
absorb ultraviolet divergences in this term. This is not just a technical
obstacle to proving renormalizability ; for gauge-fixing functionals like
f0( = OPAa + a~flyA IAy~, one-loop graphs actually do yield divergences in
four-ghost amplitudes that cannot be cancelled by counterterms in the
Faddeev-Popov-De Witt Lagrangian .

Aside from avoiding gauge-fixing functionals other than OUA )' , the
only solution to this problem seems to be the one mentioned in Section
15.7. We must give up the Faddeev-Popov-De Witt approach, and instead
take the action from the beginning as the most general renormalizable
function of the gauge, matter, ghost, and auxiliary fields that is invariant
under BRST and the other symmetries of the theory . According to the
arguments of Section 15.8, the action can be written in the form 10 + 5y
with I❑ ghost-free, and the S-matrix is independent of 1P, so we can justify
this procedure by quantizing the gauge theory in axial gauge, where ghosts
decouple, and then taking Y to be anything we like . In particular, we can
include s(w`w` w ) terms in the action that can serve as counterterms to
the divergences in four-ghost vertices .

1 7.3 Renormalization : General Gauge Theories *

The proof of the renormalizability of non-Abelian gauge theories in the
previous sec tion relied on a `b rute force' analysis of the possible terms
in the action of d imension a lity four o r less. But as we saw in Chapter
12, this lim itation on the dimensionality of terms in the ac tion can be at
best a good approximation . The successful renormalizable quantum field
t heor ies that are u sed to describe the strong, weak, and electromagne tic
interactions are a lmost cer tainly effec ti ve fie ld theories, accompa nied with
term s of d imensiona l i ty d > 4 ; these terms are n ormally not observed
because they a re suppressed by 4 - d powers of some very large mass,
perhaps of order 10I'- 101$ GeV. Gravitation too can be described by an
effective fie ld theory, in which the Lagrangian dens ity co ntains no t only
the Ein ste in-Hilbert term - ,,[g_R116rt G, but also all sca lars cons truc ted
from four or more derivatives of the gravitationa l field . We need to

This section lies somewhat ❑ut of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
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show that gauge theories of this sort , which are not renormal izable in the
power-counting sense, a re nonetheless renorma lizable in the modern sense
that the ultravio let divergences are governed by the gauge symme tries in
such a way that there is a coun ter term avai lable to cance l every infinity . 3

For this purpose, let us return to the actio n S [X, xt ] intro duced in
Section 15,9, taken as a function of independent fields xn (including gauge
and matter fie lds 0' and ghost fields wA as we ll as the non-m inima l fields
CO A* and hA), together wi th their antifields Xt . In theories like quantum
gravity or Yang-Mill s theories, that are based on a cl osed gauge al gebra
with structure constants f CAB, this ac tion is cons trained to be of the fo rm

S = t [0] + (O
A f A

[0] 0
~ + wA~B .~C AB [01 w~ - hA wA ~ (17.3.1 )

whe re t [0 ] is invarian t under the infinitesimal gauge transformatio ns
0 r --* or + 0 f A [0] . (As in Sect ion 1 5.9, the indices r, A, e tc, include a
spacetime coo rdinate, over which we integrate in sums over these indices .)

We shall not limit ourse lves here to actions of this form, but we
sha ll suppose that the loca l symme tr ies of the theory are imposed by
requir ing tha t the act ion mus t obey some `s tructural constraints' on its
antifield dependence, of which Eq. (17.3 . 1) prov ides just one example. The
structural constraints are assumed to be linear, in the sense that if they
are satisfied for S + 91 and fo r S + 92, then for any constant s al, a2 they
are satisfied for S + a lYl + 92Y2 . We a lso impose the quantum master
equat ion (15.9.35)

(S, S) - 2ihAS = 0, (17.3. 2 )

with ❑S defined by Eq. (15.9.34), and the factor h now made explicit as
a `loop-counting' parameter, in the sense described in the footnote of the
previous section .

The action is taken as a power series in h

S =SR + hSI+ h2 Sz+••• , (17.3 .3 )

where SR is an action of the same general form as S, but with all coupling
parameters replaced with finite renormalized values, and the SN are a set
of infinite counterterms . The action S is supposed to satisfy the quantum
master equation (17.3 .2) for all h, so SR satisfies the classical master
equation

(SR, SR) _ 0 ,

while the counterterms satisfy

(17 .3 .4)

N- I(

SR

,

SN

)

- - ~ ~ (SfSNf) + WN-I (1 7 .3 . 5)
M= I
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The counterterms SN are not by themselves sufficient to cance l the ultra-
violet divergences in loop graphs . As a generalization of the conventiona l
renorma lization of fields, we a lso have to introduce a set of renorma lized
fie lds and antifie lds, defined in terms of the orig ina l field s and antifields by
an arb itrary anticanonical transformat ion. An infin ites imal anticanonica l
transformation may be defined in terms of an infin ites imal generating
functional 6F by Eq . ( 1 5.9.26), so a sequence of an ticanonical transforma-
tions G(t) --* G(t + 5 t) = G ( t) + (F(t )5 t, G(t)) (where G( t) is any functional
of fields and antifields, and F(t) is the generating functional) leads to a
fin ite canonical transforma tion G --+ G - G(1), wit h

d
G(t) = (F(t), G(t)}

dt
I f F(t) is g iven by a power ser ies

G(O) = GG . ( 17.3 .6 )

F(t) = gtFj + h2 tI F2 + - - '

then Eq s. ( 1 7.3 .3), (17 .3.6), and (17.3.7) y ield a transformed acti on

(17 . 3 .7)

sR +
hI

s I +(F I , SR)] + h2 [s2 +(FI, SO + (F2 , sR) + 2(Ft, (Fr, SR))] + . . .
(17.3 .8)

The quest io n is whether we can use what freedom we have to choose the
FN and SN so as to cance l all infin ities arisin g from loop graphs .

As already no ted, the first term SR in Eq. (17.3 .3) is automatically
finite. Suppose that by cancellation of infin ities with SM and FM for
M < N it has been possible to elim inate a ll infinities in the terms I'M
of order hm in the quantum effect ive ac tion with M < N. As we saw
in the prev iou s sec tion , the Zinn-Justin equation (derived here by setting
xn = Kn + 6 ' ' 16 x~`) tells us in th is case that the infinite part FN,,,,, of the
term in the quantum effect ive action of order h-N sat isfies the cond i t ion

(SR. rrr,ou ) = 0 . (1 7.3. 4 )

The field and antifield var iables xn and x~ are re lated to the variables xn and
Kn by an anticanonical transformat ion, wh ich preserves all an t ibrackets,
so the ant ibracket in Eq . (17.3.9) may be ca lculated in terms of xn and xn
instead of xn and Kn.

The cond ition ( 1 7.3.5) satisfied by the counterterm SN is not the same
as the condition (17.3 .9) satisfied by I-'N,~ . However, g iven any S~ that
satisfies Eq . (17.3.5), we can find a c lass of other so lutions

SN =S
N+

SN, ( 1 7.3 . 1 )

where SN is arbitrary, except fo r the condi t ion that SR + SN like SR + SN
satisfies the same symmetry con ditions as SR, and that

(
SR , Sir ) _ 0 (17.3.11)
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so as not to invalidate Eq . (1 7,3 .5) . The infinite part of the Nth-order
term in the quantum effective action may therefore be written

where XN consists of terms from loop graphs, as well as from the term SIN
and various terms in F that involve S M and FA4 for M < N . For instance,
for N = 2 Eq. (17.3.8) gives

X2 = S~ + 2(Fl, St) + (Ft, (FI, SR)) + two-loop terms involving only SR

+ one-loop terms involving SR , S1 and Fl .

For our purposes the only thing we need to know about X N is that it does
not involve SN or FN, and that it is invariant under any linearly realized
global symmetries of SR .

Now, because (SR, SR) = 0, the operation F ~--* (SR , F) is nilpotent ; for
all F,

(5R , (SR,F)) = 0 . (17.3.13)

Hence it follows from Eqs. (17.3 .9) and (1 7.3. 11 )-(1 7.3 . 1 3) that

(SRXN,c :) _ 0. (17.3 .14)

Any term in XN,,,, of the form (SR, Y) may be cance lled in Eq . ( 1 7.3 .12) by
choosing FN,,, equal to Y . Thus the space of possible rema ining infinite
terms in XN,,,, that need to be cance lled by the counterterm SN ~, co nsist
of those functionals X that satisfy (SR, X) = 0, coun t ing as equiva lent
funct ional s tha t differ only by terms of the form (SR, Y)- In other words,
the infinities in I 'N that need to be cancelled by the counterterms SN
belong to the cnhnmoingy of the mapping X ~-4 (SR, X)-

The possib le form of the counter terrn SN is limited by the requirement
tha t SR + SN mus t satisfy whatever structura l constraint s are imposed on
the act ion S . Thus we can complete the proof of reno rma lizability if we
can show that the cohomo logy of the mapping X ~--* (SR , X ) cons ists onl y
of functiona ls that sat isfy this structural constraint .

In the case of quantum gravi ty coupled to the Yang-M ills fields of a
semisimp le gauge symmetry, the symme tries of the theory are imp lemented
by the structura l cons tra int (17.3.1) . In this case there is a theorem that
states that the co homology of the mapp ing X ~-4 (SR, X) (on the space
of local fu nctiona ts, rather than space time-dependent fu nctions, of ghost
number zero) consists" of func tionals A[O] tha t are invarian t under the

Strictly speaking, this is valid if one requires that the constant coefficients in S do
not take special values for which S would be invariant under a larger group ❑f local
symmetries . For instance, this excludes the case S = 0 .
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gauge transforma tion 0" -3 or + EA f A
[0] wi th s tructure constan ts f CAB .

Any Nth -order infinity of th is sort may be cancelled with a counterterm
SN of the same form, so a lthough these theories are not renormalizab le
in the convent ional power-counting sense, they are renormalizable in the
sense that all infin ities can be eliminated by a choice of pa rameters in the
o riginal bare action 1[0] and by a su it a ble renorma l ization of fie lds and
antifields .

I n other theories the cohomo l ogy of t he map X ~-4 (SR, X) contains
additional terms. Th i s does not necessarily require a weakening of the
structura l constra in ts, because the addi t iona l terms in the cohomology may
no t correspo nd to actual ultravio let divergences. Fo r instance, in gauge
theo ries with U(1) fac tors the co h omo l ogy conta in s terms4 corresponding
to a redefinition of the action of the U( 1 ) gauge symmetry on the various
fields of the theory, which if infin ite wou ld require us to weake n the
structura l constra ints by leaving the norma lization of the transforma t ion
functions f A [0] in Eq . (17.3 .1) arbitrary. But this in finity is forbidde n by
the same soft-pho ton theorems that tel l us that ra tios of U(1) couplings
to various fie lds (like the ratios of the various lepton charges in quantum
electrodynamics) are unaffected by radiative corrections. (See Section
10.4.) Where the extra terms in the cohom o logy do contain ultravio let
divergences, it is necessa ry to weaken the structura l cons traint imposed on
S in order t hat there should be a counterterm for every poss ib le ultravio le t
divergence. It is no t known whether this wi ll a lways be possible ; if n ot,
some theories may have to be rejec ted because of their unremovable
ultrav io let divergences.

17.4 Background Field Gauge

We next turn to a method of calculation that explicitly preserves a
sort of gauge invariance, and that therefore proves extremely conve-
nient, especially in one-loop calculations . We consider the effective action
17[A, W, w, co*] as a functional° of classical external gauge, matter, ghost
and antighost fields : A,,(x), y3,,(x), cox(x), r~),,*(x) . Even though ghosts and
antighosts never appear in initial or final states, we are considering back-
ground ghost and antighost fields as well as gauge and matter fields in
order to deal with parts of diagrams that have external ghost or antighost
lines .

We are now returning to the specific choice of the gauge-fixing functional B[f] as
the Gaussian (15 .7.4), and we are integrating out the auxiliary field h , , so that the
gauge-fixing term in the modified Lagrangian is just -fj,1 2~ .
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As described in Section 1 6.1, r [A, y) , w, w*] is the sum of connected one-
partic le- irreducible graphs for the vacuum-vacuum ampli tude, calculated
in a theory in wh ich the quantum fie lds A', W', w', co'* over which we
integrate are replaced in the action wi th shifted fie lds A + A', tP + V, co +
w', w " + w the path in tegral being taken over primed fields with the
unprimed fields he ld fixed. We are free to c hoose the gauge-fix ing function
fa(x) pretty much any way we like ; instead of our previous cho ice fa =

aitA~ (or 0~ [Aa + A
te]

) we sha ll now take5

.fa = 01aAa + Ca flYA fluAy (17.4.1 )

The reason for this choice is that it makes the gauge-fixing term f,,f a
invariant under a formal transformation, in which the background field
A~ transforms as a gauge field, while the quantum field Aa transforms
homogeneously, like an ordinary matter field that happens to belong to
the adjoint representation of the gauge group

6 A~ - -Caflv ~~ Ay

(17.4.2)

(1 7 .4 .3 )

The transformation properties of f, can be seen most eas ily by writing it
as a new sort of cova riant derivative

fl = ~A?Pa

where for any field 0,, in the adjoint representation

(17.4 .4)

(17.4.5 )

We see that under the transformation (17 .4.2), (1 7.4.3), the function (17.4.1)
transforms just like A' :

5 .fac = -Cafl Y 'Ffl fY

so the term f a f ,,, in the mod ified Lagrang ian is inva riant

(17 .4.6)

(17.4.7)

Also, the original Lagrangian density Y depends on A and A' only through
the sum A+A', which under the combined transformation ( 17.4.2), (17.4.3)
undergoes an ordinary gauge transformatio n

6(A~ + A~ ) = Otte, - Cx~y fQ (A
Y

+ AY ~ .

If we transform the background and quan tum matter fields by

JP = 1 tx Exy )

61p' = i to 'F a Y) ,

then al so

(17.4.8 )

(1 7 . 4 . 9)

(1 7.4 . 1d)

(17.4.11)
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The original Lagrangian Y is invariant under the original gauge trans-
formations (17.4.8), (17.4.11 ), and only depends on A + A' and ~) + tp ', so
it is also invariant under the new formal transformations (17 .4.2), (17.4.3),
(17.4.9), (17.4.10) .

It will be useful to make this invariance property more explicit, by
writing Y in terms of the background-covariant derivative D . In general,
we have

(0, av av~ - L C aF~ QY [ Q6i Ql~ Y Y v

+ YM (tp + Y) I ~ ay(W + W') - i ta(Axy + A'Ocy)(ip + W'))
2

- -" 4 ~Fa uv + I)j Aa ;v - D v Aa~ + C~ fl YA~~Ayti' }

(1P + Y)f, D,(tp -~- tp') - i txA' (tp + tp')
)

where, as in Eq. (17.4.5) ,

D JUAav = aPA~v + Cxa~4a1~Ay V

all tp - i tocA ay tp

and Fa,v is the background field strengt h

Fayv =-= ayAorv - Ov A a li + CIXfljAgyAjv .

(17.4.12)

(17.4.13 )

(17 .4.14)

(17.4.15)

(The square in the first term of Y is intended to imp l y obvious index
contractions.) Clearly Y is invariant under the new transforma tions
(17.4.2), (17.4.3), (17 .4.9), ( 1 7 .4 .1Q), because it i nvo lves A,Y only in the field
strength Fy, and in background covariant derivatives by of `matte r' fields
Aly , 1P ' and W .

This new transforma tion should be careful ly dist inguished from a true
gauge transformation. Such a transforma tion can have no effect on A or
y, which are j u st prescribed c lass ica l background fie lds, and induces an
ord inary gauge transformation on A + A' and V, + tp ', so

6TRLTEAa = PEx - Ca#y ,Ffl (AP + Ay1

= DP
C

a - Ca
fl

YE
fl
AY

and

TRUE IP = 0 ,

5TRUE Y1f = i taEa (IP + IPI)

(17.4.16)

(17.4 . 1 7)

( 1 7.4 . 1 8)

( 1 7.4 . 19)

Of course, this i s the same as the fo rmal tran sformation s (17.4 .2), (17 .4 .3 ),
(17.4.9), (17.4.10) in its effec t on A + A' and W + W ', and therefore al so
leaves the orig inal Lagrangian Y invariant . However, fo r our new choice
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(17.4.1) of f, the term f a f,,, does not depend only on A + A', and is not
invariant under (17 .4.16) and (17.4.17). Instead,

TRUE f x CafljeflAy } (17.4.20)

with D~ given by (17.4.5) .
Finally, let us consider the ghost Lagrangian in this new gauge . The

quantity (15 .7.3) in the ghost action is given in general by just replacing
Ex with the ghost field wx + wx in 6TRVEf

❑a = I]
"

[b'(wi + cva ) - Cafl Y (rofl + w~)AY] (17.4.21 )

The ghost Lagrang ian in Eq . ( 1 5,6.2) is therefo re

UGH = (w IX + wIX *) D, [b1L(w , + (t)') - C2~~ ( wo + r~ ' )AY u J
or, integrating by parts,

(17.4.22. )

~C~~ _ -~D~(wa + c.oa }} + wa} - C fl Y ( UJfl + UJ~)A~z) . ( 1 7.4 .23 )

This is manifestly invariant under the joint transformations (17 .4.2),
(17.4.3), supplemented now with transformations on w and w' :

6 wx = -CaflvEfl w'1 ,

cox = 1

and likewise

6(,0a = -Ca Q Y 'Fp)y

60)a = -CaQY eaG )y

(17.4 .24)
(17.4 .25)

(17.4 .26)

(17.4 .27 )

We see that the fo rmal combined transforma tion (17.4.2), (17.4 .3),
(17.4.9), ( 1 7.4. 10), a nd (17.4.24)-( 1 7.4.27) leave inva riant the complete
Lag rangian in the mod ified action (15 .6.4) :

We are integrating over A', y) ', o)', and crag' with a measure that is pre-
sumed to be invariant under the simple matrix transformations (17 .4.3),
(1 7.4.10), (17.4.25), and (17.4.27), so the effective action F [A, V), CO, (t)*] is
invariant under the remaining transformations (17 .4.2), (17.4.9), (17.4.24),
and ( 17 .4.26) . In other words, it is gauge-invariant in the same sense as
the original action I [A, y) , w, o)*] .

This formal gauge invariance sets powerful constraints on the infinities
that can occur in the effective action . The ultraviolet divergences in r
appear in the coefficients of terms whose dimensionalities are [mass]` with
d c 4, but here these terms are invariant under the background gauge
transformations (t7 .4.2), (17.4.9), (17.4.24), and (17 .4.26). For instance, in
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a gauge theory based on a simple gauge group , with spin 1 /2 fermions
belonging to an irreducible representation of this group, the only such
terms are of the form

IF,- = J dux (17.4.29 )

4 'UV

-m Lrn 1~y) - Lr~ (f) 1A , ( 17.4.30)

where here F,,,,v, D fty), D,w, , and DPwx are constructed entirely from
background fields :* *

Fauv = OiAAxv -- OvAa u + cafl-,AfluArv , (17.4.31)

(17.4.32 )

buw, = auwa + CL1flY~~pwa ~ (17.4.33)
D~wx =a r~~~ + Cx flYA flp{''a • (17.4.34)

Dimensional analysis leads us to expect that the constants LA, Lw, Lrn,
and L(, are logarithmically divergent .

To deal with these infinities, we note that the Lagrangian (17 .4.12)
contains a purely classical piece

CLASS = - 4 Fx;iv Fa v - ~p(Y iub, + ~)tp - lbucoOc ~ (!)11wa) (17.4.35)

obta ined by droppi n g al l terms in YMaD that invo lve the quantum fie lds
All V ', w', r

01
* . We define renorma lized fields

t
R
au = 1 + LA A

R = 1-+ LW

Rwa = 1 -+L
r~ wcc

(17.4.36)

( 17.4 .37)

(17.4.38 )

(17.4.39)

so that the sum of the terms (17.4.30) and (17 .4.35) takes the form

CLASS + Yx) _ - g Fu V Fa
y

V - ~ ~~~~
R

IP
R

A 'U

where mR is the renormalized mas s

MR =
m(l ~- Lm)l(l + Ly))

(17.4.40)

(17.4 .41 )

The condition of a simple gauge group in sures that there is just a single kine tic term fo r
A and for w, proportional to FaP Fa" and D ~cc~ a respectively, while the condition
that 2l) transforms irreducib ly insures that there is just a single kinet ic term and a
sing le mass term for W . It would be easy to treat more ge neral possibil ities, at the cos t
of a s light compl ication in notat ion. We are also implici t ly using the conservation of
ghos t n umber .
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R R R R R
A

R

D ~wa a~wa + C fly ``~ay wR
De w*

R a w
* R + C R

A~i
R w * R

y a A a oc~iY y Y

(17.4 .43)

(17.4.44)

The renormalized structure constants and group generators here are jus t
cR Y = (1 + LA) -112Cafly

to = ( 1 + LA )- 1/2 to

(17.4.46)

(17.4.47)

Because we assumed that the Lie algebra here is simple, the structure
constant Cx#y and group generator t,, are fixed by the group structure
except for a single common factor, the unrenormalized gauge coupling
constant g. Eqs. (17 .4.46) and (17 .4.47) thus simply tell us that the gauge
coupling constant gR factor in CR and tR is renormalized b y

gR - g ( 1 + LA )- 1/2. (17.4 .48)

T his resu lt exh ib it s the par t icular virtue of the b ackground field gauge.
In a genera l gauge we would encounter independent renormalization
factors for the gauge field and the gauge coupling const ant, and we would
have to ca lcu late two separate amp litudes (say, the vacuum po larization
and three-ga uge-field vertex function) in order to be able to sort these
out . In background field gauge, background fie ld gauge invariance ties
these two renormalizat ions together by requir ing that the infinite terms
in the effective Lagrang ian invo lve the field strength in its or iginal fo rm
(17.4.31), and so we can calculate the charge renorma lization factor by
s tudying j ust one gau ge fie ld amplitude.

17.5 A One-Loop Ca lculat ion in Background Field Gauge

As an exerci se, we are now goi ng to ca lcu late the one- loop renormalization
fac tor for the gauge coup ling constan t in a general non-Abe lian gauge
theory. As we will see i n the next chapter, this provides an essential input
in so-ca lled `renormalization group' ca lculations of phys ica l processes a t
high energy ; the results we obta in here will be used there to demonstrate
the asymptot ic freedom of non-Abelian gauge theories.

The method to be empl oyed here is somewhat novel. Usual ly, one
considers the effective act ion in a spacetime-dependent background gauge
field, and calcu l ates the terms quadra tic in this field, ex tract ing a fac tor
( qyAIX v - gvA (xp }2 (where q is the gauge field four-momen tum), and only
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then isolating the logarithm ic divergence by sett ing q = 0 in the coefficient
of this factor . Instead we shall follow the much simpler course of taking
the gauge field to be spacet ime-independent from the beginn ing. In this
case the terms in the effective action that are quadrat ic or cub ic in the
gauge field of course vanish , but there is a non-vanishing quartic term that
is ultraviolet divergent, and wh ich can be used to calculate the coupl ing
constant renormalization factor ( 1 + LA )-1 I' . In this way our one-loop
calculation becomes a matter of simple matr ix algebra. Note that this
procedure can only work in background field gauge ; otherw ise there would
be independent logarithmic divergences in the parts of the effective act i on
that are quart ic and quadratic in the background gauge field .

With this mot ivation , we turn to the calcination of the one-loop effective
acti on in a background field for wh ich A ,,,, is constant and T = c.) = of --
0. For such a background field , the full modified Lagrang i an is*

YMoD = Y + Yf + YGx ,

a (f,,, IU av v cep j#Y RFC Y ►'

1

( 17.5.1 )

( 17.5.2)

( 17.5 .3 )

(17 .5 .4 )

One-loop graphs for vacuum-vacuum amplitudes are calculated from the
part of the action that is quadratic in the quantum fields At, W% co', cc)'*
over which one integrates . Keeping only such quadratic terms, we have

YQuAn = - 4 (DpA~v V` DvAa
u

)
2

- 2 FavCaf~~rA~~Ay v

+ m)y3~ - ~ ( D~Ax )2 - (D A ct~a }(D~`wa} . (17.5.5)

The corresponding action may be put in the general quadratic form :

IQUAD ° J d4x SQUAD

- ? f dux day A~ (x)A~ (Y)
~ ~ U ,y#v - f d4 xd4.v ~ ~(x)W~ ( .v) gk ,y(

d4 x d4y wa' (x )c. ), (Y) -qxwa,y# 3' ( 1 7.5 .6)

See Eqs. (17.4.12), (17 .4.4), and (17 .4.23), We are here specializing to the case of
matter fields forming a multiplet ❑f shin ? fermions . The squares in Y and Yf include

❑bviaus index contractions.
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_9
xx~,y~gv ~~v ~ - rya ~a + ~~~~a~Sl~1~ ~ - 6y~3 ~a + Cye~4AE~,1y1

) 641x -
y)

XA y

- ~ ~
b

y
a

a
r~xv + CyaxAsV

(x )~ ~ - 6, fl
~

O
y~ + C,1E #Aejj(Y)}

6
4

(
x -

y)

+
F

Y
,U

v
(
'x

)
Cya

flb
41X -

y )

+ 1 ~ - 6 ,ia
a

~ + ~ya~Ab~(x}~ ~ - ~,~ a v + Cy EflA E.V(y}~64(x - y )
~ r~ X M

(17.5.7)

A 'Ye, Oy kc
(17.5.8 )

_q a x~,yfl - -rya
O

xA + CY~ ,14sz(x)
~

ay). + CyE
#A

E
( .~) 64(x - y )

(17.5 .9)

(The minus signs in front of Ol ax and 0 / 0y drop out when we integrate
by parts . )

The one-loop contribution to the effective action is given (as in Section
16.2) by

exp (iF1 100P [A]) oc fP j (fl dA')(fl dWf)(fl dqp') ( fj dco')(fj dry * ' }

x exp
(i

IQvAD LA' s y1 % Y ) ' a co ' , o)'* ;
A

]

aC (DetgA ) - 1 /'( Det_9W) +f (Det9`'}+t . ( 1 7.5 .10)

(The exponents -1/2 and +1 appear because A' is a real boson field,
while w ', fp- ', co', and cr )`* are distinct fermionic fields .) The calculation
of such determinants is generally not an easy task. However, it becomes
much simpler in the case of constant external fields, where the 9s can be
diagonalized by passing to momentum space .

Let's therefore now consider the case of constant background field AIX ,U .
For non-Abelian gauge theories such a constant field cannot be removed
by a gauge transformation, as shown by the non-zero values of various
gauge-covariant fields

FaEiv = Cx flyAfluAvv ,
DAFa ,ul, = CaFx Ca#yAe .~A#uAvv

(17.5 . 1Z )

(17 .5.12)

and so on. Lorentz and gauge invariance tell us how to express the part
of r[A] of a given dimensionality as the integral of a finite number of
local functions of Fx,,,, D),Fa,,, etc. ; the coefficients of the terms in this
expression can be inferred by comparing the contribution that these terms
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make to r[A] for constant background field Aar with the results of a
perturbative expansion.

We transform each of the `matrices' 9A, _9,v , and -91 to a momentum
basis by the usual normalized Fourier transfor m

r a ' X
e_ iq.x d

4y
e ip .Yq •--, p ~, . - J (27r)2 f (2 7z )2

x . ., y . . . .

With A constant, this gives

(17.5.13 )

(17.5.14)

where - denotes di screte ind ices, and the a are finite q-dependent
matrices

Gel

-(- igv 6~lx + Aav Cja ,x) (iq~ 5~,, # + '4 ,,uCv fl)

+Fy1jv Gi o
+(-iqp5y(x +A6YCY6x ) (igvb v g +AEV CYFfl ) l ~

+e terms , (17.5.15)

~ VW = 0 4 - i ta4 + m}V + E terms , (17.5.16)

a ~W = Hq),bya + Aaa, Cyax ) ( iq
Ab

y# +AF 'Cyf fl )

+F terms , ( 1 7 . 5 . 1 7)

with FyF ,,, given by Eq. (17.5.11). From Eq. ( 17.5.1 d ) we have then

i r( 1 loop) [A]
12

In Det!2A + in Det-91' + In Det-9w

_ - 2 Tr 1n gA + Tr In 91P + Tr In _9w

_ 64 (
P

_
P) I d4 q

+trIn 1#'(q)] -

2tr In A ( q ) + tr In .R`P(q )

(17.5.18 )

We denote traces by `tr' instead of `Tr' in the last line of Eq . (17.5.18) (and
from now on in this section) to indicate that these are the usual traces of
finite matrices rather than of integral operators .

Since we are aiming here at a calculation of the infinite factor LA
multiplying FF terms in the effective action, let's isolate the term in
(17.5.18) that is of fourth order in the background field A . For this
purpose, it is convenient to divide each into terms n containing
n = 0, 1, or 2 factors of A

.• = o + 1 + 2 . (17.5 .19)

It is then elementary algebra to show that the term in (17-5.18) of fourth
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i

•~ ~

i
t r

r ~

r ~
i

♦ r
i

Figure 17 .1 . One-loop Feynman diagrams for the term in the quantum effective
action that is quartic in a constant background gauge field A . Here solid lines
represent internal gauge, ghost, or matter lines ; dashed lines indicate factors of

A . These three diagrams correspond to the three terms in Eq. (17.5.20) .

order in Axy is

[tr In ] Aa = tr { - ~ [,#-',#2]
2

+[~'# 0 1
~
]2_ 41

. 2 - ¢ [ '#4 1 . x] 4 r ( 1 7.5.20)

(To see this, insert factors e and e2 multiplying /#1 and 4#2 in Eq .
(17.5 .19 ), differentiate tr In four times with respect to e, divide by 4!
and set e = 0.) The 0 1 factors here are just the usual propagators ; for
~ = 1, these are

au,fl v

Leo ( q)]~~ = Li 4 + m] V
(17.5 .21 )

(17.5 .22)

(17.5 .23 )

Indeed, the three terms in Eq . (17.5.20) just correspond to the three Feyn-
man diagrams shown in Figure 17 .1 ; the present method of calculation
saves us from having to think about signs and combinatoric factors .

For the A loop, Eq. (17.5.15) gives for ~ = 1 :

where dA is the matrix

for which

Wd a~

S/ ,, ,q/11 - ~YS/v
l a fl +

FYpv Cyocfl 5

i Ca~yAy,~

~ 'q1A a ~lp J a fl = -CaS y Cb fl F (AY ~ '4ep - Ayp`4eA)

- - ( CaS j CS pe + Cac6eC6p y ) A y~Aep

+Caa flCbEyAyAAEp = Cx6#F6pA .
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The integrals have the structur e

f
4

f

105

jd4qqMqvqPqf(q2) = 24 1Tu y ,7P cr + 7YP ,7va +
7 u tT,7

V,o
l J

d4q (q ' ) 'f (q ') .

We then find, for~=1 :

d4q tr _#A (q)-' ,#A
(q)i 2 4J tr['q/1'dA,dq'W

+ 4_1'1" Cya# C6~pFy ,uvF61" °

d4q tr
l g

(q)-iii (q)J

2 w
o

(q)-i ~~ (q)J = 4J

d
4
q tr

1 a
( R' )-i

ii
(q)

j 4
= 3 J tr [2~2 ~~,~ '~~ ,~ + ~A 1

1

where J is the divergent integral

"f - J d4q [q2 -
i,]-2

, (17.5.24)

whose significance is discussed below. Putting this together in Eq . (17.5.20),
we have

J d4q ~tr In '~A(R')~~¢ - 3 J tr
1

.4IS/zsr-W~ - S/ ,
7 1

-2-1 CY ,x# Caa# Fy uv Fav

Both terms are actually of the same form, and when combined yiel d

J d4q [ tr In '/ffA (R' )] A4 3 J Cyaf~ Cb a f~~`yF~v Fa v . (17.5.25 )

Now jumping ahead to the ghost loop, we see from Eq. (17.5.17) that

We then find

d4 q tr -Wo'(q) (q)j
2

(17.5.26)

d4q tr [)(q)_1
i ~q )1 0 2 ~q ) -- J

4
d4q tr [.~ (R')- ' ~

i
(q)

j
= 3 J +
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Thus for the ghost loop the integral of the quantity (17.5.20) is

J d4q [Tr In M~' lR~ llA4 = 6j q - q I

iz JC 1afl Caa fl F~yvF~v

Finally, the vertices in the matter loop ar e

so here there is only one term in Eq. ( 17.5 .2

0)(17.5 .28 )

r
d4R' [Tr In `P(q )I A4 = - ' J coq Tr [( i 4 + m )- 1 ta-Aa

] 4

We are interested in the ultraviolet-divergent part of this integral, so we
may drop the mass (which is negligible for large qv) and write

j d4q [Tr In "( q &4 = -1 T'r ftt#tr ta l AauA#vAyNAau

x Id4q 1'r~ Y Yµ q Yv q Y" 4 Y°

W -- ie)8

T*atfltYta jAx.Afl v A1PA6.
96

X T'r{ Zy~,Y',AY vY'YPyl'' + Y,~y~yr~y1 y
A
yp'yI yal,l

(17 .5.29)

where J is the same divergent integral as in Eq. (1 7.5.24). To calculate the
traces of Dirac matrices, we use the anticommutation relations of these
matrices to writ e

Tr f 2yAY17A YvYqY'°YqY' + YalY q YVYI Y'°Y q Yd 1
= 8 Tr ~y'y°ypy'j - 4Tr ~y''ylypy's - 4Tr {y~`ypy"y'j

_ -64t7 11 P ,7 v 7 + 32Y7P v Y~ P(7 -+ 32Y,,`T Y7 vp .

Eq. ( 17.5.29) then gives

J d4q [Tr In " ( q)] 4 = 3J Tr ~ [ t om, t#a L ty , 0 ~A«jj~1 #v A~A~

j, '/11V 6 Y

Using Eqs. (17.5,25), ( 17.5.28), and ( 17.5.30) in Eq. ( 17 . 5 ,1 8) gives at last

2n J 6
1

1 ~ C+'a fl C6o I
3 TrftY t6 I

(17.5.31)
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where we have expressed the momentum-space delta-function in (17 .5.14)
as

J
(17.5.32)

It is important that the result turns out to depend on A ,m only through
the field strength ( 17.5.11 ), as required by background gauge invariance .

Let us now (for the first time in this section) use the assumed simplicity
of the gauge group and irreducibility of the matter field multiplet. In this
case

Cyafl C t5afl = g1 Cl rya

Tr~t . ,t,~j = g ' C2675 ,

( 17.5.33 )

(17.5.34)

where g is the common gauge coupling constant appearing as a factor in
Cy ,# and ty, and Cl and C2 are numerical constants that characterize the
gauge group and the representation of this group provided by the matter
multiplet . For instance, in the original Yang-Mills theory the gauge group
is SU(2) (or equivalently SO(3)) and the structure constants are

C;'a fl - 9Ea flY

with a, fl, and y running over the values 1, 2, 3 . Comparing with
Eq. (17 .5.33), we see that here

Cl = 2 .

Also in this theory the matter field forms a doublet with t, given by g /2
times the usual Pauli matrix SIX, s o

C2 =: 1 /2 .

Somewhat more generally, for the group SU(N) with n f fermions in the
defining representation, with a conventional normalization of generators
we have**

Cl = N , C2 = n f - /2 . ( 17.5.35 )

Returning now to the general case , Eqs . (17.5.33) and (17.5.34) g i ve

r
A4 loop) =

[
tg24 d4 JC

F
yFi v~~~v

1
C l - 1C2] ( 17. 5 .36)2~ ) J 112 3

That is, the infinite constant LA in Eq, (17.4.30) is

11 1
L
A (2n)4 (12 C1 3

C~ (17.5 .37)

For S U(3 ) the rx are taken a s g /2 times the Geld-Mann ma trices Aa used in Sect ion 19 . 7 ,
so that CIX#;, _ (g/2) f 'x#,•,
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It remains to say a word about the interpretation of the divergent
integral J. First, before we try to integrate over the three-momentum
q, we can rotate the contour of integration of q4 in Eq. (17.5.24) to the
imaginary axis ; as usual, the -le is the denominator forces us to rotate
counterclockwise, so that q4 = iq4, with q4 running from -oa to +ao . The
integral is then

fac Zn2g3dq
4 ( Z7.5.3$ )

q

where q is now the magnitude of the Eucl idean four-vector (q l , q 2, q3, q4) .

To go further, we ev idently need some method of regulating the integral .
The simplest way of dealing wi th the ultrav iolet divergence is j ust to cut
off the integral for q above a scale A. However , we also need a lower

cut-off to deal with the infrared divergence . This is provided by the
phys ics of the s ituat ion . If the momenta of the four vector part icles is not
zero, then a momentum flows through the internal lines of the d i agrams,
provid ing an infrared cut-off at the scale ,u of these momenta. S imilarly,
if we evaluate the fourth variational derivative of r [A] wi th respect to A
not at A = 0 but at a finite A , then the propagators of the internal l ines
do not blow up at zero momenta , and we have an i nfrared cut-off at a
scale p --' gA . Either way, _f takes the form

27r2if
A

dq = 2n 2 i In
(A)

q P

and hence

g 11 1 ( A ) 4
2rc2 12 ~f 3

C2 In + O(
g )LA

= - )

Eq. (17.4.48) then gives the renormalized coupling a s

~ n
gR

= g
1

+ 4n2
In 1Z(ci_c2) + O(

g4
)

1

( 17.5.39 )

(17.5.40)

(17.5 .41 )

We note that while in quantum electrodynamics the radiative corrections
discussed in Section 11 .2 decrease the physical coupling gR relative to the
bare coupling g, in non-Abelian gauge theories they increase the physical
coupling over the bare coupling, provided that the fermion multiplet is
small enough so that C2 < 11 C , /4. The importance of this point will be
explored in Chapter 18.

Alternatively, we can deal with the ultraviolet divergence by the methods
of dimensional regularization, discussed in Section 11 .2. Here, in place of
Eq. (17.5 .39), we write

I k 27rzqa-t dq
( q p)2
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where d is a complex dimensionality, allowed to approach 4 at the end of
the calculation, and y is an infrared cut-off, again taken of the order of
the external momenta (or of the background fields times g) . As long as d
is complex with Re d < d and p2 > a, this has the finite valu e

j =
_

in
2 ~_ 1 ~d-4

A 'S lI1 Z-Z 7 1

Analytically continuing to d -> 4, this i s

.~ --~ -w-2in2 [
d

1 4 + In P + . . .

where • • • denotes finite p-independent terms. Here we have

(17.5.43)

g2 (11 1 1 4
~A ~n~ 12 Cl ~C2 ~-4 +ln ~c+ . . . +D (

g )

and so

2

get = g 1- 4
n
2 Ci - 3 C2

(d4
+ In P + . . . + 0(g4)

(12 (

17.5 .44 )

Note that the ultraviolet divergence here takes a different form, but the
dependence on the infrared cut-off p is the same. Eq. (17.5 .44) will provide
an important input to our discussion of asymptotic freedom in Section
18.7 .

Problems

1 . Carry out the proof of renormalizability given in Section 17 .2, in-
cluding elementary scalar fields in the Lagrangian .

2. Carry out the quantization of a non-Abelian gauge theory in back-
ground field gauge, using the B SST method of quantization discussed
at the end of Section 17 .2.

3. Derive the relation (17 .5 .44) between the renormalized and unrenor-
malized gauge couplings by calculating the terms in 170 l°°P} that are
quadratic in a spacetime-dependent gauge field .

4. Calculate the one-loop relation between the renormalized and un-
renormalized gauge couplings in a gauge theory containing elemen-
tary scalar fields .
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18
Renormalization Group Methods

The method of the renormalization group was originally introduced by
Gell-Mann and Lowy as a means of dealing with the failure of perturbation
theory at very high energies in quantum electrodynamics . An n-loop
contribution to an amplitude involving momenta of order q, such as
the vacuum polarization II,U„(q ) , is found to contain up to n factors of
ln(g2/m2 ) as well as a factor an, so perturbation theory will break down
when a I ln(g2/me)1 is large, even though the fine structure constant a is
small. Even in a massless theory like a non-Abelian gauge theory we
must introduce some scale p to specify a renormalization point at which
the renormalized coupling constants are to be defined, and in this case
we encounter logarithms ln(E/M), so that perturbation theory may break
down if E > y or E CC y, even if the coupling constant is small .

Fortunately, there is a modified version of perturbation theory that can
often be used in such cases . The key idea of this approach consists in the
introduction of coupling constants g . defined at a sliding renormalization
scale y -that is, a scale that is not related to particle masses in any
fixed way. By then choosing y to be of the same order of magnitude as
the energy E that is typical of the process in question, the factors ln(E/y)
are rendered harmless . We can then do perturbation theory as long as
gu remains small . In particular, given the coupling constants defined at
scale It, we can use perturbation theory to calculate physical amplitudes
at an energy y + dy, and use these to calculate the coupling constants
defined at a renormalization scale y + dy . By integrating the resulting
differential equation we can then relate the coupling constants at the scale
of interest to the coupling constants as conventionally defined . (The name
`renarmalizatian group' arose originally because one is concerned here
with equations that describe how the appearance of a theory changes
under a redefinition of the renormalized coupling constants, but it really
has nothing to do with group theory.) The method of the renormalization
group can also provide qualitative guidance regarding asymptotic behavior
at very high or (in massless theories) at very low energy, even where th e

111
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coupling constants at the scale of interest are too large to allow the use
of perturbation theory .

Although the method of the renormali2ation group arose originally in
connection with changes in the prescription used to define renormalized
coupling constants, it has come to have a wider meaning. When we replace
bare couplings and fields with renormalized couplings and fields defined
in terms of matrix elements evaluated at a characteristic energy scale P ,
the integrals over virtual momenta will be effectively cut off at energy
and momentum scales of order y. Thus as we change M, we are in effect
changing the scope of the degrees of freedom taken into account in our
calculations. The lesson of the renormalization group, that in order to
avoid large logarithms we should take y to be of the order of the energy
E typical of the process being studied, is a special case of a broader
principle, that in order to do calculations at a given energy we should first
get rid of the degrees of freedom of much higher energy .

There are various other ways to accomplish this . As we saw in Section
1 2 .4, in the approach to the renormalization group pioneered by Wilson 2
one introduces a finite explicit cut-off accompanied by a change in the
parameters of the theory designed to keep physical quantities cut-off-
independent . This approach requires introduction ❑f an infinite number
of interaction types, all those allowed by the symmetries of the theory,
and is therefore not particularly convenient in dealing with theories that
are actually renormalizable, like quantum electrodynamics (although, as
discussed in Section 12.3, quantum electrodynamics is today regarded as
only a very good approximation to anon-renarmalizable theory in which
the higher-dimensional interactions are suppressed by negative powers of
some very large mass .) Where the cut-off is imposed by quantizing a
gauge theory on a finite spacetime lattice, the Wilson approach has the
advantage that calculations can be done while maintaining manifest gauge
invariance (the volume of the gauge group equaling the volume of the
global symmetry group times the number of lattice sites), but it has the
disadvantage of not maintaining manifest Lorentz or rotational invariance .
In any case much of the formalism of the renarrnalizatian group remains
the same whatever approach is used to eliminate the high-energy degrees
of freedom .

18.1 Where do the Large Logarithms Come From?

Let us first consider how large logarithms can arise at very high energies .
Consider a physical amplitude or cross section or other rate parameter
I-'(E, x, g, m ), that depends on an over-all energy scale E, on various angles
and energy ratios collectively called x, on various dimensionless coupling
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constants collectively called g, and on various masses collectively called
m . If IF has dimensionality [mass]' (as, for instance, a cross section would
have D = -2) then simple dimensional analysis tells us tha t

I'(E,x,g,m) = E Dy
(Lx.g.

m
E

We might expect that in the lim it E --+ oa such an amplitude would behave
as a simple power

But this is not what is found . Instead, in perturbation theory calculations
the factor ED is found to be accompanied by powers of ln(E/m), which
invalidate this simple power-law behavior .

Clearly, powers of in(E/m) can enter as E --+ oo with fixed m only if
the amplitude r at fixed energy E becomes singular as m - -+ 0. There are
two classes of such mass singularities, one which is simply eliminated by
calculating the right sort of amplitude or rate constant, the other of which
requires a change in our renormalization procedure .

Zero-mass singularities of the first sort arise from a confluence of poles
of propagators on the mass shells of the corresponding particles . For
instance, suppose that a Feynman diagram has an incoming line with
total four-momentum p", attached at a vertex to internal lines of mass

m2, M2, . - - , mn . According to the arguments of Chapter 1 0, the correspond-
ing Feynman diagram will have a cut running along the negative real p2
axis, from p2 = -(mI + . . .+mn)Z to -co . This does not lead to singularities
if the external line is for a stable particle, with a mass M < mt + . . . + Mn,
because then p2 = -M2 is off the cut . However, when M, m t , . . . , Mn all
go to zero, the value of - p2 on the mass shell and the branch point at the
tip of this cut move together to join at p2 = 0, producing a singularity .

This suggests that we can avoid the infrared divergences at m = 0 by
simply staying off the mass shell, as, for instance, by letting p 2 for all
external lines go to +oa along with all energy variables . We would then
have to employ dispersion relations or some other technique of analytic
continuation to use the results for the behavior of Feynrnan amplitudes
in this limit to tell us anything about S-matrix elements . Often this
continuation is unnecessary because we are interested not in on-shell
S-matrix elements but rather in the matrix elements of currents carrying
momenta q unrelated to any masses . For instance, the vacuum polarization
function 7r (q2 ) defined in Section ZO .S is free of zero-mass singularities of
the first sort except for q2 c 0.

Another approach to the elimination of mass singularities of the first
type is suggested by the observation that zero-mass singularities typically
occur if we try to calculate a cross section that becomes unmeasurable
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in the limit m --+ 0. For instance, in quantum electrodynamics the cross
section for any process involving definite numbers of electrons and photons
becomes infrared-divergent in the limit me --), 0, even if we sum over
unlimited numbers of soft photons, because for me --* 0 it is impossible
to distinguish an electron from a jet of electrons, positrons, and photons
with total charge -e, all moving in the same direction at the same
speed . As shown in Chapter 13, such infrared divergences can be cured
by considering only suitably integrated cross sections, which would be
measurable for m, --+ 0. For instance, instead of trying to calculate
the cross section for a specific Compton scattering process, we would
calculate the cross section for the scattering of a jet with total charge
-e with another of total charge zero into two other such jets, plus soft
photons. Such inclusive rates or cross sections, which remain finite when
all masses vanish, are known as `infrared safe.'

Our troubles are not over . Even where we avoid infrared divergences by
integrating over cross sections or staying off the mass shell, the resulting
integrated cross sections ❑r off-shell amplitudes for energies E contain
mass singularities of a second type, leading to factors ln(E/m) that in-
validate the naive power-law behavior suggested by dimensional analysis.
The reason can be traced to the fact that renormalized coupling constants
are conventionally defined in terms of amplitudes that become infrared-
divergent when all masses vanish . For instance, consider the theory of a
real scalar field with Lagrangian densit y

2 2 24

To one-loop order, the invariant elastic scattering amplitude for a scatter-
ing process with initial four-momenta pt, P2, and final four-momenta pi,
p'Z, is given by Eq. (12.2.24) as

2
'

nz

~ - ~ 3 27c2 ~y dx In m2 - sx(1 --- x )

A2 Az

+ln m2 - tx(1 - x) +~n mz ux(1 - x) - 3 + ~(g~~, (1$
.1 .3 )

where s, t, and u are the Mandelstam variables

s = -(Pi + P2)Z , t = - (
P1 - P

i )2
u = -(P

1
- p2

)
2

and A is an ultraviolet cut-off. This has no zero-mass singularities as long
as we keep s, t, and u away from the positive real axis, and in particular if
they all go to -oa (which violates the mass shell condition s + t + u = 4m2 .)
Of course, the amplitude depends on the cut-off A as well as on m, so even
though there are no zero-mass singularities, we do not find the result A
constant that would be found on the basis of naive scaling arguments
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in the limit as s , t, and u go to --co . The dependence on the cut-off
can be buried by renormalization ; we replace the bare coupling g with a
renormalized coupling gR, defined as the value of A at some convenient
renormalization paint . For i nstance , we might take

gx=A(s=t=u= 0)
z z

=9- 3g
In

A

3 7r m

Then (1$, Z .3 ) becomes

~ sx(1 x)
Z~ ~ ~x + g3Z~2 ~ dx In 1 -

m

+1n 1 - tx(1 Z x) + In I-
ux(1 Z X)

+ Q(g~ )M m

(18.1.4)

( 18 . 1 . 5

(We can freely replace g2 with gR in the second term, because the difference
is only of order g 3.) This is free of ultraviolet divergences, but it now has
a singularity at m - 0, even where s, t, and u are all kept negative . In
consequence, where s, t, and u all go to -oo, we again find an asymptotic
behavior in disagreement with expectations based on naive scalin g

2

A --* 9x + 3~~2 In
M2

+ In m2 ~- 1n (- )Z - G (18.1 .6)
M2

(Much the same happens with any other `natural' definition of the renor-
malized coupling ; for instance, we might define gR as the value of A at
the on-shell symmetrical point s = t = u = 4m2 /3, and would recover
the same asymptotic behavior as in Eq . (1$.1 .6), except that -6 would be
replaced some other numerical constant .) It is clear that the zero-mass
singularity that is encountered when A is expressed in terms of gR arises
entirely from the In m2 term in the formula (18 .1 .4) for the renormalized
coupling gR in terms of the bare coupling g .

There are in addition other zero-mass singularities that are encountered
when we calculate matrix elements of operators (such as off-shell Feynman
amplitudes) rather than integrals of cross sections . These are due to the
necessity of renormalizing these operators as well as coupling constants .
For instance, suppose that in the scalar field theory with Lagrangian
(18.1 .2), we wish to calculate some matrix element (#J({1(p) j ay of the
operator

OP ) ° fd4xe1q2(x) . (18 .1 .7)

In Feynman diagram terms, this corresponds to inserting a vertex in
which two internal 0-lines come together, and through which flows a total
four-momentum p in diagrams for the transition a --+ fl . (See Figure 18.1 .)
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Figure 18.1 . Momentum-space Feynman diagrams for the matrix element of the
operator f d4x exp(-ip . X) r¢2(x) in the theory of an elementary scalar field
O(x). The cross-hatched disk represents the sum of diagrams with the indicated
external lines . Apart from the pair of external lines that meet in a r¢ 1 vertex, the
other external lines attached to the disk represent the particles in the initial and
final states between which the matrix element is evaluated .

Figure 1$.2. A class of Feynman diagrams for the matrix element of the operator
f d4x exp(-ip • x) 02(x) that exhibit an ultraviolet divergence. The notation is
the same as in Figure 18 .1 .

Ultraviolet divergences arise from a class of diagrams in which this new
vertex is part of a subdiagram that is connected to the rest of the graph
by just two O-lines . (See Figure 1$ . 2 . ) Dimensional analysis shows that the
subgraph would be convergent if connected to the rest of the diagram by
more than two O-lines, because the interaction 02 has dimensionality +2,
and hence a subdiagram in which this vertex is connected to the rest of
the graph by n > 2 lines has dimensionality 4 - 2 - n < 0. The divergent
part of this subdiagram is just a logarithmically divergent constant, so
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Figure 18 .3. The divergent part of the diagram in Figure 18.2, to one-loop order .

the matrix elements of 02 can be made finite' by multiplying 02 with a
suitable divergent constant ZO z . To order g2, the relevant subdiagram is
given by the diagrams of Figure 18.3, and hence contributes to matrix
elements of (1(p) a divergent facto r

2 4

F(p) = 1 + [-i(27r )4g]
_i

( ar)~ [k2 + M2 - t ] [(P k)2 M2 - te
(18.1 .8)

Combining denominators, rotating the k o integration contour, and impos-
ing an ultraviolet cut-off A gives a result, for A --} o0

~ n2

F(p)
= 1 - 3Z~c2 JO

A In ~2 + 2~ 1 _ ~ -1 + Q(g2} . ( 18 .1 .9 )
p ( )

This has no zero-mass singularity (as long as we keep p 2 positive), but
of course it does depend on the cut-off. This logarithmic divergence is
eliminated by defining a renormalized 02 operator

(18 .1 .10)

with NW) chosen so that NW } F(p) has some definite finite value at
some definite renormalization point . For instance, we could define the
renormalized 02 operator so that

11T (02 )F(O) = 1 ,

in which case

N
(0

Z
)
= 1

+

3~~c2 In
+ Q(g2) .

( 1 8 .1 .11 )

( 18 . 1 . 1 Z)

The matrix elements of the renormalized operator (02)R then contain a

In making this argument it was assumed that any divergences arising from subsub-
diagrams containing the 02 vertex which are attached to the rest of the subdiagram
by just two 0-lines are eliminated in the same way.
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,FR(p) _= N«2}F(P) =--
1 + 3~ 2 2

dx in 1 + P'X(m2 x ) + 0(g)0

(18 .1 .13)

This is finite for all p2 > 0 and m2 > 0, but it now contains an infrared
singularity for m --* 0, corresponding to large logarithms in the asymptotic
behavior when p2 --* +oa. Of course in order to eliminate the cut-off in
higher-order calculations we would have to introduce a renormalized
coupling constant as well as a renormalized 02 ❑peratar, and we would
encounter logarithms arising from both sources .

Similar renormalization factors are needed for any sort of operator,
not just 02(x). In particular, taking a matrix element of one of the
elementary fields V of a theory introduces ultraviolet divergences that
arise from radiative corrections to the corresponding propagator . As we
saw in Chapter 12, these infinities can be cancelled by working with a
renormalized field 1P R

WR = ~ (Y)y, (18.1 .14)

with IV (W) chosen to make the matrix element ❑f 1PR between acne-particle
state and the vacuum the same as for a conventionally normalized field
in the absence of interactions. This is related to the usual Z-factor of
renormalization theory by

Z (v) = i MY )1-z (1 8 . 1 . 15 )

For instance, let's recall our earlier results for the renormalization of
the photon field in spinor quantum electrodynamics .** In this case, the
renormalized electromagnetic field A~ is conventionally written in terms
of the `bare' field A~ as

AP Z-1~2
APR

=
3 a

with Z3 given by Eq . (11 .2.21) as

e2 n~
Z 3 =-- 1 122

In m2 + Q(e4) (18.1 .16)

This has a zero-mass singularity, which will affect the asymptotic behav-
ior of matrix elements of the renormalized photon field. In particular,

In the scalar field theory with 04 interaction used as an example above, the lowest-
order terms in N(O) arise from a two-loop graph, so it will not be convenient to use
this theory to illustrate the calculation of the N-factors .
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Eq. (1 1 .2.22) gives the self-energy function of the renormalized electro-
magnetic field as

r
7c(q2) e

2

21r2 J
i

dx x( 1 - x ) In 1 +
qz

x~m2
X)

+ p(e~ ) . (18. 1 . 1 7 )
0

This has a sing ularity at m = 0, and so h as large logar ithms in its
asymptotic behavior : for q2 --* +00

7ER (q )
e

+ Q (e4) . ( 1$ .1 . 18)2 ~ 27[2 6 In m2 1
8

Electrodynamics has the special feature that the constant Z3 that ap-
pears in the renormalization of the electromagnetic field also appears in
the renormalization of the electric charge :

eR = Z~
/

2 eBA~tE , (18.1 .19)

but this is not generally the case . Renormalization group techniques
were first applied in quantum electrodynamics, but the scalar field theory
discussed here gives a more typical illustration of these methods, with
separate renorrnalizations for fields and couplings .

1 $ .2 The Slidin g Scale

We have seen in the previous section that the large logarithms that appear
at high energy in suitably integrated cross sections or off-shell Feynman
amplitudes can be traced to the prescription used to define renormalized
coupling constants and operators. The central idea of the renormalization
group method is to change this prescription .

Suppose we find some way of defining a new kind of renormalized
coupling constant g( p), that depends on a sliding energy scale P, but that
(at least for M > m) has no dependence on the scale m of the masses of
the theory. Then suitably integrated cross sections or other infrared-safe
rate parameters may be expressed as functions of g . and It instead of gR .
By dimensional analysis such functions may be written as

D M )11'(E, x> g~~~ m~ ~) = E I' 1 , x, 914 .) E E
( 18. 2 . 1

(Our notation here is the same as in Section 18.1 ; in particular, x stands
for all dimensionless angles, energy ratios, etc, on which I' may depend.)
Since y is a completely arbitrary renormalization scale, we can choose
y = E, in which case Eq . (18 .2. 1) reads

D M
F(E, x, g ,, , m, / c ) = E I' 1> x> 9E, E (18. 2 .2)a 1
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This now has no zero-mass singularities because g E does not depend on m
for m CC E, so there are no large logarithms, and we can use perturbation
theory to calculate IF in terms of gE as long as gE itself remains sufficiently
small. In particular, in any finite order of perturbation theory I' has the
asymptotic behavior, for E > in,

i'(E, x, g. , m, ~.c ) ) ED I' (1, x, gE , 0 , 1) • (18. 2 .3)

(Non-perturbative corrections are considered in Section 18 .4. )
It remains to calculate gE . For instance, in the scalar field theory

with Lagrangian (18.1 .2), we may define g,, in terms of the value of the
scattering amplitude at a renormalization point s = t = u = -Y2 :

guA(s=t=u- _YZ )

2 Jo z z
_ + 0(g) ~18 .~.4)- ~ ~ 3 27c 2 dx {ln

M2

A2

X)

or, in terms of the conventional renormalized coupling (18 .1 .4),

2

Jo' )
+ 0(gl)M2

(18.2.5)

But this formula is reliable only if the correction term is smaller than gR ;
that is, only if 19R ln(p/m)l < 1 . If this were the case for y ~ E, then
we would not need the methods of the renormalization group ; ordinary
perturbation theory would be good enough .

Instead of using formulas like (18.2.5) directly for large y, we must
instead proceed in stages : gu may be calculated in terms ❑f gR as long
as y/m is not much larger than unity ; then gu, may be calculated in
terms of g,, as long as lc'/y is not much larger than unity ; and so on,
up to gE . Instead of discrete stages, this may also be done continuously .
Dimensional analysis tells us that the relation between g ., and g. takes
the form

g~ l = G(g, a M ' /y, m/y) ( 18 .2 .G )

Differentiating with respect to y' and then setting It' = y yields the
differential equation

where

d m
Y ~~ g~ ~u,

Y

(9p, _M) [ -'G(g,,, z, m1ki)
Z-2

(18.2.7)

(1$.Z.$ )

There are no zero-mass singularities here, so for y > m the differential
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equation becomes simply

d

12 1

(18 .2.9)

which is often known as the Callan-Symarczik equation . We are to cal-
culate gE by integrating the differential equation (18.2.9), with an initial
value gm at some scale y = M, chosen in practice large enough so that for
M ~ M we can neglect the masses m compared with ji, but small enough so
that large logarithms ln(M/m) do not prevent us from using perturbation
theory to calculate gm in terms of the conventional renormalized coupling
constant gR . The solution may be formally writte n

ln(E/M ) =
fX

9
E dg/~3(g ) (18.2.10)

as long as fl(g) does not vanish between gm and gE .
The results of the previous paragraph do not rely on perturbation

theory, but we usually need to use perturbation theory to calculate the
functions G and fl . As an example, suppose we calculate gg in the scalar
field theory with interaction g0¢/24, renormalizing by expressing g in
terms of g ,,, rather than gR . Following the same procedure that led to
Eq. (18 .2.5), this gives

3g2I mZ + ~Zx(1 - x )
.gr~' = gu - 32~~ 10

dx In
Mz + ~

(1zx 1 - x + O(g
~
~ )}

Then Eq . (18.2.8) gives

} .m =
+ 3g~

'
dx y2x ( i - x ) + a

l~ (g, )~ 16 7c 2 Jo mZ + pZx(1- x ) ~gPIt
Fgry > m, this is

1671

(18 .2.11)

2

(18 .2.12 )

In next order, the beta-function for P > m is3

~(g, ) = gU [3
ZG~z

17 gu 2

3 1Gnz +
. .

If we are content with the one-loop approximation the calculation of
fl(g) can be done even more easily. In order to avoid large radiative
corrections in matrix elements at energies of order p, we must write the
bare coupling g in terms of a finite renormalized coupling gu, a s

g-g~+ B (gu) 1n~ +-~- . (18.2.13)
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For instance, from Eq . (1$.1 .3) we could have immediately read off that
the In A terms in g have coefficien t

3 )4 21
[ _j 2

B(g) 2
[-i(271, 9

( 7E)4
2 7E2i = 1

3
~ 2 (18.2.14)

The unrenormalized coupling is of course independent of ji, so to lowest
order

d

and so to lowest order

(18.2.15 )

With B(g) given by Eq. (18.2.14), this agrees with our previous result
(18 .2.12) for P(g) in the 04 scalar field theory.

Instead of using a simple ultraviolet cut-off, which can interfere with
gauge invariance, it is often more convenient to deal with ultraviolet
divergences by use of dimensional regularizat2vn . For a spacetime dimen-
sionality d < 4, we find in place of ln(A/y) the convergent integra l

kd-4dk
k = 4 _ d

d
--
-
=

> ~ 4
4

- d
-ln ji

Thus instead of eliminating the cut-off dependence by writing the un-
renormalized coupling constant as in ( 1$.2.13), we instead writ e

with the same function B (gu) as before. Thus in order to calculate fl(gu),
all we need to do is to pick out the coefficient of the singular factor
1/(4 - d) in the renormalized coupl2ng . This argument is extended to all
orders of perturbation theory in Section 18 .6.

As long as g ,, is sufficiently small in the scalar field theory with La-
grangian (18.1 .2), the solution of Eqs . (18.2.9) and (1 8 .2 .12) can be well
approximated by

1 67c2
~ (1$.2 . 1 79P ~ 31n(y/1V1 ) '

where M is an integration constant . This expression illustrates a common
aspect of renormalization group calculations, that dimensionless couplings
like gR become replaced with parameters like M that have the dimension-
ality of mass. The value of M may be related to gR by comparing the
solution (18 .2.17) with the behavior of the coupling for values of 11 that
are large enough to allow us to use approximations based on p > in, but
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small enough so that 19R ln(p/rri)J << 1, where (18.2.5) gives

In this way, we find

z
~9P ^_~ gR + 'g~ Z In

1671 M

167E2
M ' M exp

39R

so that Eq . (18.2.17) may be put in a more conventional form

- 3
g

,u
;

9
R 1

-
~
" In Et 67rz M

1 23

(18.2.18 )

(18.2.19)

To repeat, this is valid provided gu is small, even if #gR In(y/m) I is of order
unity, so it represents a significant improvement over the perturbative
result (18 .2.18). Of course, the condition that g ,, should be small will
become violated when gR ln(p/m) is sufficiently close to the critical value
167r 2 / 3. But at least Eq. (18.2. 0 ) makes the unequivocal prediction that
gE becomes large enough to invalidate perturbation theory at some energy
E below the critical value (18 .2.19) .

In calculating off -shell matrix elements of operators instead of integrated
cross sections, we also need to take into account the N-factors that appear
in the definition of the renormalized operators whose matrix elements are
finite. We saw in the previous section that if these N-factors are defined
in a conventional way (say, so that the correction factors produced by the
divergent subgraphs are cancelled when the operator carries zero four-
momentum, or is a field on its mass shell) then the formula for the N-
factor involves zero-mass singularities as in Eq . (18.1.12) or Eq. (18.1-16),
resulting in large logarithms at energies E :] m. The cure is to define
renormalization constants NO)) at a sliding scale ji, so that in matrix
elements of the renormalized operato r

Uµ =IV~~ ) U (18.2.21 )

the correction factor produced by divergent subgraphs containing operator
(9 are cancelled at a renormalization point characterized by four-momenta
of order p . If MR is a matrix element of operators that are conventionally
renvrrnalized, and M is one in which the operators are renormalized as in
Eq. (18 .2.21), then for any y

MR (N/N)]
m

M (E , x, g,, , m., p) . (18 .2 .22)

We can again use dimensional analysis (assuming M has dimensionality
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D) and set p _ E , to write this as

MR = ED (N(C)INE(o)) M 1 , x, gE, E , 1 (18 .2.23)

Thus to find the high energy behavior of an off-shell amplitude MR, we
need to know how N,,, varies with the renvrrnali2ation scale ji .

For any two renormalization scales p and p ', the renormalized operators
N( 0) 0 and N(')0 both have finite matrix elements, so the ratio N~~' ) / N~m )
must be cut-off independent . On dimensional grounds, this ratio must
take the form

Nte IN('~" = G(")(gu, y'/ju, m/y)P

Differentiating with respect to p ' and then setting y ' = p gives

where

The solution is

dp

JZ= 1

NE
) acexp

m d

Y
9'U'

(18.2.24)

(18.2.25 )

(18.2.26)

( 18 .2.27 )

This is a useful result because the introduction of the sliding scale prevents
the appearance of zero-mass singularities in 1V~O) and N~~ ) , and hence also

in G{"} and y{ " } . Hence as long as g u is small, there are no large logarithms
that prevent the application of perturbation theory to calculate y{ " } . Also,
for y > m, y(O (g, m/y) has a smooth limit

As an example, consider the operator (9 = 02 in the scalar field theory
with interaction g,04/24 . Instead of renormalizing it so that the correction
factor (18.1 .9) is cancelled at p 2 = 0, we cancel it at a sliding scale p2 = jjZ,
by introducing a new renormalized 0Z operator N~02)~Z, with

N~o2)
- F {

02
} (~ Z ) - l = 1 + g z dx [ln ~

'
-

- 1
327E

0
m + x 1 x~ (

) + a(g) .
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Then the function (18 .2.24) for this operator i s

z m N 1 M2 + Zx 1- x

~ (gp,)
(0') i + 32 712

dx In m2 'Zx 1 M- X)

+ a
(g

~} .

12 5

(We can use g,, here instead of g or gu, because the difference only affects
the terms of order g~ or higher .) From Eq. (1 8 .2.2 6), we have then

z m

or for P > m,

9
'u

Jo

I
YZx 1

- x) dx+a ~
167r2 „~z +

z (~z}
x 1 x~ ( )

167E2 A
(18.2.29)

Another good example is provided by the N-factor associated with the
renormalization of the electromagnetic field in quantum electrodynamics .
Recall that the photon propagator can be made finite for all momenta by
evaluating it for renormalized electromagnetic fields, or equivalently by
multiplying the propagator of the unrenormalized field by 23 1

Op6 (R) = Z3 10pA} . (18 .2.30)

Eq. (10.5,17) shows that this renormalized propagator may be writte n

❑p
lg

(R
)

= LRZ - iE~[1¢- n(qZ] + qpq¢-terms . (18 .2.31)
}

Suppose we instead define a renormalized field N~A )Ap, whose propagator
has a term proportional to r~p, / [q2 - i F] with a coefficient that is equal
to unity at a sliding renormalization scale q z = jjZ . For this purpose, we
must clearly take

Using Eq. (11 .2.22), the function (18 .2 .24) is then

G (A'(gu , P '1 P, M1P) _

e2 i
~ dx x(1= 1 - 4~2

U

+ a(e~ }

and so Eq. (18 .2.26) gives

7E(P'2)
1/2

~ - n (/1z )

-x}ln
M2

+ P ~x(1-x )

m2+ ~ x(1 - x)

(18.2.33 )

( e2 I x2(l - x)Z PZ 4) .`~}(e~~, M/1) = - 2~Z ~ dx mz + ~zx( 1 - x)
+ a~e~( 18 .2.34 )
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As promised, this has a smooth limit for p > m
z

Y
( A )(ep) - y ( A ) (e'w 0)

= -` 12n2
+ a(e~) . (18.2.35)

As already mentioned, electrodynamics is a special case, because the

renormalization constant Z3 3 /2 in the definition of the renormalized elec-
tromagnetic field is just the reciprocal of the constant used to define the

renormalized electric charge of the electron : ex = Z 3
1/2 e. The natural

definition of the renormalized electric charge at a sliding scale y is then

eIU _ Nua )- le-Z3 11Z IIT~a )- ieR ~ (18.2.36)

so that ep times the field N(A)AP renormalized at scale p is independent
of p. From Eq. (1$ .2.25) we see that the function fl(e) which gives the y
dependence of eY according to Eq. (18.2.9) for y > m has the value

fl(e ) = -eY
(A

y (e ) =
l~n2

+ a(e5) . (18 .2.37)

Using an earlier calculation3a of the fourth-order term in the vacuum
polarization function 7E (q2 ), Gell-Mann and Low were able also to give
the term in fl(e) of next order in e :

3 5

27E 47 E

In other words, the electric charge at a sliding scale y satisfies the renor-
malization group equation

3
d ~~ ~~ 7 } .
dy e 12~c2 + 647E2 + a~eA

This shows , for small ep , that eu increases with increas ing y.
We also need an initial condition. This is prov ided by

value of the convent ionally renormalized charge eR = Z~ ~Ze,
oc - ex /4 7c = 1 / 137 .036 . . . . Eqs. (18 .2.32) and (18.2.36) yield

the known
for which

ex/eu - Z31ZN~A
)
- 1

= 1 - eRZ 1 G~x x( 1 -- x ) 1n [1+2 ]x( 1 ~ x~ + a(e

R
} .

E~ m

(18 .2.40)

We need to match this with the solution of Eq. (18.2.39) at a value of P
which is large enough to justify the approximation P > me in (18.2.39) but
small enough so that the logarithm in Eq . (18 .2.40) is still small enough
compared with 47E 2 /eR to justify the use of perturbation theory. (For
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instance, we might take y to be of order 100 MeV.) For such values of ji,
Eq. (18.2.40) gives

eP ^-t eR + eR 2 In
y

-
5

(18.2.41)
l2n me 6

On the other hand, the solution of Eq . (18.2.39) for eY small (keeping only
the leading term on the right-hand side) is

i - 1/2
e. = constant -

n
1

Z

Comparing Eqs. (18.2.41) and (18.2.42) gives the solution

- 1 /2

e. - eR [i_jk(in
5) 1

n m e 6

(18.2.42)

(18 .2.43 )

Unl ike Eq. (18.2.41), Eq. (18 .2.43) is v alid a s long a s e2167[2 is small ,
whether or not (eR /6n2 ) In ( P/m e ) is small .

For instance , we have already seen in Section 11 . 3 that the leading
fourth-order rad iative correct ion to the magnet ic moment of the muon can
be obtained by multiply ing the second-order (Schwinger) term (11 .3 .16)
by the vacuum pola rization function are(O) at k2 ~ m~ , wh ich according
to Eq. (18 .2 .40) is the same (to th is order) as using ems/ 47E in place of oc in
the Schwinger term .

Another example : Exper iments at high energy electron-positron collid-
ers such as L EP at C E RN or SLC at SLAG now study physical proces se s
at energies of the order of the mass of the Z O particle, or 91 GeV.
Eq. (18.2 .43) shows that at these energies , radiative correct ions in pure
quantum electrodynam ics should be calculated using a value for the fine
structure constant wh ich i s not oc = 1 / 137.036 but rather

e2 (91 GeV ) oc 1
4 7E 1 - 2( 11 .2 5 )a/3 7E 1 34 .6

(18.2 .44)

This is for a theory in which electrons are the only charged particles with
masses below mz . In the real world there are many such particle types,
and the effective fine structure constant4 at mz is (128 .87 ± 0.12)-1 .

The sliding scale at which the coupling parameters of a theory are cal-
culated may be the value of an external field rather than the momentum
of an external line . In one of the early applications of the renorrnaliaa-
tion group method, Coleman and E . Weinberg4° considered the effective
potential V(O) for a spacetime-independent external scalar field '0. In the
simple case where the field interacts with itself alone, their one-loop result
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is given by Eq. (16.2.15). It is particularly interesting to consider this
potential in the case where the renormalized mass mx vanishes, where to
one-loop order we may set ji Z(o) in the last term equal to gx02 /2, so that
Eq. (1 6 .2.15 ) here reads (with g a slightly redefined coupling) :

04+ ~
2,0

4
In ,02

VW = AR + 904+9
2,04

(18.2.45)
24 2567E 2

This looks like at first sight as if for g > 0 the potential becomes less than
JZR for very small 0, so that the point 0 = 0 is a local maximum instead
of a minimum, but for such small values of 0 the third term is larger than
the second, and the perturbation theory is obviously untrustworthy . Also,
we would like to be able to argue that g must be positive in order for the
potential to be bounded below at large fields, but Eq. (18245) shows that
however small g is, there is some sufficiently large 0 where perturbation
theory breaks down, and hence Eq . (18.2.45) cannot be trusted to tell us
whether the potential is bounded below at large fields .

We can do much better by using a coupling constant defined at a sliding
scale y of field strength. Suppose we define a coupling g ,, by the condition
that

24

If we had used g . as the coupling parameter from the beginning, then in
place of Eq. (18.2.45) we would have obtained

2o4 2

(18.x.47 )V(4)) = 2R + g4 04 + 2'~Z In
(W)5b

n which obviously satisfies Eq. (18.2.46).' The renormalization group equa-
tion for g~ can be obtained from the condition that this effective potentia l

-Eq . (18 .2.47 differs from what we would get from Eq . (18.2.45) by simply using
Eq. (18.2 .46) to express g in terms of gu, in that the last term is proportional to g 'A
rather than g2, The difference is of higher order in g, but can become significant if
V(O) is evaluated at 0 very different from u, where large logarithms can compensate
for powers of coupling. If we use g , as the coupling parameter from the beginning and
take p to be of order 0 then no such large logarithms occur, and the approximation
Eq. (18 .2.47) is valid as long as g,, remains small .
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is independent of y,**

u dglu _
3
gP (18.2.48)

dp 16~c ~

(Terms involving the derivative of gu are dropped here, because they
are of higher order in g ,, , and are hence negligible as long as gu is
sufficiently small.) It is not a coincidence that this takes the same form
as the renormalization group equation (18.2.9), (1 8 .2 .12), where ji was a
renormalization momentum, because as we shall see in the next section
the first two terms in the renormalization group equation are always
independent of the way that we define the sliding scale. The solution
of this equation is given by Eq. (18.2.17), in general with a different
integration constant M . Hence by taking p in Eq, (18 .2 .17), we now
have

V(0) _ 2R -
32nZo4

. (18.2.49)
3 1n(0Z/ M 2)

327E2 ~i~ .2.so~90 ~ 31n(02 /11~12 )

This result should be used with some care, because it is only valid
where the coupling constant go is small . The problem is not just that
Eq. (18.2.49) loses its validity for 0 near M ; we also cannot integrate the
renormalization group equation through the singularity at '0 = M, so a
knowledge of go on one side of this singularity tells us nothing about its
behavior on the other side .

1 f go is found to have a small positive value for some 0() then from
Eq. (1 8 .2.5a) we know that M > 1001, so go remains small and Eq . (18 .2.49)
is valid for 101 < 1001 . This shows that the point 0 = 0 is a local minimum
of V(O), contrary to what Eq. (18.2.45) might have led us to suppose .
This means that the vacuum which is invariant under the symmetry
transformation 0 --+ -0 is stable in this model, aside from the possibility
of quantum mechanical barrier penetration . On the other hand, we do not
know that Eq. (18.2.49) becomes valid for 101 sufficiently large compared
with M. The coupling might remain too large to use perturbation theory
for all 101 > M, and even if it becomes small for some 101 > M, the
potential might be given for such 0 by Eq . (1$.2. 9) with a renormalizatio n

To eliminate all cut-off dependence, 0 should be written in terms of a renormalized
field 44,, -- N,0,0 , which gives V(O 1,) a y dependence arising from the y dependence of
the renormalization constant NO, . This point is ignored here, because in the scalar field
theory with interaction ac 0¢ the lowest-order graphs contributing to the P dependence
of N, have two loops, so that to the order of the calculations presented here we can
take N'0 = 1 .
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scale M' > 0, producing a second singularity . Thus in this case we cannot
conclude that V(O) --+ -oa for ICI -' oo .

Similarly, if go is found to have a small negative value for some Oo then
we know that M < 0(fl, so go remains small and Eq . (18.2 .49) is valid for
101 > IduoI . In this case we cannot conclude anything about the behavior
of the potential for # c M, but here we can use Eq . (18.2.49) to see that
VW --- * -oa for 101 -> oo, ruling out the possibility of any stable vacuum .
Because we are here considering the limit 101 --+ oo, this conclusion holds
also for scalar fields of mass m > 0, provided m cc 1,0()I . This is why it is
necessary to assume that the 04 coupling (renormali2ed at any scale much
larger than the scalar mass) is positive .

18.3 Varieties of Asymptotic Behavio r

The renormalization group method provides useful insight into the types
of possible asymptotic behavior that are encountered in quantum field
theories, even in cases where the running coupling g ,, does not remain
small enough to allow the use of perturbation theory . We will distinguish
four different ways that g,,, may behave for y --+ oo, that correspond to
four different shapes of the function fl(g) in theories with a single coupling
constant. In the next section we will take up the case of theories with
several independent couplings .

Let's first recall the results for fl(g) obtained for the two examples
considered in the previous section. One of these is the scalar field theory
with interaction g,0¢/24, for which the beta-function for small g i s

2 18 g
3

fl(g) =
6
~g

n
z _

3 ( i6n z
~ + 0(g4) .

i
The other is quantum electrodynamics. Instead of writing the beta-
function here in the form (18.2.38), we will emphasize the similarities
between this theory and the scalar field theory by writin g

ag- e

with fl (g. ) now understood to be y dgu/dp , so that for small g

(18 .3.2)

fl(g) = 2e
1 2

,
64

,

= 9 Z + 9 Z + 0(g4) . (18 .3 .3)
67E 32n

Note that in both cases the physically allowed coupling constants fall in the
range g ~ 0, where fl(g) ~ 0 for small g. In electrodynamics this is simply
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(a)

P(g)

fib)

~d}

Figure 18 .4. Schematic representation of four possible forms of the function
di(g). For such forms of fl{g}, the running coupling g ,, would : (a) approach
infinity at a finite value of µ ; (b) continue to grow as It increases ; (c) approach a
finite limit g . for It --)~ oo ; (d) approach zero for It -- , cc.

because the reality of the Lagrangian requires e to be real . In the scalar
field theory, as we saw at the end of the previous section, it is necessary to
have g > 0 in order to have any stable vacuum state . However, there are
other examples that have fl(g) c 0 for g _> 0. For instance, we can consider
a scalar field theory with interaction Hamiltonian -g 04/24, with g taken
positive. This may be unphysical, but stability problems will not bother
us as long as we stick to perturbation theory . Eq . (18.2 .9) shows that if we
redefine g -> -g the beta-function undergoes the change fl(g) --)' -fl(-g ) ,
so our previous result that fl(g) = 3g2 J16 7T2 + 0(g) for an interaction
g04/24 now gives

NO = -3g 2 / 1 67E2 + O (g) (18.3 .4)

for an interaction Hamiltonian density -g04/24, Of greater relevance to
physics, we shall see in Section 18 .7 that non-Abelian gauge theories with
not too many spinor fields have fl c 0 for small positive gauge coupling
constants. In what follows we will always define the coupling g so that
g ~ 0, but we shall consider the cases of fl(g) either positive or negative
for small g .

Now let us turn to our list of possibilities . (See Figure 18 .4.)
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(a) Singularity at Finite Energy
Suppose that fl (g) > 0 for small positive g (as is the case for Eqs . (1$.3 .1 )

and (18.3.3)), and that fl(g) remains positive and continues to rise suffi-
ciently rapidly with increasing g, so that the integral f o° dg/fl (g ) converges :

f

dgJ c oa. 18.3.5 )
fl(g )

Then g,, will move steadily away from g,, = 0, and Eq. (18.2 .10) shows
that gE must become infinite at a finite value of E :

E~ = y exp
f9

dg

~ ~ (g)
(18.3.6)

where p is any renormalization scale with y » in. We saw an example
of this phenomenon in the previous section ; if the lowest-order formula
fl(g) = 3g2/ 16n2 for the beta-function in the scalar field theory were
taken as exact for all values of g, then the running coupling (18 .2.17)
would become infinite at the energy ( 1$.2. 1 9). Similarly, if the lowest
order formula fl(g) = g 2/ d7E2 (with g - e2) for the beta-function in spinor
quantum electrodynamics were taken as exact for all g, then the energy
(18 .3 .6) at which gE and eE become infinite would be

( 1$ .3.7 )

Using Eq. (18.2.43), we may express this in terms of the con ventional
renormalized charge :

Em ^ me exp
67E 2 5

e
2 + 6 + O ( eR} = e646 . 6m e (18.3.8)
R

Of course, the approximation that fl(g) = gZ /6n2 will break down before
this energy is reached, so all we can say with confidence is that eE will
become large enough to invalidate perturbation theory at some energy E
below Ems .

(b) Continued Growth
Now suppose that in some theory fl(g) remains positive definite for

g -> oo, but rises slowly enough (or decreases) so that f o° dglfl(g) is
divergent. The coupling constant gE then continues to increase as E -> ao,
but becomes infinite only for E = oa . Furthermore, the leading term in the
asymptotic behavior of gE for E -> oo is independent of the conventionally
renormalized coupling. For instance, if fl(g) behaves for large g like bg kl

with b > 0 and k < 1, then the solution of Eq. (18 .2.9) is

E ZI(Z-k)
g

p
. ( 18 .3.9 )gE = 1+(l- k )h 9N- ' In

It
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If g i, i s sma ll for some µ (say, of order m) then the growth of gE is
seen only at energies which are exponentially large compared with thi s Y.
However, in the extreme high energy lim it the coupling grows accord ing
to

gE ---)' [ ( 1 - k ) h In E ] 11( 1-k )

a limiting behavior independent of g ,, !

( 1$.3 .10)

(c) Fixed Point at F inite Coupling
Suppose next that fl(g) remains positive-definite for 0 < g < g., but

drops to zero at g = g* and is negative thereafter . Then Eq. (18 .2.9)
dictates that as y increases g~ will increase for g ,, < g. and decrease for

gP > g*, in either case approaching the fixed point g . for µ -> oc . If the
zero of fl(g) at g* is simple, then in the neighborhood of this point we

have

fl (g) -> a(g* -g ) for g -> g*

with a > 0. The solution of Eq . (18.2.9) is then

(18 .3 .11 )

(18.3 .12)

(The behavior of type (b) described above may be regarded as the special
case where the fixed point g . is at infinity.) Also, y(g) for a general
operator C may be expected to behave smoothly near g +

Y(g) = Ag.) + C(g, - g) + 0 ((g* - 9)
2) . (18.3 .13 )

(We are here dropping the label U on y and c .) Hence in matrix elements of
this (and perhaps other) operators, we encounter a factor (see Eq . (18.2.27) )

PTE ' cc exP
[_fEy(gp)i]

The product of the factors E-Y(9 • ) can be lumped together with the factor
E D in Eq . ( 1$ .2.23), with the result that the whole matrix element goes a s

MR OC ED', (1$.3.15)

where the dimensionality D . is calculated adding an `anomalous dimen-
sion' -y (g* ) to the actual dimensionality of each operator appearing in
the matrix element .

(d) Asymptotic Freedom
In the examples that have been discussed so far, fl(g) was positive for

small positive g, so that g,L is driven away from g = 0 as µ increases .
Suppose that for some other theory fl(g) is negative for small positive g .
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~(~ ) -- ' - h gn ,

where b > 0. Here n is the order of the lowest-order diagrams that
contribute to fl (g), and hence is always an integer greater than unity . (In
the theories used as examples here, n = 2 .) The solution of Eq . (18.2.9)
here is

9E = g, 1 + b(n - 1)g~i-i In E

/11

For E --). ao, this has a limit independent of g ~,

g p~- -r [b (n - 1) In El -1/0-1) .

(18 .3.17 )

(18.3 .18)

Since this gives a vanishing g E for E --+ oa, we can trust perturbation
theory in this limit, provided only that gE for some finite E is within
the region around g = 0 where g and fl(g) have opposite signs . The
anomalous dimensions y (O of various operators U are expected to have
the weak-coupling behavior (dropping the label 0 }

Y (g) -' egm , (18.3 .19 )

where m is the order of the lowest-order diagrams that contribute to
the renormalization of the operator, and c is a real constant that can
be positive or negative . The asymptotic behavior at high energies of the
factor introduced into matrix elements by renormalization of this operator
is then

JE
PTt c exp - Y (g")

d1t

r E

exp
[_C

J [h(n - 1) In y]
d1t

oC exp -
c [b(n - 1)]

(in E)'
( 1 - m/(n - 1))

except that for m = n -- 1

NE 1 DC (In E )-rlh(n-Z )

(18.3 .20)

We see that in the case of asymptotic freedom there are no corrections
to those effective dimensionalities that determine the powers of energy
appearing in the asymptotic behavior of the matrix element, but this
asymptotic behavior is instead modified by powers of In E .

For a toy model that exhibits asymptotic freedom, we can use the scalar
field theory with interaction Hamiltonian density -g o4 /24, with g taken
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positive . Eq. (18 .3 .4) here gives the parameters of Eq . ( 1$ .3 . 16) as :

h=3/167c' , n=2 ,

so Eq. (18 .3.17) g ives, for E -> ao,

3 1n E -1
9E

161r 2

13 5

( 1$ .3.22)

X1$ . 3 .23)

Also, the operator 02 in this theory has an anomalous dimension given
by Eq. (18 .2 .29) as

1671

Hence Eq. (18 .3.19) applies here, wit h

c=- 1 / 16 2, m=1 .

(1$.3.24 )

(18 .3.25 )

Each 02 operator in a matrix element therefore contributes a factor given
by Eq. (18 .3.21) as

PTE 1 0-- (In E ) 'I' . (18.3 .26)

The scalar field 0 itself in this theory has y(g) oc g2, and hence m = 2, so
each 0 operator in a matrix element therefore contributes a factor given
by Eq . ( 1 $ .3 .20) as

PTE ' oc 1 + O
(ln'E) - (

18 .3.27)

We w i l l see ano ther , m ore physical, example of asymptotic freedom when
we take up quantum chromodynam ics in Section 18 .7.

In all cases where gE can be extended to infinite energy, its behavior
in this limit turns out to be independent of the renormalized coupling
gR . However, this does not necessarily mean that the theory involves no
arbitrary dimensionless parameters . In all cases, in order to describe how
gE approaches its limit for E -> oo, we need to specify a free parameter ~ .
with the dimensions of energy. For case (b), Eq. (18.3 .10) may be writte n

For case (c), Eq . (18 .3.12) may be written

A ) ,

Finally, for case (d), Eq. (18 .3.18) may be written
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Such theories in general do have a free dimensionless parameter : the ratio
of ; to the mass in . Coupling constants like eR that are renormalized at
scales tied to m may be expressed as functions of m/~ . It is only when
all masses in a theory vanish that we can say that the theory has no free
dimensionless parameters .

O f the four types of asymptotic behavior described here, types (a) and
(b) lead to the apparently unphysical behavior that the running coupling
gE becomes infinite, either at a finite energy (case (a)) or for E --). ao
(case (b)) . This does not in itself mean disaster : we have to look at how
the coupling is defined. For instance, if g,, drops smoothly from a finite
value gm at p = m to zero for µ -> oo, and we define a new coupling

gy = 9,u/[l - gy l 92m] , then g,, becomes infinite at µ =gym, but this is
just an artifact of this particular choice of coupling parameter. However,
the conventional renormalized couplings g ,, in both the 04 scalar field
theory and quantum electrodynamics have been defined here in terms of
the values of matrix elements at energies of order µ . Specifically, g,, in
04 scalar field theory is defined as the invariant Feynman amplitude A
for scalar-scalar scattering at s = t = u = µ2 , where A is supposed to be
analytic. Also, g,, = e~ in spinor electrodynamics is given by

1
e~ l eR = Z3'I~T~A )2 _ ~1 - R( µ

2 (18 .3 .28)

An infinity in e~ at a point M,,, would therefore produce a pole or other
singularity in the renormalized photon propagator at a positive value of
p2 , that is, at p 2 = P~„ where the propagator is supposed to be analytic .
Thus, with g. as defined here, the type of asymptotic behavior described
in case (a) is ruled out physically.

How then do our various quantum field theories behave? Years ago,
Landau4b argued that in quantum electrodynamics the increasing powers
of 1n(E I M ) encountered at each order of perturbation theory would add
up to give singula ri ties (so-called `Landau ghosts' ) at finite values of E .
In modern terms, Landau could be said to have discovered possibility (a)
above, but he did not give any argument against cases (b) or (c) .

Nevertheless, there is today a widespread view that interacting quantum
field theories that are not asymptotically free , like quantum electrodynam-
ics or the scalar field theory with 04 interaction, are not mathematically
consistent . In quantum electrodynamics there is some evidence against
case (c), the existence of a finite fixed point e .~ . Such a fixed point
would only be possible 4c if non-perturbative effects changed the qualitat ive
nature of the operator product expansion , the subj ect of Chapter 20, or
if there were a non-perturbative renormalizat i on of the triangle anomaly
d iscussed in Chapter 22 . But even if case (c) i s indeed ruled out i n quan-
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turn electrodynamics, there is still the possibility of case (b), a fixed point
at infinite coupling .

Most of the evidence against the consistency of interacting non-
asymptotically free quantum field theories comes from the study of the
scalar field theory in four spacetime dimensions with 04 interaction, quan-
tized on a finite spacetime lattice . There are rigorous theorems4d to the
effect that this theory (with arbitrary dependence of the parameters of
the theory on lattice spacing) does not have an interacting continuum
theory as its limit for zero lattice spacing unless the theory is asymptot-
ically free, which of course is contrary to what is found for this theory
in perturbation theory. This argument also seems inconclusive . It is true
that if there were a consistent continuum scalar field theory that is not
asymptotically free, then it would be possible to construct a lattice theory
by integrating out the values of the scalar field at all points except on a
spacetime lattice. But this would not he the lattice theory that is considered
in these theorems . It would be a lattice theory with every possible coupling
allowed by symmetry principles -not just a term proportional to 04,
but also terms proportional to 06, 03 ❑ O, etc, with coefficients having a
dependence on the cut-off (the inverse lattice spacing) governed by the
Wilson renormalization group equations discussed in Section 12 .4. No one
has proved anything about the continuum limit of such a theory .

If it is really true that there is no interacting continuum scalar field
theory in the limit of zero lattice spacing, then we must encounter some
obstruction when we try to solve the Wilson renormalization group equa-
tions, which for weak renormalized couplings would have to be at very
small lattice spacings . Such a theory would appear like an interacting
continuum field theory unless examined at very short distances . The
renormalized coupling constant in this approximate continuum theory
presumably has a singularity at finite energy, as in case (a) above, so that
it too breaks down at short distances . (But for strong couplings there is no
direct connection between the forms of the Wilson and Dell-Mann-Low
renormalization group equations, so the existence of a singularity in the
bare couplings at finite lattice spacing does not necessarily imply a singu-
larity in the renormalized coupling constants at a finite renormalization
scale . )

Theories of this sort are sometimes called trivial, either because, under
various assumptions about the bare couplings of the theory quantized on
a lattice, the continuum limit turns out to be a free field theory, or because
the only way to make a continuum theory of type (a) physically satisfactory
at all energies is to adopt the solution g . = 0 of the renormalization group
equation (18 .2.9) . Even if a field theory is trivial in either sense, there is
no reason not to include it as part of a realistic theory of physical
phenomena. The existence of an obstruction to the solution of the Wilson
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renormalization group equations for a field theory at very small lattice
spacings is not important if in the real world there are other fields that
must also be taken into account at such short distances. Similarly, the
fact that a given quantum field theory has unphysical singularities at some
large energy E,,, is not a physical problem if the theory in question is only a
low-energy approximation to a larger theory, an approximation valid only
at energies far below Em . In particular, long before we reach the energies
near (18.3 .8) where quantum electrodynamics could be expected to become
singular, it becomes necessary to take even gravitation into account, and
no one knows how to calculate the effects of strong gravitational forces
at such energies .

Despite these reassuring remarks, it is possible that in order to avoid
unphysical singularities, all our separate quantum field theories like spinor
quantum electrodynamics will eventually have to be integrated into an
asymptotically free theory . Fortunately, the question of whether a theory
is asymptotically free for some finite range of coupling constants can be
settled by perturbative calculations : if fl(g) is negative as g --). 0+, then
the theory is asymptotically free for all renormalized couplings g ,, lying
between zero and the first zero of fl(g) .

In this connection, it is worth noting that although the detailed form of
fl(g) depends on the gauge and on precisely how the running coupling is
defined, the first two terms in the power series for fl(g) do not. Suppose
we have two definitions g ,,, and g. of the running coupling, perhaps
employing different definitions of the renormalization scale P or different
gauges. Since both g. and g,, are dimensionless and cut-off independent,
there is no way that g ,, for µ ]] m can depend on anything but g,,

We then have

NO P dµ dgp

and so

No = d
dg NO

. ( 18.3 .29 )

As long as we are sticking to the same definition of the unrenormalized
coupling, all renormalized couplings are equal in lowest order, so the
power series for g in terms of g may be writte n

g (g ) = g + a g2 + O ( g3)
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or, equivalently,

g=g - a ge+ O (g3 ) .

The derivative is

dg

Also, for the couplings we have been considering here (including g = e2 )
the power series for fl(g) takes the form

or in terms of g

fl(k) = bg ' + (b' - tab ) g3 + 0(g4) .

From (18.3.29), we have then

~(g ) = [1 + 2a g2 + O (g)] [bg 2 + ( b' -tab}g3 + 0 (g4) ]

= hg2 + b'g3 + a (g4 ) . (18 .3 .30)

We see that the first two terms in the power series for ~ in terms of g have
the same coefficients as in the power series for P in terms of g . However,
this is definitely not the case for the higher-order terms. In fact, it is
always possible to choose the function k(g) so that all terms in P(k) of
higher than third order in g vanish, so we can describe the asymptotic
behavior of RE for E -> oo by inspection of the first two terms in the
perturbation series for fl(g ) . But this is of little value, since we would
need to carry our calculations to all orders to determine how g depends
on g, and without this we cannot use our knowledge of the asymptotic
behavior of g to say anything about the asymptotic behavior of g, or of
physical quantities .

The same argument that led to Eq. (18 .3 .30) shows that, at small
coupling, the Wilson renormalization group equation for the bare coupling
constant as a function of lattice spacing for inverse lattice spacings greater
than particle masses is the same as the Gell-Mann-Low renormalization
group equation for the renormalized coupling constant as a function of
renormalization scale for scales greater than particle masses . Hence if a
continuum theory is asymptotically free, then there will be no obstruction
in passing to the continuum limit of the theory quantized on a lattice .

18.4 Multiple Couplings and Mass Effects

Up to now, we have considered theories with only one dimensionless
coupling g. It is easy to extend the formalism to incorporate several such
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couplings g~ : for each g el, we have a renormalization group equation that
for µ > m takes the form

P d gPW = KWO11 ( 1 8 .4 . 1 )

with each fl~ depending in general on all the gs. There are now many
more possibilities for the asymptotic behavior of the g "(µ ) as µ --+ oo ; in
a given theory we may have some trajectories in g-space that go off to
infinity, at finite or infinite values of µ, other trajectories that approach
fixed points, and yet other trajectories that approach closed curves known
as `lima cycles'. To get a taste of some of the various possibilities, let's
consider the behavior of g "(y) near a fixed point .

Eq. (18 .4.1) has a fixed-point solution g , (µ ) = g* if

In the neighborhood of this point, Eq . (18 .4.1) becomes

It a V(P) - g"Idµ

where M is the matrix

M'k [9h (P) - 9!

k

M ek = afl'~(g)
.

agk
9=g•

The solution can be expanded in eigenvectors of this matri x

m

(18.4.2)

(18.4.3 )

( 1 8.4 .4 )

(18.4.5 )

where Ym is a eigenvector of M with eigenvalue ~ ,, (normalized in any
convenient way) :

M/
k Fmk

A
m Ym

I

k
(18.4.6)

and the cm are a set of expansion coefficients .* (The summation convention
is suspended in this section .)

Eq. (18.4.5) shows that the coupling constants approach the fixed point
as y -> oo if and only if cm = 0 for all eigenvectors with A,, > 0. (For
simplicity we are assuming here that none of the eigenvalues vanish .) Thu s

We are assuming here that the eigenvectors V,,, form a complete set . This is not always
so, but it is the generic case ; the eigenvectors of a finite matrix M will form a complete
set if all of the roots of the secular equation Det ( M - A 1) _ 0 are different . A matrix
whose eigenvectors do not form a complete set can be regarded as a limiting case of
a matrix with a complete set of eigenveclvrs when some of its eigenvalues become
degenerate .
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in general the trajectories that are attracted to the fixed point lie on an
N_-dimensional surface, where N_ is the number of negative eigenvalues
of M ; the tangents to this surface at g . are the eigenvectors with negative
eigenvalues . Trajectories that are not on this surface may approach
close to the fixed point, but are eventually repelled, predominantly in the
direction of eigenvectors with the largest positive eigenvalues . Of course,
if all eigenvalues are negative then there is a finite region around the fixed
point within which all trajectories converge on this point .

Since the eigenvalues :~, are evidently important in learning the asymp-
totic behavior of trajectories that approach a fixed point, it is useful
to note that these eigenvalues are independent of the definition of the
couplings. Suppose we introduce a new set of couplings g ", defined as
functions of the gs . These satisfy renormalization group equation s

d

r►:

so

09M
g=& )

V (g) = 1:
a

a g
gm
($) #M(g) ( 1 $ .4.7 )

(That is, # transforms as a contravariant vector in coupling-constant
space.) Differentiating, we have

M ag ag m Mag
a gk a g rn agk

At a fixed point g .
matrix equation

where

MS=SM ,

k ~ ~Ec
=_ 0

~
ogk k

_
k

(
g

• )

Sck -
a

k
g g_g .

( 1 8 . 4.8 )

(18.4.9 )

(18.4.1Q)

As long as the transformation g --+ g is non-singular, Eq . (18.4.8) is a
similarity transformation, and hence M and M have the same eigenvalues
4 -

The renormalization group formalism may be extended to non-
renormalizable as well as renormalizable theories . As explained in Sec-
tion 1 2.3, the infinities in non-renormalizable theories are eliminated by
a suitable renormalization of coupling constants and masses, just as i n

the first term on the right vanishes , so this gives the
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renormalizable theories ; the only difference is that in non-renormalizable
theories the Lagrangian must be supposed to contain all possible interac-
tions allowed by the symmetries of the theory . If gB is the unrenormalized
coupling constant multiplying an operator of dimensionality D,,, in the
Lagrangian (that is, a product of fields and spacetime derivatives of fields
whose dimensionality in powers of mass or energy is D,, ~, then g~ will
have a dimensionality 0,, = 4 - D,, . We may then re-express the bare
couplings in terms of a set of dimensionless renormalized couplings gf (P)
and scut-off A, through relations of the general for m

gB = Y° C 9'(p) + b"0,m gk(y)g(p) In
(A)

+ a (g(µ))
k,m ~

with the dimensionless numerical coefficients b"kmand similar coefficients
in higher-order terms chosen to cancel the cut-off dependence of physical
quantities . (In some theories the leading term might be trilinear or even
higher order in couplings ; the modifications that would be needed here
are obvious.) From the requirement that gB be cut-off-independent, we
obtain the renormalization group equation (18 .4.1), with

k ,m

Non-renormalizable interactions are those with D,, > 4, or At < 0, so
as long as the g'(p) all remain sufficiently small we expect the non-
renormalizable renormalized couplings to have positive fl" and hence to
grow with It, but no one knows what happens when the couplings become
large enough to invalidate perturbation theory .

However, as explained in the next section, even theories with infinite
number of independent parameters commonly have fixed points g* at
which the number N_ of negative eigenv alues of the matrix ( 1 8.4.6) is finite,
just as it is at zero coupling . (In particular, often N_ = 1 . ) Where N_ =~ 0,
the fixed point lies on an N_-dimensional critical surface, consisting of
trajectories that are attracted into the fixed point as ,u --+ ac . A non-
renormalizable theory with coupling parameters on such a critical surface,
although not of course asymptotically free, is said to be asymptotically
safe,-5 because the renormalized couplings remain finite for large values
of p. The condition of asymptotic safety in such a theory would play the
role that used to be associated with the principle of renormalizability, of
eliminating all but a finite number of free parameters, the coordinates of
the critical surface .

In a renormalizable theory, all physical quantities are made cut-off-
independent by adjusting the cut-off dependence of a finite number of
bare couplings. These bare couplings may be expressed in terms of an
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equal number of it-dependent renormalized couplings, and the condition
that the bare couplings are it-independent yields renormalization group
equations relating only these renormalized couplings. From the broader
point of view which allows non-renormalizable as well as renormalizable
couplings, a renormalizable theory just corresponds to a finite-dimensional
in varian t surface in the infinite-dimensional space of all renormalizable and
non-renormalizable theories ; that is, it is a surface for which fl'(g) at any
point g on the surface is tangent to the surface at that point .

So far in this section we have tacitly assumed that p > m, so that we
could neglect the dependence of fi" on m/y. However, this is not necessary ;
we can if we like treat a mass as just another coupling pararneter . 6

That is, all renormalized couplings can be defined as before in terms of
various Greens functions at off-mass-shell momenta of order it, but now
evaluated with all bare masses zero. The dimensionless renormalized mass
parameters for Dirac fields V) or scalar fields 0 may be defined as

(18.4.1 3

(18 . 4 .1 4)

where Nt "" 7 (A/y) are the dimensionless constants which, when multiplied
into corresponding operators G, cancel the infinities in the matrix elements
of these operators, also evaluated with all bare masses zero . (See Section
1$. 1 .) These new renormalized masses and couplings have no direct
physical significance, but the true physical masses and all physical matrix
elements can be expressed in terms of them. These matrix elements take
the form of sums of matrix elements for zero bare mass, with any number
of insertions of the renormalized mass operators IIT W } 02 and Nt~'Oy~ tp ,
times the corresponding renormalized mass parameters .

In this renormalization scheme the beta-functions for the various cou-
plings are obviously mass-independent, and the beta-functions for the
mass parameters are proportional to these parameters, with coefficients
that depend on all the various couplings ; using Eq . (18.2 .25), we have

d
it MV (Y )

For instance, we noted in Section 1 8. 2 that in the scalar field theory
with Lagrangian ( 1 $.1 .2), the mass operator 02 has anomalous dimension
(18 .2.29) for in = 0, so here

~ 671
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Also, Eq. (1 1 .4.3) shows that the effect of higher-order corrections to the
electron propagator is to replace the electron mass by me - E' (p, m ,), so
the effect of these corrections on matrix elements of the operator y~ elpe
between one-electron states of four-momentum p y is to multiply them by
a factor

1 aE* (P , rne )F(p) = I
- erne me=o

The renormalization constant Na'y' for the operator 1D e tp, is therefore equal
to F-1(p), evaluated with p2 equal to some renormalizat ion scale, say +,u2 .
According to Eq . (11 .4.8), to one-loop order this i s

am,
mp=0 , p2=Y

2

4rt2 fi (A2
= 1 -

2
~ )4 J~ dx In 1 +

P
2 ( I (27t)4

e2 A2
~ 1 - 4n2

In
2

- 1

x )

(18 .4.18 )

where n is an ultraviolet cut-off,** and we take the limit A > p. The
anomalous dimension of the operator fpe tp e is therefore given by (1 8 .2.25)
as

2
(w~v) ~ In N (ww) + O e4Y = ~ dµ 2~2 (~~

so Eq. (18 .4.15) here reads

z

(18 .4.19)

The same formula holds in general gauge theories, with e2 replaced with
the value of )]"(ta)2 for the particular species of fermion in question .

The important difference between the m(y) and the other renormalized
parameters of the theory is of course that bare masses have positive
dimensionality, so as long as the couplings remain small the m(P) all
decrease in magnitude. Our previous assumption that masses may be
neglected as y --+ ao is justified if in fact m(y) does vanish for it --+ ao,
However this is only known to be the case in asymptotically free theories,
where the couplings all do remain small for ,u --+ ao ; in all other cases this
assumption is just an educated guess .

This notation is different from that of Eq_ (1 1 .4 .8), where the ultraviolet cut-off was
called p .
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18.5 Critical Phenamena*

For some purposes we may be interested in the limit of very low rather
than high energies or wave numbers. The arguments of Section 18.2 can
be repeated to study this limit, except that here we must examine the case
Y ---~ 0 rather than ,u --+ ao. This limit is of course simplest if there are no
masses in the theory, as, for instance, in quantum electrodynamics with
a symmetry under the chiral transformation ~) --+ y$W which forbids an
electron mass . In this particular case the only renormalizable coupling
eAY~Dy,,tp as well as all non-renormalizable couplings have fil > 0 for
sufficiently small couplings, so all trajectories in at least a finite region
around the origin are attracted into the point g " = 0 as p --+ 0.

The same considerations may be applied even to theories with very
small but non-zero masses if we include these masses among the coupling
parameters of the theory, as described in the previous section . The
coefficient ❑ in Eq. (18 .4. 12) is positive for a mass parameter, so in this
case the trajectories can never reach the point g = 0, but they may come
close if the masses are small .

Of course, even if we can regard some degree of freedom like the
electron field as having zero or very small mass, in the real world there
are many other degrees of freedom whose masses are not small. The
renormalization group should properly be applied not to the true theory
that encompasses all these heavy degrees of freedom, but to an `effective'
field theory, in which only massless or nearly massless degrees of freedom
appear explicitly, with interactions that include the effects of internal
heavy particle lines . (We shall have more to say about effective field
theories in Chapter 19 . )

The low wave number limit is of particular interest in the study of
critical phenomena, such as long-range correlations at or near a second-
order phase transition (a smooth phase transition, with no latent heat)
in condensed matter. Because we are interested in the limit y --). 0, the
important eigenvectors of the matrix (18 .4.4) are those with eigenvalues
A c 0, which are called relevant . The eigenvectors with ;t -= 0 and A > 0
are called marginal and irrele vant, respectively.

Suppose that there is anon-trivial fixed point g* with just one negative
eigenvalue Ao, perhaps corresponding approximately to a mass operator .
The set of trajectories of g '~(,u) that are attracted into this fixed point for
,u ---~ 0 therefore forms a critical surface of codimension one ; that is, a
surface defined by a single condition on the couplings, the condition tha t

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading.
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for g --+ g., the tangents g' - g* have no components in the direction of
the eigenvector with negative eigenvalue . There is a phase transition as the
physical value of the couplings at any fixed characteristic scale approaches
this surface. Because the critical surface has codimension one, the phase
transition can be reached by adjusting any one parameter on which the
couplings depend, such as the pressure or temperature. The fact that a
wide variety of substances do exhibit phase transitions of this sort shows
that it is common to encounter fixed points for which the matrix (18 .4.4)
has a single negative eigenvalue, as already mentioned in the previous
SeGt10I1 .

To be specific, as the temperature T approaches its critical value T,
we expect the coefficient c() of the growing term in Eq. (18.4.5) to become
proportional to T - T, because there is no reason why it should be
singular or why it should vanish faster than this. Hence for 0 and
then T --+ T, the couplings go as

(T - Tc) Vag yA
0 , ( 1$ .5 .1 )

where Ao is the only negative eigen value at g*, and Vo~ is the correspond-
ing eigen vector.** Applying our renormalization group arguments to wave
numbers i nstead of energies , the N-point functi on (the Nth partial deriva-
ti ve of the effecti ve action with respect to a field 0 of dimens i onality [wave
number] DO) at a small characteristic wave number scale x has the for '

where 7,p(g) is the anomalous dimension associated with the field 0, and
d is the spacetime dimensionality, or in classical statistical mechanics the
spatial dimensionality . It is convenient to rewrite this in the equivalent
form

rN
(K) --~ ( T _TL )- ,a-N[Do +^~ O (g=)l14 GN( rc(T - T0)'/`0) . ( 18.5 .3 )

This shows for one thing that the correlation length ~ (the characteristic
length that determines the scale over which the Fourier transform of FN
varies) increases as T approaches T, lik e

~ cc (T - T(.)-' (18.5 .4

where v i s a conventionally defined positive `cr itical exponent ', given by
Eq . (18.5 .3) as

v = -1 /~o . (18.5 .5 )

Other contributions to the couplings will go as (I' -- 7o)°pA1 with :ti > a_ Thus
Eq_ ( 1 $_5 . 1) is valid here provided T - To does not go to zero as fast as P" -'a .
The function F,,, also depends on dimensionless angles and ratios of wave num-
bers. Note that r'N has `naive' dimensionality d -- 1VD O because Sd (E rc)r must be
dimensionless .
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Also, the zero-field effective action I-'o (or in statistical physics, the free
energy) must be x-independent because it corresponds to graphs with no
external lines. It follows that Eq . (18.5.3) here becomes for T --+ Tc :

I-'p - Fp cc (T - 7',)"d , (1$.5 .6 )

where the constant Fo is the effective action or free energy due to the heavy
degrees of freedom which have been integrated out . Thus the exponent
v also governs the behavior of the part of the free energy which is not
analytic in temperature for T near T,

In 1 972 Wilson and Fisher 7 used an expansion in powers of d - 4 both
to show that the theory of a scalar field actually fits the above description,
and also to carry out an approximate calculation of critical exponents such
as v . Consider a theory with a single `light' degree of freedom, a scalar
field 0, such as the magnetization in a ferromagnet, with a symmetry
under 0 --+ -0 that rules out interactions odd in 0. In addition to the
`mass' term -g2 02 /2, the Lagrangian density of the effective field theory
will contain interactions -g404/4?, -g6 06 / 5!, etc. The dimensionality of
the field 0 in powers of wave number is (d - 2)/2 (so that f ddx (o (p}2
should be dimensionless) so the dimensionalities of the couplings 92, g4,

96, etc. in d dimensions are +2, 4 - d, 6 - 2d, etc. For the fixed point
at zero coupling in three dimensions, there are two relevant couplings, 92
and g4, but this conclusion is changed by interactions at non-trivial fixed
points. Let's examine the surface in coupling constant space in which only
92 and g4 are non-zero, and take g4 to be small .tt Eq. (18.2. 12) gives

9(g4) = 3g4 /15n2 + 0(g
4

) for d = 4, and Eq. (18.4.1 2) tells us that for
d = 4 -- E dimensions we must add to this a term -E94, SO

z
.F~ g4(F~ ) = -E g4 (F~) + 16~c2~ +

0(9'(9))
F~

Also, Eq . (18.4.17) gives

Therefore for small e there is a non-trivial fixed point a t

1 Gn2E
94* = 3 g2 * =o .

0.5 .7}

(18.5.8 )

(18 .5 .9 )

These are the only rcnarmalizable couplings for 3 ~ d c 4, so for such d this is an

invariant surface . Note that we do not include the coefficient of (OO)2 among the
couplings here, because this is a redundant coupling, in the sense described in Section

7.7 .
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The matrix (18 .4 .4) at this fixed point is diagonal, with eigenvalues

3IN = M4
44 4

+ 87z 2

A2 =X122 = -2 + 94 * 2 + O(g4*) -2 + + Q (E2 } ,
1Cr~ 3

(18 .5 .10)

(18.5 .11 )

From Eq. ( 1 5 .5 . 10) we see that the coupling g4 is actually irrelevant,
so that there is just one relevant coupling here, signalling the presence
of a second-order phase transition . From Eq. (18 .5.1 1 ) we see that the
anomalous exponent ( 18 .5 .5 ) is

1 1 E
(x$ . 5 . 1 2)

For the physical value e = I the first two terms give v ^-' 0.58 . Three-loop
calculation sga give this critical exponent to order e 3 as

z
v = ~ + 1

~
E 7E

+ 162 - 0.01904E 3 (18.5 .13)

which for E = I gives v = 0.61 .
In the calculation presented here nothing was assumed about the system

under study except that there is a second-order phase transition, near
which the only long-wavelength degree of freedom is a single scalar field .
There are a number of different physical systems that fit this description,
such as the spontaneous appearance of magnetization (represented here
by 0) in ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials, and also second-
order phase transitions between liquids and gases and in binary fluids . All
of these systems are therefore expected to have the same value of v . This
is confirmed by experiment, which gives a value8 v = 0 .63 ± 0.04, in good
agreement with the three-loop result (1 $.5 . 1 3), and in fair agreement even
with the one-loop result (18.5.12) . It is fortunate though still somewhat
mysterious that an expansion in powers of I should work so well .

More generally, all the systems that are described by the same set
of long-wavelength degrees of freedom near their second-order phase
transitions are said to belong to the same universality class . All the critical
exponents are the same for all systems in a given universality class .

1 8.E Minimal Subtraction

We saw in Section 11 .2 that dimensional regularization provides a partic-
ularly convenient method for calculating radiative corrections in quantum
electrodynamics, because it preserves the conservation laws associated
with gauge invariance . For the same reason, dimensional regularization
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also turns out to provide a very convenient alternative definition for the
sliding scale of the renormalization group in general gauge theories .

In calculations using dimensional regularization, ultraviolet divergences
arise as poles in physical amplitudes when the spacetime dimensionality d
approaches the physical value d = 4 . (For an example, see Eq . (11 .2 .13) .)
To cancel these poles, the bare coupling constants gB (d ) (including masses)
must themselves have such poles, with residues fixed by the condition
that physical amplitudes be regular as d -, 4. These bare couplings in
general have non-zero dimensionalities A,,(d) that depend on the spacetime
dimensionality d, so it is convenient to consider the dimensionless quantity
ge(d}~ where ,u is a sliding scale with the dimensions of energy or
mass. This rescaled bare coupling may be expressed as a sum of terms
proportional to positive-definite powers v of 11(d - 4), with coefficients
bV fixed by the requirement of cancellation of singularities as d ---~ 4 in
physical amplitudes, plus a remainder that is analytic in d at d = 4 .
This remainder is identified as the dimensionless renormalized coupling
constant V (y, d ) , so

00
v= t

We are free to give the bare couplings any d dependence we like, as long
as the singularities at d = 4 in physical amplitudes are cancelled ; we shall
remove this ambiguity by requiring that gf(,v, d ) be analytic in d not only
at d = 4, but for all d .

To calculate the renormalization group equation satisfied by g "( ,u, d) ,
first differentiate Eq . (18 .6.1) with respect to y

-Y(d) g~ + j:(d - 4)-vbv(g) _ fl` (ga d ) +j: 1: bvm (g) fln(g, d)(d-4 )-v

v=Z v=1 r+T
(18 .6.2)

where

bfV m(g) -
a

yn~v~~~Og

and as before

~ g'( ,~ , d) d), d)
F~

( 1$ .6.3 )

(18.6.4)

Note that fl f is a function of all of the g '(p , d ) and also of d, but it cannot
depend separately on ,u because, with rescaled masses included among
the dimensionless coupling parameters, there are no other dirnensionful
parameters besides ,u .

As we have seen, the dimensionalities A,,( d ) are always linear functions
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of d, which we shall now write a s

We rewrite the left-hand side of Eq . (1 8.5.2) as

-p~,g'(d - 4) - [Atgt + b'(g)ptI -

)rj

j:(d - 4)-y
v =t

(18 .6.5 )

pt b` VV+I(g) + Alb'(g)
]

The highest power of d in the analytic part here is of first order, so the
same must be true on the right-hand side of Eq. (1$.6 . 2), and therefore
fl(g, d) must be linear in d :

Equating terms of first and zeroth order in (18.6.2) gives then

aow _ -Pt g

and, more importantly ,

Nl(g) - -At gt' - b 1 (g)p( b1 rrr (g) pn r ~'n

V=i n]

(18 . 6 . 6 )

(x$.6.7 )

(18 .6.8)

It is noteworthy that the beta-function depends only on the coefficients
of the s i mple pole in the bare couplings . In fact , these coefficients also
determ i ne the coefficients of all the higher poles ; equating the pole terms
on the right and left of Eq . (18.6.2) yields the recursion relatio n

~~,Vv +1 (g ) - Y: pmgmbv+1 m(g) = -4tbe' W - b
v m

( $ )# m ( $ ) • ( 1 $ .6 .9)
►n rn

For instance, in order for f dd x F,{vFJ" to be dimensionless, any gauge
field A l` must have dimensions (in powers of mass) (d - 2)/2 , and since
gRAP must have the same dimensions as 010 x~`, gB must have dimensions
(4 - d)12, so that for gauge couplings ❑ = 0 and p = -1 /2 . Eq. (1$ . 6 .$ )
gives then for a gauge theory with a single coupling constant :

(18.6.10)

In particular, Eq . (11 .2.20) shows that in quantum electrodynamics in
one-loop order the bare electric charge has a pole at d --+ 4 with

1

eB = Z
.1 1/2

~ e -
e

3

~ 12 r~2 d - 4

Sett i ng b1(e) = ---e '112n2 in Eq. (1$.6. 1 0) g ives then
3

in agreement with the previous result ( 1$.2 .37 ) .
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The coupling constants g' (y) introduced in this section a re said to be
defined by minimal subtraction. The re is a slightly different scheme that
is somewhat more convenient . The simple poles (d - 4)- a typically arise
from functions (4n)d/1-2 I, ( 2 - - - d1 2) (as in Eq. ( 11 .2.13)} which for d --+ 4
have the limit

(4 71 )z-d/z r (2- ~ ~
2 -Id 12

_ y + I n 47c , ( 1 8.5 . 1 3 )

where y is the Euler constant, y =x .5772157. It is therefore convenient to
make the replacement everywhere in Eq. (18.x.1 )

1 ---*
I

+ 2 - Z In 47c (18.6.14)
d 4 d 4

With this prescription, the coupling constants are said to be defined by
modified minimal subtraction .

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the definition of couplings
by minimal subtraction (or modified minimal subtraction) is that, since
no factors of an ultraviolet cut-off ever appear in any calculation, loop
diagrams have poles at d = 4 that correspond only to logarithmic ultra-
violet divergences, not divergences that are linear, quadratic, etc . Hence
a residue function bi(g ) can contain a term of order gagUgc • • • only if
at d = 4 the dimensionality of g~ equals the total dimensionality of the
couplings g~, g~, g~, etc . :

and it follows then from (18.6.8) that the same is true of fl'~(g ). In particu-
lar, in a theory with no superrenormalizable couplings (like a gauge theory
with massless spinors and no scalars, such as quantum electrodynamics
with vanishing electron mass) all couplings have 0 / c 0, so the renormal-
ization group equations for the renormalizable couplings (with ❑( = 0) are

unaffected by the presence of any non-renormalizable interactions.5 Also, in
such a theory the beta-functions for the non-re norm alizable couplings
are polynomials of finite order in the non-renormalizable couplings, with
each coefficient in each polynomial given by an infinite series of powers
of the renormalizable couplings . For instance, in the theory of photons
and massless electrons (assuming invariance under y) --+ y5y) and P), there
are no nonrenormalizable interactions of dimensionality +5, and several
interactions of dimensionality +6 (four-fermion interactions as well as the
purely photonic interaction F . ❑ Fl") with couplings f j of dimensionality
-2. The beta-function for f' i is of the form 1:.j b ij (e)fj , with the coefficients
bije} given by a power series in e .
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18.7 Quantum Chromodynamics

quantum chromodynamics is the modern theory of strong interactions .
It is a non-Abelian gauge theory, based on the gauge group SU(3). In
addition to the gauge fields, quantum chromodynamics involves fields of
spin Z particles known as quarks . There are quarks of six types, or
`flavors', the u, c, and t quarks having charge 2e/3, and the d, s, and b
quarks having charge -e13 . Quarks of each flavor come in three `colors'
which furnish the defining representation 3 of the SU ( 3 ) gauge group.*
Baryons like the protons and neutron may be approximately regarded
as color-neutral bound states of three quarks, totally antisymmetric in
quark colors, while mesons like the rho meson behave approximately like
color-neutral bound states of quarks and antiquarks .1 1

In the approximation where the quark masses may be regarded as negli-
gible compared with the energies of interest, the inversion of Eq . (17.5.44)
shows that the bare coupling constant in a general gauge theory has a
pole at spacetime dimensionality d --+ 4 with residue given by

3

g B

,

4~2 1 2
(c1 - 3 C2 + O(g) 1d 4

where C 1 and C2 are defined by Eqs . ( 17.5.33 ) and (17 .5 .34) . That is, in
the notation of the previous section ,

3

g
l(

g
) =

47c 2 (-ci - 1 Cz +
O(g) . X18.7.1}

3

Using this in Eq. (l$.6.1 0) give s

3 (11C
1-

1
C2) + 0(95) . (18.7.2)

3

For an S U(3) theory with nf massless quarks in the defining representation
3 of SU(3), Eq . (17.5 .35) give s

C 1 = 3, C2 = nf /2. ( 1 8.7.3 )

Because we are taking the quarks as massless here, this formula may be
applied only in the effective field theory obtained by integrating out all
quarks heavier than the typical energy E under consideration, so that nf
is the number of quark flavors with masses much less than E . With this

Before the final formulation of quantum chramodynamics several authors had spec-
ulated that there might be three varieties of quarks of each flavar,10 both in order
to account for the rate of decays like 7c° -~ y + y (see Sections 22.1 and 22 .2) and
to introduce an additional degree of freedom that would explain how the wave func-
tion of fermianic quarks in a baryon could be symmetric in spin, space, and flavor
coordinates .ll
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understanding, Eqs. (18.7 .2) and (18 .7.3) yiel d

3

T-
I I

- , nf) + ow) -
( 4 6

1 5 3

(18 .7.4 )

We see that the theory is asymptotically free as long as the re are no mo re
than 16 quark flavors with masses below the energy scale of inte re st. Since
in fact there seem to be only six quark fla vors of any mass, the theory of
strong interactions based on the gauge group S U (3) is asymptotically free .

It was the 1973 discovery of asymptotic freedom in non-Abelian gauge
theories of this sort by Gross and Wilczek 12 and Pol itzer13 that convinced
theoretical physicists that this is the correct theory of strong interactions .
Their calculation immediately expla ined the puzzling result of a famous
1968 experiment l4 at SLAG on deep- inelastic electron-nucleon scatter ing,
that strong interactions seem to get weaker at high energ ies." (This
experiment will be discussed further in Section 20 .6 . ) But the h istorical
importance of the discovery of asymptotic freedom in Yang-M ills theories
is not just that it explained an old experimental result ; it for the first time
opened up the prospect of doing reliable perturbative calculations of
strong interaction processes, at least at high energy .

Asymptot ic freedom was soon found to have another important impli-
cation. At first after the discovery of asymptotic freedom it was widely
assumed that the gauge bosons i n a re alistic Yang-Mills theory of strong
interactions would have to be quite heavy , to explain why these strongly-
interacting bosons had not been discovered long before . Following the
precedent of the theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions (dis-
cussed in Chapter 21), it was supposed that the masses of the gauge
bosons arose from a spontaneous breakdown of the color SU(3) gauge
group, triggered by the vacuum expectation values of scalar fields in a non-
trivial representation of this group . But these strongly interacting scalars
would contribute pos itive terms to fl (g ), wh ich could destroy asymptotic
freedom . Even worse , in a theory w ith strongly interacting scalar fields ,
radiative cor rections involving weak interactions would introduce large
violations of various symmetries like charge conjugation invariance and
flavor conse rv ation which , as we shall see , would not be v i olated with-
out the scal ars . " Then it was suggested to drop the strongly-interactin g

Zee15 and perhaps other theorists had already understood that this experimental result
could be understood in a theory with abets-function that becomes negative for small
positive coupling, but calculations of P(g) in all renormalizable field theories except
non-Abelian gauge theories gave P(g) > Q. On the other hand, by 1 972 't Hooft had
developed techniques for calculating fl(g) in Yang-Mills theories, and in June 1972
he announced at a conference on gauge theory at Marseilles16 that fl(g) < 0, but he
waited to publish this result and work out its implications while he was doing other
things, so his result did not attract much attention .
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scalars, and accept the consequence that the gluons, the SU(3) gauge
bosons, have zero rnass . 18 The decrease of the strong coupling constant at
high energy or short distance of course implies an increase at low energy or
large distance, and it was suggested that this might explain why massless
gluons and quarks had not been detected . According to this hypothes is,
only color-neutral particles like baryons or mesons will ever appear in
150I at10I1 .19 This is unfortunately still a hypothesis rather than a theorem,
but after two decades the re seems to be little doubt that it is correct .

Even though quarks cannot mate rialize as free particles, they a re in a
sense observed as j ets produced in high energy collision processes. For
instance, in many events in electron-positron annihilation, the final state
consists of two narrowly collimated h adron jets, with a distribution in
the angle 0 between the colliding lepton momenta and the jet directions
(in the center-of-mass system) gi ven by 1 + sin 2o , just as expected from
the tree graph for electron-positron annihilation into quark-antiquark
final states . 20 This can be understood 21 in terms of the general analysis
of infrared divergences in Section 13 .4. At extremely high energies we
would expect the rate for a physical process to be g iven by lowest-order
perturbation theory, provided it is `infrared-safe,' in the sense of not
becoming infra red divergent when all masses are taken to zero. The
total rate for electron-positron annihilation into hadrons is infrared-safe,
since we sum over all hadronic final states. ( We are igno ring higher-
order electromagnetic effects here.) Therefore we can rely on perturbation
theory, which immediately tells us that the ratio R of this rate to the rate
for e+ + e- y+ + p- is R = 3 Eq l3~, where the sum runs over all quark
flavors, Qq is their charge in units of e, and the factor 3 is the number
of colors. (For instance, in the wide energy range between mh r: 4.5 GeV
and mt :~ 180 GeV, R - 3(2(2/3)2 + 3(-1/3)2) = 113 .} On the other
hand, the rate for electron-pos itron annihilation into some definite state
of quarks and gluons is not infrared-safe, and its rate therefore cannot
be calculated in perturbation theory at all ; in fact, it is zero . In between
these two extre mes is the rate for electron-posi tron annihilation into a
definite number of jets, each jet carrying a definite total momentum and
charge, together with a set of unobserved hadrons with limited total energy
outside the jets. As discussed in Section 13 .4, this rate is infrared-safe . It
can therefo re be calculated at high energy in the tree approximation of
perturbation theory, identifying jets (in th is order of perturbation theory)
with the outgoing quarks, ant iquarks, and gluons . We can even calculate
the rate for three jet events, arising from tree diagrams in which a gluon is
emitted from the outgoing quark or ant iquark , and use the compa rison of
the results with expe riment to measure the value of as(P) . 22 But we cannot
use perturbation theory to predict the d istribution of momenta within a
jet, because such a di fferential rate i s not infra red-safe . Similar remarks
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apply to the production of jets in deep inelastic lepton-hadron collisions,
to be discussed in Section 20 .6, but the presence of hadrons in the initial
state makes the analysis more complicated .

Following the same reasoning as in Section 12 .5, with no scalar fields the
most general renormalizable Lagrangian for quantum chromodynamics
can be put in the for m

4F~vFxP v - )7, Vn l? - ig Aatx + MnJ vn a (18 .7.5)
n

where A ll is the color gauge vector potential ; Fa v is the color gauge-
covariant field strength tensor ; g is the strong coupling constant ; t, are
a complete set of generators of color SU(3) in the 3 representation (that
is, Hermitian traceless 3 x 3 matrices with rows and columns labelled
by the three quark colors), normalized so that Tr (txtp ) = ~ 6a# ; and
the subscript n labels quark flavors, with quark color indices suppressed .
Just as we found for electrodynamics in Section 12 .5, this Lagrangian
has important accidental symmetries : it conserves space parity,t charge
conjugation parity, and the numbers of quarks of each flavor (minus the
number of the corresponding antiquarks), including the long-established
`strangeness' quantum number, which counts the numbers of `s' quarks .
Thus quantum chromodynamics immediately explained the mysterious
fact that the strong interactions respect various symmetries that are not
symmetries of all interactions . This argument also makes it clear why, as
mentioned earlier, in this theory the weak interactions do not introduce
large violations of parity, charge conjugation, strangeness, etc . Since
all renormalizable interactions among quarks and gluons conserve these
symmetries, at energies E much less than the masses mW of the particles
that carry the weak interactions these symmetries could be violated only
by non-renormalizable terms in the effective field theory, such as iP-yafPW
interactions, which as discussed in Section 12 .3 would be suppressed by
negative powers of mW as well as by the coupling constants of the weak
interactions .

Of course, it is possible that the quarks and gluons exhibit some new
kind of strong interaction at an energy scale A' much larger than the scale
n characteristic of quantum chromodynamics . For instance, as discussed
in Section 22 .5, the quarks might be bound states of more fundamen-
tal fermions, which interact with gauge fields whose asymptotically free
couplings become strong at energies of order A', trapping them into the
quarks. In that case the effective Lagrangian density for quarks at en-

t Although it was not known in 1973, we shall see in Section 23 .6 that non-perturbalive
effects can violate parity in quantum chramodynamics . Various ways of avoiding
strong parity violation have been suggested, but it is not yet clear which is correct .
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ergies E < A' would contain non-renormalizable interactions such as
qWi~ y), which are suppressed only by powers of E /11.' . These interact ions
could show up , not only in small violations of symmet ries like parity and
quark flavor conservation at ordinary energ ies, but also in departures 23
from the quantitative predictions of quantum chromodynamics at energies
approaching X.

Now let us cons ider the behaviour of the coupling constant of quantum
chromodynam ics in greater detail . In lowest order , the renormalization
group equat ion is given by Eq. (18.7.4) as

3

P~dµ g W = - 4
7E2

} 4 -braf

The solution is

~ ~
as(P) = g 2 W ~ 127E

4n (33 - 2 r~f ) In (~/A)

(18.7.6 )

( 1 8.7.7)

where A. is an integration constant. This formula exhibits a characte ristic
property of theo ries of massless (or, for the quarks, approximately mass-
less) particles : in such theories one of the dimensionless couplings in the
Lagrangian is exchanged for a free dimensionful parameter. Eq. (18.7.7)
involves no free dimensionless parameters, but it does in volve one free
parameter with the dimensions of mass, the integration constant A.

These calculations have been car ried to three-loop order. The renor-
mal izat i on group equations to this order a re24

3

1~ d~c~ g ( l~) = - flQ 167r ~ 128ic4 81921c6

where #n are the numerica l coefficients :

Igo = 11 - 3
2

nf ,

fli = 51 --- 3n f ,

2 = 2857 - 5
033

n
f
-

325 z
~ 9 27

n
f

The solution is

g
2

aS~F~~ = ~F~)47c
4 71

flQ In ( .c2 /n,2)

2# 1 1n [In (P2 / n. 2) 3
fro In (jj2 1A2 )

( 18.7.8)

( 1 8.7.9 )

( 18.7.1Q)

(18 .7.11

) flO+ 4 2
#~ 2 2 5

2
((In[Irl(2/A2)1 - z +

2 - 4 )](18 .7.12)
Ida ln (p 1A) f~i
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It should be recalled that nf in the above results is the number of
quark flavors with masses below the energies of interest . In each energy
range between any two successive quark masses we have a different
value of n f, and also a different A, chosen to make g (p) continuous
at each quark mass. In particular, experiments on the deep inelastic
scattering of electrons typically involve energies above only the first four
quark flavors (u, d, s, and c), so here we must take n f = 4 . On the
other hand, experiments at electron-positron colliders like PEP, PETRA,
TRISTRAN, and LEP are at energies well above the fifth (b) quark mass,
so in these experiments we must take nf = 5 . But these results may
be expressed in terms of those for n f = 4 by matching the solutions of
the renormalization group equations at the b quark mass . In this way
it is found25 (using the modified minimum subtraction prescription in
calculating #2) that the strong coupling extrapolated to mz = 91 .2 GeV
is a,(mZ) - gs (mZ)/4n _x .118 ± 0 .006, corresponding to A ~ 250 MeV
for energies y with mh CC p < mt, where nf. = 5. A more recent study26 of
hadronic production in e+-e- annihilation at the Z resonance has given
a directly measured value a,(mi ) = 0.1200 ± 0 .0025, with a theoretical
uncertainty of +0 .007$, corresponding to A = 253±96° MeV.

18.8 Improved Perturbation Theory '

The ground-breaking papery of Gell-Mann and Low was in large part
directed to the problem of `improving' perturbation theory -that is, of us-
ing the ideas of the renormalization group and the results of perturbation
theory to a given order to say something about the next order of pertur-
bation theory. To illustrate this, let's return to the specific case studied by
Gell-Mann and Low : vacuum polarization in quantum electrodynamics.

Recall that the renormalized electric charge e . at a sliding scale y is
given by Eq . ( l 8.2.3 ) in terms of the bare charge e& as

eµ =N~
A)- 1

e8

where IV(A} is the constant which, when multiplied into the unrenormal-
ized electromagnetic field, gives a field renormalized at scale µ. (See
Eq. (18.2.21).) Thus we can define a renormalized (and hence cut-off-
independent) complete photon propagator A'PCr (q, p , ej,) in terms of the
complete propagator ❑'BPcr( q, eB ) of the unrenormalized field as

Alp6(q , µ , e. ) = N~A
) 1

OsP~ (q , eB ) (18.8.2)

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
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in such a way that the function e~~~,ff (q, y, eu) is both independent of y ,
because it equals e~0~PA,eB}, and independent of the cut-off, because
both e~ and ❑~,( q, p , e,) are renormalized quantities . (We are not ex-
plicitly displaying cut-off dependence here .) But Lorentz invariance and
dimensional analysis tell us that this function must take the form :

e~A~, T(q, µ,
eU) _

qP°d
(q2 Il~

2'
eu) + ~,pqa terms . (18.8.3 )

Since Eq. (18 .8.3) is tt-independent, we can set p = V~_q_2 = q here, so tha t

d (gZlPZ,eu) = d( 1,eq) . (18.8.4 )

Now let us see what this tells us about the structure of the perturbation
series for d(q 2 /tc2, eu) . The beta-function for e has the expansion :

The renormalization group equation for e . then has a power series solution

~2
e~ = e~ - b l e~ In

q
- b2 e~ In q

(bib2l
n2 2 + b31n

q
2 e~ + . . .

P

If we also expand d :

d( 1 , e) = e 2 + die4 + d2e 6 + d3e8 + . . .

then

d ( q2/µ2 , e,,) = d ( l, eq) = e~ - (bl1n_(/l)e_ b 2 In
Y

~ z z
- 2(b2b2ln2 ~ + (b3 - bld2)In ~ - d3 e~ + . . . .

(18.8.6)

(18.8.7)

z

~ - d2
)

e~

(18.8.8)

Note that the leading powers of 1n(q2/tt2) in each order of d (q 2 /P2 , eu) are
respectively n, 1, 1, 2,3, . . . . Also, if we calculate d (q 2 / P2 , eu) to order e6~ and
thus determine b1 and b2, we can immediately write down the coefficient
of the leading logarithm in order e~, as - zb l b2 . None of this would be
easy to infer without using the method of the renormalization group .

Problems

1 . Consider an SU(N) gauge theory with a scalar field in the defining
representation of SU(N) . Calculate the beta-function for the gauge
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coupling to one-loop order, including the contribution of a scalar
loop. (Recommendation-, Use the background field gauge, with a
constant background field . )

2. Suppose that the beta-function fl(g) for a theory with positive cou-
pling constant g has a simple zero at g = g . , where fl(g) a(g. - g )
with a > 0. What is the asymptotic behavior of the correction t o
the leading term oc E-Y6(90 in the factor IVE- I associated with the
inclusion of an operator 6 in a vacuum expectation value .

3 . Show that in a theory with P(g) = bg2 + b'g3 +b"g4+ • • •, it is possible
by a redefinition of the coupling constant to make the coefficient b"
anything we want.

4. Calculate the effective electric charge that should be used in studying
processes at energy 100 GeV, taking account of all known charged
quarks and leptons with masses below 100 GeV.

5. Calculate the asymptotic behavior for large four-momentum of the
electron propagator in quantum electrodynamics . (You may use the
one-loop value of Z2 calculated elsewhere, for instance in Section
11 .4.)

6. Calculate the anomalous exponent v to first order in the expansion
in e = 4 - d for an 0(N)-invariant theory of scalar fields 0n(x) with
n = 1, • • • , N belonging to the vector representation of 0 (N), and an
interaction 4g (En 0n)2.
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Spontaneously Broken
global symmetries

Much of the physics of this century has been built on principles of
symmetry : first the spacetime symmetries of Einstein's 1905 special theory
of relativity, and then internal symmetries, such as the approximate SU(2)
isospin symmetry of the 1930s . It was therefore exciting when in the
1960s it was discovered that there are more internal symmetries than
could be guessed by inspection of the spectrum of elementary particles .
There are exact or approximate symmetries of the underlying theory that
are `spontaneously broken,' in the sense that they are not realized as
symmetry trans formations of the physical states of the theory, and in
particular do not leave the vacuum state invariant . The breakthrough was
the discovery of a broken approximate global 5U(2) x SU(2) symmetry of
the strong interactions, which will be discussed in detail in Section 19 .3.
This was soon followed by the discovery of an exact but spontaneously
broken local 5' U(2 ) x U(1) symmetry of the weak and electromagnetic
interactions, which will be taken up along with more general broken local
symmetries in Chapter 21 . In this chapter we shall begin with a general
discussion of broken global symmetries, and then move on to physical
examples .

19,1 Degenerate Vacua

We d o not have to look far for examples of spontaneous symmetry
breaking. Consider a chair . The equation s governing the atoms of the
chair are ro tationally symmetric, but a solution of these equa tions, the
actual chair, has a definite orientat ion in space. Here we wi ll be concerned
n ot so much with the breaking of symmetries by objects like chai rs, but
rather with the symmetry break ing in the ground state of any realis tic
quantum fie ld theory, the vacuum.

A spontaneous ly broken symme try in field theory is always associated
with a d egeneracy of vacuum sta tes. For in s tance, consider a symmetry
tran sformation of the action , and of the meas ure used in integrat ing over

IA 11
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fields, that acts linearly on a set of scalar fields din (x )

M

(The can need not be elementary fields ; they can be composite objects, like
yaly'nw.) As we saw in Section 16 .4, the quanturn effective action I'[o] will
then have the same symmetry

r pi = r [LO] • (19.1 .2)

For the vacuum the expectation value of O(x) must be at a minimum of
the vacuum energy -rp], say at O(x) = ~ (a constant). But if L~ * ~,
then this vacuum is not unique ; -r[O] has the same value at 0 = L~ as it
does at Vii . In the simple special case where the symmetry transformation
(19.1 .1) is a reflection, o ~ - o, if -r(O) has a minimum at a non-zero
value 0 of 0, then it has two minima, at 0 and -~, each corresponding
to a state of broken symmetry .

We are not yet ready to conclude that in such cases the symmetry
is broken, because we have not yet ruled out the possibility that the
true vacuum is a linear superposition of vacuum states in which dim has
various expectation values, which would respect the assumed symmetry .
For instance, in a theory with a symmetry 0 --+ -0, even if F(O) has a
minimum for some non-zero value ~ of 0, how do we know that the true
vacuum is one of the states VAC, ± ) for which (D has expectation values
and -~, and not some linear combination like JVAC, +) + IVAC, - ) that
would respect the symmetry under 0 -~ -0 ? The assumed symmetry under
the transformation 0 ~ -0 tells us that the vacuum matrix elements of
the Hamiltonian are

VAC, + I H I VAC, +) = VAC, - I H I VAC, -) - a

(with a real) and

VAC, +I H I VAC, - ) = VAC, -JH I VAC, + ) = b

(with b real), so the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are IVAC, +) +
VAC, -), with energies a + J b I . These energy eigenstates are invariant
(or invariant up to a sign) under the symmetry 0 --~, -0 , In fact, the
same issue also arises for chairs . The quantum mechanical ground state
of an isolated chair is actually rotationally invariant ; it is a state with
zero angular momentum quantum numbers, and hence with no definite
orientation in space.

Spontaneous symmetry breaking actually occurs only for idealized sys-
tems that are infinitely large . The appearance of broken symmetry for a
chair arises because it has a macroscopic moment of inertia I, so that
its ground state is part of a tower of rotationally excited states whose
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energies are separated by only tiny amounts, of order h2/I . This g ives
the sta te vector of the cha ir an exquisite sensitivity to external perturba-
tio n s ; even very weak external fie lds wi ll shift the energy by much more
t han the energy d ifference of these rotational leve ls . In consequence, any
rotationally asymmetric ex ternal field wil l cau se the ground state or any
other state of the chair wi t h definite angular momentum num bers rapid ly
to deve lop componen ts with other an gular momentum qua ntum numbers .
The s t a tes of the chair tha t are re latively stable with respect to small
extern al perturbations are not those with defin ite an gular momentum
quantum numbers, bu t rather those with a defin ite orientation , i n which
the rota t ional symmetry of the underlying theory is broken .

For the vacuum also, the possibility of spontaneou s symmetry breaking
is again re lated to the large size of the system, specifically to the large
volume of space. In the above examp le of a reflection symmetry, the o ff-
diagona l matrix e lement b of the Hamiltonian invo lves an integration over
field co nfigurations tha t tunne l from the minimum at 0 = 0 to the one at
0 = -0, so it is smaller than the diagon al matrix e lement a by a barrier
penetration factor that for a spatia l volume V is of the fo rm exp(-C -r),
where C is a posi tive constant* depend ing o n the microscopic parameters
of the theory. The two energy eigen states VAC, +) ± VAC, -) are thus
essentially d egenerate for any macroscopic vo lume, and so are strongly
mixed by any perturba tion that is an odd func tiona l of 0. Even if such a
perturbation H ' is very weak, i ts diagonal e lement s VAC,+I H 'IVAC,± )
will d iffer by much more than the exponentia lly supp ressed off-diagonal
elemen ts of either H or the perturbation . Thus the vacuum e igensta tes
of the perturbed Ham iltonian will b e very close to either one of the
broken symmetry sta tes ~ VAC, ±) which diagonal ize the perturbation ,
and not to the invarian t sta tes VAC, +) ± VAC, ---) . Which one of the
st ates IVAC, ±) is the true vacuum for very small p erturba tions? Th is
depend s on the perturbation , but since these two states are related by a
symmetry transformation of the original H ami ltonia n , it doesn 't matter ;
if the pertu rbat io n is sufficiently sma ll, no observer will be able to tell the
difference.

The van is hing of matrix e lements b etween vacuum states with di fferent
fiel d expectation values becomes exac t in a space of infinite volume.' For
infinite vo lume, a genera l vacuum st ate Jv) may be defin ed as a s tate with

For instance, by analogy with the classic wave mechanical problem of barrier
penetration, for a Lagrangian density of the form -zr7,~ O r7u O - V(O)1 we have

C = f ~ 2V(O) dO. We will not bother to calculate the off-diagonal matrix el-
ement h here, because we shall soon give a general argument that shows that it
vanishes for infinite volume .
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zero momentum

P ~V) = 0 (19 .1 .3)

for which this is a discrete momentum eigenvalue. (This excludes single-
particle or multiparticle states, for which the momentum value zero is
always part of a continuum of momentum values in a space of infinite
volume.) In general there may be a number of such states . They can
usually be expanded in a discrete set, and our notation will treat them as
if they were discrete . They will be chosen to be orthonorma l

~u tv) = 6uL . (19.1 .4)

Any matrix element of a product of local Hermitian operators at equal
times between these states may be expressed as a sum over states :

~uIA(x) B ( D)jv) = j>j A(D)jw) ~w j B (a ) ~u )
W

+ 1 d~~ j> ~ A(a) ~N , P ) ~N, PI B (a) E v )e-ip x , (1 9.1 .5 )

where ~N , p) are a set of orthonormalized continuum states of defin ite
three-momentum p that together with the j v ) span the whole physical
Hilbert space. (Here N may include continuous as well as discrete labels .
Also, we are dropping time arguments .) We assume without proof that
because the H IV, p) belong to the continuous spectrum of the momentum
operator P, the dependence of matrix elements on p is smooth enough
(that is, Lebesgue integrable) to allow the use of the Riemann Lebesgue
theorem,2 so that the integral over p vanishes as x j --+ oo . In this limit, we
have then

~ulA (x) B (a ) 1 v 5 ) E~ulA(a ) lw5 (wl B(a) l v) . ( 1 9 .1 .6)
1 xl-x w

Likewise,

~uIB(a ) A(x) I vS ) E ~u l B (a)jw S ~wIA(a) lu7 • ( 9 .1 .7 )ixi--> 00 w
But causality tells us that the equal-time commutator [A(x), B(0)] vanishes
for x =~ 0 (see Section 5 .1 ), so the matrix elements (19.1 .6) and (19.1 .7) are
equal, and thus the Hermitian matrices ~u jA (D) j v~, (uB(0) j v ) , etc., must all
commute with one another . It follows that they can all be simultaneously
diagonalized . Changing if necessary to this basis, we have then for every
Hermitian local operator A(x) of the theory

~ufA(a ) lu ) = 6uU QU (19 . 1 . 8 )

with at, a real number , the expectation value of A in the s ta te ~ u) . So
for infin ite volume any Hami ltonian cons t ructed from local operators will
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have vanishing matrix elements between the different vacua Jv) . In the
absence of off-diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian, any two Iv)s connected
by a symmetry operation will be degenerate . Asymmetry- breaking per-
turbation built out of such local operators will be diagonal in the same
basis, and will therefore yield a ground state that is one of the Iv)s, rather
than a linear combination of them .

It is reassuring that the vacuum states Jv) which are stable against
small field-dependent perturbations are also vacuum states in which the
cluster decomposition condition (see Chapter 4) is satisfied . This principle
requires that for the physical vacuum state J VAC )

~VACJA(x)B(0)JVAC) )(VAQA(x)VAC) ~VAC J B(0) J VAC ) . (19.1.9)~~00
This condition is satisfied if we take the vacuum state J VAQ to be any
one of the states Jv) in the basis defined by Eq . (19 .1 .8), but not if we take
it to be a general linear combination of several of the Iv)s .

1 9.2 Goldstone Bosons

We now specia lize to the case of a spontaneou s ly broke n continuous
symmetry. In t his case there is a theorem, that (with one impor tan t
excep t ion, to be con sidered in Chapter 2 1 ) the spectrum of physical
partic les must contain one particle of zero mass and spin for each broken
symmetry. Such pa rt icles, known as Go ldstone boson s (or N ambu-
Go ld stone bosons) were fi rst encountered in spec ific models by Goldstone'
and Nambu4 ; two general proofs of their existence were then given by
Go ld stone, Salam, and myself.5 This section will present both of these
p roofs, and then go on to consider the properties of the Go l dstone
boson s .

Suppose that the action and measure are invariant under a continu -
ous symmetry, under which a se t of Hermitian sca lar fields 0n(x) (ei ther
elementary or composite) are subjected to the linear infin i tesimal tran s-
formation s

OnW -, OnW + ic T, t ►lmo rn (x ) , (19.2.1)
in

with item a finite real matrix. As we fo und i n Section 16 .4, the e ffective
action is then also invariant under this transformation

1: 1 mo J t
nm om( .aC ) d4aC = 0 . (19 .2 . 2)

n rn,m 0 l

We shall specialize to the case of a translationally invariant theory with
constant fields din, where as we saw in Section 16 .2, the effective action
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takes the form
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(19.2.3 )

where ~V is the spacetime vo lume and V(O) is known as the effective
poten tia l. Eq. ( 1 9.2.2) may then be written

r3V(0 )
tnm Om = 0

n ,m 0o n
(19.2.4)

We will use this symmetry requirement in a form obtained by differenti-
ating again with respect to 01 :

tn" + E tnmom = 0 . (19.2.5)
a0n4lnom

Now specialize to the case where On is at the minimum of V ( O), that
is, at the vacuum expectation value din . Since y( O) is stationary at its
minimum, the first term in Eq . (19.2 .5) vanishes, so

02 V(O )

n ,m OOn~~/ 0.4

(19.2.6)

The general results of Section 16.1 show that the second deriva tive
in Eq. ( 1 9.2.6) is just the sum of a ll connected one-partic le-irreducible
momen tum-space Feynman diagrams with external lines labe l led n and e
and carrying zero fou r-momentum. As shown at the end of Sect ion 16 . 1 ,
it is related to the reciprocal of the momentum-space propaga tor by

00n ~ 0e,

so Eq . ( 19 .2 .6) g ives

Ong (0) tnm ~m = 0 .

nm

(19.2.7)

(19.2.8)

Thus, if the symme t ry is broken, so tha t Em thrn*n is non-zero, then this
is an e igenvector of ❑n1(D) with eigen value ze ro. The ex istence of such
an eigenvector means that ❑n~(q) has a pole at q2 = D. The rank of the
res id ue of the pole at q2 = 0 is equal to the dimensio nality of the space
of the vectors tai, with t runn ing over all the generators of continuous
symmetries of the theory. Roughly speak ing, there is one massless boson
for every independent broken symmetry.

In the classic example of a broken symmetry, the Lagrang ian involves
a set of N rea l scalar fields din, and takes the form

1 .1& PI
)z 2

OpOn&On - - 1: OnOn - g- (E OnO
2 n 4 n

( 19 .2.9)
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This is invarian t und er the group O(N), consis t i ng of rotation s of the
N -vector with co mponents din . For constant fields the effective potential
in the tree approximat ion is given simply by minus the non-derivative
terms in the Lagrangian density

2

1: OM On + E OM OnVM ~ 2 n 4 n
(19.2 .10)

As usual we suppose that g is positive-definite . (Otherwise the minimum,
if any, of Y(O) lies outside the range of validity of perturbation theory .)
If ' z is also positive, the minimum of V( O) is at the point 0 = 0, which
is invariant under O(N). On the other hand, for .2 c 0 the minimum is
at points din at which

n

The mass matrix in the tree approximation is the n

-
02 V(O )

Mn2M 0000
m

26nrn + $5nm + 2g~n~m

2$ On Om .

This has one eigenvector with a non-zero eigenvalue :

rn2 = 2 g E 2 1 2
1

n

(19.2.11 )

( 19 .2 . 13 )

and N - 1 eigenvectors perpendicular to ~ with eigenvalue zero. Th e
reason for the appearance of only N - 1 Gold stone boson s is just that
D (IV) is broken down to D (1V - 1) ( the subgroup of O(N) that leaves ~
invariant), and so the number of independent broken symmetries is the
dimens ionality of O(N) minus the dimensionality of D (1V - 1 ), or

1N(N - 1) - i (N - 1)(1V - 2) = 1V - 1 . (19.2 .14)
2 2

Here is another proof of the existence of Goldstone bosons, one that
makes no use of the effective action formalism. As we saw in Chapter
7, any continuous symmetry of the action leads to the existence of a
conserved current J J`

aa"(X) _
0

r3xp

(19.2.15)

with a charge Q that induces the associated symmetry tran sformation

Q=f d3X jO(X, 0) , (19.2 .16)
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[L' , 0 ra (X)] - - T~ tnmOm0
in

( 19 .2 . 1 7 )

Operator relations like Eqs . (19.2.15)-(19.2 .17) are unaffected by sponta-
neous symmetry breaking, which is manifested in the properties of physical
states. Now, consider the vacuum expectation value of the commutator of
the current and field . Summing over intermediate states, this i s

LaA W , ~nW
I )VAC

= (2n)-3
/

d4
P [p(p) eP"y-x ?

where, using translation invariance,

k(p) e iP (y-x )
J

- PN ) , (19.2.19)(27i) -3 iP
n

(P ) = E~VAC ~ J~ (0 ) I N~ ~N10 n (a)IVAC)34(p

~27r)-3i
Pn

(P ) = E~ VAC IOn (O)IN) ~Na~(a ) I VAC)64(P - PN
) • (19.2.20)

We usually take P as well as din to be Hermitian operators, in which case
Eqs . (19 .2.19) and (19.2.20) are complex conjugate s

Pn(P) = -Pn*(p )

but th is will not b e assumed here .
Lorentz invariance tells us that p and p must take the form s

Pn(P) = P'Pn
(
r`P

2
)
0(
P
I)'

(1 9 . 2 .21 )

(19.2.22)

(19.2.23 )

(The factor B(p°), which is +1 for p° > 0 and zero otherwise, is required
by the fact that pN is the four-momentum of a physical state .) This give s

([JA(), O
n(x)l )VAC 01 - f d 1t2 [p2+(y - xf Az )

~Y

+pn
(

l
12 )A +(x - Y ; It2)]

where ❑+ is the fami l iar function

0+(z
; ,12) = (2 7c )-3

J
r d4

P
O(

P
O) 6 (P2 + 11 2 ) e 'P•z

(19 .2 .24)

As remarked in Chapter 5, Lorentz invariance allows ❑ +(z ; yz) to depend
o nly on z 2, A2, and 0(?), and for zz > 0 only on z2 and p2 . Hence
❑+(x - y ; y2) and ❑+(y -- x ; M2) are equal for x - y spaceli ke, a nd so in
this case

([JA( .1) On (X)l
)Vac y),

dm2 IP42) + On
(P)] A+(y - x ; M2) .

(19 .2 .26)
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But for x - y spacelike all commutators must vanish, s o

and therefore Eq. (19 .2.24) gives for general x and y

1 7 1

(19.2.27)

kA (Y ), )VAC ~ d+
,2

Pn
(

F~~~ [A+( Y - ~~ F~
2)

- A+ (x - Y
, Ft2)

I-y
(19.2.28)

~Where Eq. (19.2.21) applies, Eq . (19 .2.27) also shows that pn(p) is real .
Now let us use the fact that J'(y ) is conserved. Applying the derivative

0/ 0y~ to both sides of Eq. (19.2.28), and using the familiar equation

we find, for all x and y

(19.2.29 )

0 = I dµ' µ'pn(µ) [D+(Y -
X,

µ2) - A+(x - Y
,
µ2)) , ( 19.2.30)

and so (since ❑+(x - y ) is not even for x - y timelike or lightlike )

Y2 Pn(,U 2) = 0 . (19.2-31 )

Normally we would conclude from this that p,'(1t2) vanishes for all µ' .
However, this is not possible in the case of broken symmetry. Set A = 0
and x0 = YO =tin Eq. (19.2.28) :

( IJO (Y, t), On (X,
t)DVAC =

2i(27r)-' I dp2Mit
2 )

x J'd4PV~~+1,2 ip-(y-X)6(p2 + t,2)

= W(Y - x ) J dE12
Pn

(
Fs

2) .

Integrating and using Eqs . (19.2.1 6) and (19.2.1 7) gives

1 tnm VAC = i Pn (Y
z

m

Eqs. (19.2.31) and ( 19.2 .32 ) can be reconciled only i f

Pn (P? )
trtm

(o
m

(
O

)
~VAC

M
(19.2.33)

(This is real for Hermitian fields 0,, because in this case Eq. (19.2 . 1) requires
tn,to be imaginary.) Thus as long as the symmetry is broken, Pn ([t) cannot
vanish, but rather consists entirely of a term proportional to 6(µz). Such
a term can obviously only arise in a theory that has massless particles,
because otherwise the spectrum of center-of-mass squared energies -p~
would not extend down to zero . Furthermore a delta-function S(µ) can
only arise from single particle states of zero mass ; multiparticle states
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would contribute a continuum extending down to µz = 0. The state

0n(0 )I VAC} is rotationally invariant, so ( IV~ iO, (0 ) VAC ) must vanish for
any state N of non-zero helicity. Also ( VACJJOI IIT~ vanishes for any state N
that has different intrinsic parity or (unbroken) internal quantum numbers
from JO. We conclude then that a broken symmetry with tn„z(Oh(0}yvAC =k 0
requires the existence of a massless particle of spin zero and the same parity

and internal quantum numbers as A These are our Goldstone bosons .

The above argument breaks down when the spontaneously broken
symmetry is a local rather than a global symmetry. Either we choose
a Lorentz-invariant gauge, such as the Landau gauge with a ,,Ay = 0, in
which case as shown in Section 15.7 the positivity assumptions of quantum
mechanics are violated, or we adopt a gauge like the axial gauge with
A~ - 0, in which case the ordinary rules of quantum mechanics apply but
manifest Lorentz invariance is lost . As we shall see in Chapter 21, this
exception is not just a technicality ; spontaneously broken local symmetries
do not lead to Goldstone bosons .

It will be useful to look in a little more detail at how the coefficient of
the delta-function in pN( ,u2) is related to the properties of the Goldstone
boson . For a spin zero boson B of four-momentum q 11, Lorentz invariance
requires the matrix element of the current between the vacuum and one-
particle states to take the form

(VACJ.I '(x)j B ~ = i
F pB e tp y 'x

(2 7 c )3/2 27B

(19.2.34)

where PB is the momentum of B, p0B _ I pB I and F is a constant coefficient
with the dimensions of energy. (This is consistent with current conservation
because psa p~ = 0.) Also, the matrix element of the scalar field
between a single-particle state and the vacuum is of the for m

(B I O n (AO~ _
Zn èPe -v

/: ;:;; ;- (19 .2.35)

where 2n is a dimensionless constant. From Eqs. (19 .2.34) and (19.2 .35),
we have then

(27r)- 'iPn (
-P

2
)P

1O(
P

O
) .1 `~-'N(vAC~ .r'{o} IB~ ~B I OO)P

6 4 (p - PB )

= 5(P° - ~ P ~ ) (2 7 c )- '(2p°)-ipAF2n

so

MY 2) = Fzn 6 (,u'} . (19.2 .36)
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Comparing with Eq . ( 19 .2.33 ) , this gives

i FZn = -- T, tnm (Om(0)VAC

1 7 3

(19 .2.37 )

More generally, we may have several broken symmetries with generators
t,, and currents .Ia, which we can take independent in the sense that no
linear combination of the to is unbroken . For each of these, there is a
Goldstone boson IBp ), and we define Z,,, and Fab by

F d
e

ipB-x

(VACJ.I~ (x)jBb~ `~~p~ ,
(27c)3/2 26

A l On ( .y ) I O ~

Eq. (19 .2.37) applies for each a, so

fan e"iPB ' Y

Pn )3 1'` 2Pa

t 1: FahZbn - - X: [tulnm(Om(O)~VAC
b m

( 19.2.39}

(19 .2.40)

For instance, in the O(N) example discussed earlier, we can adapt our
basis so that the vacuum expectation value points in the one-direction

Om = (Om(OVAC = v41 - ( 19 .2 .41 )

The IV-1 broken symmetry generators ta (with a = 2 • • • N) can be defined
as those for infin itesimal rotations in the 1 -a plane. With a convenient
choice of normalization, these have the non-zero element s

[ ta l Ia = - [tul ul = l (19.2.42 )

(with no summation over a) . The unbroken a (11T - 1) symmetry, under
which the N - 1 Goldstone bosons transform according to the vector
representation, tells us that

dab = 6a6F

Then Eq . (1 9.2.40) requires

Zu l = ❑ ,

F2 -- v . (19.2 .44)

It is conventional to adopt the field renormalization prescription that
Z = 1, so F = v. Thus F is a measure of the strength of the symmetry
breaking. As we shall now see, the parameter 1/F determines the strength
with which the Goldstone bosons interact with each other and with other
particles .

A broken symmetry tells us more about the Goldstone bosons than just
that they have zero mass ; it also tightly constrains their interactions at
low energy. To see this in the simplest case, consider the matrix element o f

Zab = 2 bR b . (19.2.43)
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0

a

Figure 19.1 . Feynman diagrams for pole terms in the matrix element of a
symmetry current Jl'(x) between general states a and (3, due to a Goldstone
boson internal line, denoted n .

the current .It(x) associated with a broken symmetry . Between arbitrary
states a, ~

(PIP(x)j~x) = e iq-x (pjy(0)11~ , (19.2.45)

with

qy ° Px -P~ • ( 19 .2 .46)

We know that P`(x ) has a non-zero matrix element between the vac uum
and a one-Goldstone-boson state ~ B , q ~, given by Eq . (19 .2.34) . It follows
by the usual rules of polology (see chapter 10) that the matrix element
(19 .2.45) has a pole at q 2 __+ 0, with*

where i (2 71)464(pa -- p# - q )Nf#a 1 {2 71 }312 ( 2p° ) 1 /2 is the S-matrix element for
emitting a Goldstone boson of four-momentum q in the transition a
Let us therefore write

iFqA
#a M

P whereN~1 is defined as the non-pole contributions to the matrix elemen t
of the current. From Eq. (19.2 .45), we see that the conservation la w

Where the Goldstone boson corresponds to an elementary field, Eq . (19.2.47) may be
obtained by inspection of the class of Feynman diagrams shown in Figure 19 .1 . The
factor i(27r )¢ in the S-matrix element for a -- ), P + B is cancelled by the factor -i(21c)-4
associated with the B propagator . The general rules of polology tell us that the same
holds even where the Goldstone boson is a composite particle .
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q

q

(a) (1)}

Figure 1 9.2. Feynman diagrams for pole terms in the matrix element of a
symmetry current Jy(x) between general states a and fl, due to internal lines
close to their mass shell . Solid lines indicate `hard' external particle ; wavy lines
indicate insertions of the current P(x) ; the cross-hatched disk represents the sum
of diagrams with the indicated external lines .

0AP1 = 0 for the current P` requires (19.2.48) to vanish when contracted
with qu, and so

MP = F
quNfla ( 19 .2 .49 )

One immediate consequence is that unless IV', has a pole at q ---+ 0, the
matrix element Mfl,, for emitting a Goldstone boson in a transition a
vanishes as q ---+ 0. This is called an "Adler zero.'6

In fact, it often happens that IV" does have a pole at q = 0 . This is
because the vertex for the current PI(x) might be attached to an external
line of the process a ~ fl . (See Figure 19 .2.) For instance, if a four-
momentum qu is carried away by a current P inserted into an outgoing
or incoming particle line of four-momentum p and mass m, then the
internal line that connects this vertex to the rest of the diagram will carry
a four-momentum pP + q A or p" - qA respectively, and its propagator will
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therefore contribute to 1V~a a factor

[(p ± q )' + m2] -' = [ f 2p • q + q2] -1 ---+ ±
2p 1 9

' (19.2.50)

For a fixed d irection of q, the factor 1 / Iq l from Eq. (19.2.50) cancels the

factor I q l in Eq . ( 19.2 .49 ), yielding a finite (though q-direction-dependent)
result in the limit ~ q ~ --+ 0. On the other hand , the contribution to NI',,

of d iagrams in which the current P is attached to an internal line of t9e

process a -4# has no singularity for I q l ---+ 0, and therefore is cancelled

by the factor ~ q ~ in Eq. (19.2 .49) . Thus Eq. (19.2.49) can be interpreted

to mean that the amplitude for emitting a very soft Goldstone boson in
a process a ~ # can be calculated firatra graphs in which the Goldstone

boson is emitted only from the ex ternal lines of the process , with the vertex

for emitting the Goldstone boson given by applying Eq . (19.2.49 ) to the
transition between single-particle states .

The effective action formalism can be used to derive interesting results
for the interactions of the Goldstone bosons with each other and w ith
other scalars . For this purpose , we note that if we define a set of
renormalized Goldstone boson fields Ka for which

e- iPB xbab

32,~~
V

then Eq . (19 .2.39) tells us that

On(X) _ Y~ Zan 7c a (x) + . . . , (19.2.52)

where ` . . .' indicates fields that do not create Goldstone bosons. But
Eq. (19.2.40) gives Zan = E b Fab '( itb 0)n . Thus the amplitude for any
reaction among N zero-four-momentum Goldstone bosons 7 c ,, l, . . . , 7caN,
is the same as would be calculated in the tree approximation from the
effective interaction

with

ON V (0)I 1 !
ga 1 . . . a N Fa lb l

. . FR nt b nt (i tb1 0)n j
. .

( Z tb N O) Yi N

(19.2 .54)
Eq. (19 .2.4) at 0 then implies that the sum of all "tadpole' graphs
for a single Goldstone boson line disappearing into the vacuum vanishes,
and Eq. (19 .2.6) tells us that the amplitudes vanish for Goldstone bosons
to make transitions at zero four-momentum into any other scalars . To
go beyond these results, we can continue to differentiate with respect to
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the scalar fields. For instance, the derivative of Eq . (19.2.5) gives for any
symmetry generator t :

1: a ' V(O) ~'v (O)tn~+~
n OOn O d~~

a, V(O)
tnm +

F- 00"OOm OO"
n,k

tnkOk = a . (19 .2.55)

Taking t as one of the broken symmetry generators tu, setting
contracting with (tbo) rn ( t , ~)z, and using Eq . (19 .2 .6) gives

I: a3v~~}
nm~

( ta~M tb4m ( tckl = 0, (19 .2.56)

so the sum of all graphs with three external zero-four-momentum Gold-
stone boson lines vanishes . In particular, this means that in general
processes, to leading order in small Goldstone boson energies, low energy
Goldstone bosons are not emitted from external low energy Goldstone
boson lines.

19.3 Spontaneously Broken Approximate Symmetries

In the previous section we dealt with exact symmetries of the action that do
not leave the vacuum invariant, and are said to be spontaneously broken .
We shall now consider the effect of adding small symmetry-breaking terms
to the action in such a theory. Such spontaneously broken approximate
symmetries are important in the theory of strong interactions, and in
some areas of condensed matter physics . As we shall see, the spontaneous
breakdown of an approximate symmetry does not lead to the appearance
of massless Goldstone bosons, but of low-mass spinless particles, often
called pseudo- Goldstone bosons . 7

We continue here to treat translationally invariant theories, in which
the effective action is expressed as in Eq . ( 19.2.8} in terms of an effective
potential V(O) that depends on a set of spacetime-independent scalar field
expectation values din . For an action that obeys some set of approximate
continuous symmetries with generators t, the effective potential may be
written

where Va{O } satisfies the invariance condition *

( ta~nrn orn = 0
nm ~~n

(19.3.1)

(19.3.2)

We denote general symmetry generators as t , , tfl , etc., in contrast with the independent
broken symmetry generators, for which the subscript a takes values a, b, etc .
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and VI(O) is a small correction due to the symmetry breaking in the
action. Suppose that this perturbation shifts the minimum of the potential
from pia, the minimum of Va (O), to ~ = Oa + 01 , where iii is small, of first
order in the symmetry-breaking perturbation . The equilibrium condition
for the vacuum is then

001, ~0=00+0 1
The zeroth-order term on the left is just [ 0 Y0(O )10On]which vanishes
because 00 is defined as the minimum of Va(O). Thus the first-order terms
must also vanish, and so :

a, Vow dim +
yyz 00 n4m

0_00

~ V, (0) =o .
00n 0= 0a

( 19 .3 .4)

Eq. (19.2.6) holds here with V replaced with the invariant term Vo and
replaced with 00 :

a'` Va(O)
nd

( ta) r Ir 001 = 0 . (19.3 .5)

Hence multiplying Eq. (19 .3 .4) with (t,O4)n and summing over n give s

(
t
,XOO)

n ~ ~~~) = o .
on 0=0o

(19.3 .6)

Recalling the interpretation of V(O) as the generating function for one-
particle-irreducible graphs, and noting that in the absence of the pertur-
bation Vi the Goldstone components of On are those in the direction of
taOo (see Eq . (19 .2.33)), the left-hand side of Eq . (19.3.6) is proportional
to the sum of all `tadpole' graphs, in which a pseudo-Golds tone boson
disappears into the vacuum. Eq. ( 7 9 .3 .6 ) may thus be paraphrased as
the condition that, to first order in VI, pseudo-Goldstone bosons have no
tadpoles .

The moral of this calculation is that if we do not start with a zeroth-
order vacuum expectation value that satisfies Eq. (19.3.6), then even a small
perturbation will produce a large change in Vii, invalidating the expansion
of 0 around 00. Fortunately, for compact Lie groups it is always possible
to choose 00 to satisfy Eq. (19.3 . 6). To see this, note that the invariance of
the potential V4(O) under a group of real linear transformations 0 --+ LO
implies that if 0 . is one minimum of the potential, then so is LO . . For
continuous groups of transformations, we can always parameterize the
transformations as L(O), in such a way that

a0a
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where IV,,b is a non-singular matrix depending on the group parameters
O . (Recall that in a real representation, it is its rather than to that is
real.) Now consider the function Vj{L(U)O* } . Where the group is compact,
L(0)0. maps out a compact manifold as 0 runs over the group volume,
and as long as VI(O) is continuous, it must have a minimum on any such
compact surface, say at a point L(B.)O. . The derivative of Vj(L(0)O.)
with respect to Bx is

0 V, (L(0)0.) _ ~

n

rV, ( r~ ) N~# (0) ( it#L ( B )~i .) ,j . (19.3 .8)
002 00 n O=L ( e)0 .

This must vanish at the minimum 8 . , and since IITab is non-singular, this
implies that

a V, (0 )o (tpL (B. )O* )n . (19.3 .9)

But then Eq. (19.3.6) is satisfied if we make the choice Oa = L (O.)O . .

Eq. (19.3.6) is known as a vacuum alignment condition,' because it gen-
erally has the effect of forcing the direction of the symmetry breaking
by the vacuum into some sort of alignment with the symmetry-breaking
terms in the Hamiltonian. For instance, consider the case of SO(N) spon-
taneously broken to SO(N - 1), introduced in the previous section . In
the absence of any symmetry-breaking perturbation, there is no way to
tell which SO(N - 1) subgroup is left unbroken ; if the dynamics of the
theory leads to a ground state that is invariant under the SO(N - 1)
subgroup of SO(N) that leaves some N-vector Oon invariant, then by
performing an SO(N) rotation we can find a ground state that is in-
variant under the SO(N - 1) subgroup that leaves any other 11T-vector
invariant. If we add a perturbation that transforms under SO(N) like,
say, the component En uO,t of an SIT-vector On (not necessarily consisting
of elementary scalars), then the Hamiltonian is invariant under a spe-
cific SO(N - 1) subgroup of SO(N), consisting of rotations that leave
the vector u invariant. Without a vacuum alignment condition, we might
think that the remaining exact symmetry is SO(N - 2), consisting of
those rotations that leave invariant both u and the vector pia character-
izing the vacuum symmetry. But with VI(O) = En unpin, the condition
(19.3 .6) tells us that at the true vacuum, E,,(txOo),,u, = 0 for all SO(N)
generators t, . The S0 ( 11T) generators t . span the space of all antisym-
metric N x N matrices, so this condition requires that 00 must be in the
same direction as u, and so the unbroken symmetry is S O(N -- 1), not
SO(N - 2).

According to the general results of Section 16 .1, the mass matrix 1Vfab
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of the pseudo-Goldstone bosons is given to first order b y

M2
ab = Y, ZdnZbm

Mn aomaon
0=00+01

(19.3 .10 )

where Zan is the field renormalization constant defined by Eq . ( 19.2.39 ) .
Since the mass matrix ( 19.3.1 0) vanishes in zeroth order, the first-order
terms give

a, Vow
M~b = ~7, Zun2bm

Mn

0 zvl{0 }
Ole +

0=0fl aomaon
(19 .3.11 )

where 2u„ is here given by the zeroth-order approximation to (19 .2 .40) :

Zan - ~ Fabl (400)M

b

(19 .3 .12)

To calculate the mass matrix (19.3-11), we take t in Eq. (19.2.55) to be
one of the broken symmetry generators ta, set 0 = 00, and contract with
{tb Op}m Oll :

a3 Vow
0 = E 0 l ~4 ta OO)n( tb OO)m

nm(

d
(o)

1
: 0- VOW

(
tu~j

l)
n

( tb~ja )m

+ 02 V

nm a0 n 4m
0
_

00
n~ NnaO~

0-00

( tutb Oa )n O i z'

The second term on the right-hand side vanishes according to Eq. ( 19 .2.6 ) ,
while the third may be rewritten using Eq . (19 .3 .4), leaving us with

E a, Vow
nm

e 0010omeo
n 0-00

O IA taMnNOQ )m =
0 VI(O)

(tatb OO)n
eon 0 =duo

( 19.3.13 )
Using this in Eq . (19.3.11) then yields a formula for the pseudo-Goldstone
boson mass matrix in terms of VI :

Mcd E Fca'Fdbl (taOa )n (tb Oa)rn

02 V
1
(0)

a b
aomaon

0=0o

+(tatbOO)n vl (0) .

eon 0=ran
(19 .3 .14)

For this to be a sensible mass matrix, it had better be positive . To
see that it is, it is convenient to rewrite this result in terms of derivatives
with respect to the group parameters O . Differentiating Eq. (19.3.8) with
respect to Bg , setting 0 = B. , and using Eq . (19.3.9) and O4 = L([]*)O .
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gives

m
a6

= E Naa, la y ) Nb~ (a.) Fa ' Fbd'
cda/3

O2VI (L(8)0*)

00000fl 0=0.

18 1

(19.3.15)

The matrix on the right is positive, because 0* is the minimum of the
function Vi ( L(B)0 * ) .

This formula has a somewhat more familiar version, in terms of the
vacuum expectation value of a double commutator of symmetry generators
with the symmetry-breaking perturbation. Suppose that the symmetry-
breaking perturbation H1 in the Hamiltonian is a linear combinatio n

H I = E un(Dn ( 1 9.3. 16 )

of operators On (not necessarily elementary scalar fields), which furnish a
representation of the symmetry group with generators ta, in the sense tha t

[T, OnI = -(ta) nmOm, ( 1 9 .3 .17)

where ?'x are the quantum mechanical generators of the symmetry group .
According to the results of Section 1 6 .3, the symmetry-breaking part of
the potential is

Vi (O) = (Hi~ (O) -O_ Y: unOn , (19.3.18)
n

the subscript in the middle expression indicating that the expectation value
is to be taken in the state of minimum energy in which (Dn has expectation
value 0, The vacuum alignment condition ( 1 9 .3.6) then reads

0 un (ta 04 )n

or using Eq . (19.3 .17)

0 = (Vot, H&o , (19.3.19)

the subscript 0 now indicating that the expectation value is to be taken
in the vacuum state, in which (Dn has expectation value q5o n . Also,
Eq. (19.3 .14) gives the mass matrix here a s

Mc'd - - X: Fca1Fdb1 E Un (t tb 4o )n
ab n

and , using Eq . (19 .3.17), th is is

M
r d

=_E Fca1Fdb1 ff 7'a~ [ T6 , H1 ]] ~o . (19.3.20)
ab

This is symmetric in c and d . To see this, note that the Jacobi identity
and group commutation relations may be used to write the difference
of Eq . (19.3.20) and the same with c and d interchanged as a linear
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combination of terms ffT,, HI]~0, which vanish according to the vacuum
alignment condition (19.3 .19). The mass matrix (19 .3.20) is also posi-
tive, because the point 0 = 0 is at the minimum of the vacuum energy
(exg(-iD ,, Tu)Hl exp ( iB , TR) y~ for rotated vacuum states exp(iB,, T,,) I a~ .

19.4 Pions as Goldstone Bosons

The classic example of a broken symmetry in elementary particle physics
is the approximate symmetry of strong interactions known as chiral
SU(2) x SU(2). According to our present understanding, this symme-
try arises because there are two quark fields, u and d, that happen to
have relatively small masses . (An estimate is given in Section 19 .7.) In the
approximation that the u and d are massless, the Lagrangian (18.7.5) of
quantum chromodynamics i s

Y = ---RyPD,u - dyiD A d---- , (19.4.1 )

where DP is a col or-gauge-covariant derivative (see Eq . ( 15 .1 .10}) and `• ' •'
refers to terms involving only gluon fields and/or other quark flavors, but
not u or d. This Lagrangian is invariant under the transformation s

~ (19.4.2)~ ~ exp ~i B~' ' t + i Y 5 E~A . i
)

where t' is the three-vector* of isospin matrice s

1 d 1 1 0 -i 1 I 0
~~ - 2 -I d t2 2 i 0 t3 2 0 -1

and 6V and BA are independent real three-vectors ." This Lie algebra
may be written in terms of two commuting SU(2) subalgebras that act
respectively only on the left- and right-handed parts of the quark fields,
with generators

tL = 1( 1 + y5}t , tR = -0 - y5}t (19.4.3)
2

We use arrows for three-vectors in isotopic spin space to distinguish them from
ordinary three-vectors, which will continue to be indicated by boldface letters ,
The Lagrangian (19 .4.1) has this symmetry because y5y~y~ = -qiY5Y1` = +V) Y ~'y S .
The Lagrangian also has two other continuous internal symmetries . One is baryon
conservation, the invariance under a common phase transformation of the u and d
quark fields . This is unbroken and commutes with the other symmetries, so it does
not affect our discussion in this section . The other symmetry is invariance under
multiplication of the quark doublet with cxp(icx75) . As discussed in Section 23 .5, this
U(1) symmetry is strongly intrinsically broken by non-perturbative effects associated
with instantons .
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satisfying the commutation relation s

ItL i , tLj] = t E' ijk tLk ,

[tRi , tR j I = 1 E' i jk tlZk

[ tLi, tRj] = d .

183

( 19 .4.4)

( 19 .4. 5 )

( 1 9.4.6 )

The underlying symmetry group is therefore identified as SU(2) x SU(2).
It has another obvious SU(2) subgroup, consisting of ordinary isospin
transformations with 0A = d, and generator s

t=tL+tR . (19.4.7)

The algebra of SU(2) x SU(2) may be written in terms of t and another
triplet of generators :

x=tL - tR=Y 5 t

with commutation relations

[ti, t .iJ = iei jk tk

[ti, xjJ = iFijk X k

1x r , X .1] =
tEi fk tk

(19.4.8)

( 19 .4 . 9 )

(19.4.10)

(19.4.11 )

We will see that the SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry is spontaneously broken,
while its isotopic spin subgroup generated by the t 'is an ordinary unbroken
(though approximate) symmetry.

By Noether's method (see, e .g., Section 7.3) we may derive from the
Lagrangian (19 .4.1) the conserved vector and axial-vector current s

VI = igy "`tq Au = i gY "Y 5 t4 ~ (19.4.12)

~ Y

0 it VP

0~1
AP == 0

where q is the quark doublet,

4 u= d

( 19 .4 . 1 3)

(19.4.14)

Their associated charges are the generators respectively of isospin and of
the remaining symmetries

3X - 0T=fd V (19.4.15)

X _ fd3xA°. ( 19 .4 . 16)

The currents (19 .4.12) are normalized so that the quantum operators T
and X satisfy the same commutation relations as the matrices t and x :

[ Ti, Til = 1 Fijk Tk , (19.4.17)
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[ Ti , X.1 j - ZE'ijk Xk

[Xi , x1j = i E ijk Tk

(19.4.18)

( 19 .4 . 19 )

Acting on the quark fields, these operators induce the transformation
(19.4.2), in the sense that

[1' . q, = -t q , (19.4.20)

~X, q~ _ -x q • (19.4.21 )

This symmetry if exact and unbroken would require any one-hadron
state jh~ to be degenerate with another state X~hy of opposite parity and
equal spin, baryon number, and strangeness ." No such parity doubling
is seen in the hadron spectrum, so we are forced to conclude that if the
chiral symmetry SU(2) x SU(2) is a good approximation at all, then it
must be spontaneously broken to its isotopic spin SU(2) subgroup. In
this case the operator X takes a one-hadron state jh~ into a hadron h plus
a massless pseudoscalar Goldstone boson, so there is no need for parity
doubling of the hadron spectrum .

The question of whether quantum chromodynamics actually exhibits
such a pattern of symmetry breaking involves all the complications of
strong interaction dynamics . As we shall see in Section 19.9, there are
general grounds for believing that the isospin S U(2) is not spontaneously
broken in quantum chromodynamics, but it is much more difficult to
show that the chiral part of S U(2) x SU(2) is spontaneously broken .
(But according to an argument given in Section 22 .5, the S U(3) x S U(3)
symmetry of quantum chromodynamics with three massless quark flavors
must be spontaneously broken .) It was something of a breakthrough in the
1960s to realize that one does not have to have a detailed understanding
of the mechanism of the breaking of chiral symmetry ; we derive the most
interesting consequences of this symmetry breaking by simply assuming
that S U(2) x S U(2) is spontaneously broken to S U(2) .

The u and d quarks have small but nonzero masses, so the S U(2) x S U(2)
symmetry is not exact. A broken approximate chiral symmetry entails the
existence of an approximately massless Goldstone boson with the same
quantum numbers as the broken symmetry generator k : it must be a
state of negative parity, zero spin, unit isospin, and zero baryon numbe r

t one way to satisfy this condition is for the hadron to have zero mass, with two states
~±} of helicity ±~ and equal spin, baryon number, and strangeness ; the states I +}+~-}
and 1+) - I-) would then have opposite parity. It is not true that an unbroken chiral
symmetry necessarily implies a zero nucleon mass, unless we make further assumptions
about the matrix elements of the axial-vector current . But as we shall see in Section
22,5, an exact unbroken chiral symmetry would in fact require that some baryons be
massless .
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and strangeness . I n fact the lightest of all hadrons is the pion, which
has precisely these quantum numbers, so we are led to identify the pion
as the Goldstone boson associated with the spontaneous breaking of
approximate chiral symmetry. As we shall see below, it is m~ rather
than m,, that is proportional to a linear combination of mu and md,
and m2 /MN - 0.022 is very small, so the consequences we derive from
spontaneously broken SU(2) x SU(2) should be reasonably accurate .

In exploring the consequences of chiral symmetry for pion interactions,
it is very useful to note that although the chiral symmetry of the strong
interactions does not depend in any way on the existence of weak in-
teractions, the symmetry currents Y" and At' happen to be the currents
entering into strangeness-conserving semileptonic weak interactions like
nuclear beta decay. As we shall see in Section 21 .3, the standard model of
electroweak interactions requires that the effective Lagrangian for these
interactions at low energy must take the form :

YW k
iGwk ~ v+ +

M
1 + y

5 }v1 + H .c . (19.4.22)
~ r

where e runs over the renormalized fields of the three charged leptons e,
p and z ; ve runs over the renormalized fields of the associated neutrinos ;
and V+ and A+ are the charge changing currents

V~ = Vl ± i Y2 , At = Al ± i A~ . (19.4.23)

The constanttt GWk may be measured from the rates of beta transitions
between states of zero spin within the same isotopic multiplet, such as the
decays n+ --+ no + e+ + Ve and 140 __+ 14N* + e+ + Ve . The momentum
transfer in these transitions is very small, so parity conservation (in strong
interactions) and rotational invariance tell us that only the matrix elements
of f d3x V0 = ?' , - iT2 enter in the S-matrix elements for these decays.
This operator has matrix elements between states in a given isospin
multiplet that are just known Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, so from the
rates for these `d --+ 0' processes we may calculate a value9 for the coupling
in Eq . (19.4.22) : GWk ^ I .149 59 ( 3$) x 10-5 GeV -2 . On the other hand, in
the process of pion decay, ic+ ---+ Ic+ + v,,, the only current matrix element
we need is the matrix element of A ~_ between cone-pion state and the
vacuum

(VACJAi1'(x)J7iJy =
rF,, $ ; j p En e tP~'x

2(2ir)3/2 Apo
( 19 .4. 4 )

GA is rela ted to the conven tional Fermi coupling constant GF and the Cabibbo ang le
Qc by GWk - Gr cos BC ; see Sec tion 2 1 .3 .
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which is completely known except for the factor F,, . The rate for pion
decay turns out to be

I '(rc --* p + v) =
G2 F2 m2 !m2 - M22

wk F,2, µ[ n ~

167cm 3
9

(19.4.25 )

From the known rate for ic+ -4 Ic+ + v , F = (2.6033(24) x 10-$ s)-1, and
the above value of Gwk, one finds that

F, - 184 MeV. (19.4.26)

Now let us consider the matrix element of AP between one-nucleon
states. This is of interest in its own right, and as discussed in Section 19 . 2 ,
it provides information we need to calculate the emission of low energy
pions in collisions of nucleons . Following the same reasoning as used
for the electromagnetic current in Section 10 . 6, one finds that Lorentz
invariance and parity conservation require this matrix element to take the
form#

(pJA+ (x)ln1 = (2n )
-3 e=q x

x iip [ - iyµyJ (4 2 ) + q"Y5g (4 2) + i4v [ Y P , Yv I YSh(q2
) ] un , (19.4.27)

where q = pn - pp. In the approximation in which the SU(2) x SU(2)
symmetry is exact, the conservation of current requires tha t

q ,,(P JA°+(x ) a n y = 0 .

Using the defining equations for the Dirac spinors up and u, ,

iip(i ~p+mN ) - ( r ~n+mN )Un =d ,

we see that

qpup HYF`Y 51Un = -2mN UpY 5Un

and so Eq. (19.4.28) requires that

(19.4.28)

(19.4.29 )

If g(q2) had no singularity at q2 = 0, then (19.4.29) would require that
either MN = 0, which is certainly not true, or that f (a ) = 0, which is not
true either. In fact, the quantity f (0 ) is measured in low energy nuclea r

It is common to encounter a pion decay constant f , , which in terms of the F, used
here is variously defined as F, , F Ii2- , or F,/2.
The currents At in the standard model have charge conjugation properties that make

the coefficient h(q l ) vanish. It is possible that there are `second-class' tcrms10 in the
weak currents with opposite charge conjugation properties that give a non-vanishing
h(q2 ), but there is no evidence for such terms. As we shall see, keeping the h(qZ) term
here has no effect on the inferences drawn from chiral symmetry .
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beta decays, d ike neutron decay, where it is us ually called gA ; it is found
to have the va lue

f (O) = gA = 1.2573(28) . (19.4.30)

The fact that neither MN nor f (0) = gA is small requires that in the limit
of exact SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry, g(q 2) must have a poke as q2 -+ 0 :

2mNgA
2 (19.4.31)

4

Such a pole is naturally provided by the massless pion that would be
required by the spontaneous breakdown of an exact SU(2) x SU(2) sym-
metry. Suppose that the pion coupes to the one-nucleon state as if the
interaction Lagrangian wereq -2iG ,N~cNYStN. Eq. (19.4.24) tells us that
the matrix element of the current between a one-pion state and . the vac-
uum is the same as if there were a term in AF'(x) of the form FD/2 .
Therefore in the limit q2 -+ 0 the matrix element (19.4.27) has the pole

[ ()3 ]

tq x
[i(2ir2GN

1
PA(x )j n~ ~ up~ry5 )un I

( Zrc ) q '
[
tq

Y F 1 2]
J

Comparing with Eq . (19.4.27), we see that one-pion exchange gives the
function &2} a pole

&2}
_ -+ GgNF7r

q
2 (19.4.32)

for q2 --+ 0. Putting together Eqs. (19.4.31) and (19.4.32), we find

GnN =
2mNgA

(19.4.33)F

This is the famous Goldberger-Treiman relation ." It works reasonably
well ; taking MN = (mp + mn)/2 = 938 .9 MeV, gA = 1 .257, and Fn = 184
MeV gives G,N 12.7, in fair agreement with the value" G, 1 N = 13.5
measured in various ways (including the effects of the one-pion poke
in nucleon-nuclear scattering and the one-nucleon pole in pion-nucleon
scattering . )

In the real world the pion is not massless and the S U(2) x S U (2)
symmetry is not exact (even before being spontaneously broken .) This
circumstance may be analyzed using the general formalism presented i n

This is the conventional definition of the pseudoscalar pion-nucleon coupling G . N .
The factor 2 is introduced here to cancel the 1/2 in the isospin matrices .
The textbook" value is C ,, N l4rc = 14.3, or G,h = 13.4. More recently, a high precision
study13 of neutron-proton charge-exchange scattering at 162 MeV has given a value
GnN /4rc =1.4.6 ± 0 .3, or GnN - 13 .5 .
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the previous section. The Lagrangian (19 .4.1) yields a symmetry-breaking
term in the Hamiltonia n

Hl -= muuu + m ddd = (mu + md)(D4 + (mu - md) [I~ 3 (19.4.34)

where

0
4

~ (uu + dd) , ~3 = z(uu - dd) . (19.4.35 )

The operators 04 and ~3 are spatial scalars and, as this notation is
meant to suggest, they transform under S U(2 ) x S U(2 ) as components of
independent chiral four-vectors (DI(X

(D+ = agY Jt4

(D =qtq ,

(D4 = zq ~ ( 19 .4 .36 )

(D4 = - zi4YA • (19.4.37)

These are chiral four-vectors, in the sense tha t

[i . ~n J =

I X '
(D

J~

1:0- nm~ 0tm
rn

0) M
in

(19.4.38)

(19.4.39 )

where 9- and X are Hermitian 4 x 4 matrices that furnish the four-vector
representation of the algebra of S U(2 ) x S U (2 ) - 544 ) :

(9-0br = - i Eabc ~ (9-a)b 4 = (9-u)4h = (-'7_rx )44 = 0 (19.4.40)

(Ya)b4 = - (?Ta)4b = -i6ab , (Xc)ab = (Xc)44 = 0 . (19.4.41 )

This notation makes it easy to see that the vacuum alignment conditions
for generators Ti, T2, X1, X2, and X3 respectively take the form

We have been assuming that in the absence of u and d quark masses, the
symmetry S U(2) x SU(2) is spontaneously broken in such a way as to
preserve unbroken the SU(2) symmetry generated by T as well as parity,
in which case ((Dn yQ points in the four-direction and (~n yo = 0 vanishes,
so that the conditions (19.4.42) are satisfied . But with mu =and = 0, we can
find other symmetry-breaking solutions with other definitions of parity by
subjecting this one to an arbitrary SU(2) x SU(2) transformation. Thus
in the absence of u and d quark masses, there would be no way to tell
in what direction ((Dn ~~ = 0 should point, or which SU(2) subgroup of
S U(2) x S U (2) is left unbroken, though in all cases ((Dn ~o = 0. The
vacuum alignment condition (19 .4.42) tells us that, with the symmetry
broken intrinsically by the perturbation (19 .4.34) and spontaneously in
such a way that (cbn ~~ = 0, the vacuum must `line up" in such a way
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that ((D+ yo = 0 points in the four-direction, so that the unbroken SU(2)
symmetry is ordinary isaspin .

This formalism may be used to calculate the pion mass. From Eqs .
(19.4.39)-(19.4.41) we find

Wa , [Xb , (D41 I = auh~4 [Xa , [Xh , ~3 11 = (Da 43 . 19 .4.43 )

Also, isospin invariance tells us that the symmetry-breaking parameter Fah
introduced in Section 19 .2 is proportional to bab , with a proportionality
factor that according to (19 .4.24) is just F,/2, s o

Fab = babFz/2 .

Eq. (19.3.20) thus gives the pion mass matrix a s

Ma = 6"hm
z

ab R

where

m~ = 4(mu + md )((D
4

) ~IF~

(19.4.44)

(19.4.45 )

(19.4.46)

It is striking that the masses of the charged and neutral pions turn out to
be equal, even though we have made no assumpt ion about the ratio of mu
and m j . We shall see below that th is ratio is not near unity ; isospin is a
good quantum number not because the u and d quark masses are nearly
equal, but because they are small. Also, as prom ised, we see that it is the
square of the p ion mass that is proportional to the quark masses, so the
quark masses should be qu ite small . (See Section 19.7 for an estimate.)
The observed pion mass d ifference arises not from the u-d quark mass
difference, but from electromagnetism . Indeed, the p ion isospin multiplet
is the only one whose mass d ifference has been successfully calculated on
the basis of one-photon exchange alone . 1 4

O f course, even with quark masses taken into account, Eq. ( 19.4.24) can
still be used to define F, ; its d ivergence give s

F,,6 ~ m2 eiP~ •x
( VAC JOPA~(x) I~j~ = ~

2 ( 2 7c ) 3/2 2po
(19.4.47)

Instead of assuming that r7
1,

A ll vanishes, we can now assume that it is
small, of order mom, except where a pion pole compensates for the smallness
of mn . According to Eq. (19.4.47, the behavior of matrix elements of a,'A
near aone -pion pole is the same as if 0 A~ were Fm~ times a properly
renormalized pion field . For instance, the one-nucleon matrix element of
auA+ should be

1 ~ ~"r 4(pl01 , A
~
+ ( d)1n 1 -

2 (27T)4(q2 + ~ri ~
[i22GNup ( iy 5 )Un

1 1

(19.4.48)
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so in terms of the form-factors in (19 .4.27)

q + m,:
(19.4.49)

This is expected to be valid when q2 is of order mom, and not only in the
limit q2 _--+ -rra2 , because the pion pole dominates matrix elements of a,,Au
for all such small q2. Also, for such q2, in place of Eq . (19.4.32) we have

GIN F7r

q2
+ M71

( 19 .4 .5 0)

From Eqs . (19 .4.49) and (19 .4.50) we find that for q2 of order m2g,

J'(q 2)
-_ G7rNFn /2MN -

It should be no surprise that this function is roughly constant over the
range of q2 from zero to of order mom, because it has no one-pion pole,
and there is nothing else that could give it a substantial variation in such
a small range of q2 . This constant value is approximately f {0} = gA, and
Eq. (19.4.51) thus again yields the Goldberger-Treiman relation .

We can now use the results of Section 19 .2 to calculate the amplitude
for emission of a single low energy pion in an arbitrary process a - -+ P . We
found that the amplitude is to be calculated from Feynman diagrams in
which the pion is emitted only from the external lines of the process, and
Eq. (19.2.49) shows that these contributions are to be calculated as if the
pion field interaction were 0uai

.
AN IF, in which the subscript N indicates

that we are to drop the one-pion pole term in matrix elements of the
axial-vector current. From Eq. (19.4.27) (and using isospin invariance) we
conclude that for soft pions emitted from a nucleon line this interaction
is effectively

--- F~ r~~li~rNiPYStN .

Using the free-particle Dirac equation, we
the mass shell (that is, at the one-nucleon
equivalent to the pseudoscalar interaction
provides yet another demonstration of the
(1g.4.33) .

***

can see that for nucleons on
poles in Figure 19.2) this is
-2i MN gA rc ' 1V75NIF,, . This
Goldberger-Treiman relation

Our discussion here has not paralleled the historical development of
these ideas . In fact, the course of historical development was chronologi-
cally almost exactly opposite to the line of argument presented here. Bro-
ken symmetries in particle physics started with the Goldberger-Treiman
relation ( 19.4.33 ) , which was derivedll in 195 7 on the basis of a dynamical
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calculation of pion decay . In order to explain the surprising success of
this very approximate calculation, several thearists 1 5 introduced the idea
of a `partial conservation of the axial-vector current' (PCAC), the idea
that although the axial-vector current is not conserved (as shown by the
fact that pions do decay) its divergence 0 uA+ is proportional to the pion
field. In itself, this assumption is meaningless we saw in Chapter 10
that any field with a non-vanishing matrix element between the vacuum
and one-pion states may be regarded as a pion field . Although it was not
clear at the time, what was really being assumed was that the divergence
of the axial-vector current is small, of order rra2 , except where a pion pole
gives it a large matrix element . The problem was greatly clarified by a
1960 paper of Nambu,l6 who pointed out that the axial-vector current
could be regarded as exactly conserved in the limit of zero pion mass, in
which case the Goldberger-Treiman relation could be derived as we have
done here. In this and a subsequent paper with Jana-Lasinio,l7 Nambu
recognized that the appearance of this massless or nearly massless pion
was a symptom of a broken exact or approximate symmetry . With other
collaborators, 18 Nambu also showed how to calculate the rates of emis-
sion of a single soft pion in various processes . Subsequently Goldstone3
remarked that broken symmetries always entail massless bosons, and this
was proved in 1962 by Goldstone, Salam, and myself,5 using the arguments
presented here in Section 19 .2.

None of this early work on pions as Goldstone bosons depended on
any specific assumptions about the nature of the broken symmetry group ;
for instance it might have been a direct product of three commuting U(1)
groups, whose generators form an isotopic spin vector, or it might have
been the non-compact group SO(3,1), for which a minus sign appears on
the right-hand side of the commutation relation (9 .4.19). The nature of
the broken symmetry group became important only with the consideration
of processes involving more than one pion, starting with the Adler-
Weisberger sum rule in 1965,19 whose success showed that the broken
symmetry is indeed S U(2) x S U(2) . (Such processes are discussed in the
following section.) The identification of the symmetry group S U(2) x S U(2)
led to a shift of emphasis,20 toward the implications of this symmetry
within strong interaction physics, and away from an earlier concentration21
on the currents themselves .

All of this work was done without a specific theory of the strong
interactions. One of the reasons for the rapid acceptance of quantum
chromodynamics in 1973 as the correct theory of strong interactions was
that it explained the S U(2) x S U(2) symmetry as a simple consequence of
the smallness of the u and d quark masses.
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19.5 Effective Field Theories : Pions and Nucleons

In Section 1 9.2 we learned how to calculate the amplitude for emission
of a single low energy Goldstone boson B in a transition a --* P + B by
applying the condition of current conservation to the matrix element of
the symmetry current between the states a and fl . In this calculation we
never had to use any information about the details of the broken symmetry
group ; current conservation was all we needed . A new element enters if we
wish to calculate the matrix element for the emission and/or absorption
of two Goldstone bosons, as for instance in a Goldstone boson scattering
process. Here we must apply the condition of current conservation to a
matrix element like

(P I T ~al' (xl ) , J2 Z (X2)J la )

where the states a and # contain the other particles besides the two
Goldstone bosons participating in the reaction. But when we let the
divergence operator 0/0xll act on this matrix element we encounter a
non-zero contribution from the derivative of the functions 0(x° - x°)
and B(x~ - x~ ) that appear in the definition of the time-ordered product
7'~• • •~. This contribution is equal to the matrix element of an equal-
time commutator S(x~ - x~}[J~(xl),J~Z (x 2)], whose value depends on the
commutation relations of the group algebra . This makes such multi-
Goldstone-boson processes specially interesting, because they can be used
to decide experimentally on the nature of the broken symmetry group, in
a way that is not possible for processes involving just a single Goldstone
boson. Because of the appearance of such current commutators, this
approach is known as the method of current algebra' 2 1

The current algebra method was used in early calculations of multi-
Goldstone-boson amplitudes .22 Unfortunately, such calculations are ted-
ious, especially when three or more Goldstone bosons are involved, and it
was also difficult to see how to deal with symmetries like the chiral sym-
metry of quantum chromodynamics that are not exact . For this reason
a different and more physical calculational technique was introduced, 2 3
based on the use of effective Lagrangians : We simply calculate the Gold-
stone boson amplitudes by the methods of perturbation theory, using
some Lagrangian for the Goldstone bosons and the other particles in the
states a and P that obeys the assumed broken symmetry .

Originally the justification for the effective Lagrangian procedure was
based on current algebra . By using current algebra one could see that
the amplitude for emission of a set of low energy Goldstone bosons in
a process a --+ # + B1 + B2 + • • • is fixed once one knows the equal-
time commutation relations of the currents associated with the broken
symmetries as well as the matrix element for the process a ~ ~B and the
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matrix elements of the currents between various one-particle states . We
know that a Lagrangian that respects the broken symmetry will allow
the construction of conserved currents with the appropriate equal-time
commutators by Noether's technique, so if we simply calculate the low
energy Goldstone boson amplitudes with such a Lagrangian and insert
the correct values for Mpx and the one-particle matrix elements of the
currents, we must get the same answer as provided by current algebra .
In the case of interactions among Goldstone bosons alone, the states a
and P may both be taken as the vacuum, and we do not need any extra
information beyond the matrix element F between a Goldstone boson
state and the vacuum .

In the first example of this sort,23 the starting point was the Lagrangian
of the Q-model .24 Restricting our attention for the moment to the bosonic
sector of this model, its Lagrangian is the 5O(4)-invariant one used as an
example in Section 19 .2 :

2

2 4

where n is understood to be summed over the values 1, 2, 3, 4, with an
isovector pseudoscalar field and 04 an isoscalar scalar field .

The immediate problem faced by any sort of effective Lagrangian is that
in order to use it to calculate scattering amplitudes, we must either include
all Feynman diagrams of all orders of perturbation theory, or else find
some rationale for dropping higher-order diagrams . We can find no such
rationale with Lagrangians like (19.5.1), in which the broken symmetry
is realized through linear transformations on the various fields . Fortu-
nately any such Lagrangian can be recast in a form that allows the use of
Feynman diagrams to generate an expansion for scattering amplitudes in
powers of Goldstone boson energies . To do this, we perform a symmetry
transformation at every point in spacetime that eliminates the fields cor-
responding to the Goldstone bosons of the theory . The Goldstone boson
degrees of freedom reappear in the transformed theory as the parameters
of this symmetry transformation . However, since the Lagrangian is in-
variant under spacetime-independent symmetry transformations, it cannot
have any dependence on the new Goldstone boson fields when they are
constant, and so every term in the Lagrangian that involves these new
Goldstone boson fields must contain at least one space time derivative of
the field. These derivatives introduce factors of the Goldstone boson en-
ergy when we calculate S-matrix elements for Goldstone boson reactions,
and as we shall see we can use the Lagrangian to construct a series for
the S-matrix elements in powers of these energies.

For instance, to recast the Lagrangian (19 .5.1) in a useful form, we write
the four-vector 0, as a chiral rotation R acting on afoot-vector ~0, 0, 0, (7)
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whose first three components (the Goldstone part of 0,,) vanish :

On(X) = Rn4(x) a(x)

with Rn„,(x) an orthogonal mat rix

and therefore

RT (x} R (x) = 1

a (x) = ~n(x)2 .

n

The Lagrangian (19 .5.1) then become s

4 2

~ Y: (&40,19 + aa, Rn4)
n=1

(19 .5.2 )

(19.5.3 )

(19 .5 .4)

(19.5.5)
2 4

Because R is an orthogonal matrix, the Oya Of`a term is R-independent,
and the cross-term vanishe s

Rna-1~
n

so Y becomes

~
Rn4 au Rn4 =

1
2 au Rn4 = 0

n n

a

2 42 2
n~]

(19.5.6)

If 'A2 is negative then a has a non-vanishing vac uum expectation value,
given in lowes t orde r by the position of the minimum of the s um of the
last two terms, at a =

In place of the fie ld variables fin, our variables now are or - I and
whatever other variables are needed to parameterize the rotation R. For
instance, these parame ters cou ld be simply chosen as the Rao themselves
(where a, ta, • • • from now are isovector indices running over the values
1,2,3), with R44 given by the condi tion that R is orthogonal. A different
parame terization will give simpler final results, and was historically the
first to be used for these purposes. It is to define

and take

Ra4 -

so that

Oa
Q-

04 +

2(a 21 --- ~

~RI Q = Raa
2(a

~
I +

(19.5.7)

Rib = bab - ~~~~~ (19.5.8)1 + C 2 a

y

04 1 (T = R44 =
+ 2~

(19 .5.9 )
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Then the Lagrangian ( 19.5 . 6) becomes

~ ajtd~~`a - 2 Q 2D~ • D~` - ~ Zaz _ 4 as

where

a'U

D
iz

1 +z

19 5

(19 .5.10)

(1 9 .5 . 11 )

Whatever parameterization we use, it is clear that the fields describe
particles of zero mass, whose interactions all involve field derivatives .
These are (up to a normalization) our new pion fields .

Despite appearances, this Lagrangian is still invariant under SQ(4), but
with SO(4) now realized non-linearly. Under an isospin transformation
with infinitesimal parameters 0, the field simply rotates like an ordinary
isovector, and a is an isoscalar :

6C =Bx C , ba=0, ( 19.5 .12)

so the Lagrangian (19 .5 .10) is manifestly isospin-invarian t . On the other
hand , unde r the broken symmetry transformations parameterized by an
infin itesimal vector F, the origina l fields tran sform according to

From Eq . (19 . 5 .7), we then find

(19 .5 .13)

(19.5.14 )

The Lagrangian (19.5.10) is invariant under the broken symmetry transfor-
mation (19.5 .14) because DY undergoes a linear (though field-dependent)
isospin rotation : 25

6DII =2(( x0 x DY (19.5.15 )

and Eq. (19 .5 .10) is isospin-invariant. Because of the transformation rule
(19 .5.15) , DY is often called the covariant derivative of the pion field .

The transformation rules (19.5.12) and (19.5.14) specify what is called a
non-linear realization of the group S U (2) X S U(2) .25 The general theory of
non-linear realizations of Lie groups is given in the next section ; we shall
show there that, up to field redefinitions, the transformation rules ( 19 .5. 1 2)
and (l 9 .5 .14) provide the most general realization of SU(2) x SU(2) in
which the isospin SU(2) subgroup is realized linearly on

We see that each interaction of these new pion fields is accompanied
with a spacetime derivative, so that the effective coupling is weak for low
pion energies. (This remark will be made more precise below .) Therefore
for sufficiently small pion energies we may use this Lagrangian in the tree
approximation to reproduce the soft-pion theorems of current algebra . For
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this purpose, it is only necessary that the Lagrangian be SQ(4)-invariant .
But since the a field is an SD(4) scalar, it plays no role in maintaining
the SO(4) invariance of the Lagrangian, and may be simply discarded .*
Of course, this procedure changes the physical content of the theory,
but it does not change the amplitudes given by soft-pion theorems . The
Lagrangian ( 1 9.5 . 1 0) then simplifies t o

2
' P

a

Y
F

D1D1
F a~~ O PC

(19 .5 .16)
2 2 (1 + 2)2

where F = 2(a ) = (As we shall soon see, this F is the same as
the constant F,, discussed in the previous section .) For many purposes it
is more convenient to work with a conventionally normalized pion field

A - F

for which the Lagrangian (19.5.16) reads

(19 .5.17 )

2 1

U

c2 F~ ~
(19 .5 .18)

( + / )

The factor 1/F acts as a coupling parameter that accompanies the in-
teraction of each additional pion. Eq. (19 .5 .18) describes what is often
called the `non-linear a-model,' for the special case of SU(2) x SU(2)
spontaneously broken to SU(2).

An important point : to derive Eq. (19.5.18) it was not really necessary
to start with the `linear a-model' Lagrangian (19.5.1) . Indeed, we did not
need to start with any specific theory . Eq. (19.5.18) can be used simply
because it is invariant under the SO(4) transformation (19.5 .12), (19 .5 .14),
and current algebra tells us that this is all we need to get the right results
for low energy pion reaction amplitudes .

Some years after the introduction of effective Lagrangians for soft pi-
ons, there emerged a different justification for the effective field theory
technique,2 6 one that does not rely on current algebra and allows calcu-
lations that are not limited to the limit of vanishingly small Goldstone
boson energies. It is based on the realization (not yet formally embodied
in a theorem) that when we calculate a physical amplitude from Feynman
diagrams using the most general Lagrangian that involves the relevant
degrees of freedom and satisfies the assumed symmetries of the theory,
we are simply constructing the most general amplitude that is consistent
with general principles of relativity, quantum mechanics, and the assumed
symmetries. This was the point of view underlying Volume I of this book .
In the present context, the `relevant' degrees of freedom are the Goldston e

Alternatively, we can pass to the limit where .if and A go to infinity together, keeping
the expectation value of rr constant .
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bosons themselves, together with the particles in the states a and P and
any other particle states that can be produced from them by interactions
with low energy Goldstone bosons . By invoking this justification for
effective field theories, we are freed from any need to wrestle with the
complications of current algebra . More importantly, the modern effective
field theory approach yields results that take us beyond the extreme low
energy limit and allows a systematic treatment of any intrinsic symmetry
breaking .

According to this approach, in order to calculate pion interaction
amplitudes to any desired order in pion energies, we must use the most
general Lagrangian involving a pion field that transforms according to
the rules (19.5 .12) and (19.5.14) :

F2
D
.

~~` - C4 (DYD`}2 - c4 (DY • D,. } ~D~1 • Dv } - . . . . ~ 19.5.19}
2 ~ 4 4

The terms indicated by . . . will contain higher powers of the covariant
derivative DY , or higher covariant derivatives, whose general structure is
described in the next section. The coefficients c4 and c4 are dimensionless,
and all higher terms have coefficients with the dimensionality of negative
powers of mass .

Consider a general process involving arbitrary numbers of incoming
and outgoing pions. We suppose that their energies and momenta are all
at most of some order Q, which is small compared with a typical quantum
chramadynamics energy scale (say, the nucleon or p mass) . Even though
Lagrangians like (19 .5 .19) are not renormalizable in the usual sense, we
saw in Section 1 2.3 that such Lagrangians can yield finite results as long
as they contain all possible terms allowed by symmetries, for then there
will be a counterterm available to cancel every infinity. If we define
the renormalized values of the constants F2 , c4, c4, . . . by specifying the
values of various Goldstone boson scattering amplitudes at energies of
order Q , then the integrals in momentum-space Feynman diagrams will
be dominated by contributions from virtual momenta which are also of
order Q (because renormalization makes them finite, and there is no other
possible effective cut-off in the theory .) We can then develop perturbation
theory as a power series expansion in Q .

a
Each derivative and hence each D. in each interaction vertex contributes

one factor of Q to the order of magnitude of the diagram ; each internal
pion propagator contributes a factor Q- 2 ; and each integration volume
d4q associated with the loops of the diagram contributes a factor Q4 ; so
a general connected diagram makes a contribution of order Qy, where

v Ytd i - 21 + 4L . (19.5.20)
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Here di is the number of derivatives in an interaction of type i, Vi is the
number of interaction vertices of type i in the diagram, I is the number
of internal pion lines, and L is the number of loops . These quantities are
related by the familiar topological identity (see Eq . (4.4.7)} :

so we can eliminate I and writ e

v Vi (di - 2) + 2L + 2 .

(19 .5 .21 )

(19.5 .22)

The point of this is that each term here is positive ; every interaction in
Eq. ( 19 .5.19) has at least two derivatives, and of course L ~ 0. Therefore
the leading term of each process is of order Q 2, and arises solely from tr ee
graphs (that is, L = 0) constructed solely from the term in Eq . (19.5.19)
with only two derivatives (that is, Vi = 0 for di z~ 2) :

F2 a 7r
ay

~i
-`~2 = - 2 DFtD~` = -2

(l
+ ~ 2'F2)2 • (19.5.23 )

For instance, the invariant amplitude M tha t app ears in the pion-pion
scatter ing S-ma tr ix e le ment

S = i ( 2 7 c) 464(PA +pa -PC -PD)M(2n )-6( 1 6EA E ,, Ec ED )-1/2 (19 .5.24 )

is given to this order by

Mabcd
2)

= 4F-2
I Sab6,d(-P.~ ' Pa - Pc ' P~~ ) + S-,Ohd(PA ' PC + PB • PD )

+ ~~d&(P.a ' PD + Pa ' PC) (19.5 .25 )

where a, ta, c, d are the isovector indices of the pions A, B, C , D, respectively .
(The effect of the finite pion mass will be taken up a little later in
this section.) Using Eq . (19 .5 .25) as the leading term does not depend
on any assumption of the smallness of the coupling constant A in the
original Lagrangian (19.5 .1), or even on the validity of this formula for
the Lagrangian, but only on the assumed smallness of the typical pion
energy Q.

The next term in the amplitude for any Goldstone boson reaction will
be of order Q4, and arises both from one-loop graphs involving only the
Lagrangian ( 19 .5 . 1 6), and also from tree graphs constructed solely from
the interaction (19.5.16) plus a single vertex arising from the d = 4 terms
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in Eq. (19.5 .19) :

M
ab~~

)
--

ba

b4
cd

- 1
2

52 In(-s )
-

1 2 (U
2
- s

2 +3 t2) In(-t)
F 2n 12~

1
21r2 (

t2 - S 2 + 3u 2) In(-u) + ,~~2 ( s2 + t2 + U) In A 2
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(19.5 .26))+ c rossed terms ,,- ~ c4s 2 -

4
c4~t2 + u

2

where `crossed terms' denotes terms given by the interchanges B ~ C and
B +-* D, and s, t, and u are the M ande lstam variable s

s = - '(P.a + pa
)2 , t = -(

PA - Pc
)2,

U _ _(PA -PD
)2

The dependence of this result on the cut-off A can be eliminated by a
redefinition of the constants c4 and c'4. The renormalized couplings are

c4R = c4 -
2

In n
2

(19.5 .27)
3 7c2

17

2

In ( 19 .5 .28 )C4R = C4 3
- 42 ~c

~c

where P is an arbitrary renormalization scale of order Q inserted in order
to make the logarithms well-defined . In terms of these renormalized
couplings, the amplitude (19.5.26) takes the form

m
abc~

)
_

bab 4~d _ 1
2 s21n

(-S)
-

1
~ ~~2 - s2 + 3 t2} In

2n it 12a~ (Y' )

1 ~ .2 _ S2 + 3~2) 2In

;u)t 27c

~ + crossed terms .

2
CaR s2 - 1 caR (t

2
+ U

2 )

4

(19.5 .29)

This sort of calculation can be carried to arbitrary orders in Q, always
with the result that in each order we encounter a finite number of new
couplings whose renormalization serves to eliminate the cut-off depen-
dence of physical amplitudes . Notice that the ratio of the leading v = 2
terms and the v = 4 corrections is of order Q 2 /B 7E 2 F2, so this is likely to
be a useful expansion as long as the pion energies are all much less than
an amount of order 2 7EF.

This perturbative expansion may also be used to relate the ubiquitous
parameter F to the measured pion decay amplitude F . Recalling the
transformation rule (19 .5.14) for the axial-vector current is given by

UY

~~~
ju
0
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and so
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0( ~
JU0 ( 19 .5.30 )

(This A~ is the Noether current of the symmetry generated by 2x, which
on the nucleon doublet is represented by 2Y5t = y5i .} After integrating
out all other fields, and using Eq . ( 19 .5 .1 7) to express in terms of the
canonically normalized pion field A , we find

AP =-- F a~`~
(I

-
R

~~F~ ~( 1 + n2 1F2)
NE( 7~E • OPA)

(1 9 .5.3 1 )

Us ing our perturbat ive expansion in powers of the pion energy to calculate
(VAQ AP~7* we see that in lowest order the pion decay ampl itude here is

Fir = F . (19.5 .32 )

Furthermore Lorentz invariance and Eq . (19.5 .22) tell us that the higher-
order corrections must be proportional to powers of p2 / F,2 , which vanishes
for a massless pion, so Eq . (19.5.32) is actually exact in the limit m,, - + 0.
We may therefore guess that our perturbation expansion will be useful for
pion energies that are less than an amount of order 27cFn = 1200 MeV.

In order to make contact with experiment, we must deal with the fact
that the pion mass is not zero. On the mass shell it is not possible for
the time component of a pion four-momentum to be less than m, so in
counting powers of the typical pion energy and momentum Q, we must
regard m, as being of order Q . But we saw in the previous section that mn
is proportional to a linear combination of quark masses, so our formula
(19.5 .22) for the order Qv of a given Feynman diagram should be rewritten
to read

v Vi ( di+2mi-2) + 2L+2, ( 19.5 .33 )

where mi is the number of factors of quark masses in the interaction of
type i .

The interactions involving quark masses may be distinguished by their
transformation properties under SU(2) x SU(2), or equivalently, under
SO(4) . Eq. (19.4.34) shows that the terms of first order in quark masses
transform as a linear combination of two scalars, the fourth component of
a chiral four-vector 4), ,with coefficient m u + md, and the third component
of a different chiral four-vector din , with coefficient mu - Md . Thus the
terms ❑Y+ and ❑Y- in the effective Lagrangian that are of first order
in mu + and and mu -and must have the chiral transformation properties
of the fourth and third components of chiral four-vectors, respectively,
and of course be Lorentz scalars . One obvious candidate for a chiral
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four-vector whose fourth component is a scalar is the can with which we
started in this section. According to Eq . (19.5.9), its fourth component is
just (y {1 - 1}/{1 + 2 }. The factor a may be dropped, as it is a chiral
scalar, and therefore has no effect on the chiral transformation properties
of this quantity. We can fix the normalization of this term by requiring
that the coefficient of n2 = F'2-2 be -~m~12, so that, apart from an additive
constant,

2 1 + 2 2 1 + n
2/

F
'2 (19.5.34)

We shall see in the next section that this is the unique scalar function of
the pion field without derivatives that transforms as the fourth component
of a chiral four-vector . On the other hand, there is no scalar function of
the pion field without derivatives that transforms as the third component
of a chiral four-vector because such a function, if the third component of
a chiral four-vector, would have to be odd in the pion field, and therefore
pseudoscalar rather than scalar . Thus (19 .5 .34) is the only interaction with
di = 0 and mi =Lit is striking that the isospin violating difference in the
u and d quark masses has not only no effect on the pion masses, as we
saw in the previous section, but also has no effect on any non-derivative
multipion interaction.

❑Ve are now in a position to do a realistic calculation of the leading v = 2
terms in the pion-pion scattering amplitude. According to Eq. (19 .5 .33),
these terms arise only from tree graphs constructed from the d = 2, in = 0
pion interaction in Eq . (19.5.23) or from the d = 0, m = 1 pion interaction
in Eq . (19 .5 .34). To this order, the invariant amplitude M defined by
Eq. (19 .5.24) is now

M
~bcd

)
= 4F~

2
[~ab5cc(s_1n ~} +bacbbd ( t -m~ ) +bad6br (u~.'yyt~

)

J
In particular, at threshold s = 4m2 , t = u = 0, s o

Nf(a'~~.a}threshold) = 4m~F,~ ' [36abbca - bac~~a - baa bbc]

4mnF,~ 2 [7 NfRb) cd - 2 Mab)cd]

(19 .5 .35)

(19 .5 .36)

where 0°7 and Nf(2) are the appropriate tensors representing two-pion
states with isospin T = 0 or T = 2 :

M ( Q)
= ~ babbrdub,rd - 3 (19 .5.37)

M (2) = 1 (6ac bbd + bRdb6c - 3 6ab &d) , (19.5.38)ab,cd z

normalized so that TrM(T) = 2T + 1 . This result is usually expressed in
terms of the scattering lengths. According to Sections 3 .6 and 3.7, the
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scattering length aT for two pions in a state of isospin T is given27 by
1/327Ern,, times the coefficient of M(T) in Eq. (19.5 .36) :

a° SnF~ =
0 . 16 rn,-1 a2 - ~ 4n F

2 = -0.046 m,
n

The pion scattering lengths are difficult to measure, but careful study of
processes liken+N --+ n+n+N and K --* ar+n+e-}-v has given the results 28

(0.26±0.05)rn-1 and (-0 .028±0 .0 12 ) rn,-,i for ao and a2, respectively, which
are consistent with these theoretical values . Corrections of higher order in
rnn /2n F, seem to improve the agreement .

This formalism can be extended to describe the interactions of pions
with nucleons or other particles, The easiest approach is to suppose that
we add a term involving the nucleon doublet field N to the Lagrangian
with which we started :

YN = -N (~ + g [04 + Zit • 0Ys]) N , (19.5 .39)

where i is the isospin matrix vector for isospin 1/2 (that is, half the Pauli
spinor z.) This is invariant under chiral S U(2) x S U(2 ) transformations
with

60 2~04,

6 N = -2iy5E• t 11T .

604 = -29 - 0 (19.5.40)
( 1 . 5 .41 )

Now in eliminating the non-derivative pion couplings we must express the
nucleon field N as the 50 4) rotation R in the representation (19.5 .41)
acting upon a new nucleon field IV

~ +T
(19.5 .42)

with given again by Eq. (19 .5.7) . With this transformation the non-
derivative term in Eq. (19 .5 .39) now depends only on F V and o

IV[04 + 21t . 0,15 ] 1V = dNN .

On the other hand, the derivative term involves derivatives of the matrix
in Eq . (19.5.41), yielding a nucleonic Lagrangian :

PN = -N 4 + ga + 2i t G X
2

~ )
2iy5t •

~

N
1+ ~

or in terms of the cano nically norma lized pion fie ld (19 .5.17) :

(19.5.43 )

Zit • (n x en) 2iY5t • A

~'~ -N

[e+gu

+ F~ [1 +A 2/F~ ] + F,r [1 + n 2/ F 2] N
. (19 . 5 .44}
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Since u has a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value, we see that the
nucleon here has a non-zero rest mass, a result that would be prohibited if
the symmetry under the transformation (19 .5.40), (19 .5.41) were unbroken .

By its construction, the Lagrangian (19.5 .44) is chiral-invariant . This can
also be seen directly, using the previously obtained chiral transformation
properties of a and n, and now also noting that under the chiral transfor-
mation (19.5 .40), (19 .5.41), the new nucleon field defined by Eq . (19 .5.42)
transforms as

bN=2it - [ (' xE]N . (19.5.45)

That is, under a chiral transformation 11T simply undergoes the same
isospin rotation (19 .5 .15) as the quantity D ,,, but of course in the T =
1/2 representation . The isospin rotation parameter x E is spacetirne-

dependent, so derivatives ofN do not have the same chiral transformation
property, but it is straightforward to check that the combination of the first
and third terms in Eq . (19.5 .43) behaves as a chiral-covariant derivative :
that is,

6_9~N = 2 at • [C X E]_qf1N , (19 .5.46)

where

~piv- _ [0, + 2 i t ' (C X Otto iv- (19 .5 .47)
1 + z

Thus the Lagrangian (19 .5 .43 (and hence (19 .5 .44)) is obviously chiral-
invariant, because it is isospin-invariant, and constructed solely from
the ingredients N. _9MN, a, and b., all of which transform under chiral
transformations with the same isospin rotation .

Again, the specific Lagrangian with which we started here is not im-
portant. As in the case of the pure pion theory considered earlier, the
important thing is the chiral invariance of the Lagrangian. For chiral
invariance, the Lagrangian must conserve isospin, and be constructed
only from the ingredients N, _9^ and D ,, (together with higher covariant
derivatives of these objects) . The most general chiral-invariant Lagrangian
that is bilinear in the new nucleon field and involves no more than one
derivative therefore takes the for m

YN ,o = -N -'~ + MN + 2agAY5t • ~ N (19 .5.48)

or in terms of the pion field (19.5.17) :

Zit • jai x fin }

Fn [1 + ~i I/F~ ] +

Z igA Ys t ' h
F,~ [1 + n 2/F~

J
N

(19 .5.49 )

Note that we have inserted an arbitrary constant gA in the last term
in Eq. (19.5.48) because this term is chiral symmetric by itself, and so
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chiral symmetry cannot dictate its coefficient . (This is in contrast with
the third term in Eq. (19 .5.43), whose coefficient is fixed by the condition
that it and the first term together give a chiral invariant . ) We can check
that the constant gA inserted here is indeed the axial-vector coupling of
beta decay by constructing the extra term in the axial-vector current that
arises from the nucleonic Lagrangian (19.5.48) . Alternatively, integrating
by parts and using the Dirac equation, we find that the pion-nucleon

interaction -ZigA NYSt • (tai)IV/F, is equivalent on the nucleon mass shell

to an interaction -4imNgaNY5t ' nNJF, corresponding to apion-nucleon
coupling constant

GnN = 2mN 9AI Fn ,

which is just the Goldberger -Treiman relation (19.4.33).
Incidentally, if we had used the Lagrangian (19.5.44) in this calculation ,

we would have obtained the Goldberger-Treiman relation with g A = 1 .
However, this result is in fact an artifact of the particular form (19 .5 . 39)
of the interaction with which we started . We might have included a
non-renormalizable derivative coupling term*`

~N = agN t (19.5.50)

It is straightforward to show that in terms of the transformed fields n- , N,
and this takes the form

2 r 7,,

Since o- has a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value , this makes a
contribution to the pion-nucleon coupling con stant and to gA proportional
to g ' . Hence the value gA = 1 is not dictated by the broken SU(2) x SU(2)
symmetry alone ; by including the interaction (19.5 .50) and adjusting g ',
we can make g A anyth ing we like .

Now let us con sider how to use this Lagrangian to calculate amplitudes
for reactions involving both pions and nucleon s . We will have to give
special attention to the nucleon propagators, since a nucleon can never be
a `soft' particle like a pion. A nucleon line that enters a diagram with an
on-shell four-momentum p of order rn.N, and then from interactions with

The left- and right-handed parts of the nucleon doublet transform according to the
representations (Z 0) and (d„) of SU(2) x 5 U(2), respectively . The bilinear N Y,7sN
is thus a sum of terms quadratic in (2, 0) or (0

, 2
) terms, so it transforms like a

direct sum of the ( 1,0) , (0 ,0), and (O, i) representations . In Eq. (19.5 .50) we have
coupled the ( t, 0) + (0, 1) terms in NruySN to the antisymmetric tensor formed from
the S U(2) x S U(2) four-vectors can and 0,, 0 n . lts invariance under the transformation
(19 .5 .40), (19 .5.41) can of course be checked directly .
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soft pions absorbs a net four-momentum q with components much less
than mN, will have a propagator :

- i(~ + 4) + MN ) - i i + MN
19.5.51

(P + q
)
2 + rn~ quo 2p • q ~ )

(The neglected terms may be taken into account by including higher
derivative terms in the nucleon Lagrangian .) Suppose again that all
external pion four-momenta have components at most of order Q and
define all renormalized couplings at renormalization points of order Q, so
that integrals converge in such a way that internal pion lines also have
four-momenta Q. Then Eq . (19.5.51) shows that internal nucleon lines
make a contribution of order 1 1 Q . A general Feynman diagram for such
a process will make a contribution to the invariant amplitude of order Q',
where now

v iii (di + 2rnr ) - 21, - IN + 4L . (19.5.52 )

Here Vi is the number of vertices associated with interactions of type i,
di is the number of derivatives in each such interaction, mi is the number
of quark mass factors in each interaction, I, and IN are the numbers
of internal pion and nucleon lines, respectively, and L is the number of
loops in the graph . We use the familiar topological relations for connected
graphs :

L=1,+ 1N-~Vi +1 ( 19.5 .53 )

and

21 N-} - E 1V Vrni, (19.5 .5 )

where Mi is the number of nucleon fields in interactions of type i, and E N
is the number of external nucleon lines. Eliminating the quantities IN and
I,, this gives

v Vi (dj + 2Yl'1 i-}-
2
- 2 + 2L - Ems-}- 2 . ( 1 9 . 5 . 55)

The important point here is that the coefficient di + 2m i + '-z ni - 2 in the
first term is always positive or zero . We have already seen that d i-}- 2m j ? 2
for the purely pionic interactions with rte - 0, and inspection of ( 19.5.49)
shows that d i ~ I for the pion-nucleon interaction s with M i = 2 and
rn i = 0. Any i nteraction with n i = 2 and m; ~ 1 or r~ i ~ 4 clearly also has
d i ~ 2. Hence the leading terms for Q < 2nF,, are tree graphs (that is ,
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. ~

Figure 19 .3 . Feynman diagrams used with an effective chiral Langrangian to
calculate the scattering of a soft pion from a nucleon. Dashed lines are pions ;
solid lines are nucleons .

L = 0) for which all interactions have

di+ 2mi+ ~ ---2 =0 .

The interactions that satisfy this condition are just those shown explicitly
in Eqs. (19 .5.23), (19 .5.34), and (19.5.49), plus possible interactions with
di=0andna=4 .

01,
ra~IT} (1~1 raN} (19 .5 .56)

where ra and ra are any matrices in spin and isospin space that yield
Lorentz, space inversion, and isospin-invariant four-fermion interactions .
These last interactions are important for multinucleon processes, 29 which
will not be considered here .

Let us now apply this method to pion-nucleon scattering . For pion
energies roughly of order m, the pion-nucleon scattering amplitude is
given by the Feynman graphs of Figure 19.3, all of which make contribu-
tions of order rn, to the invariant amplitude. However, at threshold the
leading contribution is from Figure 19 .3(c), the others being suppressed
by an extra factor of M,/MN. This is because at threshold in the rest
frame the incoming and outgoing pion four-momenta q, q' and nucleon
four-momenta p, p' are given by

m~q = q ' = (0 , 0, 0, mn~
N P

=
MN

P, (19.5.57)

Thus the invariant amplitude at threshold from either Figure 19 .3(a) or
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19.3(b) i s propor tional to

(p ± q)2 + rnN

m2 uYS
(
-r

j(1 ± rnnlMN) + mN)YSu

(+2rn,,rnN - rn~ ~

TM7r
2

± M, u~i ~~1 ± Mr/MN) + mN}u m
2rn~v = 2rnN ± M n

207

where u is a Dirac spinor with uu = 1 . In contrast, the diagram of
Figure 19.3(c) gives a contribution to M of order rn, We may write this
amplitude as a 2 x 2 matrix in the nucleon isospin indices :

-2i
tcCabr

r ,

where q' and q are the final and initial pion four-momenta and b and
a are the corresponding isovector indices . Using Eq. (19 .5.57) and the
momentum-space Dirac equation (i i + rnN)u = 0, this becomes

r~~,~~-4amn -4m,,
IMba = 2 tc 6abc = ~ ,2 t ' I~t~ baF. a (19.5.58)

where [t~'7]ba = -icba, is the pion isovector matrix . The matrix t • tthas
eigenvalues in states of total isospin T equal to 2 [ T ( T + 1) --- 2 - 4 ], so
in the two isospin states, T = 1/2 and T = 3 /2, the invariant amplitudes
are30

Nf2 / 2 = 4m,,IF~ , M3/2 = ~--2m,IF~ ,

These results are usually expressed in terms of the scattering lengths,
which are defined as the invariant amplitudes divided by 4n(1 + Mn IrnN ) :

Mn
a112 =

n F,~
2
(] + mn lrnN )

= 0.15 rnn

~ 2nF~(1 + M,,/MN)

(19 .5.59)

a3 2 = "In --- -0.075 rn~ 1 (19 .5 .60)

These are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values12 a112 =
(0.173 ± 0 .003) m~ I and a3/2 = (-0.101 ± 0 .004 ) m~ i . (The results (19 .5.59)
and (19.5.60) are only supposed to be valid to lowest order in M,,/MN, but
we retain the factor 1 + M7,/MN, because it arises just from the definition
of the scattering lengths . )

The corrections to the scattering lengths of next order in m, arise
from several sources. There are the Born diagram graphs of Figures
19.3(a) and 19 .3(b), which are nominally of leading order but as we have
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seen at threshold are suppressed by an extra factor of rn I /mN . There
are additional tree graphs containing a vertex with two derivatives . Of
special interest are tree graphs containing a vertex with no derivatives that
arises from asymmetry- breaking interaction proportional to in . These
interactions must have the chiral and spacetime transformation properties
of the operators in Eq. (19.4 .34) : the fourth and third components of two
different chiral four-vectors (Dn and W ..There are two obvious candidates
for such operators that are bilinear in the nucleon fields : a cD4 term,

~2

N 11T = 1 -~ NN-4i •11Ty5t 11T ,

and a cD3 term ,

Nt3N = NNV
rt

1 +~~
i ( _C3 1V ,1 ~V

~ +
2

Chiral symmetries act on j V_ ordinary isospin rotations, so they cannot
mix up scalar and pseudoscalar nucleon bilinears . Thus there are really
two independent (D4 operators :

2

-

~

~ NN
~ + C 2

and

-} - y
'~ i'St 11T

C 2

and two independent (D3 operators :

and

Nt~V-2 3

2
Nt -~ N

i
2 NYsIW

1 +~

( 19.5.b1 )

(19 .5.62 )

(19 .5 .63 )

( 1 9 .5 . 64

We shall show in the next section that these are the only operators
with the transformation properties of the terms in Eq. (19.4.34) that
are bilinear i n the nucleon fields . The operators (19.5 .62) and (19 .5 .64)
evidently provide isospin-conserving and isospin-violating corrections to
the Goldberger-Treiman formula for the p ion-nucleon couplings. The
other two operators , (19 .5 .61) and (19 .5.63), contribute directly to both
the nucleon mass and to low energy pion-nucleon scattering . From
their contribution to the nucleon ma ss , we see that these latter terms
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enter into the effective Lagrangian in the form (now replacing with the
conventionally normalized pion field) :

6 rnP + 6 mn 1 - R2 /
~~

F~
NN

Eeff - 2 I + 7'21 F
72

-(b rnp - 6 mn ) Nt~V -- F2 1 ~~ Fz Nt • rN X19 .5.65 }
,r + / ,r

where JrnF and gym„ are the contributions of the quark mass terms (19 .4.34)
to the proton and neutron masses . This makes a contribution to the pion-
nucleon scattering amplitude (again written as a matrix in the isospin
space of the nucleon) :

Wha .-
2[b YIZp + S riln ] dab +

2
[
b

m
p
-

b
m~

]
ta~3b + tb~3a 19 . 5 .66F2 F2 ( } }

The first term in Eq. (19.5.65) is often known as the `o-term'. The second
term is an isospin violating correction to the o-term, which shows up only
in processes involving neutral pions, such as the charge-exchange processes
n+ + n --+ no + p and n- + p --+ no + n. Even though it is not possible
to measure the nucleon mass shifts bmp,n directly, we shall see in Section
19.7 that an S U(3) symmetry allows their difference to be calculated from
hyperon mass differences. This yields the result 6mP - 6 m, = -2.5 MeV.
Unfortunately, we still do not have a firm theoretical estimate of the
coefficient bmp + 6m, of the first term in Eq . (19.5 .65) .

Eq . (1 .4.34) shows that in quantum chrornodynamics the coefficients
6rnp + 6rnn and 6mp - 6 mn in Eq . ( 1 9.5.66) are respectively proportional to
m% + rnd and m& - in . We shall see in Section 19 .7 that mu and and are not
at all degenerate, so these coefficients are roughly of the same order of
magnitude ; the isospin-violating corrections to the Q-term are not much
smaller than the Q-term itself. We see again that the reason that isospin
conservation is such a good approximation in hadronic physics is not that
the u and d quark masses are nearly equal, but just that they are small .

The use here of Lagrangians like (19 .5 .19) or (19 .5 .49) is one example of
the method of effective field theories, already introduced in Section 12 .3.
Similar techniques have been employed to deal with meson and baryon
interactions including strange particles (see Section 19 .7), with quark and
lepton interactions at energies below the scale of electroweak symmetry
breaking (see Section 21 .3), and even with superconductivity (see Section
21 .6) . In all these cases effective field theories provide the most convenient
method for working out the consequences of symmetries and the general
principles underlying quantum field theory .

~~~
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The low energy theorems provided by broken symmetries when com-
bined with dispersion relations yield useful sum rules . Let's see how this
works for chiral symmetry, ignoring the small u and d quark masses and
the pion mass. Consider the forward scattering of a massless pion with
isovector index a and four-momentum q on a nucleon of four-momentum
p, yielding a pion with isovector index b. The scattering amplitude Nf,

defined by S fi = -2n ib4 (Pf - Pi)Nf fi, is given to first order in q by the
Feynman diagrams of Figure 19 .3 as

-2niN1
1

(fin )6(2qa )

X u
[( .(2m)42AY5tb ~

Fn

+ i ( 2 n )' 2gAY5ta
F7r

tGEabc ~ u .
F2

7r

-i -i(i+ 4) + MN

(27r)l (P + q)2 + M2
i (2n~2gaY5ta ~

F,r

4 -i - i(j- 4) + mN - i (2n )42gAY5tb ~

(19 .5 .67)

To this order in q, the nucleon propagator in the first two terms inside
the square brackets may by approximated b y

(p±q)2+M2 ±2p• q

Eq. (19.5 .67) can then be further simplified, using the relations 4 4 =
q2 = 0, uyl`u = -ip • glrnN, and [ta , tb ] = iFabc tc . Also, in the laboratory
frame (which for small q is the same as the center-of-mass frame) we have
p • q = -mrv OL), where co - q° is the pion energy in the nucleon rest frame.
Finally, the conventional forward scattering amplitude (whose absolute
square is the differential cross section for forward scattering) is given by
Eq . (3.6.9) as f - -4n 2 wM. Putting this all together, we find the forward
scattering amplitude at pion energy co is given for co < MN by

.fbu (CO ) ~ -i F2 0 - 9A2) Fabct e . (19.5 .68)
n

In particular, for n+-proton scattering, we must contract Eq . (1 .5 .68 ) with
vb va, where v is the normalized isovector (1, i, 0 )/ ,[2, and set t3 = + z . The
forward low energy n+-proton scattering amplitude is then

( 19 .5 .69)

Now, the dispersion relation for the forward scattering of a massless
n+ on a proton is given by Eq . (10.8 .24) (with subtraction polynomial
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P(E) ac E) as

io)

4n 2

j0

E - w E + w

where R is a possible subtraction constant , and co and E are pion energies
in the proton rest frame. Comparison of this dispersion relation with the
low energy limit (19.5.69) shows that R = 0, and that

2
g

A
= 1 + F" 0

0

Zn
[an+p (E) - a,~-p (E )] dE/E . (19.5.71 )

Th is is the ce lebrated Adler-Weisberger sum rule, 1 9 for the case of exact
chiral symmetry, w ith mn = 0. A s imilar sum rule may be derived for the
scattering of pions on any baryon or meson, inc luding the pion itself.30a

1 9.6 Effective Field Theories ; General Broken Symmetries

The techniques described in the previous section for constructing effective
Lagrangians for the case of SU(2) x SU(2) broken to SU(2) were soon
generalized31 to the case of a general group G broken to an arbitrary
subgroup H. Consider a quantum field theory whose Lagrangian is
invariant under an arbitrary compact Lie group G of ordinary linear
space time-independent transformations g of the fields Vn(x) :

Vn(x ) )71 9 r1 m Vm (x) - (19.6.1)
M

We suppose that this symmetry group is spontaneously broken to some
subgroup H = G of symmetry transformations that leave all vacuum
expectation values invariant : for h c H,

hnrra (y) rra(x) I VAC = (y) >z (x) I VAC (19. 6 . 2)
M

(Not all of the yes need be scalars, but of course only the scalars will
have non-vanishing vacuum expectation values .) In the example at the
beginning of the previous section, G was the group 5O(4), the fields V,
furnished a four-vector representation of this group, and their vacuum
expectation values broke SO(4) down to the subgroup H = SO(3) of
rotations that leave the four-axis invariant . In the general case the fields
v,, may furnish a reducible rather than an irreducible representation of G,
as for instance became the case when we introduced the nucleon fields in
the previous section .
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We next express a general `point' vn in field space as a G transformation
acting on fields ~j~ , from which the massless Goldstone mode has been
eliminated :

in

For instance, in the previous section y was the SO(4) rotation we called
R, and the condition satisfied by ~n was that the first three components
of the four-vector should vanish.

In order to formulate this condition more generally, let us suppose that
we are working with a real representation of G . (There is no loss of gen-
erality here, because we are not insisting on an irreducible representation,
so if we start with a set of fields forming a complex representation of G
we can always take the V~n to be the real and imaginary parts of these
complex fields .) As shown in Section 19 .2, the massless eigenvectors of the
mass matrix are just the independent linear combinations of the vectors
Em[ta]nm(TWONAG, where to are the generators of G . (The reality of the
representation means that ita is real, and the fact that G is compact means
that we can choose the representation to be unitary and hence orthogonal,
so that the to are imaginary and antisymmetric.) The condition that yin
does not contain Goldstone modes may thus be formulated as

NX)[ta1 nrra (Vm (O)) VAC = 0. ( 1 9 .6.4)
ri m

The number of independent conditions here is the dimensionality of the
group G minus the dimensionality of the subgroup H whose generators
annihilate (Tm{O}yVAC• As in the previous section, the Goldstone bosons
whose fields are eliminated in this way will reappear in the dim(G) -
dim(H) fields needed to parameterize the transformation ynm(x). In general
the q)n include all the heavy fields of the theory, including those (like
nucleons in the previous section) that have different spacetime symmetry
properties from the Goldstone bosons.

It is necessary to show that we may always choose the transformation
Y.(x) so as to satisfy Eq . (19.6.4). For this purpose, consider the quantit y

VYr(g ) = E Vn gnm (Vm (a)) VAC ~ (19.6.5)
nm

where g runs over the who le group G in the real orthogona l representation
furn ished by the yin . This is obv ious ly a continuous rea l function of g, and
s ince the group is compact Vy,(g) is a lso a bounded function of g . At each
spacetime po in t x, ,,,(,)(g) therefore reaches a maximum value for some
group e lement, which we shall ca ll y(x) . At g = y(x), Vv(x)(g ) must be
stationary with respec t to arb itrary variations in g . But and infinitesima l
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shift in a group element g may always be written as a linear combinatio n

a

with real infinitesimal coefficients ca that may depend on g . Hence the
condition that Y,,,(x)(g) be stationary with respect to the variation bg at
g = y(x) read s

0 = 6 VY,( x ) ((x)) f-a Y: yPn(x)^nr ( x) ti~ (Wm(❑ )~VAC ,
nor

= a ~ e or Y: [7 1 (x)]tnWn (x) tim (Vm (0 )~ VAC
a nyraI

This must be satisfied for all variations, and thus for all c,, so we see that
Eq. (19.6.4) is satisfied for ~(x) = y-l(x)y(x), as was to be shown . In the
purely bosonic theory with Lagrangian (19 .4.1), ~n was the four-vector
field (0 , 0 , 0 , u). This points in the direction of the vacuum expectation
value (Vny, but this is not always the case.

Incidentally, it is not necessary in dealing with complex fields to for-
mulate the condition on flx) explicitly in terms of its real and imaginary
parts. If a set of fields X(x) transform according to some complex represen-
tation of G with Hermitian generators Tx, then in the real representatio n

V(X)
= Re X(x)

Im x(x )

the generators are

-Im T' -Re T'
itIX =

( ~e T°` -Im Ta

The condition (19.6.4) may then be expressed directly in terms of Tx and
X(x) as

1m (x(x)' 7'a (x(O)}SAC} _ 0 .

Because the Lagrangian is assumed to be only invariant under
spacetime-independent G transformations, it will be found after the trans-
formation ( 19.6.3 ) to depend on y(x) as well as on ip(x ) , though always
with at least one derivative in each y-dependent term . As already re-
marked, the spacetime-dependent parameters needed to specify y(x) will
play the role of Goldstone boson fields . We now have to consider how to
parameterize y(x) .

It must be recognized from the outset that the choice of y in Eq. (19.6.3 )
is generally not unique . Because (Vm (O) y VAC is H-invariant in the sense of
Eq. ( 19.6 . 2), the quantity Vy,(g ) defined by Eq . (19.6.5) is invariant under
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right multiplication of g by any element h of the unbroken subgroup H :

Vw (g ) - VyJgh} for h C= H . ( 19. 6 .6 )

It follows that if y maximizes V,, (g ) , then so does yh, so that condition
(19 .6.4) is satisfied for ~j~ = h-1 y-1 y~ as well as tp = y- l ya. Hence y is only
defined so far up to right multiplication b y an element of H . (For instance
in the example of the previous section, the four-dimensional rotation R
could have been multiplied on the right with any rotation acting only on
the first three components of four-vectors.) We may think of two group
elements y j and yZ as equivalent if yl = yZh with h e H. This is an
equivalence relation because it is reflexive (if yl is equivalent to y2 then
Y2 is equivalent to yl ) , symmetric (y is equivalent to itself), and transitive
(if yl is equivalent to Y2 and yZ is equivalent to Y3 then yl is equivalent
to y3) . The elements of the group G can therefore be sorted into disjoint
`equivalence classes', each consisting of elements y that differ only by right
multiplication by an element of H. These are known as the right cosecs
of G with respect to H . What we need is a parameterization of the space
(known as GBH ) of right cosets .

For this purpose we need only choose one representative group element
from each right cost . For the SO(4) symmetry broken to 5 O(3) of the
previous section, it was convenient to choose these representative elements
as the rotations R parameterized by the three-vector There is another
choice that is available for any compact group G broken to any subgroup
H . Let us first adapt our notation for the generators of G to the pattern
of symmetry breaking . The complete set of independent generators of H
will be called ti . According to Eq. (19 . 6 .2 ) these satisfy

Y:( ti )n»a (Vm y VAC =' 0 . (19 . 6 .7 )
M

Since H is a subgroup, the t; form a subalgebra

k

We will take the x,, to be the other independent generators of G, in any
basis with totally antisymmetric structure constants . (Such a basis always
exists for compact groups ; see Section 15 .2. ) Since x, does not appear on
the right-hand side of Eq . ( 19.6 .$ ), the structure constants Crja all vanish,
and since they are totally antisymmetric, it follows that C=pl = Q, so

b

However, it is not necessarily the case that commutators of xs with each
other are linear combinations of ts ; this depends on the nature of G and
H, and also on how H is embedded in G . (Where Cab, vanishes, the coset
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space GBH is known as a symmetric space) . In general we may write

Ixu , xG ] - x ~ Cabita + x Y: Cu6cxc

2 1 5

(19.6.10)

Any set of generators with commutation relations of the form (19 .6.$)-
(19. 6 .1 0) is called a Cartan decompos it ion of the Lie algebra. An example
is provided by the ch iral S U(2) x S U(Z) Lie algebra (19.4-9)-(19 .4.11), for
wh ich the Cabc did happen to vanish .

Because t j and x a span the Lie algebra of G, any finite element of G
may be expressed in the for m

g = exp i Y: ~axa exp i O iti ( 9. 6 . 1 1 )

where ~a and H; are a set of real parameters . But the transformation y(x)
in Eq. ( 19. 6 .3 ) is only defined so far up to right-multiplication with an
element of H, so we may standardize our definition of y by taking it in
the form

Y (x) = e xp ~a(x)xR ( 19.6.1 Z )

The ~a(x) may be identified (apart from normalization) w ith the Goldstone
boson fields .

In what fo llows we will simpl y assume that representative e lements have
been chosen from each right cose c, and expressed as continuous func tions
y(~) of some parameters ~R, Eq. ( 19 .6. 1 2) in gene ral provides one explici t
example, but we w ill not limit ourse lves to this parameterization.

Now, suppose we use Eq. (19 .6.3) to replace a ll field s V(x) in the
Lagrangian wi th y(x)y~ (x ). The derivatives of the fields are given by

OuYW = ~~' (x) lauflx) + ( Y i (x)auY (x )R( x)] . ( 19. 6 .13 )

Therefore when we express the Lagrangian in terms of rp rather than V ,
the Goldstone boson fields appear through the dependence of (x) apy(x )
on ~a(x) and its derivatives .

Any variation of a group element like y(x) may be written as the group
element times a linear combination of the generators of the group . In our
case, we may write this as

a

where DQ,u and Eiu take the form s

D,,,(x) = 1: Dab (~W) O,WX)
a

( 1 9 . b . 14 )

( 19 .b . 1 5)
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Ej,u (x) = Y: Eib (~ (X)) Oy 4 W - (19 .6.16)

The Goldstone boson fields will thus enter the Lagrangian through the
appearance of the quantities Da,,(x) and Eil,(x) (and their derivatives) .
Note that for exact broken symmetries every interaction of the ~s must
involve at least one derivative, so mass terms m~~~,,~h cannot appear in
the Lagrangian, and all interactions vanish when and Goldstone boson
four-momentum vanishes .

Even where we do not know the details of the underlying Lagrangian,
we can learn a great deal about the way that the quantities Du Y and
Ear appear in the transformed Lagrangian from their transformation
properties. Under an arbitrary element g of the group G, the original field
T transforms according to Eq . (19.6.1) :

V (x} --* Ox} = g V (x} = g* (x )}ip(x ) . ( 19.6 .17 )

Now, gy ( ~ ) is an element of G, so it must be in the same right coset as
some y(~'), and may therefore be written in the form

g,~ (~ (x)) = 7 (~'(x)) h (~ (x), g) (19.6 .18 )

where h is some element of the unbroken subgroup H . [)sing this in
Eq. (19. 6 .17), we find that V'(x) is of the form (19 . 6 .3 )

W,(X) = Y (v (X)) rp, (X )
with ~'(x) defined by Eq . ( 19 .6 .1$), and

qV(x) == h (~ (X), g) 1~(X) -

(19.6.19)

(19 .6.20)

In the example at the beginning of the previous section, qa consisted of a
single isoscalar a, and since this was invariant under the unbroken isospin
subgroup, it was also chiral invariant . More generally, we find here
that rp(x ) is not necessarily invariant under general G transformations,
but that its G transformation depends only on its transformation under
the unbroken subgroup H. We saw this in the previous section when
we introduced the nucleon fields ; under a general infinitesimal broken
chiral symmetry, the fields N transformed according to the field-dependent
isospin rotation (19.5 .45).

The transformation rules and q7 specified by Eqs. (19.6.1 S )
and (19.6. 20) make no reference to the particular linear G transformation
properties of the original fields yin . Indeed, we did not need to start with
a Lagrangian that was invariant under linear G transformations in order
to deduce these transformation rules . Given and set of fields on which
a group G acts linearly or non-linearly, with a subgroup H that leaves
one special set of field values (their vacuum expectation values) invariant,
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we can always express these fields (in at least a finite neighborhood of
the special field values) in terms of a set ~ ,, and ip-, which transform
under G according to the standard realization ~ ,, --* ~a, ~ --* i~' defined
by Eqs. ( 19 . 6 .1$) and (19.6.20). The essential uniqueness of this realization
was first proved25 for SU(2) x SU(2) broken to SU(2), and then for
general Lie groups broken to any subgroup .31 For an easier argument,
we may note that for any set of fields that transforms according to a
non-linear realization of an arbitrary compact Lie group G, it is always
possible to define functions of these fields (and perhaps additional fields*)
that transform linearly under G . 32 Starting from this linear realization, the
arguments of this section allow us to construct fields ~ and fp with the
transformation rules ( 19.b.1 S ) and (19 . 6 .20) .

Although the transformation of ~(x) and flx} is complicated for general
g e G, it is much simpler when g is itself a member h of the unbroken
subgroup H . It is usual and always possible to choose the Goldstone
boson fields ~a(x) to transform according to some linear representation

gab (h ) of the unbroken subgroup H :

h y(~) h-1 = y (9(h)~) . (19.6.21 )

For instance, in the parameterization of the cost space S O (4 ) /S O(3 ) used
in the previous section, the Goldstone boson fields ~ , formed an isospin
three-vector . For the more generally applicable parameterization based
on Eq . (19 .6.12), the commutation relations (19.6.9) show that the xa
transform linearly under H :

hxy,h-1 = Y:-9ab(h )xa (19.6.22)
a

from which Eq . ( 19.6.21 ) follows immediately . Comparing Eq. ( 19.6 .21 )
with Eq. ( 19.6 .2$ ) , we see that for g = h e H ,

a

rpn (x) = hnm~m(x) . (19.6.24 )
M

In other words, ~a and inn transform under H according to the represen-
tations -9ab(h ) and hnm itself, respectively.

We must now consider how to construct the most general Lagrangian
that is invariant under the transformations (19 .b.1 S ) and (19.6 .20) . The
transformation ~ --* ~' for general g c G is non-linear and rather compli-
cated, and rules out the appearance of ~Q(x} in the Lagrangian except i n

For instance, the polar and azimuthal angles B and ip furnish a non-linear realization
of 50 3) ; by adding an additional variable r we can construct quantities xl, xz, and
x3 that transform linearly under 503 ) .
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quantities like D,,,(x) and Ezt,(x) . Fortunately, these quantities obey very
simple transformation rules . Differentiate Eq . ( 19 . 6 .1$ ) with respect to xu
and multiply on the left with its inverse . This gives

h-1 (x), g) y (~'(x)) a, [y (~'(x)) h (~ (x), g)

=h-'(~(x),g) [y-'(~'(x))O,y(~'(x))] h(~(x))

+ h-i r~ ( x ) , g)Ou h(~(x )s g )
1

and so

Y- ; (~' (x)} O1 Y ('(x)) = h ((x), g) [Y_ 1 (~ (x) , g) O,Y (~(x), g) ] h ^i ( ~ (x ), g)

- [3,4h((x),g)] h-1 ( ~ (x) , g) . (19 .6.25 )

Eq. ( 19.6 .12 ) gives the quantity 7_10p7 as a linear combinations of xs and
ts . Also, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq . (19.6.25) is a
linear combination of is alone. Since the xa and ti are all independent,
the coefficients of each generator on both sides of Eq . ( 19 . 6 .25) must all
be equal :

g = h(~ g ) xaDauxaD~ Y:
a u

JA (
i

h-i ( ~a$ )

+ i [Ogh(~, g)] 0 (~, g) 9

or in more detail

Da'p(X) = 1: gab (h((x),g) )

x) = ESi; (h(4(x),g)) Ej~(x)

->rib (h((x),g)) ~, 4 ( x ) a

( 1 9.b .2b )

(19.6.27)

(19.6.28 )

where Dag and Ei. are defined by Eqs. ( 1 9.6.15) and ( 1 9.6. 1 6), and

IaPh(~(x),g)j h-1 (~(x),g) ~_- iE Afib(~(X))U,~b(X)
i b

h t1 h-1 tai j (h) ti
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wh i le -9ab is defined by Eq. ( 1 9 .6.22) . We see that the quant ities D,,,(x) are
`covarian t der ivatives' of the Gold stone boson fie ld s, transforming under a
genera l e lement g c G much l ike the fields i~ : both are subjected to the H
transforma tion h(~ ( x) , g), though in different represen tat ions. For instance,
in the SO(4) theory of the previous section, the covariant derivative of the
p ion fie ld was the quantity + ~ Z }, which is transformed under an
infini tesima l chiral transformation by an isospin rotation (19 .5 .15) .

On the o ther hand , Ej,z(x) transforms inhomogeneously, much l ike a
gauge fie ld . The ext ra term in Eq. (19.6.28) a llows a cancellation of the
inhomogeneous term in derivatives of i~ . Differentiating Eq . (19 .6.20), we
have

0u fpl(x) = h (~ (x), g) [0, fp (x) + h- 1 (~ (x), g) 0,h (~ (x), g) i~ (x)] .

Combining this with Eq. (19.6.27) g ives

(-9MVX)) = h (~ (x), g) -9,fp(x)

where is a covariant derivative of the heavy partic le fields :

(19.6.29)

(Eq. ( 19 .5.47 ) provides an example of such a covariant derivative in the
case of SO(4) broken to SO(3) .) Any Lagrangian that is invariant under
the unbroken subgroup H and is constructed from i~, 9,S) , and Da, will
thus also be invariant under the full group G.

Renormalizability is not an issue here, so we can also consider quantities
involving more than one spacetime derivative. One such is -9v 9, i~,
obtained by just repeating the operation (1 9, 6 .30

)0~u+ i ~ t~&~u y . (19.6.31 )

This transforms just l ike !?PT

(gV-9,ufp)' = h(~, g)-qv-9mfp . ( 19.6.32)

Another covariant quantity can be constructed from the covariant deriva-
tive of the covariant Goldstone boson derivative ( 19. 6 .15), which is defined
just like (19. 6 .3 0), but with ti replaced with the corresponding matrix in
the representation of H furnished by the xa

~2 v Da,u = O v D cay + E Ciab E ivD6p
b

which transforms just like DR P

a
(19.6.34)
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A lso, by antisyrnmetrizing the derivat ive of E it, we can eliminate the
inhomogeneous term in ( 1 9 .6.27). This y ie lds a `curvature'

Ri,uv - OvEag - OuEiv - iCijk EjpEkv . 19 .6.35)

This is not really new ; it is easy to see that the antisymmetric covariant
derivative of the 'matter' field y~ is proportional to this curvatur e

1-9v, emu] ip' t j R ipv ip' . (19 . 6 .36)

Of course, we can continue this process and construct yet more covariants
by taking higher and higher covariant derivatives of 9µy~ and D,,,, .

It is useful to note that the quantities Du, and Erg may be calculated
once and for all for given groups G and H and a given parameterization of
the cosec space GBH, and do not depend on the assumed transformation
properties of the fields yin or the specific matrices xa, ti used to represent
the Lie algebra of the broken symmetry group . For instance, in the
exponential parameterization (19 .6.12), the first few terms in the power
series for these covariants are easily calculated from Eqs. (19.6.12) and
(1 9.6.14) as

Dal, = am ~a + z Cabc~h0u~c

be

+ ~ E Y: CcdeCbea +
bed e

+ OWOUO I

E ip = z E Cubt ~a~lk +

ab

Ccdi Cbia 4Uu ~d

(19.b.37 )

CRCCI CF] d T ~LI 4O l~C

abed

(19.b.38 )

All we need to know in order to construct the most general Lagrangian
involving the Goldstone boson fields ~a and a set of heavy particle fields
is the pattern of spontaneous symmetry breaking, of G to H , and the
transformation of the heavy particle fields under H, not G : the Lagrangian
is taken to be the most general H-invariant function of ~ , ~,u q), Day,
and higher covariant derivatives .

Now consider the case where the symmetry under G is not only sponta-
neously broken, but not even exact to begin with . Suppose that there is a
term ❑Y in the initial Lagrangian that is not invariant under the group G
of linear transformations V --* g y , but transforms as a linear combination
of the components of some representation (reducible or irreducible) of G .
That is, we take

AY == E CACA (19.6.39)
A
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where CA transforms under G according to some representation D [g]A B

CA E D [C ] AB aB
B

(19 .6.40)

If we now replace the fields V wi th the set ~a, y~, this term in the Lagrangian
will still take the form (19.6 .39), but Eq . (19 .6.40) now read s

CA [.f.(~, 9 ), D Ch( ~, g ) 1 q)] = E D C 9IAB OB ( 1 9 . 6 .41 )
B

where fa (~, g) is the result of applying the transformation g to ~ ,,, defined
by Eq. (19.6 .18 ) :

g,j (~) = 7 (f (~, g)) h (~, g) . (19 .6.42)

As we shall see, it is easy to find sets of operators satisfying (19 .6 .41),
and the solution is unique up to a specification of certain H-invariant
functions of the V).

First, consider the case ~a = 0, with g In this case gy(~ )
so

(0' ~tj 5 h (0,

Applying this in Eq. (19.6.41), we find (now dropping the prime) :

CA E D MOIAB OB [0, iP-]
B

(19.6.43 )

This gives the operators CA [~ a , y~] for all ~ ,, if we know them for ~ ,, = 0.
Now take ~u = U, with g an element h of the unbroken subgroup H .

Here we have gY(~ ) = h, so

Applying this in Eq . (19 .6.41), we find her e

(9 A 10, hfpl = 1: D [h] A B OB [0, q1]
B

(19.6.44)

In other words , the CAA for ~ = 0 must have the same transformation under
linear H tran sformation s as are found in the representation (19 .6 .44 ) of
G. (However, there is nothing in this that fixes the normalization of
the different irreducible H repr esentation s found in the G repre sentation
(19.6.40) ; some of them may e ven be absent altogether . )

Finally, we note that any set of d operators satisfying (19 .6.44) allows
the con struction using Eq . (19 .6.43) of operators sati sfying the general
G-transformation rules (19.6.40) . Using Eqs . (19 . 6 .43 ) and (19.6 .44), the
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left-hand side of Eq . (19 .6.41) becomes

CA [fa(~, g), h(~, g)ip-] E D (f 9))IAB OB [0, h(~, g)rp]
B
E ICY (f(,g))]ABD[h(, 9)] BC ac [0,
BC

E D [7 (f(~, g)) h(~, 9)]AB OB [0,
B

1: D [97(~ )]AB aB
10

,
B
1: D [91 AB a B [~' fp]

B
as was to be shown.

As an example, consider the group SO(4) spontaneously broken to
SO(3) as in the previous section, and suppose we want to construct
operators that transform according to the four-vector representation of
SO(4) out of the Goldstone boson field ~(x) and the other fields ~(x) .
According to (9 .6.43), these must take the form

0 [-*, ip-] = R -) (

where R is the SO(4) rotation defined by Eqs . (19 .5.8) and (19 .5 .9) :

2Ca 1 _
C

2
Raa= 1+C 2 x44= ~

+C
2

The condition that R is an orthogonal matrix is satisfied if we choose its
other components as

2Ca 4 2~a

Thus any scalar (as opposed to pseudoscalar) operators that transform
as the fourth and third components of chiral four-vectors must appear in
the effective Lagrangian in the forms

+ 2C . _+[O'~] + (1_~2 +
(12) + C

2

and

2C3 C 0- 0, r03 3 P] I + 213 ) (D
4

[0, fP-]
I +C2) ~+ 2

The only condition on the operators (D+ [4, y~], (D
4 [0, y~], (D- [0, fl, and

(D4 [0, y~] is that they should transform under Lorentz and isospin trans-
formations respectively as a pseudoscalar isovector, a scalar isoscalar, a
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scalar isovector, and a pseudoscalar isoscalar, but they do not have to be
related in any way. For processes involving only pions we use an effective
Lagrangian that involves no fields except the pion field ~, so the operators
(D+ [0, y~], (D- [0, y~], and (D4 [0, fp- ] must all vanish, while cD4 [D, ~] is just
a numerical constant . We see as promised in the previous section that
the only non-derivative chiral symmetry breaking operator in the effective
Lagrangian is proportional to (1 - ~ 2)/(1 + C 2), and hence to the operator
(19.5 .34). In order to include symmetry-breaking operators bilinear in the
nucleon field, parity and isospin conservation require that we take

(D+ [0, fP-] OC 75-fV (D+ [01 fP'
~

~- [4, y~ ] oc ~ITt1V , 04 [o, .q] ocNYsPT .

Thus as claimed in the previous section the only non-derivative symmetry-
breaking terms involving nucleon bilinears are of the form (19.5 .6t)-
(19 .5-64).

The phenomenological Lagrangian ma y be used to calculate the ampli-
tudes for processes involving particles of small three-momentum in much
the s ame way as was done for the chiral theory of pions and nucleon s in
the previous section . In counting powers of a characteristic small momen-
tum Q , Gold stone boson internal line s always contribute factors of order
Q-2 . Also , an internal line for one of the heavy particles (of any spin)
described by the fields ~p that has absorbed a net four-momentum q from
the Gold stone boson field will have a propagator

1V(p + q) N(p)

(P + 4 )
2

+ M
2 2P ' 4

(where N is some polynomial, depending on the particle spin and field
type, and M is the particle mass) so it will contribute a factor of order
Q-1 . The same argument that led to (19 .5.55) applies here, and gives the
number of powers of Q in a given Feynman diagram as

v = E Vi (di + hd2 - 2) -}- 2L - Eh + 2 , (19.6.45)
a

where VI is the number of vertices of type i, di is the number of derivatives
(or for approximate broken symmetries, derivatives or Goldstone boson
masses) at a vertex of type i, h i is the number of heavy particle lines at
a vertex of type i, L is the number of loops, and Eh is the number of
external lines of heavy particles . In general the coefficient d i + hj/2 - 2
is non-negative for all interactions allowed by chiral symmetries. The
interactions among Goldstone bosons alone always have d ; ~ 2, because
they must either be at least bilinear in the covariant derivative (19 .6.15), or
proportional to symmetry-breaking parameters (like quark masses in the
previous section) which are of order of the squares of the Goldstone boson
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masses. Interactions between Goldstone bosons and heavy particles must
involve the covariant derivatives (19.6 .15 ) or (19 . 6 .30), and so must have
di ~ 1 as well as hi ~ 2 . The only interactions for which d i + ht/2 < 2 would
be trilinear interactions among the heavy particles, which we exclude
because we are only considering graphs in which all heavy hadrons remain
non-relativistic. With di + X112 ~ 2 for all interactions, the leading graphs
are those constructed solely from interactions with di + h ; 1 2 = 2 and
no loops. Corrections are again provided by interactions with more
derivatives and/or more heavy-particle fields, and/or one or more loops .

In the absence of intrinsic symmetry breaking, the part of the La-
grangian that involves only the Goldstone boson fields has a unique
di = 2 term

YGB
1

= -2 E F h Dag Du ( 19 .6 .46)
h 1,

ah

with ab some real positive -d efinite matrix . For (19 .6 .12 ) and a large class
of other parameterizations of the carets, y(~ ) approaches 1 + i~"xa for
~Q --~ 0, so Eq . (19.6.14) shows that the linear term in Du, is just a F t ~ a .
The canonically normalized Goldstone boson fields na with a kinematic
Lagrangian -2 Ea OpnuOyn,, are the n

na = E Fa6 4 - (19.6.47)
b

In the SO(4) theory of the previous section, the generators xa and the
fields ~a transform according to an irreducible representation of the un-
broken subgroup H = Sn(3 ), so in this case F b = F~ jab, with F, a
single constant that characterizes the energy scale of the spontaneous
symmetry breakdown. In the general case we can choose the generators
(without changing the structure constants) so that FQ~, is diagonal, with
diagonal elements all equal within each irreducible representation of H,
but otherwise independent .

We have seen how to construct theories of Goldstone boson fields
by starting with fields belonging to linear representations of the broken
symmetry group, such as the S U(2 ) x S U(2 ) four-nectar 0, (x) with which
we started in Section 1 9.5 . At very low energy the only significant degrees
of freedom are the Goldstone bosons, so we generally throw away the non-
Goldstone parts of the field, such as the field u(x) given by Eq . (19.5 .4) .
But there are circumstances in which it is necessary to return to full linear
representations of the broken symmetry group, in which the Goldstone
boson fields are just one part .

This happens when, by varying the temperature or turning on an
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external field of some sort, a system is brought close to a second-order
transition, in which it smoothly goes from broken to unbroken symmetry .
On one side of this transition the symmetry is broken, so we have massless
Goldstone bosons, and various other massive excitations, not generally
forming complete multiplets that would furnish linear representations of
the broken symmetry group. On the other side of the transition the
symmetry is unbroken, so here we have complete linear multiplets, not
generally massless . If this transition is continuous, then very near the
phase transition the Goldstone boson must form part of a complete
linear multiplet of nearly massless excitations . Barring accidents or other
symmetries, this multiplet will form an irreducible representation of the
broken symmetry group . This irreducible multiplet of fields, which become
massless only just at the phase transition, is known as the order parameter .

This is a more precise definition of order parameters than usual . Often
one speaks of an order parameter as any set of fields whose expectation
values break the symmetry, but this is too vague -there is no one set of
fields whose expectation values can be blamed for a broken symmetry . For
instance, the S U(2) x S U(2) symmetry of quantum chramadynamics with
massless u and d quarks is broken by the expectation value of iiu +dd, which
is the fourth component of a chiral four-vector, but quartic and higher
powers of quark fields also have non-vanishing vacuum expectation values,
and these belong to other representations of S U(2) x S U(2) . In contrast, at
a smooth phase transition at which SU(2) x S U(2) becomes unbroken the
Goldstone boson becomes a member of just one massless representation
of S U(2 ) x S U(2 ) , and this provides an unambiguous definition of the
order parameter .

It is important to identify the correct order parameters, both in order to
calculate the critical exponents discussed in Section 1 8 .5, and to deal with
configurations like vortex lines or magnetic monopoles, where, as we shall
see in Sections 21 .6 and 23 .3, there is a singularity at which the broken
symmetry becomes unbroken. It is often assumed that the order parameter
for the chiral S U ( 2) x S U(2 ) symmetry of quantum chromodynamics is a
chiral four-vector, but this is not known to be the case .32a

1 9.7 Effective Field Theories : SU(3) x SU(3)

The approximate S U (2 ) isospin symmetry of nuclear physics was extended
in the early 1960s by Gell-Mann33 and Ne'eman34 to an even less exact
S U(3) symmetry, which grouped the known baryons and mesons in various
irreducible representations : an octet of 1/2+ baryons p, n, 11a, E± ,O, -, -°a,
an octet of 0- mesons K+•❑, n~ , a, ti °, K-' ❑ , an octet of 1 - mesons
K*+, ❑5 p± , 0 , c~, I~* -, 0 , and a decuplet of 3/2+ baryons ❑ ++, +, o,- , F*+'Q'-~
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2*❑ , -, 0^ . (The I and 0 were not discovered until later .) After the
successes of the chiral S U(2) x S U(2) symmetry in the mid-1960s, it became
natural to suppose that the strong interactions also respect an approximate
S U (3 ) x S U(3 ) symmetry, which like S U(2 ) x S U(2) is spontaneously
broken to its diagonal subgroup, the SU(3) of Gell-Mann and Ne'eman .
Then after the advent of quantum chromodynamics it became clear that
this symmetry arises because there are not two but three fairly light
quarks ; the u and d, and a third quark s which like d has charge -1/3.
In this case the SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry consists of independent SU(3)
transformations (analogous to Eq. (19 .4.2)) on the left- and right-handed
parts of the u, d, s quark fields :

u u
d --+e)Cp [i(O'iL + as AaYS ) d

a s

where A,, are a complete set of traceless Hermitian matrices :

0 1 0
1 0 00 0 0
o 0 1

a,4 ao o
loo
0 0 0

A7 = 0 0 - i

o i 0

0 - i 0
a,2= i 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 - i

A5 = o a 0
i 0 0

to
A8 =

73
o 1
o 0

11
1

a3= 0
0
0

A6 = 0

0
0
0

-2

0
_ 1
0

(19-7.1 )

0
a ,
0

o 00 i
10

(19 .7.x)

normalized so that Tr (AaiLb) = Z6ab. The generators of SU(3) x SU(3)
are thus represented on the quark fields by the generators ta = Aa of the
unbroken S U(3) symmetry and the broken symmetry generators xa = ~ "75 .

Ta define the Goldstone boson fields and work out their transformation
properties, we note that in the representation furnished by the quark fields,
any 5 U( 3 ) x S U(3) transformation may be written as exp(-iys A
times a transformation exp(i EaOaAa) belonging to the unbroken SU(3)
subgroup of SU(3) x SU(3). (The minus sign accompanying ~ is inserted
for convenience in later comparing components of this field with the pion
fields introduced in Section 19 .5.) Hence in this representation, each right
coset of SU(3) x S U (3)IS U(3 ) is represented by the matrix of the form
y ( ~) = exp(-i75 Ea ~a Aa ) that it contains, and aside from normalization,
the parameters ~a of these right cosets may be taken as our Goldstone
boson fields. According to Eq. (19 .6.18), the transformation rule of these
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field s is dictated by

exp z T [0a ~,a + ~a ~aYS } exp iYS E ~a [ x}it,a
u a

227

= exp -P1 5 1: ~Q(x)~, a exp i E 9a(x )Aa ( 1 9 .7.3 )
a a

with 9,,(x) some function of 9V , 9A, and ~ (x). Also, according to
Eq. (19 .6.3), the Goldstone-free quark fields q(x) are here defined b y

u(x)
q (x ) = d(x) = exp -i75 E ~a(x )Aa R W

s(x)
a

and have the transformation rule given by Eq . (19.6.24)-

4'(x) = exp i Oa(x )Aa q (x ) .

(19 .7.4)

( 1 9 .7.5 )

We could proceed to introduce covariant derivatives (19.6.15) and (19.6.30),
and use them to construct chiral-invariant Lagrangian densities, but for
chiral symmetries there is a simpler approach available .

Note that the parts of Eq. (19 .7.3) that are proportional to (1 + ys ) and

(1 - YS ) read

exp i E 9~ .~a exp -iE ~« (x ) a u
a a

a a

and

exp i E 9~ •~a exp i ~ ~a (x )a R
a a

= CXp iE ~a (x)A, exp i EOa(x)Aa
a u

where

(19 .7.6)

(19-7 .7 )

By multiplying Eq . (19 .7.7) on the right by the inverse of Eq. (19 .7. 6), we
find the simple transformation rul e

U'(x) = exp (i>IaO )~ U(X) exp (_ia )
Oa (19 .7.8)

a a
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where U(x) is the unitary unimodular matri x

U(x) = exp (2i E ~,(x )Aa (19 .7 .9)

I n other words, U(x) transforms according to the (j,3) representation of
S U (3 ) x S U (3 ). This is still a non-linear realization of S U (3 ) x S U(3)
because the components of U(x) are not independent ; they are subject to
the nonlinear constraints UT U = I and Det U = 1 .

The unique (S U(3 ) x S U(3)}-invariant term in the Goldstone boson
Lagrangian that is of second order in spacetime derivatives i s

Y2deriv = - ~~F2 Tr {[~~~1 [~ ' `U~ I ,

with F2 a positive constant to be determined . We can express the ~a in
terms of conventionally normalized pseudoscalar meson fields by writin g

~ A', ~a
,11
F

a

~na + ~a

n

K-

n+

T2 T6
FC U

K +

K ❑ -,,lr2-B

0❑

F
3

(19 .7 .11 )
so that the kinematic term in Eq . (19 .7 .10) is of the usual form

skin = ~ 2 OPn
0O

F
1
n4
-0

Yn +atin-o
P
K + Opk - O

P
K❑ Ot`k ❑ - z 0P t~Opno .

To determine the constant F, we note by comparing Eq . (19.7 .4) with
Eq. (19 .5 .42), that for ~ infinitesimal, the components ~ ;, ~2, and ~3 are
the same as the Goldstone boson fields C 1, C2, and C3 introduced in Section
19.5 . Then, comparing (19 .7.11) with (19.5.17) and (19 .5.32), we see that
the constant F defined by Eq . (19 .7 .10) is the same as the F, = 184 MeV
introduced in Section 19.4.

The SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry of quantum chromodynamics is broken
by the quark mass term, which in terms of the quark field q(x) defined by
Eq. (19.7 .4) is

amass ~ -4 Mq q = -q e-' ~~sBl~'~ ~
q e

-i ,1'2 Y5B1FR (19.7.12 )

where

mu
Mq 0

0

0

md

0

0

0

ms

(19 .7.13 )

Eq. (t9 .7.1) contains a purely bosonic part, obtained by replacing the
quark bilinear with its vacuum expectation value, given by the unbroken
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SU(3) and parity symmetries as *
'Z Z< 4n7S4m >0= 0 < gnqrn >0= -vb,m

The Goldstone boson mass term in the Lagrangian is then

229

(19.7 .14)

2V
v [F~ Tr fB, J B, M, ~ } = ~ F2 4mu no + ~ ° + 4(mu + and}n+ n

Fn

+4 ( mu + ms)K +K + 4md 1 n❑ +

8
+4(md + ms)K❑ka + 3ms(0)2

From this, we can read off that3 5

2 2 4v
m+ =moo = Cmu +md ]F2

2 4v
x+ = 2 Cmu +ms sF

2 4v
mKo = F2 [md +- In d

20
4a 4m, -+- an d +- mu

mY F2 3

0

2

(19.7-15)

and there is also a term that mixes the n❑ and q❑

2 4u

~ 3

The same results can also be obtained by operator methods .
theorem allows us to construct generators Ta and tea, for which

(19 .7 .17)

Noether ' s

[Ta , 4) = -Aaq, lXa~ R ] = -75Aa4 • (9.7 .18 )

We can write the Goldstone boson fields in a real basis as na, with
n± = (nl ± i.2) 1 ,/r2, n0 = n3, K ± = (74 ± ing)I,/r2, K° == (75 +
i 7r7)/,/'2 , f<0 = (n5 -inWJ2 , and rj❑ = n$ . The SU(3) symmetry that
survives the spontaneous symmetry breaking tells us that the F-matri x

The fact that the conservation laws of parity, charge, and strangeness respected by the
vacuum are the same as those respected by the quark mass matrix is a result of the
vacuum alignment condition discussed in Section 19 .3. Likewise, if the quark ficids
are defined so that the quark masses are all positive, then with v > 0 the minus sign in
Eq . ( 19 .7.3) is required by the condition that the true vacuum be at a minimum rather
than a maximum of the vacuum energy for vacuum states rotated by SU(3) x SU(3)
transformations, for as we shall see, it is this sign that will yield positive masses for
the pseudo-Goldstone boson octet .
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for these bosons takes the form Fah = F,,bab• The SU(3) x SU(3) sym-
metry is also intrinsically broken by the mass term in the Hamiltonian
Ht = muuU + mddd + msss = qMq q, where Mq is the quark mass matrix
(19 .7 .13) . The mass matrix of the pseudo-Goldstone bosons is given here
by (19 .3.20) as

M~b =
_Fn

2
(
4 { Aa , fAh , Mq s} 4)0 . ( 19 .7 .19 )

Since this is already of first order in quark masses, to this order we may
use the unbroken SU(3) relations (uu)a = (dd ) a = (ss ) a =_ -a, and find
the results (19.7.16) and (19 .7 .17), as before.

The masses mK+ = 493 .65 MeV and mKo = 497 .7 MeV of the kaon
doublet are quite close, and considerably larger than the pion mass, so
we can see from (19.7,1 b ) that the mu and and must be considerably
smaller than m, . In calculating quantities that are sensitive to mu and md,
like the kaon mass difference or the pion masses, we should also take
into account another small correction, the effect of electromagnetism . The
electromagnetic current is J° = iegy y Qq, where Q is a diagonal matrix with
elements 2/3, -1/3, and -1 / 3. Its commutators with the SU(3) x SU(3)
generators are

2 2

We see that P commutes with X3, X6, X7 , and X$ as well as T3, T6, T7 ,
and T8, so the electromagnetic part of the Hamiltonian is invariant under
the S U (2 ) x S U(2 ) x U(1) x U(1) subgroup with these generators . Therefore
in the limit of zero quark masses, electromagnetic effects give no mass to
the neutral pseudo-Goldstone bosons 35 n4, K0 , K0, and rj❑ , the Goldstone
bosons associated with the spontaneous breakdown of the symmetries with
generators X3, X6, X7 and X8 . Also, in the zero-quark-mass limit there
is an unbroken SU(2) symmetry generated by T6, T7 , and -,~13_T$ - T3 ,
under which the K+ and n+ transform as a doublet, so that for zero
quark masses the electromagnetic corrections to the K+ and n+ masses are
equal.36 Since the quark mass terms and electromagnetic corrections are
all small, it is reasonable to treat these effects as additive corrections to
the effective quark Hamiltonian. We see then that with electromagnetism
taken into account, the mass formulas (19 .7.1 6) should be corrected to
read37

mK ❑ = m~a = 4v (md + m,)/F2

m~± = 4v( md + m~)/F~ + ❑ , ( 19 .7 .24 )

,moo = 4v (m j +- m,,)/F,2,

m ~ = 4v(mu +̀ and + - 4ms)/3F~
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where ❑ is the common electromagnet ic correction to the K+ and R +
squared masses.

These formulas impose one linear relation on the five pseudo-Goldstone
masses, a version of the Dell-Mann -Okuba relation :**

3m~ + 2m~+ - m~~, = 2m~+ + 2mh U . (19.7 .21 )

Taking the kaon and pion masses from experiment, this relation yields an
q mass of 566 MeV, in comparison with the experimental value of 547
MeV. The small discrepancy is usually attributed to the mixing of the q
state with a heavier pseudoscalar particle, the q ' at 958 MeV.

From the mass formulas ( 19.7.20) we may derive formulas for the quark
mass ratios in terms of the pion and kwon masses :37

mu mko + m~+ - mx +

m s moo + m~+ -- m~+

2 2 2 2
Mu 2m~o -moo - m,t+ + mK +

M,5
= m~o +M2 + _ m~+

(19.7.22)
Using the mass values m,+ = 139.57 MeV, mRo = 134.974 MeV, mK+ =
493.65 MeV and moo = 497 .7 MeV gives the ratios md/ms = 0.050 and
rnu/ms = 0 . 027. Thus the ratio of the d and u quark masses is closer to 2
than 1 . (A 1996 calculation38a using various other pieces of information as
well as pseudoscalar meson masses has given values md1ms = 0.053 ±0.002
and mu/ms = 0 .029 ± 0.003.)

None of this gives definite values for the individual quark masses .
Indeed, these masses are not well defined until we define a renormalization
prescription for the quark bilinears . Often this prescription is fashioned
so that rns equals the mass difference between isomultiplets differing by
one unit of strangeness in some S U ( 3) multiplet. For instance, the
lightest vector meson octet -consists of an isotopic doublet K* at 89 2
MeV, interpreted as a bound state of an s antiquark and a u or d ; its
antidaublet, consisting of an s and a Ti or d ; and a T = 1 p at 770

This relation was originally derived" on the basis of the approximate S U(3) symmetry
of Gell-Mann and Ne'ernan generated by the TR, ignoring mass differences within
isotopic multiplets . From this derivation, one cannot tell whether this relation should
be applied to the pseudoscalar meson masses themselves, or as here to their squares .
Applying this relation to the pseudoscalar masses themselves would not in fact work
very well ; it gives an q mass of 613 MeV. The fact that the Gell-Mann-Okubo
relation works well for the squares of the meson masses, but not for their first powers,
supports the interpretation of these particles as Goldstone bosons of a spontaneously
broken approximate SU(3) x S U(3) symmetry. Gell-Mann and Okubo also used
the approximate SU(3) symmetry generated by the Tu to derive relations among
the masses of other particles, such as (ignoring isospin violating effects) the relation
2mN + 2m.~ = 3mA + my among the masses of the lightest baryon octet . For such
rnultiplets, the average mass is so much larger than the mass differences within the
multiplet that it makes little difference whether one applies the relation to the masses
or their squares .
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MeV and a T = 0 o) at 783 MeV, both interpreted as bound states of
a u or d and a u or d. If we wish to attribute the difference between
the K * mass and the average of the p and cv masses to the relatively
large s quark mass, then we must renormalize the quark bilinear so that
m,s - 2 (mu + md) = mx • - 2 (m~, + m(~, ) = 120 MeV, yielding rns = 125
MeV. With the above quark mass ratios, this gives rnd = 6.0 MeV and
mu = 3.3 MeV. However, these estimates of mass values are much less
reliable than the values of the mass ratios given in Eq . (19.7.22) . Often ms
is estimated381i as 180 MeV rather than 1 25 MeV.

The mass term (19.7.12) includes meson-meson interactions . Using
Eqs. (19.7-14), (19.7 .11), and (19.7 .9), we may write the purely bosonic
part of this term in the Lagrangian a s

Ymass,basonic = 2 v Tr ~Nlq(Ut + U) j (19.7.23 )

The form of this term could have been deduced from general symmetry
considerations, which also allow us to find the allowed terms of higher
order in Ilrl, . Suppose we invent an external 3 x 3 field x, and replace
the mass term (19.7.12) in the underlying quantum chromodynamics La-
grangian with the x-quark coupling term

Yx = -q [ 2M + ys )x + 120 - ys )Xfl
q , (19 .7.24 )

which becomes the same as Eq . (19.7.12) when we make the replacements
x = Xf = Mq . The point of this procedure is that the Lagrangian (19 .7.24)
becomes formally invariant under SU(3) x SU(3) if we give Z the formal
transformation rul e

x ---> exp (iiliO )OR x exp 1: AaBL
a (Z ) -

(19.7.25 )

Thus we can work out the allowed bosonic terms involving quark masses
by writing the most general SU(3 ) x S U(3) Lagrangian (up to some given
order in derivat ives and Mq) involving U and x, requiring also invariance
under the parity transformation

U(x, t) +-* Ut (-x, t) ,

and then making the replacements

x=x f = Mq .

For instance, the interaction Tr (Ufx + Ux f) is invariant under S U (3 ) x
SU(3) and parity, and becomes of the same form as Eq . (19.7 .23) when
we give x the values (19.7-27).

Using this technique, Gasser and Leutwyler39 have given the complete
effective Lagrangian for the pseudoscalar octet of fourth order in moment a

x <--> xf , (19.7.26)
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or meson masses (with quark masses counted as being of second order in
meson masses) a s

Y4 = L1 Tr I 0,, Uf OyU)2 +L2 Tr ~ O, U O, U f I Tr JOITOvUf I

+L3 Tr ~ OuU ap Uf avU a vUf I + L4 Tr ~ OiLU at̀ Ut
I

Tr fwu + 01

+L5 Tr ~a, U agUf (NIgU + Ut Mq) } + L6 [Tr
l

Mq(U + Ut)}]
2

+L7 [Tr ~( Uf - U)Mq
1]

2 +
L8 Tr

j((UM')l
+

(U
t
M

q
)

2
) I , (19.7 .28)

where Li, . . . , L8 are constants to be determined by comparison with
experiment . The complete effective Lagrangian up to fourth order in
meson masses and momenta is

yeR = Yz + Y4, (19.7.29)

where Y2 is the sum of the terms (19 .7.1 0) and (19.7 .23) :

Y2 - - ,~F2 Tr ~O~U 0p U~'~ + ~ v Tr
1

llrlqV + U} j (1 9 .7.30 )

Electroweak interactions may be included by replacing the derivatives 0.
with suitable gauge-covariant derivatives Du, and adding a few additional
terms to Y,ff .

Following the same power-counting arguments as in Sections 19 .5 and
19.61 to calculate S-matrix elements to fourth order in meson masses and
momenta we must include both tree graphs to all orders in Y2 and up to
first order in Y4, and also one-loop graphs constructed from Y2 alone .
Gasser and Leutwyler and others have carried out a comprehensive study
of meson dynamics (and associated electroweak interactions) using this
effective Lagrangian .4°

The quark mass term (19.7 .12) naturally affects other SU(3) multiplets.
For any multiplet other than the pseudoscalar octet this can be treated as
a first-order perturbation, and therefore gives a shift in the mass matrix
of a generic multiplet ji} equal to

(19.7.31)6 rni~ = ~z~4 Mg4 l .1)

and SU(3) may be used41 to relate the various matrix elements
(

i
0

rqs lk
In this way, it is straightforward to show tha t

imp - 6 mn = ME -
MI (19.7 .32)MU

- md ms

Using th i s together with Eq . (19.7.22) gives the quark mass contribution
to the nucleon mass splitting b mP - 6rnn .- -2.5 MeV . This result may be
used in Eqs . (19.5.65) and (19.5.66) to calculate the leading violations of
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isospin symmetry in low energy pion-nucleon interactions . Of course, as
defined here imp - 6mn is not the full proton-neutron mass difference,
which receives an important contribution also from photon emission and
absorption. Because the neutron is electrically neutral, this electromag-
netic term is almost certainly positive, in agreement with the fact that
the observed proton-neutron mass difference is -1 .3 MeV, leaving +1 .2
MeV to be accounted for by electromagnetism . Unfortunately, accurate
calculation of this electromagnetic mass difference has proved difficult .

1 9.5 Anomalous Terms in Effective F ield Thearies*

In implementing the effective field theory program described in the previ-
ous three sections, it is necessary that the action should contain all possible
terms allowed by the assumed symmetries of the theory . The methods de-
scribed in these sections allow us to identify all manifestly invariant terms,
either by using the general formalism of covariant derivatives described
in Section 19,6, or for chiral symmetries by using a linearly transforming
field subject to non-linear constraints, like the U(x) of Section 19 .7 . But
it is possible that there may be other terms in the action of the effective
field theory that are anomalous in the sense of being given by integrals of
four-dimensional Lagrangian densities that are not invariant, but whose
variation under the broken symmetry is a spacetime derivative, preserving
the invariance of the corresponding term in the action .

As we shall see in Section 22.7, such a term was discovered for S U(3 ) x
S U(3) by Wess and Zumino,42 in a study of `anomalies' due to quark loop
graphs . However, the structure of this term can be understood without
knowing anything about the underlying theory of quarks and gluons.

The easiest way to describe the Wess-Zumino term is by an extension
of spacetime to five dimensions, introduced for this purpose by Witten .43
As long as we require the fields in an effective field theory to approach
a common limit as x1l -> oa in any direction, we can think of spacetime
as having the topology of a sphere S4, with the point at infinity included
as an ordinary point . As remarked in Section 19 .6, when a group G is
broken to a subgroup H, the possible values of the Goldstone boson fields
~ ,, at any spacetime point may be regarded as defining a point in the
coset space G/H (the space of elements of G, with two elements identified
if they differ by multiplication on the right by elements of H), so a set
of functions ~,(x) represents a mapping of the spacetime S4 sphere into
GBH . Depending on the topology of GBH, it may be possible smoothly t o

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
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deform any four-sphere in G/H to a point ; that is, it may be possible to
extend any ~a(x) to a continuous function ~ a(x ; s) defined for 0 ~ s ~ 1,
for which ~a(x ; 0) = ~,,(x) and ~a(x ;1) is any fixed point (say, ~u = 0)
on the original sphere . Where this is true, it is expressed mathematically
as the statement that the homotopy group 7E4(GIH) is trivial . (For a
discussion of homotopy groups, see Section 23 .2.) It is known that this is
the case for SU(N) x SU(N) spontaneously broken to SU(N), where the
coset space SU(N) x S U(1V ) /S U( N) has the topology of SU(N) itself. `
Hence in the case of physical interest, where G = SU(3 ) x SU(3) and
H = SU(3), we may extend the Goldstone boson field, or equivalently
U(x), (see Eq. (19.7.9)) to a unitary unimodular matrix U(y) defined in a
five-dimensional ball B5 with coordinates x" and s, whose surface is the
four-dimensional sphere of spacetirne.

Now consider the following function formed from U(y)-

W(Y)
i ijk2mT'r ~J-

1 OU U_ 1 OU U - 1 OU U- 1 OU U- 1 OU
= -240R2 ~71 ~y~ Wyk ~y~ OyM

(19.8 .1 )

where indices i, j, etc. run over the five coordinate directions for the
coordinates x" and s. (The phase and numerical coefficient are chosen
for later convenience .) This is manifestly invariant under the chiral
transformations (19.7.8) . Also, because ~~jk2m is a tensor density, the
integral of w(y) over the five-ball is manifestly independent (up to a
sign) of the choice of five-dimensional coordinates y ' . Furthermore, this
integral depends only on the values taken by U(y) on the ball's surface ;
that is, in spacetime . To check this last point, note that when we make
an infinitesimal variation 5U(y) in U(y) in the interior of the ball, w(y )
changes by a derivative :

- 48~2r
j
kr

m 0 Tr U-t
OU U- i au U_1 OU U-1 OU U-1jU

aym cry Oy ay Oy

(19.8.2)

(for this calculation, see Section 23 .4), so a change in U(y) that does not
affect its value in spacetime also does not affect the integral of (19.8 .1)
over the five-ball B5 whose surface is spacetime . We can therefore include
this integral as a term in the action :

Iwzw [ U ] = n dsv W(y) (19.8.3)
$ 5

with n a coefficient that so far is arbitrary .

This is shown by the fact that we can use 5U(N) elements U(x) to represent the right
cosecs of S U(N) in 5 U(N) x 5 U(N) .
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This term may be written as the four-dimensional integral of a La-
grangian density, but not of an (SU(3 ) x SU(3)}-invariant Lagrangian
density. Using Eq. (19.7.9), the leading term in c)(x) in the limit of small
meson fields i s

~ ~ 8-\/2 ijklm OB OB OB O$ O
B (1g.$ .4}Tr ~~i ~~~ Wyk ~yr gy m~r)

x ~5~2Fn 6

where B is the matrix (19 .7 .11) of Goldstone boson fields . It follows then
from Gauss's theorem tha t

1
8
~'~ 6

P
vp~ ~ d4x Tr B

OB OB OB r~B + 0 B6
wzw~ U~ - 15 ~2F ~~ Js4 0xE, fix" 0x~' ax, F~

n

(19.8.5 )

Although chiral invariant, this cannot be written as the integral of a
chiral-invariant density over spacetime, because any chiral invariant den-
sity would have to be constructed out of the first and higher covariant
derivatives of the Goldstone boson fields, and so, when expanded in pow-
ers of the Goldstone boson fields, such an invariant density would begin
with a term involving only derivatives of B, not B itself.

As Witten noted, the inclusion of this term in the effective action
resolved what otherwise would have been a conflict between the SU(3) x
SU(3) effective field theory and experiment . Because no ~~'P' terms
appear in the effective Lagrangians (19 .7 . 28 ) and (19.7 .30) (or in higher-
order terms of this sort) parity conservation imposes the requirement that
these terms are even in the Goldstone boson fields, ruling out processes
like K + K -> 37r . Not only is there no symmetry in the underlying theory
of quantum chromodynamics that would account for such a selection rul e

there is even experimental evidence against it, for as Witten pointed
out, the 0 meson is observed to decay both into K + K and 3 7c final states .
Eq. (19.8.5) shows that this unwanted selection rule is removed by the
Wess-Zumino-Witten term in the action .

Remarkably, the coefficient of the Weis-Zumina-Witten term is not a
freely adjustable parameter. As Witten showed,43 this is because, although
this term is not changed by smooth deformations of the function U(y )
in B5 that do not affect U(x) on the spacetime boundary S4, the Wess-
Zumino-Witten term can be changed by a discontinuous change in U(y)
that leaves U(x) unchanged on the boundary. We may think of the five-
ball B5 as half of a five-sphere SS, with the spacetime S4 as the border
between B5 and the other half B . (Think of SS as analogous to the
surface of the Earth, with the spacetime S4 as the equator and B5 and
BS as the northern and southern hemispheres.) Because S4 is also the
boundary of the other half of S5 , we could just as well have written a
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Wes -Zumina-Witten term as

Iw
Zw [ U] = -n

1B
d5Y (O(Y) (19.8 .6)

with a minus sign inserted because the boundary of BS is the four-sphere
with opposite orientation. I t is not possible to require that the terms
(19.8.3) and (19.8 .6 should be equal for arbitrary Goldstone boson fields
without setting n -- 0, but in order that the weighting factor exp(iI) in
path integrals should be unaffected by the difference between the terms
(19.8.3) and (19.$.6) , it is only necessary to require that this difference
should be 27E times an integer . That is,

jwzw [U1 - Iwzw [ U] = n f dsy co(y) = 2 7c x integer . (18.8.7 )
S5

With the normalization factors we have inserted in the definit ion (19.8.1)
of w(y ), the integral of o) (y) over any five-sphere turns out to have the
value44 2 7r. It follows that the coefficient n must be an in teger.

The example of the We ss-Zum ino--Witten term raises the question
whether there may be other anomalous terms in the action, not nece ssarily
related to quark loops, that also are invariant under SU(3) x SU(3),
despite not being four-dimensional integral s of (S U(3 ) x S U(3 ))-invariant
Lagrang ian densities. Fortunately, the answer is no . It has been shown45
that for a general group G broken to an arb itrary subgroup H (with
7E 4(G I H ) = 0), any term F[fl in the action of the Goldstone boson fields
~a(x) may always be written as the integral of a G-invariant five-form 0
over a five-ball B5 whose boundary is the spacetime four-sphe re S4 :

f
dSy

6
ijk [►~ ~~~ 04 O ~r O~d O

~e Dahrde(~ (y )) ( 1 9 . 8 . 8)
B5 Y Y Y Y Y

In order that this should be independent of the particular way that ~a(x)
is extended into the interior of the five-ball, it is necessary that 0 should
be exact, in the sense that there it is the external derivative of a four-for m

Qahrde(O = (010~[a)yhcde~(O (19.5 .9)

(with square brackets as usual indicating antisymmetrization with respect
to the enclosed indices), so tha t

O~ c~d
F [fl d4x El"~1 6

`3
Y ~2h cd( ~ ~ - (19.8.10)

Js Oxg Oxv OxP Oxff4

It follows that Q is also closed ; that is, it has a vanishing exterior derivativ e

(010 ~U') Quhcde] ( ~) = 0 . (19.8.11 )

Where the four-form Yab,d(~) is also G-invariant, the functional (19 .8.10)
is just one of the ordinary manifestly G-invariant terms in the action,
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discussed in the previous three sections . The anomalous terms in the
action arise from the possibility that, although every term in SZ(y) is
G-invariant and the exterior derivative of afour-farm, some terms may
not be the exterior derivatives of G-invariant four-forms . Thus the new
terms in the action may be identified with the closed G-invariant five-
forms that are independent, in the sense that no real linear combination
of them is the exterior derivative of a G-invariant four-form . These are
known in mathematics as the generators of the de Rham cohomorogy group
HS(G/H ; R ) . (The group multiplication rule here is just simple addition .)
The de Rham cohomology groups have been calculated for manifolds of
various topologies. 46 In particular, H5(SU(N ) x SU (N)I SU(N) ; R } has a
sing le generator, given by Eq. (19.8.1). Thus without knowing anything
about the underlying theory of quarks and gluons, we can learn everything
about the anomalous terms in the Goldstone boson action, with the single
exception of the value of the integer n . We will see in Section 22 .7 that in
SU(1V,) gauge theories this integer equals the number N, of colors, which
in quantum chromodynamics is n = 3 .

19.9 Unbroken Symmetries

We have seen how the properties of Goldstone bosons and their low
energy interactions may be deduced from an assumption that the theory
is invariant (or approximately invariant) under a group G spontaneously
broken to a subgroup H. But in applying these methods to the cases where
G is S U(2) x S U(2 ) or S U(3 ) x S U(3 ), we had to take the pattern of sym-
metry breaking, of SU(2) x SU(2) or SU(3) x SU(3) to their non-chiral
SU(2) or SU(3) subgroups, from experiment . 1 n Section 22 .5 we shall
show that the SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry for massless u, d, and s quarks
must in fact be spontaneously broken in quantum chromodynamics, but
it is more difficult to show on the basis of quantum chromodynamics
that the SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry with only u and d massless is also
spontaneously broken! On the other hand, there is an intuitive argument
that their non-chiral SU(2) or SU(3 ) subgroups are not broken, based on
a conjecture known as the persistent mass condition48 , which states that
composite particles will not be massless if the particles of which they ar e

Weingarten47 has used lattice methods to show that whether or not chiral symmetry
is broken, the lightest particle in quantum chromodynamics with massless u and d
quarks must have the quantum numbers of the pion . As we will see in Section 22 .5,
the existence of anomalies due to fennion loops in quantum chromodynarniGS together
with the assumption of quark trapping requires that some hadron be massless, so
it follows that the pion is massless, which strongly suggests that chiral symmetry is
spontaneously broken.
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composed are massive. Non-chiral symmetries like isospin conservation
are not violated if we give the quarks equal masses, and then if they
were spontaneouly broken we would have the massless Goldstone bosons
formed as composites of massive quarks, in contradiction with the per-
sistent mass condition. In what follows we shall present a proof by Vafa
and Witten49 that in gauge theories like quantum chramodynamics those
non-chiral symmetries that are not violated by quark masses can not be
spontaneously broken. This result is of more than academic interest ; as we
shall see in Section X1 .4, it is possible that the spontaneous breakdown of
electroweak gauge symmetries is described by a `technicalar' theory similar
to quantum chromodynamics, and in testing this idea it is important to
know what symmetries are left unbroken in this theory.

Consider a gauge theory like quantum chromodynamics, with a number
of fermion "flavors' in identical representations of the gauge group. If
all fermions have masses, then the theory will be invariant under all
unitary global non-chiral transformations on the fermion flavors that
commute with the fermion mass matrix . For instance, if ni fermions are
degenerate with a common mass ml, n2 fermians are degenerate with some
other common mass m2, and so on, then this global symmetry group is
U(ni) x U(n2) X . . . . (As a special case, if there are no degeneracies we have
a global symmetry under U(1) x U(1) x . . . ; an example is the conservation
of baryon number, strangeness, etc . in quantum chromodynamics .) These
symmetries cannot be spontaneously broken .

To prove this, let us consider a general Greens function for r fermion
and antifermion fields ." In the path-integral formalism this ist

~ T {iki(X1) . . . Turk, (x,)Y~,iI (yi ) . . . Tirrr (vr ) }SvAC~

~f=

z f [dA] [dT J [ '^. y) t] V) f
Ui k l ( X I ) . .

}1)
u r kr lX Y 1 `i~L'j 1 1 lJ 1 ~ . . . '

(~]4
; rjr IyY J

X exp (iIgaugeA] + iIDi rac IT, W ~ ; A] )> (19.9.1 )

where k j . . . kr and 11 . . . lr are Dirac spin indices, ul . . . u, and vt . . . yr are fla-

In the original work of Vafa and Witten,49 they first proved the absence of symmetry
breaking in the case r = I with x = y, then observed that the absence of symmetry
breaking in this vacuum expectation value did not rule out the possibility of a
spontaneous symmetry breakdown occurring in other Greens functions, and so went
on to different methods of proof.

} As we saw in Section 1 5.5, both numerator and denominator are proportional to the
infinite volume of the gauge group, which cancels in the ratio (19 .91) . The presence of
this infinite factor detracts from the rigor of the following arguments, but if we were
to remove it by introducing ghosts then some of the steps below that depend on the
positivity of the action would raise difficulties . One way to deal with this problem is
to replace the spacetime continuum with a finite lattice of points, in which case the
gauge group has a finite volume, and no gauge fixing or ghosts are needed .
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gar indices, iga„ge [A] is the action for a pure gauge theory, Dirac [y) a y) t , A]

is the action for the Dirac fields in the presence of a gauge field Ax (x ) ,
and Z is the vacuum-vacuum amplitud e

Z - f[dA][thr][thrt] exP (ilgauge[A] + ilDirac [T, W f ; A]} • (19.9.2)

It will be necessary here to work in a Euclidean spacetime, with x4 =

X4 = ix°, y4 = Y4 = iy0, and A4 = A4a = iAa, all real . (See Appendix A of
Chapter 23 . ) In this case, the Dirac action i s

IDirac [Y) , W t ; A ] = i
f

d3 x jdx4 W, 19 + M] Ya , (19.9 .3 )

where M is the fermian mass matrix, and P is the Euclidean gauge-
covariant derivative contracted with the Euclidean Dirac matrice s

4

- ~ (Gi - i t'A ia ) y i

=i
(19.9.4 )

where as usual y4 = V . Because the act ion is quadratic in fermian fields,
we can explic i tly perform the integral over these field s

. .
Turkr(xr)`'~, 2, (y1) . . . Tzrir(y r )j) VAc~T {iiki(X1) .

= I f [dA] Det (1? + M) exp (ilgauge [A l

(]~ t
X +

M)
xl u l kl, y j vi r 1 . . . ~~ + M)x r lur kr , Yr U r it ± permutations

(19.9.5 )

where `± permutations' indicates that we must sum over all r! permuta-
tions, of the Y fields, with a minus sign for odd permutations, and

Z = f[c4] Det (1? + llrl ) exp (ilgaug e rA]} - ( 7 g . 9 .6)

The expression (19 .9 .5 ) is manifestly invariant under any unitary transfor-
mation on flavor indices that commutes with the mass matrix M . It does
not matter what non-perturbative effects are produced by the functional
integral over gauge fields and ghosts ; these fields are inert under the
symmetries in question here, so that the remaining functional integral in
Eq. (19.9.5) cannot break these symmetries .ft But for this argument to be
convincing, we must show that the expression (19.9.5) is well defined.

~t It is more difficult to show that P, C, and T are not spontaneously broken in quantum
chromodynamics with massive quarks, because these symmetries act non-trivially on
the gauge fields . Vafa and Witten50 have applied the methods of Ref . 49 to show that
P is not spontaneously broken in quantum chromodynamics .
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This is not merely an academic question of mathematical rigor. As
we saw in Section 19 .1, the sign that a symmetry is not spontaneously
broken is not just that the ground state is invariant under the symmetry
transformations, but also that the symmetry of the ground state is stable
under small perturbations . If we break the symmetries of M by adding
a small perturbation 6M , and if the expression (7 9 .9.5) becomes singular
as 6M -+ 0, then factors of 6M in symmetry-breaking matrix elements
may be cancelled by the singularities in the matrix elements for 6M = 0 .
Precisely this happens for chiral symmetries, which arise in a symmetry
limit where some of the eigenvalues of M vanish . In this case, as we
approach the symmetry limit of zero mass, the factors of mass in the
numerators of symmetry-breaking expectation values are cancelled by
factors of mass in the denominators of the propagators (9 +M) -1 wherever
,P has zero eigenvalues. For this reason, the arguments here will apply
only to the non-chiral symmetries of theories with mass matrices M whose
eigenvalues are all non-zero .

To set a bound on the matrix element (19.9.5) in this case, note first
that the differential operator (19 .9.4) is here antihermitian, so as long as
the hermitian matrix M has no null eigenvalues, 9 + M has a well-defined
inverse. It is still necessary to show that the remaining integration over
the gauge fields in Eq . (19 .9.5), including that in Z, does not make this
expression singular when M satisfies the conditions for a symmetry, for
instance that n of its eigenvalues are equal for a U(n) symmetry . As
we shall see, this will insure that when a fermion mass matrix Al that
is invariant under some global symmetry transformation is perturbed by
adding a small term 6M that breaks this symmetry, the change in the
expectation value (19 .9.4) under this symmetry transformation vanishes in
the limit 6 M -+ 0 .

It is difficult to show that the coordinate-space Greens functions
Eq . (19.9.5) are non-singular, so let us consider instead the matrix el-
ement for smeared fields

Tu [f] = Jd4xfkt(x.)PUk(x.) . (19 .9.7)

where fk(x) are arbitrary smooth square-integrable functions . In these
terms, Eq . (19.9 .5) reads

K T {kPui [f,] . . . TUr [.ft' ] T', [g 1 ] . . . T' 19r]
J )VAC

[dA ] Det (9 + M) exp (iIgauge [A] )
Z

7X [lY" + M /,~1 1U 1 ~ $1 Z1 . . . 1 J]~ + M I .~•r fir . $r Lr
~'- permutations

I
(19 .9.8)
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where
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w + 111}~ ~ g V /d4x.fd4y f" (x ) (9 + M )xuk, yUi g 1 ( Y ) . (19.9 .9)

In this basis, the fermion propagators for a given gauge field are not only
well defined, but bounded uniformly in Aa(x) :f

w + M)fu ,gvi (19 .9.10)

where m , are the eigenvalues of M, and for convenience we are now
normalizing the functions f 'i(x) and gj(y) so that

Jf(x.)f1(x.)d4x. = .
/g(y)gj(v)d4v = 1 . (19 .9.11 )

(The summation convention is suspended here.) Furthermore, the weight
function for the average over gauge fields is positive :#

Det (P + M) exp (ilgauge [A]) = exp J d3 x j dx4

x Let ~(iD)2 + 11rf2 ] .

4 4

Fjz
[=I j=I

(19 .9.12)

With a positive weight function, the average of any function is bounded
by the bound of that function . Using the bound (19 .9.10) in Eq. (19.9.8) ,

I To see this, we may expand in the eigenvectors of M

M uXVU - ma
a ' • Cu

~
~ u ~u 5 ctfi

and, adapting a trick of Vafa and Witten ,4y write Eq. (19.9 .9) as

+ "}fu Kv
Cu

*
C

a
f d4x J d4Y .f k t(x ) (JO + m«)xk, y z gi

(
Y

)

('x
±t .u'ca J exp~-~ma~7) J d4x~d4Y fkt

(
x) tCxP (+z 9 ))xk, ) l gt ( Y )

~

where f is the sign of ma . The matrix c°' cv and the operator [exp(Tz P ))k.! are
both unitary, so

ucaj d4x J d4y f k
t
(x

) (exp(Tz jp
))xa,

Y
i
g

t
(
Y

)
c J d4x

i
f

(
x) ~ ~

I

d4
Y I

g(
Y

)
I
2
= 1 -

Using this inside the integral yields Eq . (19 .9 .10) .
In the Permian determinant, we use the fact that Det ( P + M) = Det y5 (P + M) y5
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the matrix element is bounded by

243

r

(T {'ji1i . . . T :fi r Ur] 'I't , [gt ]
. . .

'Pt [9r] } 1 VAC ~ r !
~ ~ ma

Thus there are no singu larities as the symmetry-breaking terms 6M in M
go to zero that could cancel factors of 6M. To see this more explicitly,
we can use the same methods to show that if we perturb M by a small
symmetry-breaking term 6Nf, then the term in Eq . (19.9.8) of first order
in 6M is bounded by

b( 7' I '~u , [1 i ] . . . fur Vrj '~'v, [g I ] . . . T
Ur

[g r ] } )VAC

r r !
E ~

0 M)nb I

a ,b ma mb

r- I

Ima l
(19-9.14)

so this vanishes when 6M ---} 0 .
In the real world none of the quark masses are zero or degenerate, so it

follows immediately from the above arguments that the U(1 ) symmetries
like conservation of baryon number, strangeness, etc ., are neither sponta-
neously nor intrinsically broken . The other strong-interaction symmetries
like isospin or SU(3) are more problematic . These symmetries would be
completely unbroken if the u and d quarks, or u, d, and s quarks, had
equal non-zero masses, but as we saw in Section 19 .7, these masses are
not at all degenerate ; the isospin and SU(3) symmetries arise because the
quark masses are small, not equal. These symmetries do remain unbroken
if we give two or three quarks equal masses and let the masses become
arbitrarily small, so isospin or S U(3) will be good symmetries in any pro-
cess that is not sensitive to the small quark masses . But not all processes
are insensitive to these masses, because for two or three massless quarks,
the pion or the pseudoscalar meson octet to which it belongs becomes
massless. This is not a problem for isospin, because as we saw in Section
19.5, the pion triplet remains degenerate to first order in quark masses
even though m,, * Md. For S U(3) the quark mass differences produce first-
order mass differences among the pion, kaon, and eta, so that processes
dominated by one-meson poles can show large departures from SU(3) .

19 .10 The U(1) Problem

The success of quantum chromodynamics in explaining the pattern of
strong-interaction symmetries seemed at first to be marred by one failure .
As we saw in Section 19 .5, the broken SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry of the
strong interactions is a natural consequence of the smallness of the u and
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d quark masses . But the Lagrangian of quantum chromodynamics with
small u and d quark masses also has another chiral symmetry ," the UMA
symmetry under transformation s

u --+ exp(iYsB)u , d --+ exp(i750)d . (19.10.1 )

Such a symmetry if unbroken would, like SU(2) x SU(2), impose a parity
doubling on the hadron spectrum, but no such parity doubling is observed .
On the other hand, a broken U(1 )A symmetry would imply the existence
of an isoscalar Q- Goldstone boson with a mass comparable to that
of the pion, and this Goldstone boson is also not observed . It is true
that the q meson is an isoscalar 0- boson, but it is considerably heavier
than the pion, and as we saw in Section 19 .7, it is well understood as
one of the Goldstone bosons of SU(3) x SU(3). With the s as well
as the u and d quarks regarded as relatively light, the Lagrangian of
quantum chromodynamics would have a U(1) chiral symmetry in addition
to S U(3) x S U (3), under the transformations

u -} exp(iyAu, d --+ exp(iy5E)ct , s -} exp(i750)s . (19.10.2)

The spontaneous breakdown of such a symmetry would require the exist-
ence of two isoscalar 0- mesons : one the q, and the other with a mass
comparable to that of the pion .

This prediction can be made more explicit .52 If we include the transfor-
mation (19 .7 0.2) among the spontaneously broken symmetries of massless
quantum chromodynamics, then in the presence of quark masses we en-
counter a term (19.7.12) :

amass Mq q = -q
CiNflj 581F,

M. e
- iN(2v 5B IF,,

where again

mu 0 0
Mq = 0 Md 0

0 0 m s
(19.10.4)

but now B includes a Goldstone boson field C for the broken symmetry
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with F~ the unknown coupling of the U(1 )A Goldstone boson to the cor-
responding current (and the factor _-.13- inserted for future convenience .)
We can again use the unbroken S U(3) symmetry to write the vacuum ex-
pectation value of the quark bilinear in the form (19.7.14), and expanding
in powers of the boson fields, we find a Goldstone boson mass term in
the Lagrangian of the form

- F2 Tr fB, JB a Mqjj - - F 4mu ~

no

+

I no +

F~
~ n _,[2 ~F~

+4(mu + md)n+rc- + 4(mu + ms)K+fC-
z

+4m,d -
I

n0 + + F"
C

y-'F~
z

3 _v[ F~

(19.1 .6)

The charged and strange meson masses are the same as before, but now
the neutral non-strange mesons have a mass matrix

mU ~-rrt

Urfa = 8v
mu ~~
2,/3_F72r

Mu-Md
2 ~'3_F2Ir

mu +m +4m~
6F,r

Mu-Td
.Nf6-F,r F~

mu +md- 2ms

3,12-F71 F~

Mu-mod Mu +md -ems mu +m +ms
,~6_F7r F~ 3 -v'2-F7r F~ 3F

C

with rows and columns listed in the order n°, r7°, and C .
In the limit where mu and md vanish, this has two eigenvectors with

eigenvalue zero :

Ua ---- 0

0

1
o

ub= Fn
F'+ ZF 12- FC

In this orthonormal basis, the mass-squared matrix to first order in mu
and md is

Z T 2 4v (mu + md
mug '=-' Zda ~~}~a = F2 (1 9 . 10 .9)
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z T m2 12v (m,~ + md)

mbb ~b ~
O

ub F,2 + 2F'C

2 2 /3-v(mu -tea )
mob = mha

2F, F,2 + 2F2
C

The effect of the off-diagonal term (19 .10 .11 ) is to decrease the product
of eigenvalues by a negligible fractional amount (mu - md)2/G4(mu + and)Z,
while of course leaving the sum of the eigenvalues unchanged, so the
eigenvalues are given to a good approximation by the diagonal elements
(19 . 10.9) and (19 .10.10). Comparing Eq. (19 . 10 .9) with Eq. (19.7.16), we
see that the particle corresponding to the eigenvector uu is the n" . The
other particle, corresponding to ub, has a mas s

Mb ~ gbh
-~/

a
Mjr

F~ ~ ~I,m7r
~FF7 -2F

Thus a broken U(1}A symmetry would require a neutral pseudoscalar
Goldstone boson with mass less than -,,/'3-m,, , in addition to the pion
itself. It hardly needs to be said that no such strongly-interacting particle
exists.* We shall see in Section 23 .5 that this problem was eventually
solved by the discovery of non-perturbative effects that violate the extra
U(1 )A symmetry.

Problems

1 . Apply the general theory of broken global symmetries to the cas e
where an S4(3 ) symmetry group (with generators tl, t2, t3) is sponta -
neously broken to its SO(2) subgroup (with generator t3) . How do the
Goldstone boson fields transform under infinitesimal SO(3) transfor-
mations? (Use the exponential parameterization of the caret spac e
SQ(3 )/S4(2 ).} Evaluate the covariant derivative D,,, of the Gold-
stone boson field, and of a general field with a non-vanishing valu e
q for the unbroken symmetry generator t3 . What is the most gen -
eral SQ(3)-invariant Lagrangian involving Goldstone bosons alon e
with no more than two derivatives? Use this Lagrangian to cal -
culate the terms in the invariant amplitude for elastic scattering of

Note that taking FS > F. would give the extra neutral scalar a very light mass, but
its interactions would be so weak that it might have escaped detection . It seems
unlikely that a very large ratio of Fn to F• could arise in quantum chromodynamics,
but something like this happens in theories with extra field variables that have been
proposed to avoid parity violation by instantons ; see Section 23 .6 .
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the Goldstone bosons to lowest order in their energy . What is the
most general SO(3)-invariant Lagrangian with two non-Goldstone
field factors and at most one derivative? What is the most general
function of the Goldstone boson field alone (with no derivatives)
that transforms like the three-component of an SO(3) three-vector .
Add this term to the Lagrangian, with a coefficient chosen to give
the Goldstone boson a mass m, and recalculate the lowest order
amplitude for Goldstone boson scattering .

2. Consider a theory with an SU(N) global symmetry, spontaneousl y
broken to S U(IV - 1) . Suppose we add a small symmetry-breaking
perturbation, belonging to the defining representation N of S U (N).
Taking vacuum alignment into account, what symmetry group i s
completely unbroken? What about the case where the symmetry-
breaking perturbation belongs to the adjoint representation o f
S U(N) ?

3. Calculate the pion-pion scattering amplitude to one-loop order, tak-
ing account of a finite pion mass .

4. Derive the `Adler sum rule,' the analog for the case of pion-pion
scattering of the Adler-Weisberger sum rule .

5 . Calculate the SU(2) x SU(2) transformat ion properties of the pion
field ~ ,, in the case where the corsets of SU(2) x S U(2)IS U(2 ) are
parameterized as exp(i~a xa) .

6. Use Eq . (19.7 .3 1) and S U(3) symmetry to derive the relation (19 .7.32 ) .
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20
Operator Product Expansions

We often find ourselves needing to know how an amplitude behaves when
the four-momentum brought in by one operator and out by another goes
to infinity, with all other external lines held at fixed four-momenta . For
instance, we will see in Section 20.6 that the total cross section for the
scattering of an electron by an initial hadron H, with arbitrary hadrons in
the final state, is given by unitarity as a linear combination (with known
coefficients) of the components of the amplitud e

f
d4x e-" (HjJ1'(x)J'(0)jH) ,

where k is the four-momentum transferred from the electron to the
hadrons, and P(x) is the electromagnetic current . In the case of deep
inelastic electric scattering the momentum k that is carried in by one
current operator and out by the other is allowed to go to infinity . Sim-
ilarly, in studying the high momentum limit of various propagators and
deriving corresponding spectral function sum rules in Section 20 .5, we
shall encounter the high momentum limit of similar Fourier transforms,
but with the one-hadron state JH ) replaced with the vacuum .

If an operator product such as JP(x)J'(0) were analytic in xP, then its
Fourier transform would decrease exponentially as the Fourier variable k
goes to infinity. The leading terms in the high momentum limit of the
Fourier transform arise from the singularities of the operator product as
the spacetime arguments approach one another. The study of such oper-
ator products was initiated in 1969 by Wilson,' originally as an attempt
to formulate a substitute for conventional quantum field theory . As has
happened earlier (for instance with dispersion relations and Feynman's
diagrammatic rules) the effort to bypass quantum field theory led to valu-
able general results, but results that can best be understood as general
properties of quantum field theory.

The operator product expansion will be stated in Section 20 .1 . The
standard proof of this expansion was given in perturbation theory in
1970 by Zimmerman. 2 In Section 20 .1 we shall offer a non-perturbative
and simpler though less rigorous derivation based on the path-integra l

1, Ir 1,
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formulation of field theory. Section 20.2 will present a different perspective
on the operator product expansion, in terms of the flow of large momenta
through Feynman graphs, which will lead us to a perturbative proof .

There are several aspects of the operator product expansion that make
it particularly useful for drawing consequences from theories like quantum
chromodynamics . One such property, discussed in Section 20 .3, is that the
functions describing the singularities in this expansion have a momentum
dependence governed by renormalization group expansions, so that in
asymptotically free theories they can be calculated at large momenta
using perturbation theory. Another aspect, shown in Section 20.4, is
that these functions exhibit the full symmetry of the underlying theory,
unaffected by possible spontaneous symmetry breaking. Applications will
be considered in Sections 20.5 and 20.6.

20.1 The Expansion : Description and Derivat ion

Wilson1 hypothesized that the singular part as x --} y of the product
A(x)B(y) of two operators is given by a sum over other local operator s

A(x)B(y) E
Fc

B (X
- Y

) C(1') , (20.1 .1)
C.

where FCB(x - y ) are singular c-number functions. Dimensional analysis
suggests that FHB ~x - y ) behaves for x --} y like the power dc - dA - dB of
x - y, where do is the dimensionality of the operator 0 in powers of mass
or momentum. Since do increases as we add more fields or derivatives
to an operator 0, the strength of the singularity of FCAB(x - y ) decreases
for operators C of increasing complexity . The remarkable thing about
the operator product expansion is that it is an operator relation ; that
is, in applying it to any matrix element (#jA{x}B(y)ja), we get the same
functions F~B~x - y ) for all states day and jfl ~ .

It is the decrease of the singularity in Eq. (20.1.1) with operators C(y)
of increasing complexity that makes this expansion useful in drawing
conclusions about the behavior of the product A(x)B(y) for x --+ y . The
simple power-counting argument above is modified by renormalization
effects ; the expansion (20.1 .1) must be formulated in terms of operators
renormalized at some scale p, and then y appears along with x - y in
the coefficient function F~ AB (X - y }. We shall see in Section 20 .3 that
in asymptotically free theories F~B~x --- y ) does behave like the power
dc - dA - dB of x - y suggested by dimensional analysis only up to a
power of In (x - y)2 . Even in more general theories, it is plausible that the
singularities associated with various operators C(y) will decrease with the
complexity of the operators .
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The corresponding statement in momentum space is that for k --} oo ,

d4 x Q- k•xA (x ) B (~ ) __* Y
: VC

B (k) e(0)
C

and correspondingly

fd4x. e- ik 'x 7 'jA(x )B ( O )J --} Y: UCB (k ) C (0) ,
C

(20 . t .2)

(20.1 .3)

where V(j B (k ) and U~B (k ) are functions of ky that for large k decrease
increasingly rapidly for more and more complicated terms in the series .

We are going to derive a generalized version of the Wilson expansion,
in which the momenta carried by any number of operators go to infinity
together. For this purpose, let us consider a Greens function for local
operators A1(xj), A2(x2), etc . whose arguments approach a point x, as
well as other local operators Bj yl }, BAy2), etc. with fixed arguments :

f f1do,(z)
r, z

Q i (x i ) a2(X2) . . . hi (Yt) b2 (Yz) . . . eXPOI L 01 )

(20 . 1 .4)

where the lower-case letters a and h indicate replacement of the field
operators in the As and Bs with the c-number fields 0 . Now surround
the point x with a ball B(R) of radius R which is much larger than the
separations among the XI, x2, etc . but much smaller than the separations
between x, yl, yz, etc. Since the action is local, it may be written a s

I = I d4Z y(Z) + d4z y(Z) . (20.1 .5)
E B (x ) fO B (x )

Eq . (20.1 .4) may then be pu t i n the form

Z 4BtRy,~

X ~ fj do,~(z ) al ( x l) a2(x2) .
zCB(x), ,I

. . N

exp i
JzVB(R)

~ (z )

. . exp (if .~ (z )
EB {x }

(20.1 .6 )

in which the path integral over the fields inside the ball is constrained by
the boundary condition that the fields merge smoothly at the ball's surface
with the fields outside the ball . Aside from this boundary condition, the
path integral over the fields inside the ball is completely unaffected by the
behavior of the field outside the ball, so the integral over the fields inside
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the ball may be expressed in terms of the values and derivatives of the
fields on the surface of the ball, which in turn may be expressed in terms
of the fields and their derivatives extrapolated from outside the ball to
the interior point x . If we express this integral as a series in products*
o(x) of the c-number fields and their derivatives extrapolated to x, then
the coefficients can only be functions U

o'
A2'"'(xl - x, xz - x, . . .) of the

coordinate differences . Since the points y i , y2, etc. are all far outside the
ball B(R), the exclusion of this ball in the action for the fields outside the
ball has no effect in the limit R --} 0, so in this limit Eq . (20.1 .6) become s

( 7' IAI(x i) , A2 ( x 2) , . . . Bj .YZ} , $2 (Y2) . . . 1 } 0 --- +

x bl (.v i) b2(Y2) . . . exp (if Y(z)

[n(ici ; ])
e' , z

?C U3
(
xl - x, x2 - x, . . .} O(x)

d

0
(20 . 1 .7)

for x1, x2, etc . all approaching x, where n(x) is the quantum-mechanical
Heisenberg-picture operator corresponding to o(x) . In particular, by
Fourier transforming with respect to the y variables and multiplying with
appropriate coefficient functions, this yield s

(# l~'~A~~~~}, Az~~z}, . . . I a ) --~ ~ U

n
I ,Az, . . .

(X 1- X, xz - X , . . .) (P lo~} j a}
0

(20.1 .8)
for arbitrary states ja~ and (#I . Because this applies for arbitrary states, it
is the operator product expansion in a generalized version :

~' j A j(x i)> A2(x2) , U
~ "A"

-
- (XI -X, x2 -X, . . . )O (x ) . (20 .1 .9)

0

20.2 Momentum Flow#

We shall now consider the simplest example of the operator product
expansion : the asymptotic behavior of an (n+2)-point Feynman amplitud e

In order for the coefficients in this series to be finite, these products must be renor-
malized by multiplication with suitable infinite factors . This will be made clearer in
the derivation presented in the next section .
This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
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in the theory of a single real scalar field O(x) with mass m and interaction
Lagrangian density - 'go', when a large four-momentum k flows in
one line and out another, with all other external lines held at fixed
momentum. This will lead us to a perturbative proof of the leading term
in the operator product expansion in this case, but our real purpose here
will be to gain some insight into the way that the flow of large momenta
through Feynman diagrams leads to this expansion . An appendix to this
chapter will discuss the extension of these results to the general case .

Let us define r (k ; p , • • • p,) as the sum of all connected graphs for
the n-particle scattering amplitude, whose external lines carry incoming
momenta k, p - k, and outgoing momenta p i • • • pn, where p - pl + P2 -{-
• . . -{--pn . (It will be convenient to specify further that r(k ; p , . . . p,) includes
propagators for the external lines with momenta k and p - k, but not for
those with the fixed momenta pl • • - pn.) We wish to show that in any finite
order of perturbation theory, for k --} oo ,

r(k ;p i . . . Pn
) --} v0z (k ) FOz (Pi • . . pn ) + 0(k-5), (20.2.1 )

where U0 z (k ) is a sum of terms of order" k-4 , that is independent of
pl ' ' ' pn and of n, and F4,z(pl • • • pn ) is the amplitude for n 0 lines with
insertion of a single 02 vertex, times a suitable renormalization constant
Z02 to make it finite. Because F0z(pl • • • pn ) is a matrix element of the
renormalized operator (02 )R Z0 2 0 2 ( 0 ) , Eq. (20.2.1) corresponds to the
statement that the leading term in the operator product expansion for
k --* oo W

r dax Q 'k x
Tj0R (x )0 R(0)j c ---3 U0z (k)

(02
(0 ) }R . (20.2.2 ).1

In assessing the asymptotic behavior of Feynman amplitudes, we must
take account of the fact that there are parts of the range of integration in
momentum space where some of the internal lines carry momenta of the
same order as the external line momenta that are going to infinity, while
other internal lines do not . The contribution to I' (k ; pl • • • p,) from the
part of the region of integration where the lines in some subgraph Y have
momenta of order k has an asymptotic behavior of order Oy , where Dy

Throughout this chapter, whenever it is said that an amplitude is of order 0 , it should
be understood that for k " = xnP where x. --* oo with W a fixed generic four-vector, the
amplitude approaches rcA times a sum of powers of In K .

t The subscript C on the time-ordered product here indicates that we are including only
connected graphs . We have dropped the superscript cfo on Viz, because in this section
we are concerned only with the operator product expansion for two 0 fields . These
fields are themselves renormalized, because we implicitly include counterterms along
with radiative corrections for the propagators of the lines carrying momenta k and
p -k,
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is the dimensionality of the subgraph SP, calculated according to the rules
of Section 12 .1 . If Y has m external lines that connect it to the rest of the
graph as well as the two external lines with momenta k and p -- k, then
from Eq . (12.1 .8) we have Dy = 4 - 2 - m - 4 = -2 - m . (The term - 4
arises from the two propagators of the lines with momenta k and p - k,
which we have specified are to be included in r (k ;pl . . . pn ).) Thus the
asymptotic behavior of IF is dominated by the part of the momentum-space
integral where the large momentum k flows either through the whole graph
or through some sub graph, whichever has the smallest number of external
Iine .s . 3

For n = 0 this is always the whole graph ; that is, the dominant part of
the integral comes from the part of the region of integration where every
line carries a momentum of order k, giving an asymptotic behavior of
order k- 2. In this case the only operator in the operator product expansion
contributing to this matrix element is the unit operator, C = 1 . This term
is excluded here for n > 0 because for the present we are limiting ourselves
to connected graphs .

For n = 2 the dominant contribution comes both from the whole graph,
and from subgraphs in which the two external lines with momenta k and
p - k are connected to the other two external lines by a bridge consisting
of two internal lines,tt giving an asymptotic behavior of order k-4 . For
n ~ 4 the dominant contribution comes only from subgraphs in which the
two external lines with momenta k and p - k are connected to the n > 2
other external lines by a bridge consisting of two internal lines, again
giving an asymptotic behavior of order k-4 .

The analysis of the cases n = 2 and n ~ 4 is complicated by the fact
that a general graph may contain several of these two-particle bridges .
Let us first consider the case n = 2. We define i(k, k', p ) as the sum of
all graphs contributing to r(k ;pl,pz ) (with pl = k', p 2 = p - k' ) that
are two-particle-irreducible, in the sense that the two external lines with
incoming momenta k and p - k cannot be disconnected from the two
external lines with momenta k' and p - k' by cutting through any pair
of internal lines . Then r(k ; k', p - k' ) - i (k, k', p ) consists of graphs that
can be disconnected in this way, and may therefore be written (see Figure
20.1) :

r (k ; kl, p - k') - 1(k , k', p) = fd4k" ~ (~~ k ", P)r(k» ; k ', p - k) . (20.2.3 )

(L ike r(k ; k ', p - k'), the kernel I (k , k ', p) includes propagator s for the l ines

The possibility m - 1 is excluded because the symmetry of this theory under 0 -~ -fir
rules out graphs or subgraphs with odd numbers of external lines . The possibility
in - 0 is excluded because r is defined to arise only from connected graphs .
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k k k
k, k k,r

~~

p-k ~~-kr P -k p - k + P p-7~ p- k

r I I r

Figure 20 .1 . Diagrammatic representation of the integral equation (20 . 2 .3). The
cross-hatched disks marked F represent the sum of all connected Feynman
diagrams with the indicated external lines, while the cross-hatched disks marked
I, which are divided by a vertical line, represent the sum of all connected diagrams
for which the lines on the left cannot be separated from those on the right by
cutting through any pair of external lines .

+

:D><

Figure 20.2. Tree and one-loop grap hs for the kernel I (k, k', p) in the theory of
a sca l ar fie ld with interaction (D4 .

with momenta k and p - k, but, to avoid double counting, not for the
lines with momenta k' and p - k' .) The Feynman diagrams for I (k, k', p )
to order g2 are shown in Figure 20 .2 .

To evaluate the behavior of the right-hand side of Eq . (20.2.3), let's
first consider the asymptotic behavior of the kernel I (k, k`, p) when k --} 00
with k' and p fixed. This is dominated by the region of momentum
space in which all internal lines carry momenta of order k, which makes
a contribution of order k-4 , because in any other region the subgraph
consisting of internal lines that carry momenta of order k would have
more than four external lines, and hence would make a contribution that
decreases faster than k-4 . It follows that differentiating i (k, k', p ) with
respect to k' or p would reduce the asymptotic behavior of this kernel by
a factor of k - l . Hence for k --+ oo with k' and p fixed, we have

l(k,k ' , P) ~ I,-x,(k )

where i ,, (k) is a function onl y of k , of order k -4

(20.2 .4)

Unfortunately, we cannot simply replace I (k, k', p) in Eq . (20.2.3) with
this asymptotic limit, because however large k may become, the integral
will receive a large contribution from values of k' of order k . To deal with
this complication, we shall now employ a trick, based on mathematical
induction. In lowest order r (k ; k', p - k') is given by a single vertex with
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two attached bare propagators

ig

(27r)4(k2 + m2 )((p - k)2 + m2) ( lowest order) ,
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for which it is easy to verify an asymptotic behavior of form Eq . (20.2.1) .
Let us therefore assume that Eq. (20.2.1) for n = 2 holds up to some given
order N in g -that is, that up to this order, the asymptotic behavior for
k --} oo takes the form

r(k ; k', p - k) -- 3, U0Z (k ) F0 z (k ' , P - k ' ) + 0 (k -5) , (20.2.5)

and try to verify this behavior to the next order . In order to eliminate the
contribution to the integral in Eq . (20 .2 .3) from values of k' of order k,
we rewrite Eq. (20.2.3) as

r(k ; k' , p - k ) _ I (k , ki , P )

+ fd4kh' j (k , V , p) [Fk" ;k',p - k ' ) - U02(k" ) Fez (kf , p - kl ) ]

+ F0z (k', p - k') J All I (k, k", P) U0 z (k") . (20.2 .6)

Since i (k, k', p) is at least of first order, we may use Eq . (20.2.5) in the
right-hand side of Eq . (20.2.6) . Hence in the second term on the right-
hand side, the part of the region of integration where k" is of order k
gives a contribution that vanishes like k-4+4-1 , and may therefore be
neglected compared with the part where k" remains finite, which yields
the convergent integra l

,(k) f d k11 [F(V ; k , p - k') -U02(V)FO2(k', p - k1) ]

Further, since the dominant part of f d4k" i (k, k", p ) Utz (k") comes from
the region of integration where every internal line of the graphs for
I (k, k", p) carries a momentum of order k, differentiating this integral with
respect to p would lower its asymptotic behavior by a factor of order
k-1, so asymptotically i(k, k', p) may be replaced in this integral with
I (k, k' ) - I (k, k', 0). Therefore for k --} oo, Eq . (20.2 . 6) becomes

r(k > k ', p - k' ) -- 31 Fez (k' , p - kf) f dak" I (k, k») U4,2(kll )

+Ioo(k) 1 + fd4k" [F(k" ;k',p -k') - U,2 (kff)F,z (kf, p - k')
]

. ( 20.2 .7 )

Let us therefore define U02(k) and Fez (k', p - k') to order N + 1 in g in
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terms of these functions in lower orders of perturbation theory, by

U0z (k ) = Clr,(k) +

Fez (k ', p - k') C- i

d4 k' 1(k, k' ) Utz (k' ) , (20.2 .8)

x 1 + fd4k" [Fk' ;k',p - k') - U02 (0)F0 2 (k % P - k')] I , (20.2.9)

where C is a constant that can be chosen as we like . With these definitions,
Eq. (20.2.5) follows from Eq . (20.2.7) .

It will be convenient to choose the constant C so that F~ (k',p - k') has
the value unity at some renormalization point k' = k(p) and p = p(p),
where k(p) and p(p) are standard four-momenta of order p . Then

C = 1 +
f

d4k"r(k" ; k (u ) , p(p) - k(y)) -
f

d4k" U02(kff) . (20.2 .10)

Using Eq. (20.2.5), we see that the divergences in the two integrals in
Eq. (20.2.10) cancel .

Eq . (20.2.9) may now be written

F4,z (k' a P - k ') = Z4,2 {1+fd4k"F(k" ;k'p_k')}

where

Z02 = ~1 +f d4k tt r(k// - k (p), p(p) - k (p))]

(20 .2 . 11 )

(20.2 .12)

We can think of Zoz as the renormalization constant for the composite

operator 02 , defined in such a way that the operator Z4,2 02 has the finite
two-particle matrix element Fez (k, p - k), with the value unity for k = k(p )
and p = p(p).

It is not particularly convenient to calculate U0 z (k ) or F0 z (k,p - k)
by using Eqs. (20.2.8) and (20.2.11). Rather, it is simpler to calculate
r(k ; k', p - k' ), and read off Utz (k) or Fez (k, p - k) by comparison with
Eq. (20.2.5) . By multiplying the function ( 12.2.26) with the product of
propagators for the lines with momenta k and p - k, we see that, to
one-loop order

9 1
>C 1 32

7t2 l0

-}-
+

In m
2 + 4x ( I
m2 -txi

-i

I

-i

dx In
(m2+4x.(i. - x}/12 / 3

m2 - sx(l - x )

[-i(27r )4 g]

- x)y 2/3 m2 + 4x(1 - X)112/ 3
1 - x) + In m2 - . ux ( l - x)

+ . . .

(0.2.13)
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where s, t, and u are the Mandelstam variables

26 1

y is the renormalization scale and g the corresponding renormalized
coupling, defined as the Feynman amplitude at s = t = u = -4y 2 / 3. This
has the asymptotic behavio r

X 1 -
S 32n~

zg

(27r)4(k2)2

dx In 'n
2 + 4x1 - x)tt2/ 3

rrt2 + p2x ( 1 - x )Jo '

( m2+41 - x)p2/ 3
+2 In

Mz + k 2x ( 1 - x) + . . .

To order g 2 , this agrees with Eq . (20.2.5) if we take

U02(k)
- ig

(2n)a(kz)z

X
1 - g j dx In m+ 4x( 1 )µ2 / 3

( )16n2 a m2 + k2x 1 -- X + . . .

(20.2 .14)

( 2Q.2.1 S )

and

g ! ( m2 + 4x1 - x )µ2/3
F02(k,p-k )

= 1- 32n2

f
dx In

M2
+

2
x

l - X
~ . . . . ( 20 .2.16)

p ( )

We have here chosen the renormalization point k(y), p(p) for the operator
02 to be related to that for the coupling constant g in such a way that
p (µ )2 = 4P2 /3, so that Fez (k, p - k) = 1 when p 2 = 4P2 / 3.

Now consider the case where the number n of external lines with fixed
momenta is greater than two . In accordance with our earlier discussion, in
the limit k --+ oc), the leading graphs for T (k ; pl • • • pn ) are those in which
the two external lines carrying momenta k and p - k can be disconnected
from the n external lines with fixed momenta by cutting through a pair of
internal lines :

r(k ; P1 . . . p ►~) --+
j

A' I (k a k ' , p) r (k' ; Pz . . . Pn) . (20 .2 .17 )

As before, we cannot simply use the asymptotic limit of the kernel I (k, k', p)
for k ~ oo on the right-hand side, because this integral receives important
contributions from k' of order k . We deal with this complication by
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rewriting Eq . (20.2.17) in the form

r (k ; P1 . . . p,) --+
J d4k ' I (k , k' , p) [r(k' ; P1 . . .

Pn)
- Utfiz(k ') F'02(P1 . . . pn)

]

+ F02(pl . . . P.)
f d

4k' I (k', k, p)U02(k1) , (20.2.18)

where by mathematical induction, we suppose that up to some given order
N

r(k ;Pi . . . Pn ) --+U0 z (k)F0 z (Pi
. . .

Pn) , ( 20 .2.19 )

with correction terms of order 1/0. We can now use the limit (20.2.4)
together with Eq . (20.2.8) to rewrite Eq . ( 20 .2 .18 ) as

17(k ; P I . . . Pn ) ---~ I ,,o (k )
f d

4k' [I -' (k ' ; PS . . . pn) - U02 (k')F02(P J . . . pn)
]

+ F02(pl . . . Pn) I U02(k) - Cl,,o(k)]

This agrees with Eq. (20 . 2.19) to order N + 1, provided we tak e

GF,62 ( Pi • . . Pn ) = f d4k' [F(k' ;p . .
. Pn) - U02 (k')F'02 (p 1 . . . pn)

J

or, using Eqs . (20.2.10) and (20 .2.12),

F0Z ( P1 . . . P fl) = Zpz
f

d4k'r (k' ; p1 . . . p1l) . (20.2.20)

This just says that F pz (pl • • • p ,,) is the matrix element of the renormalized
operator Zpz02, so that Eq. (20,2.1) corresponds to the operator product
formula (20.2.2) . Note in particular that Upz (k) is the same coefficient
function whatever value n or the momenta p1 . . . pn may take, as was to
be shown .

Strictly speaking, the (02)R operator is not the leading term in the
expansion of the product of two Os . There is also the operator unity, which
has lower dimensionality than (02 )R, but was excluded from Eq . (20.2.2)
because (as indicated by the subscript C) we are excluding disconnected
graphs. As mentioned earlier, the graphs for F(k) with n = 0 (and p~ = 0)
are dominated for k --~. oo by the region of integration where all internal
lines carry momenta of order k, and U1(k) is the contribution of thi s
region .

Higher-dimensional operators and more general theories will be con-
sidered in an appendix to this chapter .
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20.3 Renormalization Group Equations for Coefficient Functions

As mentioned earlier, one of the aspects of the operator product expansion
that makes it so useful is that the momentum dependence of the coefficient
functions is governed by renormalization group equations. This is because
they arise from limiting values of sums of Feynman graphs (such as
i,,,(k) in Section 20.2) in which all relevant momenta are going to infinity
together, so that masses may be set equal to zero without introducing
singularities . Nevertheless the operator product coefficient functions do
not obey simple scaling laws, because of renormalization effects : the
functions are multiplied with scale-dependent renormalization constants,
and depend on scale-dependent renormalized couplings .

Consider the operator product expansion for a Greens function
Tel,(k, k', p) in which the incoming momenta (collectively labelled k, with
sum p) of a set I of lines all go to infinity together, with the set Z ' of
remaining lines having fixed outgoing momenta (collectively labelled k',
with sum p) :

T(j, (k, k', p) Ut'o (k )FGr~ , (k', p ) . (20.3.1 )

The function FO ,e,(k' , p ) is the matrix element of a renormalized operator

OR = ETl zC,~~ (()', so its coefficient _Ukk ) in the product of fields corre-
sponding to the lines t is proportional to z~ ,, , as well as to z(,,(, the
direct product of all the renormalization matrix factors for the field (or
composite) operators in the set Z'. Hence

~- U(, Yc~' U~, , ; , Y~~~,~ + I~ (g) $ U
~. ~ 2 .3 .2

F~ ~„

where

e'r a P oil

and for simplicity we assume a single renormalizable coupling g ,,, defined
as the value of some Feynman amplitude at a renormalization point with
momenta of order p, with p dg~aldp = fl(g.) . In order to be able to
use dimensional analysis, we multiply all operators by powers of P in
such a way that they become dimensionless. This has the effect that the
components of the Z and y matrices are also dimensionless, with the
values in the limit of zero coupling given by

y,q' --+ 6Ce, N' (1') , YC.C,, --> 6 Cro ' N' ( O), (20 .3 .4)

where N(O) is the dimensionality of the operator U, and 111' (11) is the total
dimensionality of the set / of fields (the sum of s + 1 for each field, where
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s = 0 for scalar and massless gauge fields, s = 1/2 for Dirac fields, etc .)
Also, dimensional analysis tells us that for k " = xnP with & fixed, the
amplitude can depend on Konly through the ratio x/ p, aside from a factor
rc4-4n(6 arising from the integrals used in defining the Fourier transform .
The solution of Eq . (20.3.2) is then of the form

d
U~(rcn) = 1C4

-4n(l) ~ [i{ exp
( IK

~ Y
(
g

p
)) X11, ~~ (g K , n )

i

x M exp
(JK

dµ Y(gm)) (20.3 .5)
P

where M denotes the `g-ordered' product, that is, each term in the expan-
sion of the exponentials rearranged so that the factors are in the order of
decreasing p from left to right .

This gives especially simple results where g . approaches a fixed point
g. for p -+ oo . The contribution of large ps to M{exp(f " y(gu)dy1µ)} is
then a matrix factor rcy(g') that because of the p-ordering appears on the
left . Thus Eq. (20.3.5) becomes

U~ ( rcn )
= rC4-4n(~)

E
r

K
r{~.}

I ~ ~
wetk ` I

K_'~(g-)
1 0 ,, C~ ~L 1) (20.3-6 )

where 16' is either a constant or a sum of powers of In rc, depending on the
rate at which 9K approaches g . .

Asymptotically free theories like quantum chromodynamics are a special
case of particular physical interest. Here the fixed point is at g . = 0, and,
according to Eq. (2 .3.4), near this fixed point the y matrices go a s

Also, if we write the renormalization group equation for the coupling in
the form

d z a (20.3 .8)

then

fx dy g~ ~ - 87 2 In g~ + constant .
b

Using this in Eq. (20.3.5) yields the asymptotic behavior

-s~2~•~h

(

g~
)U

~
(Kn)

K4-4n(f)+2V(~}-N(~7)
1:

[(g2) -

(20.3 .9)
where 16., is a constant matrix, equal to Wle"',(O, n) times constant factors
that are not calculable in perturbation theory because they come from the
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parts of the integrals in Eq . (20 .3 .5) where gu is not small. For K -; Oo,
the behavior of the coupling constant is g2 --+ 87E2/b In rc, so Eq . ( 20 .3.9 )
may also be written

U~( rcn) -; K
4-4n (1)+N(?)-N(O) ~ [(In K~ s~2C/ h

M~~', InK
)

-s 71 2 c1h

( 20 .3 .1 0)
where is another constant matrix . The condition for Eqs. (20 .3 .9 ) and
( 20 .3 .1 0) to be valid is that gx / 8n2 < 1 , but it is not necessary for In K
to be so large that only one eigen vector of the c matrix contributes to
the asymptotic behavior. Eq . ( 2d . 3 .1 d) will be used to study deep inelastic
scattering in Section 2 0 .6 .

20.4 Symmetry Propert ies of Coefficient Funct ions

The usefulness of the operator product expansion is greatly enhanced by
the fact that the coefficient functions exhibit the full symmetry of the und-
erlying theory, even where part or all of that symmetry is spontaneously
broken.4 To prove this, we consider the operator product expansion for
a product of renormalized operators O(i(x) that transform linearly under
some symmetry with conserved current .J"(x), in the sense that

[
.IO(x, t), (), i (Ya t

)] = - 63 (x _" Y) ti~(PA y , t} , (20.4 .1 )

where t ij is a constant matrix . We can write the operator product ex-
pansion as the statement that, as x1, • • • x, approach x together (with
XI - x, • • • x„ -- x all having fixed ratios )

T{ 01 i, (xi ) . . . 01ij xn} J la ) -; ~ UI,
. . .an

(
xl _

X' . . . xn - x)(9 I 00)* .

(20.4.2)
Now suppose that the symmetry with current .I I' is spontaneously broken,
with the corresponding Goldstone boson 7r satisfyin g

(VAC I .Iu (0) 17)
Fps

(2n ) .3/2 2p°
(20.4.3)

Then, as we saw in Section 19.2, the matrix element of the operator
product between states with an additional low energy Goldstone boson i s

1

( 2n )3/z 2p° F

x f d4x
a

(flI T~ 011(xl } . . . din (xn ) J° I(x)IW , (20 .4.4 )axp
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because only the Goldstone pole term survives in the integral on the
right-hand side of Eq. (20.4.4). Using Eq. (20.4.1) and the conservation of
the current, this can be put in the form

1

(2n ) 3 /2 2po F

r=1 jr

Now apply the operator product expansion to both sides of this formula .
In the limit as xj • • • x„ all approach x together, we fin d

Utt, . . i n
(
x1

- X ' . . . JLn - JL)(fl I 0( i (x) ITL OL ) _
1

(2n)3/2I F
n

x 1: E E
tt r .]r vdl

. . .

j
r . . .I ~

(
x1

- x, .
x. - x) C Ilx/ I a ~ (20 .4 . 6)

r= 1 jr i

But as a special case of Eq . (20.4.5), we have

( 2 7) 3~
2 1 E tij(#

27jr F i
(20.4 .7)

Since all this holds for arbitrary states (#I and l a~, the coefficients of
(#j®rj( x )C a) on both sides of Eq . ( 20 .4.6 ) must be equal, s o

n
0 _ - )7 t ij Uj i ---gin (x1 _x ' . . . X,, -x ) +I: E

t1rlr U
j
l

. . .jr . . . i n
(X

1
_x

, . . . xn _x
)

i r=1 Jr

(20.4.8)
This can be restated as the condition that Ua I an (xl - x, • • • xn - x) is
invariant under the symmetry generated by t, with the action of this
symmetry on the lower index contragredient to its action on the upper
indices, in the sense that the matrix t is replaced with -tT . This is the
same relation that would be expected if the symmetry generated by .I11
were not spontaneously broken .

20.5 Spectral Function Sum Rules

Spectral function sum rules are constraints on the spectral functions of
various currents.5 We will start here with a set of currents Ja that are
arbitrary, except for being Lorentz four-vectors, and then later consider
more special examples. To define their spectral functions, we use Lorentz
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invariance to writ e

i 64(P -Per ) WAC I .Ixp (0)1 N) (VAC I J~ (0)1 N } ~ _ ( 2n )-3 B(P° )

X L
(q,

v -
e

PvI P2
)

P acfl
(

P) + P
p

P v Pafl
(

P
2

)
]

in analogy with Eqs. (19 .2.19) and (19 .2.20) or Eq. (10.7.4) .
Fourier transform and using the completeness of the states
be written

VaW .I~(a ) }SAC =
f

dp2

26 7

(20.5 . 1)

Taking the
C N D , this can

X [tjjuvpG1(tt1) - (p(l)(tl) + p(11(tt)1tt2 apa" A+(x ; ji)

where ❑+(x ; µ2) is the function defined in Eq. ( 5 .2.7) :

)A+(x; P2) =_ 1 Jd4po(pO)6(p2+P2 )e'P-x

(20.5 .2)

X20 .5 .3 )

Assuming the currents to have been chosen as Hermitian operators , it is
immediately apparent from Eq. (20.5 .1) that p~~ ( ~.c 2 } and p~~ (p 2 ) are posi-
tive Hermitian matrice s. Als o , taking xy to be spacelike (for which ❑+(x)
is even) and using translation invariance and causality in Eq . (20.5.2), we
see that p~~0c2 } and pa~ 0c2 } are also symmetric .

Now, for x --+ 0 with x2 > 0, the function ❑+(x ; jc) goes as

1
A+ (x ; /1

2
) -+ 4n 2x2 + 8n2

[In (7PN[x2)
2

I

(20.5 .4)

where y is the Euler constant. The first few terms in the vacuum expecta-
tion value of the expansion of .I,~,(x ) .I~ (O) are thu s

(A'(X) J v (0) I VAC 1 q lU v -
27r2 ~(X2) 2

qP V

4n2x2 ,I. dF
t2 Pas ~~~ )~~ +

27r2( x2 )2

+O( ln x2 ) .

4XJUXV 2 ( 2 } 2 2
x2 3 1 f d~

(P(O)(P)
x# + Pafl (P )IFS

dtt2 (p(°)(i2)2 + PaS(F12 )}

(20.5.5)

Hence if some linear combination J: a fl cad (J&u(x} .I~(0) }SAC of the two-
point functions has a singularity as x -+ 0 which can be shown to be
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weaker than of order 1 /x4, we hav e

co(p dtt
I (P111(p) + P(11(tt1)/P2) = 0

while if its singularity is also weaker than 11x 2 , then

and

cap fdp2 pang(µ2) = 0

afl

2 (O)V)P2 oCafl dp N

(20 .5 .6 )

(2Q.5 .7)

(20.5 .8)

Eqs . ( 20 . 5 .6), (20 .5 .7), and (20-5.8) are known respectively as the first ,
second , and third spectral function s um rule s .

Let us see how this works out in the case of greatest interest , where the

J,"(x) are conserved currents in a theory like quantum chromodynamics .
The conservation of current tells us that (20 .5.1) vanishes when contracted
with p,,, so pad (-p2) must be proportional to 6(p2), and therefore au-
tomatically satisfies the third spectral function sum rule (20.5 .8) for any

cxfl . With ' p(0)(-p1) or 6(-p2) , it can receive contribut i ons only from the

terms IBa) in the sum over states in (20 .5 . 1) consisting of a single massless

particle Bd of zero spin, which in practice means a Goldstone boson. For
such one-particle states, Lorentz invariance gives

(VACJ .I "( d)JBa) =
i
F

cx
a P

B

(2n )3/
2 V'P'B

Using the relation 6(p° - C p t)/ 2p° =B(p° )6( -p2) , we see that

px~ (-p2) = 6(-p2 ) Faa F~u .
el

( 2a.S .9 )

(20.5 .10)

In contrast, pM( --p2) is non-vanishing only for -p 2 > 0 .
To be more specific, consider a renormalizable asymptotically free gauge

theory with a number N of massless (or nearly massless) spin 1/2 fermions
belonging to the same representation of the gauge group . Quantum
chromodynamics fits this description, with N = 3 if we neglect the masses
of the u, d, and s quarks, and with N = 2 if only the u and d are taken
to be massless . As we have seen in Chapter 19, such a theory has an
S U(N) x S U(N) global symmetry* under which the left- and right-handed

There is also a U(1) symmetry which is vectorial, in the sense that it acts the same
way on the left- and right-handed parts of the light Permian fields . This is just the
conservation of light quark number, and will not concern us here . The axial U(1)
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parts of the light fermion fields transform under the representations ( N,1 )
and ( 1, N), respectively, where `N ' and `1' denote the defining and identity
representations of SU(N), respectively. The currents of the left- and
right-handed S U (N } symmetries are

JLa (x) = - iq) (xW ` ( 1 + Ys )AaW(x ) , JRaW = -iv- WY"( 1 - Y s)Aa V (X )
(Z0 .5 .11 )

where the AR form a complete set of Hermit ian traceless matrices acting on
the `flavor' index that distinguishes the N light quarks , as in Eq. ( 19 .7.2 ) for
N = 3. These currents have dimensionality (in powers of mass) +3, so the
coefficient of an operator C of dimen sionality d (®r) in the expansion (20. 3 .6)
of the product of two currents is expected (apart from logarithms) to have
a singularity of order x-5+d (6) as the separation x of their arguments
goes to zero . Thus, if the expan sion of a linear combination of product s
of currents contains the operator unity, then the corresponding linear
combination of spectral functions goes as x- 6, and therefore in general
satisfies neither the first nor the second spectral function sum rule ; if
the lowest-dimensional operator in the vacuum expectat ion value of this
expan sion is a fermion bilinear with zero or one deri vatives, then the
corresponding linear combination of spectral functions goes as x-3 or x- 2 ,
and therefore satis fies the first spectral function sum rule but generally
not the second ; and if the lowest-dimensional operator in the vacuum
expectation value of thi s expansion i s a fermion bilinear with two or
more derivatives or a fermion quadrilinear then the corresponding linear
combination of spectral functions is less singular than x -', and therefore
satisfies both the first and second spectral function sum rules .

In order to tell which operators appear in the expansion of the product
of two currents , we need to classify the S U (N) x S U(N} representations
contained in the product , and to tell whether these operators have non-
vanishing vacuum expectation values , we have to ask which of them are
invariant under the subgroup of SU(N) x S U(N) that is not spontaneou sly
broken. To answer these questions , we note that the currents JL,,(x ) and
.IRa(x ) transform under SU(N) x SU(N) respectively according to the
(A, 1) and ( 1 , A ) representation s of S U(N) x S U(N), where A and 1 are
the adj oint and identity representations of SU(N) .

Also , we shall assume that the subgroup of S U(N) x S U(N) that is
not spontaneously broken is the vectorial S U(N ) V whose currents are
.I~Q(x) + JRu (x) , as is the case in quantum chromodynamics and (as we
saw in Section 19.9) a wide range of other theori es . We al s o assume
that parity conservation is not spontaneously broken . These unbroken

symmetry of the Lagrangian, which acts differently on the left- and right-handed parts
❑f the light fermion fields, is broken by the quantum effects discussed in Section 23 .5 .
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symmetries have the consequence that

111(P2)] (20 . 5 .12 )pL1a Lb(P2) = pR1~,Rh (y2) = 6Rh [p,2) +
P

A

and

Pi1a, Rb00~ = PR~ ,Lb
(

F~ 2 } = 6ah [p3)(2)
- PAl

)(P2
) ] ( 20 . 5 .13 )

where 6abp (y )(P2 ) and 6abpA1 )(P2 ) are the spectral functions defined by
(20.5.2) for the current s

,]ya = -zfpY "Aaw I JAL = - iV) yEiyS AaY) , (20.5 .14)

with generators Aa and ~uyS, respectively . Also

FLab = -F'Rab = 6ab F

where Eq . (20 . 5 .9 ) here reads

(VAC 1 .IA" d(0)jBh )

so that (20.5.1 0) reads

iF6ah
PB

( 2n )3/2 2pB

(20. 5 . 15)

(20.5 .16)

to) z_ (0) 2 (o) 2 fob z 2 z
PLa Lb~~) - PRa rzb (P

) = _
La Rb (P ) = -PRa Lb~~ } = F ~~~ )~ab

(20.5 .17)
It will be convenient to consider separately the products of currents of
like and unlike chirality.
Like Chirality : The products JLa(X) .ILh(0) and .IRa (x )JRh (0) transform re-
spectively as the (A xA, 1) and ( 1, A xA) representations of S U (N) x S U(N) ,
where A and 1 are the adjoint and identity representations, respectively .
For any group, A x A contains the identity representation, so the unit op-
erator appears in the expansions of these products, with equal coefficients
proportional to 6ab . Hence only the traceless parts of the operator product
can satisfy spectral function sum rules . But as we have seen, the spectral
functions have no traceless part, so the like-chirality spectral functions
cannot satisfy any sum rules .
Unlike Chira lity : The products JLu(x)JRh(0) and JRa(x)JL'b(O) both
transform as the (A, A) representation of SU(N) x SU(N). The unit
operator (and operators like Fau,. Fx") are of course SU(N) x SU(N)

singlets, and therefore cannot appear in the expansion of these products .
Non-derivative fermion bilinears like rya transform according to the (N, N)

and ( N, N') representations of S U(N) x S U(N), so they also cannot appear
in the expansions of the products of currents with unlike chirality. The only
gauge- and Lorentz-invariant fermion bilinears with a single derivative
involve the gauge-covariant derivative operator yADu acting on V, which
the field equations tell us vanishes . Thus these spectral functions satisfy
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both the first and second spectral function sum rules, which here rea d

f dui
[p)(2)

- P~
i111(1t)] /P2 = F2

and

J dui [p9(2 )l
V - pA~ (Y2 }~ = 0 .

(20.5.18)

In the original work on spectral function sum rules, 5 the S U(2) x S U(2)
spectral functions were assumed to be sharply peaked at values of µ that
for p(1)(1c2) could be assumed to be mR = 770 MeV, and for pA l (p2) was
taken to be at an unknown mass mA . That is,

(11(p) g2b(P2 _ M2)
PA

(
F
12) g

a
6 (

u
-,
` W

M2
)

Eqs. (20.5.18) and (20.5.19) then read° *

2 2
9

P
9

A = F~m2 z
P MA

and

~P = 9
A

Eliminating the unknown gA, this gives a formula

2 2 t 1
)-1

gP -- F7r

W2 - W2P
A

Originally in 1967 this result was used together with a formula6 g~ _

2F,2,m~ (whose justification was unclear but which agreed with experimen-
tal measurements of the rate of the decay p -} e+ + e-) to derive the
result

MA = -~2mp

The status of a possible ai resonance with the right quantum numbers to
couple to the axial-vector current (that is, 1+ with T = 1 and C(a°) = +1)
at around a mass _~2_mp remained unclear for many years, but a resonance
with these quantum numbers is now reasonably well established at a mass
1230 MeV = 1 .6 mR . It seems preferable today to take the ratio mA/mR as
an input, using either the value _~2_ suggested by certain models or the
experimental value 1 .6, and use it to predict gR .

Taking the S U(2) generators Aa to be the Pauli matrices, as in Eq . (1 9 .7 .2 ) , we have
F=F, =284MeV.
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Since 1967 not only gR but the whole vector spectral function pV ) (u2 }
of the 5 U(3 ) x SU(3) current in quantum chromodynamics has been cal-
culated with prec is i on for a w ide range of energies from the measured
cross section for the process e+ + e -} y --* hadrons, using the fact
that the electromagnetic current is a linear combination of SU(3) cur-
rents. The axial-vector spectral funct i on pA~ ) (u2) of the S U(3) x S U(3)
currents can in principle be measured in the process v + e -}hadrons ,
since the charged components of the currents (20.5 .14) are the same as
the hadron currents to which the leptons are coupled . However , although
antineutrino--electron scattering has been studied experimentally, the low
rate of these reactions precludes the use of colliding beams , so that the
electron target is essentially at rest . In order to reach typical hadronic
energies of, say, 3 GeV in the center-of-mass frame , it would be necessary
to have neutrino energies of (3 GeV )2 /2me - 10 TeV in the laboratory
frame . Intense beams of neut rinos with energies this high will not be avail-
able for many years , if ever. Fortunately, it has become possible to study
the spectral functions in the process z --* v + hadrons, but the hadron
energies here are strictly bounded by m T = 1 .7 GeV. It is also possible
to use effective ch iral Lagrangians to calculate the spectral functions at
small u2 , and to use quantum chromodynamics to calculate py ) - pA~ ) at
large u2 , where it is quite small . A careful 1993 analysis by Donoghue and
Golowich8 of all these inputs shows that the spectral function integrals
are indeed dominated by the p and a l resonances , and gives results that
are consistent with the first and second spectral function sum rules .

20 .6 Deep Ine lastic Scattering

The renormalization group coupled with the operator product expansion
found one of its most important applications in the analysis of deep
inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering. We will first review the early phen-
omenological models for these reactions, and then see how the operator
product expansion justifies these models and provides corrections to them .

Consider a process in which an electron of four-momentum k collides
with a nucleon N of four-momentum p, yielding a electron of four-
momentum k' and a general unobserved hadron state H, over which we
sum. To calculate the spin-averaged inclusive cross section, we shall need
to know the quantity

(MN IP°n~)W~`v (q ,P) - 2
6 4 (PH - p - R) (H IP`(0 )I N~ (H Jv(O )I N) *

gN H

(20.6.1)
where .I9 is the electromagnetic current (divided here by a factor e) and
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q = k - k' is the momentum transfer from the electrons to the hadrons.
Lorentz invariance tells us that WlV (q, p) must be a linear combination of
p1pv, p1qv, q l'pv, q ~" qV, and qW, with coefficients that can only depend on
the two independent scalar functions of q and p : q 2 and v - -q ' pImN .
Current conservation requires that q . W "' = q,, WP' = 0, so W must take
the form`

(qPq v
- q1'v)Wj(v,q2 )

+m
i
2

(
p

p
- ~ ~ qP) (Pv - ~~ qv ) W2(v, q 2) . (20.6.2)

N

Also, Eq. (20.6.1) shows that W" = Wye, so W1 and W2 are real, and
WPv is a positive matrix, so Wl and W2 are positive. The differential cross
section in the nucleon rest frame i s

d2,g

dS2dv
_

"' (d92MATT
(20.6.3 )

where d92 = sin 0 A do is the solid angle into which the electron is
scattered, and (da/dQ)MaTT is the differential cross section for relativistic
elastic scattering by a point spinless particl e

dd e4 cosZ (B/2 )
dSl MATT 4E~ sin4 (B/2 )

(20.6.4)

with Ee = -k • pImN the incident electron energy in the nucleon rest frame .
One might expect that for fixed values of -pH = -q2 + 2mN v + mN,

the differential cross section should fall off very rapidly as q2 -} oo,
because it should be proportional to the square of the form-factor for
the transition from the nucleon to whatever particles or resonance have
mass near -pH . It was therefore somewhat of a surprise that, two
years after the 1966 opening of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
a SLAG-MIT collaboration headed by Friedman, Kendall, and Taylor 9

discovered that in fact v W2(q2, v) is roughly constant in q2 for fixed values
of co = 2mNV lq2 > 1. (To be specific, W2(q2 , v ) for the proton was fitted
to the curve v Wz (q2 , v) ^• 0 .35 - 0.004r.) for EE = 10, 1 3 .5, and 1 6 GeV,
and 0 = 6° and 10° . These experiments were insensitive to W1, because
tangy ( 10°/2) = 7 .6 x 10-3 .} Note that in this limit -per -} (co - 1)q Z -} oo,
which is why this is called `deep-inelastic' scattering .

At about the same time Bjorkenla was using current algebra to argue
that W2 (q2, v) and Wi (q2, V) satisfy scaling laws : for q2 and v going to

The same formalism can be used for other deep-inelastic lepton scattering processes,
such as v,, + p -> p + H, except that since parity is not conserved in these processes
there is an additional term in W P (q, p ) proportional to e,"P'pq, . For simplicity, we
will limit ourselves here to deep-inelastic electron scattering .
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infinity together ,

vW2 ( v , R
2

)
__), F2 (CO)

~ W1 (v, q2 ) --> F1 (w) , (20.6.5 )

where again o) - 2m N v l q2 . A more intuitive explanation was given a little
later by Feynman.11 He supposed that in deep-inelastic scattering on a
highly relativistic nucleon of momentum p, the nucleon behaves as if it
consists of `partons' of various types labelled i, each with a probabilit y

a (x )dx of having momentum between x p and (x + dx)p. Then for each i,

f
dx JF z(x) = 1 . (20.6.6)

The condition that the nucleon has total momentum p yields the additional
sum rule

i
1 .f>$i(x)xdx= (20.6.7)

For elastic scattering of an electron (with me neglected) from a parton of
four-momentum xp, we have x2mN = - (q + .gyp)2 = -q2 --- 2vmN x + x2mN,
so v = q2/2mNx. The inelastic cross section in this model is thus**

2d3a d2
a z ' dx (1+

2

tan2 0 v
q

~ --
dS~dv Al 2m2 X2 2 b 2M XMATT i Q n1 ~

(20.6.8)
where Qi is the charge of the ith type of parton in units of e . (The
tan2(0/2) term here is appropriate for a `Dirac' parton, with magnetic
moment eQil 2mNx.) Comparing this with Eq . (20.6.3) gives

N'2 (v , q 2)
~~

i 10

W1 (v, q
2 )= 1

2 ~ ~~ Ja

dx .Fj(x )b v - 2
m

_q
)

N x

dx Fj(x ) ~
q

x2 ~ v -

Q2
VC0

(20 .6 . 9)

fi]V ~

2mNx ~ 2mN W~~''a R )

This may be derived from the formulas (8 .7 .7) and (8 .7 .38) for Compton scattering
on a spin 1/2 particle of four-momentum p and mass m in a general Lorentz frame.
For this purpose, it is useful to note that in the gauge used to derive these formulas,
for which the initial and final real polarization vectors e,, and e~ t satisfy ez = e'z = 2,
e • p = e' • p = e - k = e' - k' = 0, the polarization sum gives
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This agrees with the Bjorken scaling rules (20.6.5 ), with

1 ~ 1
F2(w) _ (0

and

Fj((o) = (col2mN) F2(cv ) .

275

( 20.6.1 1 )

X20.6 . 12)

Eq. (20 .6 .12 ) was originally derived by Callan and Gross . 12 It agrees with
experiment within about 1 0-15% .

On the assumption that the proton and neutron respectively consist of
two u and one d or one u and two d quarks, plus any number of neutral
partons, Eqs . (24 . 6 .11 ) and (20.6 .6 ) yield the sum rule for W2

do)
F2 (CO) c~

Q
~

1

1. 2/3 n (20.6 .13 )

The integral receives a large contribution from large co, where F2 is difficult
to measure. If we also assume that the total momentum of the nucleon is
equally shared among three quarks (and no neutral partons) then in place
of Eq. (20.6.7) we have the stronger relation f ,F;(x ) xdx = 1 /3 for each
quark , which with Eq . (20.6 . 11 ) yields

F~ (03) (02
EQ

~ 2/9 n
T

This integral is easier to measure, and turns out to disagree badly with
the sum rule, showing that a large fraction of the nucleon momentum is
carried by the neutral partons.

None of the above phenomenology depends on any specific field theory .
It was the operator product expansion that finally provided a way of ap-
plying an underlying field theory to deep-inelastic scattering . In particular,
the operator product expansion made it clear that one needed an asymp-
totically free field theory to explain the scaling assumptions (20.6.5) (and
to calculate the corrections to scaling) . This asymptotically free theory
was ultimately provided by quantum chromodynamics .

To apply the operator product expansion to deep-inelastic scattering,
first Fourier transform Eq . (20.6.1) . Using translation invariance and the
completeness of the hadron states JHy, this give s

(MN 1Pnr) W"'(q , p)
1

2(2n)4
GN

d4z e-"q`~1V ~ .I`'(z)P(0)E,Ny . (20.6.14)

The asymptotic behavior of W"" (q, p) as q -} oo is therefore related to the
singularity of the operator product at x -} 0 .

Feynman diagram calculations of the coefficient functions in operator
product expansions refer directly not to the expansion for matrix elements
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like those appearing in Eq. (20.6.14) for WW, but rather to matrix elements
of the two-point Greens function

( mNIPN) T," v (q,P) = 2 ~
fd4z e-t`~

,z (NIT { .Iv (z) , ~~` (Q)l I~~(2a~)4
IN

(20.6 .15)
We can express this in terms of the structure functions for ?'PV, defined
by the analog to Eq . (20.6.2) :

( qPqV _
01") T, (v, q2)

+
(pp_p-q qP)

(pv
_ p * q

qv) T2(v, q2) , (20.6 .16)
N q2 q

The connection between the T,. (v, q2) and Wr ( v, q2) (with r = 1,2) is
provided1-~ by the dispersion relationst for fixed q2 :

I t
Wr (v, q 2)

2 2

dv
+ 2ari Ex v' - V

(20.6.17)

with the denominator in the integrand interpreted as a principal value
function. The functions Wr (v, q2) vanish except for v > q212mN , so the
dispersion relations may be rewritten

T, (v, q z) = 1 2 Wr ( -v , q z)
+

1
2 Wr(va R

2
~

2a~i ,Z
dv' W,.(v', q2)

I + v- I ) .~ - v ( 20.6.t8)
4 ~2mN V +

v

We can categorize the operators that contribute to the operator product
expansion for Tr according to the irreducible representation of the Lorentz
group to which they belong. The only Lorentz-covariant functions of
a single four-vector p 1l with p2 = -mN fixed are proportional to the
symmetric tensors p "I • • • pis, so the only operators that can contribute
to the spin-averaged nucleon expectation value are symmetric traceless
tensors ; t' , the subscript i distinguishing any different operators with
this tensor structure . (For reasons that will become clear, we are using the
same label i to distinguish operators that we used in the parton model t o

t For q 2 = 0, these may be derived exactly as in the derivation of the dispersion relation
(10 .8 .16) for forward photon scattering. The derivation for fixed q2 * 0 is more
difficult .
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label types of partons.) These operators have matrix elements of the form

E(N ~as ~
~, ---

"s a z s
2 I N~ = (mNIPN ) [pPl . . . pE

U-N

traces] (0( 5 :~ , (20.6.19)

where the (Usi~ are constant coefficients . Such an operator makes a
contribution to Ttl`'(q,p) proportional to s factors of the four-vector p,
and hence makes a contribution to Tl(v,q2) and T2(v,q2) proportional to
vs and v1-2 , respectively. (We are dropping terms involving p 2 , because
such terms will be suppressed by factors of mN~g2 or mN~p • q .) If we
ignore logarithmic corrections, then in an asymptotically free theory the
q2 dependence of the coefficients is of the forms (q2)(-4+6-d(s,i)-s)12 and
(q2)(--4+b-d(s,i)-s+Z)/2' respectively, where d (s, i ) is the dimensionality of
the operator a,i .tt Using v oc qZ ro, we see that the contributions of an
operator asa to the structure functions are asymptotically of the form s

T 1 ,si oc V '(R
2) ( 2-d (s, i)-s) 12 oC Ws(q2 ) (2--r(s j) )12

and

v T2 ,,t cc ys-
I

(
q2 )(4-d(s,t)-S)/z cc ca s

-
1 (

g2)( z-its, :7)12

where r(s, i) is the `twist' of the operator aye, defined as1 4

z (s, i ) = d (s, i) - s .

(20.6.20)

(20.6.21 )

(20.6.22)

We see that the dominant terms in Tj and v T2 for q2 --* oa with fixed w
are contributed by operators of minimum twist . Also, Eq. (20.6.18) shows
there are no terms in Tr (v, q2) of odd order in v, so the only operators G', j
that can contribute here are those with even s .

The symmetric traceless tensors of rank s with minimum dimensionality
are the operators

=his-2/
s

!
) fp f'Y~ ► , ~D~z

. . .Des}
Ylf

and

FIX ., ~,, DP3
. . . Des Fa P21

(20.6.23)

(20.6.24)

where f labels quark flavors ; D. is the gauge-covariant derivative ; and
the brackets indicate a sum over permutations and subtraction of trace
terms for the enclosed spacetime indices. (The symbol <-4 indicates half
the difference of the derivative acting to the right and left . We take
this difference of derivatives, because their sum would vanish in an y

t } The -4 in the exponents arises from the integral over z in Eq . (20.6 .14), and the +6 in
these exponents is the dimensionality of the two electric current operators . The terms
-s/2 and - (s - 2)/2 serve to compensate for the powers of q 1` already in v s and vs-2 ,
respectively .
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matrix between states of equal four-momenta .) These operators have
dimensionality 3 + (s -- 1) = 4 + (s - 2) = 2 + s, so they all have twist
z = 2. Thus an infinite number of operators contribute for q2 __* oo, all
of which give contributions to Tj and v T2 that depend on w but only
logarithmically on q2 . Asymptotic freedom thus confirms Bjorken scaling,
but only up to logarithmic corrections . Keeping only operators of twist
two, we see that (as anticipated in our notation) for each s there is indeed
one operator for each parton type, with i running over quark types f
(lumping quarks and antiquarks together) and also a value i -- 0 for the
gluon.

Now let us consider the logarithmic corrections. The asymptotic behav-
ior of the coefficient functions in an asymptotically free theory is governed
by Eq. (20.3 .9 ) . As discussed in Section 10.4, when we ignore electro-
magnetic radiative corrections no renormalization factors are needed for
the electromagnetic current, because these currents are conserved . Thus
the matrix c&, in Eq . (20.3 .9) vanishes. The matrix c(,r,e,, has no elements
connecting operators of different Lorentz transformation type, so that in
the notation we are now using, cSj,s ;j, = 6.ssiciii(s) . Thus Eq. (20.3.9) takes
the form

9q ) Isij i1

2) Ws- 2 /g2

Si j

( 20.6.25 )

87cZC(s)fib
v T2(v,q I ~(gq "sj

where V and 2 are constants appearing in the coefficient function for
the operator 6('.st in the operator product expansion of the product of two
electric currents, 1,2 is a particular value of q2 at which we choose to define
the coefficient functions, b is the constant in the one-loop renormalization
group equation (20.3.8) for the strong coupling constant g . , and ( asiy is
the constant coefficient in the matrix elements (20.6.19) .

The operator product expansion coefficients are independent of the
particular process in question and unaffected by quark trapping, so we
can calculate the coefficients sls j and *st by considering a fictitious simpler
process, the scattering of an electron by a free quark of flavor f. The
renormalized operators G, j may conveniently be defined so that the one-
quark matrix elements of the operators (20.6.23) and (20.6.24) are given
by the tree approximation :

I U
flesall'orl) = Yl I T I'UI U) p P2 . . . p ju, I 6fff 5ff fl

(.f
1 a' ~ Asa ~ .f

11 , (7") = 0 .

( 20 .b.27 )

(20 .b .28 )

Averaging Eq . (20. 6 .27 ) over d' = a" and comparing the result with
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(20.6 . 19) y ield s

279

s
has f~.f' m PP 'pPz . . .pis =

b f

(-1 i-T-r -i + m~' ~~ Pl P112 . . . PP,

P
a .f .f 2s! 2Po

so that (for even s)

(0' s f4' = 6 .f.f ' Irn .f

and

(6" s0f, = 0 .

(20.6.29 )

(2Q.6 .30 )

With this definition of the operators & ,Sj, at a renormalization momen-
tum scale t2 which is large enough for the operator product expansion
functions to be calculated using the tree approximation, these functions
can be derived from the tree-approximation formulas for the electron-
quark scattering cross section . Retracing the parton-model derivations of
Eqs. (20 .6 .9 ) and ( 24.6.1 0), we see that Wr for an electron scattering on a
quark of flavor f is given in the tree approximation bye

vW2 , .f = QnN lmf}Q~ ~~~ -
1)

Wl,f = Q~
6(w - 1 }/2mf

(20 .6.3 t )

(20.6.32)

Inserting these results in the dispersion relations (20.6.18) yields, for c~ ) =~ 1 ,

Q~ MN 1
Tl,.f =

z2nimf mf w - ~

~z ~,~
v T2,f =

2

Za ri cap - I

(20.6.33)

(20.6.34)

results that may also be obtained directly from the Feynman graphs for
electron-quark scattering . Comparing the coefficients of cv ' in Eqs . (20.6.33)
and (20.6 .34) with those in Eqs. (20.6.25) and (20.6.26) at the renormal-
ization poin t q2 = t2 and us i ng Eqs . (20 .6.29) and (20.6.30), we find
that

~ 2
.Si = ~ psi = im~~t (20 .6 .35 )

with the gluon charge Qa of course taken as zero. To repeat, even though
these values have been derived for electron-quark scattering, S/,z and 2 5i
are factors in the operator product expansion of two electric currents, and
therefore do not depend on the state in which we calculate the expectatio n

The factor (mN /m f ~ is inserted in Eq . (27.6.3 ] } because v is defined as -q - plmN
instead of -q • p1mf, while it is W2 /MN rather than Wz1rn f that appears in Eq . (20 .6 .2) .
Eq. [27.6.32} then follows from Eq . (20 .6 .10) . The quanlily co may be written in a
mass-independent way, as a) = -2q - plqz .
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value of this operator product . So we can use Eq . (20.6.35) in Eqs. (20.6.25)

and (20.6.26), and find

x S7c2 c(s)/h

27r
(9q ((Isj~

Sly

x YlZ N
nV~'2 ~ v~ ~~ ~ --> ~ ~ CU s-1~I

[(g/g)tS2C(5)/h]
; ~~sj y

sly J

(20.6.36 )

(20.6.37)

Now let us at last return to the structure functions W,(v, q2) . We note

that the coefficient of ws = (2mNV lq2)5 in Tr(v, q2) is given by Eq . (20.6 .18 )

as

- 2 Z (~w co- 1-N 2~ ~
R2 ~ - ~

it f W ~ q

2yn27I2 2lN 4 ~ ~ 2mrr

dV
f
v W

r (v q

Comparing with Eqs . (20 .6.36 ) and (20.6.37), we find

( (Dq2 2) I Q
r

[(g/g)812C(S)/h]cc I-Sdry w W1
2mN

,,
-} 2

J:

rj i .T

~

~as;~

d (o a)-Sv W2
2mN , q --+ MN ~

Q
i
2 [(g/g)8Th2C(S)/b]••

(61 sJ ) .

(20.6.39)

The Wr satisfying these equations may evidently be expressed in a manner
similar to the equations (2 0 .6.9 ) and (24.6. 1 D ) of the Parton mode l

zo) q

W

1

2m '
q2

N

wq 2
vW
2 'q

2

2MN
__4

2MN Q2,~Fp 1(o, q2)

(20.6.40)

where fit is a Parton distribution function, now defined by the moment

equations

~

j~ [~X X1 (x , q
2)

- ~(g fg )

87cZ c ( .s) 1h
( a~ (20 .6 .42 )

z J

In particular, we see that asymptotic freedom implies not only a corrected
version of Bjorken scaling, but also the Callan-Gross relation (20 . 6 .12)
between Wl and W2 .

There is an elegant reformulation of the moment equations (20 .6.42)
due to Altarelli and Parisi" that has become widely used in studies
of deep-inelastic scattering. Note that Eqs . (20.6.42) together with the
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renormalization group equation (20.3 .8) imply the differential equation s

q2 d dx .xs-1 ~F i ( x, q2)
=

-g~ c lj (s) dx x'fl~ t (xa qZ
) dR4 ~ fo

(20.6 .43)
These equations, together with the `initial' condition at the renormalization
point

1

1
A xs-l,~Fa(x,(Z) = z (6 sr ) (20.6 .44)

have a unique solution, so they can be used instead of the moment
equations. Now, Eq. (20.6.43) is satisfied by the solution of the differential
equation for ~Fi

d g Z dy (X)
q Z d Z ~ i(x, ~

"2) =
2 -Pig `~.i(Y,qz

)q4 7r Y Y

where the matrix function PIj(z) is subject to the conditions

I

i
Zs-1Ptj(2) d2 = -47C 2c i.J(s)

(20.6.45 )

(20.6 .46)

(The factor 471 2 is conventional . )
The matrix cjj(s) was calculated in quantum chromodynamics by Georgi

and Politzer16 and Gross and Wilczek.l 7 They assumed that there are N
flavors of quarks that are sufficiently light to be treated as massless, while
quarks of all other flavors are treated as very heavy and integrated out,
so that they can be ignored except for their effect on the strong coupling
constant. Their results in the basis provided by the operators (20.6.23)
and {20.6.24} are

1 1 1
C°° (s )

2n2 C 1 1 2 ~ s(s - 1 )
1

(s -+-1 ) (s -+- 2)

1 1 2
CfO(s) n2 C2 ~s+2 + sus + 1)(s -}- 2 )

Cof (S) = C3 ~ - + - 1)Sn s + s (s 1)

s

$n sus + 1) t_z t

(20.6.48 )

(20.5 .50 )

where 0 and f denote the operators (20.6.24) and ( 20.6 .23 ), respectively ;
the constants C1 and C2 are defined by Eqs. (17 .5 .33) and (17.5.34) (with
only a single quark flavor included in the trace in Eq . (17 .5 .34)) ; N is the

+ ~ 1 +
N

Cz
r_2 t 3

(20.6.47)
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number of quark flavors ; and C3 is defined (using the notation of Section
17.4) by

txtot - C3 92 1. (24 .6 .5 1 )

In the realistic case of an S U(3) gauge group with quarks in its defining
representation 3, these numbers are

Ci = 3, C2 C3
4 (20.6 .52)33 1

These rather complicated results become simpler when expressed in
term of the Altarelli-Parisi functions . It is straightforward to check that
Eq. (20.6.46) is satisfied if

X2

P f -"::: 5ff
[4 ( 1 +

3 (1-x)+ )
1

PAD=x2-x +
2

4 2

PQfT3 x~2+x

Poa6 1-x+x (l-x ) -+-
x

(20.6.53)

(20.6.54)

(20.6.55)

x + It - x) - 3 rS( 1 - x)
( 1 x)+ 12

where in an integral over x up to x = 1, 1 /(1 -- x)+ is defined b y

f(x} _ fW - f(1 )
(1 - x)+ 1 - x

(2Q.b.57 )

For each s there is an obvious (N - l)-fold degenerate eigenvalue of the
matrix c(s), equal to the coefficient of b' in Eq. (20.6.50) :

G (S, idjoint) = 1 C3 1 -
2

-- 47E 2 s(s + 1) t =z t

with eigenoperators given by all independent linear combinations of the
operators (20 .5 . 2 3 ) with coefficients af satisfying Ef a f = 0, which belong
to the adjoint representation of the unbroken global SU(N) symmetry
group of quantum chromodynamics with N quark flavors . In addition for
each s there are two eigenoperators belonging to the singlet representation
of SU(N), given by linear combinations of the operator (20.6.24) and
the sum over J' of the operators (20 .6 .23) . These eigenoperators and the
corresponding eigenvalues can be found by diagonalizing the 2 x 2 matrix :

co s Ncr~r~(s
~(s}singlet = f ~ (20-6 .59)

c fo(s) c (s, adjoint)
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For s = 2 this matrix takes the form

IvCZ/6nz
c(2)singlet C2/37r2

N C3 1 6nz

C
3'3

7
z

28 3

This has one zero eigenvalue, corresponding to the linear combination
of 024 and Ef Cz f that is equal to the energy-momentum tensor, which
like P is not renormalized. The other eigenvalue of the matrix (20 .6.36)
is given by its trace, NC2/6ir2 + C3/37r3 . Now, the minimum of the
eigenvalues of c ij(s ) for a given s must be at least as large as the minimum
of the eigenvalues of cjj(s') for any s' < s, because otherwise for sufficiently
large q2 the integral (20 .6.42) would eventually become larger for s than for
s', in contradiction with the fact that this integral is a strictly decreasing
function of s. Because the minimum eigenvalue for s = 2 is zero, we
can conclude that all of the other eigenvalues for s > 2 are positive . In
fact, they are all positive-definite, because there are no unrenormalized
operators for s > 2. Hence strict Bjorken scaling occurs only in the
extreme limit where g~ ~ D, where only the contribution of the energy-
momentum tensor survives. The prediction of violations of strict Bjorken
scaling have been confirmed experimentally by exhaustive studies of deep-
inelastic electron-nucleon and muon-nucleon scattering.

20.7 Renormalans*

Since the beginning of quantum field theory theorists have wondered
whether the perturbation series for physical matrix elements converges,
and if it does not, then what can be done about it? Very early in the
modern period ❑ysonlS observed that the number of diagrams of nth
order typically grows as n!, which suggested that the perturbation series
has zero radius of convergence.

There is a well-known technique known as a Borel transformationl9
for improving the convergence of a power series whose nth order term
grows as n!, either to make the series converge, or at least to improve the
behavior of the series so that it can be used as an asymptotic expansion
for a larger range of coupling constants . For a given serie s

F(g) = E .fngn
n

we consider the related serie s

B(2) - E fn2nln!
n

(za. 7.i )

(20.7.2)

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
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If fn grows no faster than n! then B(z) will generally have at least a finite
radius of convergence . The question is, can we recover the original series
(20.7.1) from the resummed series (20 .7.2)? Using the familiar formul a

00
exp(-z/g) zn dz = n! gn+ 1

f
r?

we see tha t, at least formally,

gF(g) = of exp(-z fig ) B(z) d2 . (20.7.3 )

Singularities of B(z) anywhere in the complex plane limit the radius of
convergence of the series ( 24. 7 . 2), but this is not an insuperable problem
if these singularities are off the positive real axis . To calculate F(g ) using
Eq . (20 .7.3) we need B(z) only for real positive values of z less than or
of order g, which can be obtained from the power series (20.7.1) if the
singularities of B(z) in the complex plane are all at distances from the
origin much greater than g . Even if a few poles zl, 22, etc. have moduli
of order g or less, we can calculate B(z) out to values of z of order g by
using the power series for (z - 21) ( z - 22) . . . B(2), but for this purpose we
have to know where the poles are .

Singularities of B(z) on the positive real axis are much worse, for they
invalidate Eq. (20 .7 .3 ). The contour in this integral may be distorted to
avoid singularities on the positive real axis, but then we have an ambiguity :
do we distort the contour above or below the singularity?

This section will show that some of the singularities of the Borel
transform B(z) are associated with solutions of the classical field equations
known as irastarataras, while other singularities, known as renormadans, are
associated with terms in the operator product expansion . In quantum
chromodynamics it is the renormalons that obstruct the use of the Borel
transformation to sum the perturbation series .

It was Lipatov20 who in 1976 showed that some of the singularities
of the Borel transform B(z) are associated with the existence of classical
solutions of the field equations . Consider a function F(g) defined by a
Euclidean path integral :

F(g ) - /[d4] exp (I [0, gl) (2U.7.4)

(The use of Euclidean path integration is discussed in Appendix A of
Chapter 23 .) The coefficients in the power series (20 .7 .1 ) are given by

fn =
1

2ni
I [do] J dg g

-n-
1

exp (
1

[0,
g

]
)

1

27r
i f [do] dg exp (I [0, g] - ( n -{- 1 ) In g) , (2U.7.5 )
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where f denotes the integral counterclockwise over a closed curve in the
complex g plane surrounding the point g = U . For very large n, it is
reasonable to suppose that the integral is dominated by the point fin, gn
where the argument of the exponential in the last line of Eq . (20.7.5 ) is
stationary in both 0 and g :

61 10, gnu =a,
500 0=0n

0I [On, g] n -}- 1

09 ~ 9~96 gn

(2a. 7 .6)

(24 .7 .7)

For instance, suppose that I [ O, g] is the action for a massless scalar fiel d

1 L~,
1 f

g1 = - ~ Jcd4x - g 04 d4x , (20.7-9)
24

j

the sum running over the Euclidean coordinate directions 1, 2, 3, 4 . Then
the field equation ( 20.7 .6 ) reads

❑ On = 6gn 0n

We will see that gn is negative, so the solution ha s

On(X)
= (-gn )-i ~z&}

with Z(x) the g-independent solution of the equatio n

11 x= - 6x3 .

The condition (20 .7.7) tells us tha t

1 n -+-- /dx ~n =
24

1

gn

or in terms of the rescaled field (20.7 .10)

1 d4x 4

At this s ta tionary point the action (20 .7.8) becomes

(2a. 7 .9)

(2Q .7 . 1Q)

(24 .7 . 11)

(2 .7.12)

I [On, gn] =-1 - =/c2i~id4x
2 4

/dx
24
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Eva luating Eq. (20.7 .5) at the stat ionary point then gives for n -> co "
-n-

n 11:z g
n

n-i
exp (I on5 g0) = (n + 1 )n+1

-
e

24 fx4d4x)

n! _1
/x4d4x) (20.7 . 14)

The leading singularity in B(z) is therefore a pole at z -- zj, where

Z
1 1 2 4 f

x4 d4x . ( 20 .7.15)

Because this is negative, it does not prevent us from carrying out the
integration in Eq. (20.7.3) . To calculate the pole position (20.7 .15), we
note that the field equation (20.7.11) has the solution

4 ,~J-a
(20 .7.1G )

rz + az

where r = (xixi)112, and a is an arbitrary parameter . This solution of the
field equation is an elementary example of the `instanton' solutions to be
discussed in Section 23 .5. (These are called instantons because instead of
being concentrated along a worldline they are concentrated near a point
in spacetime - in this case, the origin .) Fortunately the pole position
does not depend on a :

. q

r 2 dry
zi = -96 jT 2 a4

W + a2)4
_ - 1 6n2 . (20.7. 1 7)

We see that the perturbation series for B(z) can be used in Eq. (24.7.3 ) if
g < 16n2. If gl 1 6n2 is of the order or greater than unity, we may still be
able to calculate B(z) from the perturbation series for (z + 167r 2 )B(z) .

We will see in Section 23 .5 that there are instanton solutions in non-
Abelian gauge theories like quantum chromodynamics, but these also
yield relatively harmless singularities of B(z) on the negative real axis .
The real problem in quantum chromodynamics is with a different class
of singularities, known as renorrnalons .2 l These were first discovered
through the realization22 that single 2n-th order diagrams, like that shown
in Figure 20.3, can make individual contributions that grow like n!, and
hence according to Eq. ( 20 .7 .2 ) may lead to additional singularities in B ( z ) .
In this particular case the singularity is known as an infrared renormalon ,

Here the symbol 'A-,' should be interpreted to mean `asymptotically equal up to factors
of constants and powers of n.' These factors arise from the factor 12-gn in Stirling's
formula for (n + 1)!, from the ratio of (n + 1}! and n!, and from the integral over
the fluctuations of g and O(x) around the stationary point . Since we are not going
to calculate the factors from the last source, there is no point in keeping track of the
factors from the first two sources either.
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Figure 20 .3. One of a class of N-loop Feynman diagrams that grow as NL Solid
lines are fermians ; wavy lines are gauge bosons .

as it arises from virtual momenta that are much smaller than those used to
define the running quantum chromodynamics coupling &} . Fortunately,
it is possible to use the operator product expansion to locate the infrared
renormalons, without having to look at individual Feynman diagrams .

For a simple but important example, consider the sum II U'(q) of all
vacuum diagrams in quantum chromodynamics with insertions of four-
vector currents J11 and .I~ carrying a four-momentum q into and out of
the diagram . (I11v(q) gives the hadronic contribution to the electroweak
vacuum polarization, and its imaginary part yields the cross section for
e+-e- and electron-antineutrino annihilation into hadrons .) As we saw
in Section 20.5, this receives contributions that go as q2 (the Fourier
transform of xT6) from the operator 1, contributions that go as q -2 from
the operator Fx V FjxjjU, contributions that go as q-4 from four-fermion
operators, and so on. (For instance, the contribution of the operator
FIX V Fa,Zy arises from diagrams like Figure 20.3, with a momentum much
less than q flowing through the chain of bubbles .) Dimensional analysis
tells us that these momentum-dependent factors must be accompanied
with vacuum matrix elements proportional to fl°, A4, A6, etc. But if
we calculate Feynman diagrams using a running coupling defined at a
scale P > A, where the coupling constants are small, then according to
Eq. (1$.7 .7)

A2 = ~2 eXp 12n T (~~
.7 .1$~

( (33 - 2ra f )as (~)

where n f is the number of quark flavors with mass much less than U.
Operators of dimension d > 0 would make a contribution in the operator
product expansion with the coupling-constant dependence

Ad QC exp end (20 .7.19)
( (33 -f )~X s(P )
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In quantum chromodynamics, perturbation theory yields a series in powers
of as - g2/4n rather than g, so we would write Eqs . ( 20.7. 1) and (20.7 .3)
in terms of as

F(a,) anS (20-7.20)
n

aSF(as) =
10

exp(-2/as) B(2) dz . (0.7.21 )

The presence of terms in II"" with coupling-constant dependence (20 .7.19)
indicates that B(z) must have singularities (not necessarily poles) a t

67rd
(20-7.22)

(33 ,f )

These are on the positive real axis, and make the integral (24.7.21) am-
biguous. Thus Buret summation cannot be used to deal with low-energy
effects in quantum chromodynamics.

The fact that diagrams with small virtual momenta impede the use
of perturbation theory is of course nothing new . As we saw in Section
20.2, the whole point of the operator product expansion is to separate the
parts of Feynman diagrams where every line carries a large momentum,
which in asymptotically free theories can be calculated using perturbation
theory, from the contribution of the parts of Feynman diagrams through
which small momenta flow, which cannot be calculated perturbatively .

Appendix Momentum Flow ; The General Case

In this appendix we shall consider the asymptotic behavior of an amplitude
in a general renormalizable quantum field theory when the momenta of
any set of two or more external lines become large, taking into account
operators containing arbitrary numbers of field factors and derivatives,
with dimensionality up to some limit N. To deal with this problem we
shall have to introduce a more compact notation than that of Sections
20.1 or 20.2. A letter /." , /. ', etc. will denote a set of external lines i
of specified types entering or leaving a Feynman diagram or part of a
Feynman diagram. A letter k, k', etc . will denote the set of four-momenta
ki of such lines, subject to the condition that their sum has some fixed
value p . The amplitude T//, ( k, k', p) is the sum of all graphs with a set ~, of
incoming lines carrying momenta k and a set ~' of outgoing lines carrying
momenta k', including the final bare propagators for the set ( but not ( ' .

As shown by the power-counting theorem3 quoted in Section 12 .1, the
part of the region of integration where the momenta of order k flow only
through a subgraph with external lines ~ and e.1"" makes a contribution to
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Fee, (k, k', p) of order 01 • e"7, where d(~, e ") is the dimensionality (in powers
of mass or momentum) of this subgraph :

iEe,e" ice

(The last term in Eq. (20.A.1) arises from the propagators for the lines in
the set / .} It will be convenient to rewrite Eq. (20.A.1) as

where ra{O is the number of lines in the set (, and N(e.) is the total
dimensionality of the fields for these lines :

iEe ice

Here 3; is the `spin' of a line of type i, in the sense used in Section 12 .3 :
the dimensionality of the field of type i is 1 + si, and the bare propagator
of such a field goes as k-2+2Si . (For scalars and gauge bosons, sI = 0 ; for
spin 1/2, s i = 1/2.) .

By taking account of the asymptotic behavior associated with these
subgraphs, we wish to show that as k --+ cc (all components going to
infinity together, in generic directions), with k' and p fixed, the asymptotic
behavior of r q,(k, k', p) in each order of perturbation theory is of the
form

( om)
]Fee, (k , k', p) Ue(k ) Fa,p (kIa P) + o k4-4n{ t, }+N (e)- 1V (20.A.4)

where the sum runs over operators C9 with dimensionality N ((9} c N ; the
function Ul(k ) is of order k 4+N (1)-4n(e } -N t6 7 ; and o (k ') denotes terms that
vanish faster (by at least one factor 11k) than V .

To isolate the contribution of operators of dimensionality ~ N, we shall
define an `N-irreducible' amplitude I', (k, k', p ) as the sum of all graphs
for I-'~?,( k, k', p ) in which the lines in the set ~ cannot be disconnected from
the li nes in the set I ' by cutting through any set ~" of inte rnal lines with
IV (if" ) c N. S ince the difference F - I N consists of graphs that can be
disconnected in th is way, it may be w ritten as

(N)

I~~ ,(k , k, P) dk" I e » (k, V , P ) re,,e,( k~~~ k% P) , (20 .A. 5)

where N} denotes the sum over sets /" of particle lines with NV"} c N,
and , f dk" is the integral over the components of the four-momenta in the
set subject to the constraint that the sum of these momenta is p .

The asymptotic behavior of the kernel I N „ (k, k", p ) is much simpler
than that of (k, k", p ) . For k --+ cc with k" and p fixed it is dominated
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by the part of the region of integration where every internal line carries a
momentum of order k, which gives an asymptotic behavior kd{,1,e"}, because
the terms where only some subregion carries such large momenta would
have to be connected to the rest of the graph by a bridge ~"' of lines with
N (("') > N ~ N((" ) , and this would be smaller as k --+ co by at least
a factor 0(e"}-N- 1 Thus differentiating I N,(k, k", p ) with respect to any
component of k" or p reduces its asymptotic behavior to order k

But differentiating d times lowers the asymptotic behavior to kdt 1 ,( " )-d

only if d c N - N((") + 1, because for higher derivatives we get a larger
contribution from the region of integration where the subgraph carrying
momenta of order k is connected to the rest of the graph by a bridge of
lines 1 '" with total dimensionality greater than N, with the derivatives all
acting on lines carrying momenta of order k" or p . Therefore in order to
take into account the contribution of operators containing derivatives of
fields, we may write the asymptotic behavior of I N as

I A, (k, V a P)
IN" (k) Piny (V , p)+o (kti')_N+N(") {20 .A. 6 }

where Pp»v{k", p) are a complete set of homogeneous polynomials of order
dv in the n((") momenta k" and p, and I ~„v(k) are functions only of k, of

order kd(e/" )-d as k --+ co.

We cannot immediately use Eq . (20.A.6) in Eq. (20.A.5), because the
integral over k" receives important contributions from the region where
some of the k" are of order k . To deal with this, we use mathematical
induction : we assume that Eq. (20.A.4) holds up to some given order in
perturbation theory, and use it on the right-hand side of Eq . (20.A.5) to
calculate the asymptotic behavior of IT to the next order of perturbation
theory. We rewrite Eq. (24.A.5 ) in the form

r,,,,, (k, k' , p) = I~'~', (ka k ' , p )
(N) f (N}

p

(N)

+Fa,~~~k~, P ~ d~'
t
I~

1, (
k , kit, p) U"" (V) (20.A.7)

~" : N ~~~~~ :c9 N

According to Eq. (20.A .4), the quantity in square brackets in the second
term on the right-hand side of Eq . (20 .A .7 ) vanishes for k" --* oa faster

than (k'')4-4n{1"}+N {.~"}--N
, so the product of this factor with a polynomial

PPAk"} of order v c N - 11T(~'' ) vanishes faster than (k")4-4nv"}, and
therefore has a finite integral over the 4(n(e ."") --1 ) independent components
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of V .* Hence we may use Eq . (20 .A.6) in this term, and find

Fl/, (k, k', p) --*

IN
ee"V (k)

I
dk ff P4~,, v (V, p)

l" v : d, +N(r')<N

(N)

I~ ~~ (k) PI,v (k', p)

(N}

29 1

(N) (N)

+ F~~,~~~k', p} dk'' IN" (k, V, p) U~ (V) a (20 .A .8 )

the correction being smaller than the terms shown by a factor Ilk. (Of
course, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (20.A .8) is present only
if N (I ' ) c N . )

Now, for each value of /,' and v with dv + N(e,) c N , there is an op-
erator 0( with field factors corresponding to the lines in /, and with dv
derivatives, such that in zeroth-order perturbation theory the vertex func-
tion, with incoming momentum p carried by the operator ®r and outgoing
momenta k carried by external lines (, is the polynomial Plv(k, p). Then
the corresponding complete vertex function for a renormalized operator
r r f

Fc ,l(k, p ) _ J: Zr.,G~~ {¼,~ PIv,,(k,p)+
f

dk ' Pl,,,ve, (k', p) r lo,I (k '~ ka P)

(20 .A.9 )
where and vr, label the types of fields and spacetime derivatives in the
operator U. We see then that Eq . (20.A.4) is satisfied, with

(N)

~~ (k) rleN -1, (k) Z
014 f dk,l U

C
ee (k,~ ) Pe,( k„ )

(N)

This overlooks the possibility that even though power-counting indicates the conver-
gence of the integral in the second term on the right-hand side of Eq . (20.A,7) over the
region where all k" go to infinity together, for n((") ~ 3 subintegrations may diverge .
For this reason the arguments given in this appendix do not constitute a proof of the
operator product expansion except for the simple case treated in Section 20 .2, where
we consider the momenta of just two external lines to go to infinity, and we look for
the terms in the power series expansion associated with operators that are quadratic
in the fields .
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in which we now use the abbreviation s

(The p dependence of is dropped for the same reason as in section
20.2 : whether or not k" is comparable with k, p is negligible here compared
with k.) We will define the normalization constant Zei,r, so that at a
renormalization point k(µ ) , p(p) the function Fe,l(k(y), p(µ)} has the same
value 6ll,PC,(k(µ), p(µ)} that it would have in the absence of interactions :

x ~
161,,l P? v 6'

(k(µ ) , Am)) +
I

dk' P101 vf,? (k', p(p)) r 1,11 ~ [k', k (y) , p(p))

(20.A . 1 2)

For F = 0 this has a solution Z = 1 which is unique (because the poly-
nomials for a given set of lines are supposed to be linearly independent),
so by continuity Eq . (20.A.12) will have a unique solution for coupling
constants i n some finite range . Eq. (20 .A.10) therefore provides a recur-
sive defi nition of the coefficient funct ions U ; (k ) appearing in the general
operator product expansion (20.A .4) .

Problems

1 . Consider a theory of a fermion field W interacting with a scalar fiel d
0 with interactions of the form fp-q) and 04 . List the operators tha t
appear in the operator product expansion of ip-(x )W(O) with coefficient
functions that (judging from perturbation theory) are singular an d
non-vanishing for x --* 0. Describe how you would calculate these
coefficient functions to one-loop order.

2. Consider quantum chromodynamics with N massless quarks, and
define the spectral functions of the scalar and pseudoscalar quark
bilinears by

E~VAC IV) (O)AaV (O)I VAC } ~ VAC lq~ (a)A#V(a ) VAC }*
N

(2n)-3 0(P')Pa~
(_

P
2 )

Y>AC KPAY~ ~ o~V [0 ~ VAC}NAC I TK0)Y5AflW(0 ) I VAC }

afl
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where Aa are a complete set of traceless Hermitian N x N matrices,
normalized so that Tr = 26q . What spectral function sum
rules are satisfied by linear combinations of p5 (µz) and p ~(µl) ?

3 . Derive Eq. (20 .6.8 ) in the Parton model from the formulas (8.7.7)
and (8.7.38) for Compton scattering .

4. List the gauge-invariant symmetric traceless tensors of twist four in
quantum chromodynamics.

5 . In the massless scalar field theory with interaction -go4 /24 (with
g > 0), where in the complex plane would you expect the function
(20.7.3) to have renormalon singularities ?
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21

Spontaneously Broken
Gauge Symmetries

The 1961 theorem' that broken symmetry implies massless spin zero
Goldstone bosons was seen at first as a serious obstacle to the search
for broken symmetries in nature . A few years later several authors noted
an exception to this theorem, already mentioned in Section 19 .2 : the
Goldstone bosons are absent where the broken symmetry is local, rather
than global .2 Instead, these degrees of freedom show up as the helicity zero
states of the vector particles associated with the broken local symmetries,
which thereby acquire a mass. This phenomenon, now generally known
as the Higgs mechanism, was not at first applied in any sort of realistic
theory, perhaps because by the mid- 19G0s it had become clear that the pion
is a Goldstone boson of a spontaneously broken approximate symmetry,
and attention therefore shifted away from the effort to avoid Goldstone
bosons. But soon after, spontaneously broken local symmetries turned
out to provide the natural framework for understanding the weak and
electromagnetic interactions of the elementary particles . 3

2 1 . 1 Unitarity Gauge

We saw in Chapter 19 that in a theory with a global s ymmetry group G that
is spontaneously broken to a subgroup H , there is a massless `Goldstone'
boson for every independent broken symmetry, in the sense that the
mass matrix Mn, of real spinless fields 0, (x) has a zero eigenvalue w i th
eigenvector for each independent broken symmetry generator
to of G. (We are here considering the case where these Goldstone bosons
are included among the elementary spinless particles represented by scalar
or pseudoscalar fields 0n appearing in the Lagrangian ; the more general
case will be taken up i n Section 21.4.) We also saw that we could rotate
away these Goldstone modes , by subjecting the fields to a G transformation
y-1 (x)

On(x} ywnl (x} om (x}

295
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such that the new fields are orthogonal to the Goldstone direction s

= E ~n (X)( ta)nm V m a (2 1 .1 . 2)
nm

where v, is the vacuum expectation value, vn - (0n(0)}vAC . After rotating
the fields so that they satisfy Eq. (21 .1 .2), the Goldstone boson fields
then reemerged as the spacetime-dependent parameters in y(x) . The point
of this procedure was that since the Lagrangian was invariant under the
transformation (21.1 .1) with constant y(x), all dependence on y(x) dropped
out except where y(x) is acted on by derivatives .

On the other hand, if the Lagrangian is invariant not only under
constant G transformations but also under G transformations that depend
on spacetime position, then the transformation (21 .1.1 ) is a true symmetry
of the theory, and all dependence on y(x) drops out of the Lagrangian, so
that we can simply replace 0n(x) everywhere with ~M(x) . This is a choice
of gauge, fixed by imposing the condition (21 .1 .2) on ~(x) rather than by
imposing conditions on the gauge fields themselves . (For instance, in the
electrodynamics of a charged scalar field 0 cal + 02 , we can choose a
gauge like Lorentz or Coulomb gauge by imposing conditions a,AP = 0
or D' A = 0, but we can also choose a gauge by imposing a condition on 0,
as for instance that 0 be real, or in other words by rotating the two-vector
~Reo, Imol into the 1-direction .) The gauge defined by Eq . (21 .1 .2) is
called unitarity gauge,3a because in this gauge it will be obvious that the
theory does not have any degrees of freedom with negative probability,
like timelike gauge bosons . More generally, the unitarity gauge makes
manifest the menu of physical particles of the theory .

Eq. (21 .1 .2) shows that there are no Goldstone boson fields in unitarity
gauge. Since the theory is gauge-invariant this means that there are no
physical Goldstone bosons, whatever gauge we choose. What about the
vector bosons? If the can are elementary canonically normalized scalar
fields, the Lagrangian will contain a term

2

YO = -
2
1
E (0'(~n - Z 1: trIXZrn Aa ( 21 .1 .3 }

n i1t,a

where t ' runs over all the generators of the gauge group G . (From now
on we shall drop tildes, it being understood henceforth in this section that
we are already in unitarity gauge .) We are assuming that the symmetry G
is broken by the vacuum expectation value vn of 0,, , so in order to see the

Here we are working with a real reducible or irreducible representation of the symmetry
algebra, for which the matrices its are real . The transition to a complex representation
is described below.
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nature of the particle spectrum, we define a shifted field 0'

On = Vn + can

29 7

(21 .1 .4)

(It is sometimes convenient to take v„ in Eqs . (21.1 .2) and (21 .1 .4) as the
vacuum expectation value in the tree approximation . In order to generate
a useful perturbation theory it is only necessary that vn should agree with
the true vacuum expectation value in lowest order .) Expanding Eq. (21 .1 .3 )
to second order in 0 ' and A, we have :

-ro ,puAD _ - 2
U0n

n

a 2
tom Aaut?

n

in, IX

(21 .1 .5)

Using Eq . (21 .1 .2), we see that the 0'-A cross term vanishes , yield i ng

YO ,QUAI] = -2
1: amon 0' `on - 2

E

,a
fl Aau A~ , (21 .1 .6)

where
2

(~ 1: torn t~~ ~~ V,1 .
nm?'

(21 .1 .7 )

Combining this with the quadrat ic terms in the Yang-Mills Lagrangian
- 4 FaPv Fa '', we see that the vector particles have a mass matrix yafl . In our
notation the generators t

n~
are proportional to gauge coupling constants ,

so Eq . (21 .1 .7) yields vector boson ma sses that are also proport i onal to
these coupling constants .

Let's take a look at some of the algebra ic properties of E .c2,fl . Since tnm
isis imaginary and antisymmetric (and hence Hermitian) the matrix µ~ fl

real , symmetric, and positive . Also, if a certain real linear combination of
generators & cx ta is unbroken , then

E Ccx(to(}nmVM = 0 '
a,m

in which case Eq . (2 1 .1.7 ) shows that, as noted by Kibble, 2

a~ c~ = 0 .

(21 .1 .8)

(21 .1.9)

That is, we still have a massless gauge boson for every unbroken gauge
symmetry. The converse is also true ; from Eq. (21 .1 .7) we see that for
arbitrary real constants ca

E µ2flcac fl _
afl

Ca • itnm tlm ~ 0 ,

n a,m
(21 .1 .10)

and this can vanish only if c, satisfies Eq . (21 .1 .8) .
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In particular, if there is just one unbroken symmetry Y:, eatx, then the
general gauge field can be written

(21 .1.11 )

where ` - - - ' denotes a linear combination of the gauge fields of definite non-
zero mass, and ca is the coefficient of to in the single unbroken generator
q 1

q G of ta (21 .1 .12)

so that the field AP will appear with zero coefficient in the mass term
--2 &,

µaO
A~A~fl . In order for the coefficient of -~ (aPAv - avAP)2 in the

kinetic gauge Lagrangian -~ &(OyAIXV - 0VA ,,p )2 to have the canonical
value 1, the ca must also be normalize d

c2

IX

(2. 1 . 1 . 13 )

Note that q is the charge to which AP is coupled, in the sense that

(21 .1 .14)

where `• • •' again denotes terms involving massive gauge fields. We shall
use these general results in studying the electroweak theory in Section
21 .3.

These results have been derived here for scalar fields that form a real
representation of the gauge group, but they can be straightforwardly
converted to a form appropriate for complex representations . We saw in
Section 19 . 6 that a complex scalar field X(x) that transforms according to
a representation of the gauge group with Hermitian generators T"' may
be written as a set of real fields

Re X(x)
Im X(X )

which furnish a real representation of the gauge group with generator s

--~- Im ?'a -Re ?''
i t°L = RE ?'a -Im T'

(21 .1 .16)

Inserting Eqs . (21.1 .15) and (21 .1 .16) in Eq . (21 .1 .7) gives the vector boson
mass matrix (21.1.7) as

= Re ((X)AC , Ta Tfl (x )
VAC} = Z ((X)TAC I € Ta I Tfl I ~xI VAC)µ~ fl

(2 .1 .17)

Now let's take a closer look at the vector field propagator . Including
the quadratic term in the Yang-Mills Lagrangian, the part of the total
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Lagrangian that is quadratic in A i s

- a ~(0,jAcev - OvAa.Z)2 - z I: ~a~ AocAA
A

= Z 1: Aa''_9~X,,,flA(O) A/ + total derivatives , (2 1 . 1 .1$)
afl

where

Juafl ?1v'Z (2 1 . 1 . 19 )

Suppose for simplicity that all gauge symmetries are broken, so that µa
has no zero eigenvalues. According to the general rules described in
Section 9.4, the gauge-field propagator in momentum space i s

Dav,#A (k ) = -(_9-t ),xv,fl)#k) = [(k
2 + µ2)-1 (nvA + Y-2kv k j)j ~, . (21.1 .20)

Because of the ky kti term, the propagator has an asymptotic behavior
A(k) - Q (k° ), which does not allow us to use the usual power-counting
arguments to prove renormalizability . Fortunately, as we shall see in the
next section, there is another gauge in which renormalizability is obvious,
at the price of obscuring the particle content of the theory .

It is important to note that although Goldstone bosons suddenly reap-
pear in the physical spectrum in the limit of zero gauge couplings, physical
matrix elements are perfectly continuous in this limit. This is because
in unitarity gauge the gauge bosons do not entirely decouple for zero
gauge couplings. Consider the matrix element for a scattering process
A + B --* C + D, where A and C belong to some representation of the
gauge algebra, and B and D belong to some different representation
of the gauge algebra. The S-matrix element for this process receives a
contribution from vector boson exchang e

Scp ,BD = Z (27t
)464(

PA + PB - PC - PD )(C I JNa I A ) ❑av, fl a, (k )~DIJNaB ) ,
(21 .1 .21 )

where k = pA - PC = PD - PB, and .INS is the current to which the
gauge bosons are coupled, with the subscript N to remind us that in
this gauge we omit the Goldstone boson pole term in this current . This
current is proportional to gauge coupling constants, so the only terms in
Eq. (21 .1 .21) that survive in the limit of zero gauge couplings are the ones
involving the matrix µ-2 , which becomes singular in this limit . Hence for
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zero gauge couplings, the S-matrix element i s

SC D ,B D -+ i(2rz)464(PA + pB - PC - P D)kvkA(y') ocfi ( C IJIV~A ) k~ ~Dj.IN ~ J B}

(21 .1 .22)
The gauge coupling constants in the currents are cancelled by the gauge
coupling constants in the matrix µ2 .

Now let us compare this result with the contribution of Goldstone
boson exchange. For vanishing gauge couplings there is a set of Goldstone
bosons B, associated with generator t ,, (assuming for simplicity that all
gauge symmetries are spontaneously broken) with the kinematic term
in the Lagrangian given by - Z ~ A0 ar~~` Ofl En ZanZfln, where ~y,~ is the
component of the Goldstone boson B,, in the spinless field 0, defined
by Eq . (19.2 .39) . In order that the Goldstone boson fields be canonically
normalized, we must therefore have

ZcxnZ#n = 6x fi . (21 .1 .23)
n

According to Eq. (19 .2 .49), the Goldstone boson Ba couples to the currents
.INS with a coupling constant Fad , where Ffl is the coupling of the
Goldstone boson associated with generator tx to the current .IN' defined
by Eq. (19.2.38) . Thus the exchange of Goldstone bosons would give a
scattering matrix element

Sc D ,aD = i ( 2n )46 4 (
P

A +pB - Pc - PD)kvkjay1 F-y1~G JJNa J A} 1 F2 ~D J JN~ I B} .

(21 .1 .24)

But Eqs. (19.2 .40), (21 .1 .7), and (21 .1 .23) give the vector boson mass matrix
as

a~ _ Y: FavZv nFfl6Z6n - Fav Fflv , (21 .1 .25)
n

so in the limit of vanishing gauge boson coupling, the gauge boson
exchange matrix element (21 .1.22) is the same as the Goldstone boson
exchange matrix element (21 .1 .24). This argument can be reversed ; the
requirement of continuity at zero gauge coupling can be used to derive
a formula for the gauge boson masses even in the case where all other
couplings are strong .

2 1 .2 Renormalizable ~-Gauges

In 1971 't Hooft4 showed that path integrals in spontaneously broken
gauge theories can be calculated in a gauge in which the vector boson
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propagators vanish for momentum k --* ao as k-2, so that these theories
satisfy the power-counting test for renormalizability described in Section
12.2. Here we shall describe a larger class of renormalizable gauges,
parameterized by an arbitrary constant ~, that was introduced a little
later by Fujikawa, Lee, and 5anda . 5

In general gauges the kinematic term (21 .1 .3) in the Lagrangian for the
scalar fields of a theory contains a cross term

i auo ~
n t

a
nmAa 1`vm

nmoc

where v. is the vacuum expectation value of 0., and 0n is the shifted
field defined by Eq. (21 .1 .4). In unitarity gauge this term vanished as a
consequence of the gauge condition (21 .1 .2). We will adopt a different
approach here, similar to that of Sections 15.5 and 15 .6. A functional S[f ]
is introduced into the path integral, with

B [f] = exp i
(2~

(21 .2 . 1 )

This is equivalent to adding a gauge-fixing term in the Lagrangia n

Ygf = -
1

~~ fa fu (2 1 .2 . 2)

Instead of taking f, = aAa as in Section 15.5, we shall now take the
gauge-fixing function a s

.fa = aP A~ - x ~(ta)nmon Vm a (21 .2 .3 )

which is designed so that the above cross term in (21 .1 .3) is cancelled by
the cross term in Eq. (21 .2.2). Unitarily gauge is now a special case ; for
~ --), oo, the gauge-fixing functional (21 .2.1) is infinitely sharply peaked at
a 0 ' that satisfies the unitarily gauge condition (21 .1 .2) . Another special
case is provided by the limit ~ --* 0 ; here the gauge-fixing functional
is peaked at a gauge field that satisfies the Landau gauge condition
a uAa = O .

We also include in the Lagrangian a quartic polynomial -P(O), subject
to the gauge-invariance condition

OP(O)
(ta0nm Om = 0 .

on
(21 .2 .4)

We must of course also include in the Lagrangian a gauge-field ter m

Y ,q = - 14 ~ Fyv Fa,v , (21 .2.5)
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The total Lagrangian density of gauge fields and scalars is the n

_ -~ E FaV Fccm v + ~ ~(t"O)n(tflO)nA~Al~u - ~ E( auAa) (av Aa)
4 a naffs ~ ~X

- 1 ~
0,U0

n
apo

n + ~
2

IXniii

~
(
t
"V)

n
(

ta
V)

m
O

n
O

m
P~

-P(O) + i ~ ayOn (ta)nmO;,zA~ + total derivatives . (21 .2.6)
cx nm

As we saw in Section 15 .6, the introduction of a gauge-fixing functional
B[f] requires also the introduction of a ghost field c),(x), with Lagrangian
depending on the gauge-transformation properties of fx . Under a general
gauge transformation (with an arbitrary function c,(x))

6Aa = - E Ca~ye~ A y y +

fl'i

On = t ~ Fx(tx)nmOm

we have

(21 .2.7 )

(2 1.2 .8 )

~.fx = El E (F,Ay , `) + ~ E( tav )n Ffl (tfl O)n . (21.2.9)
PT na

According to the general results of Section 15 .6, this yields a ghost
Lagrangian

03a ❑ wa -~--~ ~ Cx#Ya~(o)#A,} + ~ E(t x v )nCt3#(t#O) n
nfl

Finally, if the theory involves spin Z fermivns there will also be a
general renormalizable term

where 40 is the matrix representation of the generators of the gauge group
for the fermions (including coupling-constant factors), and m and Fn are
constant matrices (in general, linear combinations of terms proportional
to Dirac matrices 1 and T5) satisfying the gauge-invariance condition s

[tP, Y4m0] = 0

[tx~'}a Y4r. ] +

(21 .2.12)

E Irromn y4 rm = 0 . (2 1 . 2 . 1 3)
m

(The factor y4 - iyQ arises from the definition ip - WT y4. It is relevant
only if taV) involves terms proportional to y5 .) The general theorem proved
in Sections 15.5 and 15 .6 guarantees that the S-matrix calculated from a
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Lagrangian given by the sum of Eqs . (21.2.6), (21 .2.10), and (21 .2.11) is
independent of the choice of the parameter ~ appearing in the gauge-fixing
function (21 . 2 .3), and so for any ~ will give the same results as the choice

= oo corresponding to unitarity gauge.
To derive the propagators for all these fields, we need the part of the

Lagrangian that is quadratic in fields :

SQUAD = - 4 E (a"A av - a ''Aa'') (a .A.„ - a,,Axu)
12
1 1
2 aAPAf~E, - ~~ E(aMAa) (aAa v

)

- ~ ~ (aito r~ ) 0110n) - 1 ~ 2 MmOnOm
n nm

P (X

U P

+ total derivatives ,

where y
IX

fl is the vector boson mass matrix (21 .1 .7) :

n

and Mnm and m are new scalar and fermion mass matrices :

~2 _ 02p( d~ ) -
urn aon ao m O=U

YYZ = 1'11[ + t'n t1n .

E( taV)n(taV)m
2 a

(21 .2.14)

(21 .2.15)

(21.2 .16)

We see from Eq. (21 .2.14) that the ghosts have gauge-dependent masses,
equal to J times the corresponding vector boson masses .

These expressions give the particle masses in the zeroth order of per-
turbation theory. To this order, the vacuum expectation value v, is just
the location of the minimum of the polynomial `potential' P(O )

aon 4=v

Also, as we saw in Section 19 .2, it follows from Eqs. (21 .2.4) and (21 . 2 .17)
that

a2p(o)
( tIXv)m = 0

in aonaom
O=u

for all a. It follows then that in place of the Goldstone modes with mass
zero, the scalar boson mass-squared matrix in Eq . (21 .2.16) has eigenvalues
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equal to 5 times the non-zero vector boson masses . That is, if /cafl ha

an eigenvector cfl with eigenvalue y2 , then >:# c# t#v is an eigenvector c

M2 with an eigenvalue ~µ2 :

M
nm c

# tP U P

a
flC# (tuv )n = ~~~ catav (21 .2 .19

m n

The other eigenvectors of 1V1n„= are then orthogonal to all of these, any
hence to all t,v, so these eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalue
are just the same as for the matrix {a2p( 0/00n4m)O=z . We see that fv
the unitarily gauge value ~ -} oo, the Goldstone bosons are so heavy tha
they drop out of the theory, while the other boson masses are as usual .

The propagators are calculated by the usual rules : if the free-partich
part of the Lagrangian takes the form (after integration by parts ;

-6fg(a)~ for a complex field ~ or - 2 for a real field C, then the
propagator of this field is -q-'Pik} . This gives the propagators :

A (k) _ ~ 1
2

(nuv y (1 ~ I)k~ kU (21
.2.20)

~ + p k+ ~ ~

Onm (k) = (k2
+

M
2

)
nrn + (taV)n(t(iv)m (k

2 )- Z (k2 +
~

P2 )

(21 .2.21 )

(21 .2.22)

(21 .2.23 )

The poles in Eq . (21 .2.20) at unphysical mass squares proportional to ~ are
cancelled by the poles at the same masses in Eq. (21 .2.21). Note that now
for finite ~ all propagators have the same asymptotic behaviors as in the
unbroken symmetry case, as required for renormalizability . In particular,
the k,,kV term in the vector boson propagator no longer presents any
problem for renormalizability, because it is accompanied with an extra
factor (k2 + y2~)-1 . We can even drop this term by choosing Feynman
gauge, with ~ = 1 . It is only in the unitarity gauge case where ~ - )~ oo that
this factor fails to give the propagator the asymptotic behavior needed for
renormalizability.

Even with well-behaved propagators, it is still necessary to show that
the ultraviolet divergences in these theories are constrained by the broken
gauge symmetries in such a way that every infinity can be cancelled by the
renormalization of a field or a parameter in the Lagrangian . This can be
done by the same techniques as in Sections 17.2 and 17.3, but treating the
vacuum expectation values of the spinless fields as external fields rather
than fixed quantities that break the symmetries . ~~
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The most important application of spontaneously broken gauge theories
has been to the theory of weak and electromagnetic interactivns .3 Weak
interactions at low energies are well described by an effective Lagrangian
given by a sum of products of vector (including axial-vector) currents, as
in Eq. (19 .4.22). This suggests that these interactions may like electro-
magnetism be described by some sort of gauge theory . In order to insure
the separate conservation of electronic-type and muonic-type leptons and
baryons (or quarks) we may guess that the known electronic-type and
muonic-type leptons and the quarks all form separate representations of
the gauge group. With this assumption, there are only a few possibilities
for the structure of the gauge group .

Let's first consider the electronic-type lepton fields. As far as we know,
these consist only of the left- and right-handed parts of the electron field
e :

and a pure ly left-handed electron-neutrino field vex,

Y5VeL = vPL

(21 .3.1 )

(21 .3.2 )

The fields in any representation of the gauge group must all have the same
Lorentz-transformation properties, so the representations of the gauge
group here divide* into a left-handed doublet (v,L, eL) and a right-handed
singlet eR . The largest possible gauge group is the n

S U (2) L X U Mz X U(1}R ,

under which the fields transform a s

Ve ) =i[- .- ( Ve
e C t + -FOL + -eRtR] e (2 1.3 .3 )

where the generators are

= 4~ 1 +Y5 }
0 1t

tL OC 0 + y5 } i o
o 1

-i 1 0
(21 .3-4)o o -i), (

0

tR OC 0 - 75) 3

(21.3 .5)

(21 . 3 . 6)

If we allow gauge couplings that change electron-type lepton number, then it is possible
to include the left-handed field e~ along with vEL and PL in a representation of the
gauge group. This was the basis for an early SO(3) variant' of the electroweak theory,
which has since been ruled out by experiment .
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with g a constant to be chosen later . It will be convenient instead of tL
and tR to consider the generators

1 + y$ 1 0 1 -75

y-g 4 D 1 + 2

and

1 ~-Ys 1 0 1 - 75
n

e ~ ~~

2 0 1 + 2

(21 .3.7 )

(2 1 .3 .8 )

where g' and g" are constants like g to be chosen later. The generator y
appears along with t3 in a linear combination that plays a special role in
physics ; it is the electric charge

q .= e ~ _~ -
e

t3 - ~ y . (2 1 .3 .9 )
g g

Also, ne is the electron-type lepton number. We want to include both
charge-changing weak interactions (like beta decay) and electromagnetism
in our theory, so we will assume that there are gauge fields Al` and B"
coupled to t and y. In addition, we may or may not want to include a
gauge field coupled to the one remaining independent linear combination
of tL and tR, which can be taken as the electron-type lepton number
(21.3.8) . There are very stringent limits7 on the long-range forces that
would be produced by a massless gauge field coupled to nE, so in order
to include in our theory a gauge field coupled to n, with a strength g"
comparable to the weak and electromagnetic interactions, we would have
to assume that this gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken ." However,
there is no experimental evidence for the weak interaction that would
be produced by such a gauge coupling (and plenty of evidence by now
against it) so we shall simply exclude ne from the generators of the gauge
group. The gauge group is then

with generators 1,y given by Eqs. (21 .3 .4) and (21 .3.7) respectively. The
coupling constants g and g' are to be adjusted so that the gauge fields AP
and B u coupled to these generators are canonically normalized . The most
general gauge-invariant and renormalizable Lagrangian that involves jus t

Note that this is possible without violating the global conservation law of electronic
lepton conservation. We would have to assume that the Lagrangian is invariant under
both a global phase transformation acting only on electron-type lepton fields, and
also a local phase transformation that acts on electron-type lepton fields as well as on
some scalar field that does not interact with leptons . The vacuum expectation value
of this scalar would break the local symmetry, giving the gauge boson coupled to ne
a mass, without breaking the global symmetry .
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these gauge fields and electronic leptons is then
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Y Y Y ~ LG Y M + ye = - 4
(
auA V - 0

,,A~ + gA~, x Av} - 4 (au Bu - aV$ u)2

a
-?(0 - i'A • tL - i A y y . (21-3 .11 )

(We here use the fact that the structure constants of S U(2)L and U ( l) are
Cask = -i g Ftjk and zero, respectively. )

Of course, of the four gauge fields coupled to t and y, only one
linear combination, the electromagnetic field AA, is actually massless . We
therefore must assume that SU(2)L X U(1) is spontaneously broken to a
subgroup U ( 1 )gym, with generator given by the charge (21 .3 .7) . The details
of the symmetry-breaking mechanism will be considered a little later.
However, whatever this mechanism may be, we know that the canonically
normalized vector fields corresponding to particles of spin one and definite
mass consist of one field of charge +e with mass ma y

another of charge -e and the same mass :

WP* (Al - iAll)

(21 .3 .12)

(21 .3 .13 )

and two electrically neutral fields of mass mz and zero respectively, given
by orthonormal linear combinations of A~ and S~

ZIA _ cos 0 A~ + sin 0 BP ,

A" sin d A 3 + cos B B ~` ,

or equivalen tly

A~ = cos 0 Z, ` - sin d AP ,

R~` = sin 0 V + cos F] A J `

(21 .3.14)

( 1 .3 . 1 5)

X2 1 .3 . 16 )

(21 .3.17 )

According to the general result (21 . 1 . 11 )-(21 . 1 .12), the generator of the
unbroken symmetry , which is here electromagnetic gauge invariance, is
given by a linear combination of generators in which the coefficients are
the same as the coefficients of the corresponding massless field in the
expansion of the canonically normalized gauge fields coupled to these
generators. Inspecting Eqs . (2 1 .3.1 6) and (21 .3 .17) shows that

Comparing this with Eq . (21 .3 .9) gives then

(21 .3 .18 )

, ' g = -e/sin O 9 = -e/ cvs O . (21 .3 .19)
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The complete lepton-gauge boson coupling can be expressed in terms of
the coupl ings g and g' :

t
Y1

- - vee ~ e

- ve

e

* (tiL + i t2L)

t t sin 0 + y Cos 0 ve+ ~ ( 3L ~vs B + y sin Q) + ~(- ~L } 1 ( e

y5 9 (Ve
f '
~j (1 +15g

e
YV (1+)

ve ~T 2 ~ ` 2

1
Vrg~ T

~ +75) (9 2 -
g12

} (lY5 )+

2 2 ~
e

)

1-
+g

Z
2

15 )
e - e (~,A e)

To complete the theory, we must now make some assumption about
the mechanism of symmetry breaking . We want this mechanism to give

masses not only to the Wt and ZQ, but to the electron as well . Now, the
only way that this is possible in a renvrmalizable weakly-coupled theory
is to have a scalar field coupled without derivatives to IR and IL (and

also ?L and ~R ) . Then SU ( 2 )L X U(1) invariance requires that the scalar

be an S U(2)L doublet like h, but with a shifted value of y and hence of
q . We thus assume a `Yukawa' couplin g

Y'Pe = -Ge v~e eR + H.C. 21.3 .21 )
) L

where (0+, 0° ) is a doublet, on which the SU(2) x U(1) generators are
represented by the matrices :

2 1 o i 0 0 -1

yW 91/2 1 00 1

so that the charge matrix is

9 g o0

(21 .3 .23 )

It is possible that there are other scalar multiplets in the theory, but for
the moment let's suppose that this is the only one .

We must add a gauge-invariant term involving scalar and gauge fields
to the Lagrangian . The most general form consistent with S U (2) x U(1)
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gauge invariance, Lorentz invariance, and renormalizability is :

1'~a~ - iA~ - t[~l _ i B2 ~ yt~~~~l~ _ ~~ (21.3.25)
2 4

where A > 0, and

00 (21.3 .26)

For µ2 c D, there is a tree-approximation vacuum expectation value at the
stationary point of the Lagrangia n

We can always perform an SU(2) X U(1) gauge transformation to a
unitarily gauge, in which 0+ = 0 and 0Q is Hermitian, with a positive
vacuum expectation value. (This is why we normalized the complex
doublet 0 so that an unconventional factor -1 appears in the kinetic term
in Eq. (21 .3 .25) ; Re 0° is the only physical scalar field, and Eq . (21 .3.25)
makes this a canonically normalized field .) In unitarily gauge the vacuum
expectation values of the components of 0 are

The scalar Lagrangian (2 1.3 . 5 ) then yields a vector meson mass term

21 (0))(0)12
= -

, (g _ ___g, B
-- I (A-,, - PO) + B,,y - - A 'u T -

'u) ( 0 )

2 2 2 v

4 S

We see that as expected, the photon mass is zero, while the W± and Z Q
have the masses

•2

2

Also, from Eqs . (21 .3.21) and (21 .3 .28) we see that the electron is given a
lowest-order mass

me = Gev . (21.3 .31 )

It is difficult to study reactions among electron-type leptons atone,
though by now there are data on scattering processes tike vP +e- --+ ve+e .
For high precision data we have to consider reactions that also involve
at least involve muonic-type leptons, such as the well-studied process of
muon decay, µ+ --~ e+ + Ve + vP . It is trivial to extend the above model
to include muon-type leptons -just add to the Lagrangian terms Y.
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and Yo. , like the last terms in Eqs . (21 .3 .11) and (21 .3 .21), with the fields
e and Ve replaced with the muon and muon-neutrino fields it- and v. ,

and with Ge replaced with G. = Ge(m./m,.) . Inspection of (21 .3.20) and

the corresponding term with e and ve replaced with it and v,, shows that
W exchange between low energy, e-type and it-type leptons produces the
effective interaction

g ' 1m yt,
~'Y~

~ + Ys v
e

vE
t
Y

A
1 ~ y5 ~ + H .c. (2 1 .3 .32)

2

This may be compared with the interaction of the effective `V - A ' theory
which is known to give a good description of muon deca y

G~ (~7" ( 1 + Ys) Ve) (v 'YA 0 + ys ) µ} + H .c . (21 .3.33)

Here GF is the conventional Fermi coupling constant, known from the
muon decay rate to have the value G F = 1 .1 6639(2 ) x 1 ()^5 GeV-2. Com-

paring these two expressions, we find

g2/ rnY1, = 4~ Gv . (21.3 .34)

This allows an immediate determination of the vacuum expectation value
v, given by Eq . (21 .3 .30) as

2m WV . ^ 247 GeV (2 13.35)= 1
1
/

22 114GF

Also, Eq. (21.3 .31) shows that Ge has the very small value

0.511 MeV

~e =
2 .07 x 10-6

247 GeV
(21 .3 .36 )

From Eq. (21 .3 .30) we see that mz > mw . We cannot use Eq. (21 .3 .30) to
determine the actual values of mz and mw without knowing something
about g and g' . Using Eqs. (21 .3.30) and (21 .3.19), we can express mz and
myy in terms of the electroweak mixing angle 0 :

ev 37.3 GeVM
W 21 sin 01 Isin D l

ev 74.6 GeV

mz ~ 21 sin 011 cos 01 = I sin 20 1

These are the original results obtained in Ref . 3. Of course, there are
radiative corrections of all sorts, most of which depend on details of the
theory that have not yet been specified in this section . But there is one
particularly large radiative correction that can be readily calculated with-
out further information . The above values for myy and mz were calculated
using the conventionally defined electronic charge for e . However, as
explained in Section 18 .2, this is not precisely the appropriate value to use
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in calculations of processes at energies E > me ; we should instead use the
electric charge eF, defined at a sliding scale p comparable to the energies of
interest. For P of the order of 90 GeV the effective fine structure constant
e~/4~ is about 1/129 (and quite insensitive to the precise value of P), so

the above values for mw and mz should be multiplied with V1371129,
giving

mW

38.4 GeV
(21 .3.37)

1 sinB ~

m
z =

76.9 GeV
1 sin 2

01 (21.3.38 )

Whatever the value of 0, these masses are too large for there to have
been any hope of detecting the W or Z in the 1960s or early 1970s . Exper-
imental evidence for the electroweak theory had to come instead from the
discovery of the new class of weak interactions predicted by the theory, the
neutral current processes produced by ZO exchange .9 The first observation
of a neutral current process was the 1973 bubble chamber detection of
the purely leptonic process of v .-e- elastic scattering . 10 Although these
processes are easy to deal with theoretically, the frequency of events is
relatively low, because the cross section is proportional to the square of
the center-of-mass energy. It was years before the purely leptonic neutral
current reactions could be used to give a reasonably precise value for the
parameter sin 2 B . By 1994, the study of purely leptonic neutral current
processes like v,, + e- --* v,, + e- and v ,, + e- -~ vt, + e- had yielded the
value 0.222 ± 0.011, which would give mw = 81 .5 GeV and mz = 92 .5
GeV.

Even before the discovery of neutral currents, the electroweak theory had
been extended to the weak and electromagnetic interactions of hadrons
with each other and with leptons . By the mid-1960s, it had become
understood that weak interaction processes in which charge is exchanged
between leptons and hadrons are well described at low energy by the
effective Lagrangian

GF
[ey(1 + 75)Ve +

pYA( 1-}- Y5)vp ] J z + H .c. , (21.3.39 )

where P is an hadronic current . Within the quark model, the commutation
and conservation properties of P allowed it to be identified with the quark

The cross section is proportional to Gr, so in order to have the d imensions of cncrgy Z,
i t must also be proportional to some energy squared . Where the center-of-mass ene rgy
is much la rger than the e lectron mass, it is the on ly energy that can appear in this
formula.
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current

P = uY'~(1 + Ys )d cos B, + uy~( 1 + y5 )s sin B, . (21 .3 .40 )

Here u, d, s are the fields of the up, down, and strange quarks, and O . is
another angle, known as the Cabibbo angle .ll Experiments on processes
like 014 -~ N14* + e+ + vP and K+ ----* 7i° + e+ + ve confirm that GF has
very nearly the same value as that measured in the purely leptonic process

bi+ --+ v + e+ + V . and give for H, the value 12 sin B, = 0.220 + 0.003. We
naturally conclude that the quarks provide another S U(2) x U(1) doublet

(1

-}- Y5 u
-2 = 2 d cos H, + s sin B,

as well as right-handed singlets, with y values adjusted to give the quark
charges 2e13 and --e13. By itself this would lead to a serious difficulty .
The Z° boson interacts with the quark neutral curren t

-27N t3L cos 0 + y sin 0) .2 -)' y"(t3L sec 0 + q tan 0)_9 , (21 .3.42)
2 2

with the sum running over all quark doublets 2 like (21 .3 .41). The charge
matrix q is diagonal in quark flavors, but if (21.3 .41) were the only
quark doublet then the term involving the matrix t3L would contain cross
terms proportional to 3y"( 1 + y5)d and dy f ` ( 1 + y5)s, leading to effective
Z exchange interactions like s + d *--> d + s ands + d +--> u+ + y- with
the strength of ordinary first-order weak interactions. Such effects would
lead to rates for processes like K°-K° oscillations and K° --+ M+ + M-
many orders of magnitude greater than observed. Also, even without
neutral current terms in the Lagrangian, the one-loop diagrams involving
the interaction (21 .3,39 ) with the charged current (21 .3.40) would lead to
an effective interaction s + d --+ d + s which is smaller than an ordinary
first-order weak interaction only by a factor of order a /27r, leading to a
rate for KO--KO oscillations that is still much too large . In order to avoid
this last difficulty, it was proposed13 that there is another term in J'` ; in
modern notation,

Z!Y-~(l + 75 ) [-d sin a c + s cos OJ , {21.3 .43 }

where c is a fourth quark, like u with charge 2e1 3 . Adding (21.3.43) to
(21 .3.40), the charged current may be writte n

J~ = (u cos B, - c' sin H)Y A( 1 + 75)d + (u sin 0, + c cos H ,)Y A( 1 + Ys)s .

The only reason that the interactions of the W with this current do not
conserve strangeness is that the c and u have different masses, leading to
transitions between u cos B, --- c sin B and u sin B, + c cos B, But this means
that the loop diagrams for the effective interaction s + d -). d + 3 are
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suppressed by additional factors (since mu CC m ,) of m~ /my~,, bringing the
rate for K°-K° oscillations into agreement with experiment .

It was subsequently noted14 that this also solves the problem of the
strangeness changing Z O interactions . In the context of the S U(2) x U(1)
gauge theory the combination -dL sin B, + SL cos 0, cannot be a singlet ,
but must be part of another double t

1 +75 C
(21 .3.44)

2 -d sin p, + s cos B ,

Including this doublet in the weak neutral current (21 .3.42), the strangeness
non-conserving terms proportional to s yu ( 1 + y5)d and dyu( 1 + y5)s cancel ,
removing the problem of excessive Z exchange contributions to processes
like KO-KO oscillations and K o --~ y+ + y Particles containing the c
quark in a c-c bound state were discovered 1 5 in 1974 , and indicated a
mass m . 1 . 5 GeV, ffi This completed two generations of quarks and
leptons : a (u, d) quark doublet mixed with a (c, s) quark doublet , together
with two lepton doublets ( v E, e) and (v ,, Y) .

The first sign of a third generation was the discovery of a third charged
lepton ,16 the r . Later a fifth quark t ype, the b , was discovered, 17 w ith
charge - e13 and a mass of about 4 .5 GeV. A sixth, the t with charge
2e 1 3, then became theoretically necessary, and after a long interval it too
was discavered, l$ with a mass quoted in 1995 as 181 ± 12 GeV. l y Today
the hadronic current P in (21 .3.39) is expressed as

u d
J~ = C Y~~1 +Y 5 } V s
t b

(21 .3.45)

where V is an incompletely known 3 x 3 unitary matrix, known as the
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix ." In the SU(2) x U(1) gauge theory, this
means that there are three quark doublets :

+ Ys
U2 Vudd + YuSs + Yubh

+ Y5

C2 Vcdd + Vcss + Vcbb

1 + Y5

2 Vtdd + Vtss + Vthb

(21 .3.46 )

(Z1 .3 .47 )

(21 .3.48 )

fifi We do not observe quarks in isolation, so their masses are not precisely defined .
The mass of the c quark quoted here is roughly half the mass of the .T-y) particle,
interpreted as a c c bound state. The b and t quarks are so heavy that their masses
can be taken from the masses of the hadrons containing them with little ambiguity .
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It is important to recognize that this is just what we should naturally
expect on general grounds for three quark doublets . The most general
renormalizable (S U(3) x S U(2) x U(1 )}-invariant interactions of the scalar
doublets 0n with the quarks must in general take the for m

W.
ijn

- E H
ijn

UiL

D iL

UiL

D iL

on,
U

1 R

On

off. DjR + H .c. ,
n

(21 .3 .49)

where Ui and D i with i = 1, 2, 3 are three independent quark fields of
charge 2e13 and -e/3, respectively, L and R denote the left- and right-
handed parts of the quark fields, and G ~ and H ~ are unknown constants .
The vacuum expectation values of the neutral scalars then produce a
quark mass term

- ~ L m° DAR -}- H .C . ,Ym - - ~ UiL M' UjR ~ ~

where

M U
j =

~ G" (OnO)vAc MR M(0n )VA
n n

( 21 .3 .50 }

(21 .3 .51 )

The matrices m f~ and m° are not constrained in any way, and in particular
may be complex and non-diagonal, in which case parity- and flavor-non-
conserving terms appear in gym . But we can introduce new quark fields
UR = AR UR, UL = AL UL, D~ = ~IRDR, DL = ALDL, where the As are
3 x 3 matrices constrained only by the condition that they must be unitary
in order to preserve the form of the kinematic term (19 .4.1). Then the
mass term (21 .3.50 ) takes the same form when rewritten in terms of the
primed quark fields, but with the matrices mu and m° replaced wit h

MU' = AL mUARf mD ' = A°m°ARf . (21 .3.5 )

Now it is a general theorem that for any matrix m, it is always possible to
choose unitary matrices A and B such that Amy is real and diagonal . (Use
the polar decomposition theorem to write m -= H U, where H is Hermitian
and U is unitary, and choose A = S t and B _ U fi S, where S is the unitary
matrix that diagonalizes H .) We can therefore choose the As so that mom'
and m°i are real and diagonal, in which case the quark fields u , c, t, d, s,
and b are to be identified with the components of UL + QTR and DL + D .
The weak doublets are now written as

(
Ai

U - 1 Ui )j
Q

iL = (AD-'D1-1 DL)i
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but we can just as well take the doublets as linear combinations AL QL that
have charge 2e/3 quarks of definite mass u, c, t as their top component,
in which case these doublets take the form (21 .3.46)-(21 .3 .48), with

V = A
L

q
°-

a (21 .3.53 )

Within 90% confidence limits, the best present (1995) values for the
absolute values of the elements of the Kobayashi-- Maskawa matrix areM °

0 .9745 to 0 .9757 0.219 to 0.224 0 .002 to 0 . 005
0 .2:1s8 to 0 .224 0 .9 736 to 0 .9750 0 .036 to 0 .046
0 . 004 to 0.014 0 .034 to 0 .046 0.9989 to 0. 9993

with rows labelled u, c, and t , and columns labelled d , s , and b.
If there were only two quark doublet s formed from u , d, c, and s quarks,

it would be possible to choose the phases of the quark fields so that all Val
are real, so that the V matrix is orthogonal , and the doublets (21 .3 .46) and
(21 .3.47) (with b omitted) take the form (21 .3.41) and (2 1 . 3 .44), respectively .
In this case the gauge interactions would automatically conserve T and
CP. The great importance of the third generation is that it is no longer
always possible to choose quark phases so that the V matrix is real, and
therefore the gauge interactions can violate T and CP conservation . But
for unknown reasons the element s Vub, V b, Vtd, and Vt, that connect the
third generation with the first two are all quite small , so the physics of
the first two generations is hardly affected by the presence of the third ,
which explains in a more-or-less natural way why the Cabibbo assumption
(21 .3.40) works so well and why the violation of T and CP conservation
is so weak . T and CP conservation can also be violated by scalar boson
interactions if there are two or more scalar doublets ;'Oh here the violation
of T and CP conservation is expected to be weak because the scalar
doublets couple weakly to light quark s . It is still unknown which of
these mechanisms is respons ible for the observed violation of T and CP
conservation in K~ decay , discussed in Section 3 .3 .

Neutral current processes involving hadrans, such as neutrino-nucleon
deep- inelastic scattering , were discovered in 1 973,21 shortly after the de-
tection of the purely leptonic process v p + e --* v,, + e. Becau se of the
much greater mass of the target particle here , it became possible before
long to observe large numbers of events , and use them to confirm the
electroweak theory and measure its parameters . Additional information
on lepton-hadron neutral current interactions came from the ob servation
of parity violation in atomic physics . By 1983 all direct measurements o f

Adjust the phases of d and s so that Vw and V, .. are real. Unitarity then requires that
V,,d and V,.s have the same phase, which can be eliminating by adjusting the phase
of c.
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sin 2 0 had become consistent, and gave a combined value sing 0 = 0.23,
yielding the predictions m w = 80.1 GeV and mz = 91 .4 GeV. Then in
1983 the W was discovered, with the Z following soon after . 22 Their
measured masses are now (in 1995 )

MW = 80.410 ± 0.1 80 GeV23 , mZ = 91 .1857 + 0 .0022 GeV24 ,

in satisfactory agreement with the predictions of the electroweak theory .
The very great accuracy of the measurement of the Z mass, which

has been achieved by tuning the energy of e+- e- collisions to the Z
resonance at LEP (CERN's Large Electron Positron collider) and the
SLC (Stanford Linear Collider), has changed the way that electroweak
data is analyzed. Instead of comparing predictions of W and Z masses
with observed values, the Z mass is taken as an experimental input, along
with the Fermi coupling constant GF = 1 .16639(2) x 10-1 GeV-2 taken
from the rate of moon decay (including radiative corrections to order a},
and the fine structure constant a(mZ) _ ( 128 .87 ± 0.12)-1, extrapolated
from low energy measurements as described in Section 18 .2 . In this way
sin2 0 becomes a derived quantity ; if defined by Eq . (21 .3.38), it takes
the value sin2 0 = 0.2312 ± 0.003 . With these inputs, the electroweak
theory can be used to make predictions of other quantities like mw with
sufficient precision that it becomes necessary to take electroweak radiative
corrections into account.21 In one-loop order these radiative corrections
involve the masses of the t quark and scalar ('Higgs') boson, and thus
can be used to estimate these masses . For instance, before the top quark
was discovered the agreement between theory and experiment set bounds
on these radiative corrections which implied a top quark mass in the
range 130-200 GeV,"' in agreement with the value subsequently found
experimentally . The W mass is predicted (in 1994) to be 80.29 GeV, with
an uncertainty of ±0.02 GeV from uncertainties in the inputs mz, GF, and
a(mz ), and an uncertainty of ±0 .11 GeV from the range of possible values
of mt and mH,ggS. One 1995 study27 concludes that mHiggs < 225 GeV.
The precise measurement of mw expected at the LEP 2 electron-positron
collider at CERN will allow a useful estimate of mx ;ggs •

The most general renormalizable Lagrangian with the field content
and S U(3) x S U(2) x U(1) gauge symmetries of the electroweak theory
automatically respects baryon and lepton conservation . This is obviously
true for the gauge interactions and bare mass terms, because the quarks ,
antiquarks , leptons, and antileptons all belong to distinct representations
of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). With scalars all belonging to 5 U( 3 ) neutral

S U(2) doublets with U(1) quan tum number ±1 /2 , the only renormalizable
interactions of scalars with fermions and /or antifermions are with quark -
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antiquark and lepton-antilepton pairs, which of course conserve baryon
and lepton number . (In much the same way, one can see that the
charged hadronic currents with which leptons interact are necessarily
linear combinations of the currents associated with the spontaneously
broken SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry described in Section 19 .7, as assumed
without knowing the explanation in the original work on this broken
symmetry.)

These results depend critically on the assumption that the standard
model is renormalizable . But as we have repeatedly emphasized, the
renormalizable Lagrangian of the standard model is expected to be accom-
panied with non-renormalizable terms of dimensionality d > 4, suppressed
by 4 - d powers of some very large mass M . The leading corrections to
the predictions of the renormalizable standard model come from terms
with the smallest possible dimensionality greater than four .

The only Lorentz-invariant terms of dimensionality five that can be
constructed out of the fermion and other fields of the standard model
are at most bilinear in fermion fields and also contain either two scalars,
or one scalar and one gauge-invariant derivative, or no scalars and two
gauge-invariant derivatives (including their commutator, a field strength
tensor) . Color S U(3) invariance requires that the fermion fields in such
an interaction appear in either a quark-antiquark bilinear or a pair of
lepton and/or antilepton fields, all of which operators conserve baryon
number. There are a great number of such terms, but to violate lepton
number conservation they must involve a product of two lepton fields or
of their conjugates . The left-handed lepton doublets (tLi, vi) and right-
handed charged lepton singlets tRi (with i = e, M , or z) have U(1) quantum
numbers 1/2 and +1, respectively, while the scalar doublet (or doublets)
(0+ , 0o) have U(1) quantum number -1/2, so we can construct UM -
invariant interactions of dimensionality five out of two left-handed lepton
doublets and two scalar doublets . With only a single type of scalar doublet,
there is just one such term that satisfies S U(2) and Lorentz invariance :27a

ij

where i and j are lepton flavor indices, and c denotes the charge conjugate
field. At energies below the electroweak breaking scale, this yields an
effective interaction

,fij va vj {00 ~ 2• (21 .3 .55)
ij

We expect f i j to be of order 11M, perhaps multiplied with small coupling
constants, so this gives lepton number non-conserving neutrino masses
at most of arder211 (300 GeV)21M. We shall see in Section 21 .5 that M
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is expected to be of order 10t1-10t$ GeV, so we would expect neutrino
masses in the range 10-4- 10- 1 eV, or less if suppressed by small coupling
constants. Such masses are too small for direct measurement , but there is
no reason for the neut rino mass mat rix to be diagonal, so neutrino masses
might be detected in oscillations of one neutrino type into another over
long flight paths .

A similar analysis shows that there are interactions of dimensionality
s ix that violate both baryon and lepton number conservation , involving
three quark field s and one lepton field .27c Such interaction s would have
coupling constants of order M-2 , and would lead to processes like proton
decay, with rates proportional to M-4 .

2 1 .4 Dynamically Broken Local Symmetries*

Our discussion of spontaneously broken local symmetries has so far
been entirely within the context of perturbation theory . To some extent,
this limitation is inevitable . Whereas for spontaneously broken global
symmetries it is possible to prove exact theorems about the existence and
interactions of massless Goldstone bosons, the spontaneous breakdown
of a local symmetry does not lead to any such precise consequences . Even
the existence of massive vector bosons is not really a general theorem ;
for sufficiently strong gauge coupling these particles decay so rapidly that
they lose their identity as distinct resonances of definite spin j = 1 .

On the other hand, if the gauge couplings like e or g or g' are sufficiently
small then the theory with a spontaneously broken local symmetry must
be very close to one with a spontaneously broken global symmetry, about
which exact theorems can be proved. It is therefore possible to derive
useful approximate results for such gauge theories, even if the other non-
gauge couplings are very strong. One example is provided by the standard
S U(2) x U(1) electroweak theory with a large scalar self-coupling :~ (and
hence a large scalar mass ; see Eq . (21.3.27} ) .Amore intriguing possibility
is that the breakdown of electroweak symmetry is due to strong forces
associated with some new gauge group acting on a set of new fermions . We
will here consider the results that can be obtained for all such theories,
without reference to the specific mechanism for spontaneous symmetry
breaking.2g

We assume that in the limit of zero gauge couplings, our theory is
invariant under some group G of global symmetries, spontaneously broke n

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading.
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to a subgroup H . As discussed in Section 19.5, in this case the theory can
be written in terms of a set of Goldstone boson fields ~a, plus other matter
fields ~ , whose G-transformation properties are such that the Lagrangian
is G-invariant if it is H-invariant and constructed solely from y~ and
covariant derivatives Day, D,,~ etc., given by Eqs. (19 .6.14), (19.6.30), etc.

We now `turn on' the gauge couplings . The gauge group 21 is of course
required to be a subgroup ~# = G of the group G of all symmetries
of the theory, and when G is spontaneously broken to H, 5 must be

spontaneously broken to a subgroup _*', equal to the intersection of ~#
with H . The generators .37- x of the gauge group ~# may be expressed as
linear combinations of the generators TA of the full group G :

J~= ~ e,.A TA (21 .4.1)
A

with coefficients ems, the gauge couplings, that are taken very small . The
index A runs over the labels i, a of the unbroken symmetry generators tt and
the broken symmetry generators xu, (We are here taking the generators TA

to be conventionally normalized ; that is, they are represented by matrices
with elements of order unity. In particular, in contrast to the Via, the
structure constants of the xQ and ti do not include factors of coupling
constants . )

In the underlying theory in which G invariance is linearly realized, we
introduce the coupling of gauge fields to other fields ip by replacing
ordinary derivatives with gauge-covariant derivative s

1P 1: TAAA u ~> > (2 1 .4 .2)
A

where

AAA e~,4x,u . (21 .4.3)

The resulting theory is then invariant under formal local transformations,
under which the fields transform according to

1P ~ gyp , (21.4.4)

TA AAA, g 1: TA AAA g-1 - i (vug)g- I , (21 .4-5)
A A

where g(x) is an arbitrary space time-dependent element of the group G .
This is a purely formal invariance, because the gauge couplings in general
actually break G, as shown by the fact that the transformation (21 .4.5)
does not in general preserve the form of the linear combination (21 .4.3) .
Nevertheless, we can temporarily forget about Eq. (21 .4.3), treating AA
as an unconstrained classical external field, and analyze the structure
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of the Lagrangian for the matter fields and their interaction with the
gauge fields by requiring that it be invariant under local transformations
(21 .4.4), (21 .4.5). In this way we will insure not only that the Lagrangian
is invariant under the true local symmetry subgroup 5 (and for eIXA --+ 0
under the larger global symmetry group G), but also that the currents, the
variational derivatives of the matter action with respect to 'W" , will have
the correct transformation under the broken global symmetry group G .
Later we will restrict AA to the form (21 .4.3), and treat the field Of as a
quantum field, supplying a suitable kinematic term in the Lagrangian for
this field .

In order to explore the implications of the spontaneous breakdown of
the invariance group G to its subgroup H, we will proceed as we did in
Section 19.b, First, replace ip and A with new fields y~, A :

AA CAB (7 AB
B

(21 .4 .6)

X21 .4 .7)

where y(~ ) is the standard G transformation that eliminates the Goldstone
boson degrees of freedom in ip , and D(g) is the representation of G
furnished by the gauge fields :

g TA g-1 DBA(g) TB . ( 1 .4 .8)
B

These Goldstone degrees of freedom reappear in the spacetime-dependent
parameters ~R on which y (~ ) depends. By the same calculations as in
Section 19 .6, for local as well as global transformations the transformation
rule (21 .4.4) translates into the transformation s

a__*
~ u =

f
R

(
~
'

g
)

y~ ---* ~' = h ( ~ , g) Cp

where h and f are defined by

g Y(~ ) = Y(f (~, g )) h(~ , g )

(21 .4.9)
( 1 .4 . 10)

( 1 .4 . 11 )

with h in the unbroken subgroup H . We also need to work out the
transformation rule for AA. Recall that, according to Eq. (21.4.5), under
these local transformations the linear combinations of gauge fields in
Eq . (21 .4.2) transform a s

TA AA, -~ ~ TAAAµ = g
A A

T'AAAy - r g-1 ap g g-
I

A

Mult iplying on the left and right by and y(~') respectively, and
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using Eqs . (21 .4.7), (21.4.$), and (21 .4.11 ), we can write this a s

i 1: TAAA, = h ( ~ , g) i 1: T'AAA~~ +Y 1~~ ) LgYlau9I Y~~ ) h-1 (~,g)
A A

32 1

(21 .4.12)
To see how to cancel the inhomogeneous g - l a,g term, we note that by
differentiating Eq. (21 .4.11) and multiplying on the left with its inverse,
we have

So to cancel the inhomogeneous term, we must subtract Eq . (Z 1 .4.12) from
Eq . (21 .4.13) :

A

IT- A.. ." [h(,g)] h-1 ( ~ , g) .
We therefore defi ne new gauge-covariant quantit ies -9 and ~' by

t ' a
lux

a
+

Z~'i
,
ti =

7 - t 1: T'A,!,q,
a A

with transformation propertie s

where

( 2 1 .4 . 14)

(21 .4.15)

(21 .4.1 )

-91
apxQ = h(~ ' g ) E -gapxa h- g) , (21 .4.17)

a

a

(21 .4.18)

just as in Eqs . (19.6.26) and ( 19 . 6 .27). We can use 6' to construct fully
covariant derivatives of matter fields

(2 1 .4 . 19)

as well as higher derivatives like 9v 9uzj~, etc . Because of the inhomoge-
neous term in Eq . (21 .4.12), we cannot freely introduce AAA or covariant
derivatives like (21 .4.19) of IaU into the Lagrangian. However, it is
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easy to construct a `curl' that transforms covariantly under both local
transformations and global G transformations . It is

FApv = E DAB (Y-l(O) altA Bv ayABy - 1: CBCD AC uA D y
CD

(21.4.Z0)
This transforms under formal local G transformations as

FAQ„ --~ FApv ,CAB (h(~, g)) FBp v . (21.4-21)
B

The Lagrangian is therefare invariant under formal local G tran sformations

if it is constructed as an arbitrary function of y~, -9 ap, Dp~j~, FA pV, and
higher covariant derivatives, that satisfies global H invariance.

Now let us return to reality, and treat AA as a quantum field of the
restricted form (21 .4 .3). Eqs. (21 .4.15) and (21 .4.20) now become

i -gapxQ + ~ as ip tt
a i

y-~ 0
'U y (O - r 1: TA DA B( Y- V) }ea$ _<V x M

,4 B a

and

Fapv DAB
V

1 (o) ea 8 ~FXpv ,
Ba

where

J~,7pp v 7~_- apdflv - av d#p - 1: W flYb _dYp.~bV
Y6

(21.4.22)

(2 1 .4 .23 )

(21 .4.24)

with W#y6 the structure constant of the gauge group, related to the structure
constant of G by

CD fl

We include in the Lagrangian as the kinematic term for this field the usual
Yang-Mills term

Y . 1:0 J~ ' a U Jv9pV (21 .4-26)

in which, by linear transformations of the slx, and correspondingly of
the e1A, we have adjusted the coefficient of to be just 6,,# .
The linear term in is just ~pslIXV - so Eq. (21 .4 .26) has the
effect of making &/xp a canonically normalized vector field . The effective
Lagrangian density is therefore to be taken as a function of ~p , ~pip- , and
9,,p that is invariant under global H transformations, plus possible terms
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that conserve I but not G, with coefficients proportional to two or more
factors of the e,,A .

Now let us see what sort of perturbation theory we can construct out
of these ingredients . We know that the gauge bosons become massless
in the limit e,,A --+ 0, where they decouple from the matter fields that
experience the spontaneous symmetry breakdown . Let us therefore ten-
tatively anticipate that their mass for small e,,A is of order eM, where
e is a typical value of ea,q (the generators TA being normalized to have
structure constants of order unity) and M is an energy scale typical of the
dynamics that leads to spontaneous symmetry breaking . We shall consider
here a general Feynman diagram involving gauge and Goldstone bosons
of energy or momentum Q ~ eM, and with all particles of higher energy
or momentum and all heavier matter particles buried in corrections to the
coupling constants in an effective field theory . Our perturbation theory
will be an expansion in powers of e and Q/ M. Following the same analysis
as in Sections 19.4-6, the total number of powers of e and/or QOM in
any such diagram is

v ViA + ei - 2} + 2L + 2 , (21 .4.27)

where Vj is the number of vertices of type i ; di and ei are the number
of derivatives and factors of e,,A, respectively, in an interaction of type a ;
and L is the number of loops . With the constraint (21.4.3), a field AA,,
or AAA contributes one factor of e . Inspection of Eq. (21.4.15) shows that
each Goldstone boson covariant derivative contributes +1 to di + ej,

and inspection of Eqs . (21 .4.19) and (21 .4.15) shows that each additional
covariant derivative of ~ ,,,U contributes another +1 to d i + ei . All allowed
terms in the Lagrangian have d i + e; ? Z, so the dominant contributions
are those from tree graphs (L -- 0) constructed entirely from interactions
with d i + et = 2. The only such interactions are the Goldstone boson
kinematic term

ab

the Yang-Mills term (21,4 .26), and possible symmetry-breaking non-
derivative terms of second order in the e A .

To see the physical significance of the field ~a, note that the linear term
in _9a, is

pay1L iN = ap ~a e,Q .dx,, (2 1 .4 . 29 )

As shown in the appendix to this chapter , we may always choose a
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`unitarity gauge' in which, for all a ,

Fa2 b ~u eah = 0

ab

(21 .4.30)

which makes the cross term in Eq. (21 .4.28) vanish. To clarify the sig-
nificance of this condition, note that in the special case where all broken
symmetries are gauge symmetries, any xQ can be written as a linear
combination of gauge generators and unbroken generators

xu - ~ Caa ,~7a + Cant
a j

and therefore

- ~ Cacx ~ eabxb + exi ti + Ic cxi tf

caxeab =dab
IX

Contract ing Eq. (21 .4.30) with cap,, we see then that ~ a = 0 ; there are no
Goldstone bosons at all in this gauge . More generally, Eq. (21 .4.30) leaves
us with just those Goldstone bosons that do not correspond to gauge
symmetries . Some of these are associated with elements of G that are
broken by the gauge interactions, and therefore have masses of second
order in gauge couplings ; these are called pseudo-Goldstone bosons .

With ~ chosen to satisfy the unitarity gauge condition (21 .4.30), the
quadratic part of the Lagrangian (2 1 .4 .28) is simply

( Y~ )QuAD Z 1: F eap~aa~~6 - 2
E
~, (21 .4.31)

ab afl

where
2 2

ah

(21 .4.32)

This has two important implications . First, we note that ~a may be
expressed in terms of a canonically orthonormalized field tea, a s

Fabl 7T h
b

(21 .4.33)

where FQb is the positive square root of the positive matrix F . This
shows that Fabl are the factors analogous to F.-Z that accompany the
emission and absorption of low energy Goldstone bosons . Second, since
s/,u has been defined to be a canonically normalized vector field, Eq.
(21 .4.31) shows that ,ua fl is the square of the vector boson mass matrix .
Eq. (21 .4.32) is a universal formula for the vector boson mass matrix,
valid to second order in the gauge couplings but to all orders in all other
interactions . By using Eq . (21 .4.1) in Eq. (2 1 .1 .7 ), it is easy to see that our
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previous result Eq . (2 1 .1 .7 ) is a special case of Eq. (21 .4.32), with

Fj, - - E(xa )nm (xb )n dU ,, U d
ram d

Eq. (21 .4.32) may also be understood on the basis of the continuity
arguments outlined (in a somewhat different notation) at the end of
Section 21 .1 . It guarantees that the effects of gauge boson exchange that
survive in the limit of zero gauge coupling are the same as the effects that
would have been produced by Goldstone boson exchange if there were no
gauge coupling.

In general, we cannot calculate the Fah matrix, but we do know that it
must be invariant under the unbroken subgroup H, in the sense tha t

z 2
CsbdFdr + CicdFbd l _ 0 .

d

This condition allows us to put useful constraints on the gauge boson
masses (21.4.3) .

As an example, consider the case of the electroweak gauge group
SU(2) x U(1), spontaneously broken to the U(l) of electromagnetism .
The three broken symmetry generators Xa can be taken as the three
generators of S U(2) (called t1, t2, 0 in Section 21 .3 ), without the coupling
constant factor g, and the one unbroken symmetry generator t can be
taken as the charge q, without the factor e . That is, the x, and t are
represented on the lepton doublets by the matrice s

X = 4 (1 + Y5} ~ ~
),( 0

i

0 0
t=- 0 1

-i ) , ( 1 0
0 U -1 '

The gauge generators are then given by

.~=gX, .may =9'(X3--- 0 . (21 .4.34)

That is, the non-zero coefficients eaR of x,, in the gauge generator !i-IX are

ell =e22 - X33 - 9 , ey3 = g
1

Also, since t subjects the three-vector x~ to a rotation around the three-
axis, this unbroken symmetry requires the matrix FQb to have the non-zero
components

2 z 2 z z
X11 - F22 - FC F33 FN

According to Eq. (21 .4.32), the mass squared matrix of the gauge bosons
then has the non-vanishing element s

X11 -X22 - g2 FC 2 2 ~X 33 = 9~FN

/13Y - ggI FN Pyy -
g'2

FN
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Its eigenvalues ar e

Mw = gZF~ , M
z =

(g
2

+
g

2 )FN MA = 0 . (21 .4 .35 )

To go further, we need a relation between FC and FN . This is provided
if the theory is invariant in the limit g - g' = 0 under a global symmetry
group G larger than SU(2) x U(1), which breaks spontaneously to a
subgroup H, that includes three-dimensional rotations under which x
rotates as a three-vector . Such an unbroken symmetry would require F 2

ab
to be proportional to SRb, and hence

FC =FN .

Any such symmetry is known as a `custodial' symmet ry. It has the
consequence that mz /mw is given in terms of the gauge coupling constants
by the successful formula discussed in Section 2 1 . 3

ML/MW = V1 + 1gZ = 1/sin B . (21 .4.36)

For instance, in the absence of the gauge couplings, the Lagrangian
(21 .3 .28) for the scalar doublet ck in the simplest version of the SU( 2) x U(1)
electroweak theory may be written

2

2 2 4 (OnOn )2
,

where

Of ° ImO+ , 02 = Reo+ , 03 = ImOa 04 = ReOa

This is automatically invariant under an `accidental' SO(4) - SU(2) x
S U(2) global symmetry group, which is spontaneously broken by the
vacuum expectation value of ReO° down to an approximate unbroken
SO(3) custodial subgroup .29 The result (21 .4.36) applies even if there is
more than one scalar doublet, because even though in this case the mass
and interaction terms in the scalar Lagrangian will not in general respect
the custodial symmetry, it is only the kinematic term that enters in the
derivation, and this always has the full SO(4) symmetry .

Custodial symmetries can be found in other theories . Consider for in-
stance a theory with no scalar fields, but with new extra-strong vector
gauge interactions,30 called technicolor interactions, that act on a new
S U(2) x U(1) doublet (Ur, D,. ) of `techniquarks' U . and D,., with r a tech-
nicolor index . As long as the left- and right-handed parts of both Ur
and D, all transform in the same way under the technicolor gauge group,
the Lagrangian will be invariant in the limit of vanishing electroweak
couplings under the group S U(2) x S U ( 2 ) of independent S U(2) transfor-
mations on the left- and right-handed techniquark doublets . According to
the arguments described in Section 19.9, the subgroup S U(2)v consisting
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of simultaneous S U(2) transformations on both the left- and right-handed
techniquark doublets will not be spontaneously broken . It is reasonable

to suppose that the technicolor interactions will produce a spontaneous
breakdown of SU(2) x SU(2) to S U(2)v, just as color interactions led

to a spontaneous breakdown of the chiral SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry of
quantum chromodynamics (for vanishing u and d quark masses) to its

isospin subgroup. Under the unbroken S U(2) y symmetry the electroweak

generator x or 9- rotates as a three-vector, leading again to the relation
FC = FN, and the consequent successful prediction of the relation between
the W and Z masses .

The technicolor idea is attractive, because it provides a natural mech-
anism for breaking the electroweak symmetry at a characteristic scale
which is very much smaller than what is often supposed to be the fun-
damental scale of physics, generally assumed (as in string theories) to be
of the order of the Planck mass, or about 1 0 1 8 GeV. It is only necessary
to suppose that just below the fundamental scale there is an unbroken
gauge group consisting of the S U(3) x S U( 2) x U (1) of the strong and

electroweak interactions, plus a technicolor gauge group, all with compa-
rable small coupling constants . If the technicolor gauge interactions are
asymptotically free the technicolor coupling like the QCD color coupling
will increase slowly with decreasing energy, becoming strong at an energy
much less than the fundamental scale . This energy where the technicolor
coupling becomes strong would set the scale for the parameters Fab that
appear in our formula, Eq . (21 .4.32), for the gauge boson masses, and

would therefore presumably be of the order of 300 GeV. Since the increase

of coupling with decreasing energy is logarithmic, a moderate difference
in the beta-functions for technicolor and color can easily give rise to the
three orders of magnitude difference between the energy scales where color
and technicolor forces become strong .

Unfortunately, although technicolor provides a very attractive picture
of the spontaneous breaking of SU(B) x U(1), it does not by itself offer a
mechanism for giving masses to the quarks and leptons . For this reason it
has been suggested to add additional `extended technicolor' gauge interac-
tions with transformations that link quarks and techniquarks .31 Such the-
ones have potential problems with flavor-changing neutral current weak
interactions, and though these problems may be surmounted, the added
complications reduce their attractiveness . The question of elementary
weakly coupled scalars versus dynamical symmetry breaking remains open .

21 .5 Electroweak-Strong Unification

We saw in Section 15 .2 that a gauge theory will have an independent
coupling constant for each simple or U(l) subgroup of the gauge group .
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Thus the electroweak theory which is based on the gauge group S U(2) x
U(1), has two independent couplings, g and g' . In order to reduce the
number of free parameters it was suggested32 that the SU(2) X U(1)
gauge group might be embedded in a simple SU(3) gauge group, which
would give g' = g/,13-, but this has been ruled out experimentally. After
the advent of quantum chromodynamics, theorists confronted a gauge
group S U(3 ) x ,S U(Z) x U(1), which has three independent gauge coupling
constants : the coupling gS of quantum chromodynamics, and the coup lings
g and g' of the electroweak interactions . To reduce these to just a single
free parameter, it was proposed to embed S U(3) x S U(Z) x U(1) in various
simple Lie groups :* S U(4) x S U(4 ) ,33 S U(5),34 OT ,Sn(I 0 ) .35 Such models
are often known as grand-unified theories .

Fortunately, the consequences of these and a large class of other models
for the ratios of the S U(3) x S U(2) x U(1) coupling constants are inde-
pendent of the details of the individual models.36 This class of models
is characterized by the fact that the observed generations of quarks and
leptons are the only fermions in the models, or at least the only fermions
that are not neutral under SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1) .

As shown in Section 15.2, for any simple compact Lie group there is a
conventional choice of generators Ttt with total ly antisymmetric structure
constants, which in each reducible or irreducible representation D satisfy
the normalization condition :

TrITIXTfll = ND6x# . (21 .5.1 )

We are assuming that all left-handed fermions form ng generations :

Ve vu vz . . .
~ L ~ L Z I L

Z~R PR "CR . . .

u
d L

UR

dR

C ~5

)L
~

L
. . . ~

Q TR . . .

YR bR
. . . .

The S U(3 ) generator ~ g, .~3 has eigenvalues : + 1g, for the red quark
doublets and the white antiquark singlets ; - 2gs for the white quark
doublets and the red antiguark singlets ; and zero for all other left-handed

The group S U(4) x S U(4) is made simple by inclusion of a discrete symmetry operator
that interchanges the two S U(4)s.
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ferm ions ; so its square has the trace

Tr ( 29sA3)2 = 4ng X
( i

ds)2 + 4ng X (- 2g5)2 = 2~ a g g S

329

(2 1 .5 .0

The SU(2) generator t3 has eigenvalues : 2g for the red, white, and blue
quarks of charge 3 and the neutrinos ; - 2g for the red, white, and blue
quarks of charge - 3 and the charged leptons ; and zero for all other
fermions, so its square has the trace

Tr (t3 )2 = [3ng +
n

g
] X [(

'2
g)2

+
(
-

Zg

)
2

]
= 2ngg2 . (2 1 .5 .3)

Finally, the U(1) generator y = t3 - q has eigenvalues : I g' for neutrinos

and charged leptons ; -g' for charged antileptons ; - bg' for quarks ; 3g'
for antiquarks of charge - 3 ; and - 3 g' for antiquarks of charge + 3, so
its square has the trac e

Tr y = 2ng( 2 g ' )2

_ ,a .2
T ng g

6 3

(21 .5.4 )

Eq . (21 .5 .1) require s the traces (2 1 .5 .2)-(2 1 . 5 .4 ) to be all equal , s o in th is
class of models the embedding of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) in a simple Lie
group imposes the coupling constant relations

gs == g2 = ~g12 • (2 1 .5.5)

Now, Eq. (21 .5.5) is in gross disagreement with the observed values
of the coupling constants. The ratio g'2/g2 = 3 implies an electroweak
mixing angle with sine B - g' 2 / (g2 + g '2) _ 3 , while the experimental value

is sine B = 0 .231 . Even worse, the strong coupling g~ is of course much
larger than g2 or gi2 .

The solution36 to this problem is that coupling-constant relations like
Eq. (1 .5 .5 ) apply only to the couplings measured at an energy scale
comparable to the typical rnass47 M of the gauge bosons that become
massive in the spontaneous breakdown of the simple gauge group to
S U(3) x S U(2) x U(1). If the energy E at which the couplings is measured
is very much less than M, then there will be large radiative corrections
proportional to ln(1VI /E ) .

As emphasized in Chapter 19, there are no large logarithms in the
relation between couplings measured at nearby energies p and y - d,u,

so by integrating this relation from M down to E we can calculate the
couplings at energies E CC M without encountering large logarithms . For
this to be done it is only necessary that the couplings should stay small
over this whole range . For the S U (3 ) x S U(2) x U(1) couplings with gag
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ferznion generations, Eq . (18.7 .2) gives* *

d gs (µ) 11 ng
d~gs( F~ ) -

- 4~c2 4 3

d g3(µ) 11 ng
F~d~~~F~~ = 4

7c2 6 3

d g'3 01} 5ng
f, g W 2 (--) -

(Z1 .5.b )

(21 .5.7)

(2 1 .5.8 )

The solutions of these equations are

1 - 2 - ~Z 11- ~~9 In M (21.5.9)
g ~ s (y) ~5 ~ ~ ~ Y
1 1 i (22 4ng

In (M) (21 . 5 . 10)

1 1 1 _
20"x In M (21 .5.11)1 2

Also, Eq. (21 .5 .5) should be interpreted to mean that

g; (1VI) = g2(M) = 3gi2(1Vl ) . (21.5.1)

We can therefore eliminate the couplings (2 1 .5.1 2) a nd the number of
generations by subtracting Eq. (2 1 .5.10) from Eq. (21 .5.9) :

21 _
g2

~4~2 In M (21.5-13)
gs _ ( Y

and by subtracting 3/5 of Eq . (21 .5.11) from Eq. (21 .5 .10) :

1 - ~~
it

2 In
M

(21-5.14)~
j i27 ( )

Taking the ratio of these two equations gives a formula for sin2 9

9
t2 /(g

2
+

g
,
a) :

sing B =
1

+ ~ 2
(m
~z

)

gs ( z )
(2 1 .5.15)

The second term in the brackets in Eqs . (21 .5 .6) and (21 .5 .7) is given by Eqs . (l $ .7 .2) and
(18.7.3) as -n/6, where nf arc the numbers of fermions in the defining representation
of the respective SU(N) gauge groups. But this was calculated under the assumption
that left- and right-handed fermions are in the same representation of the gauge group .
If we count only left-handed ferrniflns (and antifermions), then the second term in
the brackets in Eqs. (21 .5 .6) and (21 .5 .7) should be -of/12 . For SU(3) there are
two left-handed quark triplets and two left-handed antiquark triplets per generation,
so ny = Ong, while for S U(2) there are three left-handed quark doublets and one
left-handed lepton doublet per generation, so again of - 4ng_ For U(1), the beta-
function is g'/24n 2 times the sum of the squares ❑f the U(1) charges for left-handed
fermions and antifermions (compare Eq. (18 .2 .38)), which according to Eq . (21 .5.4) is
(g'/24n2) X (ion

99
12 /3) .
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In this formula we have set p equal to the typical energy of the processes
used to measure sin2o , that is, p .; mZ . This has the advantage that we w ill
be using the renormalization group equations (21 .5 .6)-(21 .5.8) only above
mz , where they are not strongly affected by the spontaneous breakdown
of S U(2 ) x U(1). Eqs. (21 .5.13) and (21.5.14) can also be combined to give
a formula for the unification scale M :

M 4n2
In -----

mZ 11 e2
8e2(MZ)

3
g5

(Mz )
(21 .5.16)

where again, to avoid the effects of electroweak symmetry breaking on the
renormalization group equations, we have taken p as of order mz .

We saw in Section 18.2 that the value of e(p) at u ~ mz is given
by e(mz)2/4n = (1 2 $.$7 ± 0.12)-1 . This is the charge defined in the
conventional (Gell-Mann-Low) manner, in terms of the vacuum po-
larization. For purposes of comparison with gs, g', and g, it is bet-
ter to use the coupling defined (as in Section 1$ .6) by modified min-
imum subtraction : e(m f )2/4n = (127.9 + 0.1)-l . The greatest uncer-
tainty in Eqs . (21.5 .13) and (21 .5.14) is in the value of gs(mZ ). As
discussed in Section 1$,7, extrapolation of gs from lower energy data
gives g~(mZ)/4n = 0 .118 ~+- 0,006, while direct measurement from the
rate of Z° decay into hadrons gives gs (ml )/4n = 0.120 + 0.0025 . For
g; (mz)/4n = 0.118 and e(mz)2/4n = 1/128, Eqs . (21 .5 .15) and (21.5 .16)
give sing B = 0.203 and M 1 .1 x 101 GeV.

As mentioned in Section 2 1 .3, there is no reason to expect that
baryon and lepton number should be conserved by the suppressed non-
renormalizable terms in the effective Lagrangian that describes physics at
ordinary energies, so we may expect the presence of an ( S U (3) x S U(2 ) x
U(1 ) }-conserving four fermion (three quarks and a lepton) interaction,
with a coefficient that on dimensional grounds would be of order M-2 .
The proton lifetime was first estimated on this basis, and found to be of
order 1032 years.36 Such baryon- and lepton-non-conserving four-fermion
interactions are produced in models like those of Refs. 33-35 from the ex-
change of gauge bosons with masses of order M . More generally, once the
standard model explained why baryon- and lepton-non-conserving pro-
cesses are naturally suppressed, there ceased to be any reason to believe
that either baryon or lepton number are exactly conserved.

We have seen that the prediction (21 .5.15) comes quite close to the
measured value 0 .23 of sin 2 B, but the accuracy of the measurements and
calculations has become good enough to make clear that they are not in
precise agreement . The extra particles in supersymmetric theories appear
to remove this discrepancy, and lead to a value of M ~_- 2 x 1016 GeV,
about an order of magnitude larger .36a It is very interesting that this M is
not so very different from the energy 1018 GeV at which the gravitational
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interactions become strong . The larger value of M also has the effect of
increasing the proton lifetime, which is proportional to M4 .

21 .6 Superconductivity*

Superconductivity is quite different from the elementary particle phenom-
ena that chiefly concern us in this book, but it is worth some consideration
here, both as the earliest realistic example of a spontaneously broken gauge
symmetry, and also as an exceptionally enlightening example of the power
of effective field theories and of the use of topological arguments in field
theory.

A superconductor is simply a material in which electromagnetic gauge
invariance is spontaneously broken.** Detailed dynamical theories are
needed to explain why and at what temperatures this symmetry breaking
occurs, but they are not needed to derive the most striking aspects of
superconductivity : exclusion of magnetic fields, flux quantization, zero
resistivity, and alternating currents at a gap between superconductors
held at different voltages. As we shall see here, these consequences of
broken gauge invariance can be worked out, in a manner somewhat like
our treatment of soft pions, solely on the basis of general properties of
the Goldstone mode .39

The action for any system will be invariant under gauge transformations,
which in cgs units take the form

Ap(x) --} Au(x) + aun(x), (21 .6.1)

Wn(x ) --~ exp (iqnA(x)/h)lpn(x), (21 .6.2)

where A(x) is arbitrary, and qn is the electric charge destroyed by field
yin . All charges are assumed to be integral multiples of the electron
charge -e, so this group is compact : the phases A and A + 27rhle are
regarded as identical. This symmetry group is assumed to be broken
in a superconductor by non-vanishing expectation values of operators
carrying charge -2e (such as products of two electron fields), so there

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading.
This is not the way that most experts have historically thought about superconduc-
tivity. Early phenomenological theories were known to violate electromagnelic gauge
invariance, but this was regarded as more annoying than enlightening. Broken sym-
metry is never mentioned in the seminal paper by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer37
that first gave us a microscopic theory of superconductivity, Andersan38 subsequently
stressed the important role of broken symmetry in superconductors, but even today
most textbooks explain superconduclivity in terms of detailed dynamical models, with
broken symmetry rarely mentioned .
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is an unbroken Z2 subgroup, consisting of gauge transformations with
A = 0 and A = nhle.

We introduce a Goldstone boson field O(x) by writing all charged fields
as

y),(x) = exp (iqi(x)/h)qn(x) .

The field O(x) parameterizes the coset space U(1)/Z2, and so is given the
gauge transformation property

O(x) --} O(x) + A(x) .

Because O(x) parameterizes U(1)/Z2 rather than U(1), we must identify
O(x) and O(x) + nh1e. All the ~n(x) are gauge-invariant, and so when
integrated out leave the Lagrangian as a gauge-invariant functional of
0 and AP alone. It follows that the Lagrangian for the Goldstone and
electromagnetic fields may be written as

(21 .6.3 )

(21 .6.4)

where L5 is an imperfectly known functional . The electric current and
charge density here are

J (X)
~ Ls

6A(x)
6Ls BLS

6A°(x) T 6~ (x )

(21 .6.6)

.I°(x) =

The equations of motion for the Goldstone boson field are the n

r7 6 L` _ 6L
S = ❑

BLS

r7t ~c~s(} 60(x) 6A(x)

(21.6.7)

(21 .6 .8)

which in light of Eqs. (21 .6.6 ) and (21.6.7) is equivalent to the conservation
law of electric charge

D • J +~ JO =O . (21.6.9)

Now let us see how this formalism explains the remarkable properties
of superconductors . About Ls we will only need to assume that the system
is stable in the absence of Goldstone or external electromagnetic fields,
so that the energy is at least at a local minimum at A . = r7.0, with
non-vanishing second derivatives with respect to A . - amo .

One immediate consequence is that, deep in a large superconductor
where boundary conditions are unimportant, the electromagnetic field is
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a pure gauge :

AP = 0110 , (21 .6.10)

so that in particular the magnetic field must vanish . This is known as
the Meissner effect . It is possible to be a little more quantitative about
what we mean by `deep in a large superconductor.' Since the energy is
a minimum when Eq . (21 .6.10) is satisfied, for small values of J A - Vol
it must be of order J A - ❑o 12 L3/A2 , where A is some length depending
on the nature of the material, and L3 is the superconductor volume . If a
magnetic field of order B penetrated the superconductor, then we would
have JA - ❑ol of order BL, so the energy cost in allowing the magnetic
field into the superconductor would be of order B2L~ /A2 . On the other
hand, the energy cost in expelling a magnetic field B from a volume L3
is of order B2V. Hence a weak magnetic field will be expelled from a
superconductor if $2LS/a2 > B2L3, or in other words if L » )y. For this
reason A is known as the penetration depth of the superconductor .

The same energetic considerations tell us that for any superconducting
material, there is a critical magnetic field, above which superconductivity
is extinguished. The existence of superconductivity at zero magnetic field
means that the material in its normal state has an energy per unit volume
which is higher than that in the superconducting state, say by an amount
❑ . When a superconductor with linear dimensions much larger than ). is
placed in a magnetic field B, the magnetic field is expelled from most of the
material, at an energy cost per volume of B2/2. Hence it is energetically
favorable for the material to be in the superconducting state if and only
if the magnetic field is below a critical value

Bc = 2❑ (21 .6.11 )

(This is for uniform superconductors. As we shall see below, for cer-
tain kinds of superconductor it is possible to maintain superconductivity
throughout most of the material for magnetic fields in a finite range above
B, by the formation of narrow vortex lines with normal metal at their
cores.) A magnetic field B < B, will penetrate a superconductor to a depth
a, but this does not extinguish superconductivity in this layer ; indeed, as
shown by the field equation V x B = J, it is in this surface layer of the
superconductor that electric currents can flow .

Now consider a thick superconducting wire, with thickness much larger
than A, bent into a closed ring . We can draw a closed contour W running
deep inside the wire, along which JA - ❑ol must vanish. This does not
mean that either A or 0 vanishes on this contour, but we do know that
in going around the ring 0 must return to an equivalent value, and can
therefore only change by an amount nirh/e, with n a positive or negative
integer or zero. It follows then by Stokes's theorem that the magnetic flux
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through the area W surrounded by W is subject to the flux quantization
rule

(1 . 6 . 12)/Bds=Adx=V'dx= .

The electric current that maintains the magnetic flux (21 .6.12) flows in
a layer of thickness A just below the surface of the superconducting wire .
The quantization of flux shows that this current cannot decay smoothly,
but only in jumps at which the flux (21.6.12) drops by multiples of nh/e,

so there can be no ordinary electrical resistance in the superconductor .

The absence of resistance in a superconductor can be shown in a more
general context than closed rings, by considering time-dependent effects
in superconductors. Note that Eq. (21 .6.7) can be interpreted as the
statement that -J° is the canonical conjugate to 0. The Hamiltonian HS
is thus to be regarded as a functional of 0 and .I° rather than 0 and
with the time dependence of 0 given by the Hamiltonian equation

~(
x

) =
~ Hs (21 .6 . 13 )

6 ( J (x ) }

Now, the `voltage' V(x) at any point is just the change in energy density
per change in the charge density at that point, so Eq . (21 .6 .13) gives the
time dependence of the Goldstone boson field as

~ (x) = -V(x) . (21 .6.14)

It follows that a piece of superconducting wire that carries a steady
current, with time-independent fields, must have zero voltage difference
between its ends, because otherwise O(x) would have a time-dependent
gradient. A zero voltage difference at finite current is what we mean by
zero resistance .

Now consider a gap between two pieces of superconducting material .
In the absence of any gradients along the surface of the gap, or any vector
potential, gauge invariance requires LS to depend only on the difference
❑ O between the Goldstone boson fields in the two superconductors :

Ljunction = Q/F(0 o) , (21 .6.15 )

where Q/ is the area of the junction. Furthermore, we can shift 0 in either
superconductor by any integer multiple of n h/ e without physical effect,
so the function F must be periodi c

F(AO) = F(OO + nhnle) . (21 .6 .16 )

f This function was calculated by Josephson,' who found it to be proportional to
cas(2e4O/h), but this is an approximate result, while the periodicity is exact .
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A current flows through such a gap, which can be calculated by considering
the junction in the presence of a vector potential A. Gauge invariance
then tells us that in place of ❑O , the function F must depend on

the integral being taken over a line joining the two superconductors .
Eq. (21 .6.6) then shows that the current density i s

.T =
6 Ljunction

6 A
= _nF.

'(AA O)

where n is the unit vector perpendicular to the gap. We can now take
away the vector potential, and find the curren t

If we now suppose that the two superconductors are maintained at uniform
voltages, with a voltage difference ❑ V, then, according to Eq . (21 .6.14),
the difference in the Goldstone boson fields will have the time dependence

❑ O = -tA V + constant . ( 1 .6 . 1 8)

Using this in Eq . (21 .6.17) and recalling Eq. (21 .6.16 ), we see that the
current oscillates at a frequenc y

v = elAV11nh . (2 1 .6.19)

This is the ac Josephson effect.' It is possible to measure frequencies
and voltages with great accuracy, so this effect provides a very accurate
method of measuring the constant e1h .

As pointed out at the end of Section 19 .6, the description of a system
with broken symmetry in terms of Goldstone modes alone becomes in-
adequate when a system is brought close to the point where the broken
symmetry becomes unbroken . Under these circumstances the Goldstone
mode is accompanied with other modes that have nearly zero frequency
in the long-wavelength limit, which together with the Goldstone mode
forms a linear representation, usually irreducible, of the symmetry group,
known as the order parameter. It is plausible to assume that a uni-
form superconductor in slowly varying external fields is described by a
local order parameter, because any non-locality would be characterized
by microscopic distance scales (such as the mean electron-electron spac-
ing) that are much smaller than the scales of distances over which the
electromagnetic and Goldstone boson fields are assumed to be varying .
For superconductivity there is no doubt about the nature of this order
parameter . The only non-trivial irreducible linear representation of the
group U(1) is a real two-vector yin, or equivalently a Goldstone mode 0
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and modulus field p, wit h

W1 + iY'2 = p exp (2ie/h) = W .

33 7

The coefficient of icy in the exponential must be 2elh in order that a gauge
transformation with A = nh/e (and with no smaller A) should leave Wn
invariant. For a nearly uniform time-independent system close to the
symmetry-breaking transition, the order parameter is small and slowly
varying in space, and so the Lagrangian in an external vector potential A
may be approximated (from now on using natural units with h = 1) by

d3x - 2 (VW" - tie tr~ ►~A~V ►~~ 2 + ~~~ Wnwn -

where t is the Hermitian U(1 ) generator

t = ~ 0 i

(1 .6.21 )

and g must be taken positive to give a bounded Hamiltonian . This is
the Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconductivity . 41 It has been derived
by Gor'kov42 from the microscopic theory of superconductivity presented
below, in the case of a short-range potential and a temperature close to
the critical temperature at which the material loses its superconductivity .

In terms of p and 0, Eq. (21 .6.21) becomes

+ - g p4 -
(Op)2]

. (21 .6.22 )LS ^, ~ d3 x [_2e2p2 (v-A) 2

The fie ld equations are then

❑2 p = -map + 9P3 + 4e2P ( 0 o - A )2 . (21,6.24)

The U(1 ) symmetry is broken if these field equations are satisfied for
p * 0, which in a field-free homogeneous material will be the case if
m2 > D, in which case p takes the value (p ) = m /,,,,fg- . The penetration
depth ~ was defined earlier as the inverse square root of the coefficient of
- 2(Oo - A) 2 , so here

i _ J9
4e2 (Pgem

This is the distance that according to Eq . (21 .6 .23 ) characterizes variations
in the magnetic field . On the other hand, variations in the modulus p are
characterized by a distance scale known as the correlation length, given
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according to Eq . (21 .6 .24) bytt

~ = 1 /m,~'2_ . (21.6.26)

Also, the superconducting state with p = ~p ) has an energy per unit
volume that is less than that of the normal state with p = 0 by an amoun t

A = 2
I
m2

(
P
)I
- 4

(P)4=M414g . (21 .6.27 )

Eliminating the parameters m and g from Eqs . (21 .6.5 )-(21 .6 .27), we find
one important approximate relation among the observable quantities A,
and A :

A ^' 1 • (21.6.28)
8e2a,2 ~ 2

The modular field becomes important in the dynamics of superconduct-
ing vortex lines . These arise when a superconductor of a certain type is
placed in a magnetic field that is strong enough so that it is energetically
favorable for tubes of magnetic flux known as vortex lines to penetrate
the material .43 (The conditions for the appearance of vortex lines are dis-
cussed below.) By drawing a closed curve,6 around the tube at a distance
much larger than the penetration depth, where the magnetic field vanishes,
and repeating the argument contained in Eq . (21 .6.12), we see that the
magnetic flux through the area W surrounded by W must be equal to the
change of 0 around the curve, and hence equal to an integer multiple of
the flux quantum n/e, just as for the flux through a thick superconducting
ring . Where this flux is not zero, there must be a line within each tube
along which electromagnetic gauge invariance is not broken . To see this,
note that if we shrink the curve (e into the region of high magnetic field
it becomes no longer true that ❑ O = A, but the change of 0 around the
curve must remain an integer multiple of n/e, and so by continuity cannot
change. Thus we must eventually encounter a line (conceivably of finite
thickness) along which p vanishes, so that 0 becomes ill-defined . (This is
an elementary example of the sort of topological reasoning we shall use
in Chapter 23.) Near this line we must take both p and 0 into account as
dynamical variables .

The quantization of magnetic flux shows that a superconducting vortex
line of minimum flux nee is stable. A vortex line of higher flux cannot
simply disappear, but magnetic flux quantization alone does not prevent
it from breaking up into vortex lines of smaller flux . Bogomol' I1y143' has
shown that vortex lines of flux nn / e with n > 1 are unstable against
breakup into n vortex lines of flux ir/e if and only if av > ~ .

The factor 2 is included along with m because at p the derivative of the
function -m p + gp3 in Eq . (21_6_24) is 2m 2 .
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For this and other reasons it is convenient to divide superconducting
materials into two classes : type I superconductors (most pure metals, except
niobium) have ~ > ~., while type II superconductors (niobium and most
alloys) have A > ~ . The corresponding distinction in the electroweak
standard model is between theories where the scalar mass (analogous to
1 /~) is less than or greater than the W and Z masses (analogous to 1 1A) .

From the definitions of the correlation length ~ and penetration depth
A, it follows that the modular parameter will rise from zero at the central
line of a vortex to its equilibrium value (p) in a distance of the order of
the correlation length ~, while the magnetic field will decay with distance
from the central line in a distance of the order of the penetration depth
A . Hence a vortex solution in a type I superconductor with ~ > A would
consist of a thin inner cylinder of nearly normal metal, within which the
magnetic field drops to zero, surrounded by a much thicker outer cylinder
within which the modular parameter rises to its asymptotic value (p ) . In
contrast, a vortex in a type 11 superconductor with A » ~ consists of a
thin inner cylinder of constant magnetic field, within which the modular
parameter rises to its asymptotic value (p ) , surrounded by a much thicker
outer cylinder of superconducting material within which the magnetic
field falls to zero . Vortex solutions exist for both types of superconductor
and for any magnetic field, but as we shall now see, it is only in type II
superconductors and in a finite range of magnetic fields that vortex lines
are energetically favored .

Because each vortex line has a cross-sectional area of order 7C ~2 within
which the material is in its normal state or nearly so, the extra energy per
volume required to create these vortex lines is of order A/' 7C ~ 20, where A'
is the number of vortex lines per area . This vortex density is limited by the
condition that N' < I /7r~2, since otherwise the cylinders of normal metal
would overlap, and the material would be considered to be in its normal
state. The magnetic field must be expelled from a fraction 1 - .N'nA2 of
the material if A' < 1 /nA2 , and from the whole material if A" > j/ 7c;,2, So

the energy per volume of the vortex state, relative to the superconducting
state in the absence of magnetic fields, i s

WY 5:t~ 2 x.Vn~ 2❑ + ZB 1 d
c n:~~

( 21 .6.29 )

(Numerical factors like z and it are kept here to remind the reader of
the origin of these expressions, but should not be taken literally .) For
comparison, the energy per volume of the normal metal exceeds that in the
superconducting state by WN = +0, and the energy per volume required
to expel all magnetic fields from a superconductor is Ws = B2/2. We can
decide which state is present at a given magnetic field by checking which
of WS, WN, or WV is smallest .
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In type I superconductors we must distinguish between magnetic fields
less or greater than the critical field B, - 20. Recalling that *' <
1 / n~ 2 , and here ~ > )., we also have AV < 1/n~2. Hence for B < B,
Eq. (21 .6.29) gives WV > Z ,B 2 + ,N'n(~2 -- ~.2)❑ > WS, so there can be
no vortex lines . Also, for such fields WN > Ws, so the material is
superconducting. On the other hand, for B > B, Eq. (21 .6.29) implies
that WV > ❑ [1 + .N * n(~ 2 - a2) ] > WN, so here again there are no vortex
lines. Also for such fields Ws > War, so the material is in its normal
state .

In type II superconductors we need to distinguish between magnetic
fields in three ranges : B < B,1, B, 1 < B < Be,, and B > 8,2, where Bc1
and 8,2 are a pair of critical fields, of orde r

As we have seen, for type II superconductors the only stable vortex lines
are those with the minimum flux nee, so in a magnetic field B we should
put the number of vortices per area A"- in Eq. (2 1 . 6 .9 ) equal to eB /ir .
For B < B,, we can use Eq. (21.6.8 ) to show that eB1n < 1 1n~.~. The
coefficient of the vortex density in Eq. (21 .6. 9 ) is therefore the positive
quantity n~2❑ - 1B2),2, so here WV > Ws, and there are no vortex lines
for B < B,•1 . Also, for such fields War > WS , so the material is entirely
superconducting . For B > Be,, Eq. (21 . 6 .28) shows that the vortex density
~N' = eBliT is greater than 1/nA2, so in the vortex state the magnetic field
completely penetrates the superconductor, and the energy per volume is
given by Eqs . (21 .6.29) and (21,6,2$) as

WV .= 4N'n ~ 2❑ = eB ~ 2❑ .-t~ (BI B 22) WN .~ ( BL,1 IB ) WS .

Hence for Bc1 < B < Bc2 we have WV < War and W v < Ws , so the
material is in its vortex state . For B > B,2 we still have WV < WS but
now WN < WV, so the vortices disappear and all superconductivity is
extinguished. The ability of type II superconductors with a > ~ to carry
magnetic fields much higher than the critical value B, ;t~ ,/A-- deduced

The derivation of flux quantization given above for an isolated vortex line is not fully
applicable here . As we shall see, the separation of the vortex lines for B > B , 1 is
less than the penetration depth A, so it is not possible to find a contour W on which
A -Obi = 0 by simply drawing a circle around the vortex line at a distance from
the vortex much greater than A . Instead, it is necessary to appeal to considerations
of continuity. (M . Tinkham, private communication .) Suppose we draw an arbitrary
continuous curve between the centers of any two vortex lines . As shown below, on
this curve the vector A - ❑0 will be very large close to either vortex, but pointing to
opposite sides of the curve, Thus there is at least one point on each such curve where
A - Vo = 0 . Because A - V0 is gauge-invariant, it must be canlinuaus, so there is a
closed contour W around each vortex line where A - ❑O - D.
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earlier is important in technological applications of superconductivity,
including magnets in high energy accelerators .

The Ginzburg-Landau theory holds only where the material is near
the transition between its normal and superconducting states, so let us
apply it near the center of a vortex line, where p drops to zero . Close
to the center of a vortex line we can ignore its curvature, and assume
cylindrical symmetry. The field A - orp is taken to have only an azimutha l
component :

(A - VOL = A(r) ,

so that the magnetic field has only an axial component :

BZ = (❑ x (A - ❑O)) Z = A'(r) + A(r)fir

(21 .6 .30 )

(21 .6.31 )

while p is a function only of r. The structure of the vortex line is thus
governed by the pair of coupled differential equations :

,,t ( p )

~
(P(r)

_ p Z

2~ (p)

(21 .6.32)

4e2p(r)AZ(r ) . (21 .4.33 )

When r is small compared with both the correlation length ~ and the
penetration depth A we can neglect the terms in Eqs . (21 .6.32 ) and (21 .6.33)
proportional to 1g2 and 1 /A2 , and find the simplified equation s

AY
+ A 'ir - A lr 2 = 0 ,

Eq. (21 .6.34) has the general solutio n

Br C
A(r) _ ~ + ter

(21 .4 . 34)

(21 .6 . 35 )

(21 _6.36)

where B is a constant that according to Eq . (21.4.31) is the magnetic field
along the vortex line, and C is a real constant that is so far arbitrary .
Using this in Eq. (21 .6 .35 ) shows that for r --+ 0, the solution for p(r) is a
linear combination of rlt'I and r-ICI, The order parameter p exp(2ieo) must
be a smooth function of position, so we can conclude that I C I is a positive
integer f, with p oc r( and 0 = ±1'rpl2e + constant for r --1, 0. Note
that this solution for 0 is consistent with Eq . (21.6.36) with C = ±~ ; the
azimuthal component of OO approaches ±f12er, while analyticity requires
the azimuthal component of A to vanish as r --~- 0. By a non-singular
gauge transformation we can arrange that 0 = ± ~, rpl 2e everywhere, so
by the same reasoning as in Eq . (21 . 6 .12 ) the magnetic flux carried by a
single vortex line in a superconductor much larger than the penetration
depth is ±7re'/e . We see not only that, as expected, the order parameter
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vanishes at the center of the vortex line, but that it vanishes with a power
of r equal to the magnitude of the magnetic flux in units of 7r/e.

This solution for 0 obeys the `quantization' condition that 0(2n) - 0(0 )
is an integral multiple of 7r/e, which implies the quantization of magnetic
flux. In the theory of Goldstone boson and electromagnetic fields based on
Eq . (21 .6.5) this condition on 0 has to be imposed by hand on the solution
of the field equations, while the Ginzburg-Landau equations `know' about
this condition, because these equations are based on an appropriate choice
of order parameter .

Although the most dramatic properties of superconductors can be de-
rived directly from the assumption that electromagnetic gauge invariance
is spontaneously broken, a microscopic theory of superconductivity is
needed to understand how and when this occurs . The derivation of the
microscopic superconductivity theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer37
has been recast44,11 in the language of effective field theory, using power-
counting methods similar to those that we have used here in Sections
19 .5 and 21.4 . For this purpose, suppose we integrate out the degrees
of freedom associated with the ions in a superconductor,#t leaving only
an effective interaction among electrons . For simplicity, we shall work at
zero temperature, and at first assume no external field, so that the La-
grangian is invariant under translations and the time reversal operation
T. We shall also assume spin-independent forces, so that the Lagrangian
is invariant under SU(2) transformations that act on spin indices alone,
but we shall not need to assume invariance under rotations acting on
momenta. Electrons are then characterized by a momentum p and spin
index s - ± 2, and are described by annihilation and creation operators
a( p , s, t) and a~( p , s , t), with a Lagrangian of form

r
+ E(p) a(p , s, 1)L = - ~ J dap at (p, s, t} - i

a
a t

+
E fdpi d'P

`
d3

p
3

`~ 3 P4 Vs' S2 5 1 54 (PI ~ Pza pay P4)
NJ 52S3 4

x at (P ~, s 1, t) a' ( P202 , r} a( p3, 83, t ) a( p4 a S4 , t}6 3(pz + P2 - P3 - P4)

+ . .. (21.6 .37)

Strictly speaking, it is not possible to integrate out all degrees of freedom except
electrons, because the phonon is a Goldstone boson whose frequency vanishes for
very large wavelengths, like a massless particle in relativistic theories . However those
effects of phonon inlerxctions that cannot be represented as effective electron-electron
interactions are suppressed by inverse factors of the ion masses .
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where ` . - .' represents terms with six or more creation and annihilation
operators, and E(p) is the e lectron energy minus the chemical potential .
For free electrons, E(p) = p2/2me - EF where EF is the energy of electrons
at the Fermi surface. Interactions will inevitably change this function,
but it is natura l to expect that since E(p) vanishes for free electrons at
momenta p on the sphere I p I = 2meEF, in the presence of interactions it
will still vanish on some closed Fermi surface Y

E(p ) = 0 for p on 9 . (21.6.38 )

For reasons that will become apparent, we shall integrate out all electrons
except those within a thin shell of thickness K around the Fermi surface .a
(Later we will be able to remove the cut-ofd K by introducing a renormal-
ized electron-electron potential .) The remaining degrees of freedom are
then electrons with momenta of the for m

p = k + n ( k)e' , (21.6.39)

where k is on the Fermi surface 9, n(k) is the unit vector normal to the
surface at k, and O c 1 ~ K. For such momenta ,

E(p) - VF (k )to ,

where

VF(k) = n (k) • (vE(p))
p=k

(21 .6 .40 )

(2L6 .41 )

The electron propagator in wave number-frequency space is the n

1

0) -- vF (k)e + if
(21 .6.42)

Now let us consider how a general connected matrix element scales
with K as K --+ 0. We have an integral over frequencies for every loop,
and a propagator for every internal line, so the integral of the product of
propagators over all frequencies will have an e dependence e"L-I where L
is the number of loops and I is the number of internal lines . To count the
number of I integrals, it is important to note that for generic momenta
the delta-function in the interaction term in Eq . (21 .6 .37) constrains the
ks, not the ts. (For instance, if momentum conservation constrains the
momenta p i and p2 of two electron lines to have total momentum P =~ 0,
then the integral over p j runs over the intersection of two closed shells of
thickness K, one centered on P and the other on zero. The intersection
of these shells is a closed ring of thickness x, so we have to integrat e

For forces that are not spin-independent, there are two Fermi surfaces, one for each
cigenvalue of the matrix E S,,s {p} , and we integrate over all electrons in each spin
eigcnsta tc except those within a thin shell around the corresponding Fermi surface .
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over one k-component which gives position around the ring, and two t"s
which give position within the cross section of the ring .) Thus there are I
integrals over ~s, and since the integrand goes as the matrix element
will vary as

NI ac x--L (21 .6.43)

The number of loops is related to the number of internal lines and the
numbers Vi of vertices of type i by the familiar relatio n

L =I-~V, +1 .

Also , the number of internal lines is related to the numbers of vertices
and the number E of external lines by another familiar relatio n

21 + E niVi , (21 .4.45 )

where ni is the number of electron operators in the interaction of type i .
Eliminating I from Eqs. (21 .6.44) and (21 .4.45) gives

2 2 (21 .6 .46)

Terms in the action with ni = 2 just serve to change the function E(p ),
and hence to shift the Fermi surface . True interactions have eta > 2, and
so it appears from Eqs. (21 .6.43) and (21 .6.46) that they yield terms in the
matrix element that make relatively negligible contributions for x --* 0.
In the language of Section 18 .5, this would mean that all interactions
are irrelevant operators. This is why electrons near the Fermi surface in
normal metals behave pretty much like free particles .

There is, however, an exception to this conclusion. If a pair of electron
lines disappears into the vacuum, then translation invariance requires the
momenta of these two lines to be equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction, so if one momentum is near the Fermi surface, then the other
is also. (Time reversal invariance requires that E(p) is even in p, so even
though the Fermi surface is generally not spherical, it is still true that if
E(p) = 0 then E(-p) = 0.) The integral over the momentum p of one
of these lines is then over a shell of thickness K, or in other words over
two ks and one / . For each interaction involving two such lines, we have
one rather than two integrals over ~s, so that instead of reducing the
order of magnitude of the matrix element by a factor ,c as indicated in
Eqs . (21 .6.43) and (21 .6.46), such an interaction has no effect on the order
of magnitude of the matrix element. In other words, interactions involving
four electron operators become marginal rather than irrelevant if they act
between electron lines that eventually disappear into the vacuum .
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To see the consequences of this exception, it is convenient to use a trick,
known as the Hubbard-Stratonovich transf o' rmation,45 that was mentioned
briefly in Section 10 .7. We are now going to include slowly varying external
electromagnetic fields, so it will be convenient to work in coordinate space .
Gauge invariance tells us that the Lagrangian (2 1 .6 .37) then becomes

L = - ~ dux ips (x, t) - i
a t

a
- Aa(x, r) + E ~ - X + A(x, t) } vP s N t}

+
E

. I
d'xi d

3x
2 d'x d'X4 Vsl sZ si Sa(xl , x2, x3 , x4)

61 52 s3 sq

X IPs, (Xly t) V. 2(xZy t~ Ws3 (x3,t} ~s4(X4, 0 ,

where

(21 .6 .47)

W,(x, t) = (2 7 c )-3,2

f
dip exp(ip • x ) a(p , s, t) . (21 .6.48 )

We are now dropping terms with more than four electron operators,
because they are all irrelevant . To this Lagrangian we add the term

❑L -- 4 d 3 x l d3X2 [ 3 x3 d3 X4 VS,S 2323 4(xi , x2, x3, x4 )
3 1 5 32 Sq

• [Tt , (xz, x 1 , t) - ~s (x 1 , t) ~} 2 (Xz, t )
1

• [Ts 3 sa(X3 y X4 , 0 - W s 3 (X3 , t ) IPs4 (X4 , 0
J

` (21 .6 .49 )

and do path integrals over the new `pair' field 'I'(x, s, x', .s', t) as well as the
electron field w . This is allowed because ❑L is quadratic in the pair field,
with a field-independent coefficient of the second-order term, so, according
to the appendix of Chapter 9, the integration over 'I'SS,(x, x', t) in path
integrals just has the effect of setting TSSr(x, x', t) equal to the stationary
point 'I'„,(x, x', t) = y~S(x, t) y~,,(x', t) of the Lagrangian, at which DL = 0 .
This additional term is chosen so that the terms in L + 0 L that are quartic
in electron fields cancel, leaving only terms quadratic in these fields :

L+AL

} }rs(x. t}_ - ~ d`~x ~s (x, t) - i ~t - Aa(x, t) + E ~ - N + A(x , t)
S

_ 1
4 [3xi d3 x2d ~̀x3 d3 x4 VSO 52 .S 3 54x 1 I X 2 9 X3, x4}

S l 5 2 S3 S 4

X Vsl (XI, t) Wt (X2, t) Ts3salx3~ x4~ t) + TssI lxZy A la tlY)s3lx3, 0 Ws4(x4, t l

- T' SZS
I (X21) xl I t) T5354 (x3 , x4 , t) (2 1 . 6 . 50)
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Now to the point. We have shown that the interaction V is irrelevant
except where it acts on a pair of electron lines that disappear into the
vacuum. When we calculate the quantum effective action r[T] in the
presence of an external, slowly varying pair field LI's,,(x, x', t), this means
that we drop all diagrams except those that become disconnected when
we slice through any internal lI' line . But the general definition of the
quantum effective action requires that we drop all diagrams that do
become disconnected when we slice through any internal line . Therefore
we must not include any internal lI' lines at all . Because the electron field
enters quadratically in Eq . (21 .6.50), the only graphs that survive when
we integrate out the electron field are a one-vertex graph arising from the
last term in the square brackets in Eq . (21 .6 .50), plus cone-loop graph
given, by the same reasoning as in Section 16 .2, by the logarithm of the
determinant of the coefficient of the terms quadratic in electron fields :

r f
r' [T] =

1
4 E J [fit J [ 3 .x1 (~ `~aCZ (~ `~aC3 C~ `~x4 K';] sa s3 .cQ (x 1 I x2, x3, x4)

sl si s3 sq

x T525
1 (X2, X 1 , t) Ts3s4 (X 3a X4, 0

2 (
In Dot B _A T

where A and B are the 'matrices' :

Bx , s'r ,,xsr = -As's(x', x, t)6 (t' - t)

and ❑ is the gap function :

+ constant .

X + A(x, t)) 63(Xi

(21 .6 .51 )

I

I:2 f d 3y d3y ,
x, y', y) i ' s ,s(x ', x , t)

6~Q

(2 1 .6.52)

(21 .6.53)

(21 .6.54)

(Here and below, we ignore an additive constant in r arising from the
modes that have been integrated out.) This is one problem in which
the effective action can be calculated without any assumption about the
smallness of the interaction in the Lagrangian .

In order to simplify our further discussion, let us now specialize to the
case of a spin-singlet pair fiel d

T+-(x', x, t) = -T-+(x, x, t) = lI'(x', x, t) , (21 .6.55)

where subscripts + and - stand for spin indices +1/2 and -1/2,
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respectively.aa Using invariance under rotations of spin indices, the com-
ponents of the potential needed here are the n

V+-+-(x ', x, t} - V+__+(x ', x, t} _ - V_++_(x ', x , t) + V_+-+(x ', x , t)

2V(xI X1 t) - (21 .6-56 )

Then Eq. (21 .6.54) gives

The quantum effective action (21 .6.51) is now

QT] = J d t J d3x 1 d3
xZ d3

x3 d3x4 V(X 1 , X2, X3, X4 )

X V(XZ , x l , t) T 1x 3 , X4 , 0

-i In Det
-~T

where

(21 .6.57)
(21 .6 .58)

(21 .6.59)

A a(x , t) + E ~ - N + A(x , r ) } 63 (x ' --- x)6 (t ' - t),

a t

and

(21 .6.60)

(21 .b.b1 )

(21 .4.62 )

Let's first use these results to consider the translationally invariant ease,
with no external electromagnetic fields . Then the pair and gap fields can
be expressed as Fourier transform s

( x) J

❑ (x ' x) _ (2 7r )-
3 J

Ll3 I) d a p (x '-x ) ❑ (P) a

and the electron-electron potential appears here in the for m

I
d

3x
I d 3

x
2 d 3

x
3 d3

x4
e i p '•(xl-x 2 ) e a p • (x3-x4 ) jj

( x l , ,xZa X3, X 4 )

(2 1 .6 .63 )

(21 .6 .64)

(2 1 .6 . b5 )

In liquid He3 the non-vanishing components of the pair field form a spin triplet, with
components T, - T~ ~, YO = /2-"I'+_ = 12-'Y-+, T-1 =T_
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where *_4 is the spacetime volum e

f_4 = f d3xf dt 1 . (21 .6.66)

By going over to wave number-frequency space, the `matrices' (21 .6 .60)
and (21 .6.61) become diagonal, and the calculation of the determinant
becomes trivial . The effective potential V [T] (not to be confused with
the electron-electron potential) was defined in Section 16.1 as minus the
effective action per spacetime volume

z
+ J dcv c~-~p In 1 -- W2 I E

(
P)I (21.6 .67)

(27r)4 (p)
te

with

A(p) = -
f d

3
P' V(p, p') T(p') . (21 .6 .68 )

(The ie term can be inferred from the Feynman rules for the electron
loop graphs, and as shown in Section 9 .2, it ultimately arises from the
conditions on the electron field at t --+ ±(Da .} Wick rotating, integrating
over r.i, and expressing lI' in terms of A, this becomes

V [D] = - J'd'p d' p' ❑* (p ') V-1(p ', P )O( P)

- I - 3
P [ E2( P) + IM(P) ~ -- E(P ), . (21 .6.69)

2~c
I d

( }

As we saw in Section 14.1, the field equations are just the condition that
the effective action is stationary, which in our case yields the famous gap
equation for the equilibrium gap function Ao(p) :

r5 V [O]
6 A (p) ~ A=At)

d3 P, V-'(p, p')Do(P') -
I Ao(p)

2(2n)3 z 2E (P) + IDa(p)I

or, in a more familiar form,

Da(P) ~ - ~ d 3p
V ( P , P~~ AO W) (21.6 .70)

2(27c)- A/E~ 2(P.) + lDa(P .)1 z

All along, all integrals over momenta have been implicitly understood
to be limited to momenta of the form (21.6 .39) within a thin shell of
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thickness K around the Fermi surface. The effective potential (21 .6.69) is
thus

V [A] = -x2 ~ d2k d2k' ❑ * (k') V- ' (k', k )0(k )

'~ (k) + IO ( k)IZ - ~ v, (k)] . (21 .6.7 1)
3 Ja

Ld2k[2 t(Z 7c )

The effective potential is now to be understood as a functional only of th e
gap function ❑ on the Fermi surface .

Since K is arbitrary, the potential V(k', k) must be given a K-dependence
such that V[A] is K-independent . Most applications44 of renormalization
group methods to superconductivity have followed the Wilson approach
outlined in Section 12.4, deriving a differential equation for the dependence
of V(k', k) on rc, and studying the behavior of its solutions for 1c -+ 0 .
For the sake of flexibility it is useful to note that one can just as well
adopt the approach of Dell-Mann and Low, and introduce a renormalized
electron-electron potential44a

V~ f (k', k )
62 V [0]

(21.6 .72)

where y is a sliding renormalization scale, like that introduced in Section
1$.2. By expressing the original electron--electron potential in terms of V' ,
Eq. (21 .6.71 ) becomes

V [A] _ - ~ d2 k dZk' ❑" (k') V,-'(k', k}0(k)

d2k [V/~2
V

2[(k)+ J0(k)~ z - I ~vF (k )f V
L(27r)3

JA(k) 12
it

2 IA(k) 1 2

~(~2VF~k~ + ~Z~1~~ + 4~~~~'r(k) + jc2)3/Z 21
.6.73

The integral over / now converges if we take the cutoff x to infinity, and
yields

V[A] = - L d2k d2 k' ❑ " (k ') V,-' (k ', k)A(k)

+ 1 3
d 2k

I0(k )i2

[In -11
(21 . 6 .74)2 2n fr ~v k( ) F ( ) ,

The condition that V [A] be stationary at ❑ = 0a yields the gap equation
in the more useful form

Ao(k) = 1 ~ V (k, k' ) ~v ' (k' )Da (k' ) In
JA

° k
')

(21 .b.75 )2 (2~) L,2k
ft
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Using this in Eq. (21 .6.74) shows that the energy density of the supercon-
ducting state is less than that of the normal state by an amoun t

z

L 2(27T)3 v k~(

) Ofcourse the y dependence of the electron-electron potential V~ mus t
be chosen to satisfy a renormalization group equation that insures that the
effective potential (21 .4.74) is independent of the arbitrary renormalization
scale u :

d ,u 2(27r)3 VF(k)

or, equivalent ly,

It ~ V~~(k ', k} = 1 d2k" V k' k") v . 1 (k" ) V,~(k", k ) .
d~ 2(2 7c )3

f u ~ (21 .6.77)

This can be usefully rewritten in terms of the Hermitian kerne l

K
2(2ic)-

VF f /2(k' ) V~ 1/2 (k) Vu (k', k) (21.4.78)

as

z
d~ Kit = Kit (21 .6.79)

The eigenvectors u,,(k) of Kp (k, k' ) are then independent of p, while
the eigenvalues take the form 1 / ln(An/µ), where the An are integration
constants, like the A of quantum chromodynamics . The potential therefore
takes the form

V(k ', k) = 2(2n)3 v~ 2 ( k) vF 2(k') E un(
k ) u;~(k ')

ln(An/ft)n
(21 .6.80)

where we have chosen the eigenvectors to be orthonormal, so that the
completeness relation takes the form

n

The effective potential (21 .6 .74) may then be written as

(21 .6.81)

V
[
❑

]
~

d
z

k d
zk, E ❑"(k') ~u ;~(k,) A(k) un(k) In I 0(k )l

- 1
( } A2 21r ~ ~v k t~ z A nn F( } F(

(21 .6 .82)
For a material with local rotational invariance the Fermi surface is a
sphere and the eigenvectors un(k) are spherical harmonic functions of the
coordinates on this sphere, but Eq . (21 .4.82) holds without any assumption
of rotational invariance .
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We can now use this formalism to get an idea of when superconductivity
occurs. The logarithm in Eq . (L1 .5 .82 ) is large and negative for very small
❑ , and large and positive for very large ❑ , so as the overall scale of A
increases from zero to infinity, VIA] drops from zero to negative values
and then rises to infinity. It therefore always has a minimum at a non-
vanishing value of A for any electron-electron potential . But this result
is subject to an important qualification . When we take the cut-off rc
to infinity, the integral in Eq . (21 .6.73) is effectively cut off at 1, of order
I AI 1aaF, while the Fermi surface has a radius of order k F , where 8nkF/3(2n)3
equals the electron number density . Since we have been assuming that
the electrons taken into account here are in a thin shell around the Fermi
surface, this derivation is only valid if A l lCC wD, where COD is the Debye
frequency kFVF. In particular, in the case of rotational invariance and a
direction-independent gap function, the effective potential reaches a local
minimum for a gap function of the order of 115 w,,, so the symmetry is
spontaneously broken as long as 115 Wave CC WD . Another way of stating
this result is that for s-wave superconductivity, the s-wave projection of
the electron---electron potential (21 .6 . 80) must be attractive if renormalized
at a scale y & COD, But it does not matter how strong this renormadizect
attractive potential is .

This feature of superconductivity, that a Goldstone boson forms for an
attractive potential however weak the potential may be, is a consequence
of the existence of a Fermi surface, which enhances long-range effects .
In quantum field theories without elementary spinless fields like those
of Section 21 .5, we would not normally expect a spontaneous symmetry
breakdown in empty space unless the interactions are sufficiently strong .

Now let us return to the case of an external electromagnetic field. As
usual, we can introduce the Goldstone boson field O( x, t) by writing each
charged field of the theory, which here is just the gap field 0(x, x', t)
or equivalently the pair field T(x, x', t), as a gauge transformation with
gauge parameter O(x, t) acting on the corresponding gauge-invariant field,
distinguished with a tilde :

T(x , x', t ) = exp ( - io(x , t)}T(x , x ', t ) exp ( - io(x ', t)) . (21.6 .83 )

The effective action is then given by using Eq. (2 .6 .83 ) in Eq . (21 .6.59) .
By a gauge transformation, we can then remove the 0 dependence in
Eq . (21 .6.83 ), provided we replace Ay(x) in Eq . (21 . 6 .60) with A', (x ) -
0,0(x) . When the material is not only superconducting but far from
the transition between normal and superconducting states, we may also
integrate out the gauge invariant degrees of freedom associated with
tI'(x, x', t), which simply means that we replace it with its equilibrium
value TQ(x, x', t) . The part of the effective action that depends on the
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Goldstone and external electromagnetic fields is the n

r [ ,0,A] = ro=Q[A] - i In Det
sy ~4 T

+ i In Det ~ _~T ,

(21 .6 .84)
where now

}+ eAo(x, t) -- ec~ (x, t) + E ~ - M + eA (x, t) - eVo(x , t )i
at

(21.6.85)

Quantitative properties of the superconductor such as the penetration
depth can be read off46 from the expansion of Eq . (21 .6 .84) in powers of
AQ (x, t) - ~( x, t) and A(x, t) - VO{x, t) .

Appendix General Unitarity Gauge

In this appendix we shall show that in general spontaneously broken
gauge theories it is always possible to adopt a `unitarity' gauge in which
the Goldstone boson fields satisfy Eq . (21 .4.30) :

F b ~aeab = 0 . (21 .A.1 )
R b

Using the exponential parameterization for all groups, we note first that
any element of G, in at least a finite neighborhood of the identity, may be
put in the form

g = exp --i E f~. 3ra exp i EOaxa exp i Epit d
a a i

with Oa subject to the linear constraint that for all a

F
z
ub Oa eab = 0 .

ab

(21 .A.2 )

(21 .A.3 }

This is easy to see when g is infinitesimally close to the identity . Any such

g may be written

9 - 1 + t 0
o
a xa + Z ~i ti

a

with 0~ and PQ infinitesimal. Equivalently,

g + i~ Oaxa + i~ ~C ~ t~-- i ~BxJa,

(21 .A .4)

(21 .A.5)
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where 0, is an arbitrary infinitesimal, and

Oa(O) = Oa + oaexa

353

(21 .A.6)

(21 .A.7)

For any given 40, we can choose B ,, to minimize the positive quantity

E Fb0,040 } .
ab

(21 .A.8)

At this minimum, the quantity (21 .A.8) is stationary with respect to
variations of Ba, so Oa{0}satisfies Eq . (21 .A .3) . For 4), µ, and 0 infinitesimal,
Eq . (21 .A.5) is the same as Eq . (2Z .A.2), so we see that the set of all gs
of the form (21 .A.2) (with 0,, satisfying Eq. ( 2 1 .A.3)} includes all gs
infinitesimally close to the identity. It follows then from continuity that
the same is true of all gs in at least some finite neighborhood of the
identity.

Next, consider the particular group element

g = y ( ~ ) = eXp i ~ ~axa

and write it in the form (21 .A.2

)Y(~) = exp

(21 .A .9)

exp i (2 1 . A . 1 0)

with subject to Eq . (21 .A.3) . This just says that the gauge transfor-
mation exp (i E, Oa(~) .57_,) transforms ~a int o

Now dropping the prime, we have thus succeeded in constructing a gauge
in which ~u satisfies Eq . (21 .A .1), as was to be shown .

Problems

1 . Calculate the effective ghost Lagrangian in a `generalized unitarit y
gauge,' with S[f] given as usual by Eq . (15.5 .22), but now where
f(Jx) = i0n(x)(ta)nm(0y„(0))vAC, with 0, real scalar fields, and t,
imaginary antisymmetric matrices representing the Lie algebra o f
the gauge group. What is the ghost propagator? Is this part of th e
Lagrangian renormalizable ?

2. What would be the effect in the SU(2) x U(1) electroweak theory if
the gauge symmetry were broken by the vacuum expectation value
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of a field 03 belonging to a real triplet 0 = ( ,0+, 0❑ , 0-) instead of
the usual complex doublet (00 , 0- ) ?

3 . Consider the standard electroweak theory, with a single scalar doub-
let. In one-loop order, calculate the effect of Z° and neutral scalar
exchange on the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon .

4. What is the lowest-order magnetic moment of the W+ and Z Q
particles in the standard electroweak theory`?

5. What would be the effect of the discovery of a fourth generation
of quarks and leptons on the predictions of the unified theories of
strong and electroweak interactions discussed in Section 2 1 .5 ?

6 . Suppose that several fields with incommensurate values of the
electric charge had nonvanishing vacuum expectation values in a
superconductor. What effect would this have on the
superconductors discussed in Section 2 1 .6 ?
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22
Anomalies

There are subtleties in the implications of symmetries in quantum field
theory that have no counterpart in classical theories . Even in renormaliz-
able theories, the infinities in quantum field theory require that some sort
of regulator or cut-off be used in actual calculations . The regulator may
❑iolate symmetries of the theory, and even when this regulator is removed
at the end of the calculation it may leave traces of this symmetry violation .
This problem first emerged in trying to understand the decay rate of the
neutral pion, in the form of an anomaly that violates a global symmetry
of the strong interactions . Anomalies can also violate gauge symmetries,
but in this case the theory becomes inconsistent, so that the condition
of anomaly cancellation may be used as a constraint on physical gauge
theories. The importance of anomalies will become even more apparent
in the next chapter, where we shall study the non-perturbative effects of
anomalies in the presence of topologically non-trivial field configurations .

22.1 The n° Decay Prob lem

By the mid-1960s the picture of the pion as a Goldstone boson associated
with a spontaneously broken SU(2) (D SU(2) symmetry of the strong
interactions had scored a number of successes, outlined here in Chapter
1 9 . However, this picture also had a few outstanding failures . The most
disturbing had to do with the rate of the dominant decay mode of the
neutral pion, no --+ 2y . It was the solution of this problem that led to the
discovery of symmetry-breaking anomalies .

After integrating out all heavy and trapped particles, we would expect
the effective Lagrangian for 7r° --+ 2y to be given by the unique gauge-
and Lorentz-invariant term with no more than two derivatives :

Y'9Ty = ~~oe~`~
P;,

Fj sV Fp),, (22.1 . 1 }

where g is an unknown constant with the dimensions [mass]- 1 . The
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methods of Section 3 .4 can then be used to calculate the rate for no --+ 27

M3 2

r( ,~Q ~ 2y) ~ ~ ~

One might naively expect g to be of orde r

e2

g '&
S n2 Fn

(22.1 .2 )

(22.1 .3 )

where F, L-~ 1 90 MeV is used as a typical strong interaction mass scale,
and a factor l/Src2 is inserted because the graphs responsible for no --+ 27
would have to include at least one loop . For instance, in 1949, using
the pre-QCD theory of pions and nucleons with interaction Lagrangian
iG 7rN7C • N2ty5N, Steinberger' calculated that the contribution to g from
triangle graphs with a single proton loop i s

e2
G7rNgo = (22.1.4)

321r2MN
This is numerically not very different from Eq . (22.1 .3), because the
Goldberger-Treiman relation (see Section 19 .4) gives G IN = 2MNgAI Fem .

This estimate of the amplitude for no --* 2y leaves out the special
constraints imposed by the S U(2) (D S U(2) symmetry. The electromag-
netic interaction violates most of this symmetry, but at least formally it
has no effect on the U(1) x U ( 1) subgroup generated by the electrically
neutral generators of S U(2) (D S U(2). Acting on quarks, the infinitesimal
pseudoscalar element of this subgroup has the effect :

b u = iEy5u , 6d =- i1EY 5d , (22 .1 .5 )

so that the electric current is invariant :

S 3 uy1`u - ~ c~y
p

c~
= 0

. (22.1 .6)

(This argument was made by Sutherland and Veltman before the advent
of quantum chromodynamics, with the proton and neutron in place of
the u and d quarks.) Because the no is the Goldstone boson associated
with this symmetry, a non-derivative interaction like (22 .1 .1) can arise
only from the breaking of this symmetry by quark masses, and so must
be proportional to m~ oc mu + Md . With this in mind, we would expect the
constant g to be suppressed 2,3 by an extra factor m~~m

N
2 2e M n g (22.1 .7)

Sn2F,~
(MN

(In place of mN we might have used the chiral-symmetry-breaking scale
2 7[ Fg = 1200 MeV discussed in Section 19.3, with little change in our
results). There are also chiral-invariant effective nQyy interactions involving
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the derivative of the no field. Lorentz invariance requires that these involve
at least two additional derivatives . Using the homogeneous Maxwell
equation a,F A. - O v FyA = - OA F, ,, and integrating by parts, we see that
there is only one independent chiral-invariant coupling with just two extra
derivatives , given by inserting a d'Alembertian acting on the no field in
Eq. {22 . 1 .1 }. On the pion mass shell this is j ust the same as an interaction
(22.1 .1) with an extra factor rn~ , leading to the same estimate (22 .1 .7) . It
was sometimes said that chiral symmetry would forbid the decay no --+ 2y ,
but it is more accurate to say that chiral symmetry would make the rate
for this process go as m ~ instead of rn~ for rn,, ---> 0.

The difficulty is that the observed rate for no --+ 2y is much larger than
would be expected from Eq . (22 .1 .7), and is in fact much closer to what
would be inferred from the naive result Eq . (22.1 .3) . To be specific, from
Eqs . (22.1 . 7) and (22.1 .2) we would expect a decay rate

M7
1

2

r'
(n

a
--+ 2y)

= 3 ~2 4 1
.9 X 1 0 I3 5- I (22 .1 .8)

4~ F, E mN

while using Eq. (22.1 .3) in place of Eq . (22.1 .7 ) would give

M3 92
r (,g° --+ 2y) z Z = 4 .4 x 10 6 s-' . (22.1 .9)47r- Fn

The observed rate is r(7r° --+ 2y) = ( 1 .19 ± 0.08) x 1016 s- 1 , which is in
satisfactory agreement with the naive rough estimate (22.1 .9), and almost
three orders of magnitude larger than the `improved' result (22.1 .8)! One
is forced to the conclusion that something anomalous here is invalidating
the chiral symmetry that led us to introduce the additional factor mn /mN
in g . Similar problems arise in trying to understand the rates of some
other processes, such as q° --* y + y.

In 1969 the source of this anomaly was traced by Bell and lackiw4 to
the violation of chiral symmetry by the regulator that is needed in order to
derive consequences of the conservation of the neutral axial vector current
for one-loop Feynman diagrams. Their result was confirmed, generalized,
and extended to higher orders by Adler 5 . It was subsequently realized in
1979 by Fujikawa6 that in the path-integral formulation of field theory
the chiral-symmetry-breaking anomaly enters only in the measure used
to define the path integral over fermion fields. As we shall see in the
next section, this approach makes it simple to evaluate the amplitude for
71° --+ 2y produced by this anomaly to all orders of perturbation theory .
After that, we shall return to the direct calculation of anomalies in more
general theories, and discuss various applications .
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22.2 Transformation of the Measure : The Abe lian Anoma ly

We now turn to a calculation of anomalies of the sort relevant to 7 ° de-

cay. For this purpose we adopt Fujikawa's interpretation6 of the anomaly
as a symptom of the impossibility of defining a suitably invariant mea-
sure for integrations over fermionic field variables. Fujikawa's analysis
of this problem was based on the use of path integrals in Euclidean
space, and on an expansion of the fermionic variables of integration in
eigenfunctions of the gauge-invariant Dirac operator, which is Hermitian
in four-dimensional Euclidean space . Here we shall first present a less
rigorous derivation, based on the familiar path integrals in Minkowski
space, which will allow us to obtain the correct answer with a minimum
of work. The Euclidean approach will be taken up briefly at the end of
this section, and used to derive a famous index theorem .

We will start by evaluating the anomaly in the transformation of the
measure under an arbitrary local matrix transformation W(x) --+ U(x)Y)(x)
of a column y)n(x) of massless complex spin 1/2 fermion fields that
interact non-chirally with a set of gauge fields Aa(x) (such as the u and
d quark fields interacting with the electromagnetic vector potential A II(x)
in the problem of calculating the rate for no --* 2y) . These are fermionic
variables, so the measure is transformed not with the determinant of the
transformation matrix, but with its inverse :

[dW ] L dFp l --* ( De t ,"11 De t er) - '[dW ] [dqa] , (22.2.1 )

where

Vxn~yrn _
U

(X)
nm

5
4

(X
-

y) (22.2.2)

Wxrt,ym = 174 U(X)' Y4 ] nm
6

4
(
x -

Y) (22 . 2. 3 )

and y4 - iy° is the matrix used to define y~ = Y)TY4 . The indices n, m run
over flavor labels and Dirac spin indices .

The reader may wonder at this point why we bother to include factors
of Y4 in Eq . (22.2.3), since they just amount to a unitary transformation
that should not affect the determinants. The answer is that in order for
calculations to be meaningful we will find it necessary to regulate the
sum over fermion modes in calculating propagators and determinants,
and we shall find that the Y4 factors do affect the regulated determinants .
Whether or not we include the Y4 factors thus depends on the method
of regularization that is used to make these hand-waving manipulations
meaningful . We include the factors of y4 because we wish to regulate in
such a way as to preserve Lorentz invariance, and in the cases of interest
here it is 74 U(x )t y4 rather than U(x)t that transforms as a scalar .

First, let us consider the case where U(x) is a unitary non-chiral trans-
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formation
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(22 .2.4)

with t an o rd inary Herm itian matrix (not invo l vi ng 75, bu t not necessarily
traceless) and a(x) an arbitrary real funct i on of x. In this case J& is
pseudounitary :

*0& = 1 , ( 22.2.5 )

so the measure is invariant under this sort of transformation . I n particular,
the symmetry under the gauge group itself, where t is one of the non-chiral
generators tom, is not spoiled by any anomalies .

Next, consider a local chiral transformation, with

with t again an ordinary Hermitian matrix and m(x)
real funct ion of x . In this case OW is pseud o- Hermit ian :

* = v . (22.2.7 )

The measure is not invariant under the chiral tran sformation ; rather, we
have

L dp}] [dqi ] --+ ( Det W) -Z Ldy) ] [dp] . (22 . 2 .8)

Now let us specialize to the case of an infinitesimal local chiral trans-
formation. Taking a(x) to be infinitesimal in Eq. (22 .2.6), we have here

[V - 1]nx,rrty = i*X)[YS t
]
nm 64(x - .Y) . (22.2.9 )

Using the identity DetM = exp Tr In M and the limiting formula ln(1 +
x) --+ x for x --+ 0, the measure now has the transformation property

[d V) ] [dtp] --* exp i f d4x oc (x ) .~I(x) [dy) ] [dfp- ] ,

where sl is the an omaly funct ion :

(22.2.11 )

with `Tr' here denoting a trace over both Dirac and species indices . The
measure [dW] [dfp ] appears in the path integral weighted with a factor
expli f d4x y(X)l , so the factor exp f i f d4x a (x) .(V( x ) } in the transforma-
tion rule (22.2.10) for the measure has the same effect as if the Lagrangian
density Y(x) were not invariant under these transformations, but instead
Y(x) --+ Y(x) + a(x )s1(x ). Hence when we use an effective Lagrangian
with the fermions integrated out, to take account of the anomaly we mus t

( 22.2 .b )

again an arbitrary
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be sure to include a non-invariant term so tha t

Ye ff (x) --> Yeff (x) + a(x)'C/(x) . (22.2.12)

It now remains to calculate the anomaly function Qi(x) .
At first sight it does not look like we can get any definite result for

the anomaly. The delta-function is infinite, but the trace vanishes . To do
better, we must introduce a regulator to make 64(x - x) meaningful . We
can do this in a gauge-invariant manner by inserting a differential operator
f(_ p2/M2) acting on the delta-function before taking its argument to
zero :

sl {x} = -
2 [

Tr {Y S tf (
-

,V2/M
2

)
}

54(x - Y)
1y~x . (22.2.13 )

Here Dx is the Dirac differential operator in t he presence of the gauge
field A~(x)

(Dx ),u _
a
~ - itaAa~,( x).(22.2.14 )

ax

Also, M is some large mass, eventually to be taken to infinity, and f (s) is
a smooth function, subject only to the condition* that as s goes from 0 to
oo, f(s) must drop smoothly from 1 to 0 :

sf'(s) =0 a t s = U and s=00 . (22.2. 1 6)

Note that we do not take the regulator function to be a function of ~,
because we want to preserve gauge invariance, and we do not take it
to be a function of DF1D ,, , because we need it to regulate not only the
determinant but also the fermion propagator .9T1 .

To evaluate the expression (22.2.13), we use the Fourier representation
of the delta-function, and write the anomaly function as

sit(x) = --2 d4k
f (2g)4 y=x

- -2f
K

Tr t f [i k+ 'VX] 2 / A12)
(27r)4

(A derivative with respect to x gives zero when acting on the extreme
right in the second expression, but not when acting on Aa,,(x) .} Resealing
the momentum k il by a factor M, this is

.n~(x ) - -2 1I4 J
4d k Tr

(27c )4 {y5t1( [ f k+ .p xlMl 2~ ~ (22.2.17)

For instance, we might take f (s) - e$2 , as done originally by Fujikawa, or f (s)
1/ ( 1 +s) .
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The argument of the cut-off function may be writte n

Vx Z z ik • Dx (',X 2
i ~ + ~ . k -

M
.-
M (

22 .2 . 15)

Eq. (22.2 . 1 7) receives contributions in the limit M oa only from terms
in the expansion of f(-[i ]C+ px/ NI ] Z ) that have no more than four
factors of 1 /111 , and also only from terms that contain at least four Dirac
gamma matrices, because otherwise the trace over Dirac indices vanishes .
This leaves us with only the terms of second order in 9x

Pk
2n 4

f"
(kZ ) Tr {y5t 94} , (22 .2 . 19 )

which are now independent of the regulator mass M .
To evaluate the integral over k, we perform the same sort of rotation of

the k o contour of integration as in evaluating Feynman diagrams, so that
in effect k° is replaced with ik4, with k4 running from -oo to +oa. (This
is a step that can really only be justified by working with Euclidean path
integrals from the beginning .) The integral is then in effec t

J d4k f" (kZ ) = i 2nZrc3 d~c f"{KZ} . (22.2 .20)
a

By repeated integration by parts using Eq . ( 22.2.1 6) and then Eq. (22.2.15),
this is

f d
4k f"(k2) = ins

f

C*
dssf"(s) _ -iY[Z f

00
ds f' ' ( s ) =ins . (22.2.21)

Ja
To calculate the trace, we writ e

9x = f (Dx )" a (Dx)U! Jju, YV I + 4 L (Dx)g a (Dx) '' ] 17u , 7V 1
= Dx - 4 its Fa"v [Yy,Yv] (22.2.22)

The only term in .9x that contributes to the trace over Dirac indices is the
one involving a product of four Dirac matrices, which gives

try f Y5 [Y'U' YVI [Yp"/,T ] } = 16 i E lOPQ ~ X22.2 .23 )

where `try' denotes a trace over Dirac indices only, and as usual EU v PT is
the totally antisymmetric tensor with e0123 = + 1 . Using Eqs . (22.2.21)-
(22.2.23 ) in Eq. (22.2 .19 ) then gives the anomaly function a s

( x) _ - 1 2 EF4 v per F~~"' (x ) F~~ cT (x ) tr € tx t# tj , (22.2.24)
16~

with `tr' here denoting a trace only over indices labelling the various
fermion species. In the special case in which t is the unit matrix, the
quantity (22.2.24) is known as the Chern-Pontryagin density .

This result can be expressed in terms of the current associated with the
anomalous symmetry. If we assume for simplicity that the action itself
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is invariant under the symmetry transformation V(X) ---> Y)(x) + ity5 1Vy(x )
with constant infinitesima l parameter oc, then as discussed in Section
7.3, the change in the action when we make such a transformation
with a spacetime-dependent parameter a(x) may be written as H =
f d4X .I

5 (
x ) r~F~a~x}, where J5 (x ) is the current that becomes conserved

when the field operators satisfy the dynamical equations that make the
action stationary with respect to arbitrary variations in the fie l ds. When
we make the change of variab les 6V)(x) = itYSoc ( x )V)( x ), the change in the
path integral over the fermionic fields is

J /[d][di5] ear = i ~ dux j[d][dfJi][d(x)x(x )y) + J5 (x ) 0.oc (x )]ear

(22.2.25)
But this is a mere change of variables, and so for arbitrary a(x) it cannot
affect the path integral . Therefore for arbitrary gauge fields

~aPJ5 ~A = ~ - -167cz E J`°~'a
Flu" F~5 tr {tx tfl tj (22.2.26)

where for any operator 60 , (OA is the quantum average of a in a fixed
background field AII(x)

~a}A = f [d ip]Ldq) l eir a

f [d~~ [dip-1 ear
(22.2.27)

Incidentally, it is possible to rewrite Eq . (22.2 .26) as a conservation
condition. Consider the special case where tr {t x t# t} is proportional to
ba fl

tr i [a tfl t} = Nb,fl .

Define a c urrent known as the Chern-Simons class :

GA 2EE`4 AY
A `4YP + 3

Cafty A,,, Aflj `4YP

= Euv AP [AYV Fy:P - ~ ~.& AavA flAA, P

which satisfies the identity

r~~G
2E

FyF Fy~ p

Eq . (22.2 .30) allows us to rewrite Eq. (22 .2.26) as the condition

where

KA
(J5 )A + 81z 2

GA

(22.2.30 )

(22.2.3 1 )

(22.2 .32)
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However, we cannot use the conservation of the current K u to argue, as
we did in the previous section, that the process no --* 2y is suppressed,
because in making that argument we assumed not only the chiral symmetry
associated with axial-vector current conservation but also electromagnetic
gauge invariance, and as we see from Eq . (22.2.29), the current K" though
conserved is not gauge-invariant .

Our derivation of the formula (22 .2.24) for the anomaly shows that
if we had evaluated the anomaly function using a differential operator
f(_ 02/M2) in place of f(- p2/M2) in Eq. (22 .2.13 ) , we would have
obtained a vanishing anomaly function. In fact, with this regulator
procedure the axial-vector current is KA, not J . The trouble with this
procedure, as mentioned above, is that the regulator operator is no longer
gauge-invariant, resulting in the presence of a non-gauge-invariant term
in KA . There is no regulator procedure for fermion propagators as well as
determinants that is both gauge- and chiral-invariant .

We may now return to the problem that gave anomalies their start,
and use our results to calculate the actual rate of the process n° --+
2y. The symmetry of interest here is generated by charge-neutral chiral
transformations of the light quark fields :

6 u = ioc75U , bd = -ioc Y Sd . (22.2.33)

This symmetry is anomaly-free in pure quantum chromodynamics, because
the u and d belong to the same representation of the color gauge group,
so that their contributions to the gluon-gluon terms in the anomaly of
the symmetry (22.2.33) cancel . On the other hand, in the presence of an
electromagnetic field A ft(x ), this symmetry has an anomaly

SJI( x )
1

= -16~Z E~„ pT F~`v(x ) FPu(x ) tr {q2
T 3

where q is the quark charge matrix and Ta is the diagonal 2 x 2 matrix
with elements +1 for nand -1 for d . If we assume as usual that there are
N, u quarks of charge 2e/3 and an equal number of d quarks of charge
-e/3, the trace is

()2(+1 )tr
I c

~ 2 z3 } = 1 V +
(e)2 z

so the anomaly funct ion he re is
z

-4$`~Z EA„P6 F "" (x) FP" (x) . (22.2.34)

We mu st t he n inc lude in the effective Lagrangian terms that under th e
chira l transformation (22.2.33) give it the transformat ion (22.2.12), that is ,

z
byeff (x ) = oc~~x} _ - $`~2 EAV~,~ F~"' (x ) F~'~(x)oc . (22.2.35)
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Under the transformation (22.2.33) the pion field transforms a s

6'g° = ocFr, ( 22 .2.3b )

where F,, = 1 84 M eV is th e pion decay ampl i t ude introduced in C hap-
ter 1 9. (The norma lizat ion con ve ntion for th is constant is fixed by our
defin ition of the symmetry generator as 75z3 = 275t3 .} It follows that we
must inc lude in the e ffect ive Lagrangian a term

n4(x),~/w N,~ Z
'

FLV
P, F4"(x) F"' (x) n O (x ) . (22.2.37)

F,r 48~ F,r

Comparing this w ith the genera l formula (22.1 .1) for the effective La-
grangian for the decay no ~ 2y, we see t hat the constant g in Eq . (22.2.1)
must have the value

N eZ9
48~cZ F
,r (22.2.38 )

(This shows that our previous crude order-of-magnitude estimate (22.1 .3}
was too large by just a factor 61N, . ) The rate (22 .1 .2) for pion decay is
thus predicted to be

N~12M'3 = (Nc)2

144n3F72r 3
x 1 .11 x 1 016 s- 1 . (22.2 .39 )

The observed rate is r(n° --+ 2y) _ ( 1 .19 ± 0.08) x 1016 s-1, in good
agreement with the theoretical result (22.2 .39) if and only if N, = 3. The
success of this calculation was one of the first pieces of firm evidence that
there are three colors of quarks .

Remarkably, as we have seen in the previous section, shortly after
the discovery of the no Steinberger calculated g from a single proton-
loop diagram, and obtained the result g = e2 G/32n2 MN, where G is the
pseudoscalar pion-nucleon coupling constant . This result would precisely
agree with Eq. (22.2 .38) for N,, = 3 if we used the Goldberger-Treiman
relation with gA = 1 to set G = 2rnNIF, The correct result is larger than
the Steinberger result by a factor gA = 1 .56. The reason that Steinberger
got nearly the right result is because the answer is determined by the
triangle anomaly, which is proportional to tr {q2 T3} . For one proton, this
trace has the value e2, which is the same as the quark value found above
for three colors of quarks.

As mentioned earlier, a more rigorous derivation of the anomaly can
be given by using path integrals in Euclidean spacetime . (The use of
Euclidean path integrals is briefly discussed in Appendix A of Chapter
23.) We introduce a Euclidean fourth coordinate x4 = ix° = -ixa, and
correspondingly a4 = -iaa, 74 = iy a , and A4a = i~1~ . The space time
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volume is then expressed as d4x = -i(d4x )E , where (d4x)E is the Euclidean
volume element (d4x)E = dxldx2dx3dx4 . In Euclidean spacetime the fields
W(x) and ip(x) must be regarded as entirely independent, with local chiral
transformations defined by SAP(x) = ioc (x}tY51P( x}, bfP( x) = --iatx K5(x}ty5 .
The transformation of the measure is then again given by Eq . (22.2.10),
with the anomaly function !%I(x) given by Eq . (22.2.11). Introducing a
regulator function as before, this again gives the formula (22.12 .13) for
.!V(x). One great advantage of the Euclidean approach is that with x4 and
A4,, real, the Dirac operator i .P in Eq. (22.2 .13) is Hermitian :

i P = li0i + ta Ala] Ya a (22.2.40)

with i, j, etc. here summed over the values 1, 2, 3, 4 . It therefore has
orthonormal spinor eigenfunctions cp,jx} :

t P (ph = Ax (p K

J(x)E cpK(x)t cp K (x) = 5 , a,' ,

(22 .2.41 )

(22.2.42)

with real eigenvalues aL, , . We also are assuming, as throughout this section,
that t commutes with i .P, so that we can choose the co,, so that tcpk = tKcpK .
These eigenfunctions satisfy a completeness relatio n

where `1' is the 4 x 4 unit matrix. Therefore the anomaly function may
now be written as the limit of a manifestly convergent sum :

-4(x) _ -21imm,xTr ~y5 t f (_p2/Ml) 1: rp,~~x)rpx~x) }

tK
(A

x
/M2) (22.2.44)(p(x)y5qc(x)) ._ -21imm-rte .~

In j ust th e same way that we derived form ula (22 .2 .24) for the anomaly
function, we can show here that

'PI(X)
= 16?LZ E~kl Fiji Fkl fl tI' {tatfit} , 22.2.45 )

where e~kl is the totally antisymmetric tensor with E~Z34 = +1 . (The
difference of sign in Eqs. (22.2 .24) and (22.2.45) arises because Eq. (22.2.45)
is missing two factors of i as compared with Eq . (22.2.24) : one factor i
from Eq. (22.2 .23), because

try f Y5 [Yi , Yj11Yk, Y.i 1j = 16 e~k l

together with another factor i from the replacement of d4k with (d4k )E in
Eq. (22.2.20).}
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Now, given any eigenfunction cph(x) of ip and t with eigenvalue A, 0 0,
there is another normalized eigenfunction (p,-(x) with eigenvalues A, =
-A, and t,, given by c0,-(X) = y5cp,(x). (Recall that in the notation
used throughout this book, Y5 is the Hermitian matrix y5 = -iyzy2y3y0 =

y1727374•) Furthermore (p(X)QK(X)) = (4_(x)pK_(x)) so the terms K

and K- cancel in the sum in Eq. (22.2 .44). This leaves just a sum over the
eigenfunctions with AK= 0. These are not generally paired ; rather, since Y5
anticommutes with i p, they can be chosen as simultaneous orthornormal
eigenfunctions cpu, cps, of i .P with eigenvalue zero and of y5 with eigenvalues
+ 1 and -1, respectively.

i pq u = 0 ,

i p cpz; = 0)

Y5 (pu = (Pu ,

ys 9v = -(P o

Using the fact that f (0) = 1, Eq. (2 .2.44) then become s

.rI( x ) = -2 E tu (cpu ( x)(Pu (x)) - to ((Pu(x)(P"(x)}
U

(22.2.46)

(22.2.47)

Now, since the cpu and cpv are normalized as in Eq. (22.2.42), the integral
of Eq. (22.2 .47) gives

(d4
X)E,d(X)= -2[E tu - Etv

u v

with the sums over u and v running over left- and right-handed zero
modes of the operator i p, respectively. In particular, for the case where
t is the unit matrix, by using Eq. (22.2.45) this may be expressed as a
relation between a functional of the gauge field and the numbers of the
zero modes of the Dirac operator with definite chiralities :

32~c 2 .~
(
d4x

),
E~k l Faii Ffi k ? tr [tt] _ n+ - n- ~ (22 .2.49 )

where here n+ are the numbers of zero modes of P that have eigenvalues
±1 for y5 . This is the celebrated Atiyah-Singer index thearem .6a Among
other things, it shows that under variations in the gauge field the integral
on the left-hand side of Eq . (22.2.49) cannot change smoothly, but only
by integers, so this integral can only depend on the topology of the gauge
field . Its dependence on this topology will be described in Section 23 .5.

22.3 Direct Calculat ion of Anomalies : The General Case

We saw in Section 22.2 how to use the elegant Fujikawa approach to
calculate anomalies of chiral symmetries in gauge theories like quantum
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chromodynamics, where the gauge interactions are non-chiral and fermion
number is conserved. This method can also be used to deal with more
general problems, but there it becomes less .7 In this section
we will treat the anomaly by direct calculation, as it was originally done .
This will provide a useful additional perspective on the anomalies, and
will incidentally allow us to discuss anomalies in general theories with
very little extra trouble .

To deal with the general case, we will unite all left-handed fermion
fields (including antifermions, where that distinction is meaningful) in a
single column Z. For instance, if T is a column containing all quark and
lepton (as opposed to antiquark and antilepton) fields, then

Z = [ z (1 + 7 5 )v 20 + 7 5* 22 .3 .1 )
1 . 1 = [

where 16 is the matrix defined in Section 5.4 by. ~~ .

'
P16-1

le7ll
which is needed in order that all components of x should belong to the
same (1/2,0) representation of the Lorentz group . Under an infinitesimal
fermion number (e . g., baryon number or baryon number minus lepton
number) conserving gauge transformation :

6W = i0a [ (l + 75)tL
+ M - 75

)tR YY (22.3.2)

this column undergoes the transformatio n

where

6Z _ ic, pax ,

tx
0 t~ 0
a

(22 .3.3)

X22 .3.4)

We shall not limit ourselves here to theories that conserve fermion number,
so the 7'x will now be any Hermitian representations of the gauge algebra,
not necessarily of the block-diagonal form (22 .3.4) . For the moment we
will consider only massless fermions, returning to the effect of fermion
masses a little later.

We shall be concerned here with the one-loop three-point functio n

rx~Y (x,y, z) =_ (Tjjx (x), .~~ (v} , ,]P(z)j) VAC a (22.3.5)

where jIX is the fermionic current, calculated in terms of free fields :

(22.3.6)

The two Feynman diagrams of Figure 22 .1 give
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jp ( 7- )

i; (Y )
Figure 22 .1 . Two triangle diagrams for the anomaly in the current ja~(x) . Solid

lines are fermions ; wavy lines indicate fictitious gauge fields, coupled to the

currents .

r'x flY
(x,y, z ) _ -iTr [S (X - y ) 7'fl yvPLS (y - z)'T'Yy~'PLS ( 2 -- x ) Txy~`PL]

-iTr [S(x - z ) 7'yy P PLS (z - y )T# y''PLS(y - x ) 7'xy" PL ]

(22.3 .7 )

where PL is the projection operator on the left-handed fermion fields

PL =
(I+ yI2

and S(x) is the propagator of a massless fermion field

(2 .3.8 )

S(x) =
i

fd'P 2 i ~~ e 'p'x . (22.3.9)
(27E)4 F

(For further comments on this use of the Feynman rules , see the end of

this section.) Collecting factors , Eq. (22.3 .7 ) now reads

ra~~ ( x , Y , Z)
= 12 d4k1

d4
k2 e t

(k i+k 2 ) 'x eik i ' y e ikz-z fd4p
(Z7z )

X tT
T'1+ ~

7
v + 0 _Yp + T2+~ ,~y 1 + ~'5

(P - kl + a )Z - ae (p + a )2 - ie (p + k2 + a)2 - ae 2

x tr [ TP 7', TIX l

+tr
~(p - kz + b)2 - i E Y (p + b)2 -- ie 7 (p + k i + h)Z -icy 2

x tr [~, T# Tx] , (22.3-10)

where `tr' here denotes a trace over either Dirac or group indices, de-
pending on its argument . We have introduced the arbitrary constant
four-vectors a and b because, although the expression (22 .3 .10) is con-
vergent and hence independent of the labelling of the momenta carried
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by internal lines, the evaluation of 0Itra~~ involves the manipulation of
divergent integrals that do depend on this labelling . We will see that
the freedom to choose al` and V corresponds to a freedom to move the
anomaly in these integrals from one current to another, but does not
allow its to eliminate the anomaly altogether .

In taking the divergence of Eq . (22 .3 .10 ), we use the identities

and find

a
ra

"
~Y

(x' Y, Z) =
~

1 12 C~4k I d4k2 e-i { kl +k 2 }~x e ikl•y e ikz•z
O

C~ 4Px~ (27E)12 I

x tr [Tp 7'Y 7',:, ]

tr IT# Tp Tx

+tr ITY ~~ T'XI

tr ~ _ 9 i+ 0 V

tr +
0 n

I(P + a)2 --ie ~

tr -
9z+ 0

1(P- k2 + b)2 -~

-tr [ TY Tfl Tx j tr +
0

yv

(P + a ) Z - ic 2

~ + 9z+ 0 v 1 + Ys

(P + k2 + a) 2 - iey 2

~+ 0 1+p v
Y 5

ie ~ (P + b)2 - ie y 2

(p+kl +b )2 - iey 2 ]

(22.3.11 )

At this point it is convenient to separate the three-point function into
terms symmetric and antisymmetric in the group indices, by writin g

and

where D ,,P, is the totally symmetric quantity

? tC [ITa I Tflj Ti

and the coefficient of the structure constant Cxfl,1 is defined by

The terms that are antisymmetric in group indices are in general non-
zero, but they do not represent any breakdown of the symmetry . Just
as in the derivation of the Ward identity in Section 10 .4, in a formal
calculation of the divergence of the matrix element (22.3.5) we encounter
contributions from the time-derivatives of the theta-functions in the time-
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ordered product, equal to

ax~r~~y (x , Y, Z) _ - iCa#6 64(x - Y ) ( .7 6v ( Y ) .7~~Z })VAS
formal

-iCay
56

4lx - ZA
(jfl,(

Y
)j6P(Z) )VAC . ( 22.3.13)

It is not hard to see that the antisymmetric terms in Eq . (22.3.11) just
reproduce Eq . (22.3.13) . The anomaly is contained in the symmetric part
of Eq. (22.3.11) :

[/_F(xvz)] _ ~~ 12 DIX#,, d4k1 d4kZ e i{ k 1+kz} - x eiky •y e ikz - z

anom

X d4P Itr 0 ~v ~+ 0 ~P + 75
- kl + a )Z - i~ (p + a )Z - i~ 2(p

-tr ~ + 0 p ~ + ~2+ 0 ,, ~ +75
(P+a )2 ---icy (P+ k 2+Q)Z-i F 7 2

kZ+ 0 ~ P ~ + 0 v + Y5+ tr
(P- kz+ b)Z-iE'~ (P+

b)2 -ie ~ 2

-tr (p + b)Z - ie ~ (P + ki + b)Z - ie Y 2 (22.3.14)

Grouping together the first and fourth traces, and the third and second
traces, this may be put in the form

a
[r ;(x Y , z) = ! Du#Y dk1 Cr4k2 ek e kly eik2 z

Y 27i f2 J(27E)anom

{yKyVyAyPl + Y 5

+ tr
1

71
"y P y Ay'' 1 Z ~~'5

1 IK~ . ( b - a --~- k2 , a , a + k Z ) (22 . 3 . 15)

where

IK ,Aka ca d) = f d4P [fr;.a(P + k, c, d) - fx~(P , c , d)] , (22.3.16)

(P + c )x (P + d ) ,~
.~h~~P~ c, d} ° [(p + ~)Z - iel [(p + d)2 - ie]

(22.3.17)

To evaluate these integrals consider the expansion of the function fK A (p +
k, C , d) in powers of k :

n=O n
!

The zeroth-order term fK A (p, c, d ) clearly cancels in Eq . (22.3 .16) . All other
terms in Eq . (22.3.16) are integrals of derivatives with respect to p, and
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hence after Wick rotation may be written as surface integrals over a large
three-sphere, say of radius P . The nth derivative of f then yields the
surface integral of a function that behaves as p-2-("-I)' while the area
of the three-sphere of radius P goes as p3, so the only terms that can
contribute for P --+ co are those with n = 1 and n = 2 :

4
OfhA (P, c , d) + 2k~,~y Z.f (P, v, d)

(22.. 3 . 18}I(k, c, d) _ V d p
O N

fd4p
OP~ aP P

A straightforward calculation then give s

~ ,,A (k, c, d ) = 'in Z {2k2cK+2kdA -kAd,, -k,;, c t - q,A k' (k+ c +d )] . ( 22 .3.19 )

We must now separately consider the terms in the traces in Eq . (22 .3.15 )
arising from the 1 and the yS in the projection matrix Z(1 +y5 ). The terms
arising from the 1 involve tr[y"y`'yY'], which is symmetric in K and A,
and also in v and p, so the integrals here appear in the combinatio n

.+IKa,(b - a - kz , a, a + kz) + I a, ,,(b - a - k2, a, a + k2 )

Using Eq . (22.3.19), it is not difficult to see that this vanishes if and only
if we choose the arbitrary constant vectors so tha t

a = -b . (22.3.20)

Furthermore, this is a choice that avoids the non-chiral anomaly for all
three currents, because in (r~ 10yv)ra~~(x, y, z ) , a and b would be replaced

with a' = k2 + a and Y = -k2 + b, while in (O/Pzp)r'vp(x, y, z), a and b
would be replaced with a" = kl + a and V = -k I + b, so that taking
a = -b also insures that a' _ -b' and a" = -b" .

We are left with the term in the trace involving 75 . This is totally
antisymmetnc

tr
I
Y"Yv YYpY5

1
= -4ae"vAp (22.3.21 )

where iF"v4 is the totally antisymmetric tensor with X01 23 = 1 . Using this
in Eq. (22.3 .15) with b = -a gives

a
[T(xvz)] - D dk d4k elz ) x

anom = ( 2 7 z ) 1 2 a~ ?' I
1 2

x eik 4 - y eik2 •
Z it

2
e

xVZF
aK sk i + k2)A . (22.3.22)

We could eliminate the anomaly (22.3.22) in the current Ja (x) by taking
a oc kl + k2 . Although this is possible, it would not eliminate the anomaly
altogether ; it would appear in (0/0yv}ra~P(aC, y, z ) or (a1azp)ravP~aC, y, z} .
The symmetry of the problem indicates that the anomaly will 6e absent
in (a/ray" ) rIXsp(x, y, z) if and only if (k2 + a) - (-k2 + b) oc kl, or in other
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words a + k2 oc kl, and will be absent in (a / azp)rtt ,'p (x, y, z) if and only if
(-kl + a) - (kl + b) or- k2, or in other words a - k j oc k2 . It is possible to
choose am to satisfy any two of these conditions, so that the anomaly can
be removed from any two of the currents, but for non-parallel kl and k2
it is evidently impossible to simultaneously satisfy all three conditions ----
a oc kl + k2 and a + k -, oc kl and a -- kl oc k2 . (For instance, the first two
conditions would imply that a = ---kl - k2, in contradiction with the third
condition .) We therefore conclude that although we have some freedom
in deciding which current exhibits the anomaly, the non-vanishing of Da#~j
shows definitely that there is an anomaly in at least one of the currents
JIX1 (x ), J` (y ) , or JP(z). This is one of the chief results of these calculations,
and widbe exploited in the next section as a source of constraints on the
matter content of gauge theories.

We have seen that the evaluation of the anomalies depends on the choice
we make of the shift vector al` . Unfortunately, there is no one choice that
is uniformly satisfactory, so we have to choose all in accordance with the
special features of the problem at hand .

In one class of problems of great importance, Ja (x) is the current of a
global symmetry, while J~ (y ) and Jp(z) are currents of gauge symmetries,
that is, currents to which gauge fields are coupled . (We dealt with such a
problem in the previous section.) In such cases, we must choose all so that
the anomaly is solely in J,,I'(x), not in Jv (y ) or Jp(z ). As we have seen, this
requires that a + k2 oc kl and a - kl oc k2, which leads to the unique result
that

a = kl -- kZ . (22.3 .23)

Adopting this value of am, the anomaly (22.3.22) is

a r "P (x Y, Z) = 1 D d4k d4k e i ( k I +k2) •x e~ I •y e ik2 - z
1 2

[~xy 4Y anom' ' r 2~ 12 IX ~ Y
1

x 47c 2
E"v)Pk lkk2J

_ 1 ~
E

~cvxp 064(y - x)
064(Z -- x )

(22.3.24)
4nZ ~`~ Y ey k Oz A

We note in passing that a result like this can only arise from a theory
that involves massless particles . 7a Otherwise, we would expect the Fourier
transform of r""p(x, y, z ) to have a power series expansion around zero
momentum. The only terms in such an expansion that could possibly lead
to a current divergence of the form (22 .3.24) are pseudotensors of first
order in momenta

[r(ki,k2)] =_ J d4y d4z eik l-ye-ik2 -z [F(O,V,z)]
anom anoin

= ey''p6 {A,JkIt7 + Ba#;k2a~
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where Aa#y and Bair are constants. According to Eq. (22.3.24),

ski + k2),, [F(k1 .k2)]
anom 4~Z

D ~`(~~'
Kv7p

k l Kk2;

so

AaflY - $xpY =
47E2 D"

#Y
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But the symmetry of the amplitude among the three currents requires tha t

AaflYkja + Bx#yk 2o- = -AaYflk2a - BocY flk l g = -A yafl ( -klQ - k2er) - ~~apk2Q

so, equating the coefficients of kl, and k2, ,

Taking the difference of these equations give s

Since this is proportional to D ,#y it must be totally symmetric, so Bx#,j
and hence also Aa fl ,j are totally symmetric . But then the conditions for
the symmetry of the three-point function read A = -B = B - A, which
implies that A ,,flY = BIX #Y = 0, in contradiction to Eq . (22.3.24) . By the
same reasoning, it is not possible to cancel the anomaly by adding a local
term to the interaction whose contribution to the divergence of the current
Jx cancels that given by Eq . (22.3.24) .

Returning now to Eq. (22.3 .24), we can express this result in terms of
the vacuum expectation value of the current JIX in the presence of gauge
fields coupled to the currents J~ and J . The triangle graphs make a
contribution to the current in the presence of the gauge field s

(, ~x}} ❑ 12 f d4y d4z r
2
"
fl

Y(x, y, z ) A~ (y ) A"p(z )

Using Eq. (22.3.24), this has the anomalous divergence

.p1UjaI(x)) p 1 anom = - 2 ~x~Y ~~ v~p
OK A~ (x) [~;,AP(x )

8
~

(22 .3.25)

(22.3.26)

There are additional diagrams, shown in Figure 22 .2, that also exhibit
anomalies. Gauge invariance requires that the diagrams of Figure 22 .2
should add up to give the gauge-invariant resul t

[(Oj Ja (X))] anom =
1

- TI L Z
Dx fl v E

Kva
P F 13ti (x) FAp ( x ) . (22. 3 .27 )

As a check, consider a fermion-conserving theory, with generators 7'a
of the form (22.3.4) . The constant D ,#Y in the anomaly (22 .3.26) is here
given by

ztr
[It

x a
t
P 1 tL' ] atr

[4tIX, t
~
jt~

i (22.3 .28)
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Figure 22.2. One-loop diagrams for the anomaly in a current indicated by the
dashed line. Solid lines are fermions ; wavy lines are gauge fields with which they
interact .

More specifically, in Section 22 .2 we calculated the divergence of an axial-
vector current JS , with tL = -tR = t, due to gauge-field interactions
with vector currents J~ and JP (called Ja and J~ in Section 22.2) with

tL - tR tfl, and likewise for t,, . Hence in this case DIX flY is replaced with
~-~-
trt, to I tY] = trt# , tY I t], and Eq . (22 .3 .27) becomes

1(PPJ5 (x)}]anom = - 322 tr[lt#, t ., It] F~ (x) F~P (x ) , (22.3.29)

in agreement with Eq. (22 .2 .26 ) .
Where no gauge fields are coupled to any of the currents .I,,I',(x), J I(y ) ,

or ,Tp(z), the choice of the shift vector al' is a matter of convenience .
When some but not all currents are associated with symmetries that are
spontaneously broken, we keep the unbroken symmetries manifest if we
choose aP so that there are no anomalies in the currents corresponding
to the unbroken symmetries . (This will be important in Section 22.7 .)
For instance, in quantum chromodynamics and similar theories, where
the generators Ta of global symmetries like chiral S U(3) x S U(3) take the

form (22.3 .4), all currents are either vector, with to = t~, corresponding
to unbroken symmetries, or axial-vector, with t~ = -ta, corresponding
to broken symmetries. We see from Eq. ( 22 .3.28 ) that in this case the
only triangle graphs with anomalies are those with one axial-vector and
two vector currents, or three axial-vector currents. 1 n the case of one
axial-vector and two vector currents, we choose al' so that there is no
anomaly that interferes with the conservation of the vector currents .
Thus, if ,T,,II( x) is the axial-vector current and JI (y ) and Jp(z) the two

vector currents, then as in Eq . (22.3.23) we must take ag = k- k, so
that the anomaly is given by Eq . (22.3.24) . On the other hand, for three
axial-vector currents, there is no reason to require that any one of them
should be free of anomalies. Instead, it is natural to give aP a value
that respects the symmetry among the three currents . Guided by Lorentz
invariance, suppose we try a = akl + flk2, where a and # are constants .
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Then symmetry would require that the momentum of each internal line
should be p plus a times the momentum flowing out at the end of the
line plus # times the momentum flowing out at the beg inning of the
line. That is , if we requ ire that a = akl + #kZ, then symmetry requires
also that a - k, = - a (k l + k + 2) + #k l and a - k z = akz - #(k l + k z ) .
These three relations are satisfied for non-parallel k l and k2 if and only if
a = ---# = 1/3, so that

a=
3

(kl - k2) . (22. . 3 .30 )

Using this in Eq . (22.3.22) and comparing with Eq. (22 .3.23 ), we see that
the anomaly in the axial-vector current in a Feynman amplitude for three
axial-vector currents is one-third what it would be for one axial-vector
and two vector currents .

The divergence of the current contains additional anomalies from the
graphs of Figure 22 .2. Gauge invariance is no guide here, because even
the triangle graph does not yield conserved currents . The total anomaly
has been calculated by Bardeen for the chiral SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry
of the strong interactions, with momentum shift vectors chosen so that
vector currents are conserved and graphs with all axial currents are
symmetric among these currents . Although this S U(3) x S U(3) symmetry
(which acts on quark flavors rather than colors) is not gauged in quantum
chromodynamics, it is convenient to express the anomaly as a failure of
gauge invariance in a functional r[V, A] of fictitious weakly coupled gauge
fields : an octet of vector fields VP(x) and an octet of axial-vector fields
A~~x}. We also introduce infinitesimal gauge-transformation operators '

~~
a 6 6 6

a (x ) =- -
(~x~ ~ ~a~~x~ -

fabc Vbu( x ) ~ ~c~~x}
-

fabcAby(x )
6 Acu (x )

(22.3-31 )

and

iYaW = -
a

-
6

- ,fabc VbM ~ ~W 6 - .!abcAbMW 6 aOx" 6A a,u( aC) ~ ~ ,,u(x) 6 VC u(x )

where fQb, are the StJ(3 ) structure constants . As mentioned above, the
labelling of internal line momenta is chosen so that the vector current is
not anomalous :

The operators V,, and ya here are what in Ref. 8 were called XQ and Y, . This switch
in notation is made to maintain consistency with the notation of Chapter 19, where
broken symmetry generators are consistently labelled X,, .
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but then an anomaly appears in the axial-vector currents

i

~a r
[V

'
A]

~ 32~Z
e
~lp~Tr

~.a [~~v spa + 3A~.vApa - Z A, a A v ApAQ

+ t(A Av Vpa + A~u Vp,7Av + VpdAuAv ) ~

where A,,, are the SU(3) matrices given by Eq . (19.7 .2), and

Vp = z Aa Vjea Am = 2tiaApa

VIN = O N Vv - O v Vu - 1 [ Vu, Vv ~ - Z [Au i Av !

(22.3.34)

(22.3 .35 )

(22. 3 .37)

The factor 1/3 accompanying the second term on the right-hand side in
Eq. (22 .3.34) has already been explained as a consequence of the different
choice of aP in the AV V and AAA graphs. In Section 22.6 we will
describe consistency conditions that allow the cubic and quartic terms in
Eq. (22.3 .34) to be calculated from the quadratic terms .

For anomalies involving symmetries that are all spontaneously broken,
there is no reason to choose al' in a way that distinguishes among the
different currents, and instead it is natural to label internal fermion lines
in a way that is symmetric among the attached gauge boson lines. As
we have seen, this means that the triangle graph is to be calculated with
the choice a = 3 (kl -- k2) . This gives a triangle anomaly one-third of the
value given by (22.3 .26 ) . When square and pentagon graphs are included,
this result becomes 8a

1
[(D ~J L~ ~ anom

- -24~~
e

'~v7p Tr T, [0,A, r~a.AP - ~ir~-A v A ;~ Ap

+ z iA ,; O v A ,~ A p ~ iA,~ A ,, r~ ;~ A pI (22.3.38 )

where Au = APT, We will not derive this result here, because we have
already seen that in such cases the terms quadratic in A . are given by
one-third the corresponding terms in Eq . (22.3 .26), and in Section 22.6 we
shall be able to use consistency conditions to derive the remaining terms
in Eq. (22.3 .38) from the quadratic terms .

Now we must consider possible corrections to these results . A careful
derivation of the anomaly to all orders of perturbation theory was given
by Adler and Bardeen ; what follows is intended to give only the gist of
their analysis .

The argument that led to Eq . (22 .3 . 22) may be repeated in any order of
perturbation theory, and shows that the anomaly in general arises from
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momentum-space integrals that can be reexpressed as surface terms. In
consequence, as we saw here in Eq . ( 22.3 . 1 8 ), the only graphs for the
current divergence that contribute to the anomaly are those for which
the integral over the momentum circulating in the fermion loop has
dimensionality (in powers of momentum) zero or greater . Interactions
of the fermions in the loop with virtual gauge bosons would reduce the
dimensionality of the integral over the fermion loop momentum enough to
eliminate the anomaly, so the anomaly receives no contribution from such
radiative corrections. (It is true that the integral over the momenta of the
virtual gauge bosons as well as the fermion loop would have non-negative
dimensionality, but the gauge boson propagators can be regulated, as the
fermion propagator cannot, without interfering with the chiral symmetry
in question.) The anomaly is affected by interactions of the gauge bosons
attached to the fermion loop with other gauge bosons and fermion loops,
but these just serve to renormalize operators like E "O F

n
(x ) ~'~P (x ) . By

the same argument, any fermian mass that respects the symmetries in
question (if this were possible) would not change the anomaly, because
extracting factors of this mass would lower the dimensionality of the
momentum-space integral .

The last remark of the previous paragraph raises the question of whether
we can calculate the anomaly without knowing all the fermians in a theory,
heavy fermians as well as light or massless ones. Yes, we can ; we shall
now show that no f ermion that is allowed by a given symmetry to have a
mass can contribute to the anomaly for that symmetry. In the general class
of theories considered here, a mass term in the Lagrangian density would
take the form

mass = - 1: ZrrnErrrr' Mnn 1 Zrr1n, + H.C. , (22.3 . 39)

nmuu'

where d is the two-component spinor index of the ( ~, Q ) representation
of the Lorentz group, eQ ,, is the antisymmetric matrix with 61

7'- l
needed for Lorentz invariance, and M is a symmetric mass matrix .** Now,
in order for Ymass to respect gauge invariance, the mass matrix mus t

In fermion-number-conserving theories where x has the form (22 .3 .1), M is related to
the usual mass matrix m by

M~ 1 0 m
2

M
T

0

With all inversion phases equal to unity, parity, charge conjugation, and time-reversal
invariance respectively have the further consequences that m is Hermitian, symmetric,
or real .
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T,T M = M T' . (22.3.4 )

The index n may be replaced with an index r labelling different irreducible
representations of the gauge group, and an index s labelling components
within each irreducible representation, so that

` TO rs,r's' = 5rr' (TX1 r} )s,s '

and we write

Eq. (22.3 .40) then becomes

(22.3.41 )

(22.3 .42)

(22.3 .43 )

(This is not summed over r or r' .) Schur's lemma10 tells us that whenever
the matrices of a pair of irreducible representations are related by such
an equation, the matrix that relates them is either zero or non-singular .
(See Section 5.5.) Thus, either (i) M(r,r') = 0, or else (ii) -T,(r)z and T,( r)

are related by a similarity transformation, and likewise for T# and Ty . In
the latter case the contributions to the anomaly constant (22 .3 .12) from
fermions belonging to the individual irreducible representations r and r'
are related by

D(r) _ -D (r) , (22. 3 . 4.4)'fly xpY

so the anomaly either vanishes (for r = r') or cancels between the two
representations (for r :~ r').The anomalies in a given set of symmetries
therefore are unaffected by the possible presence of fermians with a mass
allowed by these symmetries .

There is a fine point in the use of the Feynman rules to calculate
the three-point function (22.3.7), to which we now return. In using the
conventional fermion propagator (22.3 .9 ), we have in effect doubled the
number of fermion fields ; in additional to the purely left-handed fields
&} given by Eq . (22.3.1), the propagator (22.3.9) includes right-handed
modes (unrelated to the fields ( l. - 75 )tp of fermion-number-conserving
theories) that do not interact with the gauge fields. Combining these
non-interacting right-handed fields with the interacting left-handed fields
in a single spinor T, the fermian Lagrangian density is -TPT, where P
is now

1 + ys,~ _ ~ --- i¢raTa 2 (22.3.45)
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The one-loop vacuum functional for spin Z fields interacting with real or
fictitious gauge fields is just Det P. The failure of gauge invariance in this
determinant can be blamed on the fact that the operator (22 .3.45) is the
sum of two terms

P = 0 (1 -

2

Y5 + P(1+75
2 (22.3 .46)

of which only the second is gauge-invariant .
There is another way of looking at anamalies,101 which provides a

framework for calculations of a large class of anomalies, of coordinate
as well as gauge symmetries in spaces of any dimensionality . Instead of
working with the operator (22 .3 .45), which has a well-defined determinant,
one deals instead with just the second term in Eq. (22.3 .46)

~ + ys
PL = P 2 (22.3 . 47)

This is perfectly gauge-invariant, but does not have a well-defined deter-
minant, because this operator does not map the space of fermion fields
of one handedness into itself, but rather into the space of fermian fields
of the other handedness . One can try to define a gauge-invariant vac-
uum functional Det PLby writing differential equations for Det PL in the
space of gauge fields, modulo gauge transformations, but then one may
encounter obstructions. There are local obstructions due to violations of
the necessary integrability conditions, which correspond to the anomalies
we have been discussing . Even where these local obstructions are absent,
in cases where the infinite-dimensional space of gauge-field configurations,
modulo gauge transformations, is not simply connected, topological ob-
structions can prevent the definition of single-valued functionals on this
space. Such a global anomaly was found by Witten'0b for the gauge group
SU(2) (which is free of local anomalies) with an odd number of massless
left-handed fermions in SU(2) doublets .

22.4 Anomaly-Free Gauge Theories

We have calculated the effect of anomalies on the conservation of a general
current R . Where this current is itself coupled to a gauge field, gauge
invariance requires that the anomaly be absent. We saw in the previous
section that the anomaly is proportional to the completely symmetric
constant factor Da#, defined by Eq. ( 22.3 .12), so for gauge currents we
must havell
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where Ta is the representation of the gauge algebra on the set of all left-
handed fermion and antifermion fields, and `tr' again denotes a sum over
these ferrnion and antifermian species. This condition may be satisfied
for any gauge group if the fermian fields furnish a suitable reducible or
irreducible representation of the group . In addition, there are some gauge
groups for which Eq. (22 .4.1) is satisfied for fermions in any representation
of the group . 12 (The Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism is used in Section 22 .6
to give a purely algebraic proof that for such gauge groups the anomaly
is absent to all orders of perturbation theory.)

The condition (22.4.1 ) is obviously satisfied if the left-handed fermion
(and antifermian) fields furnish a representation of the gauge algebra that
is equivalent to its complex conjugate, in the sense that

OTa )# = S ( iTa ) S
- 1

or equ iva lentl y (since we always take Ta Hermitian)

Ta = -S Ta5-1 . (22.4.2 )

(Inserting Eq . (22.4 .2) in Eq. (22.3.12) gives Dx#y = -Da#., . ) Such a
representation may be either real, in which case it is possible by a similarity
transformation 7'a = R 7' x R-1 to convert the representation to a form
in which T,,' is imaginary and antisymmetric, or pseudoreal, in which
case this is impossible. (For instance, the three-dimensional irreducible
representation of SU(2) is real, while the two-dimensional representation
is pseudoreal .) There is no anomaly for gauge algebras that have only real
or pseudoreal representations, namely13 S O(2n + 1 ) (including SU(2)
SO(3 )}, S0(4n) for n ~ 2, USp(2n) for n >_ 3, G2, F4, E7 , and fig, and all
of their direct sums. A few other algebras also have only representations
for which Da#,1 vanishes, even though some representations are neither
real nor pseudareal .l2 These are SO(4n + 2) (except for 50 2) = U(1) and
SO(6) = SU(4)) and E6, and their direct sums with each other and the
above algebras. Anomalies are thus only possible for gauge algebras that
include S U(n) (for n ~ 3) or U(1) factors. As it happens, these are among
the most important gauge algebras in today's physics . The standard model
is based on the gauge group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1), so we must rely on
cancellations among the quarks and leptons to make the theory free of
anomalies .

Table 22.1 gives a classification of the left-handed spinor fields of the
first generation of the standard model according to the representations
they furnish of the color S U(3) group and the electroweak SU(2) group,
and the value of the U(1) quantum number y/g' = t3/g - q1e.

We can now check whether Dx p-, vanishes when T,,, T#, and T., run over
all of the generators of S U ( 3) x S U ( 2) x U(1). We need only consider
those combinations of generators for which the product of T, 7'p , and T,1
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Table 22.1 . First-generation left-handed fermion and antifermion fields of the
standard model .

Fermions

Ud ) L

uR

d~

ve

e

eR

S U(3)

3

3

3

t

L

1

S U (2)

2

1

1

2

I

UM LY1g ' ]

-1 /6

+2/ 3

- 1 / 3

1/2

- 1

is neutral under S U(3) x S U(2) x U(1), since D ,,#y obviously vanishes for
all the others. We can make invariants out of either zero, two, or three
S U(3) generators (because 8 x 8 and 8 x 8 x 8 both contain singlets), zero,
two, or three S U(2 ) generators, and any number of U(I) generators, so
we only need to check the following cases :
SU(3 )-SU (3 )-SU(3 ) :Here Daffy vanishes because the left-handed fermions
furnish a representation 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + I + I + I of S U(3), which is real .
SU(3)-SU(3)-U(1) : Here the anomaly is proportional to

1 1 2
Ylg 6 - 6

+3-3=0 .
3 3

SU(2 )-S U(2)-SU(2 ) : There is no anomaly here because SU(2) only has
real or pseudoreal representations .
SU(2)--SU(2)-U(1) : Here the anomaly is proportional t o

YIg
t =3 -- ~ + ~ =0 .

doublets
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U( 1 )-U( 1 )-U(1 ) : Here the anomaly is proportional t o

1 3

X:(Y 1g ' )3 = 6
6

~ 3 1 3 1 3

3 3 2

We see that all anomalies cancel for the gauge symmetries of the
standard made1.13a This result can be neatly understood by noting that
S U ( 3 ) x S U (2) x U(1) may be embedded in SOS 10) .14 All of the repre-
sentations of SO(10) are anomaly-free, so the same property is inherited
by any reducible representation of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) that furnishes a
complete representation of SO ( 1 0). As it happens, the left-handed fields of
a single generation of quarks, leptons, antiquarks, and antileptons plus one
additional (S U(3) x S U(2) x U(1))-singlet forms a complete 16-dimensional
representation of SO ( 1 0) (the fundamental spinor representation), so for
this set of left-handed fermians there are no S U ( 3 ) x S U (2 ) x U(1) anoma-
lies. The singlet would not contribute to such anomalies anyway, so there
are no anomalies in the gauge symmetries of the standard model .

There is one more anomaly that needs to be evaluated . All species of
fermians interact with gravitation in the same way . Calculation of the
fermian loop graph for the expectation value of the current xTy9x (where
x is a column of all left-handed fermion and antifermion fields) in the
presence of an external gravitational field yields an anamaly15 au(xTyYx}
proportional to

trf TJ'F'"'P'T Rey K;,R,6"

In particular, to avoid a gravitational violation of a gauge symmetry like
(22.3.3), the generators must satisfy

trJT,J = D. (22.4.3)

Like the pure gauge anomaly, this vanishes for gauge generators satisfying
Eq. (22.4.2), so this anomaly receives no contribution from fermions that
form real or pseudoreal representations of the gauge group, and it can
therefore be calculated taking into account only those fermians whose
masses arise from a breaking of the gauge symmetry . Also, this condition
is automatically satisfied by the generators of any simple subalgebras like
SU(2) or SU(3) of the gauge algebra. (trfT,,,J is just a number which
commutes with all the Tp, so if it is non-zero then the algebra is not
simple.) Hence we only need to check that Eq . (22 .4 .3) is satisfied by the
U ( 1) generators of the gauge algebra . In the standard model, the sum of
the values of the weak hypercharge y for all left-handed fermions i s

ylgr=6(-I) +3
(2)

+3(-l) +2(l) +(-l)=05
6 3 3 2

so there are no gravitational anomalies in the standard model currents .
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The requirement of vanishing of anomalies may be used as a guide in
formulating realistic theories. For instance, the values of the weak hy-
percharges yfar various SU(3) x SU(2) multiplets were originally taken
from experiment, but one may wonder why these weak hypercharges (and
the corresponding average electric charges in each multiplet) take the ob-
served values. To answer this question, suppose we assign arbitrary weak
hypercharges a, b, c, d, and e to the multiplets (u L , dL) , uR, dR, ( VL, EL) ,
and eR, respectively. The conditions for anomaly cancellation tell us that :

SU(3)-SU(3)-U(1) :

T y= 2Q+ b + c - o
3,3

SU(2)-SU(2)-U(1) :

y=3a +d=Q ;
doublets

U ( 1 )-U ( 1 )-U( 1 ) :

y3 = 6U3 + 3b3 + 3C3 + 2d3 + e3 = D ;

graviton graviton U(1) :

E y = 6a+ 3b + 3c+2d+ e = 0 .

Aside from the possibility of interchanging UR and dR, these equations
have only two solutions, which we may call U(1) and U(1)'

U ( 1)

U ( 1) '

b/a = -4, c/a = 2, d/a = -3 , eta = 6 ,

b = -c, a =c=d=e= 0 .

Furthermore, these solutions are exclusive ; we cannot suppose that both
U ( ]. ) and U(1)' are local symmetries, because then we would encounter
a U ( ]. )'-U( ]. )'-U( 1 ) anomaly proportional to (-4) + (+2) :~ 0 and a
U(1)'-U(1)-U(1) anomaly proportional to (-4)2 - (+2)2 :~ D. The U(1)
generator is just the weak hypercharge of the standard electroweak theory
(with the overall constant factor a absorbed into the definition of g'),
while the U(1)' symmetry resembles nothing observed in nature . This
little calculation provides a rational explanation of the assignment of y
values, or equivalently of electric charges, in the standard model, and it
shows that if all gauge anomalies must cancel within a single generation
of quarks and leptons, then it is not possible to couple a gauge boson to
any other U ( 1) quantum number, in addition to weak hypercharge.

On the other hand, although it is reasonable to guess that the SU(3 ) x
S U(2) x U ( ]. ) gauge bosons of the standard model may couple only to the
known quarks and leptons (both to explain why no other fermions have
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been discovered and to preserve the beautiful cancellation of anomalies in
the standard model), there may be other U(1)' gauge bosons that couple
to other undetected (S U ( 3 ) x S U (2 ) x U(1))-neutral fermions as well as
to the known quarks and leptons . Suppose we denote the U(1)' quantum
numbers y' of the multiplets (uL, dL ), uR, dx, (vL, eL), and eR as a', b',
c', d , and e', respectively. Since we don't know anything about possible
(S U( 3) x S U(2) x U(1))-neutral fermians, the requirement of cancellation
of the U(1)'-U(1)'-U(1)' and graviton graviton-U(1)' anomalies does not
help us to constrain a', h', c', d', or e' . The remaining conditions of
anomaly cancellation tell us that :

3, 3

doublet s

UM -UMI-001 :
yyi2 = 6a" + 3(-4 )hi2 + 3(2)c'2 + 2(-3)d'2 + ( 6 )e'2 = 0 .

The general solution has y' a linear combination of y and a quantum
number B - L (where B and L are the conventional baryon and lepton
numbers) that takes values 1/3, -1/3, -1/3, -1, and +1 for the multiplets
(UL, dL ) , uR, dR, K , ed, and eR, respectively . If B - L is a local symmetry,
with a coupling that is not many orders of magnitude smaller than e, then
it must be spontaneously broken, since ordinary bodies have macroscopic
values of B-L. To avoid conflict with observations of neutral currents, the
characteristic scale F of the symmetry breaking would have to be larger
than that of the electroweak interactions, but not necessarily many orders
of magnitude larger . Thus a neutral vector boson somewhat heavier than
the ZO and coupled to B - L seems like the most plausible addition to the
standard model .

This has all been for a single generation of the standard model . With
three generations there are many more anomaly-free symmetries . One class
of symmetries that are not broken by anomalies or (as far as we know) by
anything else consists of the differences in the numbers of leptons of the
various flavors . Together with B - L, this will be important in Section 23 .5
in classifying the baryon- and lepton-non-conserving processes produced
by anomalies .
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22.5 Massless Bound States *

It is sometimes speculated that quarks and leptons may be bound states
of more fundamental particles . If these hypothetical fundamental par-
ticles had asymptotically free gauge interactions, like those in quantum
chromodynamics, then we would expect them to be trapped, which would
explain why they are not observed. However, there is a difficulty with
this picture. Na internal structure of the quarks and leptons has ever
been observed, so the characteristic energy scale A' (analogous to the
A : 200 MeV of quantum chromodynamics) of these gauge interactions
must be very high . For instance, as remarked in Section 12.3, the agree-
ment between theory and experiment for the magnetic moment of the
muon indicates that A' > 3 TeV. But, aside from Goldstone bosons, we
would normally expect the bound states in such a theory to have masses
of order A', or perhaps 2nA', just as in quantum chromodynamics the
proton mass is of order 2nAQCD . This expectation is of course in sharp
contradiction with the fact the observed masses of the quarks and leptons
are much less than A' . To put this problem another way, if the leptons
and quarks are bound states, then why is their size (as measured by
anomalous magnetic moments, etc .) so much smaller than their Compton
wavelengths ?

One way to answer this question is to suppose that, unlike quantum
chromodynamics, this theory has unbroken chiral symmetries that keep
the quarks and leptons massless, aside from small corrections from other
interactions. In general, a chiral symmetry is any symmetry for which the
massless elementary fields of some given helicity (including the complex
conjugates of the fields of opposite helicity) furnish a complex represen-
tation. By operating on the vacuum with products of the elementary
fields we can construct other states of definite helicity that also furnish
complex representations of these symmetries. If any of these states are
actual composite particles then they must be massless, because all helic-
ity components of the state of a massive particle must furnish the same
representation of any symmetry that commutes with rotations, so a given
helicity component of a particle together with the antiparticle of the op-
posite helicity component would together furnish a real representation . Of
course, it may not be so easy to tell which of the states constructed in this
way correspond to actual composite massless particles, but if they do, their
masslessness is natural, because in order for some massless particles of a
given helicity that belong to a complex representation of the symmetr y

This section lies somewhat out of the book's main line of development, and may be
omitted in a first reading .
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group to become massive as we change some parameter of the theory,
their symmetry properties would have to change discontinuously from a
complex to a real representation .

Although this reasoning shows that there are theories in which it is
natural to have massless or very light composite particles, it does not
give any indication of when this actually happens. The question is an
interesting one, quite apart from the problem of understanding quarks
and leptons as possible composite particles. 't Hoaft 1 6 has suggested
a powerful way of answering this question, based on considerations of
anomalies. Briefly, if the underlying theory has global chiral symmetries
(not broken by gauge anomalies, and not spontaneously broken) consisting
of transformations on the elementary left-handed spin z fermions (and
antifermions) x with symmetry generators Ta, Tfl , etc., and if the anomaly
constant tr[I T,,, Tfl I Ty] of these global symmetries is non-zero, then the
spectrum of bound states must include spin z massless particles on
whose left-handed states the same symmetries induce transformations
with generators I a, 17-#, etc., with the same anomaly constant

tr[ { 9_,, JfljJj = tr[I Ta, Tfl I Ty ] . (22.5.1 )

't Hooft's argument was as follows . Imagine that some weakly-
interacting gauge bosons are coupled to generators T, Tp , etc. of the
global symmetries of the underlying theory. Suppose also that although
some of the coefficients D,#,, - tr[t Ta, T~ I Ty] are non-zero, this anomaly
is cancelled by anomalies due to other "spectator' massless fermions, which
do not feel the strong forces that trap the constituents of the composite
particles. Physical processes at energies much less than the characteristic
energy scale A' of the trapping interactions will be described by an effective
Lagrangian in which the trapped fermians do not appear. If the symme-
tries with generators Tx, T#, etc. are not spontaneously broken, then there
are no Goldstone bosons, so the only particles in this effective Lagrangian
will be the weakly coupled gauge bosons and spectator fermians, plus any
massless bound states of the trapped ferrnions and strongly interacting
gauge bosons. The consistency of the effective field theory requires that it
must be anomaly-free, but the spectator fermions by assumption have an
anomaly constant equal to -D ,#1, so there must be massless bound states,
to provide an anomaly constant equal and opposite to this, and hence
equal to that of the original trapped fermians ."* Note that this argumen t

1 t remains to show that these particles must have spin ? . We are assuming that there
are no Goldstone bosons here, and that other spinless particles would not naturally be
massless. The elementary gauge bosons of the theory are assumed neutral under the
anomalous symmetry transformations, so they could not contribute to the anomaly.
Composite particles of spin j ~ I are ruled out by a different argumcnt.ls° This is
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works no matter how weak are the gauge interactions w ith generators T,
T# , etc., so these gauge bosons and the untrapped fermions do not have
to be real particles to reach the conclusion that the massless spin 1 bound
states reproduce the anomalies of the trapped elementary spin 11 ferrnions of
wh ich they are composed .

As a s imple example, suppose that the underly ing theory contains n `fla-
vors' of massless fermians, each of which has both left- and right-handed
parts in the defining representation N of an asymptotically free S U( IV )
gauge gro up . We require N to be odd so that there can be untrapped
S U(N)-neutral fermiar ic bound states . Just as in quantum chromodynam-
ics , th is theory has an automatic global S UL(n) x S UR(n ) x Uv( 1 ) symmetry,
wi th the left- and right-handed massless fermion s respectively in its (n , 1)
and ( 1, n) representat ions, both having equal values for the Uy ( 1 ) quantum
number, which can be taken as un ity. There are non-vanishing anomaly
constants in the underlying theory for the S U ( rt)L- ,S U( ra)L- U( 1 )Y and
S U(n)R-S U (n ) R-U(1 ) Y current triplets , which have the value s

DaL,hL ,Q = DuR,hR , Q = N6ab ,

where a, b, etc. label the 5U(n) generators Au, normalized so that in the
defining n-component representation tr{A,,Ah} = 16,,h . For n > 2 there
are also non-vanishing anomaly constants for the S U(n)L-S U(n )L-S U(n)L
and S U(n)R-S U(n)R-S U(n)R currents, equal to

DaL,bL,cL = DaR,bR,cR = Ntr[{ava, A g l , Ad .

We suppose here that the SUL(n) x SUR(n) x U(1) symmetry is not
spontaneously broken . Because of trapping, the only fermionic bound
states in the physical spectrum will be contained in representations of this
symmetry that can be formed from mL and MR elementary fermions of
helicity + Z and - ~, respectively, and mL and mR of their antiparticles,
with

mL+mR - mL -- mR = kN , (22.5.2)

where k is any positive or negative odd integer . In consequence, the only
irreducible representations (r, s) of S U(n)L x S U R (n) encountered are those
for which r is in the direct product of mL of the defining representations o f

a theory in which the anomalous currents can be constructed as Lorentz four-vector
functions of the elementary spin 12 fields, and in order to contribute to the anomaly
these currents would have to have non-vanishing matrix elements between any massless
composite particles of spin j = 1, which would ❑ ivtate Lorentz invariance . Massless
composite particles of spin j > 3/2 are ruled out because in this theory it is also
possible to construct a conserved energy-momentum tensor, which would have to have
non-vanishing matrix elements between these massless composite particles, which for
j Z 3 /2 would also violate Lorentz invariance.
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SU(n) and rraL ❑f their complex conjugates, while s is in the direct product
of rrtR of the defining representations of 5U(n) and mR of their complex
conjugates, and the U(1)y quantum number is k117, with k, ML, mR, mL,
and mR subject to Eq. (22. 5 . 2). Let p(r , s, k ) be the number of times an
irreducible representation (r,s) of SUL(n) X SUR(n) with iT( 1 )v quantum
number kN appears among the helicity + 2 bound states. Eq. (22 ,5 .1 )
then reads

p (r, s, k )ds tr(r) [f.T ,,, = N tr[f Aa , A b I Ael , (2 .5 .3 )
r,s,k

Ar , s, k)dsk tr ( r )
If J_a,J_b J1 = tr[{Aa, Ab l] (22 . 5 .4)

r,s,k

where tr(r) denotes the trace in the irreducible representation r ❑f S U(n ) ,
and ds is the dimensionality of representation s of S U(N). The only other
constraint ❑n the p(r , s, k) is that they must be positive integers .

The complex conjugate (r, s, -k) of any representation (r , s, k) of
SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U( 1 )v has values of the traces tr ( '' ) [{ -Ta , 9 b ig C ]
and k tr(r) [{~ ~, ~b~] opposite to those of the representation (r, s, k), so
Eqs. (2 . .5.3) and (22.5 .4) only restrict the values of

Recall that in the notation we have been using here, these traces are
over all massless bound states of helicity + ' , including the antiparticles
of the massless bound states of helicity - ~, which transform according
to the complex conjugate representations . The complex conjugate of any
representation ❑f S U(2)L x S U (2 ) R X U(1) V has values of tr(r) [{ 37-a, Tn Ig-C ]
and ktr(r) [{opposite to those of that representation . Thus we
can sum in (22.5 .3) and (22.5 .4) only over the representations with U(1 )v
quantum number kN > 0

E t(r , s, k) ds tr ( r ) [{ 9-a , 9-h~-Tel = N tr[ { )~a , A b !)J , (22.5 .5)
r,s,k>Q

/'(r , s, k ) dsk tr (r) [{J a, J b l ] = tr[{ A a> A b J1 (22 .5 .6)
r ,s,k>0

with e(r , s, k) equal to the number of times an irreducible representation
(r, s) of S UL ( n ) X SUR(n) with U(1 )y quantum number kN > 0 appears
among the helicity + ~ bound states, minus the number of times the same
representation appears among the helicity - ~ bound states . (If parity is
unbroken then a representation r, s, k must occur among the helicity - Z
bound states as often as the representation s, r, k occurs among the helicity
+ 2 bound states, so in this case t(r , s, k) = -e(s, r, k).)

First, consider the case of n = 2 flavors . There is no way ❑f coupling
three three-vectors together symmetrically to make an ,S U(2)-invariant,
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so both sides of (22.5 .5) vanish automatically, leaving only the condition
(22.5 .6) . The defining two-component representation of SU(2) is contained
in the product of any odd number of these two-component representations,
so we can always find a solution ❑f (22.5.6) with e ( r,s,k) = 0 for all
SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(I) V representations with r non-trivial except the
one in which r is the defining representation, s is the trivial representation,
and k = 1, for which we take Z' = 1 . Unfortunately, this solution is far
from unique -there is an infinite number of ways of reproducing the
anomalies of the underlying theory .

For general n and N it is usual to find many solutions of Eqs. (22 .5.5 )
and (22.5.6 ), but there are some cases where no solutions can be found .
In such theories we can reach the conclusion that the S U (n)L x 5 U (n)R X
U(1 }y symmetry must be partly or completely spontaneously broken. This
has particularly interesting implications for quantum chromodynamics, so
let us now specialize to the case of an SU(3 ) gauge group.

To be concrete, we will focus on the representations, with k = 1 and
mL = mR = 0, that can be formed from just three elementary fermions
and no antifermions. These are :

(a) r is the symmetric third-rank 5U(n) tensor ; s is the trivial representa-
tion.

(b ) r is the antisymmetric third-rank 5U(n) tensor ; s is the trivial repre-
sentation .

(c) r is the third-rank SU(n) tensor of mixed symmetry ; s is the trivial
representation .

(d) r is the symmetric second-rank S U(n) tensor ; s is the S U(n) vector .

(e) r is the antisymmetric second-rank S U(n) tensor ; s is the S U(n) vector.

(f) r is the SU(n) vector ; s is the symmetric second-rank SU(n) tensor.

(g) r is the 5 U(n) vector ; s is the antisymmetric second-rank S U(n) tensor.

(h) r is the trivial representation ; s is the symmetric third-rank 5U(n)
tensor.

(i) r is the trivial representation ; s is the antisymmetric third-rank SU(n )
tensor.

{j) r is the trivial representation ; s is the third-rank S U(n) tensor ❑f mixed
symmetry.

fi All SU(N) vectors and tensors here are understood to be contravariant .
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For n > 2, Eqs. (22.5 .5) and (22.5.6) here read ff

and

(n + 3)fin + 6Yu + ~ (n - 3)(n - 6)eb + (n2 - g}~C + n(n + 4)ed
+n(n - 4)e, + ~ n2( n + 1 )ef + ~ n2(n - 1 )fig = 3 (22.5.7)

(n + 2)fin + 3)ea + ~ ( n - z )(n - 3)~h + (n2 - 3)Z'c + n(n + 2)Z d
+n ( n - 2)/'e + ~ non + 1 )~ f + ~ non - 1 )fig = 1 . (22.5 .8 )

There is no problem in satisfying Eq. (22.5 .7), but note that if n is a
multiple of three then for all values of the es, each term on the left-
hand side of Eq . (22.5 .8) is also a multiple of three, which makes it
impossible to satisfy this condition . We conclude in particular that the
S U (3)L X S U(3)R X UG }y symmetry of quantum chromodynamics with three
flavors of massless quarks must be spontaneously broken. This result is not
limited to the representations (a)-(j), but applies to any representations
of SU(3)L x SU(3)R X U(1} V that can be formed from color-neutral
combinations of quarks and antiquarks .

Aside from special cases such as an S U(3) gauge group with n = 3
elementary fermion SU(3)-triplets, the 't Hooft anomaly matching condi-
tion is not very restrictive ; in general it allows a wide variety of massless
bound states when chiral symmetry is unbroken . 't Hooft also proposed
a decoupling condition, which requires that when one or more of the ele-
mentary fermion flavors become very heavy there should be no unbroken
chiral symmetries that prevent composite particles that contain heavy el-
ementary fermions from acquiring masses . For instance, in the case ❑f an
S U(3) color gauge group, if we give one of the n quark types a large mass
then those three-fermion bound states that contain a single massive quark
will furnish representations (r', s') of the group S Urn - 1) x S U(n -1) that
are either

(v) r' is the symmetric second rank SU(n - 1) tensor ; s' is the trivial
representation ,

(w) r' is the antisymmetric second rank S U (n - 1) tensor ; s' is the trivial
representation ,

(x) r ' and s ' are S U(n) vectors,

It in Ref 1 6, 't Hooft assumed that parity is no t spontaneous ly b roken , so he gave these
formulas for the case where ea = -eh , ea = - fir, t, = -ej, ea - -If, and e e - -fig .
As we see here, the main conc l usion does not depend on parity conservat ion .
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(y) r' is the trivial representati on , s ' is the symmetric second rank SU(n-1 )
tensor,

(z) r' is the trivial representation, s' is the antisymmetric second rank
S U(n - 1) tensor.

In order for the three-fermion mass state to acquire a large mass, it is
necessary that P ( r ', s') = 0, where Z '(r', s') is the number of times that
an irreducible representation fir', s'} occurs among the helicity + ~ bound
states minus the number of times the same representation appears among
the helicity - 2 bound states . By inspecting the list of three-fermion
representations (a)-O} of 5U(n) x 5 U (n) to see what representations of
.5 Urn - 1) x 5 U(n - 1) they yield, we see then that the 't Hooft decoupling
condition requires that

0 _ e'v = (a+ ec+ ed

0 _ ew = 6 + ec + fe

0 _ t x t f + t g + t d + t e (22.5 .9)

Unfortunately, in most cases there are still an infinite number of solutions,
though there are no solutions in which the es are n-independent integers .

The decoupling condition seems quite plausible, but its use by 't Hooft
was questioned17 on the ground that, as one or more fermion masses
increase, one usually encounters phase transitions that make the mass
spectrum different from what it would be for small fermion masses . There
is a stronger condition, known as the persistent mass condition, which
requires that when one or more ❑f the elementary fermion flavors acquire
any mass, there should be no unbroken chiral symmetries that prevent
composite particles that contain these massive elementary fermions from
acquiring some masses." If valid, the persistent mass condition would
lead to the same consequences, such as Eqs . (22.5.9), that were described
by 't Hooft, with no chance of being invalidated by phase transitions .

It is easy to construct non-realistic models in which the persistent
mass condition is violated, such as theories with spontaneously broken
non-chiral symmetries, which lead to massless Goldstone bosons formed
as composites of massive fermions ." (These models also exhibit phase
transitions with increasing fermion masses, which invalidate 't Hooft's
conclusions from the decoupling condition .) But the work of Vafa an d

t In the parity conserving case studied by 't Hooft, the fourth and fifth equations are
identical to the first and second, while the third is empty .
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Witten discussed in Section 19 .9 shows that, in a variety of more realistic
QCD-like theories, non-chiral symmetries cannot be spontaneously bro-
ken, so this should not be taken as a serious objection to the persistent
mass condition .

22.6 Consistency Conditions

The numerical coefficient appearing in the anomaly for any symmetry
depends on the matter content of the theory . On the other hand, the form
❑f the anomaly is largely independent of the details of the theory, because
it is governed by consistency conditions, first presented in 1971 by Wess
and Zumino.18

Even when we are interested in anomalies in global symmetry currents,
in order to derive the consistency conditions it is convenient to imagine
that all symmetry currents are coupled to gauge fields, which for non-
Abelian symmetries also couple to each other, in such a way that these
symmetries become local symmetries of the Lagrangian density . We can
always return to the case of global symmetry by letting the corresponding
gauge coupling constants become infinitesimal . Apart from anomalies,
the effective action I'[A ] in a background gauge field Aa,,(x) will in
this formalism be invariant under infinitesimal transformations Apu (y ) -*
A#,, (y) + i f d4X fa(x) T,(x) A&(y) on the gauge field, where in order to
reproduce the transformation (15.1.9) we must take

iJI-'(x) = -
a

. ~ - G~ flvA fl~(x )
6

(22.6.1)
Ox

u Taking anomalies into account, 'Y- a (x) no longer annihilates F[A], but
rather

Ta (x )T[A] = Ga [x ; Al , (22.6.2)

where G. [x ; A] represents the effect of the anomaly . Eq. (22.6.2) may also
be written as a formula for the covariant divergence of the expectation
value ❑f the current :

Du ( .Ta (x)) = -iGx [x ; A ] , (22.6.3 )

where

6 a,(X )

and Du is the gauge-covar iant derivative (1 5 . 1 . 10), taken here in the adjoint
representat ion w i th (tp)ya = -iCxfly .
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The Wess-Zumino consistency conditions follow from the commutation
relations

[J a(x)' g-fl(
Y

)] = iC ,,fl
Y
64(x - y )~7- y(x) . (22.6.5)

From Eqs. (22 .6.2) and (22.6.3), we derive the general consistency condition

~y-a(x)G# [y ; A] - -17-#(x)Ga [y ; A] = aCa
#

Y
6

4
(
x - y )G,~ [y ; A] . (22 .6.6)

These cons istency condi tions were or igi nally derived by Wens and Zu-
mino for the chiral ,5 U(3 ) x 5U(3 ) symmetry of the strong interact i ons ,
a special case of phys ical as well as historical importance . Here the
generators Ja(x) act ing on the gauge fields consist of the even parity
generators ~~(,,(x) defined by Eq . (22.3 . 31 ), and the odd parity generators
Xa (x) defined by ( 22 .3 .32 ) .M* They satisfy the commutation relations

['Na ( x ) a Ub(y) 1 = i
64(X - y)fabcVc(x) ,

PWA x~ , -Tb (y ) 1 = i6 4(
x - y )fabcy,( x

) Va ( x ), -Th (y )l = z64(X - y)fabcWc(x )

where }'~b, are the S U(3) structure constants . S i nce the S U(3) subgroup
generated by the ~Ja i s not spontaneously broken, i t i s conven ient to
treat the integration over fermion momenta in such a way as to preserve
invariance under gauge transformations generated by N,, , so that

leaving us with the non-zero anomal y

The non-trivial consistency conditions are the n

'ya(X )Gh (y ) = i
6

4 ( X - Wahc Gc(X)

and

The first of these simply says that G,,(x) transforms like an octet under
ordinary S U(3) transformations. The second condition imposes ❑ther
strong constraints on Gu(x ) . The reader may check that this condition i s

The factor -i was inserted in Eq. (22 .b .1 ) in order to provide the conventional factor +i
accompanying the structure constant Cx fl y. in this commutation relation. A reminder :
we are using a basis for the Lie algebra in which the structure constants are totally
antisymmetric, and so we do not distinguish between upper and lower gauge indices .
Another reminder : as mentioned in Section 22 .3, the and ON',, used here are what
were called Y,, and XA in Ref 8 .
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satisfied by the Bardeen formula (22 .3 .34) for G« (x ) . We will not go into
this here, but will instead use as an illustration a general gauge theory with
all currents treated symmetrically. In Section 22.3 we quoted the formula
(22.3.38) for the anomaly in this case, but did not derive the terms in this
formula of higher than second ❑rder in the gauge fields . Here we shall
show that these terms are dictated by the consistency conditions (22.6.6) .

For this purpose, and also to allow for further generalizations, it is very
convenient to reformulate the set of Wess-Zumino consistency conditions
as a condition of invariance under the BRST transformations described
in Section 15 .7. Let us introduce a ghost field co,,, and define the nilpotent
BRST operator s for a general gauge theory b y

sAa 1U = allwa + C,~#,j A#ua'v
SCCl a _ - 2 Caflnj fl3p fl3Y

(22.6.7)
(22.6.8)

it being understood that s satisfies the distributive rule s(AB) = (sA)B ±
A(sB), the sign being negative where A is a fermionic quantity like (t),, and
otherwise positive. In place of the anomaly function Ga[x ;A], we shall
work with a functiona l

G [cv, A] = fw(x)G[x ;A] d4x ,

Then (keeping in mind that coa is fermionic )

sG[Cr] , .4]
;
C ,#y /d4x w# (x) CC]Y ( X ) Ga [x ; A]

(22.6.9)

-1d4X cvx(x) fd4v
[ i3wstv) + c~y 6Ayu (y )a)a (y) ~

a [x ; A ]

y #,u(y )

d4x
I

d4y WM ~x~ ~~~Y~ [ -
2

C
a
#

Y
b

4
(
x - y)Gy [x ; A]

Because the ghost fields anticommute with each other, this can be writte n

sG[co , A ] d4x fd4v COAX) wOW

X
1
2Cx

fi
Y
6

4
(X

y )Gy [x a A] + ,~T#(y )Qx [X ; A ] - ~Fa ( X )Gfl(y)
]

We see that the consistency condition (22.6.6) will hold if and only if
G[cv, A] is BRST-invariant

sG[cu ,A] = 0

for all ghost fields cva(x) .

(22.6 . 10)

Now consider the possibility that the anomaly G [A ; cca ] could be written
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as the BRST operator s acting on a local functional F[A] :

G [A ;cry ] = sF [A ] . (22.6.11 )

(Note that the functional F is necessarily independent ❑f the ghost field,
because the operator s adds one ghost field factor, and the anomaly
functional G is already linear in the ghost field .) The BRST operator
satisfies s2 = 0, so such an anomaly would satisfy the consistency condition
sG = 0. If F [A] is a local functional' of the gauge field, then it could be
subtracted from the action, thus cancelling the anomaly . The same is true
of any term in the anomaly that can be written as the BRST operator s
acting on a local functional ; such a term satisfies the consistency condition
by itself, and can be cancelled by adding a local term to the action . The
possible anomalies that interest us are thus the local functionals G[o) ;A]
❑f ghost number unity that satisfy the consistency condition (22.6.10),
modulo terms that can be expressed as s acting on some local functional
of ghost number zero. In accordance with the usual terminology for
nilpotent ❑perators, the equivalence classes of such functionals form what
is called the cohomorogy of the s operator at ghost number unity .

We can also express this in terms of the local densities themselves . We
can write the anomaly (or any term in the anomaly) as G = f d4x !§(x),
where I(x) is a power series in the gauge and ghost fields and their
derivatives at the spacetime point x . The condition SG = 0 then is
equivalent to the statement tha t

sq( x ) = O'U'P(x) (22.6.12)

for some function ~P(x) of fields and field derivatives. Likewise, the terms
in 9 that can be cancelled by adding local terms to the action are those
that are of the form ,sue up to possible derivatives . Thus the anomalies
that interest us are the local functions ❑f ghost number unity that satisfy
the consistency condition (22.6.12), modulo terms that can be expressed as
s acting on some local functional of ghost number zero, modulo possible
derivatives. This is known as the cohomology of s at ghost number unity
in the space of local functions, modulo derivatives, and denoted H'(sld) .

Algebraic methods have been used to work out the cohomology ❑f the
BRST operator s, and thereby deduce the form ❑f the anomaly in general
gauge theories-19 This approach leaves unknown only constant coefficients
that depend on the matter content of the theory and need to be calculated
by the methods of Sections 22 .2 or 22 .3 . Since we have already calculated
the terms in the anomaly of second ❑rder in the gauge fields for general
gauge theories, including their constant coefficients, here we will use th e

~ By a local functional is meant the integral of a local function, that is, a function of
fields and field derivatives at a given point.
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consistency condition (22.6.12) to calculate the terms of higher order in
the fields .

We saw in Section 22 .3 that when all currents are treated symmetrically,
the terms of second order in the gauge fields are one-third the expression
(22 .3,26 ) . This is an operator of dimensionality four (in units of mass),
while the Wess-Zumino consistency condition (22 .6.6) relates only oper-
ators of the same dimensionality, so to satisfy this condition we should
add only terms of higher order in the gauge field that have the same
dimensionality . We therefore seek a solution of the consistency conditions
in the (not necessarily unique) form

Ga = i[ (ap ,Tocanam -24n2 fKvAp Tr Tx [a, .4 ❑ aAAp + iC1 aKA,, A~Ap

+ i c'2AK a u .4 j A p + ic3AhA VaAAP c4A,,AVA A Ap 1 (22. 6 . 13 }

where A ,, = AIX', T, and the ci are constants to be determined .
In order to save a great deal ❑f effort, it will be convenient to rewrite

this in the language of differential forms. (See Section 8.8.) We introduce
a set of c-number parameters dxt' that are taken to anticpmmute with
themselves and all fermionic fields, such as the ghost field co, The dx`
then also anticommute with the BRST operator s . Because dx' 1 dx°dx ~ dxP
is totally antisymmetric, it may be written a s

dx ' dx'' dX
),d

xp = F
K

v4d4X , d4 X = dXQdX 'd.x
2
dX3 . (22 .6.14)

We also introduce the exterior derivativ e

d = dxu axu

which since derivatives commute is nilpotent as well as anticommuting
with s :

d2 = 0 ,

Finally, we introduce the anticommuti ng quantities

co = if13a T, .

In this notation, Eq . (22.6.13) reads

[(dA)2+cl(dA)A2G[cr) , A] =
2
47r2 Tr

W

+ c2A ( dA )A + c3A2(dA ) + c4A4
11

(22.6.17 )

In order to implement the consistency condition (22.6.10), we note
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that the BRST transformation rules (22.6.7) and (22.6.8) may be written
as

sco=cod

(22 . 6 . 1 S )
(22.6.19 )

Now, the BRST transformation of the last term in Eq . (22.6.17) is given
by

sTr [wA4] = Tr [CO 2A4 - a )IA, w}A3 + coA fA, co}A 2

-wA2 fA, co }A + coA3 f A, w}A1 + codcvA3 terms

_ -Tr [CO 2 A4] + codcoA3 terms .

There is no other contribution to sG proportional to Tr [a2A4], so the

consistency condition (22 .6 .10) can only be satisfied if c4 = a. With c4 = 0,
a straightforward calculation gives

sG = 24 2 Tr - (dA )2 cv2 + co dco A dA - dco co dA A

-Aco dA dco - ~.oA dw dA

+cl [wdAdo)A - co dA A dw]

+c2 1co dcc7 dA A --- coA dA dcol

+c3 1co dr.o A dA - coA dw dA
l

-c
, I

- coA dco A2 + co dco A3 + co dAA 2cO
I

-c2 [wA? dco A - coA dco A2 + rUA dA dw
]

-c
3 I

- coA 3 dw + roA 2 dw A + c.oA2 dA co
l

We do not need to assume that the integrand vanishes, but only that
it is the derivative of some local function, so that its integral vanishes.
This condition must be satisfied separately for the terms involving two
derivatives and those involving one derivative, since no cancellation can
occur between terms with different numbers of derivatives . It is not hard
to see that the terms in the integrand involving just one derivative are of
the form d.F if we take cl = -c2 = +c3 = c . The remaining terms are a
total derivative if c = -1/2, thus justifying the previously quoted result
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(22.3 .3$ ) . This result is often expressed more compactly a s

G
[co

' A
]

241r2

1
24 2

Tr co d
1
AdA - 2A 3~

JTr d
1
AF -~- A3 ~ ,

where F is the matrix-valued field-strength two-for m

F = 2 itaF,~,, dx'~ dxv = dA - A2 .

(22.6.20)

(Z2.6 .21 )

The anomaly does not have to be put in the form (22.6.13), so Eq. (22.6 .20)
is not the unique result for G[c ) , A] . Results quoted in the next section
show that, for any subgroup H of G for which Tr {t1{t1, tk I I

_ 0 for all

generators of H, it is possible to add local terms to the action in such a
way that the anomaly Gi vanishes when ti is any generator of H .

There is an elegant algebraic tool, known as the Stora-Zumino descent
equatiaras,18a for constructing a solution of the consistency conditions . It
is just as easy to describe this method in a spacetime of any even dimen-
sionality as in four spacetime dimensions, so we will take the spacetime
dimensionality to be 2n . To start, one must imagine that at least two
additional variables have been added to the 2n coordinates of space and
time, in order to give meaning to the (2n + 2)-form TrF"+I . Note that

dF = -d(A 2 ) = -(dA)A + A(dA ) = [A , F] ,

so that Tr Fn+i is closed :

dTr Fn+l = (n + 1)Tr f (dF)Fnj = Tr f [A, Fn+1] } = 0

(22.6.22)

(22.6.23)

As long as the extended spacetime is simply connected , Poincare 's theorem
then tells us that Tr fFn+ l I is exact , in the sense that there is a ( 2n + 1 ) -form
S22r+1 (known as the Chern-Simons form), for which

Tr {F2n+21 = d S
22

n+i . (22.6 .24)

Further, Tr IFn+l } is manifestly gauge-invariant and depends only on the
gauge field, so it is BRST-invariant :

sTrfFn+1J = 0 . (22.6.25 )

The 'differentials' dxY a re understood to anticommu te wi th fermionic fie lds
like the ghost field coo, so the opera tor d anticommutes wi th the opera tor
s defined by Eqs. (22.6.7) and (22.6.8) :

sd + ds = 0 .

Because s is ni lpotent, it follows then tha t s nZn+i is a lso closed :

des S22n+ 1 ) = -sTr ~Fn+ ' j = 0 .
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Again using Poincare's theorem, this means that there must be a 2n-form
S22n, of first order in co,,, for which

s 02n+ 1 = ffi2n (22.6.26)

Furthermore, d(s S22n) = -s202,+1 = 0, so there is a lso a (2n - 1)-form
522n_1, of second order in the ghos t field , for which

S n2n = d~2n- 1 (22.6.27 )

It follows than that the integral of S22n over the 2n dimensions of space
and time is BRST-invariant :

s S~ i2n = 0 ,
spacctimc

even though S221n is not itself BRST-invariant . We can thus find a candidate
f L21,, for the anomaly functional G[co, A] by integrating the two first-order
differexitial equations dS22n+1 = Tr {F3 j and ffi2n = s 522,+1 . General (not
unique) solutions of these equations are

r i
S~2 n+1 = ( n + 1 ) J dt Tr fA Fr

0
( 22.b.29 )

J= ra(ra + 1 ) cat (1 - t) Tr ~cv d(A F1 )l ( 22. 6 .30)

where Ft - tF + ( t - t2)A2. Evaluation of the integral (22.6.30) shows that
Eq. (22 .6 .20) gives a result for G[w, A] proportional to f S24 in the case of
four spacetime dimensions .

We can continue this descent, and derive other useful results . In
particular, it follows from Eq . ( 22 .6.27 ) and the nilpotence of s that
d (sS22n_1 ) = 0, so Poincare's theorem tells us that sS22n_1 is of the form
dS232n_2, so the integral of j222n-1 over the 2n --- 1 coordinates of space is
BRST-invariant :

s ~
n

2
,
-

, = Q . (22.6 .31)
"ace

Such BRST-invariant functionals of second order in the ghost fields are
candidateslgb for so-called Schwinger terms .lg' Schwinger terms of the sort
that concern us here arise as anomalous terms 5,,,p(x, y) in the equal-time
commutation relations of the time components of two symmetry currents :

J. (X, 0, J~ (Y1 t)] = iC'fl'j,'O(X, t)b'"-'(x - y) + Sxo(x, y, t) (22.6,32)

(All operators in this paragraph are taken at the same time t, which
will henceforth not be shown explicitly .) From the antisymmetry of the
commutator we have Sx#(x, y) = -S#,,(y, x), so all information about
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Sad (x, y) is contained in the functional

S [W] = Jd21xd2fl_1y a (x ) a# ( Y) S(x, Y)- (22 .6 .33)

Note that S,# (x, y) depends in general on various matter and gauge fields,
so S [w] generally depends on these fields as well as on the ghost field
coa(x). Taking the commutator of Eq . (22.6.32) with a third current JO(z),
contracting with claa(x) co# (y) c. ),, (z) , integrating over x, y, and z, and using
the Jacobi identities, we fin d

0 = Jd21xd2 1 y dzri- I z wax ) (')~ (y ) coo, (z )

x [iCx#a rya (z, x)6 an- l(x - Y )
+

[j

y
(2), Sa fi (x

,
Y

)]
I

On functionals of gauge and matter fields like S,,fl(x, y), the action of
the BRST operator s is the same as that of a gauge transformation with
transformation parameter co,,, s o

s 5"fl (X , Y ) = i ~ ~ don-i z 01), (z) J~° ( z), Says (Xa Y))
.

Recalling Eq . (22.6.8), we find that the functional (22.6.33) is BRST-
invariant

s S [w] = 0. (22.6.34)

Also, by adding terms to the currents we can change S [r .o] by terms of
the form s7'[ro], so the set of possible Schwinger terms that could not be
removed by adding terms to the currents is given by the cohomology of
the BRST operator s at ghost number two - that is, by BRST-invariant
functionals S of second order in the ghost field that are not themselves of
the form s T . Eq. (22.6.31) shows that f 0 2,~_~ is a candidate for such a
functional .

The analysis of anomalies given so far in this section is strictly applicable
only to anomalies in one-loop order. It is true that a theory with one-
loop anomalies in currents to which quantum gauge fields are coupled is
inconsistent, and therefore does not need to be studied in higher orders .
But the converse does not hold ; if a theory with quantum gauge fields is
anomaly-free in one-loop order, we still need to show that anomalies are
absent in higher orders. Also, there is nothing inconsistent in theories with
anomalies in global symmetries, such as the chiral symmetries of quantum
chromodynamics, and for these we need to know whether higher-order
corrections affect the anomalies .

Since BRST transformations act non-linearly on the fields, even in
the absence of anomalies we would not necessarily expect the quantum
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effective action F[w, A] to be BRST-invariant beyond the one-loop ap-
proximation. As we saw in Section 17 .1, beyond this approximation we
need to consider functionals not only of gauge and ghost fields but also
of their antifields. (The introduction of antifields is sometimes important
even in one-loop order for another reason : a local functional of fields
alone that satisfies the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions, and that is
not expressible as the BRST operator acting on a local functional of
fields alone, will not be a candidate anomaly if it can be expressed as the
antibracket of the action with a local functional of fields and antifields,
because in this case the anomaly can be cancelled by subtracting this term
from the action. This corresponds to a change in the action of the fields
combined with a change in the gauge symmetry obeyed by this action . )

The study of anomalies with antifields included in the action turns
out also to have a cohomological formulation.X21 The analysis of this
problem is based on the Zinn-Justin version (17.1 .10) of what Batalin
and Vilkovisky called the master equation . In the absence of anomalies
(r, r) = o, so that in one-loop order (S, Tt) = o, where S is the zeroth-
order action and rl is the one-loop contribution to the quantum effective
action. In the presence of anomalies we have instea d

(S, r I) = G1 , (22.6.35 )

where G1 is some functional of fields and antifields which, since S and
T1 have ghost number zero, must have ghost number unity . The action
is assumed to satisfy the classical master equation (S, S ) = 0, so the
antibracket operation in Eq . (22.6.35) is nilpotent, and therefore (S, G I ) =
0. But if G1 = (S, Fl ) for some local functional Fl of ghost number zero
then we can cancel the anomaly to one-loop order by subtracting the
term Fl (which is treated as a quantum correction of order h) from the
action and hence from Ft . (Of course, G1 = (S, 171), but in the presence
of massless particles T1 is not a local functional .) Thus the candidate
anomalies are those local functionals G , of ghost number unity that are
closed, in the sense that they satisfy (S, G1 ) = 0, but that are not exact,
that is, that cannot be expressed as G1 = (S, Fly for local functionals Fl of
ghost number unity . In other words, the candidate anomalies correspond
to the cohomology of the antibracket operation X 1--4 (S, X ) at ghost
number unity on the space of local functionals of the fields and antifields .

This is just like the result found earlier in this section, but with the
antibracket (S, • • • ) replacing the BRST operator s . If we set the antifields
equal to zero in Eq. ( 22.6.35 ) and recall that (b T 1/b x")xt=0 = sxn, we find
that the condition ( 22.6.35) in fact yields the condition sF1 = 0, which
as we have seen is equivalent to the requirement that rl satisfies the
Wess-Zumino consistency conditions . But there is a sense in which the
analysis based on Eq . (22 .6.35 ) can be extended to higher orders .
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To see this, suppose that it is found that the antibracket operation
X t--► (S, X ) has an empty cohomology at ghost number unity in the space
of local functionals, and that we redefine the action as described above
to make G1 = (S, T1) = 0. An anomaly that violates the master equation
(F, F) = 0 in two-loop order is represented by a function G2 for which

07, r,
) + 2 (s, r2) = G2 ,

But s ince (S , Ti ) = 0 and (S , S) = 0, any such G2 would satisfy ( S , G2 ) = Q .
O n the ass umption of an empty cohomo logy, this mea ns that it can be
expressed as G2 = (S, F2) with F2 a local func tio nal of ghost number zero,
so in this order the anomaly can be cance lled by subtracti ng F2 from the
action .

This argume nt can be exte nded to a ll orders. Suppose we have ca ncelled
the anomalies in the mas ter equation up to order N - 1 , so that

M M- 1

0 = Gm (FL, IFM-L) = 2 (S' FM) + 1: (TL, 11-M-L )

for all M < N . The Nth-order term in the antibracket (T, F) is likewis e

N- 1

GN = 2
(S

, FN J +

M= t
(
rMe FN-M

)

so, using the Jacobi identity (15.9 .21) (in which for three bosonic operators
all signs are -) and the above formula for ( S, TM ), we find :

N- 1 N- 1 M-1

(SI GN -2 1: ((S, FM), rN-Al) = E E
M=] M=1 L=1

This can be written in a more symmetric wa y

N-2 N-2 N-2

(SGN)=->2>2>2
Mt- l M 2 = 1 M3= 1

((FL , FM-L} , rN-M }

5N,M1 +Mz+M3 ((F1,, (F . FM) )

Since the ranges of Ml, M2, and M3 are the same, we can write the
double antibracket in this sum as a sum over the 3! permutations over
these indices, which vanishes according to the Jacobi identity (15.9.21),
leading to the conclusion that (S, Gam ) = 0. If as assumed the cohomology
is empty then this implies that there is a local functional FN for which
GN = (S, FN), so by subtracting FN from the action the anomaly can be
cancelled in order N, as was to be shown.

Using purely algebraic methods Barnich, Brandt, and Henneaux22 have
succeeded in showing that for Yang-Mills theories (in four spacetime
dimensions) based on semisimple gauge groups, the cohomology of the
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antibracket operation X ~-4 (S, X) (at ghost number unity on the space
of local functionals) cons ists entirely of a linear combination of terms
of the form (22.6.20), one for each simple subgroup of the gauge group ,
with unknown coe fficients .TT This shows without any reference to the
matter content of the theory that in one-loop order , where the anomaly
G 1 automatically satisfies (S , GI) = 0, the anomaly for a semi-simple
gauge group must be a linear combination of terms of the of the form
(22.6 .20 ) , with only the constant coefficient for each simple subgroup
left to be determined by detailed calculations that take into account
the matter content of the theor y . Further, we saw in Section 22 .4 that
there are gauge groups for which the trace in Eq . (22.6.20) vanishes
automatically for any menu of fermion fields . (These are the sernisirnple
gauge groups with no S U(n) factors with n > 3.) In such cases the theorem
of Ref. 22 shows that the cohomology of the antibracket operation
X ~--> (S , X) at ghost number unity is zero . As we have seen , this means
that in such theories there is no anomaly in any order of perturbation
theory.

There i s another sen se in which the anomal y is related to the cohomol-
ogy of the antibracket operation . 21 In deriv ing the Slavnov-Taylor identity
(16.4.6), we assumed that the measure dx' ( x) is invariant under the
symmetry transformation in question . In Section 15.9 the Zinn-Justin
equation was derived from the Slav nov-Taylor identity for the symmetry
transformation x' -> xn + DDS / b xn, so the derivat i on of the Zinn-Justin
equation given in Section 15 .9 breaks down unless rjn x dxn (x) is invariant
under this transformation , or in other words unless AS = 0, where ❑ is
the operator (15.9 .34). Where ❑S =~ 0 , it still may be possible to save
the Zinn-Justin equation by adding local functionals to S that violate the
classical master equation (S, S) = 0 in such a way as to cancel the effect
of the non-invariance of the measure. It turns out that the cond i tion for
this cancellation is nothing but the quantum master equation (15.9.35) . To
construct an action S that satisfies this equation , we start with a zeroth-
order action So that satisfies the classical master equation , (So, SO) = 0 ,
and add quantum corrections . In the ca se in which the cohomology of
the operation X -> (So , X) (at ghost number unity in the space of local
functionals) is empty, the same proof that wa s used above to show the
absence in this case of anomalies to all orders can be used to show that a
local functional can be added to S o so that the quantum master equation
is satisfied to all orders .

It is not necessary to specify the representation of the gauge algebra in which the trace
in Eq. (22 . 6.20) is to be calculated, because this trace is the same up to a constant
coefficient for all representations of a simple Lie algebra,"° and the constant coefficient
is not determined anyway by this cohomology theorem .
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22.7 Anomalies and Goldstone Bosons

In the same 1971 paper in which they introduced the consistency con-
ditions, Ness and Zumino18 also noted that the possibility of anomalies
has important consequences for the interactions of Goldstone bosons . To
understand their point, it is helpful to apply the `anomaly matching' ar-
gument developed by 't Hooftlb in 1979, which has already been used in
Section 22 .5.

Consider a broken global symmetry group G that is realized linearly
in some underlying theory of trapped massless fermions, as for instance
the global chiral S U ( 3) x S U(3) symmetry in quantum chromodynamics
with three massless quarks . In this underlying theory introduce fictitious
gauge fields, so that aside from possible anomalies the global symmetry
G becomes local. In general this local symmetry will be broken by
anomalies, since in the real world the symmetry is purely global, and there
is no reason why a global symmetry should admit an extension to an
anomaly-free local symmetry . However these anomalies can be cancelled
by adding suitable massless spectator fermions . As long as the gauge
couplings introduced in this way are sufficiently small, and the spectator
fermions have only these very weak gauge interactions, the dynamics of
the theory will not be substantially changed by these modifications.

Next consider the effective field theory that describes physics at low
energy, where the trapped fermions are unobservable. The only degrees
of freedom in this theory will be the massless particles : the fictitious
gauge bosons and spectator fermions, and a set of Goldstone bosons
with fields ~ ,, , one for each independent broken symmetry. Since the
underlying theory had been made gauge-invariant and anomaly-free, the
same must be true of the effective field theory . But the spectator fermions
produce an anomaly which had previously cancelled the anomaly due to
the trapped massless fermions in the underlying theory, so in order for
them to cancel the anomaly due to the Goldstone bosons, the gauged
effective field theory of the Goldstone bosons must have an anomaly .for the
fictitious local symmetries which is equal to that produced by the trapped
fermiaras in the underlying theory . That is, in place of Eq. (22.6.2), the
effective action r[~, A] of the fictitious gauge fields and Goldstone bosons
is subject to the conditio n

9-0 (x) rJ ~a A] = Gfl [x ; A] , (22.7 .1 )

where Gp [x ; A] is the anomaly function of the underlying theory, in which
there are no Goldstone bosons, and .T# is a generator of the gauge
group G, now acting on both gauge and Goldstone boson fields . (The
index 9 on 9 -fl runs over values i labelling a complete set of independent
generators °JI of the unbroken symmetry subgroup H, together with values
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a labelling a set of independent broken symmetry generators Xa ; there is
one Goldstone boson field ~a for each Ya . }

Of course, Eq . (22.7 .1) may also be used to study the interactions of
Goldstone bosons with real weakly coupled gauge fields . For instance,
where the underlying theory includes electroweak gauge bosons coupled
to the quarks, we would identify some of what we have called `fictitious'
gauge fields with the electraweak gauge fields. In such cases some of the
`spectator' fermions must also be real, in order to cancel the anomalies
produced by loops of trapped fermions in the gauge symmetries of the
real weakly coupled gauge fields, as for instance the leptons cancel the
electroweak anomalies produced by the quarks .

Now let us turn to the implications of Eq . (22.7.1) . To calculate the
gauge symmetry generator J fl(x) in this context, note that under a general
group transformation g = expt-i f C# (x),T# (x) d4x ), the Goldstone boson
fields ~a(x) transform into fields ~a(x) given by Eq . ( 19. 6 .18), and the
gauge fields A~(x) transform into gauge-transformed fields A'~(x), so that

(x ) = ~,A (x) + j,-~ ( x ) . (22.7 .2)

Here l ~ (x) acts on the gauge fields and is given by Eq . X22.6. 1

ZJ ~ ~JC~ =
- f~~~ [~A ~ - C

flYAYF,(x) CAA ~ s (22 .7 .3)
x ~S,(x) a~(x

) where Cady are the totally antisymmetric structure constants of the gaug e
group G, while T~(x) acts on the Goldstone fields and is given by the
infinitesimal limit of Eq. ( 19.6.17), which (for the exponential parameteri-
zation y(~) = exp(i~,,X,,)) reads : *

Tfl exp RaWXa) = -J-fl~(x) exp (i~a(x)Xa ) + exp (i&(x)X,,) D# a (x)Yi
(22.7.4)

Here To are matrices representing the generators of G in any represen-
tation ; they are divided into sets Xa and Yz, which represent the broken
and unbroken symmetry generators, respectively. Also the 0#j(x) are
~-dependent functions whose form will not concern us here .

About the anomaly functions G# [x ; A], we will assume only the consis-
tency conditions (22.6.6)

g-a(x)G# LY ; A] - 9-# (x)Gx [Y ; A] = iCa#
v
6

4
(
x - Y)Gy LY ; Al (22.7 .5)

The minus sign in the first term on the right-hand side of Eq . (22 .7.4) and the factor
-i on the left-hand side of Eq. (22.7 .3) appear because it is exp[-i f A~ (x ).ag (x)] that
induces a gauge transformation (15 .1 .17) with gauge parameter Ap as can be seen by
requiring the 9-#(x) to satisfy the commutation relations ( 22.6 .5) .
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and the absence of anomalies in the unbroken symmetries

(22.7.6)

As mentioned in the previous section, as long as the trace Tr [7't{7'j , Tk}]
vanishes for the generators of unbroken symmetry subgroup (as it does
for the non-chiral generators of SU(3) x SU(3)), it is always possible to
add a local functional to the action so that Eq . (22.7 .6) is satisfied .

Under the assumptions ( 22.7.5 ) and (22.7 .6 ), it is always possible to find
a solution of the anomalous Slavnov-Taylor identities (22.7 .1) :

1
dt
f

~b (y) Gb [y ; A_t~ I d4y (22.7-7)
0

where [A_t&)],, is the result of acting on A. - Tp A ,,fl with a gauge
transformation (15.1 .17 ) having Aa = -tea and Ai = 0 :

[A-t~ (x )]~ = exp ( -itXa~a (x) ) A,,(x) exp (itXu~ , (x ) )

-i [01, exp (-itX«~a(x ) } I exp (iffp~a(x)) . (22.7.8

In contrast with the case in which unbroken symmetries have anomalies,
Eqs. (22.7.7) and (22.7.8) define a local (though complicated) functional of
gauge and Goldstone boson fields . Any other solution of Eq . ( 22.7 .1 ) will
differ from this one by an anomaly-free functional .

Here is an outline of the proof 24 that the action (22.7.7) satisfies
Eq. (22.7.1) . Instead of working with the local generator J ~ (x), it is
convenient to introduce an arbitrary function rj#(x), and define

Cnl =
I

d4x qfl(x)j7-fl (x)

To evaluate .Y[] Wx}, we introduce the matrix

(22.7.9 )

rj_ t&) = exp (-iX(x)t) exp ( iXa~a (x) t) 1q --t& ~~PT#
(22.7 . 10)

where n(x) - nfl(x) 7'# . Then

a
q-t&) = Axa~AXOI-t~(X)] +i(~Y- [,I] &(X))Xa

so that

a
111-1 ~ ( x ) I b + iCub ~u ( x ) [n- cjx)I ,, . (22.7 .11)

a t
To evaluate J" [rj ] Gb [y, A ] , we apply 9- [rl ] to the gauge field , and after a
straightforward calculation find tha t

~jq] CA-tjx)],, = (g-A [n-c~ I AM (x )}
A-.A_,~ '

(22.7 .1 2)
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so, using the consistency condition (22 .7 .5) ,

J~ [?j]Gh [,}l ; A_t~ ] = Jd4x [q
-t~

(
x

)]
y (r:(x) Gh U' ; A]

)A--,A-j g

f d4X lq-t~(X)Ia
(g-A (Y) G. [x ; A]

A->A_t ~

+iCyb U [q -ts (Y) j y G. Lv ; A_r~] . (22.7.13 )

The structure constant terms in Eqs . (22.7 .11) and (22 .7.13) cancel, yielding

J [q]r [~, A] = ~ dt d4.Y ~ a t[[t/_t]b] G6 LJ' ; A-r~ ~
.lo f t

ilq-t~(Y)Ia (37-[fl G.[y ; A])
-

(22 .7.14)

Another straightforward calculation shows tha t

o-
[A_t~ {x} ],, = i ~ 'iA (~ )Au (x

))AAA-r&
(22 .7.15)

a t

so the terms in the integrand in Eq . (22 .7.14) add up to a t-derivativ e

t
J [q I rj~,A] = - dt day ~t {fr/_t'nh Gb [Y ; A-c~ ]

a
t= i

r=o

At t = 1 we hav e

q-~(X) = exp ( - ix"~"(X)) [q(x) + 9-[q]] exp (ix'~"(X)) -

From Eq. (22.7.4) we see that this is a linear comb i nat ion of the generators
of the unbroken symmetry subgroup H , so the coeffic ient [q_Jy }] b of any
broken symmetry generator Xb vanishes . Also , Eqs . (22.7 . 1 U) and (22.7.8)
show immediately that at t = 0 , q_t~(y) = q(y) and [A_t~ (y )],s = A,(y ), so
Eq. (22.7.16) yields

= Jd4v [qa(.v)]b Gb [v ; Aa ] =
f d

4 .v qb ( .v ) Gb 1Y ; A] , (22 .7.17)

which with Eq. (22.7.6) is equivalent to the desired result (22 .7.1), as was
to be proved.

The solution (22.7.7) of Eq. (22 .7 .1) is not unique, but it is the unique
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solution that vanishes for ~
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0. To see this, note tha t

exp [ - i f q# (x) 9-# (x) d4 x ] T[~, A ] = r[~ f
~~ A'] , (22 .7 .1$)

where the primes indicate a gauge transformation with transformation
parameter qp . It is convenient to represent the exponential here a s

a
so Eqs. (22.7.1) and (22 .7 .18) yield

JO
1-1W., All

dt exp(zt ) z ,

dt exp [_-itftip(x)T~ (x} d 4x ~ Jt/h(v)Gb[v ;A1d4 v

In particular, if we take and qt = 0, then ~a = 0, in which case
by assumption Eq . (22.7 .19) has a vanishing right-hand side, and therefore
yields the formula :

1

r [~ , A ] = -i dt exp [itJ (x)~ ~ (x) ~x ] ~~ ( .v ) Gb [ .v ; A ] d4.vo

The functional operator exp[it f ~ ,, (x)tea ( x} d4x ] in Eq. (22 .7 .20) simply
produces a gauge transformation (15 .1 .17) with gauge parameter Afl(x) =
-t~jx), so that Eq . (22.7 .20) may be written as in Eq . (22 .7.7) .

Eq. (2 .7 .7 ) may be applied to study the electroweak interactions of the
octet of pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons, but it has important implications
for the interactions of the Goldstone bosons themselves, in the absence of
real gauge fields. In the case where A = 0, Eq. (22.7 .8) becomes a `pure
gauge' field

[A-tjx ) J ,u = - i 10,, exp (- d ffa~a(x)) ] exp ( tffa ~a(x))

= -i[O'V(t~(X))]
t

where

V(t~(X)) _= exp
( - iffa~a(x)) -

With Aa(x)= 0, Eq . (22.7.1) give s

so the result of using Eq . (22 .7.21) in Eq. (22.7.7) is a G-invariant local
functional of the Goldstone boson field ~,Jx}, though, as we shall see, it
is not in general the integral over spacetime of a G-invariant function of
~a(x) and its derivatives.
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The simplest example is the case of a completely broken symmetry
group. Here the condition (22.7.6) is empty, and we can use the symmetric
form (22.3.38) for the anomaly :

GQ [x ; A] ~ ~4~ 2 E"v'~ P Tr 7'R [0xAv ( aC ) O~A~[aC] - 2 iOxA „ (x) A~{x}Ap{x}

+ 2 iAx (x) 0,AA (x) A,, (X) 2iA,~(x)Av(x)6AA~(x)] , (22.7 .24)

where now T',, is the specific representation of the group generator fur-
nished by the left-handed fermions (including antifermions, where the dis-
tinction is relevant) of the theory. In this case when we use Eq. (22.7 .21)
in Eq. (22.7.24), we find that the only terms in the trace in (22.7.24) that
survive when contracted with e"4 are then all proportional t o

Tr ~T"(O"V)V-I(O,V)V-I(o;V)V-1(00V)V-I I ,

with coefficients -1 , + ? , - and + ?, respectively , so Eq . (22 .7.7) becomes
here

248 ic J
dt Tr TG [~V(t(y))]

a

X V-I(t~(Y)) [O'V(t~(Y))] V-I(t~(Y)) [0,V(t~w) ]

X V _ 1
(
t~

( .Y)) [ap 1l (t~ (Y)}] V-f (t~ (Y}) (22 .7 .25)

As promised, this is not the integral of an invariant function of fields
and field derivatives . For instance, for small Goldstone boson fields
Eq. ( 22 .7.2 5) become s

r [~, 0] = - 1 2 C
xvzp Tr € T'a T'b Tc Td T'e240 ir

+
0 W) .

d4Y ~ca O r: 4 Ov~c OZ ~d ap e

Any function of the covariant derivatives of Goldstone boson fields would
have a term of lowest order in the fields which would be simply a product
of partial derivatives of the Goldstone fields, and therefore could not have
a lowest-order term of the form (22 .7.26) .

For an example of greater practical importance, consider the 5' U(3 ) x
5' U ( 3 ) chiral symmetry of quantum chromodynamics with massless u, d,
and s quarks, spontaneously broken to the diagonal SU(3) subgroup of
Dell-Mann and Ne'eman . In order to use the results of this section, we
must label internal momenta in the fermion loop integral so that the vector
currents of the diagonal 5' U (3) subgroup are anomaly-free, in which case
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the anomaly takes the Bardeen form (2 2.3 .34) :

GAV
' A

] =
i

n 167L2 Tr to [V, Vpd + 3A~vAoa - 2 A~AvANAff

+ 3 i(A~AV Vp~ + Au VpQAv + VpQAmAv) ]

where V, u, Au, V,uV, and A 4v are defined by Eqs . (22.3.35)-(22.3 .37) ; t, is
here half the Dell-Mann matrix ~,, , given by Eq. (19.7 .2) ; and n is the
number of quark types `colors') of each flavor . (We are now using a
lower case t for the matrices representing the group generators, because
in this trace we sum only over the left-handed quarks, not the left-handed
antiquarks.) For a pure gauge field like (22.7.21 ) the field strengths V,,, v and
A,,v vanish, so that using Eq . (22.7.27) in Eq. (22 .7.7) yields the anomalous
effective Goldstone boson actio n

r'
i

dux Tr
[~a0] = -

2n
2 j dt

f
(22-7 .28)

where `A' now denotes the axial-vector as opposed to the vector gauge
field . To find [A_tj, we use Eq. (22.7.21), which here reads

I V t~(x)1 p +YS [A-t~ (x)],u = 10J, exp ~ - itYSta~u (X)1J exp ( ity5ta~a (x))
.

Multiplying with {1 + Y5}/ 2 and {1- Y5}/2 and taking the difference yields
the axial-vector term

P exp ~ - it~ at« exp (tata)[A-c~(x)]u = - Zi a

+ Z i ~ exp (itata)] eX~] ~ - Et ata I
1 l

= Zi exp (itta) U-1 (t(x)) [U(t(x))] exp l

where

U (t) - exp (2ftaat) .

Using this in Eq. (22.7 .28) yields the effective anomalous action

r RI 01 =
n

-DZ 2E
JI

vp6,~ dt J~d4xTx {ataU_1(t(X)) [0,U(t~~)} ]

• u-,(t~(X))[OVU(t~(X))]U-I(t~(X))[O,U(t~(X))]u-,(t~(X) )

• [0,U(t~w)]I - (22.7-32 )

Kata
)

,
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As noted by Witten,25 this may be expressed in a convenient five-
dimensional form. We take t as our fifth coordinate, and define ~a (x, t}
ta(x). Then Eq. (22.7.32) becomes

M'01 = -
i

n 240712
Cijkrm fdz Tr U-I((z}l l [U( `(Z)l1 ]

X u-,(~(Z))[aiu(~(Z))]u-,(~(Z))[O,U(~(Z))]u-,(~(Z) )

X [OIU(~(Z))]U-I(~(z))[OnU(~(z))] (22-7 .33)

where i, j, etc. run over the values 1, 2, 3, 0, 5, with Zi = Xi for
i = 1, 2, 3, 0 and z5 = t, and the integral is over the region 0 c z5 c 1 .
(An extra factor 115 appears in Eq. (22.7.33) to take account of the
fact that any one of the five indices i, j, k, 1, or m may take the value
5 .) Since ~Q(z) takes a fixed value zero for z5 = 0 and all values of
the other components zY of zt, we can identify these values of z i as a
single point, and consider the region of integration in Eq . (22.7.33) as a
five-dimensional ball, with the four-dimensional boundary z5 = 1 taken
as ordinary spacetime . Eq. (22 .7 .33) is thus a special case of the "Wess
Zumino-Witten' action given by Eqs. (19 .8 .1) and (19.8.3), which was also
proportional to an integer n ; the only difference is that n is now identified
as the number of colors. We saw in Section 19 .8 that the integral (19.8.3)
depends only on the values of ~u(z} on the spacetime boundary of the
five-ball, so in deriving Eq. (22.7.33) we have shown that Eq . (19.8 .2)
applies for any continuation of ~u(x) into the interior of the five-ball, not
just for ~Jx, t) = t~(x ) .

More generally, consider an arb itrary gauge group G that is sponta-
neously broken to a subgroup H that by itself i s an omaly-free - that is,
for which the D-symbol (2Z.3.1 2) vanishes for any three generators of H.
Chu, Ho , and Zumino26 have shown that we can add a local function
B [A] to the action , in such a way that the currents of the subgroup H are
anomaly free, even when the gauge fields of the broken symmetries are
taken into account. This functional i s

1 dux Tr ~ EAR, Avg (FP° + F~ ") + A`A~A~A~B ~A, 4$1c2 E~`V p`~

A~A'' APA6 + ~AhA'' A~A¢ I , (22 .7.34 )

where again AP .- T'xA~ and Fu" ~ T~Fa", while A~ = T'iA~' and F~
T'if;" are the terms in AP and FW in the algebra of the unbroken symmetry
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subgroup H. The total anomaly is the n

G~ [x ; A] = Gp [x ; A] + ~Tp (x) B [A] (22 .7 .35 )

(where Gfl [x ; A] is the symmetrized anomaly (22 .3 .38)) and satisfies the
desired condition

Ga [x ; A ] = 0 . (22.7.36)

The anomalous part of the effective action for Goldstone bosons and
gauge fields is given by using Eq . (22 .7 .35) in place of G# in Eq. (22 .7 .7 ) .
In this way, Chu et a1 .26 found an anomalous effective action

r' [~ , A ] = r [~ , A] - B [A_ ~ ] + B LA S , (22 .7 . 37 )

where T[~, A] is the previously derived effective action (22.7.7), and A_~ (x )
is obtained by setting t = 1 in Eq. (22.7.8) . In particular, where the gauge
field vanishes A_~ is the pure gauge fiel d

[A_~(x)],u = -i left V (~ (X)) IV-' (~ (X)) ~

V (~(x)) = exp ( - iXa~,,(x)) 9

so here the Goldstone boson action i s

rv > oi = m a Oi - 1 2 Fpypa Jd4x Tr AA h A h4

-AA u ,Ap ,Aa ,+
2

All ~ h Elv AP ~ y~ A6 (22 .7 .38 )

This result is not unique ; in particular, in parity-conserving theories
like quantum chromodynamics we can add additional local terms to the
effective action to cancel any parity-non-conserving terms in Eq . (22.7.38).

Problems

1 . Calculate the rate of the decay process q --o. T + y, to leading order
in ms, with m,, md = 0 .

2 . Consider a chiral S U(3) symmetry under which the left-handed part s
of the spin

2 fields of a ferm ion-number-conserv ing theory form N
defining representations 3 of 5' U (3 ), while the right-handed parts ar e
all singlets. Evaluate the anomaly in the S U(3 ) symmetry. What
is the anomaly if we add M fermion fields whose left-handed parts
are singlets, and whose right-handed parts transform as symmet ric
tracele ss second-rank S U(3 ) tensors?
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3 . Find a solution of the 't Hooft anomaly matching conditions (22.5.5)
and (22.5 .6) for the case of n = 4 flavors. Find a solution for n = 2
flavors other than the one given in the text .

4. Derive the Zinn-Justin equation from the quantum master equation,
without assuming that ❑S = 0.
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23
Extended Field Configurations

Most of this book has been devoted to applications of quantum field the-
ory that can at least be described in perturbation theory, whether or not
the perturbation series actually works well numerically . In using perturba-
tion theory, we expand the action around the usual spacetime-independent
vacuum values of the fields, keeping the leading quadratic term in the expo-
nential exp(il ), and treating all terms of higher order in the fields as small
corrections. Starting in the mid-1970s, there has been a growing interest
in effects that arise because there are extended spacetime-dependent field
configurations, such as those known as instantons,1 that are also stationary
`points' of the action. In principle, we must include these configurations
in path integrals and sum over fluctuations around them . (In Section 20.7
we have already seen an example of an instanton configuration, applied
in a different context .) Although such non-perturbative contributions are
often highly suppressed, they are large in quantum chromodynamics, and
produce interesting exotic effects in the standard electroweak theory .

There are also extended field configurations that occur, not only as
correction terms in path integrals for processes involving ordinary par-
ticles, but also as possible components of actual physical states. These
configurations include some that are particle-like, such as as magnetic
monopoles2 and skyrmions,3 which are concentrated around a point in
space or, equivalently, around a world line in spacetime . There are also
string-like configurations,4 similar to the vortex lines in superconductors
discussed in Section 21 .6, which are concentrated around a line in space
or, equivalently, around a world sheet in spacetime. Then there are config-
urations that are sheet-like, like the domain walls between spatial regions
in which discrete symmetries are broken in different ways. In contrast, the
instantons mentioned above are event-dike, concentrated about a point in
spacetime, and therefore never appear as components of actual physical
states.

Some extended field configurations are stabilized because of boundary
conditions that are imposed by the nature of the problem in which
they appear. An example is the `bounce' solution, which appears in th e

42 1
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analysis of vacuum decay,6 and will be discussed in Section 23.8. Other
configurations are stable because they carry a quantum number whose
conservation forbids any possible decay mode .7

In this chapter we shall mostly be concerned with extended field con-
figurations that are stabilized by their topology. In analyzing all such
configurations we use the same topological tools, chiefly homotopy theory,
so we shall begin by considering all topologically stabilized configurations
together, in a space or spacetime of arbitrary dimensionality d.

23. 1 The Uses of Topology

It often happens that the space of all possible field configurations may be
given a non-trivial topology by the condition that some functional S of
the various fields is finite . In classical field theory S is the potential energy
(or in some cases the potential energy per unit area or per unit length) ; no
finite perturbation can produce a configuration where this is infinite . In
classical statistical mechanics S is the Hamiltonian, and in quantum field
theory formulated in Euclidean spacetime S is the Euclidean action or is
proportional to it. (Euclidean path integrals and some of their applications
are discussed in Appendix A of this chapter .) We construct a perturbation
theory by starting with some equilibrium field configuration for which
the Euclidean action or Hamiltonian is finite, and then integrating over
fluctuations which leave it finite .

Two field configurations are said to be topologically equivalent if it
is possible to deform one of them continuously into the other without
passing through forbidden configurations with S infinite . This is evidently
an equivalence relation (in the sense of being reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive), and therefore divides the set of all field configurations into
equivalence classes, each consisting of configurations of the same topology .
For example, if S is the potential energy (the Hamiltonian for time-
independent fields) in d space dimensions, then topologically different
field configurations are forbidden by an infinite energy barrier from being
transformed into one another . In particular, extended configurations with
a different topology from the usual spatially uniform vacuum fields cannot
spread out to become spatially uniform .

The topological classification is also useful when we are looking for a
local minimum of S . If we can find a configuration that minimizes S for
all configurations of a given topological type, then that field configuration
must be at least a local minimum of S for all configurations of any type,
since no small variation of the fields can change their topological type .
Such a configuration is therefore a solution of the field equations, which
are equivalent to the condition that S is stationary . This sort of problem
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comes up not only in stability problems, where S is the Hamiltonian,
but also in finding field configurations around which we may expand the
field variables in path integrals in Euclideanized d-dimensional spacetime.
Here S is the negative of the Euclidean action I, and we must look for
a local minimum so that the leading term in the expansion around this
configuration will be a quadratic free-field action with second-order terms
of the right sign .

Here are some examples :

(a) Skyrmions, etc. Consider the real Goldstone boson fields iru associated
with the spontaneous breakdown of a continuous global symmetry group
G to a subgroup H. As we saw in Chapter 19, the potential energy for
these Goldstone bosons in a Euclidean space of dimensionality d > 2 will
take the form

S ~n l = fddx Z 1: gab(n)Oi nuOi n b + . . . (23 . 1 . 1)
a b

where guy, is a positive-definite matrix, and `+ . . .' den otes possible terms
of higher ord er in the deriva tives of it . Alternatively, Eq. (23 . 1 .1) can
be regarded as minus t he action for a Goldstone boson field in a d-
dimensional Euclidean sp acetime .

Field configurations of finite S must have Ot 7ra(x) van ishing at infinity
fas ter than I x I^d/2 (where x j - x;xj), so tha t nR(x) must approach a
constant nQoo as x --+ oo with a remainder vanish i ng faster than I x ~(2-d)/2 .

The Go ldstone b oson field s na at any po int form a homogeneous space, the
coset space G/H , for which it is possible to transform any one fie ld value
to any other by a transforma tion of G, so by a global G transformation
it is a lways poss ib le to arrange that the asymptotic limit na. takes any
specific value, say nay, = 0. The field n,,{x} thus represents a mapping of
the who le d-d imensional space, with the sphere r = co taken as a sing le
point, into the manifold GBH of all field values .

Now, a d-dimensional Euclidean space with the (d - I)-dimensional
spherical surface at infinity identified as a s ingle point is topo logically the
same as Sd, the d-d imensiona l sphere (that is, the surface of a (d + I)-
dimensiona l ball), in the sense that either can be cont in uous ly mapped
into the other. The fie lds n(x) that approach zero as x -> oo may therefore
be classified according to the topo l og ically dis t inct mappings of Sd into
the manifo ld G/H of the field var i ables, for which the point at infinity
is mapped into zero. The set of c lasses of such topo logically distinct
mappings Sd w i th one po int of Sd mapped into a fixed point of,/#
is known as nd(,&), the dth homotopy group of the m anifold &. These
homotopy groups will be discussed (and their group structure explained
in the next sect ion, and a list of homo tapy groups for var ious manifolds
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is given in Appendix B of this chapter. For the present it will be enough
to mention that, although when the manifold & is a linear space the
homotopy group 774 ) is trivial (in the sense that any field configuration
n(x) that approaches a constant value as x --+ oo can be continuously
deformed into one in which the field takes that value everywhere), the
manifold & - = GBH of the Goldstone boson fields often has a non-trivial
homotopy group . In the cases relevant to quantum chromodynamics, of
S U (2) 0 S U( 2 ) broken to S U( 2) or of S U(3) 0 S U(3) broken to S U( 3),
the manifold GBH is the same as S U(2) or S U(3), respectively, for which
according to Appendix B the homotopy groups n3 (H) are non-trivial . The
topologically non-trivial fields at local minima of the potential energy
with d = 3 are known as skyrmtons .3 Baryons like the proton may in some
respects be regarded as skyrmion solutions in a pure meson theory .

The functional (23.1 .1) does not have skyrmion stationary points, unless
terms involving higher powers of O ;na are included in the integrand . In the
absence of such terms, any topologically non-trivial field configurations
will have a continuum of values for S, extending down to a lower bound
S = 0 at which n becomes singular, so topology cannot stabilize such
configurations . This is generally known as Derrick's theorem.9 To prove
this theorem, note that for any field configuration n,(x) we may introduce
another configuration with the same topology,

n~ (x) = n,(x/R )

wi th R an arbitrary rea l positive scale factor. Then for the terms shown
explic itly in Eq. (23.1 .1)

S [n R] = Rd-zs [n ]

For d > 2 this is a decreasing function of R as R ---> 0, so there is
a continuum of values of S [nR ] extending down to a value S = 0 .
Furthermore S [7r] > 0, because S [7r] can only vanish if n(x) is constant,
which is not possible because we assumed that in is topologically non-
trivial. Hence this lower bound is attained only at R = 0, at which n~ (x)
becomes singular .

Goldstone boson field configurations can be stabilized by adding higher
derivative terms to S . For instance, if we take S [n] = T [n] + D [n] with

T[7r] = J ddX Z j: g,b(n)Oi naOinb ? O

ab

D[7r] =
I

ddX .fah ,d(n} onQ • ❑nb ❑n, ' ❑nd ~~! 0 ,

then D [n R] = Rd-4D [n ] , whi le as b efore T [nR ] = Rd-2 T[7r], so S [nR]
reaches a minimum at a finite R if 2 < d C 4, and in par ticu lar for the
phys ically interesting case d = 3 .
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The problem with the theo ry of skyrmions is not that we have to
include higher-der ivative terms like D [7r] in the action. As discussed in
Section 19 . 5, we expec t such term s in the action of any effective field
theory of Go ld stone bosons . The problem is that there is no rational e
for exc lud ing an infin ite number of other higher-derivative terms, a ll of
which are generically of the same order of magn itude for configu rat ions
that are stabilized by a balance between terms with different numbers of
der iva tives, which makes realistic ca lcu lations impossible.

(b) Domain boundaries. When a discrete symmetry is broken, we have
the possib ili ty that the symmetry is broken in different ways in different
domains, separa ted by domain boundaries in which the vacuum fie lds
make a trans ition from one m inimum of the po tential to another. For
instance, consid er a flat domain bound ary in the y-z plane, and suppose
that the energy per unit area is given by

S 101 £dx

where O(x} is a real scalar field that is assumed to depend only on th e
distance x along the direction normal to the boundary, and V(O) is a
potential satisfying the reflection symmetry 0 -} -0, with minima only at
field values ±~. For convenience, we will adjust an additive constant in
V(O) so that the minimum value of V(O) is zero, in which case V(O) 0,
and V(O) = 0 only at 0 = ±~. To keep S finite, it is necessary for c~ to
approach either +~ or -0 as x --* oo, and also to approach either + 0 or
--~ as x --* -oo . We then have four topologically distinct configurations,
in two of which 0 approaches the same limits as x -} ±oo, so that the
configuration can be smoothly deformed into the vacuum configurations
with O(x) constant everywhere, and in two of which 0 approaches opposite
limits as x --* ±oa, which are topologically stable . Here we are classifying
field configurations according to no(G), where n~ (,& ) for any manifold A/
is conventionally defined as the set of connected components of -&, a
G is the symmetry group, which in our case is the Z2 group of reflections

This is a good place to introduce a trick due to Bagomol'nyi'O that will
prove useful in Sections 23 .3 and 23.5 in dealing with the more complicated
cases of monopoles and instantons. Rewrite Eq. (23 .1 .2) in the form

S 101 = 2 foo dx
do

T Vr2_V_(o)
2

dx
±

000

,~ ~;~[_ l
V'f2 . (23 .1 .3 )

The integral in the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (23.1 .3) can
be regarded as a ` topolog ical charge,' which dep ends on l y on the values
taken by the field at x -> ±Ga . For configurat ions that approach the same
limit as x -> +oo and x -> -Ga, this integral vanishes, and the min imum
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va lue of S is zero, reached for constant fie ld s. For a fie ld O(x) that takes
different values a t x = ±oo, we can choose the ± sign in Eq. (23 .1 .3) to
yield a lower bound

S 101 (23 .1 .4)~ Lv2vndf .

This bound is reached when the first term in Eq . (23.1 .3 ) vanishes, or in
other words, when

fo

O(x ) dfx ± 2V + x° , ( 23.1 .5 )
( .f )

where xO is an integrat ion constant, which evident ly g ives the pos ition of
t he center of the domain boundary. Note that Derr ick 's theorem is no
ob s tac le to a so l ution here, because for domain boundaries d = 1, so for
a resca led fie ld O(xl R) the integrals of the two terms in the integrand in
Eq. (23. 1 .2) go as R-1 and R +i, resp ect ive ly .

Eq. (23.1 .5) could have been obtained more d irectly, by deriving a
second-order differen t ial equation for O(x) from the cond ition that
Eq. (23.1 .2) must be s tat ionary under sma ll variations in O(x), and then

us ing this differential equation to show that the quantity 2(dc~/dx ) 2-V(c~)

is constant in x. The advantage of the derivation based on the formu la
(23.1 .3) is tha t it shows immediate ly that the so lution (23 .1 .5) is stable
agains t s mall perturbations that maintain the flatness of the boundary,
aside fro m the `zero-mode' associa ted with changes in the boundary lo-
cation xO. By adding a term 2 (dc~ldy)2 + Z (dry/dz )2 in the integrand
of Eq. (23. 1 .2), we can see that this solution is also stable against any
perturbation S o(x, y, z), provided So(x, y, z) --+ 0 for x --+ boa with fixed
y and z .

If there are discrete spontaneous ly bro ken symmetries then d omain
boundaries wou ld have formed when these symme t ries became broken
in the early universe. I f the doma in b oundaries d id not disappear they
would prod uce gross disto rtions of the observed isotropy and homo-
gene ity of the present universe. 5 We do not n ow know of any of any
exact d iscrete symmetries except CPT, or of any spontaneous l y broken
approximate or exact discrete symmetries, so for the present this is not a
problem .

(c) Instantons, etc. Now consider a gauge theory, with

S [A] = a f ddx Fx ijFxi j , (23 . 1 .6)

where FxiJ is the usual field strength tensor, and we take d ~ 4 . This can
either be regarded as the action for quantum gauge fields in a Euclidean
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d-dimensional spacetime, or the potential energy for classical gauge fields
in temporal gauge, with A~ = 0, in (d + I)-dimensional spacetime.

In order for S [A] to be finite, Fxij(x) must vanish as x -} oa . This can
be achieved by having A,,t(x) vanish sufficiently rapidly as x -> 00 , but
even for d ~ 4 it is also possible for 5 [A] to be finite for a field A,i{x} that
vanishes as slowly as 111x , as long as the field approaches a pure gauge
as jxj --+ co

itaAcci (x ) -* g-1(x) ~ig ~x) a (23.1 .7)

where g (x) is a direction-dependent element of the gauge group G. Fur-
thermore A ai(x) is unaffected if we replace g(x) with gog ( X^ ) for any fixed
group element go e G, so by choosing go = g-1 (x2) we can arrange that
g (x l ) = I for any one direction x j . Each gauge field of finite S [A] therefore
defines a mapping from the unit sphere I x ~ = I to the group manifold,
with the point Al mapped into the unit element of G. (In the case in which
the gauge field vanishes faster than 1 /j x j as fix ' -} oa, this mapping takes
all points on the unit sphere into the identity element of the gauge group.)
The set of classes of such topologically dist inct mappings Sd_1 ~--* G, with
one point of Sd_i mapped into a fixed element of G, is known as nd_1 (G),
the (d - 1)th homotopy group of the group manifold . As indicated in
Appendix B of this chapter, 73( G) is non-trivial for any semisimple Lie
group G. The topologically non-triv ial stationary points of 5 [A] for d = 4
are known as instantons .1 Their importance in quantum chromodynamics
is discussed in Sections 23.5 and 23 .6 .

In order for S[A] to be stationary at a field A(x), it is necessary that
A(x) should satisfy the field equations

OjFIXi j = 0 . (23 . 1 .8)

A simple scaling argument again limits the values of the dimensionality d
where we can hope to find a topologically non-trivial local minimum of
S [A] . Define AI(x) - A(x /R)/R . Then

S [A R] = Rd-as LA S ,

so for d =~ 4 there can be no topologically non-trivial stationary point of
S [A] unless S [A] = 0. But if S [A] = 0 then F rj = 0 everywhere, so by a
gauge transformation we can make Aat also vanish everywhere .

As we shall see in Section 23 . 5 , for d = 4 it is possible to find instanton
solutions where S [A] (here identified as -I[A]) is stationary, with F"iJ
not equal to zero except at infinity. The scaling argument above shows
that if A(x) is such an instanton solution then so is A(x/R)/R, but this
degeneracy is removed by quantum corrections .
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(d) Monopoles, vortex lines, etc. Now consider a theory of gauge fie lds
together with scalars that furnish a l inear representation of the gauge
group , with

s [O, A ] =
I

ddX i Y: $ab (O)DiOraDiOb +
ab

dFaijFaij + U(O) a (23 .1 .9 )

where gab(O) is a positive-definite matrix (usually 0-independent), U(O ) is
bounded below, and shifted by a constant term so that its minimum value
is zero, and Fats and Di are the usual field strength and gauge-covariant
derivative. We require that U(O ) is a scalar and gab(O) is a tensor under
transformations in the gauge group G. Again, Eq. (23.1 .9) gives either the
action for a quantum field theory in Euclidean d-dimensional spacetime,
or the potential energy for a classical field theory in temporal gauge in
(d + 1)-dimensional spacetime.

For S [0, A] to be finite it is necessary for U(O(x)) to vanish as x --* oo .
The set of cis at which U(O) vanishes is invariant under G and may be
discrete or continuous . In case (b) above we have dealt with an example
where this set is discrete. Let us now consider the broken symmetry case
where the zeros of U(O ) form a continuous manifold 0 consisting of
fields related by transformations g c G. In this case each 0(x) may be
obtained by a transformation y(x) E G acting on the value O(xl) of the field
in any one direction xl . We may therefore consider the field O(x) to define
a mapping Sd_1 ~ G/H into a coset space G/H ; in other words, into
the group G with elements gl and 92 identified if they differ only by right
multiplication with some element h of the subgroup H = G that leaves
4i) invariant, that is, if gl = g2h . In particular, the point xl is mapped
into the subgroup H, in order that y(xl) acting on 0(xl) should yield 0(xl )
itself. The fields that approach values on the manifold &0 as x -> oo may
therefore be classified according to the topologically distinct mappings of
Sd_i into GBH that map the point xl into the fixed `unit' element H of GBH.
The set of classes of such topologically distinct mappings Sd_1 r--* GBH
with one point of Sd_1 mapped into a fixed element of GBH is known as
nd-t (GIH), the (d - 1)th homotopy group of the manifold G/H .

In this case Oao(x) goes as 1/~xj for x --+ oo . In order for S[ O] to be
finite Dick must vanish faster than IxI-d/2 for x -> oo, so it is necessary for
itaAa;(x) to approach y-'(x)Oiy(x) faster than IxI-d/2 for x -> oo . This is a
pure gauge field, so the field strength tensor Faij( X ) vanishes faster than
IxI-d/2-1, which is fast enough to make f dux FIXtjFtj converge.

Derrick's theorem does not apply for the gauge theory defined by
Eq. (23 .1 .9), but it is interesting to see where the same reasoning takes
us . For any given fields O(x) and A(x), again define ^ x} - O( x/ R ) , and
now also A'(x) _= A(x/R)/R. The three terms in the Hamiltonian (23 .1 .9)
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now have the scaling properties

T [OR, AR] = Rd-2T[ 0, A] , K [AR] = R1-4K [A] , V [OR] = Rd V [
O

] ,

where T [0, A] -
7

f ddX Eah gab (O)DiO aDi Ob , K[A] = ' .I'd d xFajFij~
and V[01 = f dux U(O ) . Now, for d > 4, S [OR, AR] has no minimum at
any finite value of H, so there is no stable configuration with non-trivial
topology. For 0 < d < 4 there is no difficulty in finding a finite value of
R at which S [OR, Ate] is a minimum.

In the physically interesting case d = 3, topologically non-trivial field
configurations are classified according to the homotopy group n2(G/H),
which is non-trivial for a simply connected group G (such as S U (2)) broken
to an H containing the U(1) of electromagnetism . The topologically non-
trivial classical field configurations with d = 3 are known as magnetic
mnnopoles .2 As we shall see in Section 23.3, their magnetic pole strength
is quantized, the different values corresponding to different elements of
n2(G/H).

For d = 2, topologically non-trivial configurations correspond to ele-
ments of nl (G/H), which is non-trivial when G is a non-simply connected
group like U( 1 ) or SO(3), broken either completely or to a discrete sub-
group. The topologically non-trivial classical field configurations with
d = 2 are the cross sections of vortex lines . One example is provided by
superconductivity, where G = U( 1) is spontaneously broken to H = Z2 .
We have seen in Section 21 .6 that vortex lines occur in type II super-
conductors for magnetic field strengths in a certain range, and that the
magnetic flux carried by a vortex line is quantized, the different values
of the flux corresponding to different elements of ni (U(1)/2z) . Vortex
lines can also occur in relativistic quantum field theories,4 and may be
produced in symmetry-breaking transitions in the early universe, in which
case they are known as cosmic strings-11

Monopoles and vortex lines share a remarkable feature that can be
deduced on purely topological grounds . In both cases the forms of the
Goldstone boson fields n,,(x) on large spheres (S I for vortex lines, S2 for
monopoles) surrounding the configurations are twisted, in such a way
that they cannot smoothly be deformed into constants . In particular, it is
impossible smoothly to reduce the radii of these spheres to zero without
encountering some sort of singularity, because a non-singular field na(x)
on a sphere would have to become a constant as the radius of the sphere
shrinks to zero . The singularity in both cases occurs in a core (a line or
perhaps a tube for vortex lines, a point or perhaps a ball for monopoles)
within which the group G is no longer broken, so that the system is no
longer described by Goldstone boson fields, but by an order parameter
that transforms linearly under G .

For d = 4, the function S [OR, A ' ] of R can only have a minimum
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at some finite R if T [O , A] = V [O] = 0, which would require that O(x)
everywhere takes a value at which U(O) = 0. Assuming that these values
form a continuum related by transformations in the gauge group G, by a
gauge transformation they may be made constants, O(x) = O4, Then in
this gauge the condition T [0 , A] = 0 implies that A,,(x) = 0 for all broken
symmetries, for which to =~ 0. Both T[O,A] and V[O] are stationary at
such a field configuration, so in order for S [0 , A] to be stationary K [0 , A]
must also be stationary, which means that the non-zero gauge fields Aj,'
(which belong to the subgroup H c: G that is unbroken by 0()) must
satisfy the Euclidean Yang-Mills field equation s

01AFjyv = 0 . (23.1 .10)

This case therefore reduces to case (c), but with the gauge group G
replaced with its unbroken subgroup H .

23.2 Homotopy Groups

We learned in the previous section to classify field configurations, at which
the Hamiltonian or other functionals are finite, in correspondence with the
elements of appropriate homotopy groups. But we have not yet explained
in what sense the the homotopy groups are groups, nor have we given
any physical significance to the group structure . As we shall see, there is
a natural definition of the multiplication rule for elements of homotopy
groups, according to which two extended configurations of fields forming
a manifold in d dimensions, that belong to different elements cl and c2
of nd(,&), can only fuse continuously to form a configuration belonging
to the element el x C2 of n~(,&) .

We will begin by defining the first homotopy group nl ( ) of an arbi-
trary manifold -&, alknown as the fundamental group of the manifodd .
As we have seen, the existence of a non-trivial ni(GBH) for some coset
space GBH is the condition for the topological stability of a vortex line in
three dimensions (or a monopole in two dimensions) . After considering
nl(,#), we will then move on to more general homotopy groups .

A connected manifold & is said to be multiply connected if there
is some closed curve of points p(z) on the manifold, parameterized by
a single variable z with 0 c z c 1 and p(O) = p (l ), which cannot be
contracted to a point by a continuous deformation . Since on a connected
manifold we can always continuously deform any such closed curve so
that any one point on the curve is anywhere we like on the manifold,
we may restrict our attention only to curves for which p(O) = p(l ) = po ,
where po is any fixed point of the manifold, known as the base point . Two
such closed curves p1(z) and P2(z) are said to be homotopically equivalent
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if they can be deformed into each other, that is, if there is a continuous
function p (z, t) for 0 c t c 1, with

P(z , 0) = Pi (Z) , P ( z, 1 ) = P2 (Z )

PLO, t} = p0, 0 = Po

The relation of homotopic equivalence is an equivalence relation in the
sense of being symmetric, reflexive, and transitive, so it divides the space of
closed curves on the manifold into equivalence classes : two closed curves
are in the same class if and only if they are homotoptcally equivalent . The
set of these equivalence classes is known as the first homotopy group of
the manifold, nI ( , ) .

To define the multiplication rule for nI (}, choose a standard curve
p[z ; c] that starts and ends at the base point po for each equivalence class
c in n j ( . ). For any two equivalence classes cI and c2, define the `product'
Cl x c2 as the equivalence class containing the curve p[z, Cl, c2] that starts
at po, follows p[z, cI ] back to po , and then follows p[z, c2} back again to
po• Formally, we take

p [2z, c l } 0 S z c Z
PLZa c 1 9 C2 1

- PL2Z --- 1 , C21 ~ 2 Z C I

We must now show that multiplication defined in this way satisfies
the conditions for a group. First, let us check that this multiplication is
associative. For this purpose, note that (Cl x c2 ) x C3 is the equivalence
class containing a curve p[z, cz X c2, C31 that goes along the standard
curve p[z, el x c2] from the base point and back again, and then along
the standard curve p[z, c 31 from the base point and back again, while
Cl x (C2 x C3) is the equivalence class containing a curve p[z, cI, c2 X c3]
that goes along the standard curve p[z, el} from the base point and back
again, and then along the standard curve p[z, c2 x c3] from the base point
and back again. By definition, the curve p[z, Cl x c2] may be deformed into
a curve that goes along p[z, cI} from the base point and back again and
then along p[z, c2 ] from the base point and back again, while p[z, c2 x c3 1
may be deformed into a curve that goes along p[z, c2] from the base
point and back again and then along p[z, c 3 ] from the base point and
back again. Hence both curves p[z, cI X C2, c3] and p[z, Cl, c2 x C3] may be
deformed into the curve that goes along p[z, cj] from the base point and
back again, then along p[z, cZ] from the base point and back again, and
finally along p[z, c3 1 from the base point and back again, and hence they
may be deformed into each other, showing tha t

(Cl ?C C2 ) X C3 = Cl ?C (C 2 X C3) .

The unit element e of nl (~} is defined as the equivalence class con-
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taining the curve p[z, e] = po that stays at the base point . To check that
e x c == c, note that

p[z, e, c ] 1 Pd

p[2z - 1, el
O C Z C Z

2 C Z C I

But this curve can be continuously deformed into p[z, c] by taking

0 _ PO 0 C z C t /2
P(z , p[(2z - t)I ( 2 - t), C} t/2 C z C 1 '

which is the same as p[z, e, c] for t = 1 and the same as p[z, c] for t = 0.
The product e x c is the equivalence class containing p[z, e, c] , which we
now see is the same as the equivalence class containing p[z, c], which is
just c. The proof that c x e = c is similar .

The `inverse' c-I of the equivalence class c is the equivalence class
that contains a curve p- I [z, c] which goes around the same path as the
standard curve p[z, c] but in the opposite direction ; that is ,

P-1 ~~, C] = P[I - zy C] •

This is not necessarily the same as the `standard' curve p[z, c°-I}, but by the
definition of the equivalence class c1 . the two curves may be deformed
into each other. To check that c- I x c = e, note that by deforming p[z, c-
into p ' [z, c], the curve p[z, c i , c] may be deformed into

z C
-1

C ] -}
p[I - 2Z, c] 0 C Z C Z

But this curve can be continuously deformed into p[z, e] = po by taking

P(z' 0 = p Litz + 1 - 2t, c]
O C Z C

2ZC ~

which is the same as p[z, c- 1 , c] for t = I and the same as p[z, e] for t = 0.
The product ci x c is the equivalence class containing p[z, c- l , c], which
we now see is the same as the equivalence class containing p[z , e l , which
is just e. The proof that c x c-' = e is similar. The existence of a unit
element and inverses shows that these equivalence classes form a group.

The classic example of a manifold W with a non-trivial first homotopy
group is the circle itself, ,# = SI . This may be parameterized by an
angle B with 0 = 0 and B =inn (with n any positive or negative integer)
identified as the same point. The homotopy groups consist of classes of
functions O(z) for 0 c z c 1 that begin at some base point, 0(0) = e0, and
end at the same base point, 0 (1) = B() + inn . Two such functions may be
continuously deformed into each other if and only if they have the same
value of n, so nl(Sz) consists of a denumerably infinite number of classes
cn labelled by the positive or negative integer n . Furthermore, the `product'
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of two c lasses cn and c,, cons ists of cu rves tha t go n t imes around the
circ le from the base po int and back again, and then m times around the
c irc le from the base point and back aga in, so here multiplication is just
addition :

Cn X Cm = Cn+m

and hence

(23.2.1 )

(23.2.2)

where Z is the group of addition of positive and negative integers. As
an immediate physical application, we note that when a gauge group
SO(2) is completely spontaneously broken, the coset space is just SO(2)
itself, which has the topology of a circle, so in this case there is an
infinite number of types of topologically stable vortex line, characterized
by a positive or negative integer n . For instance, this is the case in a
type II superconductor, where as we saw in Section 21 . 6 the U ( I) of
electromagnetic gauge invariance is spontaneously broken to a discrete
subgroup Z2 .

More generally, all spheres Sd with d > 1 are simply connected, which
means that they have a trivial first homotopy group, a statement conven-
tionally expressed as

nl (Sd) = 0 for d > 1 . (23.2.3 )

Only a few of the more familiar Lie groups are multiply connected :

7c1(G ) _

Z G = U(k )
Z2 G = SO(k)
0 G = Spin(k )
0 G = S U(k )
0 G = USp(2k )
0 G _ Ga, F4 , Es, E7 , E8

k~1
k~3
k 2: 3
k~2
k~l

(23.2.4)

Here Z2 is the group with two elements 1 and -1, with group multi-
plication defined as ordinary multiplication, and Spin(n) is the simply
connected covering group of SO(n). (As we saw in Section 2 .7, Spin(3) is
the same as SU(2).) Also, for a direct product of two manifolds W and
.', the fundamental group is

7T 1 (. x d) = R r (,#) X 71 z (-W) - (23.2 .5 )

We can appreciate the physical significance of the group structure of
nI (. } by asking what happens when two distant parallel vortex lines
in three dimensions are brought together . When the vortex lines are
sufficiently far apart their fields do not interact, so the configuration can
be described by specifying the classes c' and c" in 7cI ( G I H ) to which
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each belongs. The class c to which the whole configuration belongs is
determined by the behavior of the fields on a very large circle surrounding
both vortex lines. By a continuous deformation we can distort this eery
large circle into two large circles, one surrounding each vortex line, which
intersect at a point midway between them. As we go around this closed
curve in two-dimensional space we first trace out a curve in G/H which
consists of one of the closed curves in the class c', and then one of the
closed curves in the class c", just as in the definition of the product
of the classes. We conclude then that the whole configuration is in a
class c = c' x c", and so the two vortex lines can only fuse together to
form a vortex line of this class . In particular, they can only annihilate if
C~~ _ e~-i

For instance, when 7rI (G/H) = Z (as in superconductivity, where
G/H -- SO(2)/Z2), in three dimensions two vortex lines of classes cn
and cm can fuse together to form a vortex line of class cn+m, so they can
only annihilate if n = -m. On the other hand, when 7EI (GIH ) = Z2 (as
when G = SO(IV) with N _> 3 and H is trivial or discrete) there is only
one kind of vortex line in three dimensions, corresponding to the element
-1 of Z2, and since (-1 )2 = 1, any two can annihilate .

Now let us consider the general homotopy group 71k( .). This is much
like 7E1( . ) , except that instead of considering mappings of the circle SI
into a manifold ., we consider mappings of the k-sphere Sk (the surface
of a (k + I)-dimensional ball) into , W, agaiwith one point of 5k always
mapped into the same `base point' p o of . Two such mappings are
equivalent if one can be continuously deformed into the other, keeping
the same point of Sk always mapped into the base point . The kth
homotopy group nk( ) has elements consisting of equivalence classes of
these mappings.

It is often convenient to picture the d-sphere Sd as the interior of a
d-dimensional hypercube, with all points on the boundary identified as
a single point . For instance, we have already seen that the circle 5 , can
be treated as the interval 0 c B c 2n, with points 0 = 0 and 0 = 2n
identified . Similarly we can make a map of an S2 like the earth's surface
by cutting out the south pole and spreading out the resulting sheet on
the unit square 0 c z , c 1, 0 c z2 c I . Continuous mappings of this
square into . must take all points on the boundary into the same point
of ,, because all points on the boundary are the same point, the south
pole. In general, two mappings p(zI, • • • zd) and p'(zI, • • • z d) of Sd into .
are homotopically equivalent if one can be continuously deformed into
the other, while keeping p on the boundary of the hypercube equal to the
base point pa .

As before, for each equivalence class c we choose a standard mapping
p(z l , - - • z d ; c). The product of cZ and c2 is defined as the equivalence class
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that contains the mapping

p(2ZI , Z2,
. . .

Zd ; C0 0 C Z 1 C
P (Zl,Z2 , . . .Zdy C 1 , C2 ) =

p(2ZI - Z2a
. . .Zd ; C2) 2 < Z , C ~

(23 .2 .6)
The unit element e is defined as the equivalence class that contains the
mapping with p = pa for all z, and the inverse C' of c is defined as the
equivalence class that contains the mapping wit h

P-I [z I , zz, . . . Irv ; Cl = P [l - zI, z2, . . . zN ; Cl . (23.2.7)

In the same way as for nI, it can be shown that thi s multiplication is
associative, and that e x c = c x e = c and cf 1 x c= c x c- I = e. All
nn( .) for n ~ 2 are Abelian. (There are manifolds ,. for which 7rl ( ) is
non-Abelian , such as the plane with two or more point s removed . )

In any case in which n k ( ..#) = Z, there must be a one-to-one mapping
of the k-sphere 5k into a k-sphere Sk in -0, which correspond s to the
element `one ' of Z (not the unit element, which is zero) . The element v
of Z with v = 2,3, . . . corresponds to the mapping of Sk into the same
k-sphere Sk in which covers Sk v times, with the Jacobian of the
transformation Sk -> Sk posit ive. The element v of Z with v = - 1 , -2. . . .
corresponds to the mapping Sk -> Sk, which covers Sk J v J times, with the
Jacobian of the transformation S k -} Sk negative .

For in stance , we saw in the previous section that magnetic monopoles
arise when a simply connected group G i s broken to the U(1) of electro-
magnetism. In this case the appendix shows tha t

n2(G/U(1 )} = ni (U(1 )} = Z , (23.2.8)

so a magnetic monopole carries an integer-valued quantum number v,
which as shown in Section 23 .3 is proportional to the magnetic charge .
This quantum number gives the number of times that a two-sphere of
large radius surrounding the monopole is mapped into a two-sphere in the
manifold G/ U (1 ) of Goldstone boson fields (with the relative orientation
of the two two-spheres being the same or opposite for v positive or
negative, respectively) and is therefore known as the winding number . The
structure of the group Z shows that this quantum number is conserved,
in the sense that a monopole of quantum number v can fuse with a
monopole of quantum number v' only to form a monopole with quantum
number v + v' .

If the unbroken subgroup is SO(n) with n ~ 3, then according to
Appendix B of this chapte r

nAG /S O (n )} = 7c I (S O (n)} = Z2 . (23.2.9)

In this case there is just one sort of `monopole,' corresponding to the
element -1 of Z2, which can annihilate only in pairs . It is important to
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distinguish between this case and that in which SO(n) is replaced with its
simply connected covering group Spin(n), for which there are no monoples .
We will come back to this point at the end of the next section .

Another example : we saw in the previous section that the skyrmions in
quantum chromodynamics with n light quarks correspond to elements of
X3(5 U(n)}, which according to the appendix is Z . Thus these skyrmions
carry a conserved integer-valued quantum number v, which perhaps may
be identified with baryon number . Similarly, recall from the previous
section that the instantons in a gauge theory based on a simple gauge
group G correspond to the elements of nAG}, which according to the
appendix is Z, so these instantons like skyrmions carry an integer-valued
quantum number v, also known as the winding number . In Section 2 3 .5
we shall see how to express this quantum number as a local functional of
the gauge field.

23.3 Monopoles

As a detailed example of a topologically non-tr ivial field configuration,
we shall now consider the monopole of 't Hooft and Polyako v,2 and its
general izations. We saw in Section 23 .1 that when a simply connected
gauge group G is spontaneously broken to the U(1) of electromagnetism ,
the configurations of finite energy are classified according to the elements
of the group 712(GIU (1 )} = 7EI (U(1 )} = Z . (The case of non-simply con-
nected Lie groups is con sidered at the end of this section.) According to
the physical interpretation of homotopy groups discussed in Section 23 .2,
th is mean s that these configurations have a conserved additive quantum
number. But we st ill need to show that any of these stationary con-
figurations actually exist , and to give a physical interpretation of their
topological quantum numbers .

As an illustrative example, consider a theory (like the Georgi -Glashow
electroweak model1 2 ) in wh ich an SU(2) gauge group is spontaneously
broken by the vacuum expectation value of an SU(2) triplet of scalar
fields 0, (It is explained at the end of th is section why in this case we say
that the gauge group i s SU(2) rather than SO(3) .} The Lagrangian den sity
for the scalars and gauge fields in Minkowskian spacet i me is taken as

4F►zjjvF~tv - Z D Fj0nD ~ on - V(OnOn) , (23.3 . 1 )

where

Fn,uV = OpAn u - rev Ay: 11 + e enmlAm F , A , v a (23.3 .2 )
D - 0

and the function V(OnOn} is assumed to be positive, with the value zero
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at a non-vanishing value ~ O) (taken positive) of (In much work
on monopoles V is taken to be the quartic polynomial A ( OnO n --- WY ,
with A > 0, but we shall not make this assumption here .) Eq. (23 .3 .1)
describes a theory with a spacetime-independent vacuum solution with
Any = 0, in which a vacuum expectation value can with 0,0, = ~0) 2
breaks S U (2) to its U (1 ) subgroup, which can be identified with the
gauge group of electrodynamics. Instead we here shall seek topologically
non-trivial inhomogeneous but time-independent classical solutions in
temporal gauge, with An = 0 but An ~ 0 . The Lagrangian density in this
case is the negative of the potential energy density ,* , given by

,X,, = a Fn ij + i ~~ i~n
)
2

+
V~ ~~ ~ (23.3 .4)

with squares including obvious index contractions . Because each term in
(23 .3.4) is positive, the integral of each term must separately converge in
a configuration of finite energy .

In particular, for the integral of V( OnOn) to converge, the vector On
must have the fixed length ~ O } at infinity, so each configuration of finite
energy defines a smooth mapping of a large two-sphere Y surrounding the
monopole configuration into the two-sphere of the 20, with 0,0, = (0

)As x runs over.51, can may run over the sphere 0,0, = ~ 0) 2 any integer
number N of times, either with Jacobian Det (Ox/r7O) positive, in which
case we say that the winding number is N, or with Jacobean negative, in
which case the winding number is -N.

To see what the winding number has to do with the magnetic monopole
moment, we must first consider what in this theory is observed as `the'
magnetic field . Whatever the field configuration, we can introduce a gauge
in which the scalar field can points in some definite direction, say the
three-direction, in any given finite region, so that in this region the gauge
field associated with the unbroken U(1) subgroup of SU(2) is A3 i . 't
Hooft2 found a gauge-invariant tensor which reduces to the usual
electromagnetic field strength tensor OFzA3,, - r7,,A31z in this gauge :

A, I A A, A,
~FFlv = F'nFev On - e 6nml On D Ft O ►n Dv 0 l (23 . 3 .5)

where c~~ =can/ c~mc~m To check that is the ordinary elec-
..

tromagnettc field strength tensor in a gauge with constant can (and
for later purposes) we use Eqs . (23.3 .2) and (23 .3.3) and the identity

'Fubc ,Fude = 60ce - 60cd to write F,,, in the form1 3

r rA A

~v = aF~ l OnAnv ) - av l 0,,A,,,) - ~ Enm [ 0n OU0m OV 01 . (23.3 .6)

Thus in a gauge in which On is a fixed unit vector in the three-direction,
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we have as promised

,uv = OuA3v - OvA3u .

The magnetic monopole moment g of any localized field configuration
is defined as 1/47E times the magnetic flux through a large closed surface
9 around the configuration :

4Trg = ~~'a.ik L,jjd2sk (23.3 .7 )

The first two terms in Eq . (23.3 .6) for 3W' ij are derivatives, and therefore
do not contribute to the integral (23.3.7), so that

1 f ,. ,.
29 8ne 6 'jk~nrnl J ~ on O iom 0jo l d Sk . (23 . 3 . 8)

This has the important property of being a topological invariant- inte-
grating by parts where necessary, we can see that the change in g under,.
an infinitesimal variation 60„ in 0n is

3 f A ..

~
g

S7te ~a
jk ~'nm l J f

On Oa Om ajO t L1~ 2'Sk

.`. +' . A A

But because 0 is a unit vector, 60 as well as r7iO and
aj

0 are all in the
plane perpendicular to 0, so

~nml
6

0n
a

i 0m
a

.j 0 I = 0 ,

and therefore r5g = 0. The quantity (23.3.8) is related to the topological
invariant known as the Kronecker index.

Because g is a surface integral, it is additive : for any two distant
localized configurations, the surface 9' used to calculate g may be taken
to be a pair of spheres, one surrounding each configuration, connected by
a thin neck between them, so the value of g for the whole system will be
the sum of the values of gZ, 92 for the individual localized configurations .
Furthermore, since g is a topological invariant, we will have g = 91 + 92
for any field configuration that is formed by a smooth fusion of two
configurations with magnetic monopole moments g , and 92- It follows
that g must be proportional to the winding number. Arafune, Freund, and
Goebel13 verified this and calculated the coefficient of proportionality by
using the formula (23.3.8) for general winding number . Here we will simply
calculate the coefficient by studying the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole,2 in
which the fields have unit winding number .

As we saw in the previous section, the `identity' (as opposed to the unit)
element J of 7c2(SU(2)/ U(1 ) }, which corresponds to the element `one'
of Z, consists of configurations in which the two-sphere 9 at infinity is
mapped once (with positive Jacobian) into the sphere described b y
As a representative of this homotopy class, we may take a configuration
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in which at infinity
this configuration let

0 = 101 , 02 ,0 3 1 and
ansatz :

439

can is in the same direction as x. To construct
us impose a symmetry under joint rotations on
x, as well as parity conservation, and make th e

On = Gn ~o) F ir) ~

en~rxr
G(r)Ani = .

er

(23.3.9 )

(23.3.10)

There is an important similarity between this field configuration and that
for a vortex line in a superconductor. The solution 0 = ~-~-~rpl2e for the
Goldstone boson field in a vortex line found in Section 21 .6 shows that,
although gauge invariance and rotational invariance are spontaneously
broken, the vortex line solution is invariant under the combination of a
global gauge transformation for which 0 --+ 0 + A and a rigid rotation
rp -> rp ± 2eA /,~, . Similarly, a monopole solution of the form (23.3.9 )-
(23.3.10 ) is not invariant under rotations or gauge transformations, but
it is invariant under the combination of a rigid three-dimensional spatial
rotation and an equal global 50(3) gauge transformation .

As already mentioned, in order for the integral of V( 0n0n ) to converge
it is necessary for c~nc~n to approach (0)2 as r -> oo, so in this limit
F(r) -> 1 . To derive the limiting behavior of G(r ), note that the covariant
derivative of the scalar field is

Den ~0) [( I - G(r)) (6n i - xr~xi
)

F
(
r

) + xnxiF' (r)
r

so the scalar term in the Hamiltonian density i s

l D i~r~ l2 F2`

1 - C~i )2 F ~ 2

r2 + 2

(23.3 .11 )

For this to have a finite integral it is necessary also that G(r) --+ 1 and
F'(r) -> 0 as r -> cc . Finally, the field strength (23 .3 . 2) is

Fn ii = eek [_ .!G'(r)( &
r

, , -
-,Ai )

- ~ ~~G(r~ - G~( r'~} xnx:

so the Yang-Mi lls term in the H amiltonian densi ty is

a
(
F

n
rj

)2
= 2

e

Gi2 (2G - GZ) 2

r2 + 2r4

(23 .3.13 )

(23 .3 .14)

This has an integral that converges at large distances as long as G'(r)
vanishes sufficiently rapidly as r -> oo .

We can use these results to calculate the magnetic monopole moment
of this configuration . Eq. (23 .3.13), together with the limits G(oo) = 1 and
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G'(oo) = 0, shows that for r --+ oo, we have

^ i
Fnij

Eijk XkXn

er2

Since DaOn vanishes rapidly as r -> oo, the magnetic part
strength tensor in this gauge is given for r -> co by the
Eq. (23.3.5), so at large distances the magnetic field become s

A

^ X i
$i = 2 ~'i jk~ jk ~ 2 Ei jk OnFn jk 1

erg

(23 .3 . 1 5 )

of the field
first term in

Thus this configuration has magnetic monopole moment g = I le. According
to the general argument above, the magnetic moment of a configuration
with winding number v, corresponding to the element v of Z, is the n

gy =vie . (23.3 .17)

It requires a detailed numerical calculation to find the stable config-
uration that minimizes the integral of the Hamiltonian density (23 .3 .4) .
However there is a limiting case where an analytic solution is available.
To see this, it is useful first to derive a general lower bound due to
Bogomol'nyi10 on the monopole energy for a given magnetic monopole
moment g. Note that (23 .3.4) may be written

2
_1Y °' q (Fn ij + Fijk Dk

OPI) ±
2 1FijkFnijDk On + V (O n On ) (23 . 3 . 18 )

Using the Bianchi identity ( 15 .3.9 ), the second term may be written

± 2 QjkFni 1 D k On = ± ?E ijk Dk ( Fn ijO rt) = ± 2 E' tjk ak (Fnij On)

so its integral is given by the magnetic monopole moment g

± ~~' i.ik fd3x FnajDk On = ~-~-~O) f B • dA = - 4~~ O) g

Since every other term in W' is positive, we have a general lower bound
on the energy of a configurat ion with magnetic monopole moment g

E ^
/d3xr ~ 4 7r ~ O) I g I . (23.3.19 )

For g = ~-~- Ile, this gives an energy E ~ 4-r(O)l e, which for small
coupling constant e is much greater than the corrections due to quantum
fluctuations , which are at most of order ~O) . This is why we can take such
a class ical configuration seriously as the leading term in a perturbat ion
expansion .

Now, it is tempting to try to minimize the energy for a given magnetic
monopole moment by setting the first term in Eq . (23 .3.18 ) equal to zero ,
so that

Fn ij = ± FtjkDk On , (23.3 .20 )
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but in general this does not lead to a configuration at which the energy
is stationary. The condition that the energy should be stationary with
respect to variations in the scalar field is the field equation

DkDk On = 20nV'(On On ) , (23 .3 .21 )

while Eq . (23.3.20) together with the Bianchi identity (15 .3.9) would imply
that DkDkran = 0 . This argument suggests that in the special case where
V (On On ) is very small, it will be possible nearly to reach the lower bound
(23 .3 .19), and hence minimize the energy for a given magnetic monopole
moment, by imposing the condition (23.3.20). (Where V is the quartic
polynomial ). ( On on - (0)2)2, the assumption that V is small means that
,~ CC e2, as in a type I superconductor .) Such stable configurations were
studied in this way by Bogomol'nyi1° . They had been found earlier by
Prasad and Sommerfeld14 without direct use of Eck . (23.3. 20), and are
usually called BPS monopoles .

The Bogomol'nyi condition (23 .3.20) provides first-order differential
equations for F(r) and G(r), which are much easier to solve than the
second-order field equations derived directly from the condition that the
energy should be stationary. Using Eqs. (23.3 .11) and (23 .3.13), the terms
in Eq . (23 .3.20) proportional to eijk [Ski - xkx,,] and FijkXkXn respectively
yield the differential equations

(23.3.22)

(23.3 .23)

With the boundary condition that F(r) - -+ 1 and G(r) --+ 1 as r --+ ao, these
equations have the solution

F=coth 1 ' G=t -- p
P P Binh p

(23.3 .24)

where p - e~ O}r. Note in particular that the field On given by Eqs . (23.3.9)
and (23.3 .24) vanishes for r --+ 0, so as remarked in Section 23 .1, the S U(2)
symmetry is restored at the center of the monopole .

Let's now return to the case of a potential V of arbitrary strength . The
't Hooft-Polyakov monopole is stable, because are no configurations of
smaller topological quantum number into which it could decay. Config-
urations of higher magnetic monopole moment are generally unstable?
There are also interesting configurations with both magnetic monopole
moments and electric charge, known as dyons. 1 5

There is another way of understanding the value Ile of the 't Hooft-
Polyakov magnetic monopole moment, which goes back to the original
work of Dirac on magnetic monopoles .16 As mentioned earlier, instead
of the gauge we have been using, we can make a gauge transformation
on --+ Rn,,,(x)om that rotates On CO point in a fixed direction V, for instance
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the three-direction . Then the field strength $nk = z Fi jk Fni j is transformed
into Rn~ B ,,. k , which approaches vnackler2 for r ~ ao, so here we do not
have to project this on a local unbroken symmetry direction . The price
we need to pay for these conveniences is that the gauge transformation
is singular ; the rotation that takes a vector in the x direction into some
fixed direction v i s

R(x ; v )

= 1 - ~ 1 - v • x} vvT + v (x - (x • v)v
) T

+
(x - (x - v )v) v -"

(x - (x _ v}v) (x - (x • v )v
)

- + (23.3.25)
l x • v

which is singular at x = -v. This R is not unique ; for instance, we could
perform the rotation R(x ; -v} that tapes x into the -v direction, followed
by a fixed rotation of 180° around some axis perpendicular to v, but this
would become singular at x = +v . To avoid the singularities, we have
to adopt different gauges in different regions ; for instance, with v in the
three-direction, we can use a gauge for 0 < 0 < (gyp that is singular at
0 = it and a gauge for 00 c B < it that is singular at 0 = 0, where 0a is an
arbitrary angle with 0 < B0 < it, often taken as 7c/2 . Everywhere except
at 0 = 0 and 0 = it the magnetic fie ld will be given at large distances
by B - -+ gx/r2 , where g is the magnetic monopole strength . This can be
written as the curl ❑ x A of a vector potential whose only non-vanishing
component is in the azimuthal rp direction . For 0 < 0 < Fop we must
take A,, = g(1 - cos 0)/r sin 0, which is only singular at 0 = 7r, while
for 00 < 0 < it we must take A ,, = -g ( 1 + cos O) fir sin 0, which is only
singular at 0 = D. The difference ❑ A between these two vector potentials is
a gradient ❑A with A = 2grp, which of course does not affect the magnetic
field for 0 < 0 < it, but could affect the dynamics of charged fields. A
gauge transformation with A = 2grp will change a field of charge q by
a factor exp(2iggrp), which is not single-valued unless 2qg is an integer.
This is the Dirac quantization condition ; the existence of any magnetic
monopole with monopole moment g would require all electric charges to
be integer multiples of (2g)-1 . For the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole this
condition is automatically satisfied, because here g = 11e, and all charges
in the Georgi-Glashow model are integer multiples of e/2 .

The Georgi-Glashow model was ruled out as a theory of weak and elec-
tromagnetic interactions by the discovery of neutral currents, but magnetic
monopoles are expected to occur in other theories, where a simply con-
nected group G is spontaneously broken not to U(1), but to some subgroup
H' x U(1), where H' is simply connected . (According to Appendix B of this
chapter, for simply connected groups G we have n2(G/H) = nl(H), which
for H = H' x U(1) equals 7r1(H ') X nl(U(1)} = n1(U(1)} = Z .) There are
no monopo les produced in the spontaneous breaking of the gauge group
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SU(2) x U(1) of the standard electroweak theory, which is not simply
connected . (About this, more below .) But we do find monopoles when
the simply connected gauge group G of theories of unified strong and
e lectroweak interactions, such as SU(4) x SU(4) or SU(5) or Spiny 10) ,
is spontaneously broken to the gauge group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) of
the standard model. (See Section 21 .5.) The monopoles in this case are
expected to have a mass larger by an inverse square gauge coupling con-
stant than the vecto r boson masses M • 10 1 5_ 1016 GeV produced by this
symmetry breaking. Such monopoles would have been produced when
the universe underwent a phase transition in which G was spontaneously
broken to SU(3) x SU(2) X U(1), at a temperature T of order M.

This poses a problem for some cosmological models.17 The scalar fields
before this phase transition would have necessarily been uncorrelated
at distances larger than the horizon distance, the furthest distance that
light could have travelled since the initial singu larity. At an early time
t in standard cosmological theories18 the horizon distance is of order
t .= (GN T4)-112 (where GN ^f (1019 GeV)-2 is Newton's constant), so the
number density of monopoles produced at this time would have been
of order t-3 .:: (GN 1Vf4)3/2, which is smaller than the photon density
M3 at T ~t: M by a factor of order (GN M2)3/2 . For M .~: 1015 GeV
this factor is of order 10-5 . If monopoles did not find each other to
annihilate, then this ratio would remain roughly constant to the present,
but with at least 1D9 microwave background photons per nucleon today,
this wou ld give at least 103 monopoles per nucleon, in gross disagreement
with what is observed . This potential paradox was one of the factors
leading to inflationary cosmological models,19 in which there was a period
of exponential expansion, which if it occurred before the monopoles were
produced would have greatly extended the horizon, and if it occurred after
the production of monopoles (but before a period of reheating) would
have greatly diluted the monopole density.

The discovery of monopoles of any sort would create opportunities
for the observation of remarkable phenomena, including the existence of
fermion-monopole configurations of fractional fermion number,'° and the
violation of baryon conservation in fermion-monopole scattering .2 1

In the above discussion we have considered only monopoles associated
with the spontaneous breakdown of a simply-connected gauge group G .
This raises a question . For every Lie group G, whether simply connected
or not, there is a simply-connected group G with the same Lie algebra,
known as its covering group. (For examples, see Section 2.7.) Any non-
simply connected group has fewer representations than its covering group
(for instance, the doubly-connected groups SO(n) have only scalar, vector,
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and tensor representations, while their covering groups Spin(n) also have
spinor representations) . If a theory does not happen to involve fields that
belong to the extra representations of the covering group, then are we
are free to consider the gauge group of the theory to be either the non-
simply connected group G or its covering group G? In particular, does
the menu of possible monopoles depend on whether the theory contains
only fields transforming as representations of a non-simply connected
group G, or additional fields that would only furnish representations of its
covering group G? For instance, in the original Georgi-Glashow model12
the only scalar fields belonged to a representation of S O (3), the three-
vector, but there were fermions that belonged to spinor representations
of the covering group Spin(3) = SU(2) . Would the allowed values of the
magnetic monopole moment change if we added scalar fields belonging
to the spinor representations of SU(2)? Would it change if we removed
the fermions ?

The answer is that the menu of possible monopoles does not depend on
whether we say that the gauge group is a non-simply connected group G or
its covering group G, and therefore is unaffected when we add or remove
fields belonging to representations of G that are not representations of G .
As we saw in Section 23 .1, in general the topologically stable monopole-
like configurations are classified according to the elements of 7r2(G/H) .
According to a result quoted in Appendix B of this chapter, this homotopy
group consists of those elements of n1(H ) that correspond to the trivial
element of n1(G) when H is embedded in G . But if we replace G with
its covering group G, we also replace H with a different subgroup H',
because some of the loops in H do not return to the base point when H is
embedded in G. These are just the loops that do not become trivial when
H is embedded in G, so 712(G/H ) = 7r1(H'), and thus as far as monopoles
are concerned we could just as well say that the gauge group is G rather
than G.

For instance, as far as the scalar fields are concerned, the gauge group
of the Georgi-Glashow model might be considered to be the doubly-
connected SO(3) rather than its simply-connected covering group SU(2) .
The unbroken subgroup is then SQ(Z ), in which we identify transforma-
tions that differ by a 360° rotation . Thus 7r,(SO(2)} includes loops that
extend from the unit element to a 360° rotation, which would not be
loops when SO(3) is embedded in SU(2). But 7E2 (Sn(3 ) /SQ(2 ) } is not the
same as 7r,(Sa(2)), but rather excludes the loops that are hornotopically
non-trivial when SO(3) is embedded in SU(2), which are just the loops
that extend from the unit element to a 360° rotation, so 7E2 (SO(3 )/ SQ(2 ) }
is the U(1) subgroup of SU(2), just as if the gauge group were taken to
be SU(2) from the beginning .

It is convenient always to consider the gauge group G associated with
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any semi-simple gauge algebra to be the simply-connected covering group,
so that we can use the simple result that nZ(GIH ) - n1(H). As we have
just seen, the connectivity properties of H are then fixed by its embedding
in G, or more precisely, by the embedding of the Lie algebra of H in
the Lie algebra of G. For instance, an SU(3) gauge algebra might be
spontaneously broken either into an SU(2) sub algebra, under which the
defining representation of S U(3) transforms as a doublet plus a singlet,
or into an SO(3) subalgebra, under which the defining representation of
SU(3) transforms as a three-vector . In the first case we do not have
the option of considering the unbroken subgroup to be SO(3) ; since
nl (S U(2)) = 0, there are no monopoles here . In the second case the
unbroken gauge group must be regarded as Sa(3), not SII(Z), so the
theory does have monopole-like configurations, classified according to the
elements of n, (S O (3 )} = Z2. The nature of the unbroken subalgebra of H
and its embedding in the gauge algebra G may be dynamically affected
by the variety of field types that we introduce in the Lagrangian, but once
the algebra of H and its embedding in the algebra of G are fixed, the
menu of monopoles is otherwise entirely unaffected by the variety of fields
in the theory.

In particular, the argument that led to the Dirac quantization condition
shows that, in any theory in which a Lie algebra G is spontaneously
broken to a subalgebra including the electric charge operator, the allowed
magnetic monopole moments are integer multiples of the reciprocal of
the smallest electric charge that appears in the representations of the
covering group of G, whether or not there is actually any particle that
carries that charge in the theory . If the algebra of G itself contains a
U(l) generator, then we must consider the covering group of this U(1),
which is the non-compact group of translations along the real line . I f this
U(1) generator appears as a term in the electric charge operator, as in the
standard electroweak theory, then there is no minimum electric charge in
the representations of the covering group, and hence no monopoles .

23.4 The Cartan-Maurer Integral Invariant

In understanding the topology of various compact manifolds, it is a great
help that there is often a topologically invariant quantity that can be
written as an integral over the manifold. This will be important in our
discussion of instantons in the next section, and it has already been used
in studying Wess-Zumino-Witten terms in Sections 19 .8 and 22 .7 .

Consider a mapping of an arbitrary compact manifold Y of odd dimen-
sionality d with coordinates 01 , BZ, • . - Bd into a manifold of matrices
g(B1, 02' . • • Od) with Lletg =~ D. (For the applications that concern us here,
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.SP is usually a sphere Sd, and the g are the elements of a Lie group G
in some representation .) We define a functional of g(O), known as the
Cartan-Maurer form :

j 191 = J dO 1
d02 . . . dod Et itz . . .a d

X Tr {g_1(Oj ~ g (0 ) ~ g- ( 0) (23 .4.1)
r3B~1 a o ~ 2 a O Ed '

where f tj i2 td is the totally antisymmetric quantity with 6 1 2"'d = 1 . From
the fact that € 1 2 --id = -(-1 )dC2Z . . . idil, we see that J[g] vanishes where .S'
is even-dimensional, so we will restrict ourselves here to the case where d
is odd. The usefulness of this quantity arises from its several remarkable
properties .

First, this integral is independent of the coordinate system used to
parameterize the manifold Y. This follows rather obviously from the fact
that ei0 = . . . id is a contravariant tensor density, in the sense that

0e4 ae iZ 00=d (00 )

Second, the integral (23.4.1) is also invariant under small deformations
of the mapping Y ~--* Using the properties of the trace, we see that
under an infinitesimal change g --+ g + Sg of the function g(B ), the change
in each factor g- 'Ogla Di in (23 .4.1) makes the same contribution to the
change in ._flg]

6J[g] = d
I

dB 1 d02 . . . d0d
E i li2---i a

ae 0e
Now, the last factor in the trace is

(g-'(O) aci d

6
(g1o

)
~g(0}

g 1 (0) 6g(O) g , (0)
ag( O)

+ g I(O)
069 ( 0)

ao
id 00

E
d Mid

= g- i
(y ) aoid (gog-10) g(O )

When we integrate by parts, the derivative a/ae ' d gives no contribution
when acting on the partial derivatives Og(0)100 in because E' i0 2 . . . td is anti-
symmetric. The remaining d - 1 terms where 0/00id acts on g- 1 (0) are all
equal except for an alternating sign, so since there are an even number of
them they add up to zero.

Finally, let us specialize to the case where Y is the sphere Sd. Because
.fi[g] is invariant under small variations of g(0 ), it can be regarded as a
function .~(c) only of the homotopy class c to which g(O) belongs. The
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integrals Y,_(c) for strictly speaking, exp~J(c)~-) furnish a representation of
the homotopy group Rd ( ), in the sense that

,f (Ca X c'b ) = ~Jr(Ca) + -0- (c:b ) . (23.4 .2)

(If ga(0) and gb (H) are elements of the homotopy classes c ,, and cb respec-
tively, then the homotopy class c . X cb consists of mappings homotopically
equivalent to

gab(O)
2

$6(20 1
- 1, 02 . . .

O
d

) z C 0 1 C 1

The part of the integral J [gA over the hemispheres with 0 < 0 2 c 1/2
and 1/2 ~ 01 c 1 can be done by changing variables to 01 = 20t and
Hi = 2B1 - 1, respectively, yielding the terms J(c,,) and J (C b) in (23.4.2), )

In particular, this tells us that the homotopy classes e, c, c x c, etc., and
r-1, c- l x c-1, etc., have

J'(c') = n -0 (c) . (23 .4.3 )

If J(c ) :~ 0 for some c, then these invariants are all different, so the
classes c' are all different, and therefore form a subgroup Z of 7rd( .,#) .
This goes far to explain the great difference between the sizes of the
homotopy groups for odd and even dimensions shown in Appendix B of
this chapter. For instance, 7rj (U(1 ) } = Z, 7E3(G) = Z for all simple Lie
groups G, and 715(5 U(n}) -= Z for all n ? 3, while for all Lie groups G,
R2(G) = 0 and ff4(G) is finite.

As a simple example where J(c) :~ 0, consider the homotopy group
RJ ( U (1)), which is the same as the group rrl (SI) used as an example at
the beginning of the previous section . Any mapping Si F-+ U(1) may
be characterized by v, the number of times that the phase of the U(1)
element goes counterclockwise around Si minus the number of times it
goes around Si in the opposite direction, as the coordinate 0 goes around
S1, two mappings being hornotopically equivalent if and only if they have
the same v . The with class contains the mapping g,, ( B) = exp(2iv7rO) with
0 ~ 0 :S: 1, for which

i
J1 [9v] =

in
dF] exp(-2iv8)

d
exp(2ivO) = 2iv ~

d0

thus verifying that nj(U(1 )} = Z .
As an aid to calculating J(g) in less simple cases, suppose that we can

continuously deform the manifold . into a Lie group H of dimension-
ality d. The result of performing the H transformation with parameters
0 followed by the H transformation with parameters rp is an H transfor-
mation, say with parameters 0 '(0 , (p} . In terms of a matrix representation
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g(B ), this reads

23 Extended Field Configuration s

g((P )g (o) = g( a '(O' (A

Differentiating with respect to 0 ' with rp fixed and multiplying on the left
with the inverse of this equation give s

001i 9 00i 9 001i
The integrand of J[g] at a point B' is therefore

1 (of ) 00' j 1 ao '.i2 001 .ia

=nit 00 ) e tlaZ' . .e d Tr '(0 ag(~~ - V)jg( o) . . .
1(0

Now, every Lie group H has a metric yij (O) (not nece ssarily unique ) which
is form-invariant in the sense that

yi.l (01)

For instance, we can take

ask 0e 1,
001 i 001i yk~(e ~

1yz;(a ) _ - Tr {g_1(o)g_1(o)

00
;

For any choice of y ij ( O), the determinant of Eq. (23 .4.4) gives

Det
00 Det y(0'}
00' Det y(B j

(23 .4.4)

(23 .4.5)

By replacing the coordinates 0 in Eq. (23.4.1) with 0', we find

{g_1(01)~)g_1(01
~~~2 . . .9-1(0)

Did
1

X
I]et ~

ddof het y(E]'). (23.4.6 )

Since the parameters rp of the second H transformation are arbitrary, we
may regard B and 0' as independent variables, and evaluate the right-hand
side of (23.4.6) at any value of 0, say 0' = 0. It will be convenient to
normalize the generators tj and coordinates 9i so that for 0 - -+ 0,

g(0 ) --* 1 + 2 iOtt i .

In this case, Eq. (23 .4.6) read s

J1[g] = (2i) de zla 2
. . . ~

1 Tr
I

tal tie
. . .

tid
I

1 ddo,

et Y(D)

(23.4.7)

I]ety( O ' ) .

(23.4.8)
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We will be especially interested in the case d = 3 . Bott22 has shown
that for any simple Lie group G, all continuous mappings S3 ~ G may be
continuously deformed into mappings of S3 into a `standard' SU(2) sub-
group of G. (Where G - = S U(n ) , this standard S U(2 ) subgroup is the one
that acts only on the first two components of the defining representation
of SU(n) . Not all SU(2) subgroups of SU(n) are equivalent to this one .)
As remarked in Section 2 .7, in a 2 x 2 representation the general element
of SU(2) may be written

g (O) _ 04 + t03 02 + t0 l = EJ4 + 2 i8 - t,
-02 + A B4 - iO .3

1 D -i 1 1
t2 2 0 ~3 2 d

(23.4 .9)

where as usua l

1 D 1
t
j =

( )
2 1 0

0
- 1

and 04 and 0 are real, with (B4)2 = 1 - B2 . (Note that Eq. (23.4.9) is
consistent with the normalization convention (23 .4.7).) A straightforward
calculation gives the metric (23.4.5) as

OiOj

_ 02

so that

I]et y(O) - 1 o2

Hence Eq. (23.4.8) here reads

d' O
J[g] = -81e'jk Tr ~titjtkj

f 1 B

Using 4t i t j = 6 i j + 2idp' te and Tr ~ t ftk j = z S~k , we see that

$Fijk Tr Iti tj tkj = 2iEtjk 6ijk = 12i .

(23 .4 . 10)

(23.4-11 )

Also, for the `identity' mapping g2, the integral here runs twice over the
interior of the unit ball (because 04 can be positive or negative), and gives

d3 0
2 t

47r rZ dr
-2 2

1 - 02 JO - r2

For the class c of mappings homotopic to gj, we have the n

J(c) = 24 -K 2

and so

J(cv } = 247r 2 v .

(23.4.1 )

(23.4.13)

The integer v is known as the winding number . This result is for a
representation and normalization conventions for which the standard
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SU(2) sub algebra has generators to with structure constants Eijk and
Tr (tt tj) = z Sad. More generally, if [t i , tj] = igE ijk tk and Tr (ti tj) = 2 ~1Tg 2 6,j ,
then

J(c'' ) = 247r2 N v . (23.4 .14 )

The results (23.4.13) or (23.4 .14) show incidentally that for every simple
Lie group, 7rAG} contains Z . As listed in Appendix B to this chapter,
7r3(G) = Z for all simple Lie groups . Thus the homotopy class of g(O) for
any simple Lie group is entirely determined by its hornotopy class when
the group is deformed into its standard SU(2) subgroup.

23.5 Instantons

As we saw in Section 23.1, the topologically non-trivial solutions of a pure
gauge theory with a simple gauge group G in d = 4 Euclidean spacetime
dimensions correspond to the elements of the homotopy group 7r3(G) = Z .
These are four-dimensional field configurations, known as instantons, that
(for reasons discussed in the next section) must be included along with
their fluctuations in path integrals . After Belavin, Polyakov, Schwarz,
and Tyupkin' demonstrated the existence of these solutions, it Hooft23
showed that the inclusion of these configurations in path integrals solved
the U(1) problem outlined in Section 19 .10. Here we shall first discuss the
instantons themselves, and then consider their role in path integrals .

According to Eq. (23.1 .7), in order for a topologically non-trivial gauge
field to have finite action, the gauge fields must approach a pure gauge at
r -4oa (where here r - xixi, with i summed over the values 1, 2, 3, 4) :

iAj(x) --+ g- 1 (x ) ~3ig(x) , (23.5.1 )

where Ai .= t,,A,,z and g(ac) is a direction-dependent element of the gauge
group G. The topological invariant discussed in the previous section may
therefore be written in terms of the asymptotic behavior of the gauge fiel d

j 191 _ f del dB2 dO 3 F"bc

ae aeC

11mr,., r3 dO' d02 dO 3 rah` OX z aXa O~k Tr jA jAjAk } (23 .5.2).l aea a 0b a 0c

where O" with a = 1, 2, 3 are any three parameters used to specify the
direction of the unit four-vector 3t . This surface integral can be evaluated
using Gauss's theorem. In analogy with the current (22.2.29) in Minkowski
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spacetime, we can define a current in Euclidean spacetime

GI = Jajk [AYiF j .ik - 3 Cafl Y Aa i A fl .i Ay k ]

whose divergence is
1 E0 d Gd =- z Cijk d FaijFalc d -

45 1

(23.5 .3 )

(23 .5.4)

(Here F ~k l is the totally antisymmetric tensor with J 1~34 - 1 .) We are using
a representation of the gauge group with totally antisymmetric structure
constants, so that

Tr ~tatg} = 2N6ag, (23.5.5)

with N a constant that depends on the representation in which we calculate
the trace in Eq . (23 .5 .2) . Hence Eq. (23 .5 .4) may be written

GI - (2/N ) FE
Iijk Tr [AFJk + (2i/3 )A= A j Ak

I
For r --), oa , the field strength Fkj vanishes , so

GI --), (4i/3N )eEIijk Tr
I
Ai A j Ak

I

Hence Eq. (23.5.2) gives

'f [g] -=- -(3NI4 ) J d4x 01 GI = -(3N/8) ~Ekd
f

d4x Faij Fxkr

(23 .5 .6)

(23 .5 .7)

(23 .5 .8)

Thus in order to demonstrate the existence of topologically non-trivial field
configurations, we have to show that there are configurations for which
the Chern-Pontryagin density F ski Fa ij Fake has a non-vanishing integral .

For this purpose, it is very useful to take advantage of what is known
as the Bogorraol'nyi inequality . 10 From the fact tha t

0 C ~ (Fjj + Z~ jklFczkl ) d4 x

(with squares indicating obvious index contractions), we have

S [A ] ? F~kr
I

Faij Faki d4 'x = I f [g] II 3 N

where S [A ] is (up to a factor) the Euclidean actio n

S[A ] = 4
1

Fai j Foci j Ll~4x .

(23.5 .9)

(23.5 .10)

The lower bound (23.5.9) is evidently reached if and only if the gauge field
is self-dual or anti-self-dual, in the sense tha t

Fay j = _ ± Z E I~J kt Fcckl . (23.5.11 )

Hence any solution of the first-order equation (23.5 .11) is a minimum of
S [A] for gauge fields of winding number unity, and hence also a solution
of the second-order Yang-Mills field equation .
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Belavin et a[.1 found a solution of Eq. (23.5 . 1 1 ) of the form

r
iA i (x) = rz + R2 91 Imaigo) , (23.5 .12)

where R is an arbitrary scale factor, and gl (x) is an element of an SU(2)
subgroup of the gauge group, with

x4+2ix• t
gl~x} = r

and

l 0 1 1 0 -a 1 1
= -t

1 2 ~~ 2
t3

02 i 0 2 0 -1

(23.5 .13)

(23. 5 . 14)
It is clear that th is solution has the asymptot ic behav i or (23.5.1), with

g(x) the same as the `identity' mapping (23.4.9 ), so this solut ion belongs
to the homotopy class of the identity map, and therefore as we saw in
the previous section has winding number v = 1 . From Eqs. (3 .4.14) and
(23.5 .9) (which is here an equality) we have then

(23.5 .15 )

From Eqs . (23 .5.10) and (23 .5. 11) (with positive sign), we also have

C7

Ekd
f

Faaj Faki d4x = 64n 2 (23.5 .16)

This solution is not unique, because it can be translated or subjected to a
gauge transformation, but aside from these degrees of freedom, there are
no other solutions of the field equations with winding number unity .14

Because we have found field configurations with v = 1, we know
that there are also field configurations with any integer v . For instance,
solutions with v a positive integer .+' can be constructed by superimposing
X solutions with v = I with centers so far apart that at these distances
the non-linearities of the field equations become unimportant . A solution
with v = -1 negative can be found by replacing gl in Eq. (23 .5.12)
with gl and solutions with v a negative integer -S' can be found
by superimposing X of these at large separations . For general winding
number, Eqs . (23.5.15) and (23.5 .1 6) become

s[A] = sn2 lvl ,

e7

Ekd
I

Faij F1tl d4x = 647r 2 v

(23 .5.17 )

(23 .5.18 )

These results are for a gauge field normalized as in Eqs . (23.5 .11)-
(23.5.13) . With this normalization, the action I [A] is not -S[A ] , but

(23 .5 .19 )
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where g is the conventional coupling constant . If we had used our
usual convention of including a factor g in the generators and structure
constant, then the action I [A ] would be the same as --S [A ] , but with AIX,
and Fx,,v carrying a factor 11g we would have S [A] = 8 n2/g2 instead of
Eq. (23.5.14), so in this case again the action would be -8rc2/ g2 , but now
in place of Eq. (23.5.14) we would have

F~jk l f
Fx ij Fxkt d4x = 647C2 v /g2 . (23.5 .20)

We shall see in the next section that in path integrals we must sum
the effects of instantons of all winding numbers . The contribution of
configurations of winding number v * 0 to Euclidean path integrals is
suppressed by a factor exp(I[A]) = exp(-8tvln2/g2) . In Section 23.7 we
will see that the coefficient of this exponential is a negative power -n of g :
in quantum chromodynamics, n = 12 . The function g-n exp(--8f vJn 2 /g2)

and all its derivatives with respect to g vanish at g = 0, so such contribu-
tions are non-perturbative -they will never be encountered in any order
of perturbation theory.

This does not necessarily mean that these contributions are small. As
we saw in Chapter 18, in quantum chromodynamics the coupling g is not
a fixed dimensionless parameter, but a function of a sliding energy scale,
and becomes large at low energies . The effective energy scale to use in
the coupling in Eq. (23 .5.19) is determined by quantum fluctuations, the
subject of Section 23 .7, but on dimensional grounds it cannot be very
different from 11R, where R is the instanton size in Eq. (23.5 .12) . The
instanton size is not fixed, but must be integrated over, with some weight
function that depends on the process under consideration . In quantum
chromodynamics the running coupling constant g ,, is given for large ,u by
Eq. (18.7 .7) as

z 87r2

,u flo ln(p/A )

where (30 = 11- finf / 3 and A .= 250 MeV is the quantum chromodynami c
scale factor. The factor exp(-Sn2/g211R) is therefore, for small instantons ,

exp ~ - $7E2/g 121R
~ _ (RA)° .

We cannot calculate this factor for large instantons, with RA ~~ 1, but it
is clear that in this case there is no suppression of instanton effects .

Despite initial hopes, the discovery of instantons has not led to much
improvement in our ability to do quantitative calculations in quantum
chromodynamics . On the other hand, as we shall now see, it has pro-
duced spectacular qualitative changes in our understanding of quantum
chromodynamics and other gauge theories.
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The mere fact that there are solutions of the field equations for which
the integral (23 .5.15) does not vanish is enough to provide a solution
of the U(1 ) problem discussed in Section 19.10 . Under global U(1)
transformations y) - + exp(iy59)W, the measure for integration over quark
fields undergoes a change given by Eq. (22.2 .10) :

[dW] [d i-p ] --), exp icc jd(xi4x} [dV) ] [d~v ] , (23 .5 .21)

where (with the matrix t here equal to unity) the anomaly function ~Ql(x)
is given by Eq. (22 .2.45) :

,-V/ (x ) = 1~ 2- F~kr F=jx Fk! fl tr txt fl . (23 .5.22)

The existence of this anomaly would not in itself solve the U(1) problem,
because the quantity (23.5 .22) is a total derivative, and so would have
a zero integral for a non-singular gauge field that vanishes sufficiently
rapidly at infinity. The instanton solution vanishes only as 11r, and yields
a non-vanishing value for this integral, given by Eqs . (23.5 .22), (23.5.18),
and (23 .5 .5) as

f
d4 x a(x) = 2N v , (23.5 .23 )

showing that the anomaly does violate the U(1 ) chiral symmetry.
As we saw in Section 22.4, the currents of baryon and lepton number

also contain anomalies due to the interaction of quarks and leptons
with the SU(2) x U(1) gauge fields of the standard model . Instanton
configurations of the SU(2) gauge field therefore produce violations of
baryon and lepton conservation.25 As noted in Section 22 .4, there are
various currents whose conservation is not violated by anomalies or
anything else, such as baryon number minus lepton number, and the
differences of electron, muon, and tau lepton numbers, so these will
be conserved in any baryon- and lepton-non-conserving process . For
instance, the decay of a proton or deuteron is forbidden, but the decay
He3 -4 e+ + P+ + vx is allowed. The amplitudes for these effects are
suppressed by the same factor exp(-$1vtn2/g2 ) as before, but now with g
the ,S U(2) coupling constant e/ sin B, evaluated not at a sliding scale but at
the natural scale for electroweak processes, roughly of order mz . Taking
e2 /4n = 1/129 (see Section 18.2) and sing B =x.23, the suppression factor
for Jvj = 1 is exp(-373) . Hey decay into three antileptons is not likely to
be observed .

***

There is another approach26 that illuminates some aspects of instantons .
In temporal gauge, with Aa4( x, X4) = 0, the gauge field for x4 - )' ±oo is
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expected to approach time-independent pure gauges for x4 --)' ±oo

iA ( x , x4) itIXA IX(x , x4) ` g+ (x )Ogt(x )

45 5

(23.5 .24)

where g±(x) are group elements in the representation generated by t ,,, .
Assum ing that Aa(x , Xq ) vanishes for x --), oa, the group elements g±(x)
must approach constants gt for x --+ oo, so the three-spaces at x 4 --~ co
may be regarded as three-spheres , with the point at infinity regarded as
an ordinary po int . Following the same argument that led to Eq. (23 .4.13),
we then have

Eiik J
d3X Tr {1(x) Oig+(x ) g± 1(x ) Vjg±(x ) g± 1(x) akg± (x) = 24n2n+

(23 .5 .25 )
where n± are integers. The integral over the boundary of four-space in
Eq. (23.5.2) may be regarded as the integral over the `plane' x4 = + 00
minus the integral over the `plane' x4 - -oo, so from (23.5.8) and (23 .5.18)
(with N = 1) we have

v = n+ - n_ . (23.5.26}

The exponential factor exp(-8Cvtn2/g2 ) from Eq. (23.5 .19) may therefore
be regarded as the amplitude for a transition from a configuration with
spatial winding number n_ at x4 --;' -oa to one of spatial winding number
rt+ at x4 -► +oa. The exponential form of this factor for v =# 0 reflects the
fact that this is a tunneling process ; no continuous sequence of pure gauge
fields can take us from a configuration of one spatial winding number to
a configuration with a different spatial winding number .

The interpretation of the factor exp(-8 C v Cn2/g2) as a tunneling am-
plitude suggests that baryon- and lepton- no n-con serving processes may
proceed rapidly at temperatures above about 1 TeV, where instead of
having to tunnel through the barrier, thermal fluctuations can take the
vacuum over the barrier.27 This process may be of cosmological impor-
tance, but it is still subject to the selection rules mentioned above : thermal
fluctuations will not change the density of baryon number minus lepton
number, or the differences of the densities of the three varieties of lepton
number.

23.E The Theta Angl e

We have seen that there are configurations of arbitrary integer winding
number, but how do we know that these configurations must be included
in the path integral? To keep an open mind, suppose we add up configura-
tions with arbitrary weight factors ,f (v) for each winding number, leaving
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open the possibility that some or most of these weight factors might van-
ish. The expectation value of a local observable 0 located within a large
Euclidean spacetime volume Q is then

EV f ( v) fv [do] exp (In [01) cc 101r 23.b.}1- (
Ev .~( v) fv [do] exp (Ic[41] )

where 0 stands for all the fields of the theory ; the subscript v on the
integrals over 0 indicates that we are to include only configurations of
winding number v ; and In [0] is the integral of the Lagrangian density
over the spacetime volume 0. Now suppose that Q is divided into two
very large volumes 01 and 02, with Cc in the volume 51 1 . The integral over
all fields with winding number v may be written as an integral over all
fields with winding number vi in volume Q1 and winding number v2 in
volume Q2, with vl and v2 summed over all values with vl + v2 = v, and
so to a good approximation Eq . (23 .6.1) becomes

Ev 1 ,y 2
f (v1 + v2) fv , [do] exp (in, ~~~ ) Cc [0] fv , [do] exP (In2 101)

Ev,,v2
f(v l + V2) fv 1 [do] exp (In, [01) Jv , [do] exP (I02[0l ~

(23.6.2 )

But then for general weight factors the average is not the same as if we
omitted the volume 0.2, in contradiction with our general ideas about
cluster decomposition . (See Chapter 4 .) In order for the factors involving
the volume 02 to cancel in this ratio, we must hav e

This will be the case if and only if f(v) is of the form

f(v ) = exp(iOv) , (23.6 .3 )

where 0 is a free parameter. Thus in particular we cannot arbitrarily
discard all configurations with non-zero winding number, because then an
instanton of winding number v in one region would have to be balanced
with an instanton of winding number -v in some other region, making
it impossible to calculate expectation values without considering what is
happening far from the location of the operators being measured .

The factor f(v) may be put in a more familiar form. According to
Eq . (23 .5 .18), with gauge fields normalized so that in the standard 5' U(2 )
subgroup the structure constants are -Fift , the winding number may be
written as an integral :

1V ==
64n2 ,I

(d
4x

)E ~~kd Focij Fofkr • ( 23 .6 .4)
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This can be expressed in terms of a Minkowskian path integral ; since
(d4x ) ,E = i d4

X
, Fa34 = -iFa30 ; and -F1230 = -1, Eq. (23 .6.4) may be written

1 4 Apaf d x e ~c
Fa~~.Fx~~u = -

64n 2

Thus inclusion of the weighting factor (23 .6.3) is therefore equivalent to
adding a term

0 K ApU

~B b4~c~
F FUKJxP U

to the Lagrangian density . But as mentioned at the beginning of Section
15 .2, we might have included such a term in the Lagrangian of any
non-Abelian gauge theory anyway, with arbitrary real 0 .

The inclusion of a term (23 .6 . 6) in the Lagrangian density would violate
P and CP conservation . We could of course simply set 0 = 0, but this
would invalidate what in Section 18 .7 was scored as one of the successes
of quantum chromodynamics : it made it automatic for P and CP to
be conserved by the strong interactions even though they are evidently
violated by the weak interactions.

To assess the physical consequences of including the term ( 23 .6.6) in the
Lagrangian, consider the effect of redefinition of all the fermion field s

Vf --;' exp(iy59f)Wf , (23 .6 .7 )

(23.x.5 )

(23 .6.6)

where f is a flavor index, and ccf are a set of real phases . According to
Eqs. (22 .2.10) and (22 .2 .24), the effect on the measure for path integrals
over fermion fields i s

L dy~j LdV l ---), exp 32n~ f d4x epvp6 F." FP,' E af [dTj [dq)]

s
(23 .6.8)

(We are using generators normalized so that Tr (txtg ) = 6a fl /2.) Comparing
this with Eq. (23.6.6) shows that this is equivalent to shifting 0 by

0 - - - > 0 + 2 c. 1 . (23 . 6 .9 )
J,

The redefinition of the fermion fields will also change the mass terms in
the Lagrangian density. In order to take account of masses involving y5,
let us write the fermion mass term in the Lagrangian as

(23 .6.10)YM = - 2 ~ ~~f fPf ( 1 + 75 )Ws - 12E •~.f~3s( 1 - 75 M
f s

with mass parameters ~ f which , if complex , would violate P and CP
conservation. Then the redefinition (3 .6 . 7) changes these parameters by

f --+ exp(2iccf) f . (23 .6.11)
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A mere change of path integration variables cannot have any physical
effect, so observable quantities cannot depend separately on 0 or the
phases of the mass parameters iff, but only on the combinatio n

t'

In particular, we can always define the fermion fields so that B = 0, but
at the price of perhaps introducing P and CP violating phases in the mass
parameters .

This discussion shows that if any of the quark masses were to vanish,
then the theta angle would have no effect and there would be no P or
CP non-conservation in quantum chromodynamics . The analysis of quark
mass ratios in Section 19 .7 indicates that the quarks all have non-zero
masses, though it is sometimes suggested that the inclusion of terms of
second order in rra5 in this analysis might allow rrau to vanish.28 But there
is no question that the u and d quarks are quite light, which leads to some
suppression of the effects of a non-zero theta angle . We saw in Section
19.4 that mu and md are roughly of order rran /mom (where MN is used here
as a typical quantum chromodynamic mass scale), so we might expect
the effects of the theta angle to be suppressed by four factors of m, but
this is not quite correct. With P and CP not conserved there would be a
non-zero amplitude for the n° to disappear into the vacuum, proportional
to m~, but the `tadpole' graphs with pion lines ending in such vacuum
transition vertices would be enhanced by a factor mn 2 from the pion
propagator, giving a net effect proportional to m~, not mom . In particular,
if we define fermion fields so that all iff are real, then a non-zero theta
angle would produce a P- and T-non-conserving neutron electric dipole
moment proportional to 101 and m~, and hence on dimensional grounds
of order29

do 1p1 erra~ /rra~ -:t 1 0-16 C O1 e cm . (23. 6 .13)

The neutron electric dipole moment is known to be less than about 1 0-25 e
Cm, so 101 < 10-4 .

In order to explain in a natural way why 0 is so small, Peccei and
Quinn30 proposed a theory in which 0 became in effect a dynamical
variable, which could relax to a minimum of the effective potential, at
which P and CP would be conserved. Their idea was taken up by Wilczek
and myself,31 who noted that it would require the existence of a light
spinless particle, the axion . The axion that appeared in the original
Peccei-Quinn model has been ruled out by experiment, but there are more
general possibilities,32 in which the axion couples too weakly to ordinary
matter to have been observed .

The common feature of all versions of the axion theory is that there
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is some U(1) symmetry that is spontaneously broken at energies much
higher than those associated with quantum chromodynamics, and is also
broken by an anomaly involving the gluon fields . According to the
general formalism of Chapters 19 and 22, the low energy effective field
theory will contain a Goldstone boson field 0, so that, under the symmetry
transformation

0 --). 0 + Foe , (23.6.14)

the effective Lagrangian undergoes the transformatio n

~ ~eff e
A

f ~v a F11v FPc (23.6 . 15)x F.
~4Tr? E p

where A is a dimensionless constant of order unity, characterizing the
anomaly, and FO is a constant of the order of the energy scale at which
the symmetry is spontaneously broken (with 0 defined to be canonically
normalized .) Then the terms in the effective Lagrangian involving 0 are

Y'P
~ ~~~~~u~ ~ ~~vp~ Fav

Fa6 + . . . ~ (23.6.16 )
64n

where M = FoIA and ` - • •' denotes possible interactions involving deriva-
tives of ~ . Comparing Eqs. (23.6. 1 b ) and (23 .6-6), we see that, for
a constant 0, all observables will be functions not of 0 and 0 sepa-
rately, but only of 0 + OIM (This is with fermion fields defined to make
the mass parameters fall real ; otherwise observables will depend on
) - Y:f Arg.,W f + 01M.} If everything in the theory but the theta term
23.6.6) and the 0 interaction in Eq. (2 3 .6 .16 ) conserves P or CP, then the
,ffective potential will be even in 0 + 01M, so it will have a stationary
point at 0 + O/M = 0 , preserving the conservation of both P and CP . In
he real world P and CP are not exact, but the only observed violations
ire in the weak interactions, and would shift the expectation value of 0
only a small way33 from -Mo .

Even without specifying the underlying theory, by using effective field
heOry techniques it is possible to say a fair amount about the general
roperties of the axion . The most general Lagrangian for the axion field
~, now including the theta term and all interactions with u and d quarks
p to order I / M, is of the form

1
0401"0 + ' - [ 0 + 01 ,,, FW FPcz 6_472 M

i

M

fu
O u 01757'U - ~f-d 0u 0 d7571' d, (23.6.17 )

here fu and fd are dimensionless coupling constants, expected to be of
der unity. As shown by Eq. (23 . 6.8), the redefinition (23 .6 .7 ) of the
park fields has the effect of subjecting the quantity O(x)/M + 0 in the
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second term of the Lagrangian (23 . 6 .17 ) to the replacemen t

OW +0--), OX) + 0 + 2 [au(x) + UdWl -
M M

(23.6 .18)

By choosing at• = -(8+011Vf)cf• /2 with constant coefficients cf satisfying
cu+cd = 1, we eliminate the term in the Lagrangian involving 'F'U ,,p 0-FIlv Ff6,
and change the mass term in the low energy quantum chromodynamic
Lagrangian density to

YM = -MU u exp I
- acu (B + O/M )75 1 u - md d exp icAB + 01M)Y51 d .

(23.6.19)

I n addition, from the kinematic part of the quark Lagrangian we pick up
a derivative interaction term

2 iCu (uY"75 )u 00'M
+ 2

iC~j ( C1~~1 11 y5)Cl~ [~C]' M , (23.6.20)

so that fu and fd in Eq. (23 .6 .17) are replaced with ft, = fu -- cu /2 and
fd' = f d - Cd'2. To derive an effective Lagrangian for low-energy pions
and axions, we follow the procedure of Section 19 .5 (but now with u and
d quarks in place of protons and neutrons), and make the replacements :

dd --;- u cos(no/F,,) ,

dy5d -> -iv sin( no /F,, ) , (23. 6 .21 )

idyuY5 __*
2 F~ 0~ ~0 + . . . a

where v is the constant v = ( uu) = (dd}, and ` • • • ' denotes terms that do
not have the one-pion pole . From Eqs . (23 .6 . 19 ) and (2 3 .6.20) we find the
effective pion-axion Lagrangian

2 2 ( 2M )
(3 r ~

-muv cas F ~ mdv cos (70
+ ~ , (2 3 . 6 .22)

where 0' is the difference between the axion field and its expectation value

Mp . (23.6.23)

Since cu and Cd are arbitrary except for the condition that Cu + Cd = 1, we
are free to eliminate the OyoaunO cross term by taking cu = ; + fu -fdand
cd = 2 + fd - fu, so that fu' = fd . The quadratic part of the Lagrangian
(23.6.22) is

U ~ (]

squad = -2 Op
7 0OP7 O

- 2 a
Por

a
yof

- 2 ~ 1
MU " ~ (23. 6 .24)
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where

~2 (Mu + M d) ~' /F~ (-MuC~ + mdcd) v/F~~

❑ (-Mu~'u + MaCa) vIF,,M (muC~ + mdc~} U~~ Irf~

46 1

(23 .6.25 )

For M ~~ F, one eigenvalue of Mo2 is (mu + md) vIF,2,, wh ich acco rd ing
to Eq. (19.7.20) is the 7i4 squared mass. The other eigenvalue is then the
axion mass

2 v MdMu
~a - M2 ma + mu

F
a77

MdMu 2-
M

2
(Md

+ M,,)
2 1

1~ yytI , (23 .6 .26 )

Fo r the quark mass ratio derived in Section 1 9.7, th is gives ma =
1 3 MeV/M(GeV) .

We can also use this formalism to say something about the interactions
of ax ions with hadrons . The eigenvector of M~ with eigen value m~ has a
component along the original 7r ❑ d irection equal to (mu cu - rrtdcd)F,,I (rrau +

MOM . As mentioned earlier, because of the one-pion pole this is the
dominant axion-hadron coupling. We see that the ratio of the axion and
pion production interaction amplitudes will typically be of order F,1 M.
The fact that axions are not observed in such collisions ind icates that
M > 3 TeV, in contradict ion with the original expectation3"' that the
anomalous U(1) symmetry is spontaneously broken by the same scalar
vacuum expectation values of order 0.3 TeV that break the electroweak
SU(2 ) x U(1) symmetry. It is possible to explain why axions are not found
in reactor or accelerator expe riments by taking M as an independent
parameter,32 much larger than the e lectroweak break i ng scale, but there
are still astrophysical limitations . Limits on the rate of cooling of red giant
stars give34 M > 1 07 GeV, while observations of the supernova SN1987A
indicate31 that M > la ' ❑ GeV.* Cosmological arguments suggest36 an
upper bound M < 1 012 GeV, leaving an open but narrow window of
allowed axion parameters .

'For M > 14 7 GeV the axion mass would be less than about I eV, so that stars are hot
enough to produce axions_ The ratio of the axion and no decay rates into two photons
is expected to be of order (F,,I M)' times a phase space ratio of order (m,,/m,)', o r

, M

)

I ' { 7c° ~ y+Y } - ( M )

(

Hence for M > 10' GeV the axion lifetime is expected to be longer than about 1a24
s, which is ample time for the axion to travel even cosmological distances before
decaying.
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23.7

23 Extended Field Configurations

Quantum F luctuations around Extended Field Configurat ions

Topolog ically non-trivia l four-dimensiona l field configurat i ons such as in-
stantons prov ide only zeroth-order contributions to path integra ls. Now
we must cons ider the effect of quan tum fluctuations around these config-
urations.

To start i n a very genera l way, consider a set of fie lds, co llect ive ly ca lled
fi(x), whose dynamics is described by the Euclidean action 1[0], and
suppose we have a set of configurat ions 0v,, at which I [0 ] is stationary,
where v labe l s the topo logica l type of the configurati on, and u represents
a set of continuous collective parameters on which the configurat ion
depends. For instance, for ins tantons v is the winding number, an i nteger ,
and u inc l udes t he posit i on and scale as wel l as its `d irect i on' in the gauge
group. Euclidean path integra l s may then be written

f
[do ] exp (I[1)0 = ~: J du ~[do~ ] exp (I[cbv,u + 0'l} Cc ~ (23 .7.1)

V

where the subscript on the integral over the fluctuation 0' indicates that
we are to integrate only over fluctuations that d o not enta il changes in
the co llecti ve parameters, and 0 stands for any product of loca l funct ions
of field operators . Because I [0 ] is stat ionary at its expansi on to
second order in the fluctuat ions takes the form

I 10v,u + 01 ] --' Iv ---
Z 1

d4x d4y Kx I,ym (v , u ) 0i(x) 0' (y) , (23.7.2 )

where l and m here include spin and species indices, and I . = I [o,,,u]
is a function of v alone because the action is supposed to be stationary
at all field configurations 0v,u. The integral over the fluctuation 0 ' in
Eq . (23.7.1) will then yield a sum of terms from contractions of the fields
in (9, times (for real bosonic fields) an over-all factor [Det K(v,u)]-1/', it
being understood that K now acts only in the subspace of fluctuations
that do not entail changes in the collective parameters u . This factor
can be written as a product over the eigenvectors ~,,(v, u) of the `matrix'
K(v, u) :

(Det K(v, u)}
1 /2

n
(23 .7.3 )

the prime here indicating that we are to exclude the `zero modes', the zero
eigenvalues of K, for which the eigenfunctions correspond to changes in
the collective parameters .

These remarks allow us to refine the results given in Section 23 .5 for the
coupling-constant dependence of instanton contributions with different
winding numbers . Suppose we define the fields of our theory in such
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a way that the act ion takes the form I [0 , g] = g-2I , [0 ] where I , [0] is
independent of coupling constants. (For instance, as discussed at the end
of Sect i on 1 5.2, in Yang--M ilts theories we would use as a ga uge field the
canon ica lly normalized gauge fie ld times a factor g .) Then all eigenvalues
of K are proport ional to g-2, and the factor (23 .7.3) is propor t i on al to g to
a power equa l to the number of non-zero eigenvalues of K . This power is
of course infin ite, but it can be written as the num ber of all e igenvalues of
K, which is a lso infini te bu t i s independent of v, minus the number X(V)
of zero modes, equa l to the number of co llective parameters, wh ich is finite
and dependen t on v . We conclude then that aside from factors that do
not depend on v, the contr ibu t ion of fluctuat i ons a round configurations
of topo logica l type v is a factor w ith a coupling-constant dependence that
is g i ven in terms of the number A"(v) of co llect ive parameters by

g-.~tv} (23.7.4)

Thi s estimate is based on the approximat i on (23.7.2), which co rresponds
to a one- loop approx i mat i on, so when higher-order terms are taken into
accou nt the factor (23 .7.4) will be multiplied wi th a power series in g,
whose detai ls depend on the operators C appearing in t he pa th inte-
gra l .

Let's see how this applies to instantons. The configuration with v = 0
of course has no collective parameters, and so its contribution to path
integrals is j ust a power series in g. The configuration with v = 1 has
four collective parameters giving the spacetime location of the instanton,
one collective parameter giving the scale of the instanton, and a number
Nl of collective parameters corresponding to the rotat ions and/or global
gauge group transformations that do not leave the instanton invariant,
so (now including the factor exp(I v ) given by Eq . (3.5.19 )}, the coupling-
constant dependence for v = 1 instantons is g- 5-N' exp ( -8 7E 2/g2). For
the v = 1 instanton (23 .5.12) in an SU(2) Yang-Mills theory, there are
three independent rotations and three independent S U(2) transformations,
but since the instanton is invariant under three combined rotations and
S U( 2) transformations, we have MIT I = 3, so fluctuations around the v = I
instanton yield a coupling-constant dependence g T8 exp(-8 7E2/g2). In an
S U(3) Yang-Mills theory we have three independent rotat i ons and eight
independent S U(3) transformations, but again the instanton is invariant
under three independent combined rotations and S U(3) transformations
in the standard S U(2) subgroup (say, acting on the first two components
of the defining representation of S U(3)), and now also invariant under one
additional 5 U( 3 ) transformation that (like hypercharge) commutes with all
generators of the standard S U(2) subgroup . Hence 11TH = 3 + 8 - 3 - 1 = 7,
and the v = I instanton yields a factor proportional to g- 12 exp(-8 7i2 /g2} .
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Now suppose that the action I also contains a term

d4x
I

d4
Y W1 (x) -'*'px , my (v, u) TM (Y)

involving independent fermion fields T and v . If none of these field s
appear in (9 then the integral over these fields yields a factor Det -*'(v, u),
which vanishes if -V'(v, u) has any zero modes . This result can be simply
understood in terms of the rules for integration over fermionic parameters .
By expanding yp(x) and fp(x) in the eigenmodes of Y , we can write the
integral over V(x) and V(x) as an integral over the coefficients in these
expansions. The coefficients of the zero modes do not appear in the
quadratic approximation to the action, so for each such fermionic zero
mode we have an integral over a fermionic parameter that does not appear
in the integrand, which vanishes according to the general rules of Section
9 .5. The only terms in an integral over fermionic variables that do not
vanish are those for which the integrand contains a single factor of each
integrated variable . Hence the integral over fermionic fields in Eq . (23.7.1)
will not vanish only if there is a single fermionic field in (9 for each
zero mode of Y . For instantons there are fermionic zero modes whose
numbers and chiralities are governed by index theorems, like the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem derived in Section 22.2, so only certain processes are
allowed for a given winding number. It was on this basis that 't Hooft 25

showed that the baryon- and lepton-nonconserving effective interaction
produced by v = 1 instantons in the electroweak standard model must
involve just one of each lepton flavor .

23.8 Vacuum Decay

A vacuum state is stable if its sca lar field expectation values are at a
t rue minimum of the effective pote nt ia l . But if the sca lar fie ld expectat ion
values are at a loca l mi nimum that is higher than the true minimum
then this vacu um will be metastable. A metastable `fa lse' vacuum state
corresponding to a local m inimum w ill decay into the stab le `true' vacuum
corresponding to the t rue minimum by a process of barrier penet rat i on,
analogous to nuclear a lpha decay o r spontaneous fission. This is not
a process that can be observed in our l abo ratories, but it has presum-
abl y occurred several times in the history of the un i verse as various
symmetries have become spontaneously broken, so it is important to be
able to calculate the rate of such fal se vacuum decay. As we shall now
see, this ca lcul at i on involves consideration of yet another extended field
configuration . 6

Let us concentrate on the component 0 of the sca lar field mul t iplet that
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acquires an expectat i on va lue (0) in the true vacu um. Fo r instance, i n
the theory of broken chira l symmetry discussed in Section 1 9.5, 0 would
be the fou rth component of a chira l four-vector . It will turn out that,
where barr ier penetrat i on is strong ly suppressed, the other scalar fields
(including th ose of any Go ldstone bosons) do not affect the domi nant
suppression factor in the decay rate. For defin iteness, we will take the
Lag rang ian densi ty in the form

Y = -- ~ a~ 0 0 ~0 - V~~} . X23.8 .1 }

We assume that the lowest-order effect i ve potential V(¢,) has a true
minimum at 0 = (0) and a l ocal mi nimum at 0 = 0, and we adju st an
additive constan t in the Lagrang ian density so that V(O) = 0, in wh ich case
Y( (O)) E 0. We want to ca lculate the rate at which the fa lse vacuum state
w i th sca lar field expectation value zero w il l decay in to the true vacuum
state with scalar field expectat ion value (0) .

The results of Appendi x A of this chapter (Eqs. (23.A.6), (23 .A.21), and
(23 .A.23)) show that the energy Eo of the false vac u um state in which the
scalar field vacuum expectation va lue vanishes is given by

EO = -lim 1 In~',x' T exp S [0 ; TJ) do( x , t}
x, t

where S [0 ; T] is the Euc l idean action derived from Eq. (23 .8. 1 )

+T1a
S [O ; 7'] _

J
d3 x

J_
dt

T/a

(23.8 .2)

()2

Z ~
0)

+ 1(O~i)z + V(O) (23 .8.3)
Ot 2

and the integral in Eq . (23 .8 .2) is over all fields O(x, t) satisfying the
conditions

O(x, T/2) = O(x, -TIC) = 0. (23.8 .4)

The energy (23 .8 .2) is complex ; its imaginary part will give us the decay
rate.

To calculate the functional integral in Eq . ( 23.$.2), we look for a
stationary `point' of the Euclidean action S [0 , T] . The fields at which
(23 .8.3) is stationary satisfy the field equations

60 O t2 dpi
(3 .8 .5 )

subject to the b oundary condi t ions (23.8 .4) . Because of these b oundary
conditi ons, such a so lution i s known as a bounce ,

We shall look for these bounce so lutions by making the ansa tz that
O(x, t) is invari ant under rotat i ons around a point xO, to in four dimens ions :

O(x, t) = 0(P) whe re p = fix - xo}2 + (t - to~ . (23.8.6)
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There are so lu t i ons that are n ot rotationa lly inva rian t in four dimens ions,
but these other solut i ons have h igher va lues37 of S, and so become
negligible for la rge T. Using Eq . (23 .8.6) in Eq. (23.8 .5) yie lds the ordinary
differentia l equat i on

d a~ + 3
do

= V(O )dP P dp
(23 .8 .7)

Str ictly speaking, a so lution of this form i s consistent with the bounda ry
condi t ions (23 .8.4) on ly when T is very large compared with the char-
acteri st ic time associ ated w ith V(p), in which case we can take T to be
infinite in Eq . (23 .8.4), wh ich then becomes the condit ion that O(p) mu st
vanish when p --+ oo. Al so O(x , t) must be an a nalytic function of x near
x = 0 at a ll t including at t = to, so O(p) i s a power series in p2 for p --* 0 ,
and in pa rticular doldp = 0 at p = D. W i th these condit ions, Eq. (23 .8 .7)
is the equati on of mot ion of a partic le of unit mass with `pos it ion' 0 at
`time' p, moving under the influence of a potentia l -V(O) and a viscous
force -(31p)doldp, that trave l s from rest at some finite in it i al value 00
of 0 at p = 0 , and just reaches 0 = 0 at p -* a7, losing its init ial `energy'
-V(o❑ ) > 0 to vi scos ity a long the way. The Eucl idean act i on (23 .8.2) for
such a so lu t i on is

B J 2~2p=~dp
a

1 (4) 2

2
d
p

+ V
(O

) (23 .8.8 )

It is cruc ia l to determine the sign of B. For this purpose,38 we use the
same device that was u sed to prove Derrick's theorem in Section 23. 1 ,
an d cons ider the acti on (23 .8 .8) for a modified field OR(u) - O(pl R ) . By
rescal ing the vari able of integration, we find

00
S[CR]

= fo
2 71

2p3dp ~
2 do

2 + R4
V(O

)2 (dp)
(23 .8.9)

If O(p) is the solution of Eq. (23 .8.7) then the action must be stationary
with respect to any variation in 0 , so that dS [OR] /dR must vanish at
R = 1, and therefore

10 10

0

It follows then that

3dP
(4)2

= -4 P3dP V(O)fP

z ~ 2

p
ddo

> a .B = Z fo p3d

(23 .8 .1 )

We will come b ack later to a n explic it approx imate so lut ion for O(p), but
first let's consider how such solutions are to be used .
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We have here not just a single one-bounce configuration at which the
Euclidean action is stationary, but a continuum, characterized by the
collective coordinates x❑ and to. According to the results of Section 23.7,
we must integrate over these parameters, which, since B is independent of
xo and to, yields factors of ~V and T in a box of spatial volume -V. The
contribution of all one-bounce configurations to the functional integral in
Eq. (23 .8 .2) is given in one-loop order by

,V TA exp(-B ) . (23.8 .12)

The coefficient A is p roportional* to a product j~ 'n ~n1/2, where the Zn
are the e igenvalues of the kerne l b 2 S [O] /60(x, t)aO(x ', t'), and the prime
ind icates th at we are to om i t the zero e igenvalues, which correspond to
changes in the collective coord inates x4 and to. Using Eq . (23 .8 .10), we
can see that the second derivative of Eq . (23 .8 .9) with respect to R is
negat i ve at R = 1 , so there is at least one (and in fact j ust one39 ) negative
e igenvalue, and hence to th is order A is imaginary. We will not attempt to
ca lcu late A here, but will just note that A un li ke exp(-B) does not have
a dramat ic dependence on the parameters of the theory, so that we ca n
estimate it on dimensiona l grounds to be rough ly of order iM-4, where
M is some characteristic mass sca le of the theory .

For large T and V we can find addi t ional stationa ry configurations by
superimposing any number N of these bounce configurations, yielding a
contributi on that is the Nth power of the quan tity (23.8 .12), divided by
N! to take account of the fact that in integrating over N of the xO and to
we a re summing ove r configurations th at on ly differ by permutations of
the N ident ical bounces. Summing over N then g i ves the exponenti al of
the quanti ty (23.8 .12), so the energy (23 .8.2) is just the quanti ty (23 .8.12)
div ided by -T

E❑ _ -Y,"A exp(-B) . (23 .8 .13)

Since A is of order iM-4, the decay rate per volume of the false vacuum
is thus of order

I-"I'V ;:~ M-4 exp(-S) . (23.8.14)

Note that this i s a decay rate per vo lume, becau se the decay does not occu r
by a ch ange i n the sca lar field simultaneously eve rywhere in space, but by
the occurrence of bubbles of t rue vacuum i n a fa lse vacuum background .

" Where a continuous symmetry G is spontaneously broken to a subgroup H, there are
additional collective coordinates giving the orientation of H within G . The integration
over these parameters yields an additional factor in A equal to the volume of the coset
space GBH .
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The result (3,8. 1 4) i s chiefly useful i n the case where B is large, so
that barrier penetration is strongly suppressed, and we can est imate the
suppression facto r as s imply exp(-B). Fortunate ly, the most natura l
circumstance in wh ich B i s large is one in which it is possible to calculate
B in c losed form . This i s the case in wh ich the energy V((O)) = -e of the
true vacuum is only s light ly below the zero energy of the fa lse vacuum,
but V(O) i s posit ive and not small between 0 = 0 and ¢, = (0) . To
minimize the Euclidean action (23 .8 .3) in thi s case, we must take 0 to be
near (0) with in a four-dimensional ball w ith a large radius R, at which 0
drops to ze ro w ith in a shell of thickness g iven by some length L ': M-1
characteristic of the potentia l in the limit e --* 0. (This is sometimes called
the `thin wa ll approx imation ,' but perhaps a better term would be the big
bubble approximation.) The act ion (23 .8.3) in this approximat i on i s

S(R) '̂ - ; 7r' R4~' + 27r'R 3y , (23.8 .15)

where 9 is a surface tension, equa l to the shell contributi on to the act ion
per area. The second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (23 .8.7) becomes
negligible for p ; :~ R, so this i s now essent i a lly a one-dimensional problem .
We can therefore take the surface tension from Eq . (23.1 .4), wh ich for a
soluti on of the field equations is an equa lity, and in present notati on reads

.V 2V (f ) df (23 .8 . 1 )
J4

The act i on (23 .8 .15) is stationary at a radius

R ^J 3~I-e , (3 .8 . 1 7)

so the action at its stationary point has the valu e

277r2Y4

B ^ (23 .8 .18)
2 .0

Note that B is large for sma ll e, so in this case the decay rate of the fa lse
vacuum i s strong ly suppressed. After the barrier has been penetrated the
bu bble of true vacuum will grow at the speed of light, colliding eventually
w ith other bubb les, un til all space is in the state of lowest energy.

Appendix A Eucl idean Path Integrals

This appendix will outline the use of Euclidean path integra ls i n quantum
field theory. As mentioned in Sect ion 9 . 1 , i t i s possible to formulate
quantum field theory in a four-dimensional E ucl idean spacetime . Instead
of going into the non-trivia l ana lyt ic cont inuation needed to calculate
S-matrix e lements in this approach , here we sha ll illustra te the use of
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Euclidean path integra ls by add ress ing a problem for wh ich they a re
naturally su ited .

We consider a set of Hermi t ian canonical vari ables Qu and PQ, w ith
commutat ion re lations

[QQ, Pb] = iSab , (23.A. 1 )

(23 .A.2)

In quantum field theory the index a i s understood, as in Secti on 9. 1 ,
to consist of a spat i al pos i t ion x and any di screte Lorentz and species
indices m, and the Kronecker delta in Eq . (23.A.1) is un derstood as
bxm, yn = 63(x - y)b, We define eigenstates of the Qa

Qa l q) = qa I q) ,
n ormalized so th at

u

( 23 .A .3 )

(23.A.4)

and likewise for e igenstates 1p) of the P,.
The problem we cons ider is the calculation of the matrix e lement

F(q' , q ; T) = (R'~ exp ( - H [Q , P ] T) IRS , (23.A.5)

where H is the Hamiltonian, and T is an arbitrary positive constant .
One application is to the study of ground-state energies. If the smallest
eigenvalue of H is E0, with eigenvector 10) , then for T --> oo

so

E0 = -limT--,,
In F(q ', q ; T)

T
(23.A.6 )

Also, we can calculate the partition function of statistical mechanics from
the trace :

Z(I3} = Tr exP(-#H) = f [fJdq] F(q, q ; fl) ~ (23.A.7)
a

where 1/# is the temperature .
To derive a path integral formula for F(q', q ; T) we define Euclidean

time dependent operator s

Qa(t ) = eH t Qa e- N t
9 Pa (t) _ exr Pae-xi

I (23.A.8)

and correspond ing left- and r ight-eigenstates

I R , t) - exp(Ht ) I q ) , (q, t I = (q I exp ( -Ht} , (23.A.9)
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such that

and
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IPA t) = exp(H t ) IP) , (p, t j = API exp(-H t) , (23.A.1a )

Qa ( t ) l q, t } = qa l q , t ) ~

Pa ( t) I P , 0 = nn l P , 0 ,

(q, t i Qa ( t) = qu (q , t l ,

(Pa tlPa(t} = Pa (P, r I -

(23.A . 11 )

(Z3.A.12 )

One difference between this and the usual Minkowskian forma li sm is that
the ` time' evolu t ion of the operators is gove rned by a non-unitary s imi larity
transforma tion (23 .A.8), so there is no simp le re lation between the right-
eigenstates (q, t j of Q(t) and the Hermit i an adjoint of the left-cigenstates
Iq, t ) , except at t = 0 .

In this l anguage, the definit i on (23 .A .5) of F(q', q ; T) may be rewritten

Let us first
convention
have

F(q ', R ; T) = (qt , 7'I 2 I q, -T/2) . (23.A . 1 3)

calculate (q', t + dtlq, t ) for infini tesima l dt. Adopting the
th at H (Q, P) i s written with a l l Qs to the left of a ll Ps, we

(q ', t + d tl q , t ) = ( q', tl exp ( - H (q ', P)dt) I q , ty .

Let us expand ~q, t ) in a comp lete set of e igenstates of the P,, (t) operators.
From Eq. (23.A. 1 ) we h ave as usual

(q, t~ P , r )
_ H

CX
p

( iPuxu )

27i
a

so

(P , t~R, t ) _
R

exp(-ipuxQ )

27i
a

(q', t + d t I q, t) = fi
a

dPa exp i 1: Pu (qa - ~'a) - H ( ~' ', P)d t
2 7ii aa

(The summation convention is suspended here . )
As in Section 9.1, we divide the time interval from -T/2 to T/2 into a

large number of very small intervals and insert a sum over Q eigenstates
for each interval . Defining functions q(t) and p(t) that interpolate between
the values of the Q and P eigenvalues at each interval, we obtain the path
integral expression for F in its most general form

F(q', q ; T) = .
icl(- T/2)=q, q(T12)~q'

fj dqa (t))
f, dpa W

271a,t a,t

r
x exp

T/2

J di [ i E qu ( t)Pa ( t) - H (q(t), p(t))
•( 23.A.14)

T/z Q
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To calculate the partition function (23.A.7) we would integrate over the
ps and qs subject only to the condition that q(t) is periodic with period
equal to the inverse temperature P

Z (fl) _
i~q(#12)=q(-#12)

J (
1 j d 2~t} }

x exp dt [ i qa~t}pa(t} - H (q(t ), p(t )(L' a ) I ) (23 .A . 15)

Eqs . (23.A.14) and (23 .A.15) look a little odd, with one term in the
exponent real, and the other imaginary. These formulas begin to look
more familiar after we do the path integral over the p,,(t)s. This integral
is trivial in the important class of theories where H(q, p ) is quadratic in
the Ps :

H (q, p) =
1
2 Y Aab(q)PuPh + ~ Ba (q)Pa + C(q)
a,h a

(23.A.16 )

As shown in the appendix to Chapter 9, the integral over the ps in
Eq . (23 .A .14) yield s

F(q 'a q a T) = Jq T z - ~ 2 -
, (fJdqa(t)) (Det [2i2rci(q)])112

T 12

x exp ~
T

2 dt [ i E qa( t )pu (t} - H (q(t ) ,
p(t))]

(23 .A . 17)
~ a

where 4(q) is the `matrix'

(23.A. 18)

and p(t) is the stationary `point' of the argument of the exponential in
Eq. (23.A.17) - that is, the solution of the equatio n

6H (4 ( t ), p)
i4a W _

6Pa
{ 23.A.19}

P=P(t )

The factor i here should not be surprising, because Eq . (23.A .19) is the
same equation that is satis fied by the non-Hermitian operators (23.A.8) :

iOa(t) = i1H, Qa(t)]
(Q(t), (o)
5 Pa (t )

For a Hamiltonian in the general quadratic form (23 .A.16), the solution
of Eq. (23.A.19) is

pa [A-'(q)] ", (iqb - Bb(q)) (23.A.20)
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and so Eq. (23.A.17) takes the form

F(q', q ; T) = j1dq,(t)) (Det [2i7EQI(q)]
)-1,2

exp (-S [q])
R (0) R , q(T)=q' a,t

(23.A.21 )
where S [q] is the action

T/2
S[q] = Clot 1 ~ A

ab
(q)4a4h + i E At~b

(q)Ba (q)4bLT/2 ab ab

-~ Aah (q)Ba(q )Bh(q) + C(q) (23 .A.22)
ab

In the special (but common) case where Ba(q) = 0, this simplifies t o

T12
S [4 ] = LT/2dt (23 .A .23 )

ab

Thus in this case the `Lagrangian' appearing in the path integral is equal
to what the Hamiltonian would be in Minkowskian spacetime when the
ps are expressed in terms of qs and 4s .

Appendix B A List of Hamatapy Groups

This appendix presents a list of homotopy groups4° for various manifolds .
Here Z denotes the group of the integers, with group composition defined
by addition, so that zero is the unit element . Also, Zn is the group of
the integers modulo n. The trivial group, consisting of the element 0, is
denoted 0. Homotopy groups for direct products of manifolds may be
obtained from the homotopy groups of the manifolds themselves by the
product rule :

Spheres

Zn(Sm ) = 0 for n C m

Rn (Sn ) = Z

7En+ t (Sn} = Z2 except TCAS 2 } _ 0 ; 7C3 (S2 ) = Z

7En+2 ( Sri ) = Z2 except R3(SO = 0

7En+3 (Sn ) = Z24 except 7c4(SI) = 0 ; 7c 5 (S2) _ Z2 ; 7E6(S3) = Z 1 2,
7t7 (S4 ) = Z >C Z1 2

arn(SI) = 0 except 7cI(Sl) = Z



Problems

Lie Group Manifolds

RI(G) _

R2(G) = 0

R3(G} = Z

Z G = U(1 )
Z2 G = SO(n) (n ~ 3 )
0 other simple compact connected Lie groups

G any compact connected Lie grou p

G any compact connected simple Lie group

473

Z2 X Z2 G = Sn(4) , Spin(4)

7r4( G ) = Z2 G = USp(2n), SU(2), S O ( 3 ), Spin(5), SO(5)
0 G = S U(n) (n 7 3), SO(n) (n 7 6), G2, F4, En

7E4n+2(USp(2n ) } = Z (2n+2 ) , n even
7T

2n( S U(n)} = Znt
22(2n+2) n odd

Batt Periodicity Theorems
Forn -,,~ (k-1)/4,k _> 2,

Z k = 3, 7 (mod $ )
7ck( USp(2n)} = Z2 k = 4,5 (mod 8 )

0 k = 0, 1, 2,6 (mad 8)

Fornzk+2,k ~!! 2,

2
7ck(S O (n) ) = Z2

Forn _> (k+1)/2,k ~!! 2,

k=3,7 (mod 8 )
k= O,1 (mod 8 )
k = 2,4,5,b(mod S )

7E S U n2 k odd~ ( ~ }} _
0 k even

Coset Spaces
For any Lie group G and an y Lie subgroup H = G,

7c2( G/H ) = ker I 7cl (H) ~-4 7c 1 (G) I .

That is, 7E2(GI H ) is the subgroup of 7EI (H) that maps into the trivial
element of 7rt(G) when H is embedded in G . As a special case,

7c 2 (GIH) - 7c I (H ) for 7ci(G) = 0 .

Problems

1 . What sort of term would need to be added to the action for Goldstone
boson fields in four-dimensional Euclidean spacetime to make it
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possible to have topologically non-trivial field configurations at which
the action is stationary ?

2. Consider a theory of scalar fields in six space dimensions in which
the chiral symmetry SU(2) x SU(2) of the Lagrangian is sponta-
neously broken to the S U(2) of isospin. Suppose that enough higher
derivative terms are added to the Lagrangian so that skyrmions are
stabilized . What sort of conservation law do these skyrmions obey?
(Hint : Note that, as shown in Section 2.7, SU(2 ) is topologically the
same as S 3 .)

3 . Show that all 7r,(. ) for n > 1 and arbitrary manifolds are
Abe lian .

4. What is the coupling-constant dependence of the contribution of
instantons of unit winding number in an SU(4) gauge theory ?

5. Derive a formula for the axion mass in the case in which mz{, m d ,
and ms are all small .

6. Consider the theory of a real scalar field 0 with Lagrangian densit y

where rn2 and a are positive, and g is very small . Calculate the
exponential suppression factor exp(-B) in the rate of decay of the
metastable vacuum state in terms of m2, A, and g .
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396--407, 409, 411
Wess-Zumino-Witten terms, 234-8, 413-

1 5
Wilson-Fisher expansion, 147-8
winding number, 435-6, 449, 452-3,

455-7

Yang-Mills theory, see non-Abelian
gauge t heor ies

Yukawa interactions, 30$-1 0

Z and 2„ groups, defined, 433, 472
Z O particle, 127, 157, 307-11, 31 6
zero mass singularities, see infrared di-

vergences
zero modes, 426 . 462, 464, 467, 476
Zinn-Justin equation, 42, 80-2,93, 405-5
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